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PREFACE. 

By ALFRED H. BROOKS. 

Prior to the explorations whose results are 
set forth in this volume the Canning River 
region· of Arctic Alaska was almost unk~own. 
The adjacent seas had been visited by whalers, 
and. the coast had been hastily traversed by 
several explorers, but the detailed features of 
the coast line were unluiown and the inland 
region had been visited by only a few prospec
tors and fur hunters, so that only its larger 
geographic features were known. The region 
as n, whole therefore presented an almost cmn
plete hiatus in the scientific ~\:nowledge of 
Alaska, and Mr. Leffingwell has performed a 
most valuable service in mapping its geography 
nnd geology. I-Iowever, ns this report ,will 
show, his researches were by no means limited 
to these subjects, for he has recorded facts and 
made interpretations relating to many prob
lems in other fields of scienc.e. _ 

Nearly nll parties that have undertaken ex
ploration in Alaska and polar regions have 
been large enough to perniit both the. scientific 
observations a.nd the physical labor incident 
to tr~vel ·to be divided among several men. 
Not so with Mr. Leffingwell's party, for most 
of the time after the departure of Mikkelsen, 
in 1907, he had only one white man to help , 
him, and he one who could take no part in the 
scientific observations. In fact, he made many 
of his journeys with only one or two Eskimo 
companions, and he made some entire~y alone. 
The field was one of his own choice, and the 
explorations were made at his own initiative 
and expense. Therefor~ the results here set 
forth are in every sense of the word entirely Mr. 
Leffingwell's own contribution to science and 
to a better Jtnderstanding of Arctic Alaska. 

The modest narrative of his explorations 
here presented gives but a very inadequate con
ception of the self-sacrifice and hardships he 
endured during the years of his exploration. 
The reader of this volume should, however, 
constantly bear in mind the very adverse con
ditions under which the field work was done, 

· for ·only thus can he understand why it was 
hot possible to obtain the full information 
necessary to a complete analysis of all the 
problems presented. 

Mr. Leffingwell's cartographic work on the 
coast, the results of which are shown on. the 
maps in this report ( Pls. I-V, in pocket) , was 
based on accurate mensuration and detennina
tion of· 'geodetic positions. He presents the 
first accurate chart of the north Arctic coast 
of Ahtska, and his coastal maps are a valua.ble 
contribution to the knowledge of shore-line 
topography in the pqlar regions. It was not 
possible with his £aGilities to map the inland 
region with the same degree of refinement. In 
this part of the ·field, however, ·:Mr. Leffing
.well has made a valuable contribution to our 
knowledge of Alaska's larger geographic fea
tures, and this work, together with his geo- · 
logic reconnaissance· surveys, will be an im
portant link between the investigations made 
along the international boundary on the east 
and Colville River on .the west. · 

Not the least of Mr. Leffingwell's contribu
tions to science is his detailed study o.f the 
ground ice, the results of which are set forth 
in this volume. He has also not only discussed 
the physiography of the region, including both 
past and present glaciation, but has analyzed 
in de~ail the processes of erosion and· deposi
tion under polar climatic conditions. 

l\1r. Leffingwell has, I think, been wise in 
his form of presentation .. He has given not 
only his deductions and .. generalizations but 
also a detailed record of the observed facts. 
This complete record is especially· valuable as 
to those subjects ~n which it was not possible 
to- make the field studies exhaustive, for it en- . 
ables-those who do not accept his conclusions 
to put their own interpretations on the facts 
presanted. In my opinion, some of his con
clusions can be called in question on the evi
dence presented, but this fact does not de
tract from the value of the report as a whole. 
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THE CANNING RIVER ·REGION, .NORTHERN ALASKA. 

By ERNEST DE K. LEFFINGWELL. 

lNTRODUCTION. 

OUTLINE OF WORK DONE. 

In the spring of 1906 a s1nall expedition was 
-organized by Capt. ·Ejnar Mikkelsen and ·the 
writer for the purpose of exploring Beaufort 
.Sea, which lies north of Alaska. This expedi
tion received. the rather pretentious name of 
. Anglo-American Polar Expedition, owing to 
the fact that the Royal Geographical Society 
·Of London and the American Geographical So"" 
·ciety of New York were conttibutors to the 
:funds. · Mikkelsen and the writer were joint 
·Commanders, and consequently the name Mik
.kelsen-Leffingwell Expedition has been some
times used by the press. The arrangement 
made provided that each should furnish half . 
the funds. The writer obtained his sh~re fro~ 
private sources2 and Capt. Mikkelsen obtained 
his half from societies· and individuals. 

The expedition was to go to Banks Land, 
northeast of the n1outh of the 1\1ackenzie and 

. ' :spend one year in scientific work on. the south-
·Cast side of that island. In the second-summer 
it was to a~vance along the west side of Banks 
:Land as far as possible and then spend a year 
in explohttions farther west over the Arctic 
·Ocean, in search of the land predicted by Har,. 
.1:is from the behavior of the tides. 

The expedition sailed from Victoria, British 
·Columbia,, in the spring of 1906 in a sealing 
:schooner without power, renamed the Duchess 
.of Bedford, after one of the contributors to the 
·:funds. The party numb.ered eight, and in
·clucled the two commanders, a doctor,. a nat
·uralist, and four sailors .. 

The Duchess of Bedford arrived at Point 
·Barrow ahead of the United States revenue 
·cutter Thetis· and sev~ral steam whale ships." 
The ice was close along the beach east· of the 

point, and the schooner. could not make head~ 
way by beating among· the floes against the 
constant head wind and current. After win
ter quarters had been chosen in Elson Lagoon 
a whaling. captain kindly offered to tow the 
Duchess of Bedford eastward, and .by this 
means the expedition reached Flaxman Is
land, on the north shore of Alaska. There the 
party wintered. 

At. the end of the first year the ship was 
found t6 be unseaworthy, so the expedition 
could proceed no farther. The crew was sent 
home by whale ship and Mikkelsen returned 
to civilization during the fall and published 
his. narrative.1 

The writer remained ~mong the Eskimo for 
another year but was unable to do satisfactory 
work with the equipment at hand. Therefore . . ' 1n 1908, he came back to civilization and re-
fitted. In 1909 he returned to the same base 
at Flaxman Island and remained for three 
years. Another year was spent in the re(}'ion 
. b 
In 1913-14. In the narrative here presented 
the chief operations are briefly mentioned. 

During the 10 years between the organiza
tion of the first expedition in the winter of 
1906--6 ·and the date at which. this report was 
finished the writer's whole attention was gi Yen 
to the work here reported. To lessen the bur
den upon his pecuniary resources the writer 
ma.de an· attempt at whaling and trading. One 
whole spring was sacrificed in whaling at Point 
Barrow but without success. A few thousand 
dollars was obtained for furs collected during 
the last four years, but this sum was not quite 
sufficient to cover the extra outlay involved. 

The total expense of the writer during these 
10 years has been abcut $30,000, half of which 
was paid out for the first year's operations. 

1 Mikkelsen, Ejnar, Conquering the Arctlc lee, ~~don, 190!:>. 
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12 THE CANNING RIVER REGION, NORTHERN ALASKA. 

SCOPE OF REPORT. 

This report describes an area about 70 miles 
square south of Camden _:Bay, shown on Plates 
I and II (in pocket), which was explored suf
ficiently to bring out .its broader topographic 
and geologic features and discusses the geo
graphic features of the- northern coast. of 
Alaska, the topography of which- is sho~n on 
Plates III-V (in pocket). (~ee fig. 1.). 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. 

The writer is indebted to ~is fath~r, Dr. 
Charles W. Leffingwell,. for the funds by means 
ef which the work has been carried on. He is 
also indebted to the patrons· of the Anglo
American. Polar Exped1tion for contributions 
towara the expenses of the first year. -To Mr. 
Alfred H. Brooks, geologist in charge of the 
division of Alaskan mineral. resources of ·the 

100 so 0 100 zoo Miles 
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FIGURE 1.-Index map of northern Alaska, showing ·areas included ori large-scale maps (Pis. I-V, in pocket). 

In addition to the technical descriptions the United States Geological Survey, he is in-· 
report includes chapters of general interest, debted for advice and ·encouragement during· 
such as are customarily given in reports of e4- · the progress of the field work and for the 
ploring expeditions. The writer's training and privilege of ~riting this report in the office of· 
chief interest lay in the study of the Pleisto- the United States Geological StJ.rvey. The 
cene geology, so that Pleistocene phenomena writer wishes also to express his appreciation 

· have received m-ore space in the discussion than . -of the many favors received from the members 
those of all the other periods combined. The of the Geological Survey, both scientific ·and 
ground ice has been discussed in detail. clerica;I. 
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Assistance from the United States Coast and 
Geodetic Survey is also gratefully acknowl
edged. Dr. Rollin ·A. I-Ian·is worked Otlt the 
tidal observations, ~1r. C. R. Duvall the oc· 
cultations, and l\1iss S. Beall the latitudes. 
Dr. S. "V. Stnttton, of the National Bureau of 
Standards, l~nt the writer a steel tape and also. 
calibra.ted· several instruments. The United 
States Revenue Cutter Service ·several times 
transported small amounts o£ freight as far 
as Point Barrow. 

To the members of the Canadian Arctic ex
pedition, especially the souther;n party, under 
De. R. M. Ande_rson, the writer is indebted for 
transportation fro:rn N orne to Flaxman Island, 
as well as for hospitality enjoyed in their win~ 
ter quarters. ....L\.cknowledgment is made for 
permission to use their la:rge-scale map of Col
linson Point·, which shows numerous sound
ings. 

Of the many to whom the writer is indebted 
for assistance in reaching the field of work, 
Mr. C. D. Brower, of the. trading station at 
Barrow, should be mentioned first. The writer 
spent ·many weeks as his guest, during visits 
to that place. To Capt. George Leavitt, of the 
whale ship Narwhal, Capt. Steven Cottle, of 
the Belvedere, and Capt. John Bertoncini, of 
the Jeannette, the writer is indebted for trans
portation between Barrow and San Francisco 
in returning from his three different trips to 
Arctic Ah{ska. fie ·wishes also to express his 
appreciation of the three years of loyal service 
by Samuel Mcintyre. 

ITINERARY. 

The steps leading to the establishment of the · 
base camp at Flaxman Island have ~!ready 

. been mentioned. The following ·account of the 
writer's personal experiences is presented in 
the hope that it may be of service to those who 
nre contemplating Arctic travel. 

As more ·provisions were needed for the sum
mer of 1907, the writer, accompanied by one 
white man, left Flaxman Island as ~oo~ as the 
ice was sufficiently firm,· in October, 1906, on 
a sled trip to Herschel Isiand. -Much delay 
was' caused by open water and deep snow, not 
to mention the extreme friction of_ the N ansen 
sled upQn salty ice. .Herschel Island was 
reached late in November, after a trip of 35 

days. The return trip was made in Decem
qer, in three weeks of ve~;y bad weather. Dur
ing the eastward trip ~ sketch map was made 
of the details of the coast that w:er.e v~sible 
from the line of march. 

The next fe·w months were spent at Flaxmau 
Island, chiefly in preparing for the ice trip 
north. Observations for httitude and time 
\vere made with the 'altazimuth, and one oc
cultation was observed. 

During March, April, and May, 1907, a 
sled trip was made no~·thward in search of 
land. Although no land was found, a series 
of soundings showed that the conti11entnl 
shelf extended 50 miles froJp. the Alaskan 
mainland. A· detailed account of this trip is 
given in Mikkelsen's book,t so that there is n·u 
need of enlarging upon it here. 

"Vhen warmer weather set in, the ship be
gan to leak so much that the crew were unable 
to keep the water pumped out. Consequently 
they moved to the shore and .built a small . 
cabin o_ut of the interior woodwork of the 
ship. As it was impossible to make the vessel 
seaworthy, she w-as dismantled, and the crew 
were sent home at the earliest opportunity. 

In May, 1907, the writer started eastward in 
company with a prospector, H. T. Arey, and 
his son, to explore Okp!lak River. The party 

· sledded to Arey's cabin, at the mouth of this 
river, and thence nearly to the mountains. 
The sled· was then abandoned and fur:ther 
progress was made by packing. The·river was 
explored. to a point within sight of the head 
of the west ·fork, where further progress was 
impossible because of the deep snow that lay 
on top of the glacier. l\1uch cloudy weather, 
with rain or snow, interfered with a complete 
survey. 

The party returned to the coast on July 11 
and were marooned, with no means of trans
portation,· until August 1. Arey · Island was 
mapped by using a micrometric control, and 
several points <;>n the mainland were located. 
A boat arrived from Flaxman Island on Au-" 
gust 1, and· the writer was able to return· to 
headquarters by August 5, after having 
mapped a few square miles near Collinson 
Point. -

1 l\Ilkkelsen, Ejnar, op. cit. 
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As the crew of the Duchess of Bedford de
sired to return to civilization by whale ship, 
it was not advisable to employ any of them for 
trips away from the island, for a ship might 
pass ·at any time and afford· them their only 
chance to leave the country. Both t}:le small 
boats also would be needed to transfer them 
'and their gear to t~e ~hip. During the later 
part. of August· they caught a ship-the N ar
rwhal, Capt. George Leavitt-and as Capt. 
l\1ikkelsen was at ·Herschel Island the writer 
was alone for some days. 

On ac.count of the preparations necessitated 
by ~ikkelsen's return to civilization; no field 
work could be Q.one until October. A few days 
after Mikkelsen had left, the writer, accom
panied by a ;native boy, sledded up Canning 
River on a surveying trip. Near Shublik the 
sled broke through the new ice that was con
stantly forming over the: flood waters, and all 
the .instrument boxes were filled with water, 
''rhich afterward froz_e solid. In order . to 
travel at all on. flpodil).g, ic·e-filled rivers, it is 
necessary to wade through the advancing water 
and to break the ice until· farther on it becomes 
solid enough to bear one's weight. Ordinarily 
the . water . under the new ice is only. a few 
inches deep, but oh this occasion the sled broke 
through into a channel perhaps a foot and a 
half deep.- As the instruments might' be da-m
aged by cleaning them in camp and as the rna p 
pa.per had been ruined, the writer returned 
to Flaxman Island. 

During the second winter at the island, that 
of 1907-8,more astronomical observations were 
made, including three occultations.' On Janu-

. ary 23, 1908, the. writer, accompanied by a. 
native, his wife, and his small girl, and also by 
the same boy who had previot'lsly accompanied 
him on. the sledq.ing trip up ~he Canning, made 
a sledding trip to the head of Hulahula River. 
A micrometric stadia traverse was made for 
about 25 miles inland, but sca-rcely any· details 
of the topography. could be seen at that time.of. 

• the year. Much difficulty w~s experienced 
with high winds, which caused the plane-table 
alidade to vibrate greatly. The survey in .this 
neighborhood was accordingly postponed and 
the camp was moved to the head of the river. 
I-I ere an area a -few square miles in extent was 
mapped and observations for latitude and azi
muth were made. At this time- the native an~· 

his wife became. dissatisfied, and there .. was 
nothing to do except turn them out ~f camp or· 
give up work for a time. Scientific work with. 
the .. best native assistance is unsatisfactory 
enough, but when the nati\res a:re surly· it is. 
almost impossible. Accordingly the writer dis-· 
charged the ·:natives and returned to headquar-· 
.ter~. 

In April a trip was made up the Canning to· 
secure some specimens of Dall's sheep ·which. 
had been pui'chased from a native. 

Early in May the writer and an Eskimo boy 
sledded up the Canning. to Ignek Creek, where, 
about 10 days were spent in mapping and in 
investigating the geology. The boy, becoming· 
lonely, decided to return to the coast, and as. 
there was no way to keep him and ·to do work. 
at the same time, he was given food enough to 
supply him till fie could reach his family. Th~
writer stayed on alone, and as soon as possible. 
packed upstream, mapping both the geography· 
and geology. His farthest camp was a short
distance above the forks, on th.e east br.anch of 
the river. The heavy load of fossils could not. 
be brought to the coast without double-trip
ping, so they were cached at Ignek Creek. The 
coast was reached July 7. 

A week later a native ca~oe. was procured 
and tracked up the west mouth of the Can
ning. This part of the river ·was mapped in 
detail by · a "paced traverse, an~ fairly good 
control was obtained by lines drawn to three: 
determined points. F1~om a point·· near the 
junction of the mouths the native boy (the 
same boy that had accompanied the writer on 
the. former trip) went the remainder of the . 
distance to Ig:nek . Creek and brought down 
the fossils. .In the meantime the writer 
mapped a pa.rt of the east mouth of the river.· 

Finding. that he could not work 'to advan
tage ·with the equipment at hand and. with 
native assistance, the,writer returned to civili
zation_in the fall of 1908 as the guest of Capt. 
George Leavitt, of' the whale ship LVarwhal. 

During the winter of 1908-9 the .writer 
prm;·ided himself 'vith equipment for three 
years, especially with ·the instruments neces
sary· for the higher grade of work which he 
hoped to accomplish. The owners of whale 
ships decided to send no ships to the Arctic· 
Ocean· in the summer of 1909, so the writer 
was forced to procure a boat of his own. Afte~ 

I. 
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waiting some days he left Seattle in May, 
1909, in a 12-horsepower gasoline yawl of 13 
tons net. The boat was 50 feet long, 14 feet 
wide, and drew less than 4 feet of water. The 
voyage from Seattle to Unalaska, across the 
North Pacific, ~ccupied more than a month. 
The weather was bad and the yaw 1 was too 
frail to be forced into heavy seas, so that ·many 
days were spent heaved to. . 

From Unalaska, Capt. Steven Cottle, of the 
whale ship [{a'rlJulc, kindly towed the yawl 
halfway to Nome at a much greater speed than 
was possible under her own power. The tow
line parted during rough weather, else the cap-

, tain would have towed the yawl the entire dis
tance. Ice was met about August 1 in Peard 
Bay, below Point Barrow. Here the yawl was 
held for two weeks. Point Barrow was passed 
on August 17, and Flaxman Island was 
reached on August. 23. Stores were dis
charged, nnd then a trip was made back to 
Point Barrow for a se~ond load, which had 
been lnnded there by a freight ship. . 

The second trip was completed by the mid
dle of September, and then a new house was 
built next to the old one·. Here the party was 
established, consisting of the writer and two 
other white men-Samuel Mcintyre and 
St:orker Storkersen. No field work was done 
in the fall o:f 1909. An astronomical pier was 
constructed, and the instruments were set up 
and adjusted, but no good observations were 
mncle until January, 1910. 

On April 1, 1910, the writer started for. 
Point Barrow on a whaling venture, during 
the northward migration of the ·whales, reach
ing there after a three weeks' trip. About a 
·week was. spent in cam.p while the natives 
hunted caribou. The object of this :venture 
wns to help pay the expenses of the scientific 
work, which were too heavy for the writer's 
resources. A full-grown whale was worth 
nearly $10:000 at the pre,~ailing price of $5 
a pound for whalebone. About six weeks were. 
spent on the ice near Point Barrow, but no 
whale was killed. . 

On July 16 the party started toward Flax
mnn Island again, hauling a boat on a slecl. 
Leisurely progress was made over the melting 
ice as far as Cape I-Ialkett. I-Iere the sled was 
cached on July 3, and the boat was navigated 
in the "~ater that had formed on ·the shallow 

shore of Harrison Bay._ Oliktok was passed 
on July 8 and Flaxman Island. was reached on 
July 13. During this trip a· sketch map was 
made of the details of the visible shore line 
between Point Barrow and Oliktok. 

Two weeks were spent at Flaxman Island 
in getting the y.awl into shape for the sum
mer. During this time the coast near Brown
low Point a_nd ·the spit. running southeastward 
from it were mapped. 

Between August 1 and 16 a trip was made to 
Point Barrow in the yawl .for the purpose of 
getting provisions and mail. At Thetis Island 
a day was spent in erecting a beacon as an aid 
to navigation. This island is the first place 
picked up in ~rossing Harrison Bay from the 
west, and it is important that it should be 
recognizable. Aft~r returning to headquarters 
the party took the yawl to Arey Island, 50 
miles to the east. Storkersen then left the 
party. 

On August 31, 1910, Mcintyre and. the writer 
proceeded westward in an open boat along the 
chain of sand islands that extend more than 
50 miles in that direction from Flaxman 
Island. All these islands . were. mapped and 
intervisible beacons· were erected. It was im
possible, however, to carry the line of beacons 
to Cross Island on account of its great dis
tance from the next island to the east. Fr01n 
the Midway Islands the party went over to the 
mainland at the east side of Gwydyr Bay. 
From that place the shore line was ~a pped 
well down into Prudhoe Bay, but not the 
lower part of. the bay. Camp was made at 
Heald Point and this neck of land was mapped 
during a period of. delay caused by adverse 
winds. Heald Point 'vas left on September 
20 and Flaxman Island :was reached on the 
evening of the same ·day. 

No field work was done in the fall of 1910. 
The time was employed in getting driftwood 
for the winter, in banking up the house with 
snow, and in making tents and sleds. 

In February, 1911, a trip was inade up Can
ning River in orderto carry a stadia traverse 
from the north front of the main range or 
Franklin Mountains to a point as near the 
head of the river as possible. Immediately after 
reaching the starting point selected for the 
traverse a spell of remarkably warm weather 
set in, so that the river ice· was flooded w~th 
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more than a. foot of· water. The .maximum 
temperature· was 44° F., and the unusually 
high _temperature was accompanied by rajn. 
Here the party was held for 10 days. 

By the time the warm spell was over the 
supply of fo.od was so low that it was neces
sary to return to Flaxman Island. A short 
time later the temperature on three successive 
nights fell below -50° F. · · 

Between· April 2 and May 2. a sl,ed trip was 
made as far west as Oliktok for the Pl!-rpose of 
establishing a system of topographic controi 
by combination of micrometric stadia traverse 
and as many lines of triangulation as could 
be run. In this way a fairly complete control 
of more than a hundred mile~ of _coast. line· 
was obtained, but it was not considered suffi
ciently accurate for a map drawn on. the scale 
propos~d. · 

Between May 10 and · June 20, 1911, the 
'vriter,. accompanied by two native boys,· 
sledded .up Marsh Creek to the foot of the 
mountains. There the sled was cached· and 
further progress was made by packing. The; 
fm:thest point reached was at Lakes Peters 
and Schrader.. The topography. along the 
route was mapped and a fairly good collec
tion· of Mesozoic fossils was obtained. 

J·une 26 to July 3l were occupied in topo
graphic work on the coast, chiefly west of 
Gwydyr ·Bay. A few triangulation stations 
were occupied with a more powerful theodo
lite, which had been constructed out of the 
parts. of two instruments. Between August 1 
and 12 a .trip was made to Point Barrow in 
the yawl. During the next two weeks Flax
man Island was surveyed, and some soundings 
were made in its vicinity, but it was not until 
September· 4 that the party could start west
'vard to complete the mapping of the unsur
veyed parts of the cqast. The mainland was 
surveyed as far as the east mouth of the Saga
vanirktok, from which point· the party re
turned, reaching _headquarters on September 21. 

During the fall of· 1911, as usual, no field 
work was done. The yawl was hauled out for 
repairs and .. left on the beach all winter. In 
January and February, 1912, a serie,s of ob
servations for latitude was made· a~ :f!iixman 
Island. A base line was measured ·and the 

stations, one as far west as Sagavanirktok 
River, were occupied .. Between April 10 and 
~Iay 15 the writer sledded as far west a~ Olik
.tok. The triangulation waSt completed, ex
cept the figures for t'vo stations; where fallen~ 
sig,nals or bad weather prevented success. 

On June 7 t);le writer arid two native boys 
started eastward, hauling a boat upon a sled. 
Most of the coast was mapped as far as Barter 
Ishind .. The intention was to· com.municate 
with the expected survey party ~t the one hun
dred and forty-first meridian, but the ice hung 
on to the shore so late that the· trip was givm~ 
up. The party left Barter Island on July 1_4, 
but was delayed by the ice in Camden Bay, and 
did not reach Flaxman Island ~ntil August 3. 

Early in August the yawl was turned over 
to Mcintyre in payment of his wages, accord
ing to agreement, and a few days later he pro
ceeded eastward with it into Canadian terri
tory. The writer had made. arrangements to 
take passage· to N orne on a returning trading 
schooner, but. the captain of the ship selected 
decided to spend another winter in the country. 
HaYing no n1eans of· transportation ~fter the 
yawl had departed, the writer procured pas
sage in an open whaleboat with a native fam
ily who were traveling to Point -Barrow. As 
the boat was loaded with the belongings of its 
owner, only the most important of the writer~s 
·possessions-the records and fossils-could be. 
taken along; the instruments and otlu~r valu
able property were left behind in the store
house. 

·The party left Flaxman Island on August 
15 and stopped at Tigv~riak Island until 
August 28, while the annual trading was tak
ing place between the local natives and those 
from the east and the west. The winds were 

. fair when the party left this island late in' the 
night of August 28 and good progress was . 
made. vVhile the boat was sailing along the 
high bank east of Smith Bay g.ood exposures 
o:f ground ice were seen above newly fallen 
blocks of tundra, but the surf was too high 
for landing, and. in the snowstorm that was 
then p~evailing the details of the exposures 
could not be well made out, else the problem 
.of ground ice might have been solved in i912, 
instead of in 1914. 

base net of five or six stations w~s completed. Point Barrow was reached on September 2, 
B.etween March 7 and 24 a few triangulation a.nd the writer became the guest of ~1r. C. D. 
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Brower until a ship should put in. Two whale The party had expected to ·.reach the island 
ships had gone past the· place in August, late in July_, when, under ordinary conditions, 
and it was confidently expe.cted that they· it can easily be reached by a shallow-draft 
would touch there before they started south~ ship. Two larger ships, which had slipped past 
ward. Such ships usually leave Point Barrow Point Barrow before the 11/ ary Sachs reached 
dpring the first week in September, but· it was the ice, had been able to get to Flaxman Island 
Hot until late in. the month that the Belvedere, early in August, but when the party landed· 
Capt. Steven Cottle, put in there and offered: the natives, who always gather in the neigh
the writer passage to San Franc~sco, ·\vhere the borhood for trading about thE} 1st of August, 
ship arrived during the first '\veek in Noyem- were now dispersed, so that no assistance could 
her. be obtained for the navigation .. of the laFge 

Mr. Brooks, of the United States Geological dory with its load of heavy cases of instru
Survey, ha:ving kindly provided desk room ments and.~ books. The writer thus had the 
at the office of the Survey in Washington, the alternative · of returning empty~handed ···and 
writer spent four months there in preparing having accomplished nothing or of remaining 
this report. ·a whole year to do what he could wit~ an in-

Although, as already noted, the chain of sufficient outfit. The latter course was decided 
triangulation had broken down at two places, upon. The house. was in good condition a.nd 
it was possible to bridge these gaps by means was stocked with sufficient floqr for the winter, 
of minor angles and a rough plane-table· trav- ~o that there was no shortage of provisions .. 

· erse-work very likely to make the accurate The ice wa.s forced so firmly against the 
triangulation beyond the gaps unserviceable. island that the Mary Sachs was unable to pro
There were several thousand dollars' worth of ceed until a change of wind opened a narrow 
instruments and. personal property at. Flax- lead al9ng the beach. She got off on August 
man Island, and as t}_le writer desired another 26 and headed eastward, and for some weeks 
opportunity to examine the ground ice, good ex- the. writer was left alone. 
posl,lres of which were not nbundant during the The post that marked the north. end of the 
five years he had spent in northern Alaska, he base line was still st~nding,· so it was decided 
determined to make ttnother trip to the region~ to rep!3at the base· net observations with 
Consequently, when the Canadian Arctic Ex- greater accuracy. After the four stations on 
pedition was organized under Stefansson and the island had been occupied a small hand sled 
Anderson, the writer offered his services as· . was made and the theodolite was hauled upon _ 
gttide in return for transportation as far as it over to the mainland and the two stations 
Flax1nan Island, and. his offer was· accepted. there were occupied. About the middle of 

Late in June, 1913, the writer went from October the outfit was hauled 7 or 8 miles 
Seattle to N orne on a passenger ship. At westward to an empty native hut, and from 
~orne, after waiting three weeks, until the there one or two more stations were occupied. 
expedition was ready to sail, he stal,'ted in the . During the fall the base net was adjusted by 
gasoline schooner 111 ary Sachs, Capt. Peter th~ method of least squares, not for the sake 
Bernard, under the .arrangement just men- of accuracy but for mental employment. The 
tioned. Ice was met at Point Franklin, and astronomical instruments ~ere not set up, for 
for nearly two weeks the boat was blocked at the latitude and. azimuth were already known 
the bottom of Peard Bay. · ~ . with more than. sufficient accuracy. More oc-

On August 15 Point Barrow was finally . cultations were desirable, but · no ·ephemeris 
rounded, and good progress was made through was available in which the predictions could 
the shallow water to Fl~.xman Island, which be found. 
was reached on August 18. Here the writer Early in October a sled came ·up from the· 
was landed with an outfit consisting of a large east 'Yith two members of the Canadian Expe
dory and provisions for· two months. The dition. Two of their ships, the 11/ a1:; Sach8 
island. was then already cove~·ed ·with snow, 

1

. and the Alaska, were wintering a.t Collinson · 
and the pools were frozen over. Point, only 35 miles beyond Flaxman Island. 

16344°-18-2 
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The ice had been so heavy that- none o£ the six Then about three, weeks were spent. at the 
ships that made the· attempt had reached island in occupying a few neighboring stations 
Herschel Isiand .. · · and in pack!ng up gear for depart:ure. 

The writer was invit_ed to spend Christmas · On May 20 the writer· sledded to Collinson 
with the expedition and even·to become a mem- Point, where he ·was a guest of the Canadian 
her of the party if he cared to. Late in De~ expedition for- a month. Several attempts 
cember he w~nt to Collinson Point with a sled were made to sled up l{atakturuk River, but 
that was sent up for him and remained there the flooded tributaries greatly hindered prog
for a month. ress. A point about 20 miles from the coast· 

Plans had been made to devote the spring to ·was reached, and a 'little work was done. 
completing the two gaps in the triangulation 1 About the 1st of July the writer was taken 
scheme and· to strengthening some weak tri- . back to Flaxman Island by the kindnes.s of Dr. 
angles by more obs¢rvations. Also there were R. M. Anderson. Two men who had come· 
a few bl,u:Q.ders in recorded· minutes or degrees £rom ships that were wintering- farther east 
to be corrected. . · · ·and who desired to return to civil~zation 

0!1 F~bruary 15, 1914; the writer and a small offered their services in return for transporta
native boy with the aid of' a ·single dog hauled ·.tion to Point Barrow in the writer's dory.· The 
the camp gear to Challenge ·Island, and were party left the island on July 11, by which time 
held t}_lere in camp by bad ·weather for eight :a narrow' lane of water had melted along the 
days and forced to return·w!thout having made :land. · The party was blocked f~r 10 days in 

· the desired observations. sight o£ the island until the lagoon ice broke · 
· . On March 5 the write~ sledded his camp gear . up and moved westward during a gale. · By 
to the mouth of the Kadleroshilik River, where August 2 the party had worked .as far as ·Tig
he and the boy remaitied for 11· days. A signal variak Island and on August 3 reached Foggy 
was erected on Kadleroshilik mound, 12 miles · Island, and thence had open water for about. 
inland, but it blew down during a gale ~e£ore 100 miles. The distance between Foggy Island 
its geographic position- c6uld be determined. and the west side of Harrison Bay was cov
During the same gale, whose recorded maxi- ered in 50 hours. Ice was met again south 
mum velocity at Collinsoh Point 'Was 84 miles o.f Cape Halkett, so that progress was slow to 
an hour, the theodolite c~se was blown some the 'east side o£ Smith Bay, which was reached 
distance down the side o£ ~ mound, where it .. August 9. Poi:r;tt Barrow was reached on Au-

.had been left. overnight. The te-lescope, which gust 17, ·and passage. liome was taken on the 
was in. a separate case, was· found Oh a bare whale ship Jeannette, Capt. John Berton
spot of ground, but the case out of ·which it cini. The ship left Point Barrow on August 
had fallen was never seen· again. The i:hstru- 21 and about six weeks later arrived at San 
ment was not damaged aild was soon ddjusted. Franci~co. 
During these 11 days ohly one station was · To summarize, the writer has spent nine 
occupied. ·_ summers and six winters on the north shore o£ 

The writer and the rtiitive boy, with ohe dog, Alaska and has made in all 31 trips _by sled 
then worked as far west as Kuparuk River, and by small boat in the region, in addjtion to 
occupying seve_ral stations. Continued bad traversing the coast between Point Barrow 

_weather a:J;ld shortdge bf provlsions pre=vented ·and Flaxman Island 10 times ·by ship. He 
the completion o£ . ati Hnportant figure, but spent over 30 months on . these. trips, and. dur
sufficient angles· were ln~asured ·to bridge the ing most o£ that time he lived in a tent. Camp 
gap with a weaker figtir~.th~rl.the one planned. was pitched about 380 times. The distance 
On the return· trip another stbp was made at traveled has not been calculated exactly, but 
Kadleroshilik River tlhtil sb.fficient· observa-' it is-roughly estimated that about 4,500 miles 
tions could he made ,h> complete the gap at that· ·was covered by sled or small boat. The 10 
place,_ af~er whi~h. ~he,ha~ty' rett~rned. to Flax.: trips on shipboard add about 2,500 miles. 
man Island, arriVIng there April 21. The three round trips from Puget Sound to 

Betwt3en Aprii. 29 and May 3 .a trip· was Point Barrow approximate 20,000 miles of 
made to a statiort 2b rililes up the Canning. ocean travel. 
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EQUIPMENT. 

A complete discussion of Arctic equipment, 
such as n1ay be found in the reports· of mapy 
expeditions, lies beyon.d the scope of this paper, 
yet a brief description of some important items 
may be of :interest. 

HABITATION. 

PLAN. 

The writer's habitation· at Flaxman Isl~nd 
consisted of a dwelling house, shed, storehouse, 
provision rack, and ice cellar. The house, 
shed, and storehouse were joined together in a 
line and the rack and ice cellar were con-' . 
veniently located near by. 

In 1907 the crew of the Duchess of B edf01·d 
built a cabin out of the interior woodwork of 

· the ship and banked it with sod, so that it was 
comfortably warm. It was so clamp, however, 
that instruments rusted and other articles be
came covered with mold. In 1909 a substan
tial frame house was built at one end of the old 
cabin, so· that the ca:bin might be used as an 
entry~vay.· A stor~house was erected about 30 
feet from the opposite end of the old house, 
and joined to it by a shed. This arrangement 
proved satisfactory, but it could have been im
proved in several details. The buildings are · 
shown i'n Plate VI, A. · 

In designing a house for the Arctic regions 
it is desirable to plan to enter the living room 
through a series of compartments, so that the 
chnnges in temperature will be gradual. Thl1s 
the livinO' room will not b'e chilled by a wintry b 

blast every . time the door is opened. The 
' . t writer, after seven years experience, sugges s 

that one should·enter first a shed, then an outer 
room, then a short passageway or en~ry into 
the house. proper. The first room in the house 
should be the working· room and the next the . 
living room. If the outside tem.perature. is 
-40° F. and the. living room 70°, the worlnng 
room may be kept at 40°, the passageway at 
30°, and the' outer room at oo F. 

SHED. 

The shed may consist of an op~n frn:mework 
covered with canvas. In summer the front of 
the shed is left open; in winter it i~ closed by 
slabs <,>f ice, so as to provide a well-lighted ~:mt-

door working place. Here the dogs may sleep 
and be fed, and wood be cut up for the stoves. 
It is convenient to have the door, which should 
open inwai·d, arranged so that sleds may. be 
taken in .and out. Then, during bad weather 
the sled may be loaded and the dogs 'hitched 
up under shelter. 

OUTER ROOM. 

The outer room may be built of driftwood or 
boards sodded over, or bankep. with snow in 
wintert It is used for storage of material 
which is not damaged by moisture and which 
must be kept away from the dogs. ·Firewood, 
ice for drinking wat:er, barrels of provisions, 
and dog food are conveniently kept there for 
ready access: The entry to the house fr9m the 
outer room is essential, because without it the 
outer cold will freeze the moisture which con
denses ~n the door, so that it frequently be
comes necessary to chip away the ice. If the 
entryway is kept only slig~tJy below freezing, 
this difficulty will be lessened. 

HOUSE •. 

The house may b.e divided into a workshop 
and.a living room, or there might be sleeping 
·and ·dining rooms and a kitchen, if there is 
sufficient fuel to . allow each room a stove. 
The workshop may ·be warmed suffici~ntly by 
opening the door to the· living room, but: un
less it· has its own stove much frost will be · 
formed along the b~se of. the outside walls. 
This ·room should be sufficiently long for the 
con.struction or repair of the largest sleds used,. 
and the doors leacl,ing into it should be so ar
ranged . that the sleds may be taken in, and 
out. 
· The living room ordinarily combines kitchen,. 

dining room, and sleeping room. I£ possible 
the bunks should be placed against the parti
tion, for if they are plnced against the outside 

· walls frost will form between the bedding and 
the walls. It is especjally important ·also to 
keep t'he lower part of the outside· walls free 
from all obstructions that will prevent access 
of the h~at of the room, for unless this is done 
frost will form. · 

The outside walls of the house must contain 
a~1 ai~ space. In the ordina~y method of con-, 
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struction the studding is vertical, but' this ar
rangement allows convection currents ~o cool 
the lower part of the walls and cause. the frost, 
which. gives so much annoyance in most Arctic . 
houses. If vertical . boards were fastened to 
horizontal beams the walls would be divided 
int'o small horizontal compartments. Thus 
the convectio:q ·currents would not have sq great 
lJ, range, and the lower part of the walls would 
not be so cold. · · 

The boarding on _each sid~ of the studding 
must be air-tight, or else the damp air of the 
house will enter the air spaces in the wails 
and roof and deposit frost during the winter. 
This frost will melt in the spring and drip. 
down inside of the house. · Additional insula-
. tion may be obtained by banking the house 
with sod, but this is not necessary if there is 
an air space in the walls and· roof. · In the 
winter· the walis may be banked and the: roof 
covered with snow blocks, which will make-the 
house much warmer. . 

In a region like the ·north shore of Alaska, 
. ·where the. winds are· strong, there is no need 
of a high pitched· ~oof. All that is necessary 
is a sufficient slope to drain off water. 

. The· windows may be either ·in ,the roof or 
in the sides of the house. Where ·storms are 
common the windows in the sides of the house 

. may become buried by snowdrifts, so that it 
is preferable to have them in the roof. On 
the north shore of Alaska, however, the strong 
winds blow only -east and. west, so that the 
north and south sides of a house. are free from 
snowdrifts unless there is some obstruction out-. 
side of the house in the lee of which drifts 
may form.. . 

The windows should be double and prefer
ably of small panes for the sake of ·gzeater 
strength. During violent gales the inside pane 
of a large window containing three thicknesses 
of glass viqrated in and out almost a quarter. 
of an inch. If the air in the house is damp 
there. will be. ~nnoyance from th~ moisture de
posited at the base of ev~n double windows. 
It is also difficult to niake th_e space between 
the panes of glass air~tig~t, so that a film of
frost is apt to be deposited over. the outside 
pane in the course of a ~inter. To obviate 
this difficulty with frost it is desirable to have 
a strong framework into· each side of which 
small panes of glas8 are inserted, so that· each 

·compartment is a small double window. This 
will reduce the. scope of the convection cur
rents and make a very strong air-tight window. 
. Putty is a durable cement for the glass if there 
is not too much moisture. . Moisture is de
pos~ted on the windows at night when the . 
house is allowed to cool off. During the da,y 
the frost melts and runs down on the window 
sill, where it must be frequently n1opped up: 
If shutters were arranged so that the windows 
could be insulated at night, the trouble from 
moisture would be greatly reduced. Ti1e shut
ters should be inside, of the window, for the 
drifting snow would interfere with the action 
of outside· shutters. 

The ideal equipment fo~ heating an Arctic 
house would be a hot-air furnace in a base
.ment. The floor of the living room" would thus 
be warmed, and a current of dry, warm. air · 
might be introduced where it would be most 
needed-that is, along the base of the outside 
walls. Jt is doubtful if there would ·be any 
annoyance from moisture with such a heating 
apparatus. The ordinary method of heating 
by stoves is-unsatisfactory. The hot air goes 
immediately to the ceiling, . so that the head 
may be uncomfo.rtably hot while the fee£ are 
·cold. An iron smokestack is a source of 
danger, and unless it is well insulated above the 
roof of the house by being inclosed _in a box 

'of sand a great deal of water will drip down 
each morning, ·when the heat melts the frost 
that has formed in the stack during the night.· 
Durip.g gales the strong draft may ignite the 
soot in the stack and· produce great heat, as it 
did three times in· the writer's P.ouse. The 
stovepipe becanie red hot al).d was in danger 
of collapsing. The fire wa~ checked only by 
throwing. snow down the pipe from the roof 
.until the draft was stopped. 

As a well-constructed house should be air
tigb.t, ventilation becomes important; not only 
that there may he fresh air for brea~hing but 
also for the sake of removing the dampness 
which accumulates- both from breathing and 
from cooking. There is usually a sufficient cir
cula,tion, inward through the cracks around 

·the doors and outward through the stovepipe, 
to keep the air fresh enough for breathing but 
-not to keep it dry. A ventilator, opening by 
a sliding door, is placed in the roof of some 
houses. Cold . air ·that en_ters through the 
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cracks nround the door not only forms frost 
whe're it enters but descends immediately to 
the floor and increases the coldness there. A 
great improvement on such a systmn of venti
lation ·would be to have fresh air piped to a 
receptacle surrounding the stove.· A venti
lator which drew the cold air from -the vicinity 
of the floor would be another improvement. 
In this manner the air in the house might be 
l~er>t fresh' and dry and the floor would be 
war1ner. 

For light the writer used kerosene lamps, 
which were fur.nished with incandescent man
tles, and they proved to be very satisfactory. · 
On some expeditions acetylene has been -used 
with satisfactory results. As kerosene lamps 
would probably be taken along also for use in 
case of a breakdown, it would not ·be aclyisable 
for a small party to encumber themselves with
the apparatus necessary for acetylene light. 
Na.nsen used electricity derived from wind 
power, and in Nome gasoline is piped through 
small tubes to i1~candescent burners. :Almost 
any method of iLlumination can be used in 
the Arctic regior:.s; but kerosene seems the most 
convenient for use at a temporary station. 

RACX. 

Such articles of the outfit us will not- be 
clumngecl by exposure to weather may be sto-red 
oitt of doors on a rack. If the platform on the · 
rack is 5 . or 6 feet above the grqripd the struc
ture will not fol'ln snowdrifts,· but the ruck 
must be buiit in a place wher~ there are no 
obstructions to the wind, else it may be 
bt.iried by snow. The writCI~'s rack is shown 
in Plate VI, B. 

ICE CELLAR. 

As 'permanently frozen ground is· always to 
be found at a depth of a few feet, cold storage· 
cnn be easily provided by digging a hole and 
providing it with a cover. Such nn excavation 
is vel'y convenient for storing fresh meat, as 
n.nything placed in it will keep froze:n in- . 
definitely. 

. FIEI~D l~QUIP:J\fENT FOR WINTER. 

'V:inter travel in the Arctic is usually by clog 
sled, and the caJnps are made .in tents or snow 
houses. A great deal of valuable information 

is given by SteH,nsson,t and the writei.' is in 
accord with nea:rly all that he has to· say upon 
Arctic· equipment. 

CAMP GEAR. 

The most important part of the camp gear 
is, of course, tl;le tent. A great variety of tents 
have been used on Arctic expeditions, but none 
of them appear t'o be comfortable and very 
few are safe in heavy gales. The first requi
site is the ability to 'vithstand the strongest 
winds. After securing ·this quality, warmth, 
lightness, and ease of erection may be consid-
ered. _ 

The tent used by the Eskimo on the north 
shore ·of Alaska. is the warmest and safest that 
is known .to the writer. On the other hand, it 
is heavy and troublesome to put up and take 
down. The framework consists of about- 20 
light, curved willow stic_ks, whiclr are stuck up 
J.n the sriow and lashed into a hemispherical 
forin. Over this framework two thicknesses 
of light cloth are thrown. Snow is then shov
eled around the margin of the tent to hold the 
cloth in plnce. The low, rounded form and 
the numerous sticks enable this tent to with
stan~ anything short of a hurricane. 'fhe two 
light covers with· the inclosed air space are 
many times as efficient in insulation as a single 
thickness of the heaviest canvas, so that. at 
night the heat emanating from the occupm1ts 
will keep. the temperature notably above that 
of the·· .air outside. · 

Asa rule, the sticks used by the natives are 
o~ willow. They select straight sticks, 8 to io 
feet long, peel the bark off, and bend them into 
the require·d curve. The sticks· are then al
lowed to dry and the curve becomes perma-

. nent .. No doubt bamboo would be stronger 
and Hghter, and rigidity and lightness are re
quired rather than weight. 

In. erecting the framework two· parallel 
arches about 4 feet high are formed with four 
sticks. (See PL VII, A.) If the sticks are 
bent to the proper curve there is no need of 
lashing these arches. Then. four or :5.ve sticks 
a~'e set up on each side of these arches, so that 
a sy13tem of arches is formed at right. angles to 
the first. (See Pl. VII, [1.) These sticks are 

Stefftnsson, Vilhj!ilmur, l\Iy life among the Eskimo. New 
York, 1913. See also Am. Geog. Soc. Bull., volumes fo~ l!J08 
to 1913. · 
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then lashed to the first arches, as shown in from the snow at one _place, so that th~y may 
Plate VII, 0. · The lashing is most' conveni- be lifted from the ground. The loose cloth 
ently done ·by doubling a stout piece of cord may 'be weighed down inside the tent with any 
about 15 feet lo~g. A. slipknot in the bight o·f convenient object. 
the cord is placed over the central part of an _The writer does not recall the minimum'time 
arch, and .the· side sticks are lashed from the nec~ssary for erecting such a tent in winter. 
center outward, using each . end of the -cord. '\Vith one assistant the ordinary time to put up 
Next, a new· arch is placed outside and parallel 'the tent and start the fire in the camp stove 
to each of the first arches, and lashed to the was 45-minutes, but frequently it has been done 
cross sticks in the manner described above. in half an hour when there was need for haste. 
(See Pl. VII; D.) Sixteen to eighteen sticks, In summer, with three assistants, this tent was 
weighing about 20 pounds, are sufficient for a put up in 7 minutes. Five persons sleeping in 
tent 9 feet in diameter. a well-made camp of this- kind will.keep the 

'fhe floor plan of _the.tent peed not be round, temperature in the tent as- ·much· as 50° F. 
for the sticks may· be erected to form an oval above that of the air outside in calm. weather. 
or a nearly rectangular tent. The writer has tried conicaJ and square 

The .ordinary cover used is of boat dri.ll, but pyramidal tents, consisting of two thicknesses 
the writer has used silk and closely woven tent of cloth supported by a central pole. The walls 
stuff arid finds them'preferable. For ·a tent 9 were about 2i feet high and the roof about the 
feet in diameter a· .sheet of cloth 15 feet square same. The inner. tent was suspended so that 

. will be required. Such a cover ·of boat. drill it did·not touch the outer one. . This tent was 
·weighs when dry about 10 pounds, but as 'a light and warm, hut it was unsafe unless sur
great deal of frost forms in this cloth. the rounded by a wall of snow blocks which came 
weight after. a few_ days of use approaches 20 to the projecting eaves of the roof. It usually 
pounds· for each co.ve~. The total weight of took an hour to· get the tent ready for oc
the tent.l.s thus about 60 pounds. Where light· cupancy: 
tent stuff is used ~ach cover may weigh no more vVhere there is wood, as there is nearly every
than 51pounds, and as it is of tight weave only ·where on the north shore of Alaska, a small 
2 or 3 pounds of frost will adhere to it. Such sheet-iron camp stove is set up in one corner 
a· tent will weigh when in use about 35 pounds. of the tent. The air inlet should be in the door 

When the covers are in place over the frame of the stov~ to give the air better access to the 
· the 1oose cloth at the corners and the trailing center of the fire. The stovepipe need not be 
edges all around are folded u.nd~r the edge of more than 3 inches in diameter. It should 
the tent. Then soft snow is shoveled around project above the highest part of the tent. It 
;the margin of the tent to a thickness _of about a is advisable to have it made .in one length 
foot and well tamp~d down. This snow wiil of rather heavy iron so that it will not become 
quickly harden and hold the cloth 'in place bent in transportation: The ordinary thin 
against severe winds~ The completed tent is jointed stovepipes are frequently so bent that 
shown in Plate VIII, B (p. 24). it·.is difficult to join them even with. bare hands. 

A doorway may be cut in one side of the tent There should be a damper to control the draft 
between two sticks, and the cloth brought during gales.· A slot may be cut halfway 
around the sticks and lashed inside of the tent. through the pipe and a disk of iron inserted as 
A bearskin door is then arranged so that it far as is necessary. 
falls down over the doorway and is supported The writer is unable to describe the· method 
by the two arch sticks oii each side. Two lash-, of constructing the domed snow houses that 
ings from the top of the skin are brought up . are used by the E'skimos in Canada and Green
inside of the covers and fastened to the frame- la.nd. In Alaska the natives do not seem to 
work of the terit. The bearskin; with fur in,. have ever made them in that shape." Before 
side, by its own weight will completely close the introduction of tents both the natives and 
the doorway. the white men slept in rectanguiar snow houses. 

A simpler method of entering the tent is not ·The prospector Ned Arey, who,had been in the 
to ~ut the cloth but to leave the cqvers free l country for 25 years, described the process of 
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erecting these ho~ses, so that· the writer was 
able· to construct the single snow ·house that 
emergency required. He had_ previously seen 
only one such house, which a native ~1ad built 
for use in trapping. 

In building such a house a rectangular pit 
is cut out of snow of .the proper degree·9f hard
ness. It is ·not possible· to make the house 
very wide, but it may be as long as is desired. 
'l'he maxiJQuni. width seems to be 7 or 8 feet. 
The· blocks sawed from the pit are set up 
around the edge of the· pit, so that an inwardly 
sloping wall about 11 feet high is formed. A 

. gnbled roof is then formed over the pit by 
moons of large slabs of snow cut to the re
quired length. This roof .may be built by a 
singie workman, . if the first slab is propped 

. at the proper angle by a gun or other article 
of camp gear.. )Vhen the second slab. is in 
plaqe, half of it may be cut a way ro as to leave 
n support for the third slab. Each new sl~b 
''"ill then be supported by half of the previous 
one. )Vhen the roof is complete the gables are 
trimmed to a .slope so·. that the ends may be 
closed by tilted slabs. The cracks are then. filled, 
with soft snow, a hole is cut for a door, and the 
house is complete. 

A makeshift camp may be made by build
ing a wall of snow blocks and covering the 
top with a sled cover. SttCh a camp was used 
while occupying an inland ·station at a time 

· when there were not enough dogs to haul the 
more com.fortable t'ent. 

The most comfortable form of covering at 
night is a sleeping bag made of wint.er caribou 
~kin or, better yet, of mountain-sheep skin, 

· with the hair .inside. The sheepskin bags 
used by the writer weighed only 9 or 10 pounds, 
hut in well-constructed camps he was always 
war.m. The bag should be equal in lepgt'h to 
th~ occupant, so that there will be plenty of 
s] ack to fold · around the shoulders. The 
leather must be as soft as chamois skin., else it 
will not fit snugly. It is w~ll to have the 
mouth of the ba .. g sufficiently wide to allow 
t'he occupant to sit on the fur ~vhile undressing. 
The bag-should taper tm\rard the bottom, which 
should be circular. Some protection js re
quired between the ground and the sleep
ing bag, else the bag will become wet, even 
upon snow. A caribou skin laid with the fur 
down answers this purpose, and it adds greatly· 

· to the warmth of the occupant. The clothing 
must be removed before entering the sleeping 
bag, for otherwise moisture will be carried in, 
especially .when woolen clothes are worn, which 
are chargl3d with frost. In Franz Josef Land, 
where everyone wore woolen clothes and slept 
with thein on, in a shQrt' time the bags became 
very damp. After a week or two it was pos
sible ~o squeeze water out of the fur, when it 
was thawed by the heat of the body. In 
Alaska, when the clothes were removed at 
.night, the bags never became . da~p in the 
slightest' degree, so that a refreshing sleep was. 
always possible. Only once, when the ther
mometer 'vas at -50° F., .were the writer's feet 
cold. 

An extended description of camp construc
tion under the various conditions that arise 
would take-;up too much space in a ·scientific 
repo'rt, but a· few notes may be helpful. Where 
possible, pitch the 'tent on snow that is soft 
enough to allo\v the heel. to sink into it a couple 
of inches. · . Hard snow is porous and cold, and 
softer snow is apt to get into the camp gear. 

. On account of t:he stove it is (!Onvenient to dig 
a pit to the ground near the door of the tent, 

. but the sleeping gear should always be spread 
hpon soft snow. All kinds of bare ground 
ar~ cold, especially gravel, which lets the cold 
air pass through from the outside. If snow 
blocks a.re cut out so as to set the tent up in a 
pit for sa.fety, then soft snow should be shoveled 
in for the heel, and snow should also be tamped 
around the edges of the pit to .fill any spaces 
under the crust through which .cold air may 
enter. .A log of driftwood pla~ed at t:he foot 
of the bedding keeps away the water from the 
snow which is melted by thE} stove. . A flooring 
of pieces of driftwood between this log and the 
door soon becomes dry and adds greatly to the 
comfort of the tent. If the tent· is pitched on 
top_ of the snow, the stove may be supported 
by sticks under each end. A deep ·hole. will 
be melted under the stove, but .if the hole is 
filled with firewood it will not expand beyond 
convenient limits for a couple of clays. 
. )Varmth and comfort are increased by build

ing an alley.way of snow blocks in front of the 
door. .At ni.ght the alley may be closed with 
a snow block or a piece of cloth and the floor 
of the tent will:be warmer. If bad weather is 
.expected, a wall of snow blocks should be set 
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up around .the tent for protecti9n. ' I£. they are· 
set' dose to ··the. tent;: the snow will drift. in be
tween 'the tent· and ·the blocks; this do.es nQt 
disturb a willow-stick tent, though it might 

'that were· brought in by th_e Canadian· Arctic 
Expedition all others· seemed ·crude in ·com
parison. For 10 or 15 years skilled carpenters 
at· Nome have· vied in p·roducing a sled which 
·can stan·d the tests to which t~eyare constantly ·break down an ordinary·tent. · If the wall of 

snow blocks ·is set up at- a distance equal to the 
height of the tent, little snow will :lodge in the 
circle, so that the dogs may sleep there in com-
fort, and the firewood: may. be stored there. 

The door of the tent should be at right angles 
to the wind, becau~e a .snowdrift forms over 
the lee side of the tent. vVhen a, native ex
pects to remain some time at one' camp, he- may 
build a. · snQw -wall ]ligher than .. the tent and 
roof it over with snow bJocks supported_ by 
driftwood. A slab of ice in the top admits. 
light. Such a camp, with a. good alleyway, is 
so warm· that w~ter will not freeze .. in it,. at 
night, and. after a day or so, whe~ the snow 
blocks have become frozen, it is safe in a hurri-

put. There is no .doubt that they ha,ie suc
ceeded· in -turning out a -sled which is by far 
the best in the world. vVeight. for weight they 
will c&rry more load, haul m<?re easily, a~1d 
last longer than any other sleds. On his last 
remarkable trip Stefansson took a single N orne 
sled weighing ·1so· pounds. · This· sl~d was 
loaded with about 1,200 pounds of gear . and 

. was taken with ease ·over· rough ice, _amidst 

. which several sleds of other design and carry
_ing lighter loads were quickly broken. 

·Mild steel is considered the best shoeing 
for ordinary use. In travel for. a long distance 
over·sa.lty sea ice a sled shod with ivory is said 
to _run much more easily than one shod ~ith 

cane. 
DOG SLEDS. 

The dog. sled should have. a bed about: 10 
inches from.· tl.te .ground', and rails should run 
from bow ·to stern several inches above· the bed. 
The bow of the sled should. have a g-~aduaf rise 
fr.om · the: ground. for ease -in._ overriding high 
snowdrifts. or ·other-· obstructions. A·· steering 
bar ~t. a .convenient height above the stern is· 
desirable, not only for:.guidinl? the:· sled. but 
also for carrying the sled.)mg .. ,a~~ .8the.r -.small 
items. -.Pliabil~ty is a g,reat _factor in:.the. ease 
with which a sled may b~' drawn.· A rigid 
sled will plow through inequaliti~s.in;the snow, 
but· .a :pliable sled will bend with tlie .irregu~ 
larities'. : . . 
· ·A-sled maae with boards set on edge-for run

ners is Very strong, but on account of its rigid
ity it, .dqes· not haul so. easily. as _one wi~h an 
open .fram~w.ork. The ordinary construction 
consists of stanchions set into a square runner. 
C~ol:)sbars are .:mortised into· these stanchions 
~nd slats are tastened to the crossbars to form 
tl;e bed of th({sl.ed. · A 10-foot sled of this con
~trtl~tion, with a' framework of oak or hickory 
about 1-1 inches square, if shod with ~teel o?e
sixteenth of an inch thick, will 'Yeigh about 75 
p<;>m~ds. A load of 750 pou;nJs may ·be safely 
carried over very bad. roads .. 

.After the first year the writer constructed 
his. own sleds and felt welL satisfied with them, 
but ~hen he saw the utility of' the N orne sleds 

.. steel. If ivor.y is used the runners must be 
rigid, or else the shoeing will be ~roken. Th~ 
Eskimo formerly used the hard jawbone of 
the bowhead whale for shoeing,' but this is not 
as good as steel. The N ansen sleds, which 
were used .the first year, have wide wooden 
runners. On dry· snow these go easily, ~ut on 
salty ice they are almost immovable. S<?me of 
them· were shod with a thin alloy, which. ga.ve 
less friction on the salty ice, but the metal was . 
so soft that it was -torn by the .first sharp cake 
of ice that was ·struck by the sled. N ansen ob- · 
jected to steel ori account of its rusting. The 
same objection would apply to its ti.se for most 
other purposes. A steel-shod sled that w~~s 
left with the runners on the ground fo.r a 

-inonth i~·- the spring r::tn easily after a f_e,v 
Iu{nclred yards, and after half a mile no'. rust 
was noticed in tl~e tracks. 

'\Vhere the route lies over cold, dry 'snow 
all kinds of sled shoeing offer considerable re
sist-ance, but this resistance can. be greatly re
duced -by icing the runner .. Here, again, a 
rigid sled is preferable, .for .the ice will break 

. off from the shoeing of a pliable sled. It is 
. inconvenient to ice steel shoeing, but bone, 
ivory, o~ wood may .be iced by fillipg the palm 
of the hand with water and passing it along 
each rl.1nner of a tilted sled. The natives take 
a n1outhful of snow, and when it has melted 
us~ this water. (See Pl._ VIII, A.) Such -an 
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icing :iSJ clone in ·a few minutes and lasts per
haps an hour;· 

The writer made some rough. experiments as 
to the relati,~e coefficient of friction· between 
steel shoeing and the. same runners· iced. The 
sled was about·6 fee.t long and shod with run
ners 1~ . inches wide·, w hi~h were so mew hat 
roughened by rusting. The traction was 
measured on common spring sca1es. The icing 
wns formed by pouring water· on the. runners, 
nncl it was not smoothed down by hauling the 
sled some distance before the measurements 
were. made. The plotted tractions for differ
ent loads, the heaviest 350 pounds, ran in a 
straight- -line, and the resistance of the iced 
runners was about six-tenths of the bare steel 
runners. A. load . of 300· pounds ·required a 
traction of 44 pounds with- steel runners and 
28 pounds with iced runners. · 

DOG,HARNESS. 

The· simplest harness is that used by the 
Eskimo, which consists of two sealskin s~raps 
that run from the dog's hips along the back 
to tl1e shoulders, where. they are sewn together. 
They then l)ass on each side of the neck and 
are crossed at the chest where they are again 
sewn together. They are then brought inside 
of the front legs and around each side o£ the' 
body and se\vn to the back straps over the 
h:i ps. A single trace :1 few feet long leads _ 
to the towline along which the dogs are fas
tened .. This harness is easily s~ipped on and 
off, but the straps t'lrre apt to cut the dog's 
shoulders. The se~ilskin has the disadvantagt' 
of Leing edible. · · 

A better harness consists of a pliable .cir-· 
culnr collar of cloth ";ith a single st1:ap of web
bing leading· from the top of tl~e collar to the 
dog's hips. Two other straps lead from· the 
bott01n of the collar between the front legs 
and around the body and join above at the 
hips. The trace is fastened. a hove the hips as· 
in the sealskin .harness. 

It is obvious that in this siniple harness the 
clog can not pull' to ad,rantnge. At N on~e they 
fit a padded leather collar to each dog. Tugs 
lend from each side. of the collar t() a single
tre~ behind the dog, and the trace is fastened 
to the. singletree. The tugs are kept in position 
by a loop which passes over the backof the dog 
and-snaps together under his belly. · 

The -Alaskan E'skimo hitch their dogs: in. a 
single line along a central tow line, but this· is 
an a'~kward arrangement when there are·many 
dogs. At Nome the dogs are hitched in p,airs 
with' traces about 3 feet long. A short line 
leads from each dog's collar to the towline, so 
that they are kept in pl~ce. In many places 
in the interior, where the trails are n~rrow, the 
dogs are hitched tandem, ·between two ·long 
t~w lines. The Gree~land Eskimo hitch each 
clog to the sled with a long trace, so that they 
are spread in fan shape .. The leader is allowed 
a longer. trace than the others~ 

In all these arrangements it is best to hitch 
the dogs up with snap hooks. The hooks ~hat 
close with a flat spring are most co.nvenient, 
but they are very easily broken. Those that 
close by means of a sliding rod are stronger, but 
are apt to be clogged by frost. 

·vVhere the trail is good and· the dogs are 
well trained the tandem method· is very good, 

·but when one must us~ the average Eskimo dog 
it is sometimes difficult to untangle them after 
each halt. The same objection applies in less 
degree to ·the Nome 'method. In the method 
used by the Alaskan Eskimos there is the least 
difficulty; in the n1ethod used in Greenland the 
snarling of traces is a constant apnoyance. 

Where the trail is crooked, any method in 
which the dogs are strung out is obj,ectionable, 
for the head dogs wilL pull the rear ones 
against obstructions when going around bends. 
If a ln~muiock is encountered, the rear dogs in 
the tandem n1ay be . pulled to the ground as 
they moun_t over it. 

The wr~ter has tried all these ·methods of 
hitching dogs and prefers that of N orne for 
ordinary travel. Over rough ice he finds the 
·fan-shaped system to be p'referable, because 
each dog is free to pick his own path. 

FIELD EQUIPMENT FOR. SUl\11\fEH. 

CAMP GEAR. 

As the conditions in Arctic Alaska. -in sum
mer are si1nilar to those in regions that have 
milder climates, no special outfit is needed. A 
tent for ·the inland should be of light weight 
and mosquito-proof. The door may be a circu
lar· hole in the front of the tent that has a. 
sufficient width of cloth sewn around the edges 
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so that it may be gathered together aj; the. cen- . boats, about 30 feet long, are swift, even wherl 
ter and tied. A. cord run through rings close-hauled, and they can navigate in almost 
around the edges of the loose cloth is· con- any weather, but their weight and draft of 11· 
venient. It is better not to have any door at feet make them unfitted for coastal travel 
all but to crawl under the wall of the tent. where many camps are made. As a rule they 
On the. coast, where transportation is by boat, are anchored out while the party is ~n camp. 
a heavier tent may be used. Here a camp stove Where a safe harbor-is found, there is of course 
is necessary for comfGrt during cold gales. no danger in this, but boats anchored in ex-

DOG PACKSADDLES. 
posed positions have often been· ·broken by 
drifting ice or driven up on the beach by gales. 

The best form of open boat for use along the 
In traversing the interior, if canoes can not north shore of Alaska is a dory with a center-

be used, it is necessary to pack the outfit, and board. These boats have great- carrying ca
. for this work the natives make use of their pacity with shallow draft. They are· speedy 
·.dogs. A very simple packsaddle may be ·made with. leading winds; they can inake fair prog
by cutting a sealskin float halfway across the ress when beating against the wind; and they 
middle. The float is then bent over the dog's are aclmowledged to be among the best in sea
back and has an open pocket on each side. A worthiness. They can b~ beached in a heavy 
strap is sewn at the front to go ar~:mnd the surf, and as they are flat bpttomed they .may 
doQ.'s neck and two short straps are sewn on ...., be brought broadside to the beach for ease in 
the under. side of the saddle, so that they may Ioa9.ing and unloading. They are so light that 
be tied under. the dog's belly. they may be easily hauled out. The writer, 

A good dog will pack half his Weight all unaided, put his 21-foot dory up on the beach. 
day, but· he does not enjoy it. Dogs which A whaleboat of half the capacity requires half 
were' eager in . a . sled .. harness would slink a dozen men. ' 
away when the packsaddles were brought out. Small motor boats would proba'bly· be useful 
The saddles chafe them on. the" elbows, till they 
b 

· bl d I. :f h . . II for trips between known harbors, but for. gen-
ecome raw or ee . · t ere Is a wr1n r e eral exploratory service the writer does not 

in the material, the dog's .back · will- become think them suitable. They . draw too much 
'sore. 'The extra weight is· also apt to- make . water and are so heavy as to be difficult to haul 
the animal footsore .. Plate IX (p. 25) shows . out. They can not sail, nor land in a surf, so 
some native dogs loaded at the breaking up that any engine troubles may bring disaster·. 
<Jf an Eskimo camp. Pots and even tent pole~ N 0 boat should be used in the Arctic· region~ 
are lashed to the packs to be dragged through which can not be relied upon.to make the land 
the brush as best they may. in offshore gales. Sooner or later a helpless 

·.BOATS. 

A river canoe of the Peterborq type is not 
suitable for travel along the coast. Even in 
the lagoon$ the waves are often sufficient to. 
swamp such craft. The Eskimo- skin canoe, 
the umiak, is seaworthy, and its shallow draft, 
together with,its ca.rrying capacity and light 
weight, make it especially adapted for use 
along shore. Two men can haul a 30-foot 
eanoe out on the beach, or even one man,· by 
taking it on broadside, ·end by· end. These 
canoes sail well with the wind aft of the beam, 
but as they are without keel or centerboard, 
they can no.t beat against the wind. 

Many of the natives possess whaleboats, 
which they have bought from the ships. These 

motor. boat w~ll 'bring up against the ice pack 
and be wrecked, if it is not previously 
swamped. 

FOOD. 

Fresh meat of some kind may be obt~iined in 
·the country, so that 'it is not necessary to bring 
in canned or p~eserved meats, except bacon 
and .·salt pork. The appetite usually· calls 
for an increased amount of fat in the diet, and 
as the seal and ·wha~e oil of the country .is 
distasteful to most white men it is advisable 
to bring in plenty of ·butter, bacon, and salt 
pork. Oleomargarine does not deteriorate as 
butt~r does, and though it may not be as pal
atable· as freshly made butter, it is probably 
better than most of the butter that reaches 
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northern Alaska. The writer used it for two CLOTHING FOR WINTER. 

or three years. with satisfnction. Bacon should On the Baldwin-Ziegler expedition the 
be sealed from moisture, else it will spoil. writer wore woolen clothes,. and as his vitality 
Bacon that was double-smoked and packed in was strong· he managed tp keep warm after a 
.salt wns always slightly tainted ·by the time fashi<?n· N ansen hns expressed the opinion 
it re~tched headquarters. The Canndian Arctic thnt fur clothes are too warm, and this opinion 
Expedition brought in a well-lmown brand of has been accepted as final by many explorers 
bacon which was incased in an air-tight com-. ·who have not had an opportunity to study the 
pound. This bacon was delicious a year after question independently.· 
it entered the country. Salt pork may be A vigorous man may be comfortable during 
carried in the dry fo1~m lmown as·" salt sides" the winter in woolen clothes while in action, 
or it may come in brine. · As the fat is the but the minute he stops to rest he will become 
part desired, the lean meat should be exclu9-ed. chilled. As 'his circulation must be good, he 

Flour is not easily damaged by the elements, will. perspire when he is in action. This mois
so it may be stored under canvas upon a -rack. ture penetrates through the ·pores of his clothes 
Sugar, of course, needs protection. Cornmeal, unt~l it comes near the outside, where it is con
oatmeal, and most of such foodstuffs are densed as frost.. Thus the clothes become stiff 
spqiled by dampn~ss. ·A very slight wetting and. heavy unless there are means of drying 
will cause fermentation and subsequent mold, them frequently. The weight of the clothes is 
so that a whole sack is ruined. grea~ to begin with, and they become unwieldy 

The unsweetened for1n of condensed milk when the frost accumulates. 
is curdled by freezing. It· is said that the According to the writer's experience on the 
spoiled milk may be improved by warii?-ing it Baldwin expedition, when living at headquar
and stirring it with an egg beater, but the ters, where it was possible to dry out every· 
writer had no success in this. After several night and to refresh himself by a warm night's 
freezings the milk will be reduced to a mass rest, woolen clothes were sufficiently warm for 
of curdles with only a few· drops, of fluid, outdoor work. If he became chilled frmn in
which, however, may be used in cooking. action,- a short run :would bring a glow of 
Dried milk is a very good form. warmth. ·There was always the consciousness, 

There are several methods by which it is however, that if he should . become lost he 
said that frozen potatoes may be made pala- would freeze to death as soon as he became too 
table, but in the writer's experience all of them tired to keep on his feet. On extended sled 
fail to remove the sweetish taste. Dried A us- trips· the constant drain .on the vitality was 
tralian onions do not seem to lose flavor by such that he could not become really warm 
freezing, ·a_nd they are much ·relished. It is even by running. In returning; to camp with 
said at Nome tha.t all sorts of canned fruits empty sled after having hauled provisions to 
are damaged by being frozen. Where unfrozen an advanced depot, if he was too tired to run 
fruit is at hand for comparison, the difference with the dogs but rode on the sled, his legs 
may be apparent, but it was not apparent to would often b~ so cold as to ache. 
the writer where all the frujt had been frozen. vVith good fur clothes he has hardly ever 
Tomatoes become watery, but the flavor seems felt the slightest pensation of cold in the seve~·
unimpaired. · est weather. At first the clothes are uncom-

There are brands of dried fruits on the mar- fortably warm, so that one perspires freely, but 
ket which rival fresh ftuit in flavor. ·Rhubarb after a few months the skin·. becomes accus-· 
and cranbe1~ries put up in air-tight tins will tomed to the heat, so that a man in good· 
keep their flavor indefinitely. ·Many people physical training will perspire much less than 
use evaporated potatoes and onions, but the when dressed in woolen clothes. At first the 
writer p:r;efe~s .. rice to the former and 'dried fur stockings which the writer wore were soak
onions to the latter. Evaporated eggs_ are on ing wet from. a single day's travel, but after 
the n~arket but are. not palatable. They may several years' experience his stockings would 
be of use in cooking. · be comfortably dry e~en after three days. 
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On the upper· part of the body a light fawn
skin shirt is worn with the fu.r next to the 
body. A sin~ilar shirt is ~orn over this one, 
with the fur o~~side. When the snow is drift
ing, a light sifk or cotton shirt is worh. over 
all, to keep the snow out of the clothes~ . The 
wr~ter preferred to wear a sleeveless woolen 
undershirt next to.·the skin, but this is objected
to by others. Between the body .and the inside 
fur shirt· there should be nothing w hjch will 
keep the bodily heat away from the fur. 

These fur shirts are furnished with hoods 
which fit tightly around the face. · There fs 
usually a fringe of long fur, such as wolverine 
or· wolfskin, around the opening to the hood .. 
This fringe is supposed to keep the wind from 
the face ·but fashion is one of the chief reasons 

' for this decoration. These shirts are not open 
in front but are slipped on over the head and 
they are made full, .so that they fall outs~de
of the breeches, ·about halfway to the knees. 
In cold weather shirts are confined to the waist 
by a belt, but when the wearer is warm from 

. exercise the belt is taken off. This allows the 
cold dry air to circulate inside of. the clothes, 
so that the body is cooled off. The dampness 
of the body is carried. ~ff by the dry air, so 
that there is no trouble from moisture, except 
perhaps at the shoulders, .where the air .. does 
n·ot have access. In winter, aft~r a day's travel, 
the fur on the in~ide shirt is so dr:y as to sparlde 
with electricity. The dryness persists chiefly 
becal)se· the outer shirt keeps the inner one so·. 
warm .that no .frost. is formed. The damp air 
can not penetrate the leather t{) any extent, and 
so it does not- reach within the influence of the 

. cold. 
The· sleeves of both fur shirts should· b3 

large enough to allow the arms to be drawn 
inside, to warm them next to the body. This 
freedom of movement may save the hands from 
being frqzen when a mitten is lost, and when 

. the ,,;earer is .out in a blizzard it adds greatly 
to his comfort. 

The inside .shirt should ·be preferably of 
caribou fawn skin, with the hair not much 

·over half an inch long: The weight should 
be 2·l to 3 pounds, and the leather should be as 
soft as chamois skin. The outer shirt may be 
heavier, if short-haired skins are not available. 
The skin of Dall's mou.ntain sheep is better 
than that of caribou, as it is lighter and 'more 

durable. Two fti.r shirts will suffice for· each 
winter, but· toward spring they become some
what worn. 

A skull cap of s01i1e · warm material; wor~1 
inside of the fur ·hoods, is almost nec~ssary in 
order. to keep the forehead warm. 

The fur breeches are preferably of . short
haired adult caribou, and they 1nay be either 
full length or · reach below the ·l~ees. For 
either length a puckering string is necessary 
to keep them in place over the· stockings. The 

. belt may be inserted through slits ·in the 
lea.ther. The br~eches are worn with the. fur 
next to the body .. For the sake of cleanliness, 
light cotton. breeches may be worn outside. 
A second pair of breeches with fur outside 
would keep the c_lothing drier, but these would 
be cumbersome. The heat of the body keeps 
the fur dry, but frost condenses against th~ 
leather. In a warm place this _frost melts and 
wets the leather, but it quickly dries ou_t. 

The fur stockings are -of lmee length or 
shorter, according to the length of the breech~s . 
Thei_may be of caribou or sheep sk;in, prefer
ably short-haired, but if the hair is too long it 
may be clipped short· with scissors. Like the 
other · g~rm.ents, they are worn fur inside. 
Light woolen or cotton socks may be worn next 
to the foot, as the fur can not easily be· washed. 
It is necessary to put in a new fur sole·when the 
old one becomes matted. The stockings.rim·up 
under the. breeches .and are securely fastened 
by the puckering string, which keeps damp ai1~ 
from escaping to deposit frost against the. boot
leg. In very cold weather a person with .ten
der feet may wear a slipper of thin fur, large 
£:nough to be drawn over the stockings . 

The boots come to· the knee and fasten with 
draw· strings. For travel inland, where the 
snow is dry, the best boot. has soles· of bull 
caribou and upp~rs made from caribou legs. 
The soles are worn hair inside; the _uppers may' 
have the hair either in or out. For travel 
uv.er ·sea ice, whiGh is usually salty, soles o'f 
the hide of t:he bearded seal are the best which
ean be obtained ·in the -country. Insoles of 
some kind must be worn for warmth and dry
ness .. These insoles may be made of several· 
thicknesses of blanket sewn together into shape 
or be made of grass or shredded rope. .. 

A complete suit of such furs should weigh 
11 or 12 pounds and should be ·warm enough 
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to enable the wearer to weather the severest 
·storms. It is possible to sit out all night. with 
no 1nore discomfort than can be relieved by 
occn,s.ionnlly getting up and stamping one's
feet. a bit. vV:ith woolen clothes, the loss- of 
heat seems to make the wearer sleepy, and if 
he is unable to keep. awake he may be frozen 
to death. 1'Vith ~ur clothes this sleepiness does 
not seem to come; at least the writer has never 
heard of it. The natives \vho are sometimes 
forced ·by the weather to stay out all night sit 
·down, pull their arms insid~ of their clothes, 
.nnd doze away until· morning. If the wind 
is drifting the snow, they may make a· small 
.snow house wj.th their hunting knives. 

CLOTHING FOR SUl\UIER. 

The ordinary clothes of milder- climates are 
:suitable f01~ summer wear. It !s advisable, 
however, to take along an old fur coat for 
warmth in camp or during long boat trips, be
·cause after wearing fur clothes _one is easily 
-chilled. 

The Eskimo water boot is one of the. best 
'known to· the writer .. It is more waterproof 
than. n.nything else except the rubber boot and 
is very light. Sufficient stockings mn.y be worn 

to keep the feet warm. Insoles are necessn.ry 
for both wn.rmth and dryness. The only ob
jection to these boots is that -the soles wear out 
in about n. month unless patches are sewn on. 
·To make a water-tight patch ·is difficult; so that 
work is usually left to the native women·. The 
boots ordinarily on sale in settlements like 
N orne are made of poor leather and go to pieces 
in a short time. The best soles are made from 
the skins of the native canoes. These skins 

. ha:ve been well cured, so that soles made from 
them will not shrink or quickly lose -their. 
shape. Bearded seal skins are. considered the 
best, though white whale is 'locally used. The 
boots from Bering Sen are mostly made of 
walrus hide, but this material does not make 
.a good sole. 

l\USCELLANEOUS ITEl\t:S. · 

Guns should have powerful action and be 
·easily cleanable.· All grease shoul9. be removed 
from the works when cold weather sets in and 
-the gun should be left outside the house. If a 

gun is carried inside it becomes· at once hen. vily 
coated with· ~rost, which melts and runs into 
the works. If the gun should be taken out
doors before this- moisture is rmnoved the 
freezing will clog the actio~1. After the lubri.: 
cation has been removed the action is very stiff. 
Automatic guns are nearly useless under these 
conditions. The standard rifles that are sold 
in the United States are used by the Eskimos, 
who find them satisfactory. Some of the 
higher priced foreign rifles were -brough_t in 
by the Canadian expedition, and their simple 
mechanism was an advantage. It is· not good 
~conomy to pay a high price for a ·rifle or sho,t
gun which is subjected to such hard usage in a 
damp climate. ·-

For the north shore of Alaska gill nets of 
2-!-inch mesh and 5 or 6 feet deep by 100 feet 
long are an important part of the outfit. · 
Sein~s would be useful on some of the rivers, 
but gill nets will serve the purpose. Ordinary· 
woodworking tools should form a part of .the 
outfit. For iron work there should be an 
abundance of tiles, hack-saw blades, and drills. 
The combination of vise, anvil, and bench drill, 
which is on the marke_t, would. be a valuable 
addition. Where there is work to be done on 
engines a much more compl~te outfit is neces
sary, but _the tools .mentioned above will suffice 
for the ordinary iron work. 

For cutting snow blocks an ordinary ripsaw 
with large teeth which have been given a 
strong set is very_ efficient. For trimming the 
cut blocks a 12-inch butcher lmif~ is best us~d. 
In constructing a· comfortable camp there is 
much snow work, so that these tools_should be · 
inch,1ded in the sled load. An iron miner's 
shovel is also useful in .making camp on hard 
snow. 

SCIENTIFIC EQUIPl\£ENT. 

Astronomical instruments.-Durin.g the first 
two seasons latitude and time were obtained by 
means of a small altazimuth, made by Gaert
ner & Co., of Chicago. The 6-inch horizontal 
circle was read by verniers to 30'' ; the 5-inch 
vertical circle by micrometer microscopes di
rectly to 10" and by estimation to 1". After 
some practice the latitude observations showed 
a probable error of + 1.8" .for a set of four 
paintings, two direct and two reversed. As 
the vertical circle was fixed the graduation 
errors could not be eliminated. 
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Du1~ing these two years occultations were ob
served through a 2-inch Bausch & Lomb prism 
tele~cope. The Teflections .from the prisms· 
en used so much diffused light that they were 
taken out and the -image viewed directly. 

The . observations during the first winter 
were timed by a sidereal watch, compared be
fore and after with the ship's chronometer. 
The same chronometer, regulated by sidereal 
time, was u~ed in the obser_vatory during t_he 
second winter. 

On the . writer's return to. civilization in 
1908-9 a special universal instrument was 
made for him by Gaertner & Co. The base 
was circular and split, so that the. upper half 
would revolve around the lower. Firm clam-ps 
held it at any. desired position. A telescope of. 
the broken type carried a 2-inch lens of 12-
inch focal length .. There was not time to have 
a lens ground to suit the instrument, so that of 
the Bausch & Lomb telescope was used. This 
lens, ·even when stopped down to 1 inch, ·gave 
such faulty images that it was taken out an~ 
the lens of the theodolite, a 1!-ihch lens by Pet
titdidier, was cemented into the, seat.. :The 
eyepiece of the.micrometer had a value for o~1e 
turn of about 170"; the lever, for each division, 
a value of about 3" .. 

With this instrument the probable error of 
an observation for latitude upon a single pair 
of stars, was about +0.6". I.n observations 
for time on sets of four to eight stars the error 
was from· +0.16" to ±0.04". A single azi.:. 
muth set of four paintings on star and mark, 
in both direct and reversed positions, gave an 
err.or of about + 1.5".. .. 

A Negus break-circuit sidereal chronometer 
and a small chronogr::wh made by Gaertner 
& Co. were also purchased. in 1908-9~ This 
chr·onogra ph ran, at a rate of about 1 centi-. 
1neter a second. An excellent 3-inch telescope 
by Pettitdidier completed the new astronomical 
·equipment. 

The observatory -was merely an open-topped 
shelter, built of boxes and snow blocks. 

Geodetic instruments.-During the first two 
years the altazimuth -was used for determining 
horizontal directions, but the results were of a 

. lo'Y grade of accuracy. A new horizontal cir
- cle was fitted to the instrument in 1908-9. This 

circle was 8 incl;les in di·ameter and was read 
by two verniers. to 10". 

An instrument for carrying a micrometric: 
stadia traverse was designed and constructed 
by Gaertner & . Co. The. telescope had a focal 
length of 12 inches and the micrometer a value. 
for one turn of about 170". Both the vert\ cal 
and horizontal circles were read by verniers to-
1'. This instrument was mounted on a tripod. 
with ·a Johnson head. 

The writer decided to control the topog-· 
raphy by triangulation rather than by traverse,. 
so he constructed a more powerful instr-ument. 
by combining the altazimuth and the traverse. 
instrument The broken- telescope of the alt.
azimuth. ~as unsuited for good work, so the. 
wyes of this instrument were sa wed off and. 
those of the traverse instrument were lashed. 
in their place with wire. To obviate the diffi
culty of adjusting 'disarranged verniers in the . 
field, the micrometer microscopes of the 5-inch. 
vertical circle were fitted to the 8-inch hori-· 
zontal circle with ~ire lashings. The theodo-· 

.lite thus constructed gave satisfactoty results, 
with careful handling. The weakest point lay
in the instability of the microscopes. 

Topographic instruments.-A small plane· 
table with telescopic alidade, made by Gaert
ner & Co., was carried on the first· field trip~. 
This instrument proved to be too. heavy to, 
carry in addition to. the share of the camp· 
equipment and food that fell to the observer .. 
Thereafter a light board mounted upon photo.,. 
graphic tripod was used. The alidade was a. 
·simple ruler with .folding sights. During the. 
second trip to the region Mr. Brooks, of the. 
United States Geological Survey, loaned the· 
writer a· stenometer. This instrument con-
siste¢1 of a prism rri.onocula.r with a split _objec-· 
tii7e whose halves were moved by a micrometer .. 
Distances could be carried by this light instru
ment with sufficient accuracy for the scale of · 
the map. ~The.re traverses wer.e paced, the
steps were recorded by pedometers. Those. 
possessed by the writer were of poor design, for 
although the units were easily 'determined, the. · 
hundred marks were so. close together- that a. 
slight amount of lost motion introduced con
fusion in the readings. 

Several azimuth surveying compasses .were.· 
·included in the outfit, but they were never used -
in detailed ~ork. _ A very. few bearings were. 
taken with an ordinary pocket .compass while. 
making the sketch maps of the coast .. Orien-_ 

. ~ 
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tntion itt this class of work was usually deter-
mined by the direction of the snowdrifts. 

illiscellaneou8 instru1nents.-Capt. Mikkel-
. sen securt:Sd a light sounding machine in Den

mark. Although it weighed not over 50· 
pounds -it could reach depths of nearly 700 
meters. In the n1eteorologic outfit there were 
the ordinary thermometers aild aneroids. Dur
ing the first year, when systematic observa
tions were taken, there was no anemometer. 
In 1909 the writer secured an instrument of 
the windmill type for measuring velocities for 
short periods. This insttument was used only 
during exceptionally high winds as a check 
against overestimation of the velocity. 

·NoteS' on observing in eold weatke/r.-In 
manipulating instruments it is necessary to 
use bare fingers, and therefore all adjusting 
screws should be insulated. If the instruments 
are made. to order it is well to have the heads 
of the· adjusting screws made of. fiber, but 
metal heads .can be wrapped with surgeon's 
tape, which will serve the purpose. After 
some difficulty -\vith spider webs, which broke 
or buckled in the cold, the writer had all cross 
lines ruled on glass. All ordinary lubrication 
must be removed from the instrument. There 
may. be some lubricating compound which will 
not freeze at -40°, but the writer has not 
been able to find one. ·, 

As only the end of the thumb and first finger 
must be free, thin woolen mittens were used, 
which protected the rest of the hand. These 
mittens kept the fingers pliable for a longer 
period than when the whole hand was bare. 
A large pair. of caribou-skin mittens were put 
on over the thin mittens ·when the hands wer~ 
not in use. 

As the wood of a pencil is noticeably cold, 
the pencil should be wrapped in cloth or held 
in the mouth. The noteb9oks are also cold 
and awkward to handle, so it is well to use. 
single sheets of paper fastened to a board. If 
observing is done at night the fingers may be 
kept pliable for a greater length of time by 
holding them against the globe of the lantern. 
Before a series of observations is completed 
the fingers may grow too stiff to make the re
quired adjustments, but by means of the lan
tern they may be rendered pliable enough to 
finish the set .. When the hands get too cold 

for further work the big mittens n1ust be put 
on and the arms slapped across the chest until 
the hands are. warmed again. It is well to 'let 
the hands get as cold as possible during the 
preliminary adjustments, for when they are 
warmed the glow lasts for some time. 
· If possible, the observations should be broken 

up into brief units, so that the hands may be 
warmed without disturbing the sequence. In 
observations for azimuth the hands are warmed 
while the striding level is becoming st~ady, and 
in observations for latitude and time there are 
intervals of waiting for stars to come into po
sition. In observing horizontal directions 
with a theodolite there is no natural pause, ex
cept at the end of each set of direct and re-. 
versed measurements. However, continuous 
observations can be made by using alternate 
hands and by keeping one fur mitten on all 
the time· .. The telescope is pointed with the 
left hand. Then the warm fur mitten is 
shifted to that hand and the microscopes are 
set .with the right hand. The -recording. is also 
done with that hand. "Vhen the set is finished 
the hands may be thoroughly warmed before 
commencing the. next. set. 

The observatory need be no .more than a.n 
open-topped shelter for protection from the 
wind. If this shelter is a~vay from all builcl
'ings which may disturb the air curi·ents, hardly 
any snow will lodge inside, even. when the air. 
is full of drifting snow for a: hundred feet or 
more. During a whole winter not more than 
a few in.ches will accumulate inside the shelter' 
so that the instrument, if well covered, may be 
left in the observatory during the period of 
observations. · · 

.If bull's-eye lanterns are used for illumi
nating the telescope :and azimuth Ir..ark, the 
.heavy oils will freeze, so kerosene must be·used. 
As the lamp warms up, the flame will rise and 
smoke the globe or melt the solder, unless it is 
watched. If the lamp is turned very low at 
the start, there will be the least difficulty. For. 
all but exceptional temperatures ordin.ary 
'brands of kerosene will burn in a lantern, but 
sometimes the oil becomes too stiff to flow:,· so 
·that th~ lantern goe& out. If the oil reservoir 
were wrapped with cloth, this accident would 
.proba~ly not happen. 
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CONSTRUCTION. OF TH:Jl; MAFS. 

Before going into the Alaskan field the 
writer had had a little experience iri explora
tory mapping in Franz Josef Land. This ex
perience was of use in making the sketch ·maps 
of the north shore of ~'liaska, but for the large
scale detailed map the· whole subject had to be 
1nastered from the .beginning. Therefore -not 
so inuch work 'vas accomplished as an experi
enced man ·might have done in the same time. 

While investigating the geology of the in-
- terior, a map was constructed as a base on 

which to plot the distribution of· the fornia.
tions. An area about 70 miles square is shown 
~n this map (Pl. I, in pocket), on which the 
major details are drawn as well as the experi
ence of the writer .would allow. 

As a survey of the coast .line would be of 
great use to navigation, it was decided to de
vote the chief attention to this ·work. 

The area under investigation occupies an 
isolated position,. so that all the elements wh~ch 
enter into the construction of a map had to be 
determined. Astronomical observations were 
made for the latitude and }ongitude of the in
itial' station and for the azimuth of one of the 
lines. Then a triangulation was made for the 
control of the topography, which was drawn 
upon detached sheets as opportunity occurred. 

The a~ea mapped by the writer in th~ in
terior is about 70 miles square; and the scaJe 
is 1: 250,000 or about 4 miles tol inch. (See 
Pis. I and II.) About 150 miles· Q£ coast line 
was mapped on a scale of 1:125,000, or'2 miles 
to an inch (Pis. IV and V, in pocket), and 
about 300 miles on a scale of 1: 1,000,000, or 16 
iniles to an inch (Pl. III, in pocket). 

ASTi:W~Ol\'IICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

Before starting on th~ Baldwin-Ziegler polar 
expedition in 1901-2, the writer spent some 
ti~e at the office of the United States Coast 

. and Geodetic ~urvey, where ainong other 
things he gained experience in making ob
servations .with a transit for time. This ·work 
consequently was not new to him when he went 
to northern Alaska, ·but he had never pre-· 
viously tal{en micrometric ·azimuth or latitude 
observations. 

The programs for the observations we:re 
taken from the publications of the United 
States Coast and Geodetic Survey. These pro
grams were slightly altered for th~ sake of 
overcoming the special conditions under which 
the observations 'vere taken. The observatiOI1s 
for time and latitude were naturally divided 
into short observing periods with rests be
tween and· so could be carried out as rapidly 
in cold weather as in warm. The program 
for the azimuth. observations was arranged so 
that the hands could be warmed while the level 
was becoming quiescent. 

OBSERVATION.S FOR LATITUDE. 

About 55 observations for latitude were 
made upon 20 pairs of stars by the zenith
telescope method. The pairs were selected 
from the American Ephemeris and conse
quently consisted of stars having well-deter
mined positions. A few stars that came into 
the field of the telescope. during the observations 
were pointed upon-· and later identified- and 
used in the calculations. The limit_of time and 

. difference of declination adopted by the United 
States Coast and Geodetic Survey for high
power teiescopes were extended to half an 
hour in time and half a degree or more in 
declination. As the- eyepiece of the writer's 
broken telescope was firmly. held by the sup
porting. y' four pointings on each star were . 
made instead of only one, with an increase in 
accuracy. 

Great care was taken to protect the latitude 
le-vel from the heat of the observer's body. A 
cardboard disk was placed in front. of the level 
so that .direct radiations from the face would 
··not strike it. The rea:ding lamp was never 
brought within 4 feet of it. -

Field calculations were made by using ex
trapolated values given in an ephemeris of 
the previous year. The_ final calculations were 
made by Miss S. Beall, of the United States 
Coast and Geodetic Survey. All the observa
tions were calculated for a single micrometer 
value, but as the writer was· compelled to take 
the eyepiece out several times _during the period 
of observations for the purpose of removing 
the accumulated frost, each change introdticed 
·a different value. With an objective of only 
12 inches focal length a very slight change in 
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the position of the micrometer diaphragm in
troduces a considerable change in the value 
of one turn. By dividing the observations into 
four groups and using fou1~ values instead o~ 
one, the probable error was ma(!.e smaUer, but 
the mean was unchat1ged. 

'fhe value used by the United States· Coast 
fl,nd Geodetic St:n·vey ·for one-half turn was 
80.34:6". Those used by the . writer were 
85.397", ·85.244", 85.211", and 85.346;'. The 
Coast find Geodetic. Survey's probable error 
for ~he 1~esult is ±0.1i", and the writer's is 
+0.08". · Foi· a shigle ·observation the Coflst 
and Gec;>detic Survey· gives .·+0~'8'~;. and the 
writer +0.6". 

Belo'v are given the results; by pairs, of the 
observations, whi~h hu ve been corrected for 
micrometer va1ues by the 'vriter. 

_; Post A is ·54 meters south of pier II, the 
permanent latitude station. 

. The correction to the latitude of post A is 
+LS", which gives a deduced la~itude for the 
the permanent station of 70° 11' 10.0". 
· The difference of 2'.' between this value and 
that· fourid ·by the zenith-telescope method,. is 
vrobably di1e to er:r;ors in graduation of the 
vertical circle of the· altazim:t1~h. · 

A few .ast~onomical observations were made 
in other localities with. the albizimuth before · . 
it was decided to control the surveys by tri-
angulation. " · 
· At Ned Arey's house, in the Okpilak-Hula
hula delta, the latitude by 16 observations on 
north and ·south stars was found to be 70° 04' 
49.2" ±0.8". In the bed of the creek that en
ters the Hrilabufi-l '!~·mil the· east; ]ust north of 

·• 
,. · ··~-··. Observatio~sjor-latitude: '· .. :1 • • ·c . 

.... ;·;· 

-~ a 
'0. 
0 z 

Na~e of pair. 

Num~ 
her of 
obser~ 

v . ·v2 'W 7.Vcp 7.CV~ 

vations. 

1 .a Ursae Majoris; X Pegasi. ..................... ~ 
2 a Ursae'Majoris; -r Pegasi ................... c •••• 

3 a l,J,rsa~ Majoris; v_Pegasi. ..................... . 
4 A laun; '11 Dracoms ............... : .. .... · ...... . 
5 (j Ta.ud; w Dra.con.is ........................... . 
(i o Draconis; Pollux ...... :.~ ................... . 
7 o Draconis; 60 Geminorum: ......... , .... : .. .... . 
8 o Draconis; 64 Geminorum ........ · .............. . 
9 o Draconis; 59-Geminorum ..................... . 

10 o D mco nis; 65 G eminorum ................... : . . . · ·' 
ll 11 Ursae :Minoris; o Persei. ...................... . 
12 -y Ursa.e Minoris; ~ Persei. ....... : ...... :, ... : .. . 
l 3 :n Ursae Minoris; ~ Persei. ~ ...................... . 
14 "Y Ursae Minoris; o Persei ......... ~ ............ . 
15 :x Aurigae; 1/1 Draconis .......................... . 
J.(i :x Aurigae; 1/12 Draconis .......................... . 
l7 Polaris; '11 Ursae }.fajoris ......................... . 
18 t Cassiop9~aei e Bo?tis ......................... . 
19 48 Cephm., p. Bootis ........................... .. 
20 a Dmconis; 5 Ursae Minoris .................... . 

·o 1 11 

2 ' 70 11 12. 6 ...... 
2 
2 
9 
4 
7 
5 
2 

~·1'•·. 

1 
4 
6 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 .•" .. 
1 
1 
1 

12 .. .8 
12. 2 
12. 4 
12. 3 
11. 6· 
12. 1 
13. 2 
11.7 
12. 5 
11. 8 
11. 6 
12.0 
13. 2. 
11. 3 
12. 8 
11. 0· 
11. 8 
11. 4 
12~'7 

.. ... 

0. 6 
0.8 
0. 2 
0.4 
0. 3 
·0.·4'· 
0. 1 
1. 2. 
0. 3 

. 0. 5 
0.2 

. 0. 4 
0.0 
1. 2 
0. 7 
0.8 

. 1. 0 
0. 2 
0. 6 
0. 7 .. 

--·-~---- ~·~.~· 

. ' .. 
0. ·36 

f 
1. 5 3.9 0. 54 

0.64 1. 5 4. 2 0.96 
. 0:04. ·:i.-·5 3. 3 0.06 

0. 16 8.0 11.,2 1. 28 
0.09 5:0 ll. 5 0.45 
0. 16 3.·5' 5. 6 0. 56 
0 .. 01 3.0 6. 3 0.03 
1.44 1. 5 4. 8 2. 16 
0.09 . 0. 7 l. 2 0.06 
0. 25 0. 7 1. 8 0. 18 
0.04 5. 0 9.0 0. 20 
0. 16 4.0 4. 6. 0.64 
0.00 2.0 .4. 0. 0.00 
1. 44 . i. 3 4. 2 ·1. 87· 
0.49 1. 3. 1. 7 0. 64 
0. 64 1. 3 3. 6 0.83 
1.00 3. 0 3. 0 o:oo 
0.04 1. 3 2. 3 3. 39 
0. 36 1. 3 1. 8 ·0. 47 
0.49 1:·3 3. 2 0.6:4 

---------
48. 7 "99. 2 14. 96 

e,~,. + 0.455Xl4.96 0 08, 
'+' · l9X48.7 . ± . 

.. ¢=70°'ll' 12.04"±0.08". · 
·. 

During the winter ·of 1906-7 latitude obser-
vations were made with the small altazimutf1 ; 
at post A, about 60 metets ·'south,.southwest · 
o·f pier II, which was used. later for the more 
hcbur'ate observations: Th~; observati01i~- ~vere 
all taken at culmination,~ and on onii ohe· ~ight 
were they secured on stars both above and 
below the po~e. 

16344°-18--3 

the (-r;t~:mntains," the latitude ·found by observing 
Pol't1ris· ex meridian·,vas .69° 30' oo·" +05". ~'A 
short distance above uh~·fotks~ at the· he~ld7 
waters of the same .river,. it was. found by. the 
same·'method to .. be· :68° 51' 20~' +05'.'. The 
~outhwest peak of Mount.~ Chamberlin .. was 

. roughly in azimuth N. 25° 14' W. from this 
place. 
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. Obseroations for latitude with the altazimuth at post A .. 

I 

- Proba-Num-· ble her of Date .. Star. obser- Latitude~ error w Wcf> v v~ wv2 

vations. for 
night. 

- --------
0 I II I) II 

. Dec. 26, 1906 ....... Polaris N ...... : . . · .. 8- 70 1107.6 ±2. 9 1 07.6 0.-6 0. 36 0. 36 
Jan. 1, 1907~ ....... ..... do .. : ......... ·. 8 09. 1 ±1.8 2 18. 2 0.9 0,81 1. 62 
Jan. 20, 1907 ....... ..... do ..... : ........ 8 } 07.9 { ±1.2 

} 4 31. 6 0.3 0.09 0. 36 Do ............ a .Cassiop"eiae S .... ; ·,..· 4 ±1.7 
- -- --

7 57. 4 2. 34 . 
. . 

•, 

Resulting latitude for ·post A=70° 11' 08. 211 ., 

· · · · /0 46X2 34 
. _Probable error of</>=±\' · 

2
X

7
· ±0.311 • · 

OB~ERVATIONS FOR TIJriE. 

The observations for local time during the 
vears 1906-190S were made with the smaii 
~ltazim~th instrument previously described. 
During the first year a sidereal watch was 
used for noting the time, and this was com
pared, before and after t_he observations, with 

·the ship's chronometer. During· the second 
winter ~his chronometeF was regulated to keep 
with:in. a·.'few ·seconds of sidereal time -in the 
house, but:· its temperature coefficient was so 
great that it: had a rate of abo.ut 25 seconds· in 
the' observator.y, where the tempera~ure v~;tried 
between -13° F. and. ~31° F. Here. the time 
)vas noted by the ear. . 

The time obtained -by using 'tlie watch could 
not be brought with~n less than a whole- second 
of error·, but by using the chronometer a prob
able erro'r as small as -t-0.2 second was some
times obtaiQed. 
·.-~During the years 1909-1912 a N~gus ·break
c:lrcuit ·sidereaL chronometer, _well· insulated, 
was ·used, and the time ·was recorded upon a 
small chronograph. The observations were 
made with the universal instrument of 12-inch 
focal length. The accuracy thps obtained, -a:s 
·,calculated by M~~ Duvall, of the United States 
.Coast··and ·Geodetic Survey, for the longitude, 
-runs; from. +0~04 second . t~ ±0,.16 second, 
·:a.ccording ·to the number of th~ f:)t~rs· observed . 
~and the·:·success of .the ·w.rit~r in: over~_oniing the 
:effe.cts o£ the cold~ ·. , · . 

.'1 •• : '• 

OBSERVATIONS FOR AZIMUTH. 

S~veral sets of observations for azimuth were 
made on the different marks_ employed, but the 
results of only the last .two nights have been 

·used. Their· greater accuracy resulted from in
. creased· skill, as the difficulties of observing 
in ·cold weather were overcome .. The level cor-
rections were large, but of opposite signs on the 
two nights, so that any errors of level corre.c
tion tend tow_ard .elimination. The close agree
ment of the two nights shows thi\t the adopted 
level v:alue was nearly correct. 

The schem·e. of observation~. was adopted 
from the United States Coast and Geodetic 
Survey. A set consisted of four micrometric 
paintings upon the ·mark and four npon the 
star' revel'sal, and then four point.ings on the 
·star and four on the mark. The level was. read 
in both positions. Each set required ·about 
10 minutes, so that it was possible to secure six 
sets during the hour that Polaris was in thl) 
field at i1pper culmination. No observations at 
elongation were made, for there were no mea.ns 
of comparing the azimuth thus found with the 
north mark, ~rhose azimuth was desired chiefly 
for correcting observations for time. The re
sulting azimuth found at upper culmination 
was of a higher order of· accuracy than was 
necessary for the purposes· of triangulation. 
As the north mark. could not be made ·pertna
nent, .it ·was compare9. micrometrically ·with -a 
mark 2! miles to the so~th, whi.ch was within 
th~ field of the telescop~. . · · · · · 

. ~ : 
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The calculations· were made by the writer, 
but they have not been checked, so that small 
errors may exist. The finnl result. probably 
does not contain errors of magnitude sufficient 
to impair the accuracy either of the observa
tions for time or. the triangtilation. 

Obsm·v~t-ions to1· azimuth on Polaris at u1fper· 
culmination. 

Jan. 29, .1912. 

Set 

l\:lnrk west 
of north. 

!! ___________________________ 10.4 

IIi __________ ~---~---------~ ~9 

IV-------------------------- 6.1 
Y----------~---------------- · 8.2 

Mean ______________ ~--- 7. 6±0. 8 

Jan. 30, 1912. 
l\:lnrk west 

of· north. 
Se~ ,, 
! ___________________________ 6.1 
!! ___________________________ 7.9 

Ill -------.--------------""--- 6. 6 
v --------------------------- 8. 1 
·vr -------------------------- . 5. 7 

Menn__________________ 6. 9±0. 4 

OBSERVATIONS FOR LONGITUDE. 

·Greenwich time was ascertained by 11 lunar 
occultations. The calculations, made by 1\1r. 
C. R. Duvall, of the United_ States Coast and 
Geodetic Survey, are given below. 

The first. four observations· were made with 
a faulty 2-inch telescope and timed by an ad
jacent chronometer. Although. they were taken 
under much less favorable cir~umstances than 
the later ones, their agreenient is of the same 
oruer. 

The last sev~n occultations were observed 
. through an excellent 3-inch telesc"ope, stably 
mounted, and the time was recorded upon a 
chronograpl;l. Local time was obt~ined by a 
small transit instrument and compared with an 
excellent and well-protected chronometer by 
means of the chronograph. Nevertheless, the 
errors in the moon's position have such a con
trolling effect upon the deduced longitude that 

. these· more refined observations did not pro
duce results noticeably superior to. the earlier 
and less accurate ones. 

In the field the occultations. were weighted 
from ! to 4,. according to the conditions under 
which the observations were made. After find-

· Flnnl azimuth, north mad\: west of north=7.2"± 
0,3". ing that th~ errors in the ephemeris were so 

Azlmut.h of south mark, east of south=81.8"±0.3".. large and so uncertain that their effect was far 

No. Date. 

L..................... Jan. 22, 1907 
2 ...................... Jan. 11, 1908 
3...................... Jan. 13, 1908 
4 ......••................... do ....... . 
5 ...................... Jan. 20, 1910 
6 ............................ do ....... . 
7 ...................... Feb. 16,1910 
8 .•.............. · ............ do ... ~ ... . 
9 ... ---······"········· ..... do ....... . 

10 ............... .' ..•... Feb. 7,1911 
11 .................... :: ..... do ....... . 

Longitude from ocC'I.tltations. 

Star. 

fTauri ........... . 
J.& CetL .......... . 
o1 Tauri ............ ' 
o2 Tauri. .......... . 
w Tauri ... ~ ....... . 

227BTauri ........... . 
w Tauri ........... . 

'224B Tauri ........... . 
.227B Tauri ............ . 

72 Tauri ........... . 
125 Tauri ........... . 

Longitude. 

h. m .. s. 
9 44 28.2 

19.8 
16.6 
19.4 
23. 7 
22.0 
26.5 
22.8 
26. 2 
27.3 

·29.5 

Com~c- Corrected 
tion. · longitude. 

s. 
- 6.2 
- 5. 9 
- 7. 6 
- 8.3 

.. -15.2 
.-14. 6 
..:..13.1 
-13.5 
-:-12.2 
-18.4 

. -17.4 

s. 
22.0 
13.9. 
9.0 

. 11.1 
8.5 
7. 4 -

13.4 
9. 3 

14.0 
08.9 
12.4 

v. 

(a) 
3. 1 
1.8 
0. 3 
2.3 
3.4 
2.6 
1.5 
3. 2. 
1.9 
1.6 

(a) 
9.6 
3.2: 
0.1. 
5. 3. 

11.6: 
6. 8:. 
2. 2; 

10.2: 
3.6 
2.6 

¥.:'t':.l: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : f : : : : : : : : ..... 10
·. ~. : : : : : : : : J· · · 45." 2 

a Rejected. 

Probable error of o~e .observation"=%..J45g 2 ~ ± 1. 501
• · 

Probable error ohesulting longitude= ±..J'fl = ±0. 47° .. 

Longitude=9h 44111 10.88 ±0.471 =146° 021 42.011 ±7.011• 
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greater than the errors o~ observation, the ob-
servations were all given equal w~ight. _ 

In the table on page 35 are given the result~ 
of Mr. Duvall's calculations, corrected for the 
tahular errors of'the moon's: position obtained 
from the United States Naval Obsen~atory. 

TRIANGULATION. 

The writer -at first decided · to . control the 
map by stadia traverses 'supported by latitude 

·and azimuth obser·vations~ Some work was 
· . done upon this scheme, but he dec~ded, that it 

was not sufficiently accurate for the scale upon 
which the topog,raphy was- drawn. Then he 
decided· to execute a triangulation of the coast, 

. and attempted to attain the degree of accuracy 
demanded by the United States Coast and G-eo
detic _S~rv~y for tertiary triangulation. · 
· Abot1t '150 miles of coast line have been thus 
covered, and in: addition sufficient mountain 
peaks have ·been located to control the topog
raphy of an area about 70 ·miles square. There 
are ~1 stations in. the main scheme. The geo
detic positions of 4 7 stations. have been calcu-

·la.ted and- are given below. 

All the calculations have been made by the 
writer, and they" are unchecked, except those of 
the base line. ' 

The positions~£ the stations may" be seen in 
the accompanying map o_f the. t~iangulation 
scheme (Pl. X, . in pocket) . · The heavy lines 
indicate surveys made in both directions; the 
half heavy and half broken lines indicate ob
servations made in only one direction. 

The work was divided into four parts, com
-prising the base net at Flaxma~ Island, a se
ries of complete figures running westward 
.along the coast to Oliktok, the location of. 
·mountain peaks from points near Flaxman. 
Island, and a series of simple triang.les along 
the coast to the east, which should pivot on a 
single mountain station. The three first divi
sions were completed, b11:t the fourth co11ld not 
be carried out. Instead, a few' points were lo-· 
cated on the coast east of Flaxman Island by 
the three-point method. · 

BASE LINE. 

In the winter ~f. 1911-12 a base was meas
ured in both directions between Flax and . 
North stations. The 50-meter steel-wii'e tape 
loaned by Prof. S. W. Stratton, Director of 
the Bureau of St~ndards, was used. The odd 
meters were determined by a '15-_meter I(euffel 
&. Esser steel tape. Two thermometers fas
tened to the tape were read as each length wns 
laid off, but the readings of one of them by 
the assistant were rejected because of confu
sion.__ The zero points were ascertained to be 
correct to within 0.1° C., but no calibr~tions 
were made. 

The first 500 meters north of Flax were 
meas\ued over sloping tundra; then came 800 
meters over lagoon ice; then 50 meters over a 
sand spit. The whole distance was taped upon 
the surtace of the ground, with the exception 
of one catenary oYer the sand spit. On the 
tundra there were on-e or two tape lengtlis in 
which the tape ra.n over hummocks less than 1 
foot high, but the ice was quit~ level. 

The measurements were recorded ·upon a 
board stamped into the snow. Th~ assistant, . 
. a white m~an, set the rear ·end of the tape upon 
the mark .. An Eskimo set the tension handle 
at_ the amount indicated by a piece of string 

' tied around the scale, and the writer marked 
the position of the forward end of the tape. 

The 50-meter wire tape was calibrated in 
1907 and 1915, before· and after the field work, 
at .the National Bureau of Standards, and a 
_shrinimge o.f 2.8 millimet~rs was found t~ have 
occurred during the six years that.the tape was 
kept in the Arctic regions. The measurement 
of the base line was made at about the middle 
of this period. Tapes may become expanded 
by the tension employed while using them, but 
this con:traction is not understood. It s~ems 
best to assu~e a uniform contraction with time, 
rather ~han any sudden change. The uncer
tainty in the- tape_ length thus introdu~ed is 
about 1 part in 40,000, which is much larger 
than that of the field measurements of the base 
line .. There were--sever~l sections, -measured at 
different times. The chief .section is C-D. 

· Belo.w is 'given :an abstract of the measure-
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ment. The C<.tlculations have been checked at 
the office of the United States Coast and Geo
detic Survey. 

Ji'la.:mnan I slan(l ba.se line. 

:Meters. 
Length of section C-D, meas-

ured from south to north ___ 1, 327.176 
Length of section C-D, mens- · 

ured from north to south __ :... 1, 327. 151 

1\:Iean length~ uncorrected_ l,, 327._164 
Temperntm·e correction (T== 

--20.1°0.>-~-~---------~-- --0.617 
Tnpe correction (assumed= 

--0.0014)__________________ --0.036 
Grnt.le correction_____________ --0. 040 

Corrected length of section 
C-D --------------·-------- l, 326. 471 

Section Flax-A______________ -to. 012 
Section A-B _______ ...;.:.:._ .... ______ +13. 935 
Section B-0 _______ ...:_~-------·- +o. 030 
Section D-North_...;,_.,-...:.. ____ :____ --0. 025 

Length of base line, Flax-
North _____________________ ~340.42 

BASE NET. 

The base net at the island contains six sta.: 
tions from 1 to .3 miles apart. Posts were 
erected to support the theodolite and to act as 
signals for the l_onger lines. On the short lines 
a headless nail projecting from the center . of 
the post marked the station. The theodolite 
could be centered accurately over· this nail by· 
means of 11 hole in the center of the base plate. 
The si'gnals consisted of short sections . of 
broom handles. Each signal had a hole bored 
in the center of one end, so that it could be 
slipped over the nail and plumbed. 

The base-net stations were occupied in the 
winter of 1911-12, but such large. closures were. 
found, owing chiefly to eccentricity of both 
instrument and signals, that the work was done 
over again much more carefully while the 
writer was on the island in the fall of 1913. 
About 12 sets of directions were made at each 
of the stations, using six positio!lS of the 
circle. The first six sets were not up to the · 
writer's expectations, so the instrument was 
overhauled and six more sets were observed. 
As these sets were more accurate, they were 
given twice the weight of the earlier sets. -

The-base net contained 10 triangles with an 
average closure of 2". In order to occupy his 
mind, after the light had become too dim for 

field work the writer ad)usted the base net by 
the method of Jeast squares. There were 10 
condition equations. The probable error of a 
cl~rection was +0.70" and the maximum error 
-1.75". The accuracy of the base net is about 
that of the secondary triangulation of the 
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey .. 

BASE NET TO OLIKTOK. 

A triangulation ~cheme of about 16 figures 
was drawn up for the coast west of Flaxman 
Island, in which the str~ngth of the figures 
and the' number of figures between bases were 
arranged in accordance with the requirements 
of the United States Coast and Geodetic Sur
vey. The lines averaged about 5 miles in 
length. Owing to the loss of some signals 
during gales, and also to bad weather, a few 
of the .figures were altered. Most of the sta
tions were occupied, but owing to di.fferent 
causes not all the lines were observed in ·both 
directions. Each figure has at least one tri
angle with all the angles observed, except the 
westernmost figure, where the observations 
over one line were rejected owing to~ blunder. 
The writer endeavored · to measure another 
base line at the west end of the triangulation 
chain but did not succeed. The sum of R 1 for 
the 12 figures of this portion ·of the triangula
tion is 250. If the l{up-Ret-Bee figure· had· 
been completed there would have been 14 fig
ures with ~R1 =200. 

A strong 3-sided central-point figure was. 
planned between the l{up-Ret and !{up-Bee 
lines, but it could not be completed. Sufficient 
stations were occupied in the vicinity, however, 
to enable the writer to form a weak 7 -sided 
center~point figure around l{up. The side 
equation of this figure gave. a differenGe of 640 
in the sixth decimal place. The discrepancy 
'vas found to be best correCted by postulating 
a blunder of 2' in one of the angles. . This 
reduced the discrepancy to about 90. 

The 3-siclecl .center point figure, l{up-Ret
·B]ack, needed observations over only one line, 
Bee-Ret, for its completion, but this work re
·mained unaccomplishecl. It snowed while the 
writer was at the Return mound, so. that no : 
observations could be made from this station. 
Then· he camped on the coast near J{up for sev
eral clays withoufbeing able to get angles upon 
Ret from l{up. Lack of provisions forced him 
t~ abandon the attempt for that season. · 
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In April, 1914, the writer again sledded into 
Ret station, and as he was not able to see more 
than one . other station through a haze · he 
built a snow· house and remained overnight. 
The next day ~t was blowing.' hard and the· 
weather ·was thick, so h.e. returned to the coast 
without getdng any sights. He hoped that the 
line· Bee-Ret _could be observed while he was 

·on his way westward to secure pass~ge home Oil 

a ship from Barrow,. but he was detained so 
lo~g by the ice near Flaxman Island that it did 
not seem advisable to stop for the length of 
time necessary for these observations. 

At most . of the stations two sets of direo
tions were observed, one set being a sedes ·of 
pointings from left to· right and the· ·other 
set a series back again to the initial station. 
At a few. places bad weather prevented the 
observation of more than one set. 

Th.e the~dolite was supported by a· frail 
tripod! When the sun was shin~ng, a shade 
~as rigged up out of a sled sail, ~ut it often 
blew down. The signals were of driftwood 

. ' 
mostly poles with cross bars. They were often 
tilted by the wind so that the center. of the sta
tion was indefinite. ·On_ the mounds tripods of 
logs were used and the resulting .signal was 
very indefinite. Some native signals, irregul~r 
and tilted, wer~ also used. In view of the 
shortness of the lines, the irregularity of the 
signals, and the uncertainty as to the . eccen
tricity of the instrument when.near an irregu
lar .signal, ·an average closure of 6:' is better 
than t~e writer expected. . 

Most of the stations were occupied during 
the winter, so that it was difficult to sink a 
subsurface mark very deeply. A hole ~as 
·chopped into frozen muck or gravel to a depth 
of perhaps a foot, and a stone or a piece of lead 
was thrown in and the hole was filled again. 

MOUNTAIN STATIONS. 

The positions of half a dozen mountain p·eaks 
were desired for the purpose of controlling 
the inland topography. l;t was hoped that at 
least one of. thes_e peaks could be seen from the 
141st meridian, so that the writer's survey 
could be tied to that of the Boundary Surv~y. 

· A mound about 20 miles inland on Canning . 
River, visible in clear weather, was selected for 
an intermediate station between Flax and the 
mot1ntains.· Owing t~ the nature of the coun- . 

try, t~e writer did not succeed in getting a 
stroi1g connection with the mound. However, 
by executing the work with th~ same degree 
of accuracy as that of the base net, it is be
lieved that the iriland stations are located with
in limits allowable for the scale of the map. 

TRIANGULATION EASTWARD. 

A sch~me was drawn up for covering the 
coast as far as Barter Island by a· succession · 
of simple triangles pivoting around Weller 
Peak. This scheme brolie down in several 
places, but observations upon the three best
l9cated peaks are thought to give the locations 
of the co~stal stations with sufficient accuracy. 

MINOR. LO'CATIONS. 

· Fr~m the stations occupied min~t directions 
were observed· upon posts and beacons erected 
forthe purpose of controllingthe topography. 
In this way the islands were located. ·The 
smaller ones had a. single point and the larger 
?~es two o.r three points _thus con~rolled by the 

·triangulatiOn. The islands in the McClure 
. group are weak in location, for tlleir beacons 
. were not visible from ·the mainland in the 
winter. A single bearing was secured from 
Pole Island, and then the positions were fixed 
by plane-table lines between the islands them
selves and to portions of the . mainland. 

It ·was impossible to locate Cross Island. 
Anxiety Point was occupied three times in the 
winter and once in the summer, but Cross 
Island was never. seen. The glare when the 
snow is on the ground makes distant signals 
very faint, ~specially the driftwood signals, 
which are so light in color as often to be indis
tinguishable against a light background. 

A single. bearing ~pon Reindeer -Island of 
the . Midway group was secured by mounting 
the theodolite on a 10-foot post on Stump 
Island. Th~s bearing and the estimated direc
tions and distances are all that could be em
_ployed in locating both the Mid ways and Cross 
Island. It is believed that their positions are 
correct within a mile or. twp. 

LIST OF TRIANGLES. 

The following table shows. the error of clo
sure of the triangles, the co_rrections from ad

. justment, and the corrected spherical angles: 
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TaJ)les of t?·iangles.a 

Base net. 

Error of Correc- Corrected tiona from Station. closure of adjust- spherical 
triangle. ment. ~ngles. 

II II 0 I II 

Flax ............. :.) ! +0.4 46 31 44.0 
Northwest .......... +2.6 +1.3 50 37 58.8 
North ............. +1.9 82 50 17.2 
Flax ............... ) ! +O.l 77 50 22.1 
North ............. +1.3 +O.l 55 16 41.8 
Grave .............. +Ll 46 52 56.1 
Flax ............... ) -0.8°! +0.5 124 22 06.1 
Northwest .......... +0.6 25 50 30.9 
Grave .............. -1.9 29 47 23.0 
North .........•... ) ! +2.0 138 06,59.0 
Grave .............. +5.7 +3.0 17 05 33.1 
Northwest .......... +0.7 24 47 27.9 
Flax ............... ) ! -0.9 102 08 08.0 
Grave .............. -2.8 -0.1 59 19 13.5 
South ............. -1.8 18 32 38.5 
Northwest .......... ) ! -0.9 33 10 15.4 
Flax ............... +1.2 +0.4 133 29·45.9 
South ............. +1.7 .13 19 58.7 
Northwest ........•. ) ! -0.3 59 00 46.3 
Grave ........ · ...... -2.4 -2.0 89 06 36.5 
South ............. --0.1 31 52 37.2 
Northwest .•........ ) ! -0.3 102 50 29.6 
Grave .............. -2.6 -2.0 48 27 15.5 
Rack .............. -0.3 28 42 14.9 
Grave .............. ) ! 0.0 40 39 21.0 
South •............ -0.1 -0.4 86 23 46.7 
Rack ....•......... +0.3 52 56 52.3 
Northwest .......... ) ! 0.0 43 4n 43.3 
South ............. -0.3 -0.3 54 31 09.5 
Rack .............. 0.0 . ~1 39 07.2 

II 

Maximum correction to an angle ............... . +3.0 

±1.5 

1. 98 

j'2;Aa 
Mean error of an angle,\' 3n ................. . 
Average closure of the 10 triangles ............... · 

Base net to Olik-Thetis. 

Statio~s. Observed 
angles. 

Cor-' 
Closure. r·ected 

angles. 

Northwest ............... . 
Rack.' ................... . 
West .................... . 
Northwest ............... . 
\Vest .................. .' .. 
No.3 .................. . 
No.3 ..... ~ ............ . 
\Vest .................... . 
Sweeney ............... . 
No.6 .................. . 
Sweeney ............... . 
Batik .................. . 
Challenge ............... . 
Sweeney ............... . 
Bank .... · .............. . 
Challenge ............... . 
Bank .................. . 
1.1ik ...•.................. 
No.15 ................. . 
Bank .................. . 
1.1:ik .....••.............. 

0 I II II 

38 29 04 ) ! 99 02 10. - 3 
4.2 28 49 
33 08.35 ) ! 88 08 34 . + 4 
58 42 47 
84 3i 29 ) ! 60 42 59 - 2 ' 
34 45 34 . 
57 54 39 ) ! 97 45 32 _ .. 5 
24 19 54 
65 00 13 ) ! 47 56 32 + 3 
67 03 12 
37 55 46 ) ! 100 41 28 + 4 
41 22 42 

26 17 37 ) ! 49 36 03 +21 
104 05 59 

II 

03 
09 
48 
36 
36 
48 
28 
58 
34 
37 
30 
53 
14 
33 
13 
47 
30 
43 
37 
24 
59 

Tables of triangles-Continued. 

Base net to Olik·Thetis-Continued. 

Observed Stations. angles. Closure. 

0 I II II 

Pole .. ~ .................. 64 59 36 ) Hik ........... · ...... : ... 38 15 36 + !5 

i!t~::::::: ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : 
76 44 43 
51 27 38 } 35 21 54 0 

Ice ..................... 93 10 28 

! 
! 

~~~;; .· •· ~: ~:: : : : : : : : : : : : :, ·: 37 25 03 } 2 ! 97 05 23 + 
Sako .................... 45 29 32 
Shav .................... 21 04 30 ! Sako .. ~ ................. 132 08 32 + 6 
Aux .................... 26 46 52 
Anx .................... 62 49 31 ! Sako ....•.... · ........... ·60 25 43 0 
Poto ..........•...... ·• · 56 49 46 
Anx ..................... 121 13 04 ! Sako ................... 22 56 28 + 2 
Howe .......... · ......... 35 50 26 
Anx ........ ~ ............ 58 23 33 } ! Poto ................... 39 21 28 +10 
Howe ............. · ...... 82 14 49' 
Howe ................... 46 24 23 ) ! Sako ......... · .... ·. :· ... : 37 29 15 +'8 
Poto ......... :· ......... · 96 06 14 
Howe ... , ........•..... · ... 32 27 39 l ! Y ...................... 50 34 03 + 7 
Heald ~ ......... · .' .... : .. 96 58 11 
Heald .......... : ....... 80 53 34 } ' ! Y .... -~-- .· .............. 47 . .41 15 - 5 
Gull ........ ; ...... ~ .... 51 25 16 
GulL ....... : .. : : · .. ~ .... 42 03 51 } ! Y ...................... 84 36 36 + 5 
Prudhoe ................ 53 19 28 
Y· ...................... 81 52 50 } ! X ....................... 73 31 10 - 3 
Prudhoe.· ............... 24 36 03 
Gull .................... 50 53 08 ) ! Prudhoe ................ 51 59 21 . +12 
Cent ..................... 77 07 19 
GulL ................... '29 17 10 

I ! Cent ........ · ............ 114 34 46 - 7 

f~~~·.:·.~·- ....... :::::::::::: 36 08 11 
153 46 20 ! Kup ................... 12 34 20 + 3 

~7::.:~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
13 39 17 
99 31 58 ) l 52 35 40 - 6 
27 52 28 

~~~~---·.::::::::::::::::: 126 09 49 
} ! 28 40 47 +4 

Cot ..................... · 25 09 20 

~~~~---·.::::::::::::::::: 26 37 51 

) ! 36 15 35 +24 
Cot .. ~ .................. 117 06 10 
Cot ..................... 91 56 50 

} ! ~~~~--: ~ ....... : ;. : : : : : : : : : : : 23 54 53 +14 
64 08 03 

Cot ..................... 76 43 15 

} ! Bee ..................... 47 29 40 + 1 
Bod ..................... 55 47 04 
Bod ...................... 117 48 54 

} { Bee.:············;···· .. 28 12 12 _. 3 
LeaVItt ................. 33.58 57 

39 

Cor-
rectcd 
angles. 

II 

38 
37 
45 
38 

0 54 
'28 
03 
24 
33 
32 
34 
54 
31 
43 
46 
05 
28 .. 
27 
36' 
31 
53 
26 
17 
17 
41 
05 
14 
32 
14 
14 
52 
38 
30 
49 
09 
02 
i2 
25 
23 
08 
43 
09 
21 
21 
18 
56 
38 
26 
49 
47 
24 
51 
35 
34 
64 
53 
03 
16· 
40 
04 
53 
11 
56 

No.l5 ................. . 72 53 02 ) l 00 II 

Mik .................... . 
Tig ..................... . 

57 53 33 ::.... 6 
49 13 31 

31 Average closure of the 29 triangles .......... · ..... · 6. 0 
29 Maximum closure of the 29 triangles... . . . . . . . . . . +24 

" Spherical excess negligible. · 
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Where the closures were small, as· in most of 
the triangles, the corrections were made by 
dividing the closure equally among the· Three 
angles. Where the closure was large, side 
equations were formed, and. the corrections 
were made by inspection. 

In the 14 strong figures west of Flaxman · 
Island the average difference; in. the ·sixth 
decimal place, between the logarithms of the 
farther side, found by two paths, is 8. In the 
twoo weak figures, due to failure to complet~ 
the prop.oseq schem~; the difference between ~he 
logarithms is 126 and 90. The average differ-
ence for the 16 figures is 2~. · ·. ~ 

~TATIONS. 

The stations occppied in the triangulation 
work are described as foll~ws :. · 

Flaa:.-The astronomical station a~ Flaxman Isiand. 
The mark is a barrel set partiy into the ground . and 
:filled with concrete. A screw was set into lead in a 
2-inch hole in the cente.r 'of the stirfa~e of the ·pief to 
mark the center of the station. This hole was then 
:filled with plaster of Par1s. The reference. mark is 
a concrete pier ~vith a~ hole drilled into the top. Its 
distance is 10.935 meters to the north, in azimuth 
180° 00'. ' . . . . ... " 

Northwest.-A temp~rary station at the northwest 
corner of the tundra portion of Flaxman Island, on a. 
small mound about i~ meters from the b"a:nk. 

No.rth.-A tempor::tr_y sfation on the spit north of 
the island. ·u was the north azimuth mark, and also 
the north end of the base line: .. 

Grave.-A temporary station upon a slight mound, 
perhaps a hundred yards .from the bank, on the east 
side of the bay east of Flax. 

South.-A station on the mainland south of Flax, 
marked by the center of a post (part of a ship's boom) 
about 30 yards from the bank .. The reference mar.k 
is a concrete-filled kerosene tin, flush with the ground, 
north of the station. A hole drilled into the south~ 
west corner of the surface is 1.463 meters distant 
from the station in azimuth ·179° 59'. 

Rack.-.:.A t~mporary post on a sand spit on the main
land southwest of Flax. There was a native rack on 
the tundra, about a hundred -yards to the east. 

I('ttg.-A station on the top of a boulder-covered 
mound at the northern edge of the upland, about 20 
miles up Canning River. A hole was drilled into the 
top of a boulder, which wa·s flush with the surface of 
the ground, and a galvanized spike' was· driven into 
the hole; Over this mark boulders were piled to a 
height of 3 feet. 

Brown.-A station at Brownlow Point, on a mound 
about 4 feet high near the western bank, about 300 
yards from the point where the spit joins the main-

. land. The station is marked by a post. The refer
ence mark is a shallo\v hole drilled into a greenstone 
boulder, 4.18 meters distant in a ·line 82° to the left 
of Flax. 

l7est.-A station on a small simd island close to 
the mainland about 4 miles west of Flax. It is near 
the west end of the island at its widest part. A 
malted-milk bottle was placed about 2 feet under-· 
ground and a post was centered over it. 

No. 3.-,--A temporary station on a sho,al running 
southeast from Islan~ No. 3. 

Sweeney.-A station at Point Sweeney, on the main
land about 8 miles west of Flax. About a hundred 
feet from the apex of the point .. A layer .of small 
stones was placed about 2 feet underground and n 
post was centered over it. 

No.- 6.-A station located near the center of Island 
No. 6. The top of an inverted stump, tilted toward 
the west, marks the station. No permanent mark. 
~ Challenge.-A station on the north side of Challenge 

.Islana. The mark was washed away in 1912-:-13 and 
could not ·be' recovered. 

Ba1nlc.-A: station near· the east end of the high 
ba~k. south of Cfiallenge~ A greenstone with a hole 

. drilled h;tto it. was pla~ed about H feet \uiderground, 
: and a bea·con was centered over it. 

Mik.-_.:.A st&tiori at Bullen Point at the base of th~ 
· spit: . The; station· is on the Qrst gravel heap about 200 
, yards . from the north shoi·e and close to the beach 

on the wes·t side. A malted-milk bottle 1! feet under
ground marks. the station. 

No. 15.-:;-A station on Belvedere Islan~ of the Mc
Clure group, near the south side. No permanent 
mark. 

Pole.-A station near the west end of Pole Island 
mark~d by the bottom of a tilted native pole. 

Tig.-A station near the north bank of Tigvariak 
Island. The top. of a tilted native pole was observed. 
A milk bottle a few inches underground, about a 
meter to the northwest of the base of the pole and 
approximately under its top, marks the station. Ref
erence mark, a post 1 ineter distant in a line 102° to 
the right of S~1av. 

Shav.-A station on top of a conspicuous mound 
about 5 miles from the· coast southwest of Tig. 
'l'here are three depressions and four elevatio.ns which 
trend about east-northeast across the more or less 
fiat top. The station is on the elevation south of the 
central depression. A yellow metal spike was placed 
about half a foot underground and cobblestones were 
piled over it to mark· the station. 

Kad.-A station on the top of a 200-foot mound 
·about i2 miles from the coast on Kacller9shilik River. 
F'rom a distance two projections are seen to rise above 
the general level of the top. The center of the nortl~
east cone-shaped projection is the station. Here a 
quartzite stone about 12 by 8 by 6 inches, with a lfole 
drilled in it, was placed about a foot below the surface, 
anci large cobblestones were placed over it. 

Ice.-A temporary station on an ice hun1mock iri 
Foggy Island Ba·y~ 

Sako.-:-A station on top of a 30-foot mound near 
the east moi1th of Sagavanirktok H.iver, about a mile 
from· the coast. A few small stones were placed about 
H feet below the surface of the ground . 

Anx.-A station at the north end of Foggy Island, 
\vhich was thought to be Anxiety Point. The station 
is near the west bank, near a low grassy mound. 
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Half n dozen fish-net weights of horn. were placed 
nlJout 2 feet underground. 

Poto.-A station on a· small silt clune, near the 
juncture of t11e eastern channels of Sagavanirktok 
Hlver. A few twentypenny nails were driven into 
the ground to mark the station. 

Jlowe.-A station at Anxi.ety Point, the eastern and 
hlgllest part of Howe Island. The station is on the 
highest spot, dose to the bank u t the southeast . cor
net·. It is marked with a 15-foot beacon ; no subsur
face mark. 

Jleal(l.-A station at Heald Point, about 400 yards 
from the apex and 10 meters from the north banK. 
'l:he subsurface mark is a fragment of pink gran
ite ( 'l). Over this mark a rounded pink quartzite 
stone is placed. The reference mark is the southwest 
stump of a native ruck, distant 1 meter, in a line. 47° 
to the left of Howe. 

X.-A station on the top of the central clune of a 
row of hn If a dozen small grassy silt dunes, the last 
outliers to the south on the west bank of the west 
rnouth of Snguvanirktok River. A piece of crystalline 
rock about 8 inches in diameter was partly sunk into 
the ground to mark the station. . 

Y.-A station on the highest of a small· group of 
outlying silt dunes to the west of Sagavanirktok· 
Hlver. They are about 3 miles from the coast at the 
sout.h side of n drained lake. A native reports that 
he plnced a stone and some empty rifle shells in the 
ground when he erected the signal. 

Pmdhoe.-A stution on top of a 30-foot mound· 
about 3 miles inland from the ·lower end of Prudhoe 
Bay. The station is near the southwest side of the 
more or less flat top of the mound. A .piece of lead 
wns placed 6 to 8 inches underground and covered 
with cobblestones. 

(ht.ll.-A stntion on Gull Island in Prudhoe Bay. 
Tile beacon will probably be washed away .. · No sub
surfnce mark. 

Ccnt.-A station about 3 miles from the west side 
of Pnidhoe Buy, on a grassy hummock about 2 feet 
high on the tundra west· of a large pond. A large 
nail and n piece of lead were driven about 6 inches 
into the ground. 

J('ltp.-A station on the top of a 30-foot mound, near 
the const on the east side of Gwydyr Bay. It lies at 
the he1id of slncl~ water in, Fawn Cr~ek. The t~p of 
ll tilted bencon wns observed. Two copper nnils and 
n piece of lead were placed under the center, about 15 
inches underground, and a pink quartzite stone, 10 to 
12 inches in diameter, was placed over tliem, so that 
its snrfnce wns nearly flush with the ground. 

St11:mp.-A station on Stump Islnnd, about 3 feet 
southenst of.an old nntive signal consisting of an in
vel-ted stump .about 15 feet high. Subsurface lllfl:rk, 
n p·iece of native blubber lamp with a hole drilled in 
It, nbout 2 feet underground. A post was. centered 
over this mark. 

Er}{J.-A temporary station on Egg Island, erected 
n~tet· the origin:11 station had been washed away. . 

Ret1trn.-A station on the top of a 60-foot mound 
about 8 miles inlnnd, on the east side of Kupnruk 
Rlver. A piece of lead about a foot underground, 
with a 6-inch stone over it, marks the station. 

· Black.-A temporary stn tion on the apex of a 
sharply ridged silt dune in ti1e Kuparuk delta. The 
highest pnrt of the northernmost row. About 3 miles 
from Kup. 

Long.-A. station ori Long Island near the east end, 
where it bends to· the southeast. 'J'he station was 
washed away during a storm, and a spit was ~uilt out 
at the smpe place. 

Gwycly1·.-A station on the west side of Gwydyr 
·Bay, close to the bank, at a point about 3 miles east 
of Beechey Point. A post C!f an old rack cut off at 
the ground marks the station. 

Cot.-A station on the eastern tundra lump of Cottle 
Island, near the south corner, about 32 feet north
west from two low grassy hummocks. A vertebral 
disk of a "·hale was plnced about 2 feet underground, 
and a beacon was centered over it. A post was 
erected 3 or 4 feet to the southeast, but the distance 
and bearing were not noted. 

Bee.-A station on the -top of n 60-foot mound about 
4 miles back of Beechey Point. A post w_as erected 
near the middle of the top by n native boy. 

Bod.-A station ou Bodfish Island, .at a hummock 
on the souti1 side near the west end. Marked by n 
vertebral disk of a whale about a foot underground,· 
with .a post centered over it. 

Leavitt.-A ·station on Leavitt Island, at about 
the midctle of the nprth side, on top· of a grass
covered sunfl dune·, v•hieh has buried an old native 

. house, immediately over the bank. A piece of gray 
granite about 3 feet underground ~arks the station. 
.This mound is the second from the east end of the 
island. · 

Jones.-A station on ·top of a 20-foot mound about 
a- mile from the coast behind Lenvitt Island. No sub
. surface mark. 

Thetis.-.<\.. station on top of a 25-foot mound about 
3 miles southeast of Oliktok. A malted milk bottle 
filled with stones was placed underground by a native 
for a subsurface mark. 

ow~.-.At Oliktok near the apex of the gravel 
point. A pink quartzite boulder 10 to 12 inches in 
diameter, with a hole drilled· into it, about 2! feet 
underground. Over this boulder was placed a square 

· innsthead about 4 feet high, painted white, with a 
yellow metal name plate. A signal was erected nbout 
4 meters to the northwest in a line leading from 
Thetis. 

Kong.-A station at Konganevik, in Camden Bay. 
The center of the highest pnrt of a large angular 
greenstone boulder, which rises about 3! feet above 
the level of the tundra. It lies about 250 yards from 
the southeast corner of the point and about 500 yards 
from the north side. 

Ool:-A station at Collinson Point ·near the point 
where the spit joins the mainland. The ·station is a 
25-foot pole er~cted by the trader O'Connor, in 1912, 
about 20 yards sou~h of his house. It is about 13 
meters north of the latitude station of the Canadian 
Arctic Expedition, in 1913-14. No permanent mnrk. · 

Sa.d (Boy's stick) .-A stntlon at Point Anderson, 
where the spit joins the mainland. The mark is on 
the tundra close to the spit and to the sea cliff. No 
subsurface mark. 
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A1·ey.-A station 150 feet southeast of Ned Arey's 
old house in the Okpilal\:·Hulahula delta. Latitude 
observations were taken here: Not marked. 

B1 Hill.-A station on an outlying s·andstone hill 
on the east s~de qf the head of Marsh Creek. An 8-foot 
cairn was erected at the southwest corner of the top. 

Barter:-A station on Barter Island, at the south
west corner of the upland, beyond which extends the 
low flat grassy part of the islana. The subsurface 
mark is composed of a copper nail and a lead seine 
weight, with a quartzite stone 4 to 5 inches _in diame
ter over them, about a ~oot underground. A beacon 
was erected over this mark. 

Mount Chamberlin.-A conspicuous glacier-covered 
double-pea~ed mountain, which rises 2,000 to 3,000 
feet above its surroundings, at the head of Sadlerochit 
River. The lowei.· northeast peak was observed. 

Mount Michelson.-The highest of a group of two or 
three ice-covered peaks at the outside of the Roman
zof Mountains, between Okpilak and :Sulahula rivers. 

TABLE OF POSITIONS. ' 
Mount Salisbury.-A conspicuous snow-clad double

p~al\:ed mountain~ about 70 miles south of Flaxman 
Island, on the west side of Canning River. The north
east peak was sighted upon. 

Mo~tnt Copleston.-About 50 miles from the coast, 
at the west end of the Shublik Mountains. On the 
top,· which is several hundred feet higher than its im
mediate surroundings, are two knobs. The highest 
part of the southeast knob was sighted upon. 

Peale A.-A proposed plane-table station a few miles 
northeast of Mount Copleston. A projectio'n rising 
above the general level of that part of the mountains 
was sighted upon. 

The latitude and longitude of each point ar_e 
given on the. Flaxman Island datum. The po
sition of the initial station, Fhix, was obtained 
by astronomi~al observations. (See pp. 32-35.) 
The length and azimuth of lines between the 
stations. are also given and the logarithms of 
the distances. 

·Mount 0.-An inconspicuous but definite peak on 
the north side of Sadlerochit Mountains. 

Mount Weller.-A pyramidal peak about 20 miles 
south ·of Collinson Point at the head of Marsh Creek. 
It· rises several hundred feet above its surrounding~. 
so that it can be identified from all ·directions. , 

The last figure in the numbers is uncertain, 
with the exception of the logarithms, which are 
uniformly given to six places, although two of 
the figures may be uncertain. 

A few unimportant stations, whose positions 
were unnecessary in the calculations, ha ~ve been 
omitted; 

Positions of triangulation stations in Canning River region, northern Alaska. 

Coastal stations west of Flaxman Island. ·. 

Station. No. Latitude. ~ongitude. 

0 I II 0 I II 

Flax............. 0 70 11 12.04 146 02 42.00 

South. . .. . . .. .. . 1 70 09 00. 34 . 146 02 41. 85 

Northwest........ 2 70 11 50. 22 146 04 40.81 

Rack".~......... 3 70 0.9 46. 28 146 08 1_5. 22 

West............. 4 70 10'34. 39 146 14 18.62 

No.3 ...... ·..... 5 70 12 41. 22 146 16 30. 24 

Sweeney. . . . . . . . 6 70 11 14. 46 146 25 40; 36 

No.6........... 7 70 13 29.87 146 25 33.78 

Challen~e ...... _ _ 8 70 14 20. 26 146 36 10. 27 

Bank........... 9 70 10 40. 90 146 39 15. 20 

No. 15 ........ :. 10 70 17 00.12 146 52 27.55 

Mik ........ ~ ..... 11 70 10 59.92 146 49 37.88 

Tig .............. 12 70 13 59.11 147 10 29.17 

Kad ............ K 70 01 46.36 147 37 09.45 

Pole .............. 13 70 18 13. 34 147 01 21.08 

Shav ............ 14 70 08 13.14 147 25 46.20 

Azimuth. 

o I II 

359 58 38.2 
133 28 24. 1 
179 58 38. '4 
166 38 39.7 
313 26·32.3 
346 36 47.8 
210 23 09.4 
292 02 16.6 
248 46 30 .. 

. 291 15 18 
281 83 02 
316-06 31 
244 58 39 
279 44 16 
284 43 53 
307 23 26 
283 04 41 
310 57 41 
238 38 23 
262 58 18 
295 41 48 
324 37 35· 
233 41 02 
275 03 49 
243 31'14 
292 14 42 
216 24 03 
239 56 51 
292 03 44 
331 08 51 
221 50 22 
256 57 25 

Back azi
muth~ 

o, I II 

179 58 38.4 
313 26 32.3 
359 58 38.2 
346 36 47.8 
133 28 24.1 
166 38 39. 7 

30 26 31.. 1 
112 07 30.2 
68 55 34 

111 21 00 
102 04 10 
136 14 17 

65 07 17 
99 54 57 

. 104 52 24 
127 34 01 
103 14 40 
131 07 34 

58 51 16 
83 11 04 

115 57 08 
144 50 01 

53 53 42 
95 13 35 
63 48 12 

113 04 19 
36 49 08 
60 41 32 

112 12 06 
151 19 53 
42 04 55 
77 31 24 

To stations. Distance. 

Meters. 
South....... 4, 081. 55 
Northwest.. 1, 720.28 
Flax. . . .. .. 4, 081. 55 
Northwest.. 5, 411. 50 
Flax. . . . . . . 1, 720. 28 
South .. ·..... 5, 411. 50 
Northwest.. 4, 453. 82 
South....... 3, 787. 62 
Northwest.. 6, 513. 2 
Rack ....... _ 4, 104. 1 
Northwest.. 7, 617. 6 
Rack .... ~... 5, 715.1 
No.3....... 6, 374. 7 
West....... 7, 275.4 
No.3....... 5, 901.4 
West....... 8, 938. 0 
No.6 ....... - 6, 856.8 
Sweeney... . 8, 769. 0 
No.6 ...... _ .10, 094.1 
Sweeney ... _ 8, 630. 9 
Challenge. . . 11, 372. 7 
Bank .... _._ 14, 395.1 
Challenge. • 10, 510 0 
Bank ...... _ 6, 574.7 
No. 15 ...... 12,644.1 · 
Mik....... . . 14, 266. 1 
Tig ........ 28,288 
Mik ......... 34,639 
No. 15...... 6, 023.6 
Mik......... 15, 322. 6 
Ti$· ....... 14,419.4 
M1k ......... 23,402.7 

Loga
rithm. 

3.610825 
3.235600 
3.610825 
3. 733317 
3.235600 
3. 733317 
3.648732 
3.578366 
3.813791 
3.613217 
3. 881817 
3. 875935 
3.804460 
3.861855 
3. 770952 
3. 951239 
3.836120 
3.942950 
4.004068 
3.936057 
4.055865 
4. 158214 
4.021610 
3.817875 
4. 101887 
4.154304 
4.451603 
4.539564 
3. 779858 
4. 185336 
4. 158946 
4.369266 
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Positions of triangulation stations in Canning River region, northern Alaslca-Continued. 
Coastlll stations west or Flaxman Island'--()ontinued. · 

-· 

~ I To stations. Station. Latitude. Longitude. Azimuth. Back azi- Distance. Loga-
muth. rithm. 

0 I' " 0 I II 0 I II 0 I II I JJfeters. 
Sako .. .' ....... · .. 15 70 ·11 58.40 147 41 46.94 259 00 31. 79 29 58 Tig ........ 20,064.3 4.302424 

304 30 02 124 45 08 Shav ........ 12,285.4 4.089389 
Anx ............ 16 70 17 11. 90 147 43 51.55 325 32 39 145 49 40 Shav ........ 20,216:2 4.305703 

352 19 31 172 21 28 Sako ........ 9,802.5 3.991337 
Poto ............ 17 70 14 03.42 147 57 ~9.24 234 56 31 55 09 02 Anx ........ 10, 195. 1 4.008391 

291 41 17 111 55 45 Sako ........ 10,.428.2 4.018210 
Howe ............ 18 7018 35.74 147 53 23.98 329 14 06 149 25 02 Sako ........ 14,317.0 4. 155852 

15 38 32 195 35 00 Poto ........ 8,.762. 9 3.942649 
Y. ·············- 19 70 17 26.28 148 12 15.87 259 32 35 79 50 21 Howe ...... 12,028.2 4.080201 

303 23 18 123 37 31 Poto ........ 11,388.9 4.056483 
'Heald ........... 20 70 20 29.81 148 07 13.90 292 05 00 112 18 02· Howe ...... 9,.359. 5 3.971254 

29 03 14 208 58 30 Y ........... 6,504.0 3.813180 
Gull ............. 21 ·70 21 37.29 148 16 28.68 289 48 04 109 56 46 Heald ....... 6,152.4 3. 789042 

. 341 ~3 18 161 17 16 Y ......... ~. 8,215.0 3.914605 
Prudhoe ......... 22 70 16 34.94 148 22 53.82 203 11 07 23 17 10 Gull ....... 10,197.4 4.008487 

256 30 38 76 40 38 Y.· .......... 8,862. 2 3.836464 
Kup ............ 23 70 23 11.65 l48 36 15.97 283 08 50 103 27 28 Gull ....... 12,710.{) 4. 104143 

325 38 11 145 50'46 Prudhoe ..... 14,875.5 4. 172472 
'Ret ............. 24 70 17 27.44 148 47 03. 78 212 16 43 32 26 53 Kup ........ 12,629.5 4.101\386 

275 55 53 96 18 38 Prudhoe ..... 15,258.7 4. 183518 
Stump .......... 25 70 24 27. 24 148 29 14. 97 303 19 44 123 31 46 Gull ....... 9,560.6 3.980484 

61 55 14 241 48 37 Kup ... :~ ... 4,967.8 3.696161 
Long ............ .26 70 27 48.61 148 41 42. 72 308 41 16 128 53 01 S~ump ...... 9,963. 2 3. 998399 

338 22 28 158 27 36 Kup ........ 9,230.8 3. 965238 
.Bee ........ · ...... 27 70 26 00.92 149 06 19.16 257 31 13 77 54 24 Long ........ 19,683.6 4. 195443 

285 23 39 105 51 58 Kup ........ 19,471. 2 4.289393 
-Got .............. 28 ?0 29 12. 30 148 ?7 56.~1 309 26 26 ~ 129 46 51 Kup ........ 17,531.0 4. 243806 

41 23 so· 221 15 36 Bee ........ 7,897. 8 3. 897503 
Bod ...... .' ....... 29 70 30 59.07 149 07 56. 73 297 57 20 118 06 46 Cot ....... ~ 7,040. 9 3.847627 

353 44 24 173 45 56 ·Bee ........ 9,295. 3 3.968264 

T 

ones ........... 30 70 28 53.74 149 22 25.'88,'246 32 25 66 46 04 Bod ........ 9,801.4 3. 991288 
297 58 35 118 13 46 Bee ........ 11,370.4 4. '055774 

Leavitt .......... 31 70 32 31.85 149 19 ·44. 24 325 21 05 145 33 44 'Bee ........ 14, 709. 1 4. 167586 
13 55 10 193 52 38 Jones ....... 6,963.6 3.842834 

hetis ...... · ..... 32 70 27 43.06 149 34 13.31 225 02 08 45 15 47 Leavitt ...... 12,690.5 ' 4. 103479 

.J 

253 16 45 . 73 27 52 Jones ....... 7,654.4 3. 883913 
()lik ............. 33 70 29 51. 76 149 42 12. 18 278· 10 08 98 28 46 Jones ....... 12,419.1 4.094091 

308 43 27 128 50 58 Thetis ....... 6,367.1 3. 803924 

Coastal stations east of Flaxman Island. 
.. 

Brown ........... A 170 09 43. 93 145 51 25.32 79 21 02.4 259 10 26.0 South ....... 7,250.45 3. 860365 
111 04 28.2 290 53 -51. 6 Flax ....... 7,642.60 3.882217 

Kong ........... B 70 01 39.4 145 \() 32.5 289 36 39 109 56 09 Collinson ... 14,031. 0 4. 147122 
357 59 03 178 01 21 Mount 0 ... : 45,057 4. 653764 

Col .............. c 69 59 06. 2 144 49 47. 1 3 19 20 183 16 03 Weller ...... 38,906 4.590016 
16 25 13 196 07 57 Mount 0 .... 41,965 4.622884 

ad ............. D 70 00 36._9 144 29 20. 6 1111 37 190 48 44 Chamberlin. 82,761 4. 917828 
30 18 37 209 .42 14 'MountO .... 49,760 4.696880 

Arey ............. E 70 04 49.0 143 59 50.0 21 47 23 200 56 49 Chamberlin. 95,846 4.980574 
35 06 05 214 15 56 Weller ..... 60,14:!7 4. 779215 

Barter ........... F 70 06 12.0 143 40 31.6 27 52 22 206 43 42 Chamberlin. 103,100 5.013262 
47 03 49 225 41 36 Mount 0 .... 77.,501 4. 889307 

Inland stations. 

{) 

Kug ............ b 69 53 49. 34 146' 18 01. 5 196 38 40.9 16 53 05.2 Flax ....... 33, 747. 9 4.528246 
209 32 34.3 29 57 34.4 Brown ..... 34,073.9 4. 532422 

Weller ........... c 69 38 12.9 144 53 15. 5 118 40 22 297 20 50 Kug ........ 61,792 4. 790934 
148 03 02 327 08,24 Brown ..... 67,408 4.841413 

Mount 0 ........ d 69 37 26.4 145 08 06.0 124 37 53 303 32 17 Kug ........ 54,354 4.735227 
155 33 46 334 53 05 Brown ..... 66, 130 4. 820397 

Cham berlin ..... ·. e 69 16 55.3 144 53 44. 7 142 05 44 320 46 45 Kug ........ 87,743 4. 943211 
159 42 11 338 48 05 Brown ..... 105,000 5.021180 

Peak A .. ·.· ....... f 69 32 35.3 145 58 11. 7 162 12 17 341 53 41 Kug ........ 41,505 4. 618100 
183 32 43 3 39 05 Brown ..... .69, 197 4.840086 

op1eston ....... g 69 30 20.0 146 05 37. 3 1~9 42 -26 349 30 48 Kug ........ 44,398 4.647361 

n. nm .......... ~9 42 00 .. 7 
186 58 34 7 11 54 Brown ..... 73,827 4. 868216 

i 144 47 38.4 ············· 317 58.36 Flax ....... 72,385 4.859649 

ichelson ........ 
337 56 06 Kong ....... 39,361 4.595070 

j 69 18 38. 3 144 15 43. 2 ............. 343 24 09 Collinson ... 78,402 4. 894328 
6 56 18 Arey ....... 86,474 4. 936886 
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ELEVATIONS, 

As the observations of vertical angles on the 
different peaks were tak~m at- a. distance from 
the mountains they do·not give accurate values. 
In- wint.er· the refraction is sometimes so great 
as to distort the distant sky line into unrecog
nizable shapes.. At l{t~g station, at an eleva
tion of about 50 ll;teters above the sea, the house 
on Flaxman Island, at sea level, had ~ zenith 
distance of less than 90°. . On account of the 
low weight .of such observations only a ·few 
were taken. Below are the resulting elevations. 

Elevations o{ mo~mtain peaks t£n Canning River 
region, nor~hern Alaska. 

Meters. 
' Michelson from sea level at Arey __ 2, 816 
Chamberlin, northeast peak, from 

Arey ~------------~---------=- 2,783 
Chamberlin; southwest peak from 
Flax~------------------------ 2,784 

\Veller from Arey ---------------- 1, 500 
\Yeller from l!""~lax ________________ 1, 467 
Salisbury,. northeast, from Flax ___ 2, 044 

The southwest peak of Mount Chamberlin is 
from 50 to 100 meters higher than the northeast 
peak, so that 2,800 and 2,750 meters are better 
values. 

TOPOGRAPHY. 

The work of mapping ~he details of the 
topography was divided into two sections, that 
of the coast and that of the interior. The 
coastal work was done with. great care and 
"·ith as great accuracy as possible under the 
conditions. The interior· mapping could not 

·be brought up to the same standard, both from · 
the inexperience of the writer and the diffi-

. culties under which he worked. The lines are 
drawn solid where they have been ac~ually sur
veyed with an accuracy in keeping with the 
character of the map in which they appear. 
The lines that have been observed but not sur
':eyecl are drawn bro1mn. Probable lines, __ 
chiefly derived from native information, are 
drawn dotted. 

COASTAL TOPOGRAPHY. 

This work was done with two grades of ac
.euracy-(1) simple sketching of details along 
the route traversed by sled or boat and (2) 
plane-table work. The coast between :Herschel 

Island and Flaxman Island was sketched elut
ing a sled trip in the fall of 1906. As the- pm:
tion between Flaxman Island and Barter 
Island was afterward done in detail by the 
writer and that between Herschel Island . and 
the 1~Ust meridian by the Canadian Arctic Ex
pedition, only the remainder, between the 141st 
merdian alld Barter Island, is shown on the 
map in this report (Pl. III, in pocket). 

Several sled and boat trips were made be
tween Flaxman Island and Point Barrow, and 
many details, not shown· on the existing charts, 
were sketched. A map of the coast line 'be
tween Oliktok and Point Barrow was con
structed by adjusting these details to the e~
isting charts (Pl. III) . 

The topography shown on the large-scale 
maps (Pis. IV andV) between Barter Island 
al).d the Colville was drawn ripon a small 
plane table, an· open-sight ali dade being used~ 
The distances ·were determined . by p~tcing. 
Numerous posts or beacons were erected, which 
were located by triangulation for the purpose 
of controlling the traverse. The field scale was 
slightly larger than 1 : 80,000. Two thousand 
paces, assumed to be 1 mile, were drawn equal 
to 2 centimeters on the sheets. The paces were 
counted by a pedometer, but as the hand which 
marked the hundreds of paces had much lost 
motion, a check was made by mental counting. 
In some places it is probable that there was a. 
miscount of an even hundred, judging from the 
intersections on distant points. 'Vhere the 
coast was fairly regular and the wal~dng was 
along a hard sand be~ch the intersections were
very satisfactory, but where the traverse was 
along the top of an eroded bank the many de
t~urs interfered with accurate work. 

These field sheets were entered upon an pffice. 
map which had a scale of 1: 80,000, and thus 
they had to be reduced· slightly. This reduc
tion was don~ by making a tr~cing of the sheet 
and adjusting this tracing to the office map by 
closely spaced offsets. The closures noted be
low are partly due to the larger scale and 
par~ly to errors of the paced distance. 

The coast west of Flaxman Island had so
many points located by the. triangulation that 
tl;tere are not many places where stretches. 
greater than 4 or 5 miles are uncontrolled. The: 
weakest stretch is around the lower part of 
Mikkelsen Bay, a distance of about 10 miles~ 
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I-Iere there was a closure of about" a mile, so 
this stretcl1 was probably incorre_ctly mapped. 

East of Flaxman Island there were few points 
of control, a-nd so the map is correspondingly 
weaker. Between Brownlow Point .and 1\:on
ganevil<:, about 20· miles, the closure was half a 
mile.· The area between the IIulahula delta 
and Manning Point was controlled by two 
micrometric base lines, so that it is fairly ~~
curate. 

Every line drawn solid has been actually 
paced or viewed fron1 such a short dista nee 
that all the details were ~risible. Both sides. of 
the narrower sand islands co"uld be mapped 
from the middle, but on Pole and Cross islands 
both sides were paced; The outside of Long 
Island was pac'ed, and frequent halts were 
made to sketch the details of the inside from 
places previously located. Some. stretches 
whm:e details could not be seen. are drawn with 
broken lines. The outside of Leavitt Island 
was paced, and a part of the inner side sketched 
as in mapping Long Island. The Spy Islands 
were not paced, bl.1t good locations were se
cured upon beacons at their extremities, so 
that their position is fairly accurate. 

No topographic line has been drawn solid to. 
represent features which were viewed from 
snch a· 'distance that de.tails might be. over
looked. In· a westwarrd ·extension of the topo- · 
graphic map, of the ~ound~ry Survey the east 
end of Icy Reef was drawn in solid lines upon 
a field scale of 1 : 45,000, as viewed from a dis
tance of 1 or 2 miles. On the writer's map the 
east end of Stump Island has been drawn with 
broken lines, although it was camped upon, 
as . well as viewed from the 1nainland about a 
1nile away. 

The coast line in the neighborhood of Collin-
. son Point was rna pped by the writer in 1912, 
with the exception of about a mile of the· spit. 
In· 1913 the topographers of the Canadian 
Arctic Expedit!on made a map of the s~me 
stretch and included a part of the interior. 
Their n1ap, of about twice the scale of the 
writer's, has been reduced an~ entered upon 
his ':m:ap. · A tracing was kindly furnished and 
permission was given to use it. The porti~ns 
common to both niaps were ·practically iden: 
tical. . · 

Constant changes in the shore line are taking 
place, so that many of the details mapped by 

the writer will be lost within a · few years. 
Even during his field work such clianges were 
noticeable. The first beacon erected on Egg 
Island was: entirely cut away and about. a hun
dred. yards was added to the west end of the 
island between 1911 and 1914. In a_ddition, a 
new islet was built up north of the ·west end, 
so that there was difficulty. in recognizing the 
locality. . At the east end of Long Island the 
shore was cut back as far as the beacon erected 
for a triangulation signal behveen 1911 and 
1913: In 1914 a spit about a hundred yards 
long had been built out at the same place. 

In general,· the sand islands are rather per
manent, for driftwood in an advanced stage of 
decay is found on some of them, as. well as 
grass and moss .. Native houses that were an
cient before the present. inhabitants came into 
the country also are found on so:q1e of them. 

INLAND TOPOGRAPHY. 

In the map of the interior (Pl. I, in pocket) 
great accuracy has not been attained. for either 
distances or elevations. The. writer had had no 
previous experience. in .drawing contours, so 
that this work does not express- the nature of 
the topography as well as it should. · 

On the first inland trip up Okpilak River a 
sm-all plane table with a telescopic alidade 
was carried. This alidade had a. mict~ometric 
eyepiece, with which the writer endeavored. to 
get horizontal control by the erection of ·cairns 
a known distance· apart, after the method em
ployed by Peters in constructing his map of 
the Colville. Owing to various causes, com
plete control was not attained. 
~he telescopic al~dade was too heavy for 

· &uni.mer work, where everything had to be car
ried on the back, so it was 'discarded, and an 
open-sight alidade was used in mapping the 
Canning. The topography was drawn upon 
separ.ate sheets at each station, wi.th estimated 
dis~an~es and known horizontal angles. The 
vertical angles were estimated or-determined 
by a hand clinometer. These separate sheets 
were afterward used to draw the office map 
by usi1~g as a base the distance a part of two 
peaks located from the ·coast and then pt~o
ceeding by a triangulation worked out of the 
sheets· themselves. Of_ course, this was a very 
rough method, but it was much the best under 
the circumstances. Some extra details were 
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sec~1red fr:om ordinary ·photographs· taken at 
the s'tations. · 

An attempt was made · in the winter of 
1910-11 to get a better control by_a micrometric 
traverse with a 3-meter bar, but it was not· 
successful. 

Such a traverse was made on the lower 25 
miles of Hula,hula River and abandoned on 
account· of continued bad weather. Some de
tails were mapped at the headwaters of the 
same river by the use of this form of control, 
but they are not within the area embraced by 
the published map and so have been omitted. 

While surveying Sadlerochit River the 
writer was greatly aided by a stenometer 
loaned by the United States Geological Sur-· 
vey. Seve:r:al small sectinns were mapped from 
a base line measured in this way. The coordi
nati~n between these separate portions when 
they were combined was very good. · The 
topography around Lakes Schrader and Peters 
\vas mapped by a traverse paced upon the 
smooth ice of those lakes. The scale was 
checked by· sten<;>metric measurement. 

The elevatio;lS shown by the contour lines 
are only approximate, for they are deduced 
from aneroid observations. On the Sadlerochit 
they may be considered to be most accurate, 
for. the field barometric readings were com
pared with a series of readings taken by the 
writer's workman. at Fhtxman Island, more 
than 50 miles away .. Elsewhere there were no 
corrections possible for the varying state of 
the atmosphere. 

. The ultimate control. of the topographic map · 
was secured by prominent peaks located from 
the coast. The mapping of the area within 
view of o11:e or more of these peaks is probably 
fairly accurate as· regards distances, but that 
of the area around the upper· part of the Can
ning, which lacks any such control, may be 
faulty. 

·HYDROGRAPHY. 

During the numerous trips of the writer's 
yaw 1 between Flaxman Island and Point Bar
row· soundings were made, ordinarily at 15-
minute intervals. In the. open-'boat journeys 

also as many ·soundings as· possible were taken. 
In this manner about 1,500 recorded soundings 
have been made, mostly between Flaxman 
Island ahd the Col ville. The soundings tal~ en 
in boat trips close .along the islands or the 
mainland are all easily located and can be 
entered with confidence upon the map. Many 
of those. taken from the yawl during thick 
weather are doubtful. These· soundings ·were 
first entered with as much accuracy as possible, 

. and if there was any discrepancy between 
neighboring soundings they were erased. ·The 
soundings app~ar to· be regular, except near 
the inside -of the deeper entrances between the 
sand islands. The writer hoped to. develop 
the topography of the bottom in important 
places but was unable to do so, except· between 
Flaxman Island and the mainland. 

In addition to the soundings alongshore, 
a line of soundings was made to the north at 
about the 150th meridian. NO· bottom "was 
found at 300 fathoms at a distance of more 
than 50 miles from the shore. 

METEOROLOGY. 

Ob8eTV'atiuns.-A series . of daiiy observa
tion~, consisting of readings of the· thermome
ter and. barometer, direction and force of the 
wind,' and notes upon the weather, was made by 
the officers of the ship a,t Flaxman Island for 
a period. of one year in 1906-7. The records 
have not yet been worked up and hence are not 
available for publication. . 

A urooroas.-Some ·notes on the nuroras wm;e 
enteredin the meteorologic report. There \vas 
nenrly nlways an irregular strip of greenish 
haze extending, according to the writer's 
memory, from southeast to northwest. Colors 
or noticeable motion were rare. Probably not 
more than h~lf a dozen displays were suffi
ciently striking to cause gener~l. interest. The 
writer noticed on several Cloudy moonless . 
nights that almost as much light came through 
the windo~s as during the full moon. This 
light could only have come from the aurora. 

Parhelia.-No paraselenae w:ere noted; and 
?nly a few poorly developed parhelia were 
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seen on the coast, but during a spring trip up kelsen for nearly three months during the fall 
Canning River, while camping for several. days . of 1906. These records were eagerly seized 
in the vicinity of Shublik Springs, the writer upon by Dr. Rollin A. Harris, of the Coast 
wi t·nessed an alrnost constant dis
play pf parhelia. The steam frmn 
these copious springs filled the air 
with ice crystals during a spell of 
calm, ~lear weather. The most com
plete parhelia · are. shown in figures 
2 and 3: In reading Hastings's · 
textbook on light 1 the writer .finds 
that the subject has been dcve~oped 
theoretically. 

In :Hastings's work 2 a rare fea
ture is discussed. This has been de
scribed· by several observers as a 
down ward-facing semicircular arc, 
tai1gent to the circle of 22° ~round 
the sun. I-lastings's calculations ~an 
for a parabolic arc at this place. In 
the s~mtches made by the writer this 
feature was drawn and noted to he a 
parabola. No measurements were 
made of the radii of the different arcs. 

6 2 
=-=::;::::::....:.::::-=:-.=-===-~Ill 

2 6 
01~-==-~=-~=.::::: ==-==:==-==e 

10 

. . 
FIGURE 2.-Parhelia, Canning River, April 9, 1908, noon to 2 p. m. · 1, Daz

zling; a straw-colored parabola, white inside. 2, Brilliant; col8red sue~ 
cessively red, orange, blue, outward from sun. 3, Faint white arcs or 
complete circle of about 45° diameter; area within darker than that out
side. 4, Brilliant;· colored successi-vely red, orange, and blue, outward 
from sun; straw and white, once noted here also. 5, Very faint colored, 
as in 2 · and 4. 6, Faint white horizon tal band, sometimes encircling 
the horizon. 7, Faint ,:.,•bite circle of about 90° _diameter. 7a., Bright; 
colored red, orange, green, blue, outward from sun. This part some-

. times seemed linear and sometimes to be convex to the sun. .8. White. 
Above 4 and between the two wings, 8, the air was full of bright flashes 
of light from the nearer ice crystals. 9, White, vertical. 10, ·A faint 
white spot diametrically' opposite the sun and at the same altitude. 

and Geodetic Survey, and within a couple of 
months the calculations were finished. They 
have since been published. 8 

MAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS. 

Froumll $.-Pat·hella, Canning River, April 10, 1908, 2 to 
G p. in, For explanation see figure 2. 

The writer had neither the instruments nor 
the time. for comprehensive magnetic. observa
tioos, but as he believed that even rough ob
servations of the declination would be of value 
he made a few shortly before leaving the 
field. The bearing of the north mark was noted 
with two ordinary azimuth compasses. ·These 
compasses were afterward forwarded to the 
Coast and Geodetic Survey, which determin_ed 
the corrections. Of course, this calibration is 
correct only for the latitude in which it was 
ascertained, but it is better than none at all. 
The following table will give· ail idea of the 
probable accuracy of ·the magnetic observa
tions: 

TIDAL OBSERVATIONS. 

1-Iourly staff readings, supplemented by 
quarter-hourly readings near. the times of 
high and low waters, were made by Capt. Mik-

1 Hastings, C. S., Light, New York and London, 1901. 
:l Idem, p. 218. 

8 Harris, R. A., Arctic tides, U. S. Coast and Geo'letlc 
Survey, Washington, 1911. · 
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Observations for magnetic declination at the astronomical pier 
on Flaxman Island, northern Alaska. . 

I Mean Mean Cor-

Com- B(+ rected Com- A(+ mean Date. Hour. p!1SS pass cor- cor- of A A .. B. rec- rec- and t.ion). tion). n. 
------ -----

1914. 0 0 0 0 

M~y6. 8'.25a. m .. 139.2 143.31 . 
143. 7 

8.25 a.m.~ 139.3 143.2 139.4 143.3 142.0 
+3.6 -2.2 
------

8.30a. m .. 139. 6 143.2 143.0 141.1 
8.30a. m .. 139. 6 143.2 

------
l\fean ... 139.4 143.3 

------
May6: 11.30 a.m. '139. 2 143. 6 

3 p. m · ... ~ 139.4 143.8 139.4 143. 7 
+3.6 -2.2 142.2 
------.. 

6p.m .... · .. 139.5 143.8 143.0 '14:!..5 
-·-----

Mean ... 139.4 143.7 
------

May13 11. 30a.m. 138. 7 142.3 
'12.40p. m. 138.6 141. 9 138.5 141.7 

+3.6 -2.2 140.8 
---

4.45 p.m .. 138.2 141.8 142.1 139.5 
------

138.5. 141.7 
------

May15 12.30p. m. 139.4· 142.9 
6.30p. m .. 139.0 '142. 8 130. 1 142.8 

+3.6' ....:.2. 2 141. 6 
------

8p.m ..... 138. 9 142.8 142. 7 140.6 
------

139. 1 142.8 

Mean hea;ring of north mark=l41.6°. 
Declination, east of north=38.4°. 

ETHNOLOGY. 

Considerable attenticni was given to the coin
l)ilation of an Eskimo grammar and diction
·al'y before it was realized that .years of study 
. "'ould be necessary before sufficient know ledge 
of the language could be attained. Serious 
w'ork was given up after learning that the mis
sionary at Point Barrow had already gathered 
much more material than the writer could hope 
to procure. Stefansson, who came into the 
coun~ry as an ethnolog~st,. was _able to devo.te. 
his entire attention to this one ~ubject. 

Many ancient Eskimo implements were ob
tained by digging out old house sites or by 

·ZOOLOGY. 

At first some material "\vas gathered as to 
the habits of the conspicuous birds and ·ani
mals, but Dr. An.dersori, who latm~ worke'd in 
the same area, was so much. better fitted for 
this ·work that the writer gave up such ob
servations. The small amount of. ma:terial he 
had collected was turned over to .Dr. Anderson. 
Soine observations oh the animals of the region 
are given on pages 62-66. 

. GEOGRAPHY. 

LOCATION AND GENERAL FEATURES OF THE CAN
NING RIVER REGION. 

The -Canning River region, as shown on the 
reconnaissance map (Pl. I, in pocket), em~ 
braces an area about 70 miles ·square sOll.th. 
of Camden Bay. Geographically the region 
consists of ttvo well-marked provinces, the 
mountains on the· south· and the Arctic .slop~ 
on the north. 

The larger physiographic features of north
ern Alaska have been described by Brooks, 1 

. ' 
as follows : · 

A new name, Arctic Mountain system, is proposed 
for the east and \:Vest trending mountain system of 
northern Alaska formerly regarded as part of the 
Rocky Mountain system. ·Recent investigatiol).s. by 
Canadian and American geologists have shown·· that 
this is a distinct system from the Rocky Mounta~ns, 
although they are connected by the flat-topped Rich
ardson Mountains, forming the Mackenzie-Porcupine 
divide. The Arctic Mountain system stretches west
ward from the international boundary to the ArCtic 
<;>cean ~orth of Kotzebue Sound. It is not every
where sharply differentiated from the plateau region 
to the south, for in many places the dissected plateau 
remnants m~rge with the foothills. of the ranges. In 
its west~rn part the northern limit of the lowland of 
{he Kobuk Valley affords a definite line of demnrca
tion. On the north the mountains, so far as known, 
everywhere fall off ab~·uptly to the Arctic slope. This 

. scarp affords a definite boundary line between the 
two provinces: The system is made up throughout 
its extent of two or more parallel rnnges :mel in~ 
eludes some broad lowlands. These lowlands are 
specially striking topo~raphic features in the western 

: half of the ~hain. · The Arctic Mountain system is 
continued east of the boundary by some mountains 
of lesser altitude. These end in a scarp at the Mac
kenzie delta, east of which they have' not been 
recognized. 

purchase .. These obj~cts have been presented --------'-----
1 Brooks, A. H., The physiographic provinces of Alaska : . 

to the United States· National Museum. washington Acad. Sci. Jour., vol. 6, pp. 252-253, 1916. 
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The Arctic slope region has . two subdivisions, the 
Anaktuvuk Plateau nnd the Coastal Plain. The first 
forms a piedmont plateau, sloping northward from 
the base of: the runge. Along the Colville River it 
has n witlth of about 50 miles, but it narrows to the 
en~t. At the bountl:u·y it appears to be entirely nbsent, 
for het·e only a narrow constal plain intervenes be
tween the rnountn.ins nnd the sea. The westward ex
tension .of Annktuvuk Platenu is unexplored. On the 
north the plateau is bounded 'by a scarp which sepa-. 
rates It from the Constnl Plain. This plain varies 
fr·om n width of less than 10 miles at the boundary 
to over 150 south of Point Barrow. 

Doth provinces-the mountains and the Arc
tic slope-ru·e drained by closely spaced north
ward-flowing rivers. Be~ween the Colville and 
the 141st meridian there are ten large rivers, 
five of which ar~ reported to ·head agai_nst the 
Yukon drai~1age, the Turner, l-Iulahula,·Sadle
rochit, Canning, and Sagavanirktok. Two 
more, the Aichillik and J ago, may reach 
the divide, but the Okpilak, Shaviovik, and 
l(upa.ruk are known not to reach it. 

Of these rivers the writer has examined the 
Okpila.k, I-Iulahula, Sadlerochit, and Canning. 

ARCTIC MOUNTAIN SYSTEM. 

, GENERAL CHARACTER. 

Arctic slope on the north and the Arctic Ocean 
on the west. The eastern limit lies near the 
boundary line, but the details of the relation of 
the Arctic and the Rocky Mountain systems 
have not yet· been determined. The southern 
limit has oeen defined in places, but there are 
still gaps where the ~ividin·g line bet\veen the 
Arctic Range and tqe Central Plateau has not 
yet been decided upon. 
. The echelon ar'rangemen~ ·mentioned by 

Brooks 3 has not been observed in the area 
south of Camden Bay, although there are sug
gestions of it ·east of J ago River. From an ele
vated.- outlook toward the east, on Okpilak 
River, outlying ridges can be seen, but from the 
coast between Barter Island and the. boundary 
the mountain front appeared to present an un
br~ken line .. From Jago River to the Okpihik 
the front runs approximately east and west, 
but on the west side of the Okpilak it trends to 
the northwest as far as Hulahula River. At 
this point the}tbnt of the main mountain mass 
recedes in ech'elon form several miles, and then 
trends westwai~d as far as the Canning. Be
tween Hulahula and Canning rivers there are 
three·small.belts of mountains, which form out
liers parallel with the northern front of the 

. main range. These outliers terminate abruptly 
As stated above, the Arctic Mountains rrm 1

. at the Canning, and the mountain front recedes 
nearly eust and west across Arctic A:-laska. · At several miles again. to that of the main range 
the boundary line on the east they are about 60 and then extends about west-southwest as far 
miles wide, according to Maddren.1 Along ~he as the eye can reach. 
146th meridian, where the writer ~xplored Schrader's map 4 shows "the mountain· front 
them, the width is probably 150 miles. Along east of the Colville curving northeastward 
the 152d meridian, according to Schrader,2 they toward the· ocean. The writer's observations 
are 100 miles wide. indicate the same approach of the mountains 

Along the 141st and the 152d meridians the toward the coast. They are not clearly visible 
highest elevations are about 6,000 'feet, but far- from the ocean west of the 148th meridian. 
ther west, near Cape Lisburne, they are less From a point on the 150th meridian in the 
than half this height. ·In the region south of ·clearest winter· weather occasional glimpses 
Camden Bay, described in this report, although were ·cUJught of mountains lying to th~ south
the general elevation along the central p_art of east, and peaks were thought to be identified 
the range.is probably about the same as that which lay in the 147th meridian. This points 
·found to the east and west-6,000 feet-there to 3: rather abrupt change in direction of the 
is a small group of snow-covered mountains, mountain front somewhere west of the 147th 
which reaches an elevation of 9,000 feet. meridian. V\Thether this change is in echelon 

Only two of the boundaries of the Arctic form or is a simple bend in a .continuous front 
R.ange are. at present definitely ln~own-the.. is not yet known. 

1 Ornl commuulcatlon. a Brooks, A. H., The geography and geology of Alaska: 
:: Schrader, 11'. C., A reconnaissance in northern Alaska in U. S. GeoL Survey Prof. Paper 4·5, p. 43, 1906. 

1901: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 20, p. 39, 1904. 'Schrader, F. C., op. cit., pl.. 2. 
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SUBDIVISIONS. 

· Various names have been given to portions 
of the Arctic Range by the early explorers, 
and some of them must be omitted. The term 
British Mountains has been adopted by the 
boundary· survey for the _crest line on the 141st 
:qJ.eridian. This name has -been extended by the 
writer to cover the nor_thern ·portion· of the 
Arctic Range between the .boundary line ·and 
Jago River, where the Romanzof Mountains 
begin. ScJirader 1 has usetl. the. term Endicott 
Mountains for the portion between the 145th 

. and 154th. meridians. Th~ · terms 'Rorrtanzof 
and F;ranklin Mountains were .applied _by the 
discoverers . to portions of the . Arctic Range 
which lie in the a~ea discussed in this report. 
· The term Romanzof ·was ·first applied by 
Franklin 2 . to the· high snow-clad mot.uitains 
between Jago · and Hulahula ·rivers. A few 
days later he saw .some more· mountains near 
Canning River and-he included them -under the 
same name. As the mountains first discovered 
3:re separated from those. near the· Canning by 
a ·structural break, the term Romanzof is con
fined in this report to the high snow-cl;:td group 
at the northern front of the Arctic Range be
tween Jago and Hulahula rivers. ·-Franklin's 
description is as follows: 

At 6 this evening [near· 'Point Griffin] ":e 
passed the termination of the British chain of moun-

. tains and had now arrived opposite the. c.ommencement 
of another ·range, wnich I niu~ed after tl)e late Count 
Romanzof. * * * The day was very c1ear [nt Arey 

Island] and exposed to our view the ol.1~line of the 
Romanzof chain of mountains,_ whose lofty_ peaks were 
covered with s'now. 

The· term Franklin Mountai1_1s w~s· applied 
by Dease and Simpson a to the portion of the 
Arctic Range that lies west of _Can~ing River 

'and is .~is!ble from the coast. The writer has 
use¢1. th«:3 ten~ to cover not only' the ·portion 
:west of the ·Canning_ ~ut also the part south 
of the three outlying ranges between the Can
n.ing and the Hulahu_la. T4e southern limit 
can not be fixed at present, from lack of infor
mation. It ·seeins probable that there i.s a· con
'tinuous rugged belt at least as far south as 
the Arctic-Yukon d i vi d.. e. .The eastern· termi-

1 Schrader, F. C;, op. cit., p. 40. 
2 Franklin, Sir John, Second expedition to_ the Polar Sea, 

pp. 145, 147, London, 1828. 
s Simpson, Thomas, Discoveries on the .north coast of 

.America, p. 125, London, 1843. 

nation is against the Romanzof Mountains on 
the north, but' there does not seem to be any 
break ·between· 'the Franklin and Briti_sh 
mountains south of the Romanzof Mat!lltains. 
The western limit is also at present indefinite, 
for no break could be seen from an elevated 
outlook , on the Canning~ It is not known 
whether the Franklin Mountains graCle into 
the Endicott Mountains or are sepa~ated by a 
break at the northward-facing crescent (p. 49) 
east of the Colville. 
" The outer two of the three ou~lying ranges 
south of Camden BayJiave been given separate 
names by the writer. The sou_~hel.·nmost range 
is si.mp~y .. called the ~hird Range. 

FRA..I.~KLIN MOUNTAINS.· 

. The ;northern boundary 'of the Franklin 
Mounta_ins is everywhere sharp. In most places 
there is a hold -escarpment that rises 2,000 to 
3,000 feet above the rolling upland.. The south
ern boundary, which for the present is arbi
trarily placed near. the Yukon-Arctic ·divide, 
is, of course, indefinite. On the northeast the 
Franklin 'Mountains end definitely against the 
higher Romanzof Mountains, but on the south
east border they appear to merge into the 
British Mountains. Nothing is at present. 
l{nown of their boundary to the west. 

Along the northern front the Franklin 
Mountains are in general about 5,000 feet high,. 
but between the forks of the Sadleroch~t there 
is an area .. where they reach 7,000 feet. At the 
headwaters of the Hulahula they are. probably 
not over '6,000 feet. Two notable peaks, Mounts . 
Chamberlin and Salisbury, rise above the gen- . 
eral levef of- these mountains: l\1ount Cham
berlin, ~which -is south of Lakes Peters and 
Schrade_r,. ~s tl1e most prominent feature of the 
interior · landscape west of the Romanzof 
Mountains. Its ·double-peaked· ice-clad sum-. 
mit, which rises· 3,000 feet above the neighbor
ing mountains, reaches a total elevation of 
9~000 feet ·above sea· level. Mount Salisbury, 

·which is on the west side of the Canning, about 
60 miles· from the coast, is also double peaked, 
but as it is not so high as l\1ount Chamberlin 
it does not stand ou·t so conspicuously. Mount 
Chamberlin: is shown in Plate XI, A and B. 

A better idea of the topography of the 
Franklin Mountains may be gained from the 
illustrations (Pls. XI, B_; XV, A, p. 58)' than 
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Mount Chamberlin at the right. 
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can be given in words. Fr~n1 an elevated out
look very few separate peaks stand out against 
the even sky line, except at the headwaters. 
of· Sadlerochit River. In general, the moun
tains visible from the coast are free from snow 
in summer. 

ROl\fANZOF MOUNTAINS. 

This name is applied to a small group o.f 
high mountains covered with snow and gla
ciers confined to a roughly circular area about 
15 milesindiameter,between the headwatersof 
,J ago and l-Iulahula rivers. They are bounded 
on the enst, west, and south by the ~ritish and 
Franklin mountains. On the north· there is 
only a narrow fringe of lower mountains be
tween the Rorrianzof Mountains and the Anak-
tuvuk Plateau. . 

They have been observed from all sides ex
cept the east to rise .with a gradual but defi
nite slope from the general mass of the Arctic 

· Mountains. There is little variation In the ele
vations ·of the highest suiimiits. They may be· 
observed from Flaxman Island, rising slightly 
over the nearer ranges, but east of Camden 
Bay they are very prominent. During the · 
summer of 1912 Maddren did not see them 
from the coast at the 141st meridian. During 
this time the atmosphere. was ~ery hazy,. proba
bly from the eruption of Mount I(atmai: The 
engineers of the Boundary Survey, however, 
sighted upon high snow-clad peaks to the west., 
The angles and estimated distance of these 
sights indicate that the .points are in the south~ 
east part of these mountains. 

They are much more jagged than the other 
mountains of the region,. and many separate 
peaks and ridges stap.d out from the general 
sky line, though as a whole, wheri viewed from 
a distant elevation·, the mountains appear to be 
a solid mass. Snow and ice caps occur wher-" 
ever a lodging place is found, and glaciers are 
numerous. Some of the individual peaks and 
ridges are concealed by domes of ice. The 
Romanzof Mountains are shown in Plate XII. 

. OUTSIDE RANGES. 

Of the three short mountain ranges tha~ lie 
north of the Franklin Mountains, bet~een Sad
lerochit and ·Canning rivers, the Sadlerochit 
Mountains are ,the northernmost. They run 
east and ·west for about 50 miles at a distance 

of 25 to, 40 miles fr.om the coast. At the east 
end they are about 10 miles wide and ·at the 
west end about 5. miles wide. 
· The northern front is crescentic and for 

most of the distance a bold fault scarp rises 
about 2,000 feet above .. the rolling upla~d. On 
the south side the mountains rise more gradu
ally out of Ignek Valley and. with an even 

· slope. At both ends they have a general eleva
tion of over 4,000 feet, but i'n the middle, near . 
ICataktu:ruk River, they. are noticeably lower. 
They. are traversed near the eastern end by 
the "broad, open valley of Itkilyariak Creek, 
and near the middle, according to the· natives, 
by Katakturuk River. The crest l~ne, though 
narrow, is fairly even. Only two peaks stand 
out sharply enough to be recognizable fron1 

. different directions; SQ that· they can be used 
for. triangulation s~ations. 
Th~ :middle range, called the· Shublik Moun

tains, is shorter, wider, and in- general higher 
than the Sadlerochit Mountains. The western 

· end juts out several miles to the w~st of the 
Sadlerochit Mountains, but the eastern end is 
hidden from view from the coast. The Shu
blilr Mountains are sharply bounded on the 
north by a fault scarp, but on the south tl).e 
slope is more gradual,~and there are a few foot
hills at their base.. The eastern end gradually 
descends to the open basin of Sadlerochit 
River, but the western end is more abrupt 
against the Canning. An outlier is cut off at 
the west end, but the rest of the range, as 
viewed from both ends, seems to have no 
transverse valleys. 

The third range from ·the. coast, ~v hich is 
called in this paper the Third Range, is very 
narrow between the. Canning and "the Sad
ieroch.it, and the crest line· is a single ridge. 
In t]:te open basin of the Sadlerochit there are 
a couple of isolated mountains which ha'\re been 

· cut off from the Third Range, and a- short 
range that abuts against Hulahula River seems 
to fall in the same line: · 

ARCTIC SLOPE. 

ANAKTUVUK PLATEAu. 

There is ~ rolling tundra t{pland between the 
Arctic Mountains on the: south and- the coastal 
pl.ain on the north, which is in strong physio
graphic contrast to the mountains, but only 
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. nloderately so . to the c~astal plain. On the · 
west side of the Canning this upland is abou,t 
40 miles· wide. From an elevated outlook it 
could be semi to extend. westward with in
creasing width to the limit of vision. There 
can be little doubt. that.this upland continues 
1vestward beyond the Colville, where Schra
~Ler 1 describe.s a similar upland unde.r the name 
of Anaktuvuk 'Plateau. It is 80 miles wide at 
the Col ville. Collier 2 describes a similar fea
ture still farther west-, at Cape Lisburne. 

In front of the Sadlerochit Mountains a 
fairly u~iform width of about 20 miles is main
tained, bu_t; at Sadler_ochit River the upland 
£nds toward the east in· a bold scarp. It con
tinueS southeast . around the eastern end of 
the outside belt of mo.t.1ntains and swings into 
the open bas_in of Sadlerochit River and across 
the 'front of the Romanzof Mountains. 

On Okpilak ~iver the upland is less ·than 
1.5 miles in width. Only a narrow bench could 
be seen in front of the British Mountains. To 
the east, where these ·mountains approach th~ 
boundary line, nothing of the upland . was seen 
from the coast. Maddren reports 3 that here 
there are interstream benches, which probably 
mark the level of the ~nakt~vuk Plateau, but 

_ no upland area along the~moqntai:ri front. . 
O'Neill, of the ·canadian Arctic expedition,4 

finds that east of the boundary a narrow coastal 
plain passes abruptly into a rolling plateau, 
which slopes gradually upward and terminates 
at the north face of. the mountains. 

As stated above, the southern boundary of 
the upland is e.verywhere very definite against 
the bold front of the mountains. There was 
no place. observed by the writer where the es
carpment. was not at least; a thousand feet in 
height. The northern boundary, though as a 
rule definite, . is by no means so marked as the 
southern. As far to. the west as the upland 
was observed, ·the northern· front rises with a 
slope of ·15°-20° from th~. flat' coastal plain, 
and this slope is generally present elsewhere-. 
In o~e place only, on ICatakturuk River, the 

1 Schrader, F. ·c., op. cit., pp. 45-46. 
2 Collier, A. J ,, Geology and coal resources of the Cape · 

Lisburne region, Alaska : U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 278, p. 14, 
1906. 

3 Oral communication. 
'O'Neill, J. J., Canadian Arctic expedition: Canada Geol. 

Survey Summary Rept. for 1914, pp. 112-113, 1915. 

break is scarcely noticeable frmn a distance . 
The n1aximum observed break is near Sadle
rochit River, wh~re the upland may rise as 
much as 300 feet ~hove the coastal plain. 

The upland slopes gradually sea ward 
throughout the area studied. vVest of the Can
ning, near the mountai~s, it has an approxi
mate elevation above the river bed of 1,000 feet 
and above the sea level of 1,500 feet. vVhere it 
ends on the north it rises roughly 100 feet 
above the coa~tal plain and 300 feet above se~t 
]evel, the. decrease in height being 1,200 feet 
in 35 to 40 miles. On the east side of the Can
ning, opposite Sadlerochit· Mountains, the ele
vation is much lower than ·that on the· west 
side, but on the northern fro.nt the upland is· 
approximately the sam,e height on both sides 
of the river. ·on Okpilak River the-elevation 
is about 3,500 feet, which is apparently main
tained for some distance eastward. 

The upland seems a nearly featureless plain 
when viewed· ·from an elevation. The only 
noticeable _projections above the general level 
are a few footh~lls at the head of Marsh Creek 
and a gentle ridge. between this creek and ICa
takturuk River, near the coast~ On the east 
side of the Canning there are a few· irregu
larities of surface due to glacial deposits. The 
upl~nd as a w_hole is a fairly level plain cut 
by valleys that trend north and south. The 
evenness of the sky line upon the Canning is 
shown in Plate XIII, A, and on the Hulahula 
in Plate XIII, B. · In these areas only one 
lateral strean1 has made a noticeable cut in 
the sides of the m~in valley. On the other 
hand, the area between ICatakturuk and Sad
lerochit rivers seems to ·be in a more mature 
stage of erosion.· Here there are numerous side 
streams, and ·the country ·is more open and 
rolling. 

,COASTAL PLAIN. 

The writer has ex_amined the outer margin 
of. the coastal plain along the entire north 
coast. of Alaska. Between Barrow and Saga
vanirktok River the plain is so wide that its 
southern margin can not be seen frmn the coast. 
The upland comes into view east of this river 
and continues in sight from the. coast as far 
as Martin Point. The width of the coastal 
pla1n on the Colville is 80 miles1 and it narrows 
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toward the east until near Collinso"n Point the 
upland fronts the•sea. East of the Sadlerochit 
it abruptly· widens to about 50 miles and. then 
narrows where the British Mountains ap· 
proach the ocenn at the boundary lin~. . 

The coastal plain is definit~ly limited on the 
south by the Anaktuvuk· Plateau. The north· 
ern boundary is, of course, the Arctic Ocean, 
but there is only a. slight break in the profile 
nt the const line.· The maximum break, at 
Bart~r. Island, may be· 30 feet, but this is ex· 
ceptional. The average high bank is not 
more than 15 feet above sea level, and there 
are ma,ny places where there is scarcely a break 
of 1 foot. From a height only slightly above 
the sea level the coastal plain rises very gradu· 
ally to a height of about 200 feet at its southern 
margiil on the Canning, where it is about 20 
miles wide. On the Okpilak, 40 n1iles from the 
coast, the altitride was about" 1,200 feet. The 
grades on the two rivers are 10 and 30 feet 
to the mile, respeCtively. 

The coastal plain. is so ~eatureless that there 
are many places in which one would become 
lost without a compass (Pl. XIV, .A)~ In -all 
directions there may be simply a flat tundra 
plain dotte~l with shallow. ponds and ~akes. · 
l\1any of the larger rivers flow through such 
shailO\v cuts that their existence might not b,e 
suspected nt a distance of half .a mile. There 
.is nn excel)tion to the usual dead level of this 
tundra plain at Barter· Island and the area 
south of it. This island has a rolling surface, 
which may rise as much as 50 feet a~ove the 
sea. South of the island•the mainland ·is only 
a few feet above the sea, but 6 to 8 miles sot1th· 
ward, the plain increases pe_rqeptibly in· height 
nnd becomes. somewhat undulating. llerschel 

· Island, about 500 feet high, is_so notably above 
the level. of the coastai plain that It ·can not be · 
co'nsidered a part of it. There ate also two 
outliers of the upland a few miles out on the 
coastal plain east of O~pilak River. 

Locally 'the ·dead level is broken by large 
mounds, which rise abruptly from the sur· 
rounding plain. These mounds are usually in 
the form of rounded domes whose altitude 
nbove the plain may reach a maxirpum of. 
nearly 300 feet, although most of them are less 
than 50 feet high. They are very abundant in . 
the neighborhood of Kadleroshilik and ICupa· 
ruk rivers, as many as 40 being counted. from a 

single· place. A de~ailed description of these 
mounds is given .un<;ler the heading " Cenozoic 
deposits" (pp. 150~155). 

A minOl' feature, yet one that is noteworthy 
in· a region of such slight relief, consists of 
low grassy ,hummocks, from 1 to 3 feet high, 
which are scattered sparingly over the flat 
tundra ·plain. They have a heavy coating of 
turf and support a luxuriant growth of vege· 
tati'o.ri. Probably they are in part formed by 
the lodgment of wind-blown material, but 
within them the ordinary supe_rficial forma
tions, in some places containing pebbles, have 
been found above the general level of the plain. 
There was evidently a slight bulging of the 
ground, which later· was built up by vegetation. 
No doubt in the' for

1

mation of these hummocks 
the·action of frost is concerned, but the process 
is not clear. 

_ The polygonal markings upon the surface 
of the coastal plain are· fully described under 
the heading." Ground ice " ( p .. 205). There ~tt,~ 
two_difl:'erent phases of this phenomenon . .l'he 
more conspicuous phase is a division ofthe sur
face into rectangles by a system of parallel 
ridges, which often inclose ponds. The relief 
of the ridges above the bottoms of the ponds 
inay he nearly 3 feet. The ridges themselves 
are separated by a: depression· of not more tha.n 
1 foot. In the· bottom of this depression there 
is usually an open £rost crack about an inch 
wide. (See Pls. XXIX. B. p. 205. and XXX. 
A, p. 206.) . . 

The other phase of the . polygonal surface 
topography consists of a network of shal.low 
depressimis, which surround higher blocks of 
the tundra. The relief is about 1 ·foot, but 
near banks the depressions may be deepened 
by erosion, so that the blocl{s stand out in 
~tro~g relief (Pl. XXX, B, P.· 206). A map 
of one of these areas is shown in figure 26 
(p. 210). -

In the deltas of the rivers tlie western banks 
are usually covered. with silt dunes. They -are 
typically develOi)ed as :l . single row imn1edi
ately oirer the bank, but on the Sagavanirktok 
they are ·massed together over a belt several 
hundred yards 'vide. 

· · Even the larger rivers have c~..1t ·very slightly 
ipto the p'ain. Banks 10 feet hig,h are _excep
tional, and the maximum observed height was 
probably less than 15 feet. The drainage origi
nating in the plain itself has established :very 
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· :few lines. The surface waters collect into 
ponds and lakes, and the overflow seeps through 
the grass to the nearest stream. Some of. the 
larger lakes have d~finite outlets in the form of 
widely meandering surface streams so narrow 
that one can step across them. St;nne 9f these 
streams are. deep and carry a .large flow of 
water. Near the river banks .and the coast 
these streams have cut gulleys, but on none of 
the creeks examined by the writer do these 
gulleys run back for more than a mile. Tl~is 
slight development of the drainage of the 
coastal plain is. only true in the areas where 
the plain is. narrow. West of .the Colville~ 
where the plain- is over 100 miles wide, the 
streams have probably de~eloped hi.gh banks .. 
Th~ writer has made no· attempt to map the 

, drainage of the coastal plain beyond the· de-
tails seen in winter trips. In the northwest 
corner of sheet No. 1 of the International
Boundary Survey a group of ponds along ~he 
one hundred and forty-first meridian is.shown. 
Onl-y one of these ponds has a mapped outlet. 

COAST LINE •. 

stretches of water locally called lagoons. 
These islands are c_omposed chiefly of sand 

. and gravel, but there are half a dozen which 
consist of the same formation as the mainland. 
The rivers have mud flats in. keeping with 
their size and ·the degree of protection from 
the waves or current of the ocean. There are. 

· a few small bays sufficiently prominent to re
<;~ive names, but in a region of greater com

. plexity they would be unnoticed. 'Vest of 
Tigvariak Island a few_ isolated mounds are 
usually in sight from the coast. 
. To sum up, the north shore of Alaska is 

characterized by ·low mud . banks, shallow 
lago(~ms,, sand spits_and islands, and mud flats. 

CONTINENTAL PLATFORM. 

There is a wide continental platform north 
of Russia and Siberia, ·from which rise the sev
eral groups of islands between Spitzbergen and 
\'Vrangell Ishtnd, ·and 'anothtn' wide platform 
north of Canada. There was,- therefore, good 
foundation for the belief that the continental 
shelf was as wide north of A.laslnt as it is 

: known to be both to the east and to the west. 
Between Point Barrow and the Colville th~re Not many miles from the c~ast, near Herschel 

a!e . three notable. bays; east . of. the Colville ~sland, McClure had taken a few soundings ap
, there .are ~one. Camden Bay ~~ s1mply a~ ~n- proaching -200 fathoms. without reachi.l)g bot
dulatwn 1n the generally ·straight coast hne. tom, but these were held to be doubtful from 
As Schr~der has de.scribed the 

1
stretch ?etwe~n the report that they were_ taken ·with a rope. 

· · the Col v1lle and P01nt Barrow, the wnter Will Near ·Point · Barrow some depths over 140 
discuss the c?ast line east of the Colville. fathoms are reported, so that the platform 

Between Col ville River and Herschel Island, was believed ·to be na~row at Point Barrow, 
:a distance of 300 mi_les, the coast is $0 straight but t 0 widen abruptly on either side, 
.that a vessel could set a course and never be In the spring of 1907 Capt. Mikkelsen and 
more than 20 miles from land. The first hun:. the writer, accompanied by a sailor, made 
dred miles of coast, to Flaxman Island, has_ so.undings through the sea ice to a point about 
hardly a bend; _then there is a slight bend 'in 100 miles fromthe coast between the 148th and 
:and out of Camden Bay, and again a straight 150th meridians. At about 50 miles from shore 
line from l\1artin Point to the boundary line. ·the depths increa'sed from 30 to 320 fathoms in 
The land along the whole coast is very low, 2i miles. Beyond this point no bottom was 
being often invisible from a small boat 2 _or_ fo'l1nd at the greatest depth reached by such 
3 miles at sea~ A bank 15 feet high is a land- soundi:ng apparatus as·,w·as at hand (about 320 
mark for many miles, ·and 20· feet is exceeded in fathOJI?.S). The profile of the ocean bottom at 
few places. For a few-miles east of Collinson this place is given by Mikkelsen.2 There is .no 

·Point. the upland fronts the ocean and rises ·doubt that this abrupt inc:rease in depth marked 
to an altitude of more than 200 feet within a the outer margin of the continental she~£. 
n1ile from the coast. The writer has taken numerous soundings in 

Most of the. coast is fringed with island~ in depths less tha'n 8 fathoms, and has found the 
the form of barrier reefs, which inclose bottom very r~gular, except in the neighbor-

1 Schrader, F: C., A n;connaissp.~cc. in nortl}.ern Alaska in· 
·1901 : U; S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 20, pp. 48-49, 1904; 

2 Mikkelse_n, Ejnar, . Conquering the Arctic ice, p. 439, Lon· 
don and Philadelphia;· 1909: 
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hood of the barrier 'islands and mud flats. 
There are a few shoals, which comprise the 
stlbmerged parts of the barrier reefs, bu~ in 
depths greater than. 7 fathoms the soun_dmgs 
alongshore change gradually. 

DRAINAGE. 

In the mountains th~ ~·Ivers· flow through 
more or less ma:t;ked glacial troughs; in the 
ttplancl through open valleys; and .jn the 
coastal plain nearly at the surface of the 
tundra. In view of their length their. close 
spacing is remarkable·. 'Vhere the moun~ain 
structure is not complex, as on the Canning, 
the main stream cuts across the strike D;nd ~he 
tributaries follow the strike, as was described. 
bv Schrader 1 for the Colville. On. the Hulaj' 
h~1la and the Okpilak, where the rock is granite 
or schist of more or less unifprm hf.trqn~ss, 
this rectangular drainage js no~ obsei·ve~ .. 

01\.PILAK lliVER. 

ciers. The mountains here rise between 3,000 
and 4 000 feet above the rive.r bed, with ~uch 
steep ~lopes that the higher peaks are invisible 
from the vallev floor. · 

The east fo~·k repeats the same features ·as 
far as it" was exi)lored. It is appai·ently shorter 
and narrower than the west fork. It is not 
known whether it heads in a glacier, but where 

·it comes into view ·from the south several lat
eral glaciers were seen to reach nearly to the 
river bed. · 

The main stream below the forks flows in a 
deep, well-marked glacial tro"ugh to the edge 
of the mountains. For the first · 5 miles the . 

·vaLley has a ro"ck floor three-quarters of a mile 
wide,' covered with. ·m.oss and boulders, into 
which the river has intrenched itself 20 to 30 
feet. This rock floor pitches down an~ under 
a· gra ,iel flqor, "\\r hich attains a width. of over a 
mile near tHe· ed.ge of the mountains~ N mner
ous alltt,1ial cones are built out on the ~at val-
ley bottom. BeU:dhes formed by talus slump
ing are a conspicuous' feature also. . 

Beyond the mountains the river flows ·in a 
The Okpilak heads among the· glaciers of trough cut about 1,000 'feet into the Anaktuvuk 

the Romanzof Mountains and flows .. 7o: miles· Plateau. The steep valley walls are· formed by 
northward to" the . Arctic Ocean. Near the two even-crested ricl.ges, ··which separate _and 
head two forks come together,.from southwest die out into the coastal plain about 12 miles 
noel southenst and form the main stream. The farther north .. -In the coastal plajn the valley 
upper 20 to 30 miles of the course lies in a is about a mile wide and is. bounded by mud 
deep glacial trough and the succ.eeding 10 or.12 banks generally only a few. feet above the 
miles in a s~rnight open .trench in the Anak- ·river bars. The maximum recorded he~ght .is 
tu vuk Plateau. Throughout the remaipder · · 15 -feet. 'Vi thin these banks there are wide 
of the dist~nce the river flows Iiearly.,at "the brush-grown flats almost at the level o~ the 
level of the coastal plain. . · stream. 

The west fork has its source in a. glacisr After leaving the rock gorge below tbe .. forl{s 
which fills the upper 6 or· 8 1~1iles of the ntlley. the river spreads out. in many channels; \y}:l.ich 
The whole area around the head of this gl3tcier .Ine~ncler among low, brush-covered gravel; bft:rS. 
is so covered with si10w and· ice that scarcely At ordinary stages of water there are thre~ -or 
a rock can be seen even in the ~mmmer · . Dome- four shaliow streams which can be . easily 
shaped ice-covered peaks and rounded ridges waded, but after a hot day, when the riv~r is 
here rise several hundred feet above the gen- swollen by melted snow and ice; there .may be 
era.l level of the. glacier (Pl. XVIII, p. 156) · a dozen st'reams more tha_n , knee-deep. ~nd 
Below this region steep rock cli~s appear, many more less than a foot deep. At the edge 

"broken by the lateral feeders to the main ·_ice of the ·mountains the. river is contra~ted into 
stream. . . a single channel by a glacial moraine. 13elow • 

The lateral gla_cial streams join with the sub- this moraine, although the riv.er spreads out 
glacial waters at the end of the gl_acier to -form .again, it is difficult to cross, .owing to its rapid 
the west fork, which flows rapidly through cu-1:rent. It is pro;bable that much of the drain:.. 
rock gorges or in an undulating cou:r;se between age in the. mountains was underground among 
alluvial cones and moraines from the sid~ gla- the .grav~Js, for, though the river was easily 

1 Schrader, F. C.,· op. cit., p. '43. ... '·· crossable q,niY.w h~re within the mou.ntains,; the 
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writer's party was unable to ford it in July on the Okpilak. Near the northern front of 
anywhere between the mountains and the coast. the mountains the river flows for a mile or two 

A few mi~es f.rom the coast.the bank which in a narrow ca11yon, 'vhich is cut perhaps 200 
separates the ·Okpilak from theHulahula. ter- feet intq a compact green~tone. From its as
rninates, and the flood pla~ns of the .two rivers pectin winter this canyon is probably not pass
unite to form a flat several miles. wide. About able _in summer by boat or on foot~ Below this 
a mile from .the ocean the two rivers join and canyon the river leaves the mountains and 
enter their comyp.on delta, where they split up spreads over a flat half a mile wide, at the 
into four or five 'distributaries among as many bottom of an open ·valley in. the upland. This 
silt islands. wide floor continues northward for 10 to 15 

The Okpil~k has a ·higher 'grade than any miles; then it narrows, and the river meanders 
other river investigated by the writer. In only . thr.ough an area of glacial drift in a flat only 
70 miles it fa.lls about.5,50Q feet (the approxi- a couple of hundred yards wide. Beyond the 
mate elevation of the lower end of the g,lacier. northern edge of the upland the river runs for 
on the western fork), which is 80 feet to the. a-few miles in a narrow channel.cut 5 to 10 
mile. In some of the steepef..".st;retches .in tP.e · feet into the. coastal plain .. About 20 miles 
rock gorge in the .. n10untains"'(me 'fi.~equel}tly from the coast the banks separate, and the river 
hears the sound ·of rolling boufders. The swift spreads out over a flat- perhaps a mile wide. 
current. keeps up to the slack water nea~ the In winter this place is continually flooded and 
head of the .delta. It is doubtful '\v.hether the a notable, thickness of ice is built up. 
Okpilak is boatable '\vithout extreme effort. In Near the coast the Hulahula joins the Okpi
J uly .there w·ere· many places outside of. the lak, as noted above. The J!.lain channels of 
mountains 'vhere the depth,was less than~ feet, the delta are· reported to be 3 or 4 feet deep 
but the cur'rent was so s_,yif~ that it was impos- a~id the river. itself to b~ boatable for at 
sible to keep one's footing. . least 20 miles· and possibly to the edge of the 

HULAI-IUL.A TII.VER. ·~ 

The I-Iulaluila was explored · nearly to its 
source by sled in the winter. I-Iardly any notes 
were taken on' this '\Vinter t:cip, as the W•riter 
intended to return in the summer for detailed 
work in geology. As this:·proposed trip was 
not made, the information· is rather scanty. . 

The Hulahula heads against the Chandalar 
drainage· and flows northward in a nearly 
straight line for about 80 miles. The upper 
half is within the mountains in -a moderately 
open valley,. and the· lower half is in the up-
land and· coastal plain. · Two brnnches join 
from the south and northeast near the head
waters to form the main ·-stream. The south 
fork has a reported. open pass to the Yukon 
drainage. The northeast fork-heads about 15 
miles a way on the southern slopes of the Ro-

. manzof. Mountains. · It is probable that this 
fork comes close to the headwater..s of _Jago 
River, but -no information could be obtained 
from the natives on this subject.· . 

The _majn valley below the f~·rks is wide, 
and though it shows the effects of glaciation 
they are much less conspicuous .. tlhih .ihey are 

mountains. · 

SADLEROCHIT RIVER. 

The Sadlerochit heads in several northward
flowing branches in the high area southwe~t 
of Mount Chamberlin. These branches gather · 
into a single river in the open basin behind the 
east end of Sadlerochit Mountains. The river 
then curves around the east end of these moun-

. t"ains··and flows directly north to the ocean. 
The total length· is estimated to be about 80 
mile.S:. There are two i,mportant branches
the west branch or main river, ·and the lake 
branch, which drains some glacial.lakes. 

From ali elevation in the open basin the main 
river could be seen flowing northward. out. of 
a narrow valley in the jagged mountains. It 
th~n turns .. northeast in the b~sin and cut~ 

northward through two gaps jn the east ends 
of t:he· outlyipg ranges; it then flows northeast 
along the south side of the Sadlerochit :Moun
tains,- where it is joined by the Lake Fo~k. 
Below this point it swings in a big curve 

. around the east end of the range, cutting 
strongly ·against the eastern banks.· Between 
the mountains and coast the river was not ex-
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nmined. It was seen from a distance that it 
flows. against the scarp of the 'upland which 
lies on the west side. 

The delta is about a mile wide and has the 
tt~ual mud flats and silt dunes. There are re
ported to be two distributaries .. 

From the outlook at the liead of the glacial 
lakes, the Lake Fork of the Sadlerochit 'vas 
cbserved to curve from the east and rtln 
straight north for about 4 miles in a deep 
glacinl trough whose sides were so steep that 
it was impossible to see the upper slopes ·from 
the valley floor. Several ice caps and cUff 
glaciers were observed at ~he limit of vision, 
and tl~ere was one glacier which reached nearly 
to the. river bed. This trough continued north
ward a few miles farther to .form the basin for 
the upper glacial lake. . 

The upper lake, Lake Schrader whi~h is . l 

about 4 miles long and a mile wide, fills the 
whole valley floor, so that the water washes 
the steep rock walis on each side. The moun
tain sides are here about 3,000 feet high, and 
the trough is so strongly U~shaped that Mount 
Chamberlin can be seen fro~ only one place 
on the lake, although it is 6,000 feet higher 
than the lake and only 3 miles away (Pl. XI, 
B, p. 50). . 

The lower end of the lake is dammed by an 
alluvial flat that extends out from the west side 
uearly across the valley, leaving a narrow 
channel which leads a few hundred yards to 
Lake Peters. Here the high mountains cease, 
1md the Jake lies in an open basin whose slopes 
rise only a few hundred feet above the ~ater. 
The lower end of Lake ~eters is formed hy a 
morainic dam, but there is little surface evi
dence of this fact. The ar~a around its outlet 
is a gent!y rolling, boulder-covered upl-and 
similar to that on all sides. 

Both these glacial lakes are reported. to· be 
very deep, n:ncl to judge from the topography· 
this may well be true. The writer was· unable 
to make sounding except near the beach. Here 
a few yards from shore, near an alluvial cone 
that projected out into the lake, he found 6 
fathoms. The ice was 5 ·or 6 feet thick in June 

' and it is reported to last until September .. 
The outlet of Lake Peters is a narrow vallev 

with gentle slopes 30 to 50 feet high. The ·fl~t 
floor was paved with boulders, .and no water 
was flowing out at the time of visit in .. 1une. 

In fact, seepage from melting snow banks wa-> 
flowing upstrean1 and into the lal~e. High 
water marks V.rere shown by beaches that 
curved into .this outlet about 4 f.eet above the 
level of the lake at that time. As there was a 
heavy inflow into· the lake by the still-flooded 
streams, a corresponding subflow must take 
place through the gl~cial dam. This outlet 
va~ley was followed for a few miles, and the 
gathering stream could be stepped across at 
any place. Near the mail). river the Lake Fork 
receives several feeders from east and west so· 
.that it carries a considerable volume of water. 

The chief feeder is a short str~am which 
heads in· an open valle-y north of La~{e Peters, 
and there can be little doubt that it receives the 
subflow of the lakes. Six mil~s below the lak~ 
the stream was of such large volume that it 
could be crossed only · with difficulty. After 
.following it for some· distance a crossing was 
made where it undercut a heavy bed of ice. 

. CANNING RIVER. 

The Canning is the largest of the four rivers 
examined by·. the writer and is p.robably .ex
ceeded only by the Colville, the Sagavanirldok, 
and 'the Turner. Schrader 1 quotes S. J. 1\1arsh · 
as estimating the length to be 280 · miles, 
but this must be an error, for 1\1arsh~s map, 
in the files of th~ United States Geologi
cal Survey, shows a length of not over 160 
miles. The writer, after comparing his own 
measurements with those of Marsh in the lower 
portion common to both map.$, estimates that 
the length is not more than 120 miles. 

About 70 miles , from the coast, near the 
writer's farthest station, the river divides into 
two forks.' . ~he forks are reported to head 
close together and to flow near] y parallel fQr. 
50 miles until-they join. Here the east fork 
or main river is notably larger than the other, 
as can be seen in Plate XV, A. The valley is 
open and trough-shaped, and the slopes. rise on 
both sides to a height of 3,000 feet. The west 
or Marsh Fork is also trough-shaped, but nar
rower. Below the forks the river flows to the 
northwest in an open basin as wide as . the 
two upper valleys combined. The flat floor, 
nearly a mile wide, was covered at the time of 
visit. in June, by a deposit of .ice at least 12 

1 Schrader, F. C., op. cit., pp. 30-31. 
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feet thick, through which the river was flow
ing in a· narrow canyon. A few miles below it 
turns sharply riorth again and flows for several 
miles in a wide, open valley to the edge of the 
Franklin Mountain$. There the river, which 
had spread out over a wide flat, narrows· ab
ruptly into a single streani and flows through, 
a. rock gorge perhaps 50 -:feet deep and not 
:inany hundred feet wide. 

Beyond the Franklin Mountains the river 
enters an open basin, ~est of which the sur-: 
face rises about 1,000 feet to the Anaktuvuk 
Plate_au and east _of which .it slopes to a low. 
area at the junction ·of two tributaries. Eight 
miles far~her north the river cuts close to the 
west end- of the Shublik Mountains and then 
flows past the- Sadlerochit Mountains and con
tinues· through the upland. The hills. with
draw from the west sicle of the river, but close 
along the east sid~ a bluff about 100 feet high 
runs to the edge o:£ the upland; about ·20 mile8 
'from. the coas-t. From that point the river 
flows almost at the ·surface of the fl·at coastal 
plain~ spli.tting into two distributaries,' which 
empty into the ocean about 10 miles apart. · 

REPORTED DRAIN AGE. 

· Turner River is probabl'y .the largest st~eam 
between the Canning and the Mackenzie. It 
empt_~~.s behind Icy Reef, ·west of Demarca
tion Point. The natives- say ·that it heads 
well. behind the headwaters of Aichillik River 
and · affords an easy pass for sleds _t9 th.e 
Yukon drainage. It flows about northeast un
til it is ·oi1t of the mountains and then bends 
toward' the co~st. The natives· say that it is 
longei:_- than the Canning. There is :r:nuch wil
lo,v_ for firewo?d along its course, and many 

. fishing places. · 
."Aichillik Riv:er empties a short distance ·to 

the west of the Turner, arid the -wri'ter ·has 
seeii "the mu_d flats and silt· d-u~es of "its delta. 
It is -reported t'o head in a jagged, mountain-

river until recently, as they beli-eved it con
tained devils. No pas~es for . sleds ha v~ been 
found and no native has ever .crossed over to 

· the Hulahula. "Vood and fish are very scarce, 
so the natives do not often enter the mountains 
on this river, even though now the devils have 
been driven off. . 

Shaviovik River heads in the northern edge 
of the Franklin Mountains. Several branches 
gathe~ a_ sufficient volume of water to make a 
good-sized river near the coast. It is 1jrobable 
that canoes could betaken up it for 20 miles. 

The Sagavanirktok is the second largest 
river west of the Mackenzie. Two important 
branches- gather most of the northward-flowing 
drainage of the J\rctic Mountains between the 

/Colville. and the. Canning~ Only two- white 
men have ascended it from the coast, but there 
are r·eports of-prospectors who have come over 
to its. headwaters from the Yukon. H. T. 
Arey, _the prospecto~ who went up the ~est 
branch in' February, 1910;- in . an attempt. t<? 
reach Coldfoot on the _I\:oyukuk,. reports it. to 
be 250 miles lorig. -As Arey's estimates usuaily 
exceed the writer's measurements by a definite 
amount, a length of about 200 miles is probable. 
Wood is abundant almost to the divide. 
Natives had reported an easy pass over to _the 
Yukon drainag~, but Arey failed to find one, 
after searching until his food was nearly gone~ 
Later investigation br~ught out the fact that a 
pass does exist, over which a sled may with 
great di:(ficulty be transported. Natives from 
the coast have taken canoes many miles- up 
the river and no doubt ·could take ·them nearly 
to the head had they any reason for doing so. 
The delta of this river is about 15 _miles wide. 
The Sagavanirktok has two distributaries like 
the Canning . 

1\:uparuk -River is reported to head near the 
north front of the mountains in a lake. Its 
delta is of about the same size as that of the 
Canning. 1\:uparuk River has little wood and 
is boatable for only a few miles . 

Itkillik River heads behind the I\:uparuk 
and flows west· of north until it empties into 
the head of the Colville delta.· 

. ous region, where glaciers are numerous. . The 
passes to other rivers ·are. few and difficult, even 
for packing. . There ~s very little w~llow for 
firewood a1ong its course. 

SPRINGS. · J ago River also heads in a region of snow- -
clad mountains. The western branches drain 
the Romanzof Mountains and the main branch 
heads behind them, probably·against the Hula
hula. No native h~d ever ventured up this 

There are two springs which deserve men
tion. The. larger one by report is the Shublik 
spring, at the west end of. Shublik Mountains, 
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at the contact of the Lisburne limestone ·and 
the Sadl~rochit sandstone. Several large 
springs gush out of the lower slope of the 

· mountaiii, at an elevatioil of' about. 400 feet 
above the river, and gather· together into a 
foaming tQrrent that can not be crossed on 
foot. These springs flow all winter, an<J. the 
river is locally kept open. In June the water 
in one of the outlets had a temperature o.f 
43° F. . 

The other springs are reported by the Ca
nadian Arctic expedition to be similarly lo
cn ted at the northeast end of Sadlerochit 
:Mountains. Th~ temperature of the water in 
October was 50° F. at some distance from the 
source. 

. ·EVIDENCES OF LAND NORTH OF ALASKA. 

As the discovery of the land which is sup
posed to exist in the Arctic .Ocean was .~he 
object of the expedition in which the writer 
entered the northern Alaskan region, and as an. 
actual search was made, though with negative 
results, it seems of interest to outline the argu
ments for its existence. Eminent· geographers 
h~ld long held that a cqnsiderable area of land 
existed in the unexplored portion of the Arctic 
Ocean, but not until Dr. flarri~, of the ·United 
States Coast and Geodetic Survey, brought out 
the evidence from the tides, did _the theory have 
a firm scientific basis. In his earlier investiga
tions Dr. I-Iarris had gone so far as to outline 
the distribution of this land.1 . In his latest 
reports, which embody the tidal observations 
taken by·Peary in Greenland· and by Mikkelsen 
and the writer at Flaxman Island, •Alaska,. he. 
presents his conclusions still more emphati
cally. The latest evidence frpm the tides is 
published at some length,2 and a shorter article 
sums i1p the evidence from all sourc~s.3 ~1ik
kelsen in his narrative .of the expedition of 
which he and the writer were joint command
ers also gives an outline of the state of opinion 
at the time of hi_s writing.4 

1 Harris, R. A., Evidences of land near the North Pole : 
Eighth Interuat. Gcog. ·cong. Rept., pp; 397-406, 1004. See. 
also Nat. Geog. Mag., vol. 15, pp. 255-261, 1904; U. S. Coast 
and .Geodetic Survey Rept., 1904, pp. 381-389. 

!l Han·ls, R. A., Arctic tides, U. S. Coast and Geodetic Sur· 
vcy, lOll. 

3 Hn rt·ls, R. A., Undiscovered land in the Arctic Ocean : 
Am. Mus. Nat. Hlst. Jour., vol. 13, No. 2, pp., 56-61, 191o. 

• Mikkelsen, Ejnar, Conquering the Arctic ice, London and 
Philadelphia, 1909. 

The main line of argum~nt from the tides is.· 
as follmvs : The tides of the Arctic Ocean are 

. of the Atlantic type and are propagated from 
a wa,'e which enters the Arctic Ocean between 
Gree~land and Spitzbergen. If there were no 
obstrl).ctions in the polar. basin, this wave 
.would reach the northern shores of Siberia and 
Alaska at nearly equal times and with nearly 
equal amplitudes. As a ·matter of fact, there . 
are sufficient tidal records along these shores 
to show that the Atlantic wave first strikes 
Siberia and then proceeds eastward with de
creasing.amplitude. This behavior can be ex
plained only as being caused by an obstruction 
which occupies a notable portion of the Arctic 
Ocean. The boundaries of this supposed land 
are indicated by the drifts of the Jeannette and 
the Fram, ~s well as by less evident phe
nomena. 

With reference to th~ portion ·of this land 
which· is nearest to Alaska, Harris 6 in 1913 
gave the following statements·: 

That there is a northern coast to Beaufort Sea, in 
some such position as that shown in the dingram and 
extending from north of Point Barrow nearly to Banks 
.Island, can be inferred from the following considern-

. tions: 
1. The ice in Beaufort Sea does not drift freely· to 

.,the northward and is remarkable for its thickness 
and age. * * * 

2. The obse.rvations * * * indicate not only_ a 
considerable. westerly drifting when the wind is from 
an easterly direction but also little or no movement 
of the ice when the wind is westerly. These circum• 
stances, as .far as thQy go, tend to show that Beau
fort· Sea is nearly landlocked in all directions ~xcept 
the west. 

3. * * * Observations made * * * just 
west of Point Barrow * * * show that a west
southwest wincf may, in extreme cases, cause the daily 
sea level to stand nearly 3 ·feet.higher than when the 
wind is ·from the east-northeast. Observations taken 
on the south side of Flaxman Island *. * * show 
that * * * the fluctuation in the dnil"y sea level 
amounted to 2 feet, the lowest. stage occurring at the 
time of northensterly winds n~1d the highest stnge on 
westerly or southwesterly winds. Messrs. Leffingwell 
and Stefansson have informed me that effects similar 
to these are common all along the northern coast of 
Alaska. 

The. natural inference from this is that the unknown 
coast line in question is not very remote from the 
northern coast line of Alaska, and that the unkl)own 
land approaches the known Arctic Archipelago in one 
or more points, thus making a fairly complete land 
boundary to the north of Beaufort Sea. 

5 Harris, R. A., Undiscovered lnnd In the Arctic Ocean : 
Am. Mus. Nat. I:Iist. Jour., vol. 1S, No. 2, pp. 59-60, 1D13 . 
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To these arguments of Harris the writer 
.adds another from the behavior of- the ice 
pack under different winds. . The only ·strong 
winds along the north shore of Alaska·. blow 
from between east and northeast and frqm be:. 
t"'een west and southwest. The easterly ;winds 
blow diagonally on the land and the westerly 
winds blow diagonally off the land. In summer, 
during a strong wind· from the east., the 
ice pack drifts rapidly westward. along the 
coast and the _pack as a whole retreats from 
shore, although there is a . component of the 
wind which tends to force it against the shore. 
At the same time the scattered cakes·are driven 
against the beach, leaving an open lane of water 
outside. When the wind blows from the west 
the loose cakes are cleaned . off from the 
bea~h, but the main pack gradually approaches 
the shore against a component of the wind. 
If it blow$ continually from the east the se~son 
is open, but if. it blows from . the west the 
season is icy. 

This behavior of the ice is a parallel to that 
of the sea level and can only be explained on 

·the theory that the sea i~ landlocked on all 
sides except the west. An east wind carries 
away the ice and a west wind jams the closed 
sea so ·full of ice that it is forced toward the 
Alaskan· shore, e~eri though the wind is blow-~ 
ing somewhat off the land. 

The argument from Eskimo traditions of 
. ~1orthern lands would not be taken seriously by 
anyone acquainted . with tpe . many·· fantastic 
tales_.told them by their medicine men. For
merly there was sca;rcely a shaman who was not 
credited with powers of flight. Even trips to 
the moon were not thought extraordinary .. 

'The actuaJ reports of land by whalers and 
Eskimos have been thought. by some to ~e 
reliable. l(eenan Land, in the· vicinity of 
which J\1ikkelsen and the writer failed to reach 
bottom at more than 300 fathoms, is still·seen 
on some rna ps. . . 

It is the opinion of the· writer that this un
discov~red land, of which the evidenc.e is· so 
strong, should be named after the·man to whose 
labors our m.ost reliable information is due. 
Not_ only was a small expedition organized_ 
under Mikkelsen. and the writer to search for 
it hut recently the Canadian Government sent 

·a well-equipped party t{nder Stefansson and 
Anderson ·for the same purpose ... Qther expe--

ditions 'viii undoubtedly be sent to clear up 
this la~t area in the Arctic within which di~
coveries of magnitude may be· expected. It is 
to be hoped that the discoverer will give this 
land the naine "Harris Land." 

CLIMATE. 

In addition· to the systematic observa~ions of 
the weather .made in 1906-7 by the officers of 
the Dueness of Bedford, the writer kept a daily 
journal for the six years in which, during the 
periods spent at headquarters, he entered the 
min.lmum and maximum temperatures. In the 
field minimum temperatures were recorded 
until the r:egiste!ing thermomete~s . were 

· broken; after that. only the temperatures of 
the daytime were noted. Though these ob
servations have not yet been worked up, it is 
possible to present some general remarks upon 
the climate which may be of interest. 

There are probably more clear nights for 
astronomical observations during January than 
during any other month. The sun comes back 
about the 2_0th. In February there was usually 

. a warin waye, with storms. The maximum 
temperature observed. was 43.5° F., accom
panied by. a shower. The light is then strong 
enough for several hours of work with a theod
olite. ~1arch is pe_rhaps the most· disagree
able month in· the year. Low temperatures 
and frequent high. winds may be expected. 
About the 1st of April it is necessary to wear 
colored goggles to prevent snow blindness. 
The first half of this month is usually cold, bu·t 
during the later half a sudden change co~es 
to the n1ilder temperature of spring. It. seems 
that more ·snow falls in April and 1\'lay than 
at ·any other time. 

During May the first birds come back_:_snow 
buntin-gs, sea gulls, .geese, ·and ducks. It ·is 
Hght enough to travel at: night by the ist of 
the· month. About J\1ay 20 Canning Hiver 
breaks out and probably the other large rivers 
also. They flood a large area .of the sea ice 
at their· mouths, but this water soon fi~ds ·an 
escape through cracks into the ocean, so that 
t'he ice is drained again. The snow softens 
during the day and hardens at night, so that 
traveling is best after midnight. The moun
t'ains are now nearly free from snow, and; by 
the last of t·he month it is no longer possible 
to sled along the valley bottoms. 
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In June pools of water form b~tween the 
snowdrifts on the sea. ice, and the snow gradu
ally melts on the coastal plain. The weather 
is clear and warm, altogether the most pleas
ant of the year. Travel a1ong the coast is now 
by a boat upon a sled. The rivers have eaten 
awa,y large areas of the sea ice, and water has 
formed in the shoal places, so that the boat 
may often be used to advantage. In July the 
fine weather continues, the pools of water on 
the ice become deeper and connected together, 
so that it is possible to paddle a light canoe 
:for some distance before hauling over a neck 
of ice to the next. pool. :Many holes are now 
rnelted completely through the ice, and tidal 
ctacks are widened, so that it is difficult to 
find a crossing. There 'is a ·clear course over 
the shoaler waters, except where large snow
drifts under the lee of high banks have pro
tected the sea ice. 

As a rule the ice in the lagoon west of 
Fln.xman Islnnd breaks up and drives west-= 
ward in fr<?nt of an east gale before the middle 
<>f July, but it may not move from the outside 
<>f the barrier islands until much later. About 
the time that the break-up occurs, the weather 
changes from the genial climate of the pre
eeding month to raw, windy, cloudy, and 
foggy. Drizzling ruins are common, but 
lwa vy rains seldom occur. The stars become 
<>nee more visible during the later part of 
lu~gust. 

During the first thre~ weeks of September 
the shoal waters are usually navigable, but 
new ice may form any· time after that. As a 
rule there_ is ample warning of the close of 
navigation. The pools on· the land become 
frozen over, and the shoal ocean waters may 
be several times crusted over, before the ice· 
becomes perrnanent. The ground is covered 
with snow· by the last of September. While 
the sea. ice is becoming solid enough to· support 
the weight of a man, there is a period of about 
:a week when travel is at a standstill, as the ice 
is too thick for progress by boat and not yet 
.safe for a slecl. The Duchess of Bedford, 
though only a hundred yards from the beach, 
'Ya;s thus cut off fr;om .the land for severa~ 
·days. The slush from drifting snow was over 
a foot thick yet a pole could b.e thrust 
through it. 

·By the middle of October coastal travel is 
once more feasible.· Raw gales continue, with 
temp~ratures as low as -5° F. N ovembei· and 
December are both stormy months, so th~it 

very few astronomical ·observations can be 
made. The sun sets for the winter about No
vember 20, but there are six hours of twilight 
all winter, sufficient for traveling. At noon 
of 'the winter sol_stice one can read by holding 
a book close before a large window. 
· The average temperatures can only be esti

mated. During June~ July, and August the 
thermomete~r at-the coast is usually about 40° 
F., ·with ordinary extremes' of 50° and 30° F. 
The highest recorded temperature on the coast· 
was 70° F. and the highest in the mounta~ns 
72° F. There is a noticeable change from the 
raw coastal weather at a distance of half a 
do.zen miles inland in. the .summer. 

The coldest months are January, February, 
and March, when -20° F. is the ordinary 
coastal temperature. The ·temperature is be
low ~40° ::V. on perhaps not more than a dozen 
days each winter. There were only two short 
periods during. the six years when the mini
mum temperature was· below -50° F. There 
were three such days in March, 1910, when the 

·:minimum was -54° F., and three days in Feb
ruary, 1907, when temperatures were the low
est observed during the six years. The mini
mum shown by three\ uncalibrated thermome
ters is as follows : 

Mininwm tempernt11.res in Febntnry, 1901, at Flaa:nwn 
Islmid, northern Alaslca. 

oF .. 

N. & 7.., 98893~------------------ -57.1 
Green, 5327 ----·----------------- -61.0 
Green, 5330 --------------------- -60.1 

~iean ____________________ ~ ~59.4 

The chief winds are from the east-northe~st 
and from the west-southwest. They may vary 
somewhat, but probably nine-tenths of the 
movement is from these directions. East winds 
prevail as a rule during the summer and west 
.winds during the winter. So~etimes there is 
p.o change in direction for a month or more; at 
other times there are almost daily alterations. 
The strongest ·gales come from the west. Many 
times the west winds have been estimated at 
60 miles an hour, and a few times at 70 miles. 
The heaviest blow the writer encountered was 
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estiniated at 70 miles, 'but it had. a recorded ve
locity of 84 miles' at Collinson Point, where the 
Caiiadian Expedition ha~ erected an anemom
eter. 

The gales :from the east have never been 
estimated· higher thall' 50 miles an hour, and 
this for only short periods. Continuous winds 
:from the east, having a velocity of about 30 
miles, have several times las~ed more than a 
week. 
.. The windiest months are November, Decem
ber, and March. At Collinson Point the rec
ords of the. Canadian Arctic. expedition for 
1913 showed :for November a total movement of 
10,670· miles and. a mean velocity of 15 miles 
an hour. The maximum velocity was 56 miles. 
It blew :from the east during 18 days and from 
the west 12 days~ In December tpe average 
velocity was.14 miles an hour, and the maxi
mum ·was 44 miles. There were 19 days of east 
winds and 12 days of west winds. March is 
perhaps not quite so· windy but is more dis
agreeable. on account of the lower temper::tture. 

· 0:£ the summer months, June is tlie only one 
in which high winds are not of :frequent occ:ur
rence. As soon as the ice breaks up the gales 
commence again, but they are not so strong nor 
.so continuous as in winter. 

A comparison of observations at Flaxman 
Island and those taken at different distances 
out over the sea ice shows that the winds de
crease in velocity toward the north until at 100 
miles :from land. they have hardly half the · 
force. The same is true toward the west. 
vVhere the mountains become invisible :from 
the coast, 50 or 60 miles west of - Flaxman 

probably not over 2 or 3· inches.. The snowfall 
is perhaps between 3 and .4 :feet, to judge :from 
the depth accumulated among the willows in 
the mountains, whei·e drifting could not occur. 

VEGETA~ION. 

The coastal plain and the upland are covered 
with the ordinary :forms 'of tundra vegetation. 
There are no trees or even bushes. Stunted 
willows occur in the valleys of the upland, in:
creasing in height toward the mountains. 
Within the mountains the older gravel bars of 
most. of the rivers are overgrown with willows, 
which rarely exceed 12 or 15 :feet in. height. 
On the Canning a :few patches of cottonwood 
trees were obser-\red. The conditions on the 
Canning are shown in Plate XIV, B (p. 53). 
The cottonwoods appear lofty, but they actu- · 
ally measure about 25 :feet in height. No ever
green trees were observed north of the divide 
on any of the rivers traversed by the writer,. 
but they have been reported near the 141st 
meridian. · · 

The writer is unable t~ make any personal 
statements as to horse . :feed. He is informed 
by A. G. Maddren, of the United States ·Geo
logical Survey, who was geologist. <;>n the 
Boundary Survey, that it is possible :for a 
party with half a dozen hardy range horses to 
traverse the Arctic slope in summer without 

. bringing in horse :feed with them. Sufficient 
grass is :found on the riverbars to keep up the 
horses'.strength if they are not overworked. . 

ANIMAL LIFE. 

Island, the winds are not so strong. Eastward, Several zoologists have worked. in the region . 
as :far as Herschel Island at least, there seems discussed in this report. Dr. R. M. Anderson 

··to be no change.. " has ~lready published a list of the animal life 
vVithin 'the mountains, in the north and south ·in the appendix· to Ste:fansson's narrative.1

·. 

valleys, ·the writer :found that calm weather Several collectors :for . the Harvard J\{useum 
prevailed, except during the warm' winds,· wintered on the cpast in 1913-14. It may be of 
which occasionally' come from the south. interest to insert a :few notes in this report 

No attempt was made to measure the precipi- upon those :forms of life which are of economic: 
tation, and it' is extremely doubtful if this importance. 
could. be do.ne accurately. During high winds 
the air is :full of driving snow· :for several hun-· 
dred :feet ver~ically, yet ·an open-topped recep
tacly placed on the ground would probaqly re
main empty on account of the peculiar air cur
rents set up. 

GAl\IE ANil\IALS. 

The barren-ground caribo~1 is easily the most; 
important animal of the region, both :for :food 
and' clothing. Formerly they could be seen in 

Although. thete is much rainy weather in 1 Steffinsson, Vilbj!ilmur,·l\fy life among the Eskimo, New 

summer, the total amount of precipitation IS York, 1913. • 
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numerous large herds scattered over the tundra, 
but within a very few years they have become 
much reduced in number. The international 
boundn.ry surveyors report that caribou. were 
abundant on the Arctic slope along .the 141st 
me.a:idian in 1911 and 1912. In the spring of 
1907 so many haunches were offered to the 
writer's. party that they were finally refused, 
after a large store had been laid up in the ice 
house: In 1911-12 and 1913-14 not 'over half a 
dozen haunches were procured. · · 

The n~tive hunters have long been furnished 
guns ~ind · ammunition in abundance by the 
whale ships wintering n.t Herschel Island~ Of 
course, the natives hold out an ample supply of 
ammunition for trading. The s~me is ·true of 
the Point· Barrow natives, so that every native 
in the country has a modern repeating rifle and 
one or two thousand cartridges every year. ~s 
they have no better kno,:vledge of conservation 
than white men, they soon drove the caribou 
out· Qf the. country. 

At present .caribou are reported to be fairly 
abundant on the. Yukon side Qf the divide. 
The few bands that come over to·· the Arctic 
sid~ are soon rounded. up and. killed or driven 
back again- through the mouJ?,tains. 

:Most of the deerskins necessary for clothing 
are n~w· brought in by trading ships. These 
skins are procured from the reindeer ·herds of 
Siberia.. · · 

Domesticated ·reindeer have for many years 
thrived in Arctic Alaska, but their number 
has not gi·own with the. demands of the coun
try. There is af!lple grazing ground for mil
lions of reindeer and yet· there is a shortage 
of fresh meat ~nd ·deerskins. If the white 
men imported animals, this need could be met 
w:ithout in the least interfering with the native· 
herds. 

As the caribou decreased in numbers, the 
natives began.to hunt the ]nountain sheep more 
'energeticnlly. Dall's sheep formerly were 
abundant everywhere in the mountains, but 
they have already been cleaned out from the 
lower parts of the larger rivers. The writer 
saw none below the forks of the Canning and 
none below Lakes Schrader and Peters on -the 
Sadlerochit. There are still a fe,v on the 
headwaters of these rivers as well as on the 

Hulahula, but the natives can no ~onger depend 
upon them for a food supply. 
U~til recently Jago and Okpilak rivers were 

taboo, and the sheep were undisturbed. The 
writer's party was the first to go far within 
the mountains on the Okpilak. Sheep were. 
constantly seen, as· many as 40 or 50 in a day. 
The high Romanzof l\1ountains will always be 
a refuge, so that the sheep ''~ill not be entirely 
exterminated. . · 

Polar bears are not abundant. The writer 
saw none' near the land and only two at a dis
tance of more than 25 miles at sea.·· The natives 
in the vicinity shot perhaps a dozen each year, 
mostly females that were giving birth to young 
in snow caves under high banks on the land. 

There is a law that protects polar bears 
within ·Alaskan territory, but as most of them 
are. killed at a distance of more than 3 ·miles at 
·sea the law has little effect. Locally they are 
regarded much as wolves are in a cattle coun
try, and the sentiment is rather towa.rd offering 
a bounty for each one killed. They are occa$ion
ally dangerous to man, especially those which 
are forced to come to the· land by hunger. 

There ·are two or three varieties of inland 
bear in the mountains, the largest ·of which is 
of the grizzly type. The smaller· ones are· 
probably not yet descrihed. They are fierce 
.and will usually attack man. 
·. The bowhead whales migrate northward 
,past Point Barrow in l\1ay and June each year 
· and are not seen again until they arrive in the 
Mackenzie Sea. In the fall they return ~long 
the north shore of Alaska and thence go over 
toward "V rangell Island. They have been 
hunted ~y the natives for centuries, but the 
white men did not follow them east of: Point 
Barrow until about 1850. · Undoubtedly ·they · 
are becotning reduced in numbers, but the 
smaller catches of recent years are due rather 
to increasing wariness tha~ to a noticeable 
falling off in th~ supply. The whalemen at 
Point. Barrow say they go past there by thou
sands, yet the writer counted only 34 whales 
during a month of observations iri 1\~ay, 1910. 

'Vhite whales migrate along the north shore 
but were observed only once f~·om Flaxman.Is
land. Their summer grounds 'are father east. 
Walrus hardly ever go east of Point Barrow. 
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The writer found one dead and saw two alive 
less than 50 · miles west of Flaxman Island. 
During the six years no others were seen by 
natives. Some natives had never seen any 
during a lifetime on the coast. · 

The· bearded seal is not abundant near Flax
man Island. Most of .the skins for canoe.cov
ers and boot soles ·come from Point Barrow·. 

The small Point Barrow seal is abundant 
and does not seem ·to be decreasing. · They are 
hunted chiefly in the spring,- when they are 
asleep on the ice. The writer has calculated 
that as a result of poor n1arksmanship the na-· 
tives wound ten seals for each one they secure. 
In the winter the se~l are shot in lanes of open 
water in the ocean ice. 1Vhen there 'is no open 
·water the natives are unable to get them, for 
they seem to have lost the art of spearing, them 
at their breathing holes. Netting is an effi
cient method of catching· them, and at favor
able localities many may he secured ·in this 
way. It is easy to lay up enough seal meat 
and blubber for a year's consumption, so an 
Eskimo has no excuse for starving. 
· The spermophile, commonly called ground 

squirrel, is abundant along the bars of most of 
the rivers. They are easily secured· by tra:ps 

. or snares and· can be co~nted on for dog food 
in the· summer. Some of them· have an ex
·tremely disagreeable ta$te, but as a rule the 
natives can be relied on to cull out the bad 

GAME BIRDS. 

Eider ducks are very abundant in sunimer, 
and form an important part of the food sup
ply. The IGrig eider· is probably the most 
abundant and next is the Pacific eider. Steller's ' 
eider and the spectacled eider are much less 
common.· These ducks migrate northward past 
Point Barrow in May; following the lanes of 
water. Thence they turn east and follo\v the 
lanes of water that generally occur 10 to 20 
miles from the coast. They do not' come to 
the land until June, when the ponds have be-
gun to melt. . 

While on . the ice 4 or 5 ·miles from Point 
Barrow in ~1tl:y, 1910, the writer witnessed the 
spring migrations. There was a hea.vy flight 
for about two weeks, during which time one 
or more large flocks were generally in sight. 
A· rough estimate was made· of the number 
which passed in half an hour. Individual 
flocks were estimated by tens and hundreds, 
and a total of about 1,000 was obtained for the 
half hour. At this rate a daily migration of 
50,000 is indicated and for the two week~ of 
migration 700,000. At . the same ti:m,e other 
flocks were following the land and were con
sequently out of the range of vision. The 
··numerous reports of the guns of the natives 
who were killing ducks indicated that the total 
must have reached a million. 

ones. The others are fairly good to eat .. Foxes These eider clucks start on ·their southward 
are eaten by some of the natives and by curi-' · migration in July and continue until late in 
ous white men and found good~ The writer September. The males leave before the eggs 
has never investigated this matter, nor has he are hatched. Then come the females and 
tried snowy ·owls, which are said also to be finally the young. To the east their path covers 
edible. a wide ~elt along the _coast, but as they ap-

Of the game animals, . .the caribou, in the proach Point Barrow they follow the main-
. writer's opinion, is the best ·for food. ~1oun- land and pass over the base of the spit. I-Iere · 
tain sheep are tough and lean, except in the thousands have been killed each year since fire
faJl, at which season the writer has never ·se- arins were introduced into the country. Dur
cur~d any. · ing heavy flights 400 or 500 ducks are not un-

Seal and polar·bear are not appetizing ·when usual for a single·gun iri.one day, unless there 
one has recently eaten caribou, but after a are too many hunters. 
period without meat of any other kind for Black brant are numerous enough to .be an 
comparison they form a welcome. addition to important element in the food supply. The 
-the table. Among the ·white men there is a best place for them as well as for the white
strange p~ejudice against both s~al and bear fronted goose is between Smith ·and I-Iarrison 
meat. Some whal~-ship captains will not allow bays. At Flaxman Island, during the summer 
them to be served aboard their ships, even of 1907, about 400 eider ·ducks and brant were 
when there is no other fresh meat. · stored in the icehouse for winter consumption~ 
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in addition to all that a crew of eight men were 
··willing to eat. 

vVhite-fronted geese migrate in numbers 
'past Flaxman Island on· their way from the 
east toward their breeding grounds near l-Iar
rison Bay. A very few were secured. Hutch
ins's geese were sometimes brought into camp. 

Oldsquaw ducks are exceedingly numerous 
·everywhere along the coast, probably exceed
ing the eider clucks several times in abundance. 
Their migrations are not conspicuous. They 
gradually increase in abundance in spring, and 
in the fall they gather into large flocks, which 
·fly from place to place over the ocean in search 
<>f food. Shortly afterward they disappear. · 

In the fall a. very few young pintail ducks 
~orne down to the coast from the interior. 
· Ptarmigan seem to fluctunte in numbers from 
year to year. In 1907, on Okpilak River, not 
1l10re than n couple of dozen were obtained 
~vith a shotgun. In 1908 perhaps 50 were shot 
<>n the Canning. During ~1ay and .June of 
1912 on Marsh Creek and Sadlerochit River 
25 were obtained with a small rifle in a single 
day's marc~1. About 250 'vere secured in all, 

·before the ammunition gave out. In 1914 the 
Canadian expedition. at Collinson Point con
sumed about 20 birds daily for two or three 
months. Most of these. ptarmigan were se
·~ured within 15 n1iles of their camp. 

The ptarmigan retreat to the willows in the 
mountains in the wi:J1,ter, at which time they 
are liard to approach. As soon as the first 
bare spots appear on, the land in spring, 
usually in April, they come in flocks to the 
coast and are especially numerous .among the 
.silt dunes of the river deltas. They are now 
much ta.mer and are reluctant to fly, so that 
3 flock can be rounded up and driven into 
.a net or be followed for hours with a 
gun. By the last of May they have paired 
off' and scattered everywhere over the tun
dra. This is the period when the greatest 
execution is done amoi1g them, for it is possible 
to· approach a pair within 30 or 40 feet and 
.shoot first tl~e female and then the male. 
Their loud cn.lls draw the hunter's attention 
to them when they might othen\rise escape de
struction. 

After they begin nesting only a f~w males 
may be seen, and after the males also have at-
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tained their summer plumage it is rare to see 
a ptarmigan until they turn white again in the 
fall. During October they may still be found 
along the coast, but after that they disappear 
for the winter. 

Of the various· game birds the ptarmigan, 
in the writer's opinion, is the best for food. 
Eider ducks and brant are good, but after eat
ing them almost daily for several months they 
no longer appeal to the taste. Oldsquaw ducks 
are not considered fit for food by the white 
men of the country, but the writer finds them 
the equal of eider ducks, although one or two 
individual birds were unpalatable. Pintail 
ducks are delicious in cmnparison with either 
eider ~r oldsquaw ducks. 

Duck eggs are sometimes procured in such 
quantities as to deserve mention. A few nests 
·of king eider and oldsquaw may be found by 
chance almost anywhere, but the Pacific eider 
build their nests only on the islands which 
fringe the coast. Nearly every island has a 
few nests, but there are certain islands w hic1t 
have hundreds of nests. These islands are 
frequently raided by the natives, with the re
sult that some of them have becom.e abandoned 
by the birds. Duck Island, in the mouth of 
Sagavanirktok River, is ·an example of such 
a " rookery.'.' . Sometimes 300 or 400 eggs in 
all stages of incubation are secured by a single 
raid. 

A large black-billed loon was· seen near Bar
ter Island. The bird was in the wat.er close to 
the tent, and at first it was taken for the com
mon large yellow-billed loon. The two native 
boys quickly called attention to its black bill, 
for they had never seen such a bird before. 
They had heard of only ~ne such bird several 
years before at the Colville. Thi~ large black
billed loon was, of course, the common loon of 

· the northern United States. It could not be 
confused with the smaller . black and red 
throated .loons. 

FISH. 

During the months of J_uly and August fish 
are abundant almost everywhere along the 
coast. 'Vith a gill net of 2t-inch mesh it is 
possible to catch ·more fish. at the camps thau 
can be eaten. Half a dozen to a dozen fish m.ay 
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be obtained in· a few hours almost anywhere, 
but at favor:able localities and during "'runs" 
hundreds may be caught. The best places· 
known to the writer are at Oliktok, Beechey 

· Point, and· Brownlow Point. · On the north · 
side of Brownlow· Point more· than 300 fish. 
averaging 1! pounds, were secured in 18 hours 
with four nets. At :Oliktok in two days about 
a thousand pounds of fish were caught for dog 
food with three nets. On the east .side of 

· Beechey Point, 30 fish were caught in·one hour. 
The fish do not seem so abundant along the 

coast west of Harrison Bay, but they ~re re
ported to become more abundant toward the 
1\{ackenzie. 

The larger rive.rs have abundant .fish du~ing. 
the whole year, but the best time for securing 
them, is just before the rivers freeze over in the 
fall. The water is then low, so that the shoals 
may be waded. in order to seine the pools. In 
this way a. native caught more fish in two 
. weeks on Shaviovik River, than 'he thought he 
could use in two years. He used a gill net, and 
so many fish became_entangl~d"in it that it was 
lifted from the bottom, and most of the fish 
escaped as ·he swept each pool. . 

. The natives who live on the rivers in the 
winter catch fish by "jigging". through holes 
in the ice~ In favorable localities they can 
catch enough in this way to keep them going 
from day to day. 

Salmon tr()ut are caught both on the coast 
and in the rivers. The largest that became· 
entangled in the writer's ·net" 'weighed about 8 
pounds, and the average weight was about 1! 
pounds. The so-called whitefish is caught only 
on the coast, but locally it is nearly as abun
dant as the trout. . The gray ling is found only 
in the rivers, where they are locally very abun
dant. The big catch on the Shaviovik,· re
ferred to above, was mostly of grayling. 
. The writer once caught half a do7ien fish 
that he considered to be small humpback sal
mon, and once a, large dead salmon of un
known species was found. 

. FUR-l}EARING ANIMALS. 

the most valuable fur ·animal. An industrious 
trapper may secure between 50 and 100 skins. 
each season. The total number of skins taken. 
between Point Barrow and the 141st meridian. 
each year. will average perhaps 2,000·. The. 
number of white foxes differs greatly from. 
·year· to year. The change_ is· so great that i' 
probably represents a migration rather than a. 
natural increase or. decrease. During a sin
gle ye~r the number-in any locality may differ-
· greatly also. This change ~pay be due to mi
grations along the coast or to and from the sea. 
ICe. 

Red foxes are seldom taken along the coast .. 
In the mounfairis they are somewhat conunon .. 
Blue foxes are held by the natives to be a sport 
of the white fox. Their p1~bportion was abouc· 
one tO' a hundred in the skins that came under
the writer's observation. A very few silver· 
foxes are· caught Oil. the coast. Ermine and. 
mink are almost. negligible. About a hundred. 
polar-bear skins are shipped each year frorn . 
Point Barrow. 

POPULATION. 

Whites.-The permanent 'vhite dwellers on. 
the. northern coast of Amer~ca, west of the. 
Mackenzie, do not number more than a dozen. 
At .Herschel Island there are usually two or 
three Canadian Mounted Police and some-· 
times a missionary. ·At Point B~rrow .there .. 
has been for many years a whaling and trading· 
station. At present there are only two or· · 
three men employed. The Government school 
teacher and· the missionary at Point Barrow· 
complete the list. Between Herschel Island. 
and Point Barrow there is only one permanent. 
resident, altho~gh an occasional trader or pros-
pector may enter the country and stay for a 
year.or so. In the winter of 1913-14 the coast. 
was . unusually populous, as there were two
whale ships and three exploring ships winter-·· 
ing between Humphreys Point and Collinson. 
Point. -

Natives.-The only permanent settlements: 
are at Herschel Island and ·Po·int Bru:row .. 
There were perhaps 50 natives at Herschel. 

Now. that whalih.g has ceased to be pro.fi.t- Island and five or six times as many at Point 
able on acccmnt of the low price of whalebone, :Barrow during the writer's sojourn. In 1906 
trapping and the fur trade are the ·chief in-1 there were only two or three families living 
dustries of the reg,ion. The white ~ox is by far on the coast between· these two villages, but. 



TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATION. 

lately .the natives at Point Barrow have erected 
winter houses ·at intervals along the coast as 
far east as 1-Iarrison Bay for the purposes of 
trt~pping. 

Formerly the inland Eskimo were abundant 
on every large river, but with the diminution · 

prices of all kinds ·of supplies average about 
twice those of Seattle, except £or such articles 
as coal, in which the freight is the chief ele-. 
m'ent of cost. 

SUl\Il\IER ROUTES. · 

of: game they have been gradually forced to . The ordinary manner of reaching the north 
come to the c9ast for trapping or to leave the coast of Alaska is by ship .. There are no regu
country. Many have g.one into the Mackenzie. lar passenger ships, but passage can sometimes 
delta, and others to Point Barrow. At present be obtained on the United States revenue cl.lt
thei·e is a sing~e family group on the Sagava- fer or on one of the whaling or trading ships 
nirktok, and a few others on the Colville. · The 'Yhich malre the annual summer cruise to Point 
census taker in 1910 found about 65 Eskimo Barrow.· These -ships generally touc.h at Nome 
of all ages in the area between Point Barrow early ill . July, and . at that time personal 
n.nd the !41st meridian. arrangements may be m~de with the captain. 

Much information ab<?ut the E~kimo is given The date of arrival at· Point Barrow is about 
in Stefansson's book.1 There are 1nany an- August 1. 
cient nn.tive houses along the coast, some of · Some ships go east ,of this point as far as 
which were excavated by the writer. Stefans- Herschel Island, pr even across the morith of 
son in 1912 made a large collection frmn Point the Mackenzie, and as the ice usually compels 
B:uTew and in 1914 Jenness, of the Canadian t~em to follow the shore they can easily land a 
expedition~ was employed in examining the party at any desired point. 
two largo village sites near Barter Island. On Herschel Island may be reached by way of. 
the spit. running east from Barter l;sland be- . the Mackenzie early in July. Steam vessels 
t.ween 30 and 40 old house ~ites were counted, go· from the vicinity of Edmonton to Fort 
and the:t;'e are pe~·ha ps as many on Arey Island, McPherson, at the head of the l\1ackenzie. 
·5 miles to the west. Midway of the north Delta. Thence passage may be procured on 
shore of Leavitt Island there are a dozen or the small boats that carry the Government 
more old house sites. 

TRANSPORTATION AND qOMMUNICATION. 

:FREIGHT AND SUPPLIES. 

In 1912 frmght could be forwarded by ~hip 
frmn Seattle to Point Barro'y for $25 a ton. 
Its arrival might '!Je expected during the first 
half of August. Sometimes small trading ves
sels sn.iling from Nome would take up a few 
tons for about the same price. Beyond Point 
Barrow and as far as Herschel Island the 
p.rice was about $40 a ton for freight and its 
delivery was very uncertain. 

Supplies may be brought in by way· of the 
:Mackenzie, but the charges are excessive. The 
Canadian Government pays about 10 cents a 
pound for freight delivered at Herschel Island. 
fot· t.he mounted police. . 

All ordinary supplies may be bought at the 
trn.ding station at Point Barro,~. Flour in 
large amounts is usually kept on hand. The 

1 Stcft\nsson, Vilbjdlmur, 1\Iy Ufe among the. Eskimo, New 
York, 1013. · 

freight to Herschel Island. . 
The coast may be also reached from the 

Yukon in summer, by canoe or on foot, by.' way 
of most of t~e large rivers.- Ensign vV. L. 
Howard came dmvn by way of the Col ville 

· and Ikpikpt~k; Schrader and Peters by the 
Colville. (See p. 84.) Two prospectors are 
reporteclto ha~re reached the coast on the Saga
vanirktok on foot and two deputy marshals 
reached Flaxman !~land by Canning River. 
The Indians sometimes come down by the Hu-
lahula, .but the roi1te by the Canning is prob
ably shorter. Turner River is probably a good 
route, but no white· man has been lni.own to 
traverse it in summer. The boundary survey 
party, which started from the Porcupine with 
pack trains, had little difficulty in reaching the 
coast along the !41st meridian. 

Canoes have been used by parties that come 
down the Col ville and Ikpikpuk early in the 
season. Sagav.anirktok, Canning, and Turner 
rivers are probably boatable almost from their 
headwaters, but navigation ·may be dangerous 
until the flood ice is cut away. In iuly, 1908, 
Canning River near the forks was .still·running 
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through a narrow canyon in a field of ice more 
than 1~ feet thick. Large undermined blocks 
of ice were continually breaking off and falling 

· into the water. 
A boat of some kind is almost a necessity 

for traversing the coast in summer. Not only 
· are there· unfordable ·rivers at short intervals 
but there are numerous small hays and inlets 
around w~ich detours must ~e made.· On ac
count of the eo~tinuoU:s daylight' progress may 
be maintained ·without interruption, except 
from bad weathe~ or the i~e. By native canoe 
it is ab.out a 10 days' trip from Flaxman Island 
to Point ·Barrow in average weather. By 
whaleboat, with the prevailing east. winds, from 
three to five days are required. 

A place to ca.mp may be found almost any-
. where except among the mud flats of the river 
deltas. There are very few other stretches of 
·coast ·more than 2 miles in length where there 
is not a camp site with wood and water. The 
sand islands seldom have pools of fresh water,' 
but sea ice may nearly always be obtained for 
drinking water. In the highest parts of all 
but the smallest and lowest sand islands water · 
capable of sustaining life may be obtained by 
digging holes. · It is, of course, brackish, but it 
seems objectionable only to the taste. 

In order to leave the country as early as 
possible in the summer it is best to go to Point 
Barrow by small boat. as soon as water forms 
along the coast .. By starting early in July, as 
is usually possible, one may nearly always 
arrive before the 1st of August a;nd catch the 
United States revenue cutter. If ships are 
known to be to the east and if the ice is close 
to the land, passage may be obtained by wait
ing at some favorable spot until the ships pass 
on their return journey. This m~thod is tin-· 
satisfactory on account of the fogs, whmY the 
ships may pass without being seen. 

The returning' ships invariabiy t<,?nch at 
Point Barrow before turning ·southward, usu:. 
ally. ab.out the 1st of -September, and their 
·Captains are· glad to offer passage to anyone 
who desires to leave the country. It is neces-

. sary, .of course, to sign the ship's .articles and 
become -3. member of the crew. · 

WINTER ROUTES. 

Travel by dog sled is the universal method 
in winter· east of Point Barrqw, but rein-

deer teams are successfully used a'lorig the 
coast west of that point. The. country may be 
entered by sledding to Point Barrow ·along 
the wester.n coast or by any of the larger ri\rers 
mentioned above. The passes on the Colville' 
from the Yukon basin are reported to be of 
easy grade. Two prospectors who attempted 
to sled over the Sagavanirkto~ ·divide were 

·unable to .find a pass, but the natives report 
that one exists. Carter Pass, on the Marsh 
Fork of the Canning, is reported to be easily 
traversed in one day. There is also a pass 
on the east fork, according to report. The 
Eskimos often go over to the Chandalar drain
age from Hulahula. River. The writer has 
been within a few ·miles of this eli vide and 
Dr. R. M. Anderson has sledded over it. 
Turner River is reported to have several passes . 
The usual winter route from Herschel Island 
is ,by wn.y of the Firth. 

vVinter travel by automobile would probably 
be possible .. along the coast and .on the rivers. 
l\iost of the coast line is protected by isla.nds 
or shoals, so that there are long stretches of un
broken ice. At the few places ·where the sea 
ice crushes against the mainland detours might 
be made over the tundra. The sea ice is, of 
course, covered with snow, usually in the form 
of hard drifts much cut up by the winds. 
Over such a rough road a speed of more than. 
5 miles an hour would be difficult to attain. 
Newly fallen snow is scarcely ever more than 
6 inches deep and would not cause difficulties. 

MAIL. 

The United States revenue cutter brings n1ail 
to Point Barrow each summer. Twice· each 
wint~r mail i§l brought in to the same place 
and ·Sent out by dog or reindeer sled. Accord
ing to the· writer's memory a temn leaves Bar
row post office in , November and returns by 
January. J\nother round trip is made b_etween 
January and May. 

Every fall, about the first of Dece1nber, mail 
is taken out from Herschel Island by the Ca
nadian Mounted Police. Letters are brought 
in during July, when the freight arrives from 
Fort McPherson. 'Vhen ·several whale ships 
winter at this island, they may send a speoial 
team over the divide to Fort Yukon. the- round 
trip requirii1g about tyvo n1onths; 
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HISTORY OF EXPLORATION. 

The writer has examined the literature of 
the exploration of. the ·north shore of Alaska "as 
completely as possible in order to trace the 
origin and fix the application of the place 
names. 1Vith -\7ery few exceptions the. names 
found on existing charts between Point Bar
row and the 141st meridian have bee~ verified. 
The original data regarding nearly· all the 
details of the s~ore line shown on the map 
have also been ascerta-ined. An abstract is 
given of the publications that have been con
sulted, so that the important facts connected 
with each exploration may be readily found. 

In addition to the names of places on the 
coast line, the names of places inland as far as 
the Arctic-Yukon divide, from C,olville River 
to the 141st meridian, have also been traced. 
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FIGURE 4.-Reproduction of Franklin's map of the north coast of Alaska. 
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A~STHACTS 01!.., NAlUlATIVES.1 

BEECHEY, 1826. 

Capt. Beechey, who entered the Arctic Ocean 
through Bering Strait in 1826, was not able 
to push his ship, the Blossom, beyond Point 
Franklin, on the northwest coast of Alaska, so 
he decided to detach a party to make farther 
explorations in ~n open boat. Accordingly 
Messrs. Elson and Smyth left the Blossom in 
August and pi:oceeded northeastward along the 
-coast (p. 304). A chain of sandy islands was 
found, which lay some distance from the main-

,1and. They were called the Sea Horse Islands. 
The name Cape Franklin was applied to the 
:point where the chain bent to the southeast 
(p. 306) to join the mainland. The bay thus 
inclosed was named· after Lieut. Peard, of the 
Blossrn_n. Cape Smyth was the name given to 
the pmnt where the land began to diminish in 
height until it terminat~d!n a low point named 
Point Bnrrow (p. 307). 

On the eastern side of this point was the · 
largest native village yet seen by the party. 
The point ";as found to jut out. as a spit for 
several miles from the regular coast line. The 
spit did not exceed 1-! miles in width and in 
.some places was apparently less. They did.not 
lund at the cape, as they were afraid of the 
natives, but· from a point about a mile at sea 
they secured observations from which they de
duced the position of the extreme point as in 
latitude 71° 23' 31", longitude 156° 21' · 30". 

Their explorations terminated here, and they 
returned to the- ship, which they reached in 
September. · 

FRANKLIN, 1826. 

[See fig. 4.]' 

After wintering at Fort Franklin on Great 
.Bear Lake, Franklin started to explore the 
Arctic shore of Alaska westward from the 
mouth of ·the Ma-ckenzie d:uring the last of 
June, 1826 (p. 84). Fifteen inen accompanied 
him in two open boats, the Reliance and the. 
Lion. The Arctic Ocean was reached by way 
{)f the Mackenzie on July 7, and· Herschel 
Is~and on the 17th (p. ·99). On July 21 they 
chmbed l\1ount Conybeare (p. 134), an out-; 
standing mOt~ntain about· 12 miles from the 
coast and 25 miles east of the Alaska-Canada 

1 ~l'hc. pnge references given in these abstracts are to the 
orlglnnl reports, which are listed in the preceding bibli
ography (p. 69). 

boun~ary. From th1s elevation th~y discov
ered the British. chain of mountains (p. 135), 
which lay mostly on· the Alaskan side. They 
were" high-peaked mountains, mostly covered 
with snow." The mountains at the extremities 
of this chain .were named after the Right II.on. 
:Mr. Robinson, Qhancellor of the Exchequer, 
and after a l\1r. Huskisson. 

Ou July 27 a wide river was reached (p. 
139), which was "the most westerly river in 
the British dominions on this coast, and near 
the line of demarmition between Great Britain 
and Russia." It was nq,med the .Clarence, after 
His Royal I-Iighness the Lord High Admiral. 
A tin box, containing a royal silver inednl and · · 
.an account of the expedition,. was deposited 
under a pile of driftwood on the most ele-
vated point. of the coast, near the mouth of the 
Clarence. 
. . On July 31 Point Demarcation was reached .. . ' 
•· so named from bein00' situated in lon(J'itude 

. 0 

141° ·)V., the boundaty between the British and 
Russian dominions·, (p._ 142). That night 
they camped on the mainland behind a long 
reef, as their advance was blocked by inud 
flats. The ·next day, August 1, they dra(J'O'ed 

• bb 

their boats over the flats to the reef, only to 
find that heavy ice prevented their pro(J'ress 
outside of Icy Reef. On August 3 (p.l44) 
_they dragged their boats for four hours 
through the mud flats to the eastern part of a 
bay. which was Iiamed after Capt. Beaufort. 
Thence they proceeded outside of the chain 
of islands ·.that stretched across the bay to 
Point I-Iumphreys (p. 145). Beyond this point 
they went through closely packed ice to Point 
Griffin, where they landed on a gravel reef 
ha vin~ run 28 n1iles. I-Iere -they passed th~ 
western termination. of the British l\1ountains 
and arrived opposite the commencement of an
other range, named after Count Romanzof. · 

From. Point; Griffin they ro~ed outside of a 
chain of islands to Point Martin (p~ 146), be
yond which -they were tempted by the appear
ance of a bay to steer within the ·reefs, but 
th~. water ~as too shallow. .{\.fter p'assing 
P01nt Manning, they met a large Eskimo en~ 
campment on a low island. They landed 5 
niiles· farther on, at the western part of Barter· · . 
Island, in latitude 70° 05' and lon(J'itude 143° 
55'· (p. 147). Thence they started~ to cross a 
bay, which t~1~y named after Marque$8 Cam-
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den. Ten, miles farther on they observed some 
tents planted on a reef (p. 148). Beyond this 
reef, at about 2 miles from land, -t4e boats 
t'ouched ground -several times, and they con
eluded that they were steering il).to, a bay, al
though its outline could not- be seen. Soon, 
afterward, when the wind freshened, they· dis
covered an- island, upon which they camped. 
The island was a deposit. of earthy mud cov
ered with verdure and about 20 feet high. A 
chain of low reefs extended from its northern 
point' for several miles westward._ An adjoin
ing island seemed to be a collection of boulders, · 
whence its :name of Boulder Island. 

On ·August 5 (p. 149) they proceeded ·upon 
the outside of- the reef, frequently touching 
the bottom at 2 miles from the land, especially 
when opposite to a large river named in honor 

· of Mr. Canning. Three miles farther their 
progress was stopped by ice that was closely 
packed against a reef (p. 150) in latitude 70° 
07'· and longitude 145° 27'. The Rocky Moun
tains were observed to terminate abreast of 
this place or else tQ recede so far to the south. 
as to be invisible··from the coast. The western 
mountain was named after Dr. Copleston, 
provost of Oriel College. After two hours of . 
forcing the boats through the ice they reached 
Point Brownlow, _at the beginning of a bay 
that opened to view, trending to the south. 
The bay was in every part fiat and strewn with 
stones. Two miles farther ·to the west they. 
saw an island, which they .reached after some 
tro1Ible with .the ice between the cent~al reef 
and the island, where the pieces of ice were 
much tossed by the tide (p. 151). They tried 
to go inside of the island close to the south 
shore, but after repeatedly grounding they 
gave it up.. They camped on the north side. 
of the island about 30 feet above the water, in 
latitude 70° 11' and longitude 145° 50'. The 
island received ·the name of Fla~man, after 
the eminent sculptor. It was " about 4 miles 
long and 2 broad and rises at its highest eleva
tion ab9ut 50 feet." 

After being held at this island for a day or. 
so a high tide allowed them to get inside of 
the island, where the water deepened gradually 
to 3 fathoms (p. 152). They continued ·in 

. smooth water until they reached Point Thom
son, when having lost the shelter of the ice, 
which was agrou~d on a.tongue of land pro
jecting from Flaxman Island, they became ex-

posed to a swell. Their course continued past 
Point Bullen to an island that lay 3 niiles 
from the shore, which proved to be connected 
with the mainland by a reef. One of the boats, 
the Lion, was neatly . swamped by running 
aground on this reef, so they pulled to the 
windward of the island where they set sail 
and stood along the shore looking for shelter 
· (p. 153). At l!3ngth they effected a landing 
on a point in latitude 70° 16' 27", longitude 
147° 38', bpt had to carry part of the cargo 
200 yards through the water. They ascertained 
that they were on an island that was sepa~ated 
from the mainland by a channel fordable at 
low water .. They were detained eight days at 
the place by fogs, _and gave it the name- of 
Foggy Island (p. 155). 

During the temporary lifting of the _fog a 
point was seen to bear northwest by west about 
3! miles distant, but while attempting to reach 
it the fog shut down. 'As they were surrounded 

-by shoals, they retprned to Foggy · Island. 
They made a second attempt later and arrived 
abreast of the point in clear weather, but found 
a reef over which the waves washed stretcbing 
to the northwest b~yond the extent of their 
view. Fog again shut down and they were 
prevented by shoals from reaching any landing 
place excepting }foggy Island (p. 156) .. · A 
stream of fresh water was passed, but fog pre
vented them from seeing the mouth of- the 
river. 

When they iin:ally left their camp on Au
gust 16, they steered westward parallel_ to the 
~oast, with a fair wind (p . .158). The depth 
of water was never more than 3 to 6 fe.et for the 
first 7 miles, until they passed around the reef 
which projected from the point they had so 
often attempted to rea~h, and which was 
named Point Anxiety. Land was occasionally 
seen between- Point Anxiety and Point Chan
dos, which was 8 miles farth'er to the west. 
After. rounding Point Chandos they lost sight 
of land and steered westward across the mouth 
of Yarborough Inlet, the so~nding ranging 
from 5 feet to 2 fathoms (p. 151). The fresh
ening wind created such a swell upon the fiats 
that it became necessary to haul farther froni 
the land.. An attempt was made to land at · 
Heald Point and another at the western point 
of Prudhoe Bay, but both were frustrated by 
the shoalness of the water and the height of the 
surf. · Standing out to sea in the fog, they fell 
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among some gravelly reQfs, and arriving at_the 
same time suddenly· in smdoth water they ef
fected a landing on one of the reefs. This reef 
they found to be a patch of ground about 500 
yards in c~rcumference, with only.enough wood 
for one fire. They were surround~d by gravel 
banks nearly on a level with the water but pro
tected to seaward by grounded ice. The posi~ 
tion was latitude 70° 26', longitude 148° 52', 
and the magnetic variation 41° 20' E. (p. 166). 
They could trace the land around Gwydyr Bay 
to its outer point, bearing S. 79° W. which was 
10 miles distant ana ivhich they named after 
Lieut. Back. A hummock bearing S. 84° vV. 
about 15 miles distant, was named after Capt. 
Beechey. 

li'ranl.:lin' s J)OBit-ions on the .Arctic coast of North 
.A nwrica. 

[Appendix, p. 134.] 

Latitude Longitude 
north. \ve.st. 

" " 
Herschel Island, south 

polilL _________________ 69 33 38 139 03 10 
·Between Clarence River 

nnd Demarcation PoinL 69 38 23 140 ·51 00 
Icy Reef ________________ 69 43 30 141 29 45 
Bnrter Island, west end __ 70 05 11 143 54 55 
Between Canning River 

nncl Brownlow Point_ __ ·70 07 14 145 29 45 
l!'laxmnn Island, north 
side-------------~----- 70 11 22 145 49 57 

l1'oggy Island ____________ 70 16 27 147 38 04 
neturn Heef __ . ___________ 70 25 53 148 52 00. 

As Franklin believed that there was great 
risk of being caught by winter before reaching 
Bering Strait, he decided to ~etrace his path 
to the Mackenzie f_rom this· farthermost point~ 
The ice was more broken· up and the sea around 
the camp was. clear, but every wind towar~d the 
land brought the ice against the shoals (p. 
161). They quitted Return Reef on August.18 
and proceeded eastward (p. 166). That after
noon they reached Foggy Island, where they 
erected a square pile of driftwood under which 
was deposited a tin case containing records, a 

. ~il ver medal; and a ha~fpenny. On Augtist 21 
they camped in sight of Flaxman Island (p. 
1 GS) , after having seen a whale. On the 22d 
they passed inside of Flaxman Island, finding 
the water ·much deeper than before, and 
camped at Barter Island. On the 23d they 
landed at Point Manning for water (p. 169)', 
and camped at Point Griffin. On the 24th they 

ca~ped at Demarcation Point (p·. 170). Her~ 
schel Island was reached on August. 26 (p. 
171), the mouth of the Mackenzie on the 30th, 
and finally their former winter quarters at 
Fort Franklin, on Great Bear. Lake~ on Sep
temher 21. 

DEASE AND SIMPSON, 1887. 

[Sec fig. 5, p. 74.] 

I~ the year 1836 an expedition _was fitted 
out by the Hudson's Bay Co. for the pur
pose of exploring the northern coast o~ 
America with especial emphasis toward com
pleting the. gap_ between the explorations made 
by Beechey and by Franklin. The expedition 
was placed in charge .of . Messrs. P~ vV. Dease 
and Thomas Simpson, offic_er~ of the company, 
with instructions to proceed from Fort Chip
pewyan on Athabasca Lake. 

On June 1, 1837, the party of 14 men started 
down Mackenz'ie River in two open boats, 24 
feet long (p. 82). They reached the Arctic 
Ocean on July 9 (p. 107), and I-Ierschel Island 
on July 14 (p. 115). On the 15th they break
fasted at Demarcation Point (p. 116), where 
the latitude observed· Waf? 69° 40' 31". That 
night' they supped at Poin~ l-Iumphreys (p. 
117). The next morning they camped near 
Point Griffin; they got off ngain at noon and 
landed on a reef near Point J\1anning for sup
per (p. 118). They carried the boats across 
the reef to the open water inside, but steered 
outside of Barter Island · and sailed on until 
3 o'clock in the moi·ning of the 17th, when 
they were forced by the heavy ice to land. On 
the 18th they made only a league~ and camped 
at the foot of a green hill, near a stream. 
About midnight of the 19th they started again 
a.nd reached Flaxman Is~and about 5 o'clock in 
the morning of the 20th (p. 129). They pa.ssed 
inside of the island and along the mainland· 
and l_anded for breakfast at Point Bullen. The 
ice then became heavier and they were obliged 
to keep within Lion and Reliance reefs. ·In 
Foggy Island Bay they were entirely arrested. 
Here during clear weather they found that 
the Rocky ]\fountains did not terminate witl~· 
t:he Romanzof Chain, but another chain, less 
lofty perhaps, was seen to extend westward~ 
To these mountains they gave the name of th~ 

. Franklin Range· (p. 125). An incredible num-: 
ber of seals was seen ori the shores of the bay . 

.. 
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At 7 in the morning of. July 22_ they. ·stood 
out for Point Anxiety, but were forced to land 
about 3 rniles to the west of their former camp 
. (p. _126). The position was 70° 09' 48" and 
the longitude, c1educed from Foggy Island, was 
147° 30'. Here they had a distinct view of the. 
Fran~din Mountains, the central and ·highest 
peak bearing south by· east :(true), about 20 
miles distant. On the 23d they· once more· set 
sail for Point Anxiety, but were forced 'by 
the ice to ·go far from land, until at . Y arbor
ough Inlet the coast was 6 ri1iles distant (p. 
127)'. Returrl.:Reef was reached that night. 
· On July 24 -they coasted along·G~ydyr Bay, 
which was less extensive than drawn by Frank~ 

miles to the west. ·.The coast' trends westw~rd 
£or 12 miles from Point Beechey . to Point 
Berens, which proved to be the con).mencement 
of a very exte:ri~ive bay, the land turning from . 
thence to the southwest. About 8 n1iles beyond· 
Point Berens the water shoaled from 7 or 8 
feet to less tl1an 2 feet,. and they were forced to 
stand out to sea (p. 129) .. A large river falls 
into the botton1 of ·the bay, which was nanied 
after Andrew Colville, esq., of the Hudson's 
Bay Co .. (p. 130). 

·They had great difficulty 'vith the shoals off 
the Colville delta and were many hours lost in 
the fog, until they finally made land at Point 
Comfort (p. 131) about midnight of July 24, · 

~~~~~--~--~~15~~----~--~15~q~
0

------~1~53~0 ~·------~1~52~
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. FIGUilE 5.-Reproduction of Dease and Simpson's map of the north coast .of Alaska. 

lin (p.128). The names Point Back and Point having fasted for 24 hours .. Here observations 
Beechey we·re applied to the projections agree- showed latitude 70° 43' and longitude 152 o 

ing nearest . with the ,hummocks of land seen 14' (p. 131). Some of the nlen had another 
by Franklin. The bear:ings were found t() be view_ of the Pelly Mountains, now distant about 
different, and Point Beechey, distant 12 miles 20 miles to the southeast ( p. 132). About a 
from Return Reef, was· invisible from thence mile to the north they discovei·ed a "splendid 
in any state of the atrnosphere. The whole bay river,?' flowing from the southwest, and named 
was protecte& frmi1. the sea by a chain ·of · it afte_r N-icholas Garry, Esq. (p. 132). On the 
gravel reefs. The soundings, here varied from 26th they proceeded across some shoals and 
a quarter to 1 fathom (p. 129). Opposite passed the n1outh of the Garry, which· they 

'Point Beechey, and at the distance of 1 mile found to be a ·mile wide. Its banks were 
. seaward, the gravel-reefs were succeeded by a thickly covered with. drift timber, evidently 

range of low islands 8 miles ·long, which were brought down by .the stream (p. 133) .. From 
named after Rev. David T. Jones. From Point thence the land trended northeast for about 8 

. J\filne they enjoyed a transient- prospect of ari- . miles to a small island separated from the 
other magnificent mountai:J! range, about 50. mainland by a channel too shallow for boats . 

.. 
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Latitude 70° 47' 45" and longitude 151° 55' (p. 140). On, July 31 they made 2 miles more 
30". were observed. This remarkable. point (p. 141). Fron1 this place they decided to 
was named Cape Halkett, after one. of the send a party on foot to explore.. the coast as 
directors of th~ Hudson's BaY. Co. It ter- ·far as Point Barrow. · · 
minates the great bay that extends 50 miles Simpson, accompanied ·by five men, quitted 
to Point Berens. The name I-Iarrison Bay was Boat Extreme on August 1 at 8 a. m., while 
given in. hono~ of the deputy governor of the ·Dease and the other men remained to guard 
:Hudson's Bay Co. the boafs · (p. 143.). The men of Simpson's 

For 15 miles west of Cape flalkett riothirig ·party each .ca1Tied a load of about 50 pounds, 
save low frozen mud· banks were seen, but · and one of them had a canvas canoe. They 
after rounding a point, named Point Ellice· foll~nved the. coast line and were constantly 
after Rev. Edward Ellice (p. 134), a consid- wet_ to· the waist from fording innumerable 
erable river was observed to enter the ocean. salt creeks (p. 144). A deep, strong river· and 
This was .named Smith River, after ~1r. vVil- a shallow inlet half a mile wide were crossed 
limn Smith. flere the mud banks were sue- by means of the canoe. The rive~ was named 
ceeded by a chain of ground reefs which lined the Sinclair, after one of the men, who foung 
the coast for 10 miles. On these reefs large that it issued from a large body of bracldsh 
n1ounds of mud and shingle had been ra:ised water about 5 miles from the point where they 
by the pressure of the ice. The channels ,,~ith- crossed it near the coast. The inlet was named 
in tl~e reefs were not navigable. Point Pitt, after ~1ciCay, another· of the men.· After ac
the northernmost point passed during th~ day, complishing 20 miles by 7 p. m., they passed a· 
is situated in latitude 70° 53' and longitude miserable night on the wet tundra, where they 
152° 54~. A few miles on either side of it they· found a few pieces of driftwood (p. 145) · On 
·observed a stream of discolored fresh water August 2 they resumed their Inarch up the west 
rushing through the reefs,· probably from a side of ~1ciCay Inlet and soon reached a place 
large lake, but the atmosphere was to9 hazy for whence the land turned sharply off· to the 
ascertaining the fact .. At the last of these south-southwest, forming an acute angle, well 
streams the mud banks recommenced, and some termed Point Tangen.t. A .chain of ground 
·distance beyond they were forced to land and reefs, which was separated here from the 

muddy beach, extenc~ed in .a di1~ect line.11 miles camp upon a 20-foot bank. On July 27 they 
·<;liscovered n, deer pound, formed by double rows eastward to Boat Extreme, inclosing the irreg-
·Of turf, which led from the beach toward a ular-shaped bay of 'vhich they had made t}le 

1 1 f 't J ( 136) Th . t tedious· circuit (p. 146). This bay was conse-a ce o some magn1 UCLe p. . . e p01n 
guently calle~ Fatigue Bay. 

;,upon which they were camped was named About .10 miles from Point Tangent, where 
Point. ~1cLeod, and one of equal elevation 4 the .coast turned off to the east of south, a 
miles. farther irest, Point McPherson. wide inlet lay before them. The first and 

About noon of Jt1ly 27 tl1ey '""'er·e able to '' only rock seen in the 'vhole extent of the coast, 
.get off aga1.·n, and after 7 IIli.les 1··ounded a 1 an angu ar mass of dark-colored granite, lay 
point named after Richard Drew· (p. 137), off the point th.ey had reached (p. i49). 
where the land turned. suddenly at a right ~Juckily they were able to borrow an Eskimo 
.angle to the south. I-Iere they entered a large umiak from some 'natives whom they found at 
and very shallow bay; which was named after ·the point. After steering west for 5 miles they· 
·Chief Faotor Smith. Co~1ntless herds of deer reached the opposite 13hore of the inlet, which 
were observed upon the flat shores of this bay. was named after Dease. On August 3 they 
After much difficulty with shoals and ice and breakfasted on a point. of land on ·a sand reef. 
fog they reached a sharp projecting point, upon in lrutitude 71 o 12' 36", longitude 155° ·18' 
which they encamped (p. 138). This point, (dead reckoning). This point was named after 
situated in latitude 70° 59' and longitude 154° Chief Factor Christie.· From thence the. low 
21', was named after George Simpson,- gov- c~ast tur.ned westward for 8 miles (p. 151). 
·ernor of the Hudson's Bay Co. On the Point Charles· and Point Rowland em the east 
:28th they mnde only 2 or 3 miles and camped and west sides of Ross Bay were passed, and 
in 'latitude 71° 01', 'longitude 1{)4° 22' 53". then a semicircular bay 4 miles in diameter, 
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· which was n~med after Chief Factor Rod- land was fresh, and the island contained a.. 
erick Mackenzie (p. 152). A depth of li qua-ntity of driftwood. The actual mouth of 
fathoms and a sandy bottcnn were. found in the the Colville appeared. to be fully 2 miles .wide. 
middle of the bay.· Seven miles beyond Point 

4 

They thought that it was. ·probably the mouth 
Scott they· passed the ~~uth _of _a fine deep ·of the Yukon, the river reported by the Indians 
river a quarter of a mile wide, which they to have its source in a large lake a thousand 
called the Bellevue. · Shortly afterward Point miles to the southeast ( p. 173). 
Barrow was reached (p. 153). This point they Still under closely reefed sails and with the. 
found to be a long, low spit composed of gravel waves breaking over the boats they ·scudded 
and sand. At the spot where they landed it inside of the Jones Islands and camped in the 
was .only a quarter of a mile across, but was afternoon in a cove scooped. out by a small 
cor1siderably· · ·vdder toward its termination, river in ~he mainland opposite Return Reef 
where it subsided into a reef that ran some (p. 174). The next day; August 9, their camp 
dis.tance in an easterlY .. direction and was a.t Fawn River was found to be in latitude 70° 
partly covered by the sea. 25' 03" and longitude 148° 24' 45". Return 

After some hours of communication with Reef bore east~northeast about 2 miles distant. 
the Eskimo at the village they left Point .Bar- Their determination of the latitude agreed 
row on thenoc;m of August 4 and headed back with Franklin's, but their longitude differed. 
on their old route along the mainland (p.162). from· his determination by about half a degree.· 
The natives called to them to go toward the Their longitude at Point Barrow agreed with· 
extremity of the spit, but they distrusted their that of Elson, and they were at a loss to under-· 
motives and did not follow their "insidious" stand the divergence at Return Reef. In the 
advice (p .. 163). At Point Rose they were afternoon of the 9th they proceeded under 
blocked by the ice and· camped. On August 5 oars, landing that night near Point Anxiety 
they reached the Eskimo camp on the east. side (p. 175), where numerous boulders of granite 
o.f Dease Inlet, ha.ving found 2 fathoms half- were strewn on the beach. On August 10 they 
way across the iul~t. They continued to use sailed outside of. Lion and Rel{ance reefs and · 
the .Eskimo canoe for the remainder of the inside of Flaxman Islarid and landed about 
trip, an~ soon rounded Point Tangent and pro- noon on a reef in latitude 70° 09' 08". ·Cam
ceeded along- the outside of the sand reefs that den Bay was crossed at a rapid rate and they 
inclose Fatigue Bay. At 5 a. m. on August 6 landed at Barter Island at night (p. 176 ) .. 
they reached their comrades at Boat Extreme. Before midnight they reembarked and steered 
Their position here was latitude· 71° 03' 24", inside of the reefs for some time; outsi.de they 
longitude 154° 26' 30". ·encountered a heavy sea. They landed at De-

Shortly after noon on August 6 they started marcation Point for breakfast on August ll 
e~stwarcl again, steering across Smith Bay and and were for<::ecl by the ice to encamp. Her
landing·at Boat Creek, beh~nd Point McPher- schel Island was passed on the 15th (p. '180), 
son. Here they found abundant driftwood and the Mackenzie was entered on the. 17th 
(p . .169). Thence after sailing along the land (p. 184). They trackecithe boats up this swift 
all night they reached Cape Halkett at noon river at the rate of 30 to 40 miles a day, reached 
of August 7, where they halted for some time. Fort Norman on September 4 (p. 192), and on 

· After proceeding 11 miles in a direct course the 25th the winter quarters that had been 
for Point Berens they' found a depth of 3 erected for them on Great Bear Lake. 
fathoms (p. i 70)' the deepest water noted dur~ I In a letter addressed to the governors of 
ing the whole voyage .. As a. westerly gale came the Hudson's Bay Co. and published in tho 
up, they shaped their course more into the bay, Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, 
until they came wit~in sight of the land. They Dease and Simpson gave a summary of their 
ran all night close reefed, the boats shipping journey. There is little additional information 
much water .in crossing the flats of Colville in this communication. One p-oint of interest 
~River. During. this stormy run they fell in lies in the size of the deer pound 1nentioned 
with a small island abotlt a league from the on page 135 of Simpson's· volume. The dis~ 
main shore and l2 miles from the Colville. tance from· the beach to the lake is given as 4. 
The water between Eskimo Island and the main- miles. 
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PULLEN, 1849. 

In the summer of 1849 Lieut. 1V .. J. Pullen, 
of the British ship Plover, Commander Moore, 
traversed the north. coast from Wainwright 
Inlet, about 100 miles southwest of Point Bar
TOW, to the Mackenzie, with the hope of find-· 
ing news of Sir John. Franklin's expedition. 
lie left the Plover July 25, 1849, with four 
boats. and a crew of 25. men (p. 24). He 
passed Point Barrow on August 2 and landed 
the next afternoon at a low sandy spit in ·lati
tude 71° "06' and longitude 154° 31' (p. 25). 
Cape Simpson .. ''ras passed before noon of the 
4th, and a little later, an observation was made 
in latitude 70° 58' 33" (p. 26). I~ crossing 
Smith Bay they shipped much water on the 
shoals, so they _landed .on the east side . and 
spent a. day or so .in ·drying ot1t their . pro
visions. They got off Oh the 7th, and landed a 
few miles beyond Point Drew for dinner. That 

·.night they camped at the deer pound mentioned 
by Dease and Simpson. On ·the 9th they 
landed at the. extremity of Cape Halkett (p. 
27). Thence they steerec(a course acr<;>ss H~u
rison Bay toward Point Bere_ns. Ice grounded 
in 5 fathoms was seen. As the wind freshened 
from . the west the sea became so rough that 
one of the boats ·w~1S nearly swamped .. Pro
visions were thrown overboard, and they man
aged to ·reach land about 2 miles sm~th of Point 
Berens. 

On the morning of August 11 they landed at 
this po.int and met a great many natives. 
Thence they sailed between Jones Islands and 
the mainland, following the land· as close as 
the shoal water would permit. W11en abreast 
of the eastern island of the Jones group, they 
crossed over and followed its southern shore.. 
Then they crossed to the mainland and landed, 
early on the morning of the 12th, op a very 
narrow beach about a. mile east of Point· 
Beechey ( p. 28) . flere they had trouble with 
an Eskimo encampment and were forced to. 
move. to the reef, 'vhere they barricaded them
selves until the head wind ~oderated (p. 29). 
At noon on the 13th they landed about 2 miles 
from the western part of Return Reef, and that 
night reached a low shingly point 2 miles to 
the east of Foggy Island. 

The next day they passed Lion and Reliance 
reefs. On the m~rning of th~ 16th they landed 

on the eastern part of Flaxman Island. Thence 
they passed inside of the island and landed 
again on the low sanely beach that extends 
from the high eastern part of the island. That 
night they were prevented by shoals from 
reaching tho land, so they made fast to a 
grounded berg and slept in the boats. They 
camped on the southwest part of Barter Island 
on the night of the 17th ( p. 30). At nool). of 
the 18th they landed on a small island east of 
:Manning Point and erected a post near some 
buried pemmican,. That night they camped on 
a small spit off Point Martin. 

On the evening of the 21st they camped near 
Herschel Island. They. entered the Mackenzie 
on August 27 (p. 41) and reached Fort Good 
IIope on September 14, Fort Norman on the 
23d, and Fort Simpson' on October 3. From. 
this place the preceding account was . for
warded to Enghind. 

HOOPER, 184~. · 

Lieut. 1V. H. Hooper, .one of the officers who 
accompanied Pulle.n on his boat from 'Vain
wright Inlet to the Mackenzie in 1849, also 
published an account, which contains very 
little additional information. The party tried 
to go inside of Lion and Reliance reefs, 
where they slept on the night of August 14 
(p. 252). They were hardly ever more than 

·2 or 3 miles from the· shore, between that lo
cality and Flaxman Island. _The cliffs at the 
east end of this island were estimated to be 
40 fe~t high. 

MOORE, 1850. 

In the summer of 1850 Command~r ~1oore, 
of the Plover, ma·de a boat journey as far east 
as Cape Simpson from a locality below Point 

. Bar.row. The follo·wing .details are taken from 
his narrative : 

On'July 28, east of Point Barrow, he cliscov~ 
ered several sand islands which he named the 
·Plovers group (p. 38). At the first entrance 
to Elson Bay, east of" the poir~t, he .found 8 to 
9 fathoms of water. He r~ached Dease Inlet. 
that night and c~mped in a bay on the east 
side. 

On July 29, while tacking toward Point 
Tangent, in abQut 11 fathoms; h~ saw land to 
th~ north-northwest, which proved to be two 
islands, a large one and a small. one. Hf} 
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.landed on the small one, where he found many 
nests and ere.cted a post; The latitude was 
:found to be 71° 13'. This island.was named 
Martin Island, and the. larger one Cooper · 
Island, after officers ·o:f the Plover. He then 
worked eastward nearly to Cape Simpson, but· 
was· forced to run back into Dease Inlet :for 
shel~er, where he camped on the same day as 
before, and named it Return Cove. 

On July 30 he was held in camp. The lati
tude was found to be 71° 11' 18" and the longi-. 
tude.155° 46'. 

On A1,1gust 1, while standing out to the 
northward, he discovered sev~ral islands. He 
landed on the third is~and and erected a post. 
The latitude was 71° 15' 40". Then he steered 
east olie-half·north along the island nearly to 
. Cape Simpson. At 1 o'clock in the afternoon 
he turned about and by 3 o'clock was beating 
between Cooper and Martin islands and the 
mainland. 

·On August 2 · he was inside of the Plover 
group at 3.45 a.m. and reached Point Barrow 
at 4.30 a. m. There were four islands in the 
group. 

McCLURE, 1850. 

In Janu~ry, 1800, Capt. Robert McClure 
sailed from England in command of the ship 

· Investiaator, ~vith directionsto enter the Arc
tic Ocean through Bering Strait and to sail 
eastward along the northern coast o:f America 
in search o:f Sir John Franklin. · Capt. Col
linson, on the Enterpme, left at the same.time 
with si1i1ilar orders. The :following summary 
is taken from the- account of McClure's voy-
age, edited by Capt. Sherard Osborn. . 

Point Ba·rrow was passed 'in an open sea at 
midnight o:f ·August 5, 1850 (p. 60). On the 
8th ·a boat was sent to Point Pitt, where a 
cairn was erected (p. 62). On the 9th much 
heavy ice ·was observed to be aground in 40 
:feet o:f water. The party landed upon Jones 
Island, in latitude 70°. 33' and longitude 150° 
16' and :foqnd that it contained a great swamp 

. ( p. 73). · The beaches were strewn with drift
wood. On the 14th the ship was much ham
pered among the low and dangerous islands 
which lined ·the· coast in longitude 148 o 17' 
(p. 78). On· the· 15th they anchored off Yar
borough Inlet ( p. 80) and on 'the 18th passed 
Flaxman Island. Shortly afterward the oceari 

·appeared open, and they steered out fron1 land 
and ntn on until noon o:f the 19th in fog and 
snow squalls, when they found themselves to be 
in a blind le~d, about· 70 miles :from land. To 
clear· the i~e they were :forced to turn south
ward, and on the-.. 21st they were abreast of the 
Mackenzie. The I nvestigatm' was abandon~d . 
on the north shore of Banks Land a :few years 
later .. Her crew crossed the ice to the Parry 
Islands, whence they were carried home in the 
ships o:f another expedition. 

A ·communication from l\1cClure to the Sec
retar·y o:f the Admiralty· is publishecl in the 
British. Blue Books. This is also :found among 
the reports of the Arctic searching expeditions. 
There is little· additional information, except 
that they landed and erected. a cairn at Point 
Drew (pp. 25, 57). Two old Eskimo caches 
were :found at Pitt Point (p. 26). A ·cairn 
was erected on Jones Island (p. 26.). 

.COLLINSON, 1851-1854. 

Collinson, who sailed :fron1 England on the 
Enterprise at the· same time as l\1cCl ure, 
rounded Point Bari·ow about. July 25, 1851, 
and was held within sight of it· until the 30th 
(p. 144). On August 2 his· party crossed Har
rison Bay in thick weather and so. did not see 
the Pelly Mountains (p. 145). At noon o:f 
this day their observations put them 2 miles 
inland, according to their charts. Therefore 
Collinson placed the coast line 5 miles farther 
south than the li1te drawn by Simpson (p. 
146). vVhen the. Romanzof Chain opened to 
view, the necessary angles for determining the· 
position o:f the most . remarkable peaks were 
obtainea. True south, at about 2 miles, lay a 
lo\v shingle bank, beyond· which Point Anxiety 
could be seen, and to the. west a low chain of 
islets, 2 to 4 miles :from the mainland,. could be. 
·traced as :far as Chandos·Point (p. 147). Lion 
Reef was reached about midnight o:f the 5th, 

··and the sand banks were :found to continue 
·that· fa~. Flaxman Island was glimpsed, and 
east. o:f, it :four sand banks, and then a broad 
opening, the entrance to a large "lagune." 
Several huts ~ere noticed on Barter Island. 
The cliffs of l\1anning Point were :from 30 to 
40. :feet high, the highest land seen since 'they 
l~:ft Point Barrow ( p. 148). Thence they soon 
passed into British territory, where they spent 
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two · winters before starting on their retbrn 
westward: In September, 1853, they passed 
I-Ierschel Island again and a few days later 
were blocked at the long sand bank which 
fringes the coast west of Point Manning (p. 
299). On the 14th they got free and ran until 
they sighted Flaxman Island (p. 201). Abreast 
of it they were compelled to g.o into 2~ fath
oms and nearly grounded. Near. by they tied 
up to a floe grounded in 7-! fathoms, being 
hemmed in by heavy ice. Here, on. September 
26, they wet'e frozen in for the winter. . · 

On October 4 Collin.son started over the ice 
toward Barter Island, and at ·noon reached a 
low point. · Thence they went inside of Boulder 
Island and along the shore in hazy weather 
(p. 305). At 5 o'clock tl).ey reached a low 
cliff wh.ere the. ·coast range of hills began. 
After crossing a long, shallow bay the next 
morning, they arrived at 10 o'clock at a shingle 
point, upon which ·were· 10 small huts and one 
large one. They continued along.shore, passed 
smne cliffs, ::ind reached another point. by noon. 
I-Iere there was a settlement. Then they 
crossed "\V hat was most. probably the n1outh of 
a river, but very shoal, and camped on low 
ground. On October 7, in thick weather, they 
camped before noon and were storm bomi.d. un
til the lOth (p. 306). Thence they retraced 
their' steps and camped on the point with the 
10 huts. The next day they camped early and 
did not recognize their locality. On the 12th, 
after being confused in thick weather, they 
reached. the ship (p. 307). 

In the last of April; 1854, Collinson made an 
attempt to explore t~ the northward but was 
forced by the roughness of the ice to givf? it 
up (p. 312). On May 15 he set out to find the 
Canning. rhe coast was traced to the east, 
but the embouchure was not discovered. The 
second morning he struck inland and fom1d 
thnt the land rose sudden~y to 50 feet at a dis
tance of 2 miles . from the shore and then 
formed a table-land,. here and there traversed 
by broad watercourses. On the 17th it was 
foggy, but at 3 p. m. they re~tched a steep ac
clivity, where they camped (p. 313). In the 
morning they found that the mountains ros~ 
like a wall close at hand.· They climbed up a 
slope of 35°, formed of sandstone talus, and 
brought up in the mist on a narrow shelf at 
an elevation of 2,200 feet. The summit, which 

wds not the highest part of the chain, was esti
mated to be 700 feet above them. During the 
day they· c~·ossed over a patch of red clay. 
They returned to the ship during a thick haze, 
without the extended view which they had 
hoped for (p. 314). ~ · 

On. July 5 they set off again to obtain some· 
observations upon the elevation of the Roman
zof Chain (p. 316), and soon discovered that 
what they had taken for the eastern bluff of 
Flaxman Island was in reality the embouchure 
of the Cannitig. The 'vestward trend· of the 
river ha9. confirmed their error. The Staines 
was considered to be another outlet of the same 
river and Brownlow Point to be a large island. 
The ice still remained packed on the sand banks 
to the east and west, and in no place was there 
so much 'vater as immediately opposite the 
ship (p. 317). 

On July 10 Lieut. Jago dsparted in a 'vhale
. boat for Point Barrow, as ~here ''vas sufficient 
watei· along the shore to allow him to clear 
Brownlow Point. . · , 

On the 15th the ice began to move. The ship 
broke free ·the· next morning and brought up 
off Point Brownlmv, where the ice was still 
against the shore (p. 319). On the 20th they 
passed Flaxman Island, but could not go with
in the sand banks (p. 321) .. On the morning 
of August 5 they were 2 miles from a low sand 
bank to the west of J ~nes Island, ·and a boat 
w·as sent to erect a mark on _it (p. 323). Point 
Barrow was reached· ·on the 8th ( p. 324) , and 
Port Clarence on the '21st (p. 330). 

Lieut. J ago's account of his boat trip to 
Point Barrow (pp. 324-327) is as follows: 

J'u.ly 10.-Left the ship about· noon and, being 
blocked by the ice in the afternoon, portaged over a 
shing-le bank aml proceeded inside and rounded Point 
Brownlow. Camp was made about 8 miles beyond. 

July 11.-,Vorl.:ed among the ice cakes and at 10 
o'clock launched across Lion Reef. Passed inside of 
Foggy Island. . 

J'u.ly 12.-0ff Point Anxiety at 5.30 a. m. Ice close 
in, so launched oyer the point. The ice still remain
ing close in, went ashore and camped, in thick 
weather. 

J'uly 1'3.-,Vorked hetivy ice until noon and reached 
open water off Yarborough Inlet. Rounded Point 
Heald at..midnight. 

July 1:q.-Landed on a reef in the morning, passed 
Return Reef about noon, and worked inside the reefs. 
poling and sailing. _ 

.J1tly 1'5.-Lancled at Point Milne· at 6.30 a. m. Ice 
·close inshore. Observed a mark at Point Berens, ex-
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amined it, ·and found it to be that erected by the 
Plover's' party in 1849, with three tins of pemmican 
buried near it. Landed again on a reef about 10 
miles west of Point Berens, and buried a boat, .a 
sledge, boat's rudder, and slil)gs, and some bread in 
a black bag. 

July 1'6.-Working across':Ei:arrison Bay and at noon 
rounded a point in very shoal water. Some hu~s see_n 

. on the shore. 
.J1tly 17.-\Vorking ice; some fog; camped on land. 
J~tly 18.-Sailing ·and poling along th-e lan~ in shoal 

water. 
J~tly 1'9.-Sailing and i)oling along the land in shoal 

water. 
July 20.-Thick fog; .ran to westward in about 2 

feet of water and no land seen. ·Camped at Cape 
Simpson. 

J~tly 21.-Remainecl .in camp. 
July 22.--:-Passecl Point Tangent in evening and 

camped in Dease Inlet. 
J~tly 23.-Rounclecl Point Christie and _camped on 

Point Charles. 
J~tly 24.-Arrived at Poiut Barrow. 

In his short c"ommunication to the Ad
miralty, published· in the British Blue Books, 
Collinson · gives no information of interest 
which was not embodied in his narrative. · 

CoJ!insQn's communication to the Royal Geo
graphical Society contained. -his astronomical 
positions but little else of importance (p. 266). 

· Collinson's positions on the Arct·ic coast of A.la.slw.. 

Lati
tude 

north. 

Point Barrow, extreme point 1 
______ 71 24 

Cape Halkett (islet) _________ :_ ______ 70 50 
Sand bank off Colville River ________ 70 34 
Sand bank off Yarborough IrJeL ___ 70 30 
Flaxman Island (northeast point) __ 70 11 
Mouth of Canning (west bank) _______ 70 OG 
Manning Point_ ____________________ 70 06 

Longl- · 
tude 
west. 

156 15 
i52 18 
150 27 
148 17 
145 44 
145_ 32 
143 41 

The. route map which accompanies _this re
_.:port contains no new details of the shore of 
Camden Bay: 

MAGUIRE; 1852-1854. 

[See fig. 6.] 

In accordance with the. plans for the relief 
of Sir John Franklin and also of the ships 
which had· gone to the east in his search, Com
mander Maguire of the Plover winter~d in 
Moore Harbor at Point Barro·w between 1852 
anc11854. His narrative for the first winter is 

' . 

1 .A:fter Pullen.· 

given in the appendii to McClure's book and 
also in the reports of the Arctic searching ex
peditions and 'in the British Blue Books. His 
map is published in each· of the two last:-men
tion~d volumes. 

The follo,-\ring abstract follows the paging of 
the British. Blue--Books: 

Maguire left Port Clarence with the Plo~·er 
on August 2, 1852, and reached Point Barrow 
on September 3 (p. 165). Here he succeeded 
with some difficulty in 'varping over the shoals 
that guarded the westernmost entrance t9 
Elson Bay (p. 166). On the 21st. he n1ade a 
boat trip t<! the· east as far as Dease Inlet (p~ 
167). At first he went out from the land into 
5 fathoms, btJt in running toward the land 
again they became entangled among a series of 
sand spits. They then . steered along the· out
side of the low chain of sandy islets and 
camped on one of them. Maguire was puzzled 
about his position, for he considered it impos
sible for the early explorers not to have ·noticed 
these islands. After steering south the next 
day they landed on a point ·which proved to 
be Point Christie. Here a mark was erected. 

·Then they crossed Dease Inlet, finding the 
clepth.ll feet in the middle and the shores very 
shoal. Thence they returned to the ship. 

Dease Inlet was further examined by the 
second master in the 1nonth of May, and the 
southern shores \vere traced~ Four inconsider
able rivers empty into the inlet, two on each 
side. The chain of jslands which commenced 
at the ship and abutted on Point Tangent, the 
western part of which was discovered by Capt. 
Moore and named the "Plover's group," were 
found to number 10, but only 2 or 3 of them 
bore vegetation. The only ·chari:uel between 
them of sufficient depth for a ship was at the 
winter quarters.- In November a 13-day t6p 
was made over the ice as far eastward as Point 
Drew, where a cache of food was made for the 
spring trip (p. 16.1). In the middle of Febru
ary, 1853, J\faguire made a sled trip southwest· 
along the coast for about 40 miles (p. 178). 
In April he 1nade another sled trip to the east 
for 25 days (p. 161). --No details of this trip 
are given, but from the route map it is seen 
that he reached the Jones Islands. No winter 
huts were found along the coast (p. 162). 

During the summer ~f 1853 Maguire went to 
Port Clarence to refit and returned to winter 
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·again at Point Barrow. . The following is an 
abstract of his second tdp: I 

He reached the former berth in Elson Bay 
on September 7 and immediately placed the 
ship in winter quarters· (p. 907). In October 
he made a sled trip as far ~ast as Cape Halkett 
and buried 120 pounds of pemmican. In April 

·and l\fay another trip was-made as far as Point 
Berens (p. 909). In July t.he PlmH~.rleft Point 
Barrow and reached Port Clarence by 1tngust 1: 
(p. 912). Thence the exp~dition returned to 
ci vi liz a tion. · · 

A valuable account of the Eskimo of north
ern Alaska is given by Surgeon John Simpson 
of the Plover. 'Some .native information as to 
the ·country is also given, and a native map of 
the north coast between Point Barrow ~nd 
Humphreys Point. The native who drew the 
map denied the existeU:ce of the Pelly 1\foun
tains and was most positive that no hills even 
were visible from the coast on the west side · 
of the Colville (p. 937). 

WHALE SHIPS SINCE 1854. 

The first whale shl.ps to go beyond Point 
Barrow are reported to have done ~o upon 
the recommendation of Capt. Collinson ~fter 
his return from the east in .1854. Frorri that 
time they each year advanced a little farther 
:ea$tward, until in 1889 the first whalers are 
reported by Stockton to have advanced be_-· 
yond the ·Mackenzie and to have wintered at 
I-Ierschel Island. Since that time as many as 
twenty ships have cruised along the northern 
coast in a single slimmer. As the land is low 
and has few marks by which localities can be 
distinguished, the whalers knew but few de
tails of the coast. line. As their observations are 
not published, it is impossible to credit them 
with their discoveries. Such features_ as the 
Midway Islands and Cross Island, named .by 
Stockton, . were of course known long before 
the_ Thetis entered· that part of the· ocean. 
Pole Island of the charts is believed to be an
other of their landmarks. Barter. Island of 
Franklin is an inconspicuous sand island, and 

· Manning Point is in reality an island with 
the highest cut banks· of the whole coast, and 
·thus the whalers have ·applied the nam~ of 
Barter Island to l\fannilig Point. This name 
has long been the local usage. 

Hunting parties from ships wintering at 
Herschel Island have been reported to tra~el 
as far to the west as Aichillik River. Several 
parties have gone to the Yukon by way of the 
winter -route up Firth River. · 
. In navigating this low coast in thick weather 

the lead is constantly employed. :·In dangerous 
loc-alities two· men sound alternately as fast 
as they can. In this way the' whalers haYe 
gained an intimate knowledge of the sound
ii1gs, ·.but: unfortunately the knowledge is per
sonal with each captain and can not be. made 
available. Their rule is to follow 7 fathoms, 
jf possible, when east of Point Barrow. This 
depth takes them clear of all d.angers except, 
of c.ourse, the danger from the ice. 

RAY, 1881-1883. 

Point Barrow was selected for one of the 
International Polar Stations :of 1881, and 
I.Jieut. P. H. Ray, United States Army, was 
placed in cha.rge of it. The party of 10 men 
reached Point Barrow on, September 8, 1881, 
and landed about 8 miles southwest of the point 
near the Eskimo village (p. 22). Here winter 
quarters were established and a series of scien-

. tific observations were carried on for two 
yea.rs~ In March, 1882, Ray made a trip into 
-the interior; of which an· account was trans
mitted to his superiors (p. 24) .• Another trip 
was made southward in March arid April, 1883, 
chJ.ting which Meade R-iver was partly mapped 
(p. 27). ·At his. farthest camp, from an eleva
tion 175 feet above the river, he discovered a 
low range of mountains about 50 miles to the 
south. · These were named the Meade River 
Mountains (p. 28). The expedition returned 
to the United States_ in September, 1883. · 

The latitude of the base station was deter
mined by a few observations of the sun with 
sextant and theodolite, and the longitude by 
chronometric comparisons between San Fran
cisco and Point Barrow in the summer of 1882. 
This work was ·suppleme-nted by three sets of 
lunar distances. The positions adopted by the 
Coast and GeO<jetic Survey for the obser:va
tory at the station (p. 449) are latitude. 
71° 17.7' +0.3', longitude 156° 39' 45" +02' ( n. 

An account of Ray's first trip eastward, men-· 
tioned above as having been transmitted previ
ously to his superio~s, was found in the United 
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States Signal Service N.otes. The abstract is The expedition arrived at Point Barrow on · 
as follo";s: · July 29 and found Ray's house still sta1_1ding 

In March, 1882, he made a sled trip. south- (p. 181). A house of refuge for shipwrecked 
ward ii~ order to purchase som·e caribou· meat whalers was erected near by. Here they met a 
from the natives (p. 37). He discovered a man named Joe Tuckfield, who had just come 
river which wa·s named after Gen. G. G. Meade, ·from -the Mackenzie in an .open boat, hav
United States Army (p. 38). In April he pro-. ing- gone eastwa1:d the previOus _summer (p. 
ceeded inland for 35 miles, in the direction 1_83) . · · The T het~s proceed~d eastward from 
E. 23o s., and found that the Meade emptied Point Barrow on A~gust 8 and on the 9th was 

. into the ocea~ by five mouths, in latitude 70° ab:east of the Colville (p. 184~. Here they 
59' and longitude 154o 32' .. The details of his failed t? find the Pelly Mountains, and from 
astronomical observations for the position of the testimony of the. whalers they concl~ded 
winter quarters are given in the same report 'that they did not exis~. Thence. they slnrted 
( 25-34) · · along some long, low Islands whiCh stretched 
pp. · between the mouth of the Colville and Return 

STONEY AND HOWARD, 1885. Reef. These 'islands, which were not shown 
In December, 1885, ·Lieut. G. lVL Stoney, on the charts,· were designated the Thetis 

United States Navy, left his winter quarters on Islands. Later, as the ·ice was heavy, they 
the I\:obuk nnd reached the headwaters. of the nnchored nenr a small island which was marked 
Colvillebyw.ayofth_eNoatak (p.39). Hetrav- by a wooden cross and to which the name 
eled for several miles do\vn the Colville to the Cross Island was given (p. 185). On making 

. native viilage of Issheuk,1}ear the northern limit soundings they found the water inside of Cross 
of the mountain range. Learning from the na- Island. was too shoal for the Thetis. They 
tives that it would be impossible to reach the passed Lion Reef .and entered Camden Bay, 
Arctic coast ·at that time of year, he returned where they- again anchor~d '(p. 186). They 
to winter qunrters. found that the shore line of the charts was too 

In February he agai~ reache~ the Colville far nocth, as their position near Flaxman 
waters, this time at Chandler Lake, but was Island put them well inland. At ~1anning 
again unable to persuade the natives to ac~om- Point they m'et several whale ships returning 
pany hi1n to the Arctic coast (p. 44) · · from the ~1ackenzie. As ice conditions were 

In April Ensign "Y· L. I-Io·ward was directed reported favorable, the Thetis proceeded east
to go to the headwaters of the Colville at ward (p. 187), and in the afternoon of August 
Issheuk and thence to Point Barrow (p. 66). i5·anchored off the southwest end of I-Ierschel 
At first he traveled down the Colville by sled _Island (p. 188) ... Later, they steamed around 
w.ith the Eskhno (p. 70). Near the. outside of the north side of the island and found two 
the mountain's they sledded in one day to the whale ships anchored there (p. 189). A snug 
headwaters of the Ikpikpuk (p. 71), which he harbor was found near by and surveyed. It 
rei1amed the Chipp . (p. 73) · In June they was given the name of Pauline Cove. The 
were able to descend this river in native canoes. waters ·between the island and the mainland 
Near the mouth the river divided into twq were found to be too shoal for a ship channeL 
branches. I-Ioward took the west one, but was R.eturning to·ward Point Barrow, they passed 
informed that the other also reached salt the ~1idway group (p. 191) and skirted along 
water (p. 75). He was detained nearly three the long and narrow island which bore the 
weeks at the mouth until the sea ice broke name of Thetis Island. Point Barrow was 
from the shore (p. 76). Then he proceeded reached on August 25, -whence they returned 
along the coast, mostly in fog, until he reached to civilization. · . 
Point Barrow on July 15, 96 days after leav- In a communication to the Hydrographic 
ing his winter quarters (p. 77). He returned Office of the Navy Department,. Stockton fur
by sea to headquarters near 1\:otzebue. Sound. nishes the ·following additional details of the 

STOCKTON, 1889. voyage of the The tis: · 
In 1889 Capt. C. R.. Stockton, of the U. S. S. Some shoals a few miles east of Cape Hal-

Thetis, was assigned the duty of looking after kett, in Harrison- Bay, were named· Pacific 
the whaling interests in the Arctic Ocean. Shoals_, after the whale ship whose master, 
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·Capt. Knowles, had reported them. The Mid
way· Islands are described as the west end of 
Lion Reef, midway between Lion Reef proper 
and Return Reef. On one of them. the whalers 

. had erected a cross, -so the name . of Cross 
Island was applied to this one. · The position 
of this .island was latitude 70° 27' 30", longi
tude 147° 52' 30".. Stockton received reports 
that whalers had entered the lagoon within 
this chain of islands near a small island 
n1arked with a pole, west of Bullen Point, 
which is· a part of Lion Reef. They reported 
that they st'eered at first for the small inshore 
group of islands marked on the charts, and 
then westward, and found now here less than 
3 fathoms. This inside channel had been used 
when the ice lay against the chain of islands. 

A good anchorage 'vas found off a sand spit 
in the lower part of Camden Bay, shown on 
the charts; This spit. Stockton named Collin-·. 
son Point, after the captain of the Enterpnse, 
who wintered near by in 185~54. The bay 
behind the spit was named Simpson Cove. 

Stockton's position for Ray's station, near 
Point Barrow, :is latitude 71° 18~ 30" and 
longitude 156° 39' 04". The observat'ion spot 
at I-Ierschel Island. was in latitude 60° B2' 45.", 

· longitude 138° 57' 15". 

TURNER, 1890. 

In March, 1890, l\1r. J. H. Turner, of the 
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, 
sle_dded from the int'ernational ·boundary at · 
P~:>rcupine River to th~ Arctic Ocean. His 
route lay across the Arctic Mountains and 
down a small river which brought hi~ to the 

. coast opposite Herschel Island. This river 
was named the Firth, after one of h.is com
panions. That part of the mountains· which 
formed the Arct'ic-Yukon watershed he named 
~:he Davidson Mountains: 

This information is ·from the report of the 
u·nited · States Coast a~d Geodetic Survey. 
No additional information was found in the 
National Geographic Magazine. . 

. FUNSTON, 1894. 

While acting as special agent eng-aged in 
botanic exploration for the· Department of Ag
riculture, Mr. Frederick Funston (afterward 

major general, United 'States Army) spent the 
wipter of 1893-94 at Rampart House on Porcu
pine River, near the Canada-Alaska bo~ndary. 
During the spring of 1894 he made a trip over
land to the· Arctic Ocean. The two short ac
counts published in Harper's ·Weekly contain 
no mention of the discovery and naming of 
Turner River, with which he has been credited. 
After an extended search, the manuscript of 
his report to the Department -of Agriculture 
was. found in the files of Dr. Frederick V. Co-

. ville. The following details have· been ab-
stracted: · 

Funston left. Rampart House on· March. 10, 
1894, accompanied· by a. single Indian. · His 
coarse· was irregular, at first northwestward for 
about 150 miles and then northeastward to the 
Arctic Ocean. After nine days' travel he 
reached a band' of Indians encamped about 175 
miles northwest of winter quarters. The coun
try was rolling and treeless, excepting in shel
tered localities. 

He le£t the Indian camp on the 23d, traveled 
northeast up the valley of the Sheenjek, and 
camped in a grove <?f spruce trees less than- 2 
miles: so~th of the Arctic-Yukon d{vide. The .. 
next day he crossed the divide· by a low pass 
into the headwaters of a river which. he nam~d 
the Turner, after J: H. Turner, of the United 
States Coast and Geodetic Survey. He then 
descended this river, and after traveling north-: 
eastward along its frozen surface for four days 
he reached the Arctic Ocean a short distance 
west of Demarcation Point. After a two days' 
tri r eastward along the coast he reached 
Herschel Island, where he found seven whale 
ships in ·winter quarters.· 

After a brief visit he retraced his steps to 
Rampart House. _ The return was made in 15 
days. In the 39 days of absence· he had trav
eled more than 600 miles. 

PETERS AND SCHRADER, 1901. 

.In the summer of U)Ol Messrs. ,V .• J. Peters 
and F. C. Schr~der, of the United States Geo- . 
logical Survey, made a trip from the Yukon to 
the Arctic Ocean. They started from Bettles, 
.on the Koyukuk, in June, 1901, and went up 
to the head of John River by canoe.· Then 
they portaged 5·miles to Anaktuvuk River and 
descended this river into the Colville (p~ 17). 
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After mapping part of the Colville delta they 
proceeded westwa1'd along the coast to Smith 
Bay, where, on accomi.t of the lateness of the 
season, they gave up plane-table work and 
traveled to Point Barrow with some Eskimos, 
whose boats were more seaworthy than the 
Peterboro canoes. 

The main channel of the Colville ¢lelta.is the 
easternmost ( p. 23). It was :over ~2 feet deep 
nt the head of the delta and was not explored 
to the sea. They did not find the· native vil
lage of Nigaluk, for they had failed to notice 
the westernmost channel. The delta is esti
nlated to be 20 miles wide. 

B. J. MARSH, 1901-1903, AND OTHER PROSPECTORS. 

Two prospect,ors, S. J. ~1:arsh and ·F. G. 
Cn.rter, wintered in the Camden Bay reg,ion in· 
1901 and explored some of the inland drain
age (p. 103). Three large rivers are reported 
between the Canning and the Colville (p. 103). 
The ICupowra (ICuparuk), which has its source 
opposite an eastern tributary of the Colville; 
the Sawanukto (Sagavanirktok), ·a larger 
stre~~m entering the Arctic through a broad 
delta 20 miles east of the· ICuparuk; and the 
Stivaovik. Barter (Sadlerochit) River enters 
the ocean at ~1:anning Point. 

M.arsh and Carter arriv~d at Collinson· Point 
in Septeinber, 1901, and established wi1iter 
quarters on the beach (p. ·260). Jn April, 
1902, ~1:arsh hauled provisions inland as far as 
Cache Creek, a tributary of the Canning. Dur
ing the. suHimer he explored the headwaters 
o:f this stream and t~en descended to a point 
within 25 miles of its mouth. I-Iere he met· 
F. G. Carter and Ned Arey, and they all win~· 
tered in the mountains (p. 261). In Febru
·ary, 1903, Carter went up the right fork of the 
Canning and over into the Yukon drainage, 
and ~1:arsh followed in April, naming, the pass 
after Carter. l-Ie and Carter remained within 
30 miles of the pass until the southward-flow
ing ri~rer was navigable, when ~1:arsh built a 
raft n.nd floated downstream until he met with. 
a mail carriei·, who informed hiin that he 
~vas on the Chandalar. Shortly afterward he 
reached Fort Yukon. 

The prospectqr I-I. T. Arey, locally known.as 
Ned Arey, sledded to the Canning from. Point 
Barrow· in 1901 and wintered for 11 years in 
that neighborhood. He was thus the first white 

man to have .a detailed know ledge of the coast 
'line as a whole, and also of much of the inland. 
He was the first to enter Canning·, I-Iulahula, 
Okpilak. and J ago rivers. and probably sev
eral of the others. He g~ve Marsh the native 
maps of ICupai·uk, Sagavanirktok, and Shavio-
vik rivers, which were later· transmitted to the
United Stq,tes Geological Survey and appeared 
on the n:tap of 1903. His intimate knowledge. 
of the coast betwe-~m Point Barrow and Her-

. schel Island was of. th.e greatest assistance to 
·the writer in finding his way when the Gountry 
was new to him and in planning for the de-· 
tailed surveys. Arey's information was clear 
and definite, except that he overestimated dis
tances and his forms of the native names were
inexact. Like most of the other white men 
who come into the country he accepted the 
first pronunciation he picked up, regardless of~ 
its source or accura.cy. lie is mentioned several 
times in Stefansson's .book. as well as in Mik
kelsen's. 

Several other prospectors have penetrated 
the country from the Yukon. · ~1:essrs. James L. 
Reed and "Valter Lucas 1 are reported to have 
explored a part of the Colville in 1903. Others 
have b~en r.ep?rted to the w~iter to have come 
to the coast by the Sagavanirktok. 

STEF!NSSON AND- ANDERSON, ui09-10, 1912. 

In the summer of 1908 Vilhjalmur Stefans
son made a trip to the Arctic coast· of North 
America, accompanied by Dr. R. ~1:. Anderson. 
. The expedition was under the auspices of the 
American ~1:useum of Natural History; its ob-
ject was to investigate the Eskimo of Dolphin 
and Ul'iion st-raits, east' of- the ~1:ackenzie~ 
Three years were spent in Canada and one· on 
the north . shore of Alaska. Stefansson and 
Anderson rea_ched the Arctic Ocean by way 
of the ~1:ackenzie during the later part of July, 
1908, and proceeded to•Herschel Island, hoping 
to get provisions frmn the incoming whalers. 
As no ships arrived by the middle of August, 
Stefansson went to Point Barrow on the re
turning whaler f{arl'ltk, and Dr. Ap.derson 
remained with the outfit to get, along as best 
he could (p. 42) .. At Point Barrow Stef~\nsson 
procured an outfit from the whalers and started 

1 Schrader, F. C.,. and Peters, W. J., A reconnaissance in 
northern Alaska in 1901 : U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 20. 
p. 31, 1904. 
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eastward in a sinall· boat in September to find this place on July .5 and went 11P the western 
Anderson. They got into difficulties among branch. of the· river until' they· reached the 
the shoals in the lower p·art of Smith -Bay, mouth of Itkillik .River. Then they proceeded 
which they had entered. thinking it was Me- . down the eastern arm, reaching Oliktok on the 
I\.:ay Inlet, just east of Point. Tangent (p .. 53). 14th (p:. 115). Although. their boat drew -no 
Stefansson. declares that the two bays on the more than a· foot of water, they spent half ·of 
charts between Point Tangent and Smith Bay their time wading over the barely submerged 

. are-; purely. mythical . (.p. 54). 'fhey were mud :flats, seeking for the narrow and intricate 
frozen in at. Smith Bay,. but. as soQn as the channel. where alone they could float (p. 115). 
ice..would ·bear them,· they proceeded eastward They reached Flaxman Is]arid on August- 5, 
by; £?ledge. The lo~rer. :part of Smith .Bay was : and .thence proceeded along the coast to a point 
fo~nd to contain. the delta of ~ large river, the within 30 miles of Herschel Island (p. 117). 
M-aiYm:iak,.which is the outlet of the Tasirkpuk,. Stefansson left Dr. Anderson to follow on 'vith 
or-" big. ,lake" (p. 58): . East of the Colville the Eskimos and started ahead with a light 
they passed a pol.nt known to .white men .and i boat but soon obtained passage on a whale ship 
Eskimo alike as .Oliktok but. which on the;· (p. 118). He J;eached. Herschel Island in this 
charts is called. Beechey Point (p. 64). .They. way on _August 18 _and procured passage be
reached Flaxman Island in October and found ·yond the·Macken~ie on a whaling ship, leaving 
Dr. Anderson living in Leffingwell's house... I. Dr. AnderSOJ;l to work his way along the. shore. 

Plans .were then made. for the winter. Dr. with .the Eskimos. 
Anderson went into the mountains back of After remaining in C~nadian, territory dur
Ba.rter Island, while Stefansson returned to ing the _winters of 1909 to· 1912 Stefa.nsson 
the whaling station at Point Barrow (p.· 69). left- Dr. Anderson to .care for and bring out 
He left Flaxman Ishind on October 20· (p. 71 )' the collections and sledded westward to Point 
arid arrived _at an Eskimo village near the Earrow (pp. 368-369). He stopped at Collin
point where Itki_llik River empties intO the son Point (p. 378) and Flaxman Island and 
head of the Colville delta (p. 80). On.~ovem- aiTived at Point Barrow on June 13, 1912 (p. 
her 28 he reached Point Barrow (p. 84) and 386). · Here he was gi1est of the white men 
remained in the neighborhood as guest of the until he obtained passage on the revenue cut
white men until March. 6 (p. 94}. _ Then he t~r Bear· on August 12- (p: 389). About a 
sledded eastward to Flaxman Island. · Here· month later he reached the United States. 
he met Dr. Anders·on, who had just returned Dr. A:r{derson remained east of the Macken
from living· all winter with the E~kimo upon zie with the ethnologic and zoologic collections, 
the resources of the country (p. 100). until he was able. to get passage on one of th~ 

· On April 16 Stefansson left Dr; Anderson· two whale ships which had sailed that far 
at Flaxman Island (p. 101) and returned to eastward. He arrived at San Francisco in 
Point Barrow, arriving on the 30th (p. 103). November. 
There he was a guest of the school-teacher until In the winter of 1908-9 Dr. Anderson crossed 
May 16, .when he again start_ed eastward (p. qver- the· divide between the Hulahula and the 

' 106). At Smith Bay he found .that Dr. Ander- Chandalar. He: was· the first white n1an to 
son, according to his expectations, had already enter the headwaters of this portion of the 
reached the cache made the previous fall, and Yukon drainage (p. 436). 
had ,hauled everything to Pitt Point. Thence 
they slowly .moved their. heavy load over the 
softenin'g ice, until they were blocked on June 
12, about 15 miles west of the Colville· delta 
(p. 108). On the 23d they were able to launch 
their native canoe .and proceed in the water 
that had formed along the shore (p. 113). · On 

·the 25th they entered the western eCJ.ge of the 
Colville delta, and on the 30th they reached· 
the Eskimo trading site of Nirlik. They left 

ALASKA-CANADA BOUNDARY SURVEY, ~912. 

In the summer of 1911. the survey of the 
141st meridian, under the direction of Thonuts 
Riggs, jr., was carried northward from· a point 
on Porcupine River to a point about 20 miles 
fron1 the Arctic Ocean. In 1912 the party 
reached the ocean. A strip of tC:iTitory 4 miles· 
wide was n1apped in-detail and prominentyeaks 
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outside of this area were located. Near the · 
coast the topographers mapped several addi
tional miles east and west of the line. Their 
work includes a portion of Firth, Malcolm, 
and Clarence rivers, and Demarcation Bay. 
The. topographic 1naps of the boundary have 
recently been published, but in 1915 no official 
report had been n1ade available. 

CANADIAN ARCTIC EXPE~ITION, 1913-14. 

In the summer of 1913 Stefansson and An
derson entered tl{e Arctic Ocean through Ber
ing Strait for the purpose of exploring the 
a.r:ea northwest of Prince Patrick Island and 
nlso of carrying on scientific observations on 
the Canadian mainland. There were three ves
sels and about 50 m-en. The expedition was 
divided into two parties-the northern party. 
under Stefansson, the southern pai·ty under 
Anderson. 

The expedition was still in the field when 
this report was written, but the following par
ticulars are given from the writer's knowledge: 

The northern party's ship-the f{arluk
was caught in the ice pack some distance off 
from the north shore of Alaska a.nd was car-. 
ried by the westward drift nearly to I-Ier·ald 
Island, off the Siberian coast, where she was 
crushed and lost. Stefansson and three or four 
men were on the Alaskan shore \vhen the ship 
drifted :1way and could not rejoin her. 

The southern party, in two ·small gasoline 
schooners, reached the safe harbor behind Col
linson Point, where they wintered. Here· they 
were joined by Stefansson and his companions. 
In this scientific party there were two topog
r~tphers, a geologist, an ethnologist, a marine 
biologist, and a· zoologist. The. topographers 
made a detailed survey of the neighborhood of 
Collinson Point after the ice had forn1ed and 
obtained sounding~ by cutting through the ice. 
A. rapid sled trip was made up Sadlerochit 
River in October and a route sketch was drawn. 
In this trip they rounded the east end of the 
Sadlerochit Mountains and went up the rive.r 
to a point opposite Ikiakpuk Valley. The. 
geolpgist found a good expoSure of Triassic 
rocks at the farthest camp and brought back 
some fossils. In the spring of 1914 Stefans
son, who had in the meantime traveled back 
.and forth from the J\1ackenzie, started out ovm: 
the ice of the A1~ctic Ocean to take soundi~gs 

toward the north. The story of this trip has 
appeared in the newspapers. 

About the. same· time the topographers and 
the geologist we;nt into Canadian territory 
and are reported to have made a survey of 
the coast ·from Demarcation Point to Herschel 
Island while the snow was still on the ground 
and also to have· n1apped the lower part of 
the Firth and to have examined the geologic 
foi·mations. In the early ·summer part of the 
J\1ackenzie Delta was mapped, and then the 
expedition moved. from Collinson Point into 
·the country east of the Mackenzie. 

At the writer's suggestion the ethnologist, 
Diamond Jenness, gathered all the native place 
names possible and put ~hem into the simplest 
form of spelling he could devise. Nearly all 
his forms were in close agreement with the 
writer's, but both Jenness and the writer dif
fered fr~m Stefansson in spelling. The fol
lowing is a portion of a personal communica
tion frmn Jenness, dated Ba.rter Island, July 
15, 19~4: 

I inclose a few names of places whose meaning or 
-supposed meaning I have ascertained from the Eski
mos here. I give my own peculiar spelling and what 
seems to be the nearest equivalent in current use, as 
you suggested. I seem to have noticed considerable 
variety in the pronunciation of words, and it is prob
able that many of our forms disagree where our ori
ginal sources ~lisagreecl. Of course you will prefer 
your own spelling. * * * I fel.t much more com
forted nbout.my spelling, though, when I found that 
we agreed so nearly. 

GEOGRAPHIC NOMENC'LATURE. 

INTERPRETATION OF THE LITERATURE OF EXPLORA

TION. 

FRANKLIN •. , 

Fra·nklin was the first to use the term Rocky 
J\1ountains for the range which extends across 
nor-thern AlU,ska. The British Mountains, 
which he discovered, are described as terminat-

. ing abreast of Point Griffin at the commence
ment of a new range, the Romanzofs. The 
Romanzof J\1ountains terminated abreast. of 
Flaxman Island. The writer has ~pplied the 
term British Mountains to the portion of the 
Arctic J\IIountains lying east of the Romanzofs 
and nort.h of the Yukon-Arctic divide. The 
mountains which Franklin discovered from 
Point Griffin. were undoubtedly the higher 
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snow-clad granite mountains about the head
waters of Okpilak River. As the mountains 
which end abreast of Flaxman Island belong 
to an entirely separate group, the term Roman
zof is restricted to the higher granitic moun
tains between J ago and· Hulahula rivers. 

Clarence· River has been mapped by the 
Boundary Survey. The name is ·correctly 
applied on their·map to the first river east of 
Demarcation Point.· The mud flats with which 
Franklin had so much trouble behind Icy Reef 
are doubtless those at the mouth of Turner 
River. Beaufort Bay, which extends from the 
western end of Icy Reef to Humphreys Point, 
is loca.lly called a lagoon, so the name of Beau
fort Lagoon has been adopted on. the writer's 
map. . 

There is some confusion in the local usage of 
the names which- Franlilin gave to Points 
Griffin, Martin, and J\!Ianning, and to Barter 

. Island. Franklin's description and astronomi
cal observations and his map are clear as to 
Barter Island and Manning Point, but local 
p.sage has transferred the name of Barter . 
Island to Franklin's Manning Point, which is 
in reality an island. The high banks on the 
north side of this tundra island are the chie.f 
landmarks for many miles, and the misapplica
tion of the name ·of Barter Island is firmly 
established among the whalers ahd traders. It 
is thought best to accept this change and to 
transfer the name Manning to the small tundra 
peninsula which lies a few miles to the east. 
The writer has applied a new name, Arey 
Island, to Franklin's original Barter Island. 

On . Franklin's map· Points Manning and 
Griffin are separated by a shallow bay, which 
might be the same as . that at Pokok on the 
writer's map. I1owever, the distance between 
Points Humphreys and Martin, on Franklin's 
map, is. much too great to correspond to the 
stretch of mainland which fronts the ocean 
west of Humphreys··Point on the writer's map. 
The best solution seems to. be to apply the 
name Point Griffin to the western end of this 
bank and Point· Martin to the general region 
where the coast bends toward the south around 
the delta of Jago River. There is need of such 
a general term, for incoming ships are often 
held up by the ice at this place. · 

Camden Bay is· shown on Franklin's map 
as extending from Arey ~sland (his Barter Is-

land) to Brownlow Point, but. the writer has 
restricted the term to the more apparent limits 
of Point Anderson and l\ortganevik. 

The shoals upon'which Franklin grounded, 
about. 12 iniles from the eastern side of Cam'
den Bay and the bay into which he seemed to 
be steering were undoubtedly the mud ·flats 
and mouth of Sadlerochit River. In 1912 the. 
sand reefs east of that place, on which Frank
lin saw natives encampe~, were all awash and 
inconspicuous. 

Boulder·. Island and its neighbor have since. 
been cut entirely away. ·The older natives 
have confirmed their former existence. The. 
writer grounded upon shoals near the former 
location of Boulder Island, to which he lias 
given the name of Boulder Shoals. 

The outside chain of mountains which · 
Franklin observed to terminate abreast of 
Flaxman Island had no conspicuous peak to 
which his term Mount Copleston could be 
applied. There is, however, .a peak in the. 
Shublik Chain which the writer occupied· in 
surveying, and, as it is visible from the place 
where Franklin gave the name, . it is possible.· 
that this is the one he had in view. 

The depth, gradually increasing to 3 fathoms, 
which Franklin noted on the journey west
ward from Flaxman Island, still persists to
day. It is evident that in his course along the 
mainland he saw none of the chain of islands 
which extend for 50 miles west of Flaxman 
Island. Point Thompson, which is indefinitely 
locat.ed on the mainland about 8 miles east of 
the island, has been applied to a long spit in 
.approximately the same locality.. Point Bullen 
is definitely located, from his map, at the east~ 
side of the writer's Mikkelsen Bay. · 

The ·island· which lies about 3 miles from 
shore beyond _Point Bullen and is connected 
with the mainland by a reef is located by t4e. 
description and its position on his map, 
although the shape shown on the map is far 
from accurate. The shoal upon which the Lion. 
grounded may hav~ been either the mud flats of 
the Shaviovik or the shoal which extends some. 
distance from the northeast point of the island .. 

. The native name for this island is Tigvariak~ 
As- Franklin's original name, Lion and Re-· 
liance Reef, is n1isleading, it seems best to
adopt the native name. The name Lion has 
been misapplied on the charts; on some it re..: 
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fers evidently to Tigvariak Island, near the 
mainland, and on others to the chain of islands 
lying several miles to the north. The writer 
has enterecl Franklin's names on the northeast 
and northwest points of the island at Point 
Lion and Point Reliance. Foggy Island is 
easily identified from the description and the 
map, and also Anxiety Pol.nt. 

There has been much .difficulty in adjusting 
Franklin's names west of Anxiety Point. He 
was far from land and often in fog. His posi
tion for Return Reef is evidently more than 
10' of longitude too ·far west, and in.adjusting 
h:is map to this erroneous position he has in
creased nil the distances between Foggy Island 
and Return Reef. Point Chandos fs located 
tentatively as the western side of the delta of 
the Sagavanirktok, and Return Reef at the. 
writer's Egg Island, but all the· nam~ between 
those points are in confusion. . The writer's 
solution has· been to drop . Yarborough Inlet 
and Point Chandos, for :p_o i:nlet exists, unless 
it is the western· mouth of the river. Heald 
Point is then located at the western side of· 
the delta. Prudhoe Bay lies west of this point. 

At Retur.t:l Reef Franklin saw a large qay to 
the west, beyond which lay a point and a 
distant mound. From Egg Island such a bay 
and point and mound are visible, though not 
quite as he describes them. The local usage, 
starting :with the 'later explorers, has been to 
apply the term Return Reef to the chain of 
sand islands that fringe this portion. of the 
coast. The term Return Islands has been 
adopted for this chain on the writer's map. 
Point Beechey has been applied to a point be
hind· the easternmost of the Jones Islands, 
a breast of the mound to which Frank~in prob
ably gave the name. Point Back is put in an 
approximate position on the· unsurveyed shore 
line on the west side of. Gwydyr Bay. 

In the charts there are errors in putting· 
Beechey Point near the mouth of the Colville, 
and an entirely new name, Becher Point, near 
Gwydyr Bay. 

Franklin's· observed latitudes seem correct 
within 0° 1', but his longitudes are about 0° 5; 
too far east. wherever this observation spot is 
fairly definite. 

It has been impossible to identify his Mounts 
Greenough and l-Iuskisson among the numer
ous peaks in the localities where they are 
pl~ced on the map. · 

DEASE A~D SIMPSON. 

Jones Islands are definitely located from the 
description. At present there are six distinct 
tundra blocks, which are connected py sand 
spits into three islands. Point ~1ilne has been 
placed on a conspicuous point on the mainland 
in the approximate po!?ition indicated by .the 
Dease af\d Simpson n1ap. Point Berens is also 
easily located. The charts, as mentioned above 

·under Franklin, have incorrectly put Beechey 
Point here and have entirely dropped the 
name Point Berens. Local usage has adopted 
the native name-Olilrtok-for this point, and.· 
the ·writer has followed this usage. 

The· name of the adjacent river is spelled 
Co~vile iJ?. their text but Colville on their map. 
All succeeding maps have adopted the latter 
apelling. The" splendid" Garry River on the 
west side of Harrison .Bay, whose banks were 
covered with driftwood brought down by the 
stream, is nothing 1hore than the small estuary 
of a small creek, which is reported to ·head in 
a lake a few miles from the coast. The P~lly 
Mountains, seen by their men here for the sec
ond time, do not exist. The writer camped at 
the mout;h of Garry Creek and saw no point at. 
which. Point Comfort could be definitely ·lo
cated. Cape I-Ialkett is definitely located at 
the tundra island, now connected with _th~ 
mainland by a spit. Point Ellice is approxi
mately located from the description, though it 
is now a high bank rather than a point of 
land. ~1ost of the reefs described west of this 
point are now submerged. Pitt Point is located 
from the description as the northernmost point 
of la.nd in this stretch of coast. Dease and 
Sin1pson's observations place it nearly where it 
has been drawn by the writer. 'Villiam Smith 
~iver proves to be a creek, so inconspicuous 
that the writer has not applied any name to it~ 
The considerable lake, which they surmised to. 
lie behind Pitt Point, has been found. The 
names Point ~1cLeod and Point McPherson 
have now no reason for existence along the. 
unbroken high bank and have been omitted 
from the ·writer's map. · 

Point Drew is put at- the appro~imate loca
tion given by Dease and Simpson, at the bend 
in the high bank. The sharp projecting point 
at Cape Simpson has been cut away, ~o -that 
it is difficult to apply the name at present. 
The writer's usage covers the general locality 
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where the coast bends: at the western side of 
Smith Bay. Boat Extreme is omitted, by the 
writer. The recorded distances and observed 
position place it where there. is at present a 
featureless high bank, within 3 or 4 miles of 
Cape Simpson." The name has not been adopted 
by the people of the· co~ntry, nor does it ap
pear on recent- maps. 

Fatigue Bay, Mcl(ay Inlet, Point Tangent, 
and Dease Inlet have been identified, but thence 
to Point Barrow their route lay along a portion 
of the mainland which· the . writer has never . 
·dsi~ed.. . 

Boat Creek, near Point Dre:w, has been iden
tified, and the probable posi~ion of Eskimo 
Island in Harrison Bay. This latter name has. 
been extended to cover the two islands. Their 
~ie~ of t'he mouth of the Colville n1ust have 
been erroneou~·, for the writer ha-s··'never been 
able to see any details of thl3 delta. when in 
water less than 2 feet deep. , Fawn River is 
approximately located from their description. 
Their observations put it·. some. miles at sea .. 
The name has been changed to Fawn Creek. 

It has been impossible to cQmpare more than 
three of their positions. with those of the 
writer .. The latitude of Demarcation Point is 
correct within a minute. . That at the head of 
Foggy Bay puts them ~ore than 2 miles in
land on the _map, and that of Fawn RiveT i~ 

a mile at sea. The only longitude, that of 
Fawn River, is about: 10' too far,east. 

It seems certain that neither Franklin nor 
Dease and Simpso"n.saw any of the· sand islands 
that extend-50 miles west of Flaxman Island. 

LATER EXPLORERS. 

Pullen.-Little was added to g~ographic 
knowledge through Pullen's trip. The water 
close .to the mainland behind ,jones Islands 

·was shoal then, as now. Hooper states that 
they went inside of. Lion I~land (rigvariak]. 
Evidently they did not see any of the chain of 
sand islands west of Flaxman Island. 

M oore.-Plover's group, the name originally 
applied to the first four sand islands east of 
Point Barrow, has been ext~nded to cover all 
the chain as far a.s Tangent Point, and the 
name is changed to Plover Islands. It is proh
·able that Coope_r and Martin islands of Moore 
were close to Tangent Point· and that· those· 
which he discovered on Auglist 1 were.west of 

Cooper Island. Later usage, beginning with 
l\1aguire's map, has put the name Cooper 
Island at a crescentic island about halfway be
tween. Tangent Point and Point Barrow. In 
the absence. of a definite iocation the writer has 
adopted this usage. Martin Island has been 
placed at the next i$land east of Cooper Island, 
although the chart ·of. Moore Harbor puts it 
next to Point Barr:ow. 

111 cOlure~~ The Jones Island upo:p. which 
McClure landed is. either Thetis Island· or 
Leavitt Island of the writer's map. If it is 
Tl;letis Island there is an· error of 16' in his 
longitude, and if Leavitt Island there is an 
error of 1°. The shoals he .met off Yarborough 
Inlet were undoubtedly the Midways. He was 
thus the discoverer of the long chain of islands 

. that extend fron1. the Midways to Flaxman 
Island, and his name has been given by the 
writer to the first group east of Cross Island, as 
those first semi by him have already been 
named the Midways. 

0 ollinsvn.-Collinson seems to have first 
made the error with respect to Lion Reef. tha£ 
has· been upon the charts for many years. ··He 
seems to have. observed the outlying chain of 
islands throughopt most of their extent. There 
.has been a general belief that Collinson win
tered at Collinson· Point, for the charts place 

·his position well within Camden Bay. His 
own position and description place the ship -
about 4 miles northeast of the east mouth of 
Canning River. It iS" difficult to follow his 
October trip to the east. · ]3oulder Island was 
still in existence. The first long low point was 
undoubtedly l(onganevik. His party probably 
_followed the shore line behind this point and 
camped .near the long bank behind CoUinsop 
Point. · 'rhe bay they cross.ed .next morning was 
probably Simpson Cove, and the. shingle point 
with 10 huts was probably Collinson Point. A 
number of old huts are there at present. The 
next point, which ·they reached in two hours 

· 'valking along shore, after passing some cliffs, 
is most probably Point Anderson, but the dis
tance seems rather too great fo~· the time they 
spe!lt in walking to it. The mouth of the river 
is probably that of the Sadlerochit. 

·The only_ spot the writer recognizes in their 
inland trip is the area of red clay at the base 
of the mountains. Such an area he has ob
serve¢! at the head of l(atakturuk River. 
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The details of the bottom of Camden Bay, 
·which appear upon the charts after Collinson's 
return, '~ere undoubtedly furnished by him, but 
the writer has not been able to find any origi
nal map which contains them. 

Lieut. J ago seems to have gone along the 
·snnd islands west of Flaxman Island. He 
speaks of launching across Lion Reef and pass
ing inside of Foggy Ishind, both of which are 
extremely improbnble. He stated also that he
launched across Anxiety Point and went ashore 
near by and camped, :which \yould be a difficult 
proceeding. 

The reef on which Jago landed and buried 
:son~e gear, about 10 miles west of J;loint Berens, 
:is undoubtedly Thetis Island. 
· 111 agu.ire.-The . chain of islands between 
:Point Barrow and Tangent Point, which com
prised 10 islnnds in 1852, still contains· ap
proximately the same number. The narrower 
-ones are constantly being cut ~hrough and 
joined again, so that fron1 season to season. the 
number changes somewhat. . · 

In Surg. John Simpson's native map anum
ber of names for the coast east of Point Bar
l'OW appear for the first time. Niako is a sm:an 
island at IIeald Point of. the writer's map. 
Shiningrua htts not been located. Sherang is 
Fla_xman Island; J(ogruak, the Canning; N u
waak, Collinson Point; Shudtaroshik, the Sad-

. lerochit; l(aldtn,;ing is Barter Island; Siko is 
back of Icy Reef; Pokang is .between Points 
I-:Tu~nphreys and \hifHn, at Pokok. 

Ray.-On Rais eastward trip in 1882, he 
found that the :Meade emptied into the ocean 
by five mouths, which he placed on his map at 
the lower end of J\1cJ(ay Inlet. 

II oward.-If Ray's mnp is accepted as cor-
.1·ect the Ikpikpuk, which was discovered by_ 
I-Io,vard three or four years later, can not 
empty into Dease Inlet. Very likely Meade 
and Ikpikpuk rivers have a common delta. The 
lower part of .Dea!?e Inlet or ev-en Smith Bay 
are n1ore likely localities than J\1cl(ay Inlet. 

Stoclcton.-The. islands which were discov
ered bet·ween the. Colville and Return Reef, 
and which were named Thetis Islands, had al
ready been discovered and named Jones Is
lands by Dease and Simpson. The name The
tis has been transferred to the westernmost 
sand island, about 7 miles northwest of Olik-

tok. Cross Island has been located by the ex
istence of the cross as well as by information 
furnished by the whalers. Stockton's observa- · 
tions place it a couple of miles to the south, in · 
approximately the same. longitude in which the 
writer has placed it. -
.The ~Iidway Islands, according to whaler 

usag~, consist or three small islands 5 or 6. 
miles west of Cross· Island, a~1d the writer has 
·followed this usage, for he believes it was -the 
original application of the name. The charts 
have also thus used. the term~- Stockton's state
ment that Point Bullen is a part of Lion Reef 
contains- two errors·, for both 'are on or near the 
mainland, and Stockton was speaking of the 
chain of sand islands several miles- north of the 
mainland. The. report that whale ships have 
entered the lagoon near I_>ole Island is difficult 
to verify, for. there is no agreement on this 
point. It is established, however, that one of 
them-the Newport-went into·. the. lagoon 
near this point, but she is reported to have 
come out again at the same· place. 
· The name Simpson Cove ha~ not become es
tablished in local usage, as the term Collin
son Point is sufficient to ·cover this general 
locality. It is an insignificant spot with which. 
to honor Simpson's. great services, and the 
writer has accordingly omitted the.. name frmn 
his map. pease Inlet is n1uch 1nore impor-, 
tant geographically than Simpson Cove, yet 
Simpson was the retll soul of the expedition. 
His. name· has '9een placed at. Simpson L~tgoon, 
behii1d Return Islands· and Jones Islands, as 
·he was the first white man to traverse this body 
of water. 

· Tu1·ner.-Firth River, which Turner ex
plored, had been· discovered ~nd named J\1oun
tai_n Indian River by Franklin. The wl~alers 

·call it Herschel Island River. The charts 
have placed the Firth near the locality where 
the J\1alcolm is. The Boundary Survey maps 
correctly give the name Firth to the portion 
that cuts the 141st meridian. 

FU!]'l.Ston.~Turner River first appeared. on 
the charts of the United States Coast and Geo
detic Survey as. a small river flowing into the 
Arctic. Ocean· a.t. Demarcation Point .. The 
writer was unable to find any such stream in 
the locality indicated on the _maps, and the 
'natives were positive that it did not exist. 
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· NEW PLACE N A~:i:ES •. The map of the Boundary Survey, which cov-~ 
ers that area, shows· only a creek where Turner 
River was. supposed to exist. On this account After the original names had been'eptered on 

· the· name was at first omitted from the· writer's the· map as accurately as possible it was found 
m.ap. Finally, when Funston's manuscript that many new names were .necessary for the 
was found in the files· of the Department of purpose· of g~ographic desc_ription. As far 
Agriculture, it became certain that he had dis- as possible the Eskimo names have been asc.i.~r
'covered and named the large river which emp.. tained and used. The brief description.in the 
·ties into the oce:;tn 15 to 20 miles west of De- ·alphabetic- list suffices for most of them, but 
marcation Point. This river, which is called a fe,": req-q.ire more extended remarks. Where 
l(ongaktlt by the natives, is shown on the the original names. were shifted or changed, 
small-s~cale map which acco~panies this re- the reasons were given under the discussion of· 
port (Pl. III, in pocke.t) ~ . the literat.ure. · 

.M arsh..-Marsh's spelling of Eskimo names · Westward on the map· from the one hundred· 
was adopted from Arey's pronunciation, arid and forty-first meridian, J ago River is the first 
the result is far ·from accurate .. According to name to require explanatioiL There seems to 
information furnished by Arey, Marsh went have been no ancient name for this river. The 
up the writer's Marsh Creek, over to Itkil- modern native name is" Jags," or as near that 
yariak Cr~ek,- through Sunset .Pass to Sad.:. as the natives can pronounce the English word. 
lerochit River, up this river and over to Cash It is. the whaler's nickname .for a. drunken 
Creek, which flows}nto the Canning. 'Vhile · native who first braved .the devils that w~re 
at winter quarters he went a short distance supposed to dwell on the river. As the writer 
up the East Fork of the Canning-a little desired to place the name of Lieut. J ago, of 
beyond the writer's farthest camp. ·No such Collinson's ship, on the map, the slight change 
name as l(uselik [Ooselik] Creek is kn<;>wn to in spelling was ina.de. I-Iulahula River also 

·the writer. seeins to have no ancient name. The modern 
· Peters- and Schrader.-The Itvelik: River of name was given ·within 20 years by a party of 
Peters and Schra.der is probably a blunder, natives from Herschel Island, who had a big 
for on.a native map among their records· it is d~nce on the river after the killing of many 

,put down correctly. The word. is Itkillik, caribou. The word evidently came from the 
meaning "Indian." It was spelled approxi- l{anaka members_ of the whale-ship crews. 
mately this way on earlier maps. The Itkillik, The islands in the chain west of Flaxman 
from native maps in· the possession of the Island have been named afte~ ships, .chiefly of 
writer, as well as· from Stefansson.'s remarks, the whaling fleet~ to which the writer· is in
must enter at the head of the Cohrille delta,. dcbted for favors. or which have been con-· 
and not 20 miles_ above it, as on Peters's map. spicuous in navigating the region. . 
The Colville's east mouth could never have It is -difficult for a white n1an to learn the .. 
been much farther east than no:w, certainly not 
ns .far as Gwydyr Bay, where the I\:uparuk 
enters. The west mouth of the Colville, which 
flows by the trading site of Nigalik, was not 
discovered. 

Stefdnsson and 'Anderson.-In stating that 
no bays existed between Tangent Point and 
Smith Bay, Stefan~son. is· in. error. Fatigue 
Bay certainly exists, and there are several in
dentations in the· shore, one of ·which, McKay 
Inlet, is so deep that the head can not be seen 
from the sand islands which here Jringe the 

. coast. In some of his. numerous articles. in 
Harper's Magazine he speaks of the "mythical 
Gwydyr Bay," which is another error. 

correct pronunciation of an Eskimo name and 
more difficult to arrive at a spelling which is 

·fairly represent~tive of the· name ascertained .. 
This difficulty would exist even if all the na
tives pronounced it the same way. At present. 
there· are several clifi\~rent dialects. represented . 
on the northern coast, and one may hear a. 
place name pronounced in as· many different 
ways as there are dialects. The writer has en
dea.vored to ·ascertain the names used by na-· 
tives. of the tribes which. originally dwelt in. 
the locality.. < 

The· information as to native names given 
py the white men who live in th~ country is. 
decidedly. unreliable, for neithe:r have they 
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trained ear:s nor ure they interested in the ex
actness of their usage. The locative plural · 
-case, Oliktone, is used for Oliktok · by white 
Jnen who have lived among the onatives for 
n1any years. A v<:;ry good example of such 
-carelessness is shown in Ray's native name for 

·the village at Cnpe Smyth. The name on 
:Maguire~ map was Otkiawing (a corruption 
·of the locative case), yet Ray called it Uglaa
mie. Both Stefansson. and the \vriter agree 
·upon Utkiavik. · 

Ray is also respons"ible for the corruption of 
the suffix puk ("big") in such words as Ik
pikpung. If an Eskimo were asked, " vYhere 
are we~" he would naturally say, "Ikpik
pungme "-that is, " at Ikpikpuk." 

J\1ost of the Eskimo names t1sed by the writer 
have been discussed with Stef~l.nsson and Jen
ness. We are in substantial agreement 
throughout, except in the use of the letter" r" 
in such sy lhtbles as " irk " by Stefansson. The 
writer is under obligations to· Ste£ansson for 
calling his attention to faulty pronunciations 
adopted from the white 1nen. 

I ... IST OF GlWGRAPHIC. NAMES. 

The following list. of geographic names in
dudes names for the north shore of Alaska 
'bebveen the 141st meridian and Point Barrow, 
and also names. north of the Arctic-·Yukon 

. divide nnd east of Colville River. vYith. the 
·exceptions here mentioned all the names have 
been traced to their original sources. Admi
ralty Bay and Doctor, Ikalue, Pingolee; Rut
land, and ""Thale islands appear on the British 
.Aclmiralty·charts published after the return of 
the Arctic Searching expeditions. ·All these 
~ames are given to features in the. vicinity of 
Poi11t Barrow, so they probably originated 
with 1\1a.guire. The writer was unable to find 
the original source of the name Itkillik. It is 
-credited to E. L. Bosqui in the " Geographic 
dictionary of Alaska." 1 

In the following catalogue the names in 
bold- faced type have been entered on the 
"'vtiter's map. The authority comes next after 
the place name, and then the . source of the 
lHlnle-";here it has been ascertained. · 

1 U. S. Gcol, Surv~y Bull. 299, p. 331, 190G. . . 

Admiralty; bay. British Admiralty Chart No .. 2435. 
Lower part of Dease Inlet: 

Aichillik; river. Leffingwell.· Empties into the Arctic 
Ocean near tli.e 142d meridian. Spelled Aitshillik 
by Jenness. Meaning· uncertain. 

Alaska; island. Leffingwell. After the . schooner 
Ala.ska, ·of the Canadian Arctic Expedition. One 
of the .Maguire group,· west of Flaxman Island. 

Amaudliktok; island. See Thetis Island. 
Amilrhoen ; point. See Drew. 
Anaktuvuk; plateau. Peters and Schrader. After 

. Anaktuvuk River. Upland. along 'the northern 
front of the Arctic Mountains. · 

Anaktuvuk; river. Peters and Schrader. A tribu
. tary of Colville River. Means "defecating place." 

The writer's spelling is AJ.?aktovuk. 

Anderson; point. Leffingwell. After Dr. R. M. An
derson,· of the Canadian Arctic Expedition. At 
the mouth of Sadlerochit River on the east side 
of Camden Bay. 

Anxiety; point; Franklin,. A conspicuous point at 
the east . end of Howe Isla~d in Sag{_tvanirktol\: 
delta. 

Arctic; mountain system. Brooks. The range ex
. tending east and west across Arctic .Alaska be
tween the Yukon and the Arctic Ocean. 

Arey; island. J~effingwell. After the prospector, H. T. 
Arey, who liYecl in the 1ieigbborhood several years. 
A long sa'nd island west o'f Barter Island. Origi
nally named Barter Island by Franklin, but local 
usage has changed the name Barter Is~and to th~ 
tundra island to the east. · 

Argo; island. Leffingwell. After the yawl Argo. The 
eastern island of the Midways, west of Flaxman 
Island. 

Argo;. shoals. Leffingwell. After the yawl. 4rgo . 
Shoals southeast of Argo Island. 

Attigaru; point. Maguire's map. Point on south side 
of Harrison Bny. Not identified. At-ligga-ru, 
.John Simp~on. 

Back; point. Frn nklin. After one of his officers. On 
the west side of Gwydyr Bay. Not located accu
rately. 

Barrow; point. Beechey. ·After Sir John Barro"'-· 
Northernmost poi~t of Alaska. Eskimo: Nuwuk, 
"point of land." 

Barter; island. Franklin, Leffingwell. A tundra 
island near tl~e 144th meridi.an. This island was 
nam~d Point Manning by Franklin, but local 
usage has changed the name. Franldin's Barter 
Island i.s called Arey Island on the writer's map. 
Eskimo: Kaktoavik, "seh;1ing place." Stefanss~n 

spells it Kaaktovik. 

· Barter ; river. See Sadlerochit. Given by Marsh for 
a river south of Barter Island. Probably the 
same as Sadlerochit River on the writer's map. · 

Beaufort; bny. See Beaufort Lagoon. 
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Beaufort; lagoon. Franklin. After Capt. Francis 
Be::.J.ufort, H. N. Lagoon between Ic~ Reef and 
Humphreys Point. Named -Beaufort Bay by 
Franklin. 

·Becher; point. See Beechey. 
BE?echey; mound. Leffingwell. A conspicuous mound 

3 miles inland from Point Beechey. Used in 
triangulation. 

Beechey; point. Franklin. On the mainland behind 
Jones Islands. On the charts this locality is 
called Point Becher, and Point Beechey is put at 
Oliktok (Point Berens), near ·the Colville. 

Bell; river. Dease and Simpson's map. On west side 
of Gwydyr Bay; Not located. Dease and Simp
son call it Bells River. 

Eellevue; riv~r. Dease and Simpson.· Empties into 
Elson Lagoon, within_ sight of Point . Barrow. 
Eskimo name, Mayoria, .on Maguire's map. Not 
located. 

Belvedere; island. Leffingwell. After the whale ship 
Belvedere. One of the Stockton Islands, west of 
Flaxman Island. 

Berens ; point. See Oliktok. 
Bernard; harbor. Leffingwell. After Capt. Joe Ber

nard, of the schooner Teddy Bear; who wintered 
there in 1909-10. At the northeast corner of 
Barter Island. 

Bertoncini; island. Leffingwell. After C,apt. John 
Bertoncini, of the whaling fleet, known as 
"Johnny, the Painter." One of the Jones Islands: 

Black Head. See Black Rock Point. 
Black Rock ; point. Dease and Simpson's map ; not 

mentioned in their text. On· ·east side of Dease 
Inlet. Not located. Probably the same as Black· 
Head of British Admiralty Chart No. 593. 

Boat; creek. Dease a~d . Simpson.. At Point Drew, 
- east side of Smith. Bay. 

Boat Extreme; point.. See Tulimanik. Dease and 
Simpson. ·westernmost locality reached by boats. 
Name not established, and location indefinite. 

Bodfish; island. Leffingwell. · After Capt. Bodfish, of 
the whaling fleet. One of the Jones Islands. 

~ould(')r ; island. ·See Boulder Shoals._ 
Boulder; shoals. Franklin, Leffingwell. In Camden 

. Bay. The island named Boulder Island by Frank
lin has sirice been washed away, leaving shoals. 

· . British; ·lllountains. Franklin. A cha_in Qf mountains 
near the international boundary, first seen from 
Mount Conybeare. The "!'estern limit is against 

·the Romanzof Mountains. 
Brower; point. Leffingwell. After C. D. ·Brower, 

long a resident at Barrow. 'l'he northern end ·of 
I~'oggy Island. 

Brownlow; point. Franklin. On the mainland .2 . 
miles east of Flaxinan Island. 

Bulle:p; point. Franklin. On· the mainland in 'longi
tude 146°· 50'. Eskimo: Shavugavik, "working 

. place." 

Cache; 'creek. Marsh. The second tributary on the 
east' side of the Canning. Flows through Ikiak
pa urak Valley. -

Camden; bay. Franklin. After Marquess Camden .. 
Originally bet\\'een Barter Islam! unu Point 
Brownlo\\'. Hestricted to the area between Point. 
Anderson._, and Konganevik on. the writer's map. 

Cameron; point. Dease and Simpson's map; not men-· 
tioned in their. text. A few miles west uf Cape· 
Halkett. Location indefinite. . 

·Canning; river. Franklin. After "the late 1\lr. Can
ning." Empties by two mouths near Flaxman 
_1sl~ml. -The eastern mouth is the odginal Can-
ning and fhe western mouth, the Staines. Es-
kimo: Kugruak, "old. river;" Marsh spelled it. 
Kooguru. 

Carey; creek. Marsh. Probably after H. T. Arey· 
(Ned Arey)_. Tributary to the Canning. I~<.'ca-
tion unknown. 

Carter; creek. Leffingwell. After the prospector, F •. 
. G. Carter. Empties into Camden Bay a few miles. 

east of Collinson Point. 
Carter; p·ass. Marsh. After the prospector, F. G. 

Carter, who first crossed it. Pass from Marsh 
Fork of the Canning to the east brar,1ch of the
Chandalar. Not located. 

Challenge; entrance. Leffingwell. After the schooner 
Ohalleng_e, which is believed to have been the
first vessel to pass through it. Between the 
Stockton and Maguire groups' of islands, west of 
Flaxman Island. 

Challenge; island._· Leffingwell. After the schoonoc 
Challenge. One of the Maguire group, west of 
Flaxman Island. 

Chamberlin; mountain. Leffingwell. After Prof. T. 
C. Chamberlin. A conspicuous peal\:, 9.000 feet 
high, at the headwaters of Sadlerochit River. 

Chandos ; point. Franklin .. Location doubtful, west 
of Anxiety· Point. 

Charles ; point~ Dease and Simpson. On the main-· 
land of -Elson Lagoon, west of Point Christie. 
Not located. 

Chip.p; river. · Howard. ·After Lieut. Chipp, of· the 
Jeannette expedition. Heads near the Colville 
and enters the ocean between Dease Inlet and 
Smith Bay. Eskimo: Ikpikpuk, . "big bank." 
H.ay and others erron~usly spell it Ikpikpung, 
a corruption of the locative case, Ikpikpungi_Tie~ 

"at Ikpikpuk." 
Christie; point. -Dease and Simpson. After Chief 

Factor Christie, of the Hudson's Bay Co. The· 
northwest point of Dease ·Inlet. Not located. 
Maguire's map gives Toolavia as t)1e Eskimo-
name. 

Clarence; river. Franklin. After His Royal High-
ness the Lord High Admiral. Alaska and Yukon,. 
Canada, debouching near Demarcation Point .. 

Coblura; point. Maguire's chart. A projection on. 
. the south side of the spit running eastward from 

Point B~rrow, near Plover Point. · 

Collinson; point. Stockton. After Capt. Richard: 
Collinson,· R. N. A sand spit in Camrten Bay~ 
Collinson did not winter here, as is often stated~ 
Eskimo: Nuwuak, ·~influenza" ( ?) . 
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Oolville; river. Dease and Simps~n. After Andrew Egg; island. Leffingwell. One of the Return Islands. 
Colville, of the Hudson's Bay Co. Enters the Probably Franklin's original Return Ueef. 
Arctic Ocean near the 150th meridian. Spelled Ellice; point. Dease and Simpson. After Hight Bon. 
Colville on Dense m;td Simpson's map and all Edward Ellice. A bend in the coast at a high 
succeeding ones. The Eskimo name for the bank west of Cape Hnlkett. 
lower river is Kupik, "big river." Schrader ancl El~on; bay. See Elson Lagoon. 
Peters spell it Gubik. The. headwaters are Elson; lagoon. Beechey. After Master Thomas El-
called Kangianik. The approximate meaning is son, R N., of H. M. s. Blossom. The lagoon ex-
"headwaters." tending eastward from Point Barrow as far as 

Comfort; point. Dease and Simpson. West side of Point Tangent. Named Elson Bay by Beechey. 
Harrison Bay. There is no conspicuous point at Endicott; mountains. Allen and Schrader. That por'-

. the locnlity described. Not located. . tion of the Arctic Range between the 145th and 
Ooopet·; islnnd. Moore. After one ·of his officers. 154th meridians. 

One of the Plover Islands. Location indefinite. Endicott; plateau. Schrader. A plateau out of which 
Eskimo: Iglurak, "srnall iglu." Stefansson spells the Endicott Mountains were supposed to have 
it Iglornk. · . been carved. 

Oot>leston; mountnin. Franklin. After Dr. Cople- Eskinio; islands. Dease ana Simpson, Leffingwell. 
sto.n, provost of Oriel College. Applied to west- Originally applied to a single island in Harrison 
ern extremity of the chain of mountains· which B~1y, but on the writer's map to two islands near 
ends abreast of Flaxman Island. Located by the the place where Dease and Simpson put ·'the 
writer nt the west end of Shublik Mountains. name. 

Oottle; island. Leffinm.vell. After Capt. Steven Cot-
1:! • Esquimaux; island. See Eskimo Islands. 

tie, of the whnling fleet. The easternmost of the Evasha. See Ivishak. 
Jones Islands. Fatigue; bay. Dense and Simpson. Shallow and ir-

Crescent; island. On Maguire's chart of Point Bar- regular bay east of Point Tangent. Name not 
~·ow and Port Moore. Second Island east of established. Tile locality is covered by the name 
Point Barrow. Name not established by local Mackay Inlet. 
usage. · 

_ Fawn; creel\:. ·Dease.and Simpson. On the east side 
Oross; island. Stockton. An isolated sand island of Gwydyr Bay. Called Fawn River by Dease 

about 10 miles north of Anxiety Point. and Simpson. 
Davidson Mountains. Turner. The Arct,ic Mountains Fawn; river. See Fawn Creek. 

at the Arctic-Yukon divide along the 141st merid-
inn. Not loctlted. See Endicott. Firth; river. Turner. Flo,vs from Alaska northeas~-

Deadnuin; island. See Doctor Islan.d. ward through Canada and empties opposite Her
schel Island. Named Mountain Indian River by 

Dease; inlet. Dease and Simpson. After Peter War- F 1nll'n and He schel I 1 d R' e b th · r; \: 1 , r s an 1v r y e 
ren Dense, of the Hudson's Bay Co. South- whalers .. 
west of Tangen~ Point at the eastern end of 

Flaxman; island. Franklin. After the sculptor Flax-
ID!son Lagoon. Eskimo name (Maguire's map), man. A tundra island on the 146th meridian. 
Kilulea. Eskimo : Sidrak ( ? ) , " fox hole.'-' 

Demnrcation; bny. Intemational Boundary Com-
mission, 19:1.2. Behind Demarcation Point .near Foggy; island. Franklin. On the eastern side of 
the 141st meridian. the Sagavanirktok delta. 

Demnrcntion; point. . Franklin. Near longitude 141 o, Foggy Island; bay~ Dease and Simpson. Bay be-
the bomidary between C\lnada and Alaska. tween Tigvarial\: and Foggy islands. 

Doctor; island. The first sand island east of Point FratPklin; mountains. Dease and Simpson. Origi-
Bnrrow. On the east side- of Moore Channel. nally the chain of mo~mtains west of the Canning 
'I'he same as Martin Island on Maguire's chart. but used by the writer to .include the part of the 
Known as Deadman Isl.and among the residents Arctic Rarige west of the Romanzof Mountains · 
nt Ban·ow. Called Doctor's Island on British and north of the Yukon-Arctic divide. 
Admiralty Chart No. 2435. Garry; creek. Dease and Simpson .. After Nicholas 

Drew; point. Dease and Simpson. After Richard Ga1T;y. Empties into the west side of Harrison 
Drew, lDsq., of the Hudson's Bay Co. On the east Bay. Called Garry River by. Dease and Simpson. 
side of Smith Buy. On Maguire's map the Eskimo Garry; river. See Garry Creek. 
nmne is given as Amilrhoen. Gordon; point. Leffingwell.· After Tom Gordon, long · 

Duchess; island. Leffingwell.. After the schooner a residen,t at Barrow. A point on the "llla inland 
D1'chcss of 1Jeclfo1'(l, of the Mikkelsen-Leffingwell 5 miles east of Point Bullen. 
expedition. One of the Maguire group west of Greenough ; mountain. Franklin. At eastern end of 
li'Jnxmnn Island. Romanzof' Mountains. On his map but not .men-

Duck; island. Leffingwell. A-small silt island in the tioned in text. N:ot located. 
Sagavanirktok delta )ves~ of Foggy Island. Griffin; ·point. Franklin. At the east side of the 

Engle; creek. Marsh. Flows through Ikiakpuk Val- lagoon east of Martin Point. Position doubtful 
ley into the Canning. from text and map. 
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Gubik; river. See Colville. ~Ikiakpaurak; valley. Leffingwell. One of the three 
Gull; island. Leffingwell. A small sand island in structural valleys between Canning and Sadie-

. Prudhoe Bay. rochit rivers. Means "small valley." 
Gwydyr; bay. Franklin. Behind Return Islands. Ikiakpuk; valley. Leffingwell. One of the three struc-
Halkett; cape. Dease- and Simpson. After one of . tural .valleys between Canning nnd Sadlerochit 

the directors <;>f the 'Hudson's Bay Co. A tundra. riverK Means "big valley." 
island on the north,vest stde. of Harrison Bay, Ikiraaluk. See Moore Channel. 
connected to the mainland by a spi~. Eskimo : Ikkernluk. See Moore CQ.annel. -
Ishuk, "end." Steffinsson spells it Isuk. Iko. Maguire's map. Eskimo name for Mackenzie 

Harrison; bay. Dease and· Simpson. After the dep- Bay ( ? ) in Elson Lagoon. 
uty governor of the Hudson's Bay Co. A large Ikpikpuk; river. 'See Chipp. 
bay into which the Colville empties. Eastern Ikpikpung ;·river. See Chipp. 
limit at ~hetis Island and western at Cape · Illuitkuk; islands. See Plover Island::s. ' 
Halkett. Ishuk; cape. See Halkett. 

Heald; point. . Frankiin. . On the east side of Prud- Isuk ; point. See Halkett. 
~10e Bay. Called Point Herald in the Philadelphia Itkillik; river. Credited to E. L. Bosqui in "Geo-
edition, 1828. graphic ·dictionary of Alaska." A large river en-

Herschel Island; river. See Firth. . tering the Colville from the east at the head of 
Hopso~; point. Leffingwell. Af~er Fred Hopson, the delta. Peters and Schrader spell it Itvelik. 

long a resident at Barrow .. On the m~inland 15 Means "Indian." 
miles west of Flaxman Island. ltkilyariak; creek. Leffingwell. A tributary to the 

Howe; island. Leffingwell. After Dr. George P. Sadlerochit~ Means "Route by which the ltkil-
Howe, of" the Mikkelsen~Leffingwell expedition. lik travel." Marsh calls it Ooselik. 
A conspicuous silt island in the delta of the Itv~lik; river. See Itkillik. 
Sagavanirktok. Anxiety Point is at the eastern Ivishak; river. Marsh. The chief tributary of the 
end of this island. Sagavanirktok. Marsh spelis it Evasha. Means 

Hoola-hoola; river. See Hul~hula. "red earth" (hematite?). 
Hulahula; river. Marsh. River entering the Arctic · Jago; river. Leffingwell. After Lieut. Jago, of Col-

Ocean at the 144th meridian. The· name is of - Huson's ship. Empties into the Arctic Ocean at 
Kanaka origin, and was introduced by the Martin Point, near the 143d meridian. The Es-
whalers. The mea.ning is "dance." Stefansson kimo. name is Jags. 
spe~ls it Oolahoo1a and Ulahula; Marsh, Hoola- Jeannette; island. Leffingwell. After the whale ship 
hoola. ,Jeannette. One of the McClure group of islands 

Hull; point. Maguire's chart. After Master Thomas west of Flaxman Island. 
Hull,· R. N., of H. 1\f. S. Plover. On east side of · Jones; islands. Dease. and Simpson. After Rev. 
Moore Channel, east of Point Barrow. David T. Jones. A chain of low tundra islands 

Humphreys; point. Franklin. On west side of Beau- between Oliktok (Berens Point) and. Poii1t 
fort Lagoon. ·Spelled Humphrys once in text, but Beechey. Renamed Th~tis Islands by ·stockton. 

. elsewhere and on his map Humphreys. Kaaktovik. See- Barter Island. 
Huskisson; mountain. Franklin: Western extremity Iiadleroshilik; mound. Leffingwell. A mound rising 

of British Mountains. After Mr. Huskisson. Not 400 feet above sea level about 13 miles inland 
located. · ~rom Foggy Island· Bay. Perhaps means "pos-

Hyalts ; creek. Marsh. A tributary to the Canning. sesses something on top " or " which seems to 
Location unknown. approach" ( ?) . 

Ice Stream; point. Dease and Simpson's map,· not Iiadleroshilik; river. · Leff.ingwell. After the mound · 
· mentioned irt text. In Smith Bay. Not located., of the same name. Enters the ocean at Foggy 

. Icy; reef. · Franklin. A long sand island a few miles Island Bay. 
west of Demarcation Point. · . · Kalokut; creek. Leffingwell. A creek emptying· into 

lgalik; island. LeffingwelL The easternmost of· the the Arctic Ocean between Aichillik and Turner 
Plover Islands. Means "window " ( ? ) .. Probably rivers. 
the same as Ikalue on British A<;lmiralty Chart Iiarluk; island. Leffingwell. After the whale ship 
No. 593. J(arluk. One of the McClure gr~up of islands 

Iglorak. See Cooper Island. 
. Iglurak. See Cooper Island. 

· Ignek; creek. Leffingwell. The first tributary on the 
east side of the 9anning. Means "fir~." Jenness· 

· spells it Ignik. 

Ignek; valley. Leffingwell. One of the three struc
tural valleys between Canning and Sadlerochit 
rivers. 

Ikalue Island. See .Igalik. 

west of Flaxman Island . 
Katakturuk; river. Leffingwell. Empties into Cam

den Bay, Arctic coast. Perhaps means "a nar
row place " ( ? ) . 

Kilulea. See Dease Inlet. Maguire's map. Eskimo 
name for De~se Inlet. 

Kogru. Maguire's map. Eskimo name for a stream 
emptying ihto the west side· of Harrison Bay, 
At·ctic coast. 
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1\:ongnkut; riv.er. See Turner. 
J{ongn.nevik; · poi~t. Lefllngwell. A point on the 

west side of Cnrnden Bay, Arctic coast. Jenness 
spells it Kongnngevik. lV.(enns "place where there 
is u lleer pond." · 

Koopowrn; river. See Kuparuk. 
Kugruuk; river. See Canning. 
Kuguru; river. See Canning. 
Kulgm·nk; point. See Tangent. 
J{upn.ruk; mounds. Leffingwell.' Two mounds near 

t:.l.le const on the east side of Kuparuk lUver. 
]{upul'uk; river .. Marsh. Enters .ocean at Gwydyr 

Buy, near 149th meridian. Means "rather large 
river." Marsh spells it Koopowra. 

Kupik; .river. See Colville River. 
Kupowm; river. See Kuparuk. 
Lcnvitt; island. Lefllngwell. After Capt .. George 

Leavitt, of the whaling fleet. The largest of the 
~ones Islands. Eskimo name, Pingok, "n mound." 

Lion; point. Franklin, Lefllngwell. After one of 
ll'rnnl\:lin's bouts. The northwest point of Tig
variuk Island. The name originally applied to 
the island. 

I .ion and Reliance; reefs. See Tigvariak Island. 
Long; island. Lefllngwell. After Capt. Long, of the 

whu ling fleet. 'I' he westemmost of thn Heturn 
Islands. 

1\lcClurc; islands.' Le~ngwell. After Capt. Robert 
McClure, R. N. The group of isl:mds next east 
of Cross Island, iii the chain of sand islands ex
tending westward from l1'lnxmun Island. 

l\lclntyrc; point. Lefllngwell. After Samuel Mcin
tyre, who worked for the writer for three years. 
On the mainlanu opposite the east end of the 
Ueturn Islands. 

McPherson; point. Dense and Simpson. Near Point 
Drew, enst of Smith B.ny. Does not appear on · 
their .mnp .. Omitted us unnecessary. 

McTnv.ish; point. British Admiralty Chart No. ·593. 
Southwest pnrt of Dense Inlet. McThvisk on 
Mnguire's map. 

Mc'I'hvisk; point. See McTavish. 
Mu.ckuy; inlet. Dease a~1d Simpson. After one of 

Dease nnd Simpson's men. Between Dense Inlet 
and Smith Bay. Given as McKay's Inlet by Dease 
and Simpson. 

Mackenzie; bay. Dease and Simpson. . After· Chief 
Fuctor Hoclerick Mackenzie. On the mainland in · 
lJJison Lagoon. Not locnted. Probably the bay 
called Iko on Maguire's. map. 

Mncleotl ; point. Dease and Simpson. East of Point 
Drew. Given as Point 1\'t'I....eod. by Dease and 
Simpson, Omitted· ns unnecessary. 

lVfaghl ; point. Maguire's map. See Tangent. 
Maguire; islands. Leffingwell. After Commander 

Itochfort Maguire, R N. The group of sand 
islnnds west of Flaxman Island, comprising Chal
lenge, Alnsku, Duchess, North Star, and No. 3 
islands. 

16344°-18-7 

Manning; point. Franklin. A peninsula 2 miles east 
of :Barter Island. Nnme originally applied· to 
the island called Bnrter Islnnd on the writer's 
map. 

Marsh; creek. Lefllngwell. After the prospectorS. J. 
Marsh. Empties into the Arctic Ocenn at Col-
linson Point, in Camden Bay. . 

1\farsh; fork of Canning River. United States Geo
grnphic Board, 1906 (U. S. Geol. Survey J?ull. 299, 
p. 426). After the prospector S. J. 1\Iarsh. ·The 
left or west fork of Canning River. Calleu Right 
Fork by l\fnrsh. 

Mn.rtin; island. Moore. After one of his ofllcers. 
One of the Plover Islands. Original location in
definite. nenr Point Tnngent. On l\Inguire's- chart 
it is put at Moore Channel. On the writer's map 
it is put next east of Cooper Island. Eskimo 
name, :Slliningarok, " he slept." 

l\lal'tin; point. Franklin. Afte~ Sir Henry Martin .. 
. Original locality doubtful. On the writer's map 
it is applied to the bend in the coast line 10 miles 
east of Barter Island. 

1\fn.ry Sachs; entrance. Lefllngwell. After the 
schooner Mary S([,chs, o~ the Cnnadian Arctic Ex
pedition, which first passed through the entrance. 
An entrance into the . lagoon west · of Flaxman 
Island. 

l\lary Sachs; island. Leffingwell. After the schooner 
}.{(try Sachs, of· the Canndian Arctic Expedition. 
First sand island· west of Fia::-:m.an I~land. 

1\Iayoria; river. See Bellevue. 
l\fayoriak; river. . Stefansson. Empties into Smith 

Bay,, Arctic coast. Rer:-orted. outlet of Teshekpuk. 
Not located. 

Michelson; mountain. After Prof. A. A. ~:Iichelson. 

A glacier-clad peak on the west side of Okpilak 
River. 

Midway; islands. Stockton. A nnme ·used by the 
whalers. A group of three sand islands about 8 
miles north of Prudhoe Bay~ 

Miguakiak; river. Maguire's map. River at bottom. 
of Smith Bay, Arctic coast. Reported outlet of 
Teshekpuk. ·See Mayoriak. 

Mikkelsen; bay.· Lefllng~vell. After Capt. Ejnnr Mik
kelsen. Between Point Bullen and Tigvnriak 
Island. 

Miln.e; point. Dease and Simpson. Original location 
indefinite behind Jones Islands. 

Moore ; channel. Maguire's chnrt. After Commander 
T. E. I... Moore, R N. Channel leading into Pot;t 
Moore. Eskimo name on Maguire's chart is 
lkkeraluk; on Rny's map, lkiraaluk, " a worth-
less provision rack" ( ?) . · 

Moore ; port. Maguire's chart. After Commander 
T. E. L. Moore, R N. In Elson Lngoon, 3 miles 
east of Poi.nt Burrow. 

Mountain Indian ; river. See Firth. 
N,.rwhal; island. Lefllngwell. After the whale ship 

Narwhal. One of the McClure group of islands, 
west of Flaxman lslnnd. 

Neruokpuk. See Lake Peters and Lnke Schrader. 
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Newport; entrance. Leffing\vell. After the· .whale 
ship NewpoTt, which is reported to have entered 
the lagoon at this place. · Entrance to the lagoon 
west of .Flaxman Island, between McClure and 
Stockton groups.· 

Newport; island. Leffingwell. After the w:hale ship 
Newpo1·t. The western island of the Stockton 

· group, west of Flaxman Island; 

Nigalik; native trading site in the Colville delta. 
Means· "goose." Maguire, Nighali; ~impson,, 

Nigalek; Peters and Schrader, N~galuk; Stefans
son, Nirlik. 

Nighali. See Nigalik. 
Nigamak: Maguire's map. On the west side of the 

. Colville· delta. Probably an error for Nigalik. 
Nighali. Se~ Nigalik. 
Nirlik. See Nignlik. 
North Star; island. Leffingwell. After the schooner 

North Star. One of the Maguire group, west of 
Flaxman Island.· 

Nos. 3, 6, 11, 1~, 13, 19, 20; islands. Leffing
\Yell. The numbers used in surveying. In the 
chain of sand islands west· of. Flaxman Island. 

Nunarunga. · Maguire's map. On the east side of 
the Ool ville delta. 

Nuwuak ; point. See Collinson. 
Nuwuk; point. See Barrow. 
Ocean; point. Peter~ ·and Schrader's map. Near the 

head of the Col ville delta. 

Oker~kovik; river. Leffingwell. A tributary from 
the east to ·Jago River. Means "place .. where 
there is a blubber cache." Jenness spells it 
Ukerukuvik. 

Okpilak;. river. Leffingwell. Enters the Arctic Ocean 
at the 144th meridian, having. a delta in common 
with Hulahula Hiver. .Means "no willows." 

Okpirourak; creek. Leffingwell. A tributary to Jago 
River from the west. Means '' .. a few ·willows." 

Olikto ; point. See Oliktok. 

'Olikto:K; point. Pullen. East of· the eastern mouth 
of the Colville. Means "it shakes or trembles." 
Spelled Olikto by the early explorers. Named 
Point Berens by Dease and Simpson, but this 
name has not .become ·established. Called Point 
Be·echey on the charts. 

Oolahoola; river. Bee Hulahula. 
Ooselik ; creek. See· Itkilyariak. 
Owens; shoals. Stockton. After Capt. Owen, who 

reported tbem. Doubtful shoals north of Point 
Barrow. 

Pacific; shoal. Stockton. Reported by Capt. Knowles, 
of the whaler Pacific. Originally a few miles 
east of Cape Halkett, in Harrison Bay. Used by 
the writer to cover the shoals t:Pat extend around 
the upper end ·of the bay. 

Pelly, mountains.·· Dease ·and Simpson. Reported to 
. be near the coast west of the Colville. That no 

such mountains exist was first reported by Stock
ton. 

Peters; lake. . Leffingwell. After W. J. Peters, of the . 
United States Geological Survey'. One of two 
lakes on the headwaters of Sadlerochit River. 

.Eskimo: Neruokpuk, "big lake." Jenness spells 
it ·Narivukpuk. 

Pingok, island. See Leavitt. 
Pingolee, island; British Admiralty Chart No. 593. 

One. of the Piover Islands. Not identified. 
Pitt; pQint. Dease and Simpson. The northernmost 

point on the coast between Harrison and Smith 
bays. 

Plover's group. See Plover Islands. 
Plover; islands. Moore. The chain of sand islands 

between Point Barrow and Point Tangent. The 
original name, Pl~ver's group, included only the 
four westernmost islands. On Maguire's chart 
the native name Illuitkuk is used to designate the 
western islands. This is not an established name 
and is probaJ;>ly incorrect. 

Plover, point. Maguire's chart. After H. M:. S. 
Plover. .Extreme eastern end of spit running 
eastward from Point Barrow, Arctic coast .. Not 
established. 

Pokang. See Pokok bay. 
Pokok; bay. Leffingwell. Between Points Hum

phreys and Griffin. The name Pokang is given on 
Surg. John Simpson's native map of 1854. 

Pole; island. .Whalers. A sand island of the Stock
ton group, about 20 miles west of Flaxman Is
land. This may not have been the original loca
tion, for there is no settled usage among the 
whalers. 

Poleiikun; point. Point Poleakoon on Maguire's map. 
Southeastern shore of Smith Bay, Arctic coast. 
Not located. 

Prudhoe; bay. Franklin. ·West of the mouth of 
Sagavanirktok River. Probably this bay includes 
Yarborough· Inlet. 

Prudhoe; mound. Leffingwell. A small mound at 
the bottom of Prudhoe Bay, used in triangulation. 

Red; hill. Leffingwell. At the west end of Sadlero
. chit Mountains .. 

Reindeer; island. Le_ffingwell. After the whale ship 
Reindeer, which was wrecked in the vicinity. 
The westernmost of the Midway Islands west of 
Flaxman Island. 

Reindeer; lake. Dease and Simpson's map. Not men
tioned in text. On west side of Dease Inlet. 
Not located. 1 

, 

Reliance; point. Franklin, Leffingwell. After one 
of Franklin's boats. The northeast point of 
Tigvariak Island. The name originally applied 
to the island. 

Return; cove. Moore. Northeast side of Dease Inlet. 
Not located. 

Return; islands. Franklin, Leffingwell. A chain Of 
sand islands extending across Gwydyr Bay. The 
original name, Return Reef, was applied · to a 
single sand island northeast of Gwydyr Bay, but 

· it has been established to cover the whole chain 
of islands.· 
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Return; mound. Leffingw.ell. ·A conspicuous mound 
use(l iu. trinngulntion, about 8 miles inland on 
Kuparuk Hiver. 

ltetnrn ; reef. See Heturn Islands .. 
Hight Fork, of Canning River. See Marsh Fork. 
Uobinson; mountain. Franklin. After the Right 

Hon. Mr. Hobinsou. Eastern extremity of'British 
Mol.mtnins. Not located. 

Hocl(y; mountain system. Franklin .. Mou~tains ex
tending across Arctic Alaska .. 

Itomanzof; mountains. Franklin. After Count Ro
manzof. Described by F'rankl~n as lofty peaks 
covered with snow, \vhich commence at the west
ern termination of the Bl'itish Mountains abreast 
of Grifl1n Point and extend to the Canning. Nt1rne 
r~!Stricted by the writer to the higher area of· 
granite mountains around headwaters of Okpilak 
Hlver. 

Hose; point. Dease and Simpson. Doubtful point in 
Elson Lagoon, not on their map. Not located. 

n.oss; bny. Dease and Simpson. On the mainland 
of Elson I ... agoon. Not located. 

H.ownnd; point. Dease and Simpson. On the main
land of Elson Lagoon .. Not located. 

Hutlnnd; island. British Admiralty Chart No. 593. 
One of the Plover· Isl:lnds. Not identified. 

Sndlcrochit; mountains. Leffingwell. The northern 
front range of the Arctic l\Iountains bet\veen Sad
le•·ochit nnd Canning rivers. 

. Sndlcrochit; river. Leffingwell. Empties into the 
Arctic Ocean near longitude 144° 30'. ¥eans 
"the urea. outs~de of the mountains" ( ?) . Prob
ably the same as Marsh.'s Barter River. 

·Sagavanirktok; river .. Marsh. A large river entering 
the Arctic Ocean between Foggy Island Bay and · 
Prudhoe Bny, at longitude 14S.0 • Means " strong 
current." Ma.rsi:t, Sawanukto; Anderson, Shara
vnnnktok. The spelling Sagavanirktok has been 
ndopted by the United ·States Geographic Board. 
The writer perfers Shaga v'anuktok. 

Saktuitut; islnnd. Maguire's mnp. Eskimo name ,for 
an island in I-Im·rison Bay. Probably one of 
the E~kimo Islands. 

Snlisbury; mountain. Leffingwell. After Prof. R. ri. 
Salisbury. A conspicuous double sn.ow-clad peak 
a few miles west of Canning River. 

Salt; creek. Dense and Simpson's map; not men
tioned in text. Runs into a luke back of Point 
Drew. Not located. 

Savaovik; river. See Shaviovik. 
Saviovik; river. See Shaviovik. 
Snwnnukto ;• river. See Sngavanirktok. 

·Schrader; lake. Leffingwell. After F. C. Schrader, 
of the United States Geological Survey. One of 
two lakes on the headwaters of Sadlerochit River. 
Eskimo: Nert~okpuk, "big lake." 

Scott; point. D~ase anci Simpson. On the west side 
of Mackenzie Bay, Elson Lagoon. Not located. 

.Sentinel ; hill. Peters and Schrnder's mnp. · On Col
ville River, about 50 miles from the Arctic coast. 
Not located. 

·shagnvanuktok; river .. See Sngnvanirl\'tolc 

· Sharava.naktol\'; river. See Sa~avanirktok. 
Shaviovik; mound. Leffingwell. A mound about 80 

feet -high, visible from the coast, west of Shavio~ 
vii( River. Used for a triangulation station. 

Shaviovik; river. Marsh. Enters ocean near longi
tude 147° ·10'. Means "place where there is 

. iron." .. Marsh and Stefansson spell it Saviovik. 
Shavugavik. See Bullen Point. 
Shiningerok; island. See Martin. 
Shublik; springs. ,Leffingwell. General locality near 

a lnrge spring on Cannlng River. Means "a 
spriug." J.enness spells it Sublik. 

Shublik; mountains. Leffingwell. An outlying chain 
of mountains, between Canning and Sadlerochit 
rivers.· 

Sidrak; islnnd. See Flaxman. 
Siko; creek ( ?) . Leffingwell. Surg. John Simpson's 

native map shows Siko Island at this locality. 
A creek or locality behind Icy Reef, where ice re
mains the year around. Spelled Siku by Ste
ffinsson. 

Siku. See Siko. 
Simpson; cape. Dease and Simpson. After George 

Simpson, governor of the Hudsqn's Bay Co. 
On the west side of Smith Bay. The original 
sharp projecting point has been cut off by the 
waves so that the exact location is indefinite. 
Used. to cover the bend in the coast line on the 
western 13ide of the bay. On Maguire's map the 
Eskimo name is Wewa.leah, which is probably 
incorrect. 

Simpson ; cove. Stockton. After Thomas Simpson. 
Behind Collinson Point in Camden Bay. The 
name has not become established and is not 
necessary. 

Simpson; lagoon. Leffingwell. After Thomas Simp
son; tJf the Hudson's Bay Co. Behind Return au(l 
Jones islands. 

Sinclair; river. Dease and Simpson. After one of 
their men. Enters ocenn hetween McKay Inlet. 
and Smith Bny. Not located. 

Smith; bay. Dease and Simpson. After Chief Fac
tor Smith, of the Hudson's Bay .co. The first 
important bay east of Point' Barrow. 

Smith; river. Dease and Simpson. An inconspicu
ous creek near Pitt Point. 

Spy; islands. Leffingwell. After the schooner Spy, 
which went inside of them about 1881. Two or 
three closely connected sand islands north of 
Oliktok. 

Staines; river. See Canning. 
Stockton; islands. Leffingwell. After Capt. C. H. 

Stockton, United States Nayy. The group of 
snnd islands west of Flaxman Island, comprising 
Newport, Pole, Belvedere, and Nos. 11, 12, and 
13 islands. · 

Storkcrsen; point. Leffingwell. After Storker Stor
kersen, who worked for l\f'ikkelsen n ncl Leffing
well and later· for Steffinsson. On the mainland' 
at the east side of Gwydyr Bay. 

Stump; island. Leffingwell. The easternmost of the 
Return Islands. 
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Sunset; pass. Marsh. Pass through the east end of 
Sadlerochit Mountains at the head of Itkilyariak 
·Creek, leading to Sadlerochit River. 

Sweeney; point. Leffingwell. After Dan Sweeney, 
who worked for the writer. On the mainland 
10 miles west of Flaxman Island. 

Tamayariak; creek. Leffingwell. A tributary which 
enters the Canning from the east, near the coast. 
Means "~oute where some people were lost." 

'Tangent; point. Dease and Simpson. At the eastern 
end of Elson Lagoon. Northeast of Dease Inlet. 
Maguire gives M:lghi for the Eskimo name and 
Surg. John Simpson (native map), Kul-gu-r,ak. 

Tapkaluk; islands. Leffingwell. Eskimo name for 
several nearly connected islands west of Cooper 
Island in the Plover group. 

Taselcpuk; lake. See Tesbekpuk. 
Tasirkpuk .. Sec Teshekpuk. 
'.rasokpoh. See. Teshepuk. 
Teshekpuk; lake. Maguire's map. A large .lake be

hind Pitt Point, .on the Arctic coast. Means "big 
inclosed coastal 'waters" or "big coastal lake." 
Stefii.nsson ·spells it Tasirkpuk. It has other 
spellings. 

Thetis ; islands. See Jones. 
Thetjs; island. Leffingwell. After' the'U. S. S. Thetis. 

A large sand island about 7 miles northwest of 
. Oliktok. Eskimo name, "Amaudliktok," perhaps 
· the "Pacific eider." The whalers call this "West 

Thetis Islall'd. ~· 
·Thetis; mound. Leffingwell. A mound 3 miles south

. _east of Oliktok, used .in triangulatio~. 
'.Thomson; poinf. Franklin. On a sand spit about 5 

miles west of l!'laxman Island. Original loca
tion doubtful. Given " Thomson " in text and 

'wewaleah. See Cape Sinipson. 
Whale; island. British Admiralty Chart No. 593. A 

sand island in the Plover group. Not ide,ntified. 
Wright ; point. Maguire's map. East side of Dease 

Inlet. Not located. ' 
Yarborough; inlet. Franklin. East of Return Island. 

It has been necessary to omit either Ya1:borougll 
Inlet or Prudhoe Bay. As there is a bay and 
not an inlet, the name Yarborough Inlet has been 
dropped. 

GENERAL GEOLOGY. 

GEOLOGIC WORK IN ':fHE CANNING RIVER REGION. 

The writer's aim was to work out a complete 
section of the formations on the north side of 
the Arctic-Yukon divide, and, so far as possi
ble, to decipher the geologic history rather 
than to map out the different roc~ formations.· 
Consequently the time in the field was spent in 
searching for fo8sils and contacts rather than 
in tracing the boundaries of formations. 

Fossils 'Yere locally abundant, and a great 
·number might have been obtained, but on ae
count of the difficulty of transporting them to 
the coast by packing them on the back, or by 
dogs, only a few were brought out. One large 
brachiopod, considered to be Productus gigan
teus, 6 by 4 by··3 inches in size, was reluctantly 
left behind, on account of its weight, after 

·" Thompson " on map. smaller forms of the same. species were found. 
Tigyariak; island.· Leffingwell. A conspic_uo'us tun- ; The faunas represented by the collections 

dra island at the mouth of Shaviovik River. have proved to be more similar to those of the 
Originally .. called Lion and ReliancEll Reef by 
Franklin. . Means " route by which they went European section than to those of the United 
over," or "portage.'' S~ates, so that to the paleontolog,ists of the 

Tomasagn~ ( ?) river. , British Admiralty Chart No. United States Geological Survey they are un-
593. On the east side of Dease Inlet. Not familiar formE?, especially the Mesozoic fos-
located. · 

Toolavia; point. See Christie. 
Toolemina. See Tulimanik. 
Tulimanik. Maguire's map. East end of chain of 

sand islands .running from. Point Tangent across 
Mackay Inlet. ·Given on Maguire's map ·for Boat 
Extreme and spelled Toolemina. Spelled Tulli
manirk by Stefans~on. 

sils. . Even some of the genera are in doubt. 
The Arctic Alaskan Carboniferous faunas 
seem to be allied with European faunas like 
those of the·. Productus giganteus zop.e, the 
Sch.rwagerina zone, and the Artinskian. The 
Triassic faunas have representatives in other 
areas of Alaska which have been already stud-

Turner; river. F-unston. After J. H. Turner, of the ied, but the Jurassic faunas ·are almost uri
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey. Emp-
·ties ·into ·the Arctic Ocean behind Icy Reef, west known on this continent. 
of Demarcation Point. Eskimo: Kongakut, ap- Prior to the field work in the Canning River 
proximately " deer pond." region other geologists had studied sections in 

Tl.1tkiya. Maguire's map. West side 0~ Colville Delta. the Arctic Mountains, and the· writer had the 
Ulahula; river. See· H1.l.lahula. d · f h · bl" · A C 
W II t . L ffi 11 ·Aft P f St t a vantage o t mr pu 1catwns. t ape Lis-, e er; moun am. e ngwe . er ro ·. uar . · 

Weller. A peak ·near the east end ·of Sadlerochit .-burne, at the west end of th1s belt of moun-
Mountains; . I tains, some fossils were collected by the early 
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explorers,1 but Maddren 2 in 1900 was the first allows the publication of his discoveries in 
to obtain accurate know ledge of this region. this report. During the spring ~f 1914 he 
The same area· was briefly studied by Schrader· observed a section on the lower part of Firth 
on his homeward journey from his trip down River, which flows northeastward across the 
the Colville in 1901. Collier 8 studied the Cape international boundary line and empties nea~· 
Lisburne region in detail in 1904. IGndle 4 a Herschel Island in Canadian territory. He has: 
few years later investigated the section at Cape published a brief account of his work, with the 
Thompson, about 50 miles south of Cape Lis- remark that the succession of formations 
burne. greatly resembles that in the Canning River 

In 1901 Schrader 5 crossed the· Arctic Moun- region.9 

tains from the Yukon side and descended the The investigations ·of the geology of the· 
Colville to the Arctic Ocean, thus making a Arctic Mountains and the Arctic slope ·prov
complete section along the 152d meridian. inces have established the sequence of late 

Although the south side of the Arctic Moun- .. Paleozoic and' early Mesozoic events, but the 
tains .has been investigated at several places, the sequence before and after this era still con
report by Sn1ith 0 on his work in the Noatak- tains gaps. It is probable that the pre-De
J(obuk region in 1910 and 1911 is the· only o:qe vonian history will be made out only after 
that is frequently cited in the descriptions of painstaking study over the entire area, but the 
the formations of the Canning River re.gion. post-Lower Jurassic history can be easily de
In 1901-2 th0e prospectorS. J. Marsh 7 crossed· ciphered if only better exposures can be found. 
the Arctic Mountains from the Arctic Ocean to For this reason it is advisable to plan new 
the Yukon, and made some notes on the geol- work in ·fields where the later rocks are pre
ogy, which were sent to the United States Geo- sumably exposed rather than to go over the 
logical Su~vey. known areas a second time more carefully. 

During the period of the writer's investig~- The chief problem to be solved is the time at 
tions on the Canning River r:egion, Maddren which the rocks in the Arctic Mountains were 
was 'vorking on the international boundary deformed. This deformation has been as
along the 141st meridian. A preliminary sumed to have ~nken place at the end of the 
paper was published immediately· after Mad- Mesozoic er~, but recently this time has been 
dren's return,s but most of the information questioned .. The deformation may have taken 
embodied in this report has been· received in place in Eocene time. 
conversation with l).im. Duri~g the s'eason From the descriptions of l\1addren and 
of 1913-14 the Canadian Arctic Expedition· O'Neill, the area near the 141st meridian seems 
'vintered at Collinson Point, on the north coast to have been much more disturbed than the 
of Alaska, in the area considered in this report. Canning· River region, so that a representative 
The geologist of the expedition, John J. O'Neill, section of the Arctic Mountains can hardly be 
made a winter· trip up Sadlerochit River. At obtained there. The absence or the meta
one place he found a good exposure of Triassic morphis:r;n of the Mesozoic and Tertiary beds 
rocks, including portions of the section not in this region also makes it unfa,rorable. From 
found by the writer. l\1r. O'Neill . kindly reports of natives the area between the 141st 

1 Colller, 4.. J., Geology and coal resources of the Cape 
Lisburne. region, Alaska : U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 278, p. 6, 
1906. 

~Schrader, F. C., A reconnaissance in northern Alaska in 
1901: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 20, pp. 66-67, 1904. 

3 Op. cit. 
'Kindle, E. l\:1., The section at Cape Thompson: Am. Jour . 

Set., 4th ~er., vol. 28, pp. 520-528, 1909. 
~ Op. cit. 
0 Smith, P. S., The Noatak-Kobuk region, Alaska: u.' S. 

Geol. Survey Bull. 5'36, 1913. · 
7 Brooks, A. H., The geography anti geology of Alaska : 

U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 45, pp. 260-262, 1906. 
8 l\1addt·cn, A. G., Geo~ogical investigations along the 

Canada-Alaska boundary : U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 520, pp. 
207-314, 1912. 

meridian and Okpilak River is also unfavor-
able, but a section could probably be studied 
along· Turner River. This river is reported 
to have easy passes from the Yukon drainage 
and to have abundant willows for firewood, 

. which is unlike the other rivers. 
· West of th~ Canning the ~oastal pl~in and 

the Anaktuvuk Plateau grow wider, so that 
the softer post-Paleozoic rocks are proba1Jly 
exposed in the rivf?r cuts. Sagavanirktok 

0 O'Neill, J. J., The Canadian Arctic Expedition: Cll.llacla 
Geol. Survey Summary Rept., 1914, pp. 112-115, 1915. 
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River ·heads against the Yukon: drainage, and : map had been drawn: in the office· the geology 
though the passes are reported to be steep they· was placed upon it as accurately as possible. 
can probably be crossed by pack horses. A· . (See Pl. II, -in .. pocket.) There,- is. no doubt 
ti'ip down the west or Ivishak fork of this that errors have occurred, especially as some 
i·iver; up the east fork, and over ~to the Can- of the formations"were entered from memory 
ning by ali easy pass to a creek which is ·re- or from photographs. . 
ported to come out a short distance above the Although six ye:;us were . spent in the re
forks of the Canning would, together with ! gion, very. little of this time was spent study
the results·of the writer's·work below the !orks : ing the rock formations of· the mountains. 
of the Canning, give sections along two rivers, Wint(3r trips were unsatisfactory on account 
and the · parties could return to the Yukon of the concealment of much of t~e country 
without the, possibility of being marooned on · by snow. 'The summers were devoted chiefly 
the· Arctic ·coast from lack of transportation. to th.e construction of .the large-scale m_ap of 

Eventually Schrader's section should be re- . the ·co~st (Pls. IV and V, in p~cket), so that 
traced along the 152d meridian, especially in very little time was afforded for trips to the 
order to divide his Fickett series into the mountains. . The usual plan ·was to sled an 
·several formations which it seems to contain. outfit to the mountains in May before the 
. Another trip which lias promise· of both geo- snow was gone, and then proceed by packing 
logic and geographic interest. would be to fol- the outfit. Op one of t'he trips the writer 
low down the Colville from its headwaters and was entitely alone,- so that the time available 
t'o cross over the reported pass to the head of for geologic .studies was short. At all times . 
Chipp or Ikpikpuk River· and to follow that it- was necessary for eYery member of the 
stream down to the Arctic Ocean: The native party to carry his share of the outfit, so that 
name. means "big bank," so that good sections bet'ween camps much. country was passed over 
of the softer rocks may be expected. The loca- almost without notice. It was also necessary 
tion of the mouth of the Ikpikpuk is in doubt, to secure . game. for subsistence, so that. the 
and the accurate representation of this fea- geologist was more apt to be looking for 
tlire on the map as well as the neighboring ptarmigan than to be studying the rocks along 
n1outh of Meade River .·are two important the line of march. The construction of the 
objects to be attained by exploration on the map consumed most of the. time available for 
north coast. of Alaska. rhese rivers empty field work, so that .on many days geologic work 
within 50 miles of Poin~ Barrow, whence was done only on the rou~e between the camp 
transportation· southward may be secured as ~mel the station oct:upied. 
late as the 1st of September. On· Okpilak River six weeks were spent dur-

ing one summer. The. Hulahula. was trav
ersed in a brief· winter trip. Sadlerochit 

.GEOLOGIC RECONNAISSAI'JCE MAP. 

No attempt was made to follow the line River and :1\farsh Creek were studied during 
of contact between the formations, so that a summer trip of about five weeks. The ·can
the areal distribution of the formations could ning was explored during a trip that lasted 
not be accurately placed on the map. Only about seven weeks, and for a month of this 
such boundaries as could be seen from the time the writer had. no assistance·; Several 

winter trips also were made up the Canning, line of traverse or from elevated positions 
occupied in drawing the topography were ·en
tered in the notes. There was no ·base rna p 
on which to place the distribution of the 
formations. The· observations were entered 
on detached topographic sheets as _they were 
drawn, or else in notebooks in the form of 
sketches or in w·riting. After the topographic 

but they added little to the observa~ions se
cured during the summer. · 

SUBDIVISIONS OF THE ROCKS. 

The following·table sJ:lows the age and gen
eral character of the rocks of the Canning 
River region. 
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Geologic formations in the Canning River region of northern 
Alaska. 

Age. Formation. Lithologic character. 

Recent. Sand, silt, and ice. 

-
Ground ice, gravel 

Pleistocene and mounds, sands, 
Recent. silts, peat, 

muck. 
and 

Flaxman forma- Foreign glacial de-

tion. posits confined to 
the coast. 

Local glacial de-
. Pleistocene. posits . 

Coarse gravels and 
boulders distrib-

' 
uted over the up-
land. 

Pliocene. 
Blue-gray soft shale 

containing scat-
tered pebbles. 

Sandstone on Can-
Tertiary (?). ning River and at 

PeardBay. 

Black shale and sub-

Jurassic(?). Ignekfqrmation. ordinate sand-
stone, coal, or red 

I 
beds. 

Lower Jur::tSSic. Kingak shale. Black shale. 

Shublik forma- Dark shale, sand-
Upper Triassic. tion. stone, and lime7 

ston~. 

Pennsylvanian. Sadlerochit Light sandstone or 
sandstone. dark quartzite. 

, 

Lisburne lime-
Gray limestone, sub-

Mississippian. ordinate dark 
stone. limestone, basaltic 

effusives. 

Mississippian or Black shale and 
Devoman. · slate. 

' 

'Pre-Carbo~1iferous. N eruokpuk 
schist. Quartzite schist. 

PALEOZOIC ( ? ) SEDIMENTARY ROCKS. 

NERUOKPUK SCHIST (PRE-CARBONIFEROUS). 

CHARACTER AND OCCURRENCK 

The Neruokpuk formation, which consists 
chiefly of quartzite schist, occurs in a belt that 
trends eastward, with increasing width, from 
a point west of the Canning to the Hulahula 
and probably to the Okpilak and beyond. Both 
the upper and lo,ver contacts of the formation 
are believed to be fault contacts. Another 
area of some~vhat similar schist was observed 
around the headw_aters of· Hulahilla River. 
\Vhether or not the two sch!sts are identical is 
not kno:wn, but they will be discussed as one 
fm;mation. They will be called the lower and 
upper belts in the following description. The 
schist is typically developed on three sides of 
Lake· Peters, also near the forks of the Can
ning. N eruokpuk is the Eskimo name for 
Lakes Peters and Schrader. 

Two representative specimens of the schist 
from the lower belt on the Canning, have been 
described by J. B. Mertie, jr., of the United 
States Geological Survey, who reports as fol
lows: 

Roclcs of lower belt of the Ycruolc1J1.tlv schist. 

No. L. 24, Canning River. Quartzite mica· schist. 
Texture: Schistose. Constituents: Quartz, sericite, 
and a little iron hydroxide. · 

No. L. 25, Canning River. Quartzite scl;list. Tex
ture: Schistose. Constituents: Quartz and sericite. 

The prevailing color is greenish, but areas 
of blue,..gray schist were also noted. The for
mation is in places massively bedded, and has 
a distinctly sedimentary aspect. On the Can
ning-the schist commonly approaches quartzite 
in texture. Pebbles as large as an eighth of 
an inch ,in diameter were observed in it at a 
few places. The aspect on· Sadlerochit ~nd 
Hulahula rivers is much the same, but on tQ.e 
Okpilak the schist is either lacking or has been 
metamorphosed by the granite. On the Can
ning the distance across the schist measured 
at right angles to the planes of schistosity is 
~.pproximately 20,000 feet, but probably this 
does not represent the thickness of the forma
tion. Here the width of the schist belt is about 
8 miles. 
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The upper belt on Hulahula River is sepa
rated from the lower belt by Carboniferous 
limestone and shales. Only the northern 5 or 
6 miles were traversed, so that it·is impossible 
to state the width of the belt. As a whole the 
schist is pale gre.en, but there are dark bands 
and patches. There is much quartz associated 
with graphite, neither of whi,ch were found in 
the lower belt. The lower contact, against the 
Lisburne limestone, is probably along a fault 
plane. In the field the writer was under the 
impres8ion that the schist of the upper belt 
differed .lithologically from that of the lower 
belt, but Mr. Mertie's determination is that 
they are both quartzite schists. 

Rocks of upper belt of the Neruokpuk schist. 

No. L. H. 6. Forks of Hulahula River. Quartzite mica 
schist. Texture: Schistose. Constituents: Quartz and 
sericite. 

The southern contact on the Canning be
tween the schist and the overlying Carbonifer
ous limestone is plainly visible on the side of 
the mountain which separates the two forks of 
the river. .On the east side of the east fork, 
'vhere the writer was camped, the side stream 
seemed to flow along. the contact, for although 
outcrops of schist and limestone were found 

. within 100 feet of each other the actual contact 
w'as not found. The main river was too· high 
to be forded ·at the time of visit, so the contact, 
which was plainly visible upon the west side, 
could be. observed only by the use of field 
glasses. 

The contact forms a straight line, which dips 
south ~ard about 15 °' at . a lower angle than 
the bedqing of the underlying schist. · The 
limestone ·beds lie nearly' parallel to the con
ta,ct. The bedding is monoclinal at the con
tact, but plications occur not far from it. 
~ o signs of dragging or of basal conglomerate 
were observed, so jt is uncertain from the 
aspect of the :rocks whether the uncmiformity. 
here is due to faulting or to deposition. 

On the Hulahula. black Carboniferous shales 
end against the schist at the northern contact 
of the lower belt in a manner that can only be 
explained by faulting, ~o it is probable that 
the contact on the Canning is also along· U. 
fault. It does not seem probable that lime
stone would he deposited against the schist 
without gradations which would be visible with 
field glass~s at a distance of half a mile. 

The northern contact on the Canning is also 
against the Carboniferous limestone and shales. 
The actual contact was ·not found, but shales 
dipping steeply northward were found within 
200 yards of the southward-dipping schist .. 
. From the aspect of the mountain slopes to the 
east the writer inferred that the schist over
rode the younger rocks. 

The schist thus appears to be bounded ou 
both the north and the south by fault planes. 
On the north the schist has been thrust up 
against the younger rocks, and on the south 
the younger rocks lie upon the schist. 

'sTRUCTURE. 

As a whole the Neruokpuk schist. strikes 
eastward in accord with the general trend of 
the other formations. The dip of the schist
osity, where observed, ·was usually 30° or more 
to the south. Local infolding was observed 
hear the northern limit on the Canning. No 
evidence of faulting· was· observed within the 
formation. . 
. There were, as. a rule, three sets of joint 
planes, but only those on the · Canning and 
Okpilak were measured. The true directions 
of the joint planes on these streams ·are as 
follow.s: 

Direction and spacing of joint planes in schist on Canning 
and Olcpilak river~. · 

Distance 
Strike. Dip. apart 

(feet). 

Canning River: 
A ...... --.---- N. 20° W. 90° 3-4 
B---~-------- S. 15° W. 90° H 

.-C ............ S. 65° W. 35° NNW. 4 
Okpilak River at 

forks: 
A ......... · ... N. 70° W. 70°-:-75° SSW. l-5 n _______ . _____ S. 25° W. 75° NW. l-5 c ________ ' ____ N. 70° W. ±5° NE . ............ 

· The schistosity on the Canning strikes S. 
65° W. and dips 35° SSE.; on the Okpilak it 

· strikes N. 70° ,V. and dips 70°-75° SSW. 
. On Saqlerochit River a set of older quartz

filled joints lies at a slightly different angle to 
the open ones. The beds of the upper belt on 
the Hulahula strike northeast and dip 45° to 
50° SE. The chief joint plane strikes north
west and dips 60° sw. 
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AGE AND CORRELATION. 

As the contacts of the N eruokpuk schist .with 
other formations are apparently the result of 
faulting, the relative ages of the Car?onifer
ous rocks and the schist can not be determined 
by their relations at the contacts. Th~ m.eta
morphi~m of the schists is so much greater 
than that of any other sedimentary rocks that 
there can be no hesitation in calling the Neru
okpuk .formation pre-C~rboniferous. This i:t;l
formation as to age is all that was obtained .in 
the region under study.· 

Schists are widely distributed ~ the Arctic 
l\1ountains and are noted in the. reports of 
nearly every ·geologist who. has investigated 
their geology. Schrader,1 l\1endenhall,2 Smith,8 

and Maddren 4 have all described mica, quartz
mica, or graphitic schists on the south side of· 
the mountains. Schrader 5 describes two s~hist 
belts along the 152d meridian; which, together 
with those found by l\1acldren on the 141st 
meridian, form probably the equivalents to the 
east and west of those described ab9ve in the 
Canning River region. 

Schrader's Totsen series, composed of. mica 
and quartz-mica schists, which locally contains 
graphite and abundant quartz, .resembles the 
upper belt of the w.riter's N eruokpuk schist. 
Schrader's assignmen~ of his Totsen series to 
the Silurian rests upon· its supposed relations 
to his Skajit formation, which contained fos
sils whose age might be anywhere from Silu- · 
rian to l\fississippian. Brooks 6 says that the 
evidence presented as to the age o:f the Totsen 
might almost equally as well indicate that the 
Totsen underlies the Skajit. 

Schrader's Ficl~ett series also. contains 
schists. which are stated to be Carboniferous. 
The writer is o:f the opinion that this " series," 
which contains quartzite, schists, and . :fos-

1 Schrader, F. C., Preliminary report on a reconnaissance 
along the Chandlar and Koyulmk rivers, Alaska, in 1899 : 
U. S. Geol. Survey '1"\venty-first Ann. Rept., pt. 2, pp. 472-
475, 1900. 

lll\fcndcnhall, W. C., ·Reconnaissance from Fort Hamlin to 
Kotzebue Sound, Alaska : U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 10, 
pp. 31-37, 1902. . 

s Smith, P. S., The Noatak-Kobuk reglo,n, Alaska: U. S. 
Geol. Stll'Vey Bull. 536, pp. 55-61, 1913. 

'1\:luddren, A. G., 'l'he Koyukuk-Chandalar region, Alaska: 
U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 532, pp. 34-~7, 1913. 

n Schrader, F. C., Raconnulssunce in northern Alaska ln 
1901.: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper ~0, pp. 58-60, 67-72, 
1906. 

o Brooks, A. H., The geography· and geology of Aiaska : 
U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 45, p. 215, 1906. 1 

sili:ferous limestone, must be divided into sev
eral components, and that the Carboniferous 
fossils have no bearing upon the age of the 
schists. · 

lt is thus seen that no new light as to the 
age of the schist is obtained from the Colville 

· regwn. 
Maddren 7 has found two metamorphic series 

in his section on the 141st meridian in the 
Arctic Mountains. There is a lower phyllite 
schist which he considers to be pre-Cambrian, 

' and an upper quartzite-slate series of probably 
Lower Cambrian age. 

PALEOZOIC SEDIMENTARY ROCKS. 

BLACK SHALE (MISSISSIPPIAN OR DEVONIAN), 

CHAUAC'l'EU AND OCCUURENCE. 

This formation, which consists of more than 
1,00.0 feet of black shales, slates, and possibly 
minor amonnts of sandstones, is considered to 
overlie the N eruokpuk schist by fault contact .. 
It apparently underlies conformably the Lis
burne limestone. It wns fQund only upon Can
nblg and Hulahula ·rivers and can probably 
best. be studied on the I-Iulahula. The type 
locality is on the east side of the Canning, a 
couple o:f miles within the Franklin l\1oun:.. 
tains. 

At this locality on the Canning the forma
tion consists o:f a fine, hard black rock, which 
splits into many slabs about an inch thick. 
There are some bedsof black slate which have· 
good cleavage and are perhaps suitable for 
roofing slate. There· are local gash veins of 
quartz, red· and yellow rusty veins, and many 
thin yellow beds apparent'ly stained by limon
ite. It is estimated that the thickness o:f the 
beds exposed at this place is 700 :feet. The 
actual contact of the black shales and the over
lying .li~estone was not found. The u'earest 
outcrops of each rock are 200 :feet apart in 
section, and the dips are conformable. The 
lower contact is against the limestone in def
inite :fault relations. Here the limestones are 
vertical, and the shales dip about 45° S. The 
actual contact was concealed, but outcrop's o:f 
both formations_ were found within 200 yards 
of one another. 

7 Oral communication. 
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Two or three miles above this locality,. ·at 
the blank space on the geologic map, ther<:} is 
a. complicated area containing black slates and 
one or more beds of' hard, light-gray sand
stone. These black rocks seemed to rise con
formably from beneath the limestone in the. 
syilcline south of the doubtful area, and they 
are on this account thought to belong to the 
black shale. · -

A couple of miles above this .doubtful lo
,cality, at the "corner': of the· mountains. at 
the bendin the river, there is exposed about 20 
feet of the .same hard, black shaly rock, with 
wavy cleavage. Rusty veins are more numer
ous than in the .other exposure, and the rock 
weathers to a dirty red, so that its outcrops are 
noticeable from a distance. The. beds dip 
steeply northward arid are parallel to the over
lying limestone, which· is exposed only a few 
feet away. The actual contact is concealed by 
talus. The beds rest on the N eruokpuk schist 
and the contact is at a fault. Exposures of the 
shales and schist are 200 yards apart, but here 
also the contact is concealed. 

On the I-Iulahula a black slate is exposed. 
in the bluffs along the river about 30 miles 
within the mountains. The mountains abreast 
of these slates are capped by a heavy bedded 
formation which rises above a talus slope of 
apparent~y softer rock (PL XXtV, B, p. 166)~ 
The upper rock had the appearanc~ of the 
Lisburne limestone, and the river wash here· 
showed cora1liferous limestone, which has been 
identified as Lisburne. The apparent thick
ness of the shale. exposure is about 1,000 feet. 

STRUCTURE. 

The black shale is folded and faulted with 
the rest of the Paleozoic rocks, but as it is less 
resistant it has undergone greater alteration 
than the overlying limestones. The shales have 
been locally crumpled and in places have de
veloped slaty cleavage. . In the first exposure 
described there are many minor plications and 
faults. There were several S-shaped foids less 
than a hundred feet in length, one of the 
smallest of which could be spanned with the 
arms. In these small folds the fissility w~s 
nearly vertical. There were places also where 
small anticlines have pushed up through. sev
eral beds of apparently softer rocks. 

AGE AND_ COHRE.LATION. 

No fossils :w.ere found in the black shale, but 
from its apparent conformity with the overly
ing J;:..isburne it is thought to lie ,immediately 
below _ the Umestone in the geologic section. 
The Lisburne limestone is shown to be Mis
sissippian, so the ·black shale is placed· in the 
basal Mississippian or Upper Devonian from 
the evidence afforded in the Canning River . 
region. 
. B~ack shales were found below the Lisburne 
limestone by Collier 1 at Cape. Lisburne, by 
Kindle 2 at ,Cape Thompson, and by Maddren 
on the 141st meridian; In the first two· locali
ties at the west end of the Arctic Mountains 
there are co·al beds and plant remains which fix 
'the age as lower Mississippian. In Maddren's 
section, . near the east end of· the Arctic Moun
tains, there are carbonaceous shales with plant 
remains of undeterminable age. · 
. The key to the stratigraphy of the Cape Lis
burne region is found in IGndle's section 14 at 

. . ' 
Cape Thompson.3 ~is divisions (a) and (b) 
show black slates and gray sandstones under
neath (c), the Productus giganteus· zone of the 
limestone. The writer's black shal~ is corre
lated w,ith ( ~) and (b) of IGndle's section. 

In Collier's section there are a thousand feet 
of shales, slates, cherts, and limestones, between 
the Lisburne limestone and the coal-bearing 
shales. As later investigation has shown that 
Collier's middle formation contains Triassic · 
fossils, it must be removed from the Carbonif
erous section. This brings . the Carboniferous 
shales. next below the Lisburne formation, as 
J{indle found them. 

G. C. Martin, of the United States Geological 
Survey, has reviewed Collier's section, . and as 
it is necessary to refer to this revision several 
times the·writerquotes at length from Martin's· 
manuscript,4 as follows: 

The rocks south uncl southeast of ·cape Lisburne 
were divided by Collier 5 into three supposed lower 
Carboniferous formations as shown below: 

1 Collier, A. J., Geology and coal resources ~f the Cape 
Lisburne region, Alaska: · U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 278, pp. 
16-27, .1906. . . 

2 Kindle, E. M., The section at Cape Thompson, Alaska: 
Am. Jour. Sci., 4th ser., vol. 28, pp. 520-528, lDOD. 

3 Idem, p. 523. · 
4 1\:Iartin, G. C., Triassic rocks of Alaska: U. S. Geol. Sur

vey Bull. - (in preparation). 
5 Collier, A. ·J., op. cit., pp. lG-~7. 
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• Feet. 

·(1) Lisburne formation, consisting of mns-, 
sive limestorles interbedded with white 
chet:ts, with 1~i1 extensive coi.·al and bry-
ozoan· fauna-------------------·------ 3, ooo+ 

{2) Thinly bedued shales, slates, cherts, nml 
limestones, with marine irivertebr~te 

fossils----------.-~------------------- 1, OQO+ 
. ·(3) Thinly bedded black shales, ·slates, and 

limestones, with several coal bedcs; con
tains fossil plants and possibly in one· 
place marine invertebrates____________ 500+ 

The' fossils of the upper ancr lower formations 
show beyond doubt. that they are of lower Carbon
ifet·ous age. Collier considered that the three for-

. mntious were in conformable sequence, and as. the 
fosslls of the middle formation were con-sidered as 
ot rnthet· inde1'inite charncter, the Carboniferous age 
·of the entire sequence was not doubted. 

The fauna at some of the localities referred to the 
middle formation hns recently· been determined as 
Uppet· Triassic.1 This makes it necessary to recon
sider the evidence of the ag~ of· this formation and 
its str!}tlgraphic and structural relations to the Lis
burne limestone and to the lower coal-bearing forma
tion. 

The "middle formfi:tion" has been recognized in 
three or four areas in the Cape Lisburne ·region. 
One of these areas which has yielded most of the 
Triassic fossils (lots 4 AC 15, 4 AC 18, 4 AC 21, 4 
AC 81, 4 A W 33, 4. A W 34) is a belt about 2 miles 
wide, which extends southeastward from a point on 
the const about 2 miles east of Cape Lisburne, between 
the area of supposed Cretaceous rocks on the north
·ens.t and an area of the Lisburne limestones on the 
southwest. The contnct of the "middle formation" 
with the supposed Cretaceous rocks was regarded by 
Collier as probably an overthrust fault~ The -relation 
between the "middle formation" and the Lisburne 
11mestone is not so clear, f<R i't is stated that the 
Lisburne limestone seems to overlie the cherty rocks 
but that " nlong the poorly exposed .contact there is 
breccin tion nncl the evhlence of faulting." In view 
-of this suggestion of faulting ·in the recorded fielll 
-observations, together with the testimony of the fos: 
. sils to the effect that the apparel'1tly underlyiJ?g beds 
.are the younger, an overthrust fault along the south
·western as well as on the northeastern boundary of 
the cherty rocks mny reasonnbl~· be assumed. 

The same Triassic fauna has been collected about 
S miles north of Cape Lewis (4 AW 38), from chert 
beds 450 or 500 feet thick. These cherts seem to be 
both overlain and u_nderlain conformably by lime
stone. The lmderlying limestone contains Carbonifer
ous fossils (4 AW 39). 

Chert beds similnr to those contnining the Triass:ic 
fnunn, but from which no fossils huve been obtained, 
occur nlso about n mile south of Cnpe_Lewis. Collier 
suys of the .i middle formation" of this locality: " It 
seems to rest conformably on the coal-bearing forma-

1 Kindle, E. M., op. cit. 

tion and to be overlain conformably by the massive 
limestone" (Lisburne formation). The notes taken 
by Chester 'Vashburne at this locality ~ead: "The 
underlying limestone on the right (in the· sketch) is 
thin-bedded, black, and in places somewhat sanely. It 
contains many brachiopods and· corals, of which col
lection 4 A W 35 is a sample. This limestone is about 

· 200 feet thick. Above it is a thin-bedded, varicolored 
chei't, mostly black, about 250 feet thick and some
what contorted. · Above the chert and probably over
lying it conformably is another thin-bedded limestone, 
rmrer than the first, and with an exposed thickness in 
the next hill north of [several'?] thousand feet. The 
basal 500 feet of this limestone contains considerable 
interstratified nodula'r and brOl\:en chert, and numer
ous fossils ( 4 A W 36). Above 500 feet from the. base 
chert ft;agments are comparatively rare." It is evi
dent that either the chert beds at this locality are not 
Triassic, ·or that there is a fa.ult betwee'n the chert 
and the limestone which apparently overlies it. 

The " middle formation " is also represented on the 
map at a locality 4 mile$ south of Cape Lisburne. No 
fossils have been collectell at this locality, nor have 
.the local relations been described. 

At the time of writing 1\1addren had not 
completed his report. upon the. 141st meridian. 
In conversation with the writer he has men
tioned that carbonaceous shales underlie the 
Lisburne limestone, in probable conformity. 
Plant fragments occur as at Cape Lisburne. 

Schrader does not report any dark Carbon
iferous shales in the Colville region, but as 
they have been found <?n each side of that field,. 
they are to be expected near the Col ville also. 
His Fickett series may include them .in its 
large assortment of rocks. His Stuver series,2 

which he assign~d to the pre-Devonian, has 
some dark slates and shales near the top, which 
may be the equivalent of the black shale. The 
Stuver "series" is believed to be conformably 
below the Lisburne limestone, which was for
merly held to be of Devonian age . 

IGndle 3 mentions some black or dark shales! 
with. sandstone and limestone, on Porcupine 
River. The plant remains which are associated 
with thef?e shales are considered to be' basal . 
Mississippian. Brooks and IGndle 4 describe, 
under theN ation River series, gray clay shales 
with conglomerate and sandstone, on the upper 

2 Schrader, F. C., A reconnaissance in northern Alaslm in 
1901 : 11. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 20, pp. GO-Gl, 1 U06. 

3 Kindle, E . .l\:1., Reconnaissance of Porcupine Valley : Geol. 
Soc. America Bull., vol. ·l!l, pp. 330-336, 1908. 

4 Brooks, A. H.,· and Kindle, E. 1\:L, Paleozoic and associ
ated· rocks of the upper Yukon, Alaska: Geol. Soc. America 
Bqq., vol._ 19, pp. 294~297, 1908. 
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Yukon. There are small beds of coal of which 
the flora is considered to be Carboniferous. 
These shales are overlain by a limestone which 
is believed to be upper ·carboniferous (Penn
sy 1 vanian) . Above the limestone there. are 
beds of Triassic age as in the Canning River 
region. 

LISBURNE LIMESTONE (MISSISSIPPIAN).· 

CHARACTER AND OCCURRENCE. 

belt is oabout 8 miles wide. The character of 
t,he rock here is the same as at the western end, 
but there is an interbedded diabase or basalt 
flow. The 'thickness here exposed may be as 
much as 3,000 feet, but the basal cont.act was 
not observed. The Sadl~rochit formation lies 
apparently conformably above the limestone. 

In the Shublik Mountains the limestone belt 
is about 8 miles wide, and the maximum ex
posure is perhaps 3,000 feet, but the underlying 
formations are not revealed. · On the south 

The principal rock in the northern front of_ side of these mount.ains, at their base, in the. 
the Arctic Mountains in the Canning River banks of the stream which flows toward the 
region is a light-gray limestone,. to which, the west end of the" Third Range," the gray lime-· 
w'riter gave a local name in his field notes. stone was succeeded by a 20-foot interval of 
I-Iowever, as all the sections across these moun- talus, and then came hard dark quartzite in 
tains reveal limestones so similar in lithology beds parallel to those of the limestone. The
and fauna to the Lisburne limestone, it seems fossils collected at this place (locality · 19) 
best to adopt that name for .them all. · The show no faunal break, for the single specimen 
name Lisburne was used by Schrader for both from the limestone may belong equally well to 
the Cape Lisburne and the Colville region; either the Lisburne or the Sadlerochit fauna. 
Smith has adopted it for the Noatak; .and the From an outlook near this locality the writer 
name seems to be applicable in the Canning observed what he believed to be the actual con
River region also. tact, unconcealed by talus. The two formations. 

The Lisburne formation, which consists of graded together within a few feet. 
about 3,000 feet ~f gray. limestone, that carries Within the Franklin l\1:ountains on the Can.: 
subordinate black limestone near the base, over- ning the lower part of the limestone first comes. 
lies the Carboniferous ( n s~ales in probable into view. The upper part is still light gray,. · 
conformity and underlies the Sadlerochit sand- but there is much more chert of dark color. · 
stone in definite conformity. It is the predomi- In the rock gorge at the edge of these moun
nant rock in the northern part of the Franklin tains beds of cher~t, whose greatest thickness is
Mountains ·along the Canning, and it forms 3 feet,. are ·numerous near the 'upper contact. 
almost the . entire bulk of the ·three outlying At the corner of the mountains, where the: 
belts of mountains. river bends, there are a few hundred feet of 

At the west end of the Sadlerochit Moun- .beds at the bottom of the Lisburne formation· 
tp,ins a. belt more than 3 miles wide is exposed. in which the limestone is darker, and there are.· 
The limestone is there light gray, with thin one or two heavy beds of-black limestone and 
beds and nodules of brown and. buff chert. · a little black ch~rt. Below this dark limestone 
Cherty fossils, especially crinoid· disks, · are · the black shales are exposed. 
characteristic. There is a brecciated fault zone, ·The base of the limestone is exposed in two· 
'vhich is cemented with white quartz. The· ex- places in this belt, but the overlying sand-· 
pose·d thickness is probably over 2,000 feet. stone hm? been removed from the neighbor-· 
The upper contact is apparently conformable hood of each exposure, so that the thickness is: 
with the Sadlerochit sandstone. The actual not easily measured. Here, where the thickness 
contact was not found, but the massive gray is best revealed; an estimate of somewhat over· 
limestone graded with parallel bedding through 3,000 feet was made. 
brown sandy limestone and yellow sandy lime- Seven miles up the .Canning from this lower 
stone to yellow sandstone within a distance in belt of limestone, at the forks of the river,. 
the section of a hundred :feet. The lower con- there is a second belt, which is separated from. 
tact was not exposed. the first belt ·by the N eruokpuk schi.st. The 

At the east end of the Sadlerochit Moun-· width of the upper belt is more than 5 miles, 
tains, along Itkilyariak Creek, the limestone but its southward termination is beyond the. 
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region traversed by the writer. This lime
stone is noticeably darker than the outer belts 
and it contains much black chert. Colonies of 
corals are abundant and 'nearly every large 
talus block has one or more. Clusters as much 
as 2 feet in diameter are common. In the field 
books this limestone was separated by its color 
from the more northern belts, ·but the fauna 
is apparently the same. . 

The lower contact is upo11 the N eruokpuk 
schist in what is thought to be a zone of fault
ing. As the deformation of these mountains 
was brought about by compression in a north
s~uth .line, th~ limestone was probably thrust 
h1gher upon the schist than it formerly stood. 
'!h~ evidence from the structure alone may 
IndiCate that the schist was thrust up bodily 
through the limestone which lies on each s1de 
of it. 

1;he Lisburne limestone on the Lake Fork of 
the Sadle,rochit is confined to a thin vertical 
belt not more than 1,000 feet wid,e. It is ex
posed on both sides of the Hulahula at the 
north face of the mountains and is under~ 
lain at some unknown distance by the green
stones described under the heading " Paleozoic 
and Mesozoic igneous rocks" (p. 125). A sec
ond belt of limesto.ne occrrrs beyond the lower 
schist belt similar to the arrangement on the 
Canning. This limestone was also noticeably 
darker than. that seen farther north. The lime
stone float in the river bed here has been deter
mined by its fossils to be Lisburne. The width 
and thickness of this belt were not noted. 

On Okpilak River the limestone which over
lies the granite occurs in a single . plicated 
band only 1,000 feet thick. The rock is· crys
talline and contains scattered crinoid disks. 
It is so shattered that it breaks up into blocks 
of the size of hand specimens. The lower con
tact. is against the granite. and the upper 
agmnst the. crumpled and altered youn(J'er 
beqs. From native reports the writer jud:es 
that the Lisburne limestone is not as ext:n
sively developed east of the Okpilak as it is to 
the west. 

S1'UUCTURE .. 

The dominant structure ~f the Lisburne 
limestone, like that of the Arctic Mountains. 
in general, is the result of overturned f~ldin 0' 

or thrust fault'ing. The strike of ·the fold~ 
a.nd faults is parallel with the trend of the· 

mountains. Joints ar.e nearly everywhere 
conspicuous, but as a rule only two planes are 
well developed. 

AGE. 

The age of the Li-sburne formation is now 
conside~ed to be early Carboniferous (Missis
sippian) instead of Devonian. The fauna is 
more closely allied to the European ~ection 
than to that of the United States, so that there 
i~ at present some doubt as to the exact posi
tion of the Lisburne in the American section. 
l\1r. G. H. Girty, of the United States Geologi
cal Survey, who has examined the Carbonifer
ous fossils, has made the report that is here 
presented. To the right of each lot number is 
given the writer's locality ntimber. 

Girty's division of the Lisburne into two 
faunal zones is borne out by the stratigraphy.· 
All the lots placed in his lower division 
with one exception, fall within the iower fe~ 
hundred feet of·the limestone, where the color 
is dark or black. The exception, lot 7125 (lo
cality 29A) , was in the gray limestone at a 
?orizon which was more than halfway down 
In· the formation. Girty states that at. the 
type locality, at Cape Lisburne, there is a 
lower Carboniferous (Mississippian). fauna 
and flora which has not come to hand from the 
Canning. It has been· shown above that the 
black shale formation is probably the equiva
lent of this pre-Lisburne formation. 

For the purpose of following Girty's re.: 
marks, the list 9f Lisburne fossil localities is 
given below. 

Fossil locaUties in thr: Li8burne limestone, Oamiing 
River, Alaska. 

1 A. G~p betwe~n Red Hill and the west end of the 
Sadlerochit Runge. Four hummocks of limestone 10 
to 15 feet high beyond the ponds. Thirty to forty 
feet exposed. Abundant fossils. Horizon unknown 
but probably well within the f~rmution. 

1 B. A locality 200 to 300 yards east of 1 A and 
apparently close below, 100± feet exposed. 11,osslls 
scarce. 

5. Cherty limestone outcropping · along bluff. on 
creek at west bnse of Sadlerochit Uunge. Sixty to 
eighty feet exposed. 

5 A. Gray limestone, buff nnd brown chert abun-
dant crinoid stems of _brown chert. ' ' 

5 B. About 10 feet below A. 
5 C. About. 50 feet below A, cherty. 
5 D.· Scattered outcrops and loose blocks on surface 

of hill west of localities 5 A to 5 C.· All about the 
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same horizon, as surface of hill is nearly parallel to 
the dip. ·About the sam·e horizoJ?. as locality 5 A. 
Localities 5 A to 5 Dare near the top of the Lisburne 
formation. 

8. Top of northwest spur of the Sadlerochit Range. 
Much broken clu~rt, corals flattened. Well up toward 
top of limestone. 

12. Top of Mount Copleston and dow·n the north 
side across fault line. 

12 A. ;r'op of. the mo\mtain. 
12 B. In talus 50 feet below locality 12 A. 
12 C. Talus halfway down the mountain. 
16. Stream w~sh from west end of Shublik Moun

tains. Each bag, A, B, and C, from a separate 
boulder. 

23. Gorge ut edge of Franklin Mountains. One 
crinoid found among fragments of brachiopods and 
crinoid stE(mS. Horizon is near top of Lisburne. 

25. On the east side of the river, at the forks, at 
base of mountains. This horizon is well down toward 
the bottom: Most of the specimens come from talus 
bloC}{S, but a few were in place. Corals are very 
abundant everywhere, and nothing else was seen but 
a few crinoid disks. Many colonies are 1 to 2 feet 
.in diameter, and nearly every large talus block con
tains them. This limestone is somewhat darker than · 
that to the north, and has much black chert. It is 
separated from the other localities b:y- an area of 
·schist 6 to 7 miles wide. 

26, 27: "Corner". of the mountains. This locality 
is ~t the base. of the Lisburne li:t;nestone. 
. 26 A. Dark flaky limestone and black chert; speci
mens mostly froni loose blocks but some in place. 

26 X. At 200· feet above A is a band of black ·lime
. stone talus, about 100 feet wide, that contains large 
brachiopods, a few small trilobites, and some coral
all from talus, none in place.· The dip is steep, and 
the talus is co,nfined to this belt. Above this dark 
area comes 2,000± feet of gray Lisburne limestone. 

27 A. A locality 200 to 300 feet below locality 26 A; 
a coral in dark limestone; 20 feet exposed. · 

27 B. A band of black chert 1 foot wide in very 
coralliferous black limestone. 

27 C. Rock specimen of black shale formation (be
. low Lisburne) ; 20 feet exposed. 

27 D. Specimen of Neruokpuk schist, 200 yards be
low 27 C. 

29~ Creek ·on east side of the riv:er a mile inside. of 
Franklin Mountains. At fault in black shale forma·
tion. 

29 A. Limestone below the fault contact with black 
shale formation. This horizon is more than halfway 
clown in the limestone. 

29 C. Limestone conformably above the bi'ack shale 
formation; within a few hundred feet of the base of. 
the formation~ 

Fossils front lower part of Lisburne limestone, Can- · 
ning River region, Alaslca. 

Collection 7137. Locality 25: 
Zaphrentis sp. 
Lithostrotion junceum small var. 

basaltiforme? 

Lithostro~ion irregulare? 
affine? 
sp. 

Collection 7137a. Locality 25: 
Lithostrotion junceu~? 

Collection 7137b. Locality possibly 25: 
Zaphrentis ·sp. 
Lithostrotion ~ff. L. basaltiforme. 
Fenestena sp. 
Spirifer aff. S. striatus var. attenuatus. 

Collection 7129: Locality 25 or 26: 
Syringopora geniculata? 

Collection 7138 .. Locality 26 A: 
Zaphrentis aff. Z.· ovidos -Salter? 
Syringopora geniculata Phillips? 
Lithostrotion junceum Fleming?' 

junceum small var. 
basaltiforme? 
portlocki? 
irregu1are? 
affine? 

Fenestella sp. 
Hemitrypa sp. 

Collection '7138a. Locality 26 X:· 
Lithostrotion martini? 
Zaphrentis sp. 
Fenestella sp. 
Productus giganteus. 

aff. undatus. 
sp. 

Camarotoechia? sp. 
Spirifer aff. S. striatus var. attenuatus. 

pinguis. 
ovalis. 

Bellerophon sp . 
P.hillipsia sp. 

Collection 7125. · Locality 29 A: 
Syringopora reticulata? 
Lithostrotion basal tiforme? 

sp. 
Collection 7125a. Locality 29C ? : 

Zaphrentis sp. 
Lithostrotion portlocki? 
Productus aff. P. giganteus? 
Spirifer aff. S. striatus var. attenuatus . 

Collection 7130. Canning River, wash. 
Lithostrotion portlocki? 

Collection 7130a. . Hulahula River wash: 
S;rringopora geniculata? 

Collection 7130b. No label: 
Syringopora reticulata? 

genicu1ata. 
Zaphrentis sp. 
Lithostrotion irregulare? 

aranea? 

Fossils fr01n ~tppc.r pa1·t of Lisburne limestone,. 
Canning Ri·rer region, Alaslca. 

Collection 7135. Locality 1B: 
Conularia sp. 
-Chonetes aff. C. harclrensis 
Procluctus sp. (com group)'. 

semireticulatus? 
Dielasma aff. D. formosum? 

• 



Splrlfer nff. S. striatus vnr. nttenuatus. 
nff. S. pellensis. 

Cliothyriclinn 'l sp. 
Compositn nff. C. trinucleu. 
Eumetrin nff. E. vern. 
1\:fynlinn ~p. 

Collection 7135a. Locality 1-1A?: 
Fenestella sp. 
Hutostomelln 'l 2 sp. 
Stenoporn'l sp. 
StTeptorhynchus? sp. 
Dietasma sp. 
Spirifer aff. S. striatus var. nttenuntus. 

aft. S. grnnclicostatus 'l 
sp. 

Spiriferinn aff. S. octoplicntn. 
Cornpositn'l sp. 
Myalina sp. 

Collection 7123. Locality 5A: 
ll,euestella sp. 
Polypom sp. 
Derbya? sp. 
Chonetes uff. C. hnrdrensis. 
Productus nff. P. ovatns .. 

semireticuln tus. 
Spirifer nff. S. stl~iatus var. attenuatul:l. 

aff. S. pellensis. 
Collection 7123a~ Locality 5B: 

IT'enestelta sp. 
Pustula aff. P. elegans: 
Spirifer ltff. S. strintus var. attemiutus. 

Collection 7131. Loc~i.lity 50: 
Irenestella sp. 
Polypora sp. 

Collection 7123b. Locality 5D: 
11'istulipora sp. 
Stenopora sp. 
Ubipidomella aff. n. michelini. 
Schucbertella? sp. 
Chonetes nit. C. hnrdrensis. 
Productus semireticulntus. 

nff. P. sublevis. 
aff. P. scabriculus. 
sp. 

Stropbulosia? sp. 
Ubynchopora sp. 
Dielnsma? sp. 
Spirifer nff. S. strintus vnr. nttenuatus. 

rtff:. S. duplicicostus. 
Syringothyris? sp: 
Ueticulnrin linenta? 
Strebtopte1·ia? sp. 

Collection 7128. Locality 8: 
!'.nphrentis sp. 
Scbuchertella? sp. 
Protluctus semireticulatus. 
11Jnmetrin uff. E. vera. 

Collection 7126n. Locality J2A?: . 
Spil'ifer un:. S. striatus vnr. attenuntus. 

uff. S. duplicicostus? 
Compositn? sp. 
Eumetrin nff. E. vera. . 

Collection 7124. Locality 12B : 
Derbyn? sp. 
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Chonetes aff. C. hardrensis. 
Prod uctus semireticula tus. 
Dielasma sp. 

Collection 7126. Locality 120: 
Syringopora? sp. 
Zaphrentis. sp. 
Productus semireticulatus. 

Collection 7136. Locality 16: 
Fenestella sp. 
Dielasma aff. D. hastatum. 
Spirifer sp. 
Cliothyridinn aff. C. sublamellosa. 
Composi ta · aff. ·C. trin ucleu. 
A viculipecten? sp. 
Phillipsin sp. 

Collection 7132. Locality 19E: 
Productus aff. P. sublevis or tinul.nicus. 

Collection 7127. ·Locality 23: 
Crinoid. 

111 

• 

The paleontologic evidence, as I interpret it, agrees 
closely with your interpretation of the geology. Two 
or three points, however, invite comment. There are 
two distinct faunas, corresponding tp your two forma
tions; the iower a liinestone and the upper the Sad
lerochit sandstone, but each formation presents two 
f:iunal facies. As is indicated in your memoranda 
relating to the collection, the· lower part of the lime
stone consists of dark coral-bearing limestones and 
the upper part of light siliceous limestones. Corre
sponding to tlfese lithologic differences there is a 
rather strong difference in faunal facies; the lower 
fauna is rich in Lithostrotion, Zaphrentis, Syringo
lJOra; and other corals, whereas the upper fauna con-

, sists largely of brachiopods and \Jryozonns. In order 
to divide the collections from the limestone in a broad 
way according to these distinctions, I would place 1n 
the lower fauna lots ·7125, 7125a, 7129, 7130, 7130a, 
7130b, 7137, 7137a, 7137b, 7138, and 7138a, and in the 
higher fauna I would place· lots 7123, 7123a, 7123b, 
7124, 7126, 7126a, 7127, 7128, 7131,. 7132, 7135, _7135a; 
and 7136. 

As to geologic age and correlation you have :;tlreudy, 
I believe, correlated t_he limestone with the Lisburne 
limestone. In a general way this is borne out by the 
paleon_tologic evidence, .except that the evidence does 
not show whether they are exactly equivalent--one 
formation containing no ·more and no less tha!1 the 
other. Your fossils from the limestone seem to me to 
indicate an upper Mississippian age, the difference in 
facies between the upper and lower faunas probnbly 
not indicating any important difference in time. At 
least I am not ready to cnll the upper fauna Pennsyl
vanian. In this connection I ·may note that the Lis
burne limestone hns nt its base a faunn and flora, 
indicating lower Carboniferous (Mississippian), and 
that nothing comparable has come to hand from the 
limestone in the Canning River region. 

CORRELATION. 

Schrader 1 gave the name Lisburne to a light
gray limestone, with subordinate shale and 

1 Schrader, F. C., A reconnaissance in northern, Alaska in 
1901·: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 20, pp. 62~67, 1906. 
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dark limestone, with a thickness of 3,000 feet, 
which occurred on Anaktuvuk River. He cor
related . it with· an apparently identica~ lirne
st.one at C~pe Lisburne. The age was first de
termined as Devonian by Sch uchert, but Girty, 
in discussing Collier's report 1 . upon the Cape 
Lisburne region, placed it in the Mississippian~ 

l{indle's sections 14 and 15, at Cape,Thomp- · 
son, show ab~ut 5,000 feet of g~ay limestone. 
underlain by 400 feet of black and buff lime
stones. 2 The fossils in both· members are of 
. Mississippian age. IGndle's beds, 14c and 14d, 
are correlated with the. lower part of the writ- · 
er's Lisburne .and his beds 15a and 15b with 
the upper part. He states that the beds in:. 
eluded in 15b do not contain fossils and may 
continue up into the Pennsylvanian. Possibly 
the upper part of beds 15b may be the equiva
lent of the writer's Sadlerochit formation. 

Collier's Ca~boniferous section at Cape Lis-, 
burne has been .discussed above by Martin. 
-His upper formatiqn is the Lisburne, without 
doubt. The middle formation, after excluding 
the Triassic portion, probably is the equivalent 
of the black s~ale formation of· the Canning 
River. sectioif. 

. Schrader's Fickett series 3 is called Carbonif
erous fron1 the evidence of fossils found in 
the river gravels. At that time the Lisburne 
. was thought to be Devonian, and th~ Fickett 
was separated from it, but as the Lisburne is 
now known to be Carboniferous also there is, 
in the writer's opinion,. no. reason for separat:.. 
irig the fossiliferous portion of the Fickett 

. from the Lisburne. From Schrader's descrip
tion this portion of the F~ckett is in no way 
.dissimilar 'from the Lisburne. 

Besides the above-mentioned rocks, light-gray and 
dark or Qlack limestones,, apparently belonging to this 
series, but not .met in place along the route traversed, 
were sighted and· studied through the field glass. 
* * * These limestones, judgi~g from the resem
blance to the specimens. found in the stream gravels, 

. are the mother rock of the fossils occurring sq abun-
dantly in the streams.' · 

In the writer's opinion, this part of the 
Fickett shol:tld be transferred to the Lisburne. 

.. Schrader 5 ·has another limestone formation, 
the Skajit, _which consists of abol?-t 4,000 feet 
of heavy bedded crystalline limestone and mica 
schist and was assigned to the "'Upper Si-. 
lurian," from. the supposed. stratigraphic rela-

. tions and from the evidence of a single shell, 
determined by .Schuchert to ·be of any age 
from "Upper Silurian to Lower Carbonif
erous." Schrader puts the Skajit under the 
Totsen (Silurian) schists, but Brooks 6 states 
that the evidence may equa.lly well be inter
preted that the Skajit is over tlie Totsen . 

In response to a request of P. S. Smith, of 
the United St:'ttes Geological Survey, for a re
determination of the age of the single speci
men of the Skajit fauna, E. M. Kindle made 
the following reply : 

The alteration of the rock has so complete1y de
stroyed the orig~nal texture of the shell that we have 
no basis for determining the genus or species repre
sented by tlie rather poorly defined· outline of a por
tion of one valve. . * * * I should say that any at
ten1pt to refer the specimen to any one of three . or 
four different genera can rank· little better than a 
guess. So far as I can see, this specimen affords no 
definite evidence as to whether the rocks involved 
should be referred to the Silurian, Devonian, or Car
.boniferous . 

From the evidence advanced by Schrader 
there seems to be no reason for separating the 
limestone of the Skaj it from the Lisburne . 
Smith 7 is also of the opinion that the Skajit 
may be a metamorphosed phase of the Lis-
burne. · 

Smith 8 describes two Carboniferous forma
tions from the Noatak-Kobuk region. They 
have simila.r faunas but are divided .into the 
Noatak sandstone and the Lisburne limestone 
by their lithology. Smith regards the fossil 
evidence as pointing to Mississippian age for 
both ()f the formations, and says. that his Lis
burne limestmw is the same as that of Schrader. 

Maddren reports· orally that on the 141st 
meridi~n there are two belts of fossiliferous 
limestones of Carboniferous age. His prelimi
nary section shows 2,000 feet ·of limestone with 
shaly beds. This limestone contains .fossils 
similar. to those of the Lisburne :formation. 

1 Collier, A,. J., Geology and coal resources of the Cape · 
Lisburne region, Alaska: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 278, p. 25, · 
1906; 

.5 Idem, pp. 56-58. 
6 Brooks, A. H., The geography and geology of Alaska: 

' a Kindle, E. M.; The section at Cape Thompson, Alaska : 
Am. Jour. Sci., 4th ser., vol. 28, pp. · 522-528, 1909. 
· a Schrader, ·F. C., op. cit., pp. 67-72. · · 

'Idem, p. 69. 

U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Pap.er 45, p. 215, 1916. 
7 Smifh, P. S., The Noatak-Kobuk region, Alaska: U. S. 

Geol. Survey Bull. 536, pp. 65-66, 1913. 
s Idem, pp. 69-78. 
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Over this limestone there are about a thousand 
feet of beds, consisting of sandstone ~t the bot
tom and thin limestone and "limy shales a~ the 
top. This he calls the Sahwage1ina zone. 'Then . 
come a thousancJ. feet of light-gray limestone 
with an Artinskian fauna. 

O'Neill 1 mentions that black massive lime
stone, mostly changed to marble, occurs re
peatedly for 8 miles at least on Firth River, 
neai· the 141st meridian. This limestone is 
probably a metamorphosed phase of the Lis
burne. 

SADLER.OCHIT SANDSTONE (PENNSYL V :ANIAN), 

CH.t.\RACTEU. AND OCCURRENCE. 

The Sadlerochit for~ation, consisting of 
about 300 feet of light. sandstone or qark quartz
ite, overlies the Lisburne limestone .with con
formable contact and underlies the . Shublik 

FIOORJ!l 7.-A typical occurrence of the Sadlerochit sand
~tonc, Ignek. Valley. After a photograph. • 

formation with unknown contact but with par
allel bedding. 'It occur~ .chiefly as a blanket 
formation on top of the limestone at the 
southern slopes of the three outlying anticlines. 
"Vherever this formation occurs the . topog
raphy is characteristic. The blanket layer of 
sandstone, :which originally covered the whole 
southern slope of the Sadlerochit Mountain~, 
has been cut through at short· inter'\rals by 
st.renms, so that the sandstone now occurs in 
wedges bounded by cliffs. A characteristic ex-:. 
posure is shown in figure 7. · 

In the Sadlerochit Mountains the forma
tion is a light-colore.d, heavy bedded, fine 
sandstone, which weathers clark brown. Fresh 
surfaces may show wavy reddish li:p.es or 
specks of the same· color. At the west ('nd of 

1 O'Neill, .T. J., Canadtnn Arcttc Expedition, 1914: Canada 
Geol. Survey Summary Rcpt., 1914, p. 114, 1915. 

16344°-18-8 

· these mountains the rock is locally yellow or 
even teddish. At the west end of. Shublik 
Mountains, the sandstone is n1uch the same as 
it was farther north. There ~ire a few thin · 
shaly layers which contained sca~ty fossils 
(the middle part of the Sadlerochit n1entioned 
below by Girty) , ~ncl near the top of the for~ 
mation, there are a few slightly conglomeratic 
layers. The rock here weathers out into thin 
slabs, and locally it weathers into cobblestones. 

On the south side of the Shublik Mountains 
the.light sandstone has given place to a dark 
quartzite. It there weathers to brownish red~ 
The characteristic exposures occur in a series 
of hogbacks along· the foot of the mountains 
and the rock doeR not form a blanl,ret layer 
over the limestone. Small patches of the for
mation were seen in the Third Range at both 
ends, but there did not seem to be much near 
the middle. · At the north front of the Frank
lin Mountains, at the rock gorge of the Can
~ing, there are vertical beds of the Sadlerochit, 

. but · within these mountains only distant 
glimpses. were seen of rocks that are probably 
sandstones infolded in the top of the limestone. 

Near Lake. Schrader on Sadlerochit River 
the sandstone or quartzite is so mingled with 
t.he younger beds by the greater deformation 
that the existence of the formation in this area 
was not ascertained. On the Okpilak the Sad~ 
lerochit formation ·was' not identified in the 
dark complex above the limestone; but dark 
quartzite float ·containing Sadlerochit fossils 
:was found in ~he streams· flowing from its 
probable position. 
· The ·lower contact has been described as 

conformable with the Lisburne of Mississip
pian age. · The_ upper contact wns nowhere 
found. At several places on Canning River 
there are Triassic outcrops within .a few hun
dred feet of the Sadlerochit sandstone, but 
the areas were so disturbed that the relations 
were not clearly made out. At the east end 
of the outside belt of .mountains, at Camp 263 
Creek -en the southern side, the Carboniferous 
and MesozoiG rocks have· a monoclinal str-p.e
ture. · Here Triassic rocks were found, 300 
feet in s~ction, above the.·highest Carbonifer-. 
ous sandstone beds. The bedding of both for
mations was parallel, so that no unconformity 
is indicated. · 
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AGE. 

The Sadlerochit sandstone is abundantly .fos
siliferous only at the lower contact. ··A fe;w 

· pelecypods were found in the body. of the 
sandstone in only two localities. Mr. Girty's 
report is given below. 

li'o.ssil localities of the Sadlerochit sandstone, Canning 
River, Alaska. 

- 7. On th~ top of the ridge forming the southwest 
corner of the Sadlerochit Range neur the cliff of Sad
lerochit sandstone. · This locality is at or near the 
contact between the Sadlerochit and the 'Lisburne. 

7 A. Dark-brown sandy rock. Abundant white casts 
of fossils were pick~d up along the shattered outcrop. 
None in place. Thickness 10 feet. . · 

7 B. Yellowish sandstone conformably above 7 A. 
Grades into 7 Al and perhaps the fossils · ar.e: mixed. · 
Only :i few feet. thick~ 

7 C. Fine yellow-gr.ay sandstone, ·100 feet thick. 
7 D .. Nearly th~ same horizon and 150 feet west 

of 7 A. 
Below 7 A is about 2,000 feet of Lisburne l hue

stone and above 7 C is 300 feet of Sadlerochit sand~ 
stone. 

9 A. Sop.theast . corner of Heel Hill, lgnek Creek. 
Gray sandstone. 

1L ~orth side of creek running west from Mount 
Copleston. 

11 A. Near top of formation. 
11 B. On liillside and about sm~1e horizon; 300 yards 

from 11A. 
14 .. Shublik Spri(lgs, close. to Lisburne contact. 
16 .. Stream was~ from north side of Shublik)\ioun-

tains. , 
19. Bluff on· stream· flowing from the north side of 

Shublik Mountains toward t11e west end of the "Third 
Hange." Inside of hogback ·at contact with.limestone. 

19 A. Fine dark quartzite,.100 feet thick; no fossils. 
19 B. Shaly bed, 1'0 feet thick. Fossils at contact 

with 19C. 
19 C. Hard dark quartzite, 60 feet. thick. Fossils 

tibsent ·or rare. 
19 D. Hock similar to that of 19 C, 30 feet thick, but 

fossils abundant. 
Talus, 30 feet. 

Aviculipecten sp. 
sp. 

Collection 7117. _ Locality 7 B: 
· P:roductus ilginae? 

Iimltistriatus? 
cora? . . 
n. sp; aff. P. timanicus. 

Marginifera involuta? 
Camarophoria mutabilis? 
Spiriferella aff. ·S. sa·ranae. 

aff. S. c::uneratus. 
Martinia? sp. 
Heticularia '? n. sp. 
Squ:unularia perplexa? 
A viculipeCten ( Streblopteria ?) sp. 

Collection 7117a. Locality 7 D: 
Zaphrentis sp. 
Orthothetina sp. · 
Productus irginae? 

aagardi? 
. koninckianus? 
aff. P. gruenewaldti. 
aff. P. horri~lus. 
aff. ·P. timanicus. 
aff. P. inflatus? 
aff. P. mammatus? 

Rhynchopora aff. P. nikitini. 
Spirifer aff. S. cameratus. 

lyra? 
Spiriferella aff. S. saranae .. 
A viculipecten sp . 

. Collection 7122. Locality 14: 
Streptorhynchus? sp. 
Spirifer aff·. S. rectangulus. 

Collection 7119. Locality 16: 
Streptorhynchus? sp. 
Productus aff. P. mammatus. 
Rhynchopora aff. R nikitini. 
Spirifer aff. S. rectangulus. 

aff. S. marcoui. 
Collection 7118 .. Locality 19 B: 

Productus sp. 
Camarophoria aff .. C. mutabilis. 

Collection 7118a. Locality 19 C: 
Productus· aff. P. timanicus .. 

Collection 7ll8b. Locality 19 D : · 
ProdU(~tus mammatus? 

gruenewaldti? 
aff. P. timanicus. 

19 E. Gray Lisburne limestone; crinoid stems and !1 Spirifer aff. S. · rectangulus. 
few fossils. · Pleurotomaria? sp. 
· 19 V ( =B ?) . Shaly beds on opposite side of ct'eek, Bellerophon sp. 
10 ·feet thick. Streptorhynchus? sp. 

19X (=C?). Barel quartzite, 6 feet thick.. Collection 7118c. LocaHty 19 V: 
19Y (=C?) .. A shaly·layer 8 inches widenext to X.· Cliothyridina ~p.' 

Ji'ossils from basal part of the Sadlerochit ·sandstone, 
Cawning River, Alaska. 

Collection 7117b. Locality 7 A: 
Productus aff. P. aagardi. 

aff. P. mexicanus. 
sp. 

Spiriferella· aff. S. saranae. 

Col~ection 7132a. Locality 19·y: 
Spirlfer? sp. 

Collection 7120. Locality?: 
Productus aff. P. · timanicus. 

aff. P. multistriatus. 
· aff. P. mammatus. 

sp. 
Spirifer sp. 
A viculipecten sp. 

·., 
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Ji'ossils f'l:o·m, '1/l:illdle 11art ot Sadlerochit . sa?tdstone, 
Ca,nning JU·vcr ·region, Alaslca. 

Collection 7133.. Locnlity 9 A: 
Bakewetlia 'l sp. · 
Schizodus 'l sp. 

Collection 7121a. · Locality 11 A?: 
Aviculipecten? sp .. 
Schizodus? sp. 
Bnke\vellia? ·sp~ 

Collection 7121. Locality 11 B: 
A few small gastropods aud pelecypo.ds, all uudeter-: 

mined: 
The collections from the Sndlerochit snndstone 

also show two phnses '~•hich may be more. significant 
thnn those of the underlying Lisburne limestone. The 
principal faunn• of the Sadlerochit ~s composed of 
brachiopods nnd ~s rich in P1'0tl·uct'lts, Spirife·r, and· 
other . forms. A few collections~ however,' contain 
none of these species but show a pelecypod facies, 
which is so meager unci so ambiguous that I ·can. not 
positively claim it for ti1e Pp.leozoic at all. Thie 
facies occurs in lots 7121, 7121a,. mid 7133. The typi
cni. Sadlerochit brachiopod fauna is found in lots 
7117, 7117a1 71l7b, 7118, 7118a, 7118b, 7118c\ 7il9, 
7120, '7122, and 7132b, the accuracy of each as~ign-: 
meut depending on the variety and character of the 
fauna. It should be noted tlwt l'ots 7ll7, 7.117a, ai1d 
7117b, which occupy a 'stratigraphic position inter
meditlt:e ·between tl1e unclerly.i'ng limestone and. the 
typlcitl Sndlerochit;"belong paleontologicully distinctly. 
with the Sadlerochit fnuna; also lot 7132, which is· 
refen·ecl to the limestone, might very' :well be Sadie
roc hi~ so far llS the. single P·roi.l'ltCt'ltS in. the coll~ction 
nff:ords it clue. * · * * · 

The Saclierochit shows · a nutrkecl faunai · cliange 
ft·om the limestone below. I correlate it with. the 
Gschel ian zone of the Uralian section of east~rn Rus
sin.. ~rhe group of small -collections showing a. pelec
ypod facies. tlui.t are included in the Sadlerochit, as· 
I hnve illrencly . stnted, present a marked. coutrast 
with the brnchiopocl fnuna to which the preceding 
stnten1ents .refer. These three fmmas are too small 
ancl too poorly preserved to be signlficant. 

The typical Sadlerochit fauna occurs at the 
contac't with the Lisburne and may run down 
into the Lisfn~i-ne~· vVith regard to the Ameri.: 
can .~quivah~nt of the :Gscpelian, Girty,. in a 
report upon ·Maddren's fossils from the 141st 
meridian, makes the following· remarks in a 
letter written nio:r:e .tl:u~n a yea1· previous to the 
above report upm~ t~e· -\vriter's ~ossils: 

* ·::. * a terni · which ·Dr. Holtedahl tells me ls ·no: 
longer used by the Russian geologists. * * * The 
Artinskia:n is b~~ many European geologists included in. 
the Permian, but Dr: Holteclql.ll cla~ses it with the· 
Carboniferous (our P~nnsy 1 vnnian). 

According to Girty's report upon the writer's· 
·fossils and to his· remarks juE;t quoted, the· age 
:of the Sadlerochit. sandstone is Pennsylvanian .. 
·To 'Yhich p~_rt. of the Russia~ section the fauna· 
, belongs, :wh~ther to the Schwageiina zone or 
to the Artinskian, th~ writer is unable to state~ 

CORRELATION. 

IGndle 1 at Cape Thompson fotind "a section 
·which passes without structural complimttions 
from the fossiliferous Carboniferous limestones 

. to the top ·of the highest beds exposed in 'the 
vicinity." Thi~ section,- No. 15, contains two 
lithologic divisions-a and b, light-gray lim~~ 
stone·; c, ¢, e; black shales; limestone, and argil
lite. The portion marked d c~:mtains Triassic 
fossils, and as c is essentially ·similar it_ is als~ 
put in the Triassic. This leaves b, ·2,000 feet of 
u:q.fossiliferou's l~estone; between the· Triassic, 
and a, the 3,000· £eet of known Lisburne lime
stone .. Thus at Cape Thompson there is a wide 
interval between the Lisburne limestone and· 
the Triassic rocks, in ·which an. equivalent of 
the Sadlerochit formation may · o~cur. 

Neither Collie-r at Cape Lisburne nor Schra-· 
der on· the ·152d ·meridian found any r~cks 
which can be gr.ouped with the Sadlerochit. 
In Maddren's · sectioh on the 141st meridian 
he. has 1,,000 fe~t ·of limestone wit.h Artinskia:rl 
fossils. This is the nearest equivalent to· the 
fauna of the Canning River region that has 
been found in the Arctic Mountains. 

In O'Neill's section 2 on· Firth River the1~~ 
are several sandstones and quartzites which 
over lie the limestone. They amount to: 400 or 
·500. feet in thiclmess, and· though they. a·re lith
ologically different from the Sadlerochit they 
may be its equivalent. · · 

MESOZOIC .SEDIMENTARY R<?CKS. 

SHUBLIK F~R~ATION (UPPER_ TRIAS~IC). 

The correlations ";ith the. Russian sectron fire cred
ited to Dr. Olaf Hoftecli.1hl, who is studying the Spitz: 
bergen faunas and: IHi:s also exrt01ined' the u·ussrah col~ 
Jectlons nt St. Pet:ei'sburg: · * ·~ * These cori;~la
tions with the Ri.1ssian. section. differ. somewhat from . 
those previously mncle by 111~ .ancl ,;;t,re. cloubtlel;jS more 
accurate. J have cnlled the Artinsh:ian horizon:,~ which 
correlates with the Nation IUver formation, Gschelian, 

CHARACTER AND OCCURRENCE; 

· · The Shublik form~~iop; ·which consists of 
about 500 feet of dark limestone, shale,· and 
sandstone, overlies the Pennsylvanian Sadie-

1 Kindle, ID. M., The section at Cape Thompson: Am. Jour. 
Sci., 4th ser., vol. 28, p. 526, 1909. 

2 O'Neill, J. J., op. cit., p. 114. 
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i·ochit'isan:astorie aiid-·underlies:the Lower Ju- The·low·er sandstone member is apparently 
~;a~sic·.· I{ingal( s4ai~.'·' Neither· th~ ~pper nor ca~careous, and the grains stand out so a~ to 
~h,e lower contact ha.s qeen found, but· the dip :be rough to the to~ch in weathered specimens. 
of the three form~~~qp.s.seems to be.the same. ·Darker pebble-like markings are so numerous 
As a· rule.the Shubl\lr..is easily separated ~rom as to give the rock a mottled appearance. This 
.the :i;le;xt older rocks: q.y the abrupt change in sandstone with its characteristic markings was 
<?Plor from light in_ ~l;le.. Ca·rboniferous .rocks to identified in nearly every Triassic locality from 
uearly pla.ck ip.. ~h~- .Tria~ic rocks, but the Okpilak Riyer to ~he Canning. On the top 
youpge,r ~\ingak .s4~.les are so sirri~~ar to· those of Red Hill at the west end of the Sadlerochit 
o.f... t4e: .~hnblik forfl?._ati<;>n that ~~e determina~ Mountains this sandstone member outcrops in 
tion of the dividing line bet-vveen these. forma- a low rounded ridge that rises perhaps 10 feet 
tions must rest upon paleontologic evidence. · above the general level,' 'Somewhat after the 

. The Shul;>lik.format.ion.a~.a whole is·less re- manner of a latera1 'inoraiii~. Here the thick
sistant ~han the .. .I:~a~eozoic. rocks and has ap- ness could .. not .. be .a~~ertained, owing to the 
parently been .erode.d ~rom the elevated parts shattered condition· of. the rock, but it was esti
of the country, so that ~ow it is found only mated to be less tha11- 30 feet'. On Ok,pilak 
along the northern· frent of the Franklin River no sandstone' ·was found in place, but 
Mountains. It occurs. chiefly ·in the outlying talus blocks of 'd.·ark sandstone with darker · 
structural valleys. ; The type loc~lity is at. pebble-like' m~rkings undoubtedly belonged to 
Shublik Island on Canning River, at the south- this phase of the Shublik. 
west corner of. the Shublik Mountains, where. The limestone member is very dark, in places 
the' formatiQn .was first discovered. This loGal- almost black. The greatest exposed thickness 
it.y, however, is .not favorable for study, for was about 100 fee~. There are he::niy beds 
the· exposures. are .. complicated and scattered. about a foot thick and shaly beds made up al
South of the east end of the Sadlerochit Moun- most entirely of flattened Pseuiomonotis or 
tains, where the r<;>cks have a monoclinal' struc- Halobw shells. Slabs composed of such shells 
ture, the relations ar!3 -much more simple. In have been ,found in every' limestone outcrop 
this locality several southward-flowing creeks from .fJI\:pilak. River to Canning River, and 
show exposures across the strike. The entire , also have been brought in by natives from 

· section, including the contacts, ·was not re- Sagavanirktok River, 50 miles west of the Can
vealed in the single cut examined, on Camp ning. Another peculiarity of this limestone, 
263 Creek, exposures of the Shublik formation by which it may be identified in the field, is 
fairly complete sections could be made out by. that in nearly every outcrop there are beds 
extending the field of study to $imilar' streams ·which contain numerous small brachiopods, 
farther to the west. · chiefly Terebratula and· Rhynchonella, in the 

The se~tion ~n C~mp 263. Creek is shown fornl of white or polished black casts. . . 
?elow. The thickness was determined by esti-_ The .section above the limestone was not ex
mation and l;>y pacing distances along the creek. posed on Camp 263 Creek, but less than 40 
bed, which is cut perpendicular to a mono-. miles to the west, at localities 21 and 22. ·on 
clina'I dip of about 20° .. · · Ik1okpaurak Creek, a tributary to the Can-. 

ning, more than 100 feet of black shale. is 

Triassic section on Camp 263 Creek. 

1~ Unexposed, probably soft shales ___________ _ 
2. Scattered exposures of dark ·limestone, some 

shaly beds ------------------------------
3. Unexposed, probably soft rock~------------ · 
4. · Dark calcareous sandstone, conglomer-

atic(?>-----~-~--------------~--~-------
5. U~expost;d, probably soft rocks:.:. __________ _ 

Feet. 
800 

80 
140 

exposed above .the li~estone. Triassic :fos
sils were col~ected from. the lo~er 25 feet of 
these shales, but the upper portio~ was so 
masked by a disintegrated talus that no search 
was ,mad:e there .. These ... shales could not be 
separated lithologically from those of the 
Kingak :formation, found elsewhere .. 

30 In·t~e only measured section, that on Camp 
300 

1,350 

2~3 Cre'e}r~ but there is every ,probability that 
were foUI1d about 250 feet apart vertically, 

~ 
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-which is :a ln'Qnimttm thiclmess. The strata 
·were tJ.w0t exposed! 'for 800 feet above and 300 

· :feet bei<Dw this exposure, so that 1,300 feet is 
the n1aximw11 .IF>Ossible thickness. 

Mr .. J. J .. O'Neill, the geologist with the 
CanaGI.ii:n.n. .t\mctic Expedition, which wintered 
at Co~~ Point in 1'913-14, made a brief 
winter •tnn_» 'Up Sadlerochit River. A good sec- · 
tion of llfresozoic rocks was· found in the gap: 
where~ river cuts thrqugh the east end of 

. the .tb.ir.at range. The following section was 
furniShed by l\1r. O'Neill:·. 

.Scce:ir;n mear east end of Third Range, Sadlerochit 
River. 

Feet. 
:1. Dllll;k-:gray $andstone, no conglomerate, abun- · 

•dlnmt fossils _____________ :... ________________ 200 

:2. Durk:gray sandstone, witli dark pebbles and 
'.fossils__________________________________ 10 

:3. '11hirl-lbeddecl sandstone, dnrker than the beds 
above ___ ·--------------~----------------- 100 

4. 1\inssi~e sandstone with basa~ conglomerate__ 20 
, Unconformity: 

. 5. 1Dark.:~hale ------------------------------- 100+ 

430 

'The fossils and rock specimens from this sec
tion were examined by the writer. Without· 
dlClXtllbt they come from the Shublik formation. · 
10'Neill seems to have found the lower part of 
ttlln:e formation, as there are no limestones in his 
:se-ction. "Vith ,a.llowance for a· difference in 
e&t.1rrnation of thickness, his section, which is 
:given above, and the writer's are similar. 
O?Neill's No. 1 corresponds. to the writer's 
No. :3., No. 2 to No .. 4, nnd Nos. 3, 4, andv5 to 
No . .ID .. 

The contacts of the Shublik fo.rmation with 
the o[de;r :and younger rocks were n~t found. 
At Camp 263 Creek there are only 300 feet of 
beds · nllhexposed between the Upper Triassic 
nnd the Carboniferous, and the. dips are con
formable. Although there may have been ver
tical movements between the two periods there 
could not have been any 'notable mountain 
building at the close of the Paleozoic era. .The 
nearest Jurassic rocks, 800 feet above the 
Triassic, have a greater dip, yet as the dip in
creases progressively within the Jurassic rocks 
no. unconformity is indicated between the two 
.systems. · 

The Shublik formation pai:-takes in th.e gen- · 
eral deformntion of the mountains, but as it is 
composed of softer ·rocks it is locally more 
closely folded than. the older formations. 

AGE. 

Only one fossil w;as found in the lower sand
stml.e · member . of the Shublik formation, a 
Cardium (at ·locality 6), 'vhich was not suffi
ciently characteristic to determine the horizon. 
In the overlying. limestone and shales fossils 
are abundant, and . they have been gathered 
from many localities of this rather thin forma
tion, so that a fairly r.epresentative collection 
has probably been secured. 

T. W. Stanton has made the following de
terminations of the invertebrates. vertebrate 
remains, consisting of a fe"\v pieces of bone, 
probably from a rib, were found at localities 
30 and 115. 

Locality ·6. Canning H.iver, near~ top of Heel Hill. 
Isolated outcrop of dark sandstone; 10 feet exposed. 
Cardium? sp. 

Not sufficient to determine horizon . 
J..ocality 13~· Canning H.iver. li'loat. 

Rhynchonella sp. 
Aviculipecten sp. 
Natica? sp. 

Probnbly Triassic. 
Locality 15. Canning H.iver. Outcrop across creek 

from camp 150. 
Rllynchonella . sp. 

Probably. Triassic .. 
Loeality 17. Bluff on ·canning River, half a 'mile 

above camp 152, on north side of Ikiakpaurak Creek. 
Large pelecypods, nearly all perpendicular to beddh~g 

planes. · All collected along top of anticline within 
1 or 2 feet of the same bed. Hard dark limestone 
50 feet exposed. ' 

Rhynchqnella sp. 
Terebrntula 2 sp. 
Spii:-ifer~na sp. · 

, Pecten sp. 
Lima? sp. (large form ; several specimens). 
Avicula sp .. · · 
Gervillia sp. 
Nucula? sp. 
1\iegalodon? sp. 
Pleurotomaria sp. 

Probably Triassic. The brachiopods suggr!st u 
fauna closely related to the somewhat doubtful 
Triassic fauna collected near· the mouth of Nation 
River on the Yukon. 
Locality 18. Canning River. Isolated outcrop of 

liinestone at base of hogback 2 miles east of camp 
152, on north side of creek • 
Rhynchonella sp. 
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Balobia sp. cf. H. · superba Mojsisovics. 
Meg~lodon? sp. 
Pleurotqmaria ?, sp. 

r.rriassic. \ 
Locality 21. Bluff on Canning River, on south side 

of lkial\:paurak Valley, a mile above camp 152. Chiefly 
~lack shaJes that crum?le when handled. Some harder '· 
layers contained· fossils that· could be saved. About t 

100 feet e~posel1. Fossils collected from bottom of 

Rhynchonel!a 2 · sp. 
Gryphaea? ' sp. 
Halobla sp. cf. H. superba· Moj~isovics. 
Cardi urn? sp. · 
Undetermined small gastl:opods .. 
Clioni tes? sp. 
Atractites? sp. 
Bone· fragment. 

. Triassic .. · 

·, 

exposure. Hulahula IUver, fishing place at edge of mountains. 
Terebratula sp. Fossils collected in 'winter from scattered outcrops 
Spiriferina sp_. along the river. 
Hulobia sp. cf. H. superba Mojsisovics. ·Rhynchonella sp. · 
Pseuclornonotis sp. Spiriferina sp. 
· ·. Triassic.· : Lima? sp., small fragments. 

Locality 22. Half ·a mile east of locality 21, on the i Gervillia? sp., very small specimen. 
south side of Canning River. · About 35 feet of dark i ·Pleurotomaria sp. · · 
limestone overlain by 100 feet of soft black shale. ; Clionites? sp. 
The bottom of locality 21 and the top of the limestone ~ Atr:actites? sp. · 
of locality 22 fall :~?-early into line. Triassic. 

Locality 22A.' Fossils from the top of the limest~ne. : Shublik Falls, Canning Hive~. Fossils collected 
Rhynchonella sp. · in winter from ~~atterecr outcrops along the river. 
Spiriferina? sp. Rhynchonella sp. 

! A v~culipecten sp. Gryphaea?? sp. 
, · Triassic. : Probably Triassic.· 
I Locality 22C. Fossils from 1 to 3 feet of black shale; : ~agaval}~rktok_ Riyer,; sJab collected by nativ~s. 
30. feet above locality 22A. ' Pseudomonotis- subcircularis ( Gabb). · 
Rhynchonella sp." . Triassic.· 
Ha}obia sp. cf. H.· superba i\iojsisovics. · . Black Island, Canning River, near Shublik Falls. 

Triassic. Pseudomoriotis? sp. 
Talus block at locality 22C. Probably Triassic. 

Rhynchonella sp. 
Rhynch<;mella? sp._ 
·Gryphaea? sp. 
Pseuclomonotis subcircularis ( Gabb) ? 

Triassic. 
Locality 30. Canning River. Cut on Camp 149, 

Creek, half a mile above ciunp. More than 100 feet : 
of dark limestone exposed. ! ; 

Rhynchonella sp. 
Bone fragments. · . 

Locality 30A. Top of ·exposure. 
Halobia sp. cf. H. superba Mo.jsisovics. 

Locality SOB. Talus below locality 30A. 
Rhynchonella sp. 
Spiriferina sp. 

CORRELATION,' 

Martin has shown in. his discussion of Col-. 
·Her's Cape Lisburne section (see p. 107) tha:t 
hoth. Collier a.nd. Kindle fo.und ·Triassic fossils 
··~it· 'the west: end ·of the :Arctic Mountains. 
Schrader does not seem to have _found any 

Gryphaea? sp. 
Lima sp~ 
Htllobia sp. cf. H. superba 1\{ojsisovics. · 
Pseudomonotis subcircularis Gabb. 

·Triassic rocks on the 152d: n1eridian; hut 
Smith 1 found Triassic float. in the .Noatak
l(obuk region. Maddren 2 · reports Triassic 
·fossils from the· international· boundary. 
0'Neill 3 giv.es ·a section on :Firth Rivet, 

'i which. is not far east of the boundary line, 
in which there are some dark limestones itnd 

Avicula sp. 
Megalodon? sp. 
Atractites? sp. 

Locality 300. Bottom of ex,p?sure. 
Hal.obia sp. 

All the collections from locality 30. are Triassic. 1 

I-',ocality 115. Sadleroch.it River. Camp 263 C1~eek, 
nejlr. the mountains. . 

115B.· Dark limestone, 12 _feet exposed, about 80 
feet below the probable top ·of th~ limestone member 
of the formation. ·· 

conglomeratic sandstones near. ·the horizon 
where the Triassic should. occt.1r. He ·speaks 
of the resemplance of the section to that in the 
Canning River region, so it is probable that the 
Triassic is represented on the Firth also, 

1 Smith, P. s., rrhe Noat!\l{·Kobuk region, Alaslm: U. S. 
Geol. Survey Bull. 536, PiJ. 79-80, 1913. · 
;- 2 Maddren, A. G., Geologic investigations along the Canada
Alaska boundary :. U. S. Geol. Survey ~ull. 520, pp. 18-19, 
i912. '·. 

a O'Neill, J. J., Canadian Arctic Expedition: Canada 
Geol. Survey Summary Rept., 1?14, p. 114, 1915. 
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KINGAK SHALE (LOWER JURASSIC): 

CHARACTER ,AND OCCURRENCE. 

The Kingak shale, which consists of about 
4,000 feet of black shales, overlies the Shublik 
formation of Triassic age and probably under-·: 
lies the Ignek formation of Jurassic ( ~) age. 
~t is apparently conformable in bedding with 
the Shublik formation, but nothing 'is known 
of the upper contact. ·The formation name· ~s 
confined to the shales which ·contain the fauna 
that is listed below. The Kingak shale has been 
identified at only one locality, Kingak Cliff; 

. near· camp 263, at ·the southeast end of Sadle-
rochit l\1ountains. · 

Near camp 263 (localities 110, 114) there is 
a great exposure of the IGngak Elhale in ap
parently undisturbed sequence. There are out-. 
crops along the creeks on the north ·side, in 
both banks of Sadlerochit River, and iri the 
creeks on the south side. Camp 263 Creek, on 
the north side of the river, revea:ls a nearly con
tinuous exposure of about 1;500. feet of the 
lower part of the formation, followed by a 
break of perhaps 1,000 feet. This break is 
succeeded by about 500 feet more of beds ex
posed in the north bank of the river. Then 
follows an interruption · of a few hundred 
yards at the river, but the formation appears 
agn.in on the south side and can be trt).ced ·to 
the top of a hill about 1,000 feet high. 

On the north side of the rive~, where de
tailed examination was made, the shales are 
nea,rly black, thin-bedded, and friable. There 
are many concretions both in spheroidal form 
and in beds half a foot thick. ·Many of these 
concretions contain pyrite. Fossils are abun
dantly distributed thi·oughout this part qf the 
formation, but only those from the concretions 
were collected, on account of the difficulty of 
t~:ansporting fragile specimens. Ammonite.s 
are a not.iceable element in this fauna. No 
pebbles were found in these shales, in which 
respect they . differ from the_ Ignek shale. 
There was little likelihood that any m~mber. of 
hard sandstone w~:mld have been unexposed. 

On the south side of the river the shales in 
the· river bluffs· are bl~ck, but on the hillsides 
above they are ~ dirty green. Ori. the top. of 
the hill mentioned above the shales are capped 
by a dark harder rock that was considered to 
be the lowest sandstQne member· of the Ignek 

I 

formation. In the rolling upland basin south 
of the river several outcrops show harder rock 
that also overlies black shales. . No red beds 
were seen anywhere in this area. 

The structure here appears to be monoclinal. 
The dip at the bottom was about' 30°, and in
creases to 50° at. the river, but apparently de
creases again near the top· of the formation. 
The thickness across this section is about 4,000 
feet, but as there are no horizons by which 
·faulting could easily be noted, the beds may 
have been duplicated by this agency. 

A small outcrop of black shale was observed 
in winter at a small. island called Black Ishind, 
in Canning River, opposite ,Mount ·Copleston. 
A single fossil, which is probably Triassic, 
was found there. .The next summer a native 
boy, who had visited the island after the snow 
had disappeared, brought out a slab containing 
crinoid remains, which he had found there. 
The age of this crinoid is Jurassic, about the . 
same as that of the J{ingak fauna found at 
camp 263 (locality 114). As this crinoid came 
from some distance west of tpe west end of the 
plunging anticline which forms Shublik Moun
tains, it is in the probable location of the 
l{ingak shale. Th~ outcrop is much too far 
yertically above the nearest Sadlerochit strata 
·to ·be Triassic. 

AGE. 

· T. W .. Stanton has identified the following 
fossils, except the crinoid, 'vhich was identified 
by Frank Springer:· , 

. Black Island, ·in Canning River, opposite Mount 
Copleston. Small exposure of black shales. Speci-
men coilected by native. · 
Pentacrinus cf. P. subangularis Miller. 

-Although this material is not ~ufficient for any ac
curate specific determination or description, there is 
enough to show that it clearly belongs to the true 
Pentacrin~ts .( =Ea:tracrinus.Ai.1stin of De Loriol; P. H. 
Carpenter and other authors) ·of the Lower .Jurassic 
of Engfa.nd and continental Europe, ·a·nd is of' the type 

· of P. 81tbanttttlaris 1\filler, from the l\fiqdle Liassic of 
· ~yme-Regis, England, and Boll, Holzrna<'len, ancl other 

localities in '\Vurttemberg, Germany. ;,In default of 
more perfect specimens it may be referred to that 
species. * . * * 

~.rhe material 'from Black Island, Canning River, 
brought in· by Mr. Leffingwell * * * is of great 
interest. It consists of part of a set of arms belonging 
to a very large incli_vi~l~1al in exquisite preservation. 
The matrix and motle of deposition are very similar 
to those of the Pentacrin~ts beds at Lyme-Regis, and 
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the condition of the sp~cimen indicates that it was ·shales :and slates found by O'N eill 2 on the 
part of a large colony in which many . .individuals Firth Inay be the equivalent of the l{inga]c . 
,;vere embedded together. * '* * 

So far as I know these remains of Pentacr·intts are 
the tlrst that have been found in Amer!can rocks, with 
the exception. of isolated stem joints, and it is in
teresting to note that a specimen of the same genus 
and. type ha~ recently been found in the Dutch East 
Indies, thus showing the great geographic range of 
this form. 

Locality 110. Bluff on the north side of Sadlerochit 
River, trending· northeast fronl camp 258. Friable 
black shales, containing concretions of pyr~te .. 
Inoceramus sp. related to I. lucifer Eich~vald. 
Harpoceras whiteavesi (White). 
Harpocera~ sp~ 

· Jurassic. 
Locality 114. Sadlerochit River. Black shales, con

taining concr~tions on Camp '263 Creek. 
Locality 114A. Half a mile up the creek from camp,. 

fossils mostly from concretions at foot· of exposure. 
This locality is about half a mile down the creek from 
the Triassic. locality 1i5A,. ancl about 800 feet above 
tpat locality in the section. 
ln()ceramus sp: same as at loc~~lity 110. 
Hammatocera~ sp. cf. Ammonites (Lillia) howelli 

White, 'vhich according to Pompeckj is a Hammato
.: ) ' ceras. 

Locality 11l1B. Two hundred to three hundred yards 
belo'v camp on north side o.f Sadlerochit River, 1,500± 
feet· above 114A, and about the same distance below 
locality 110, 
InoceraJ?1uS sp. related to I. lucifer Eichwald. 

,The collections from locaJities 110 and 114 all belong 
to a single fauna, and the ammonites indicate that the· 
horizon represented is probably about the same as that 
of the exposures on Kialagvik Bay, Alaska Peninsula, 
which have Y,ielded an ammonite fauna described by 
White and referred to the Lower .Jurassic (upper Lias) 
by Hyatt and Pompeckj. Unfortunately the stratigra
phy on Kialagvik Bay has not been studied, and noth
ing. is· known of the relations of the ammonite-bear
ing beds there to the Jurassic formati~:ms, so well 
developed elsewhere on the Alaska Peninsula, that 
have already been described. The· collections from 
localities 110 and 114 show nothing in common with 
the collection from l~cality 3. 

CORRELATION. 

Maddr.en 1 foun¢1 on the . 141st meridian a 
crinoid. bed Gomposed .of fragrn,ents of the same 
Pentacrinus which is described· above by. 
Springer. The rocks associated with this 
crinoid bed were so intimately associated with 
those of the Triassic that they could not be 
separated. No other occurrence .. of Lower Ju
rassic formations ·in the Arctic Mountains is 
known. to ·the writer, but possibly some o£. the 

1 Oral commun~cation. 

IGNEK FORMATION (JURASSIC1). 

CHARACTER AND OCCURRENCE. 

The '.Ignek formation consists of about 
2,500 'feet·· of black shales with coal or "red 
beds," and subordinate sandstone members.· It 
probably overlies the IGngak shale, of Lower 
.Jurassic age. No younger 'Mesozoic rocks were 
found in the region. The formation occurs at 
both ends of· the Sadlerochit Mountains and . 
probably along the northern front, but it has 
not been identified elsewhere. The type. lo
cality is on the south side of Red Hill, in the 
Ignek VaHey, at the. west end of t~ese moun
tains. -

· · In ·this locality for about a mile along the 
south side of the plunging anticline there are 
sc;tttered exposures. The ~urving strike of 
the rocks makes an acute angle with the line 
of the exposure, and the dip is in many 
places nearly in the plane of the exposure, so 
that it was difficult to ascertain the thickness. 
The section along the south side of Red Hill 
is as follows, the thickness being roughly es
timated: 

Jurassic (?) section on the south side of Red Hill. 

ll'eet. 
Blue-gray, fine-grained sandstone____________ 200 
Black shales, with ·~ed bed near the top;. fau~a 

of Joca}ity 3 _____ :._ __ ·.:._,_:.:_ _______ ...; ___________ 1, 500' 
Unexposed __________________ ..:._.:...!J:...'-'-----.---- 400 
Gray· sandstone, weathering yellow _.:,. ___ :__J,;,. __ .- 100 
Unexposed __________ _,_ __________ _: ___________ ._ -. .400 

2,600 

Below the lower · unexposed 400 feet there 
was an outcrou of dark mottled Triassic sand
stone. This ~utcrop lies some. distance from 
the face of the hill, and its dip could not. be 
ascertained. Its position in the section was 

, estinUt,ted by extrapolating the curving strike. 
The lowest exposure, 100 feet of dark sand

stone, contained a: few scattered, water-rounded 
pebbles, the largest 2 inches in diameter. It 
could n9t be· confounded w~th the Triassic 
sandstone, nor with the Sadlerochit sandstone. 
The scattered pebbles differentiate it from both 

2 O'Neill, J. J., op: cit., p. 114. 
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these ·rocks, and .its color is intermediate be
tween their colors: No fossils .\vere found in 
this lowest sandstone. 

The shales are exposed nearly .continuously 
nlong a steep bank for about a mile .. They are. 
black and very friable, . and contain a few 
rounded concretions, the ·largest of which are. 
3 feet in diameter. No concretionary beds were 
noted. ';y aterworn pebbles 2 inches in diame
ter are sparingly scattered thr<;mghout the por
tions examined. 'Flattened pelecypods are 
abundant, but the rock is so friable that diffi
culty. was experienced in securing ·unbroken 
specimens. A few unflatte:p.ed shells :were 
found in the concretions. Locality 3, where 
the collections were made, is about haif a mile 
to the west of the sandstone, which outcrops 
at the east end. of the long bluff on the south 
side of R.ed Hill. About half a mile farther 
west are the "red beds," which' are described 
below. Thus, ~mless faulting has occurred 
within the 'shales, locality 3 lies at about the 
middle of the blacl~ shale member of the Ignek 
formation. · 

At the west end of .this exposure and near 
the top of the section there are red beds, .which 
have been produced by coal beds that have been 
burnt. These highly colored beds stand out in 
strong contr;:tst to the black shales on the face 
of the cut, and they can be ·followed on the 
upper surface of the hill in a low curving ridge 
of shattered orai1ge and yellow rock. In the 
river bank the central part of these beds con
sists of. a crumpled complex of a·sh and brightly 
colored rock. On both sides .of this complex 
the shales have been hardened and colored also. 
There can be no' doubt that coal .was for.merly 
present there, and that the present aspect of 
the beds is due to the burning of this coaL 
In addition to the evidence from the ash and 
the bright color, the effect of heat is shown in 
the local disappearance of the limestone· in the' 
glacial drift, 'vhic'h overlies similar red beds 
nt the head of Marsh Creek. The native name 
'of the stream which cut R.ed Hill is Ignek, 
n1eaning ·" fire." The natives have assured the 
'vriter that these red beds were still smoking 
when their ancestors· came into the country, 
not many yea.rs ago. 

At n short but unmeasured distance above 
the red beds the sht1les are succeeded by about 
200 feet of blue-gray sandstone. No fossils 

were found in this sandptone nor were scat
tered pebbles noticed. Above this sandstone 
the rocks are not exposed. 

These coal-bearing black Ignek shales differ 
from the black IGngak shales in containing 
scattered pebbles and in the presence of sand
stone 1nembers. · They· also have an entirely 
different fauna. In the field the two formations 
were considered. to be identical, but a carefl;tl 
review of. the evidence makes it advisable to 
separate them. At Camp 263 Creek a thick 
formation of black shales probably capped 
with sandstone overlies the Shublik formation. 
At R.ed Hill a thick series of black shales 
similarly capped with sandstone. also overlies 
the Shublik formation. · The presence of a 
hard sandstone member at the bottom of the 
R.ed Hill section . and· its probable absence at 
camp 263 was a disturbing element in the c·or
relation of the two localities, although it does 

. not make the correlation uncertain. 
The Kingak fossils were collected from sev

eral horizons between approximately 500 and 
2,500 feet above the Shublik formation at 
camp 263, and.·the Ignek fossils, from about 
1,500 feet above the Shublik form~tion at R.ed 
Hill. It is probable that; there. are two shale 
formations.' with distinct faunas. It is held 
that m~st of the Kingak •formation has been 
cut out at R.ed: Hill by faulting, so tha.t now 
there is a distance· of only 400 feet between the 
Shublik and Ignek formations, a.ll.d in this 
gap a portion of the IGngak formation may 
occur. Additional evidence of such faulting 
is found in the red beds, which were. observed 
from a distance to occur 5 ·or 6 miles up· Ignek 
Valley from R.ed Hill. These red beds are 
almost in contact with the Sadlerochit sand
stone at the southerrr foot of the Sadlerochit 
Mountains, where it seems that not only the·· 
Shublik and IGngak formations have been ctitJ1i. 

out but a.lso:·D.~atly·· the whole of'·thei ignklefl 
formation. : · · · · •. ~) 

Near the hea·d of Marsh Creek, which flows" 
· north·ward from a point near the east end 
of the Sadlerochit Mountains, there is an area· 
in which red beds, bl~ck shales,. and sandstones 
occur in rather complicated relations. In the· 
high bluff on the west side of the ereek ther&· 
i::: an exposure of red, orange, yellow, green, 
and bluish shales, masked by a disintegrated 
talus through which little of th2 structure cfin: 
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be seen. Near the north end of the- exposure· feet to the nortlnvest, relatively to those on 
. these shales are capped. by a· dark sandstone the opposite side. 
whose thickness could not be ascertained; On· A ·conglomerate bed a foot thick was~ found 
the east. side of the river for a·· mile or so there . at the bottom of one of the sandstone outcrops 
are similar highly colored ·exposure$. but no on the southwest side of the creek. This bed is 
sandstone capping. No fossils 'were found composed almost entirely of pebbles, the hirg
there, ·but from the lithologic similarity this est of which are. 1i inches in diametm;, n1uch 
locality is correlated with the upper part of larger than those of the talus blocks 1nentioned 
the Ignek formation of Red Hill. Red beds above. The pebbles are well rounded and 
'were also observed from a distance to .occur chiefly of white quartz and dark or black chert. 
close to the northern foot of the mountains The rock fractures without the breaking of 

·near the head of l(atakturuk River.· many of the pebbles, but along the .joint planes 
On the east side of the creek and opposite the pebbles· are.evenly cleaved. . · 

the red beds there is a small exposure of About half a mile south of the. sandstone and 
sandstone: from which fossils we:t;e coUected shale exposures just describE}d, at the point 
(loca1ity 117). It was impossible to ·correlate where Marsh Creek flows northward out of the 
this outcrop with the others in the neighbor-· mountains, there is . a good exposure of the 
hood, but it was considered in the field to be rocks which here overlie the Lisburne lime
probably the same ~$ that wh.jch capped the stone .. Several hundred feet of vertically dip
red beds. . ping rocks are. exposed in a nearly continuous 

Half a mile above this ~xposure, ·~round the section, but· the sequence is not the same as 
bend in the creek, there is a complicated ~.f'ea that found elsewhere. The limestone is sue
of sandstones and black shales whose relation ceeded above by an interval of about 30 feet in 
to the red shales and sandstone just described ·which no beds are exposed. This interval is fol
w~s not made out. There has been thrust lowed by about 200 feet of blue-gray ~hales, with 
faulting upward frorri the SOUtheast in a piane 1·ed-stained sandy beds leSS than 3 feet thick. 

· parallel to the strike of the beds, and there are There are also fine reddish seams in the shales, 
probably one or more faults at right angles to in places as many as three to a· foo.t. Above 
the strike of this th~st fault, so that the beds the shales there is about 150 feet of sandstone .. 
are duplicated in a confusing manner. From . The :riortherll.most and what is apparently the 
an elevated outlook· the outcrops of the sand- top bed of this sa~dstone is conglomeratic, and 
stones seem to be grouped in threes, so that the pebbles, chiefly of quartz, attain a maxi-

. there are probably three sandstone members, mum diameter of 1i inches. The sandstone 
·perhaps 50 to 100 feet ·thick, separat~d by grades through shaly beds, containing scattered 
about. the same thickness of shales. pebbles, into a formation of black shales that 
. Fossils were collected· from the first ·outcrop . carry thin rusty beds from 5 to 10 .feet apa'rt. 
of dark. sandstone on the right bank of the Then .comes an exposure of about a third of a 
creE}k (locality 118A). They were confined to : mile of black shales, which dip steeply to the· 
a rusty· ·layer in the. ·sandstone. Blocks· ·.of south. Beyond these shales but separated 
fine conglomerate were seen ·in the talus, but from them by an unexposed area comes the 
none ·in place. ·A few scattered pebbles ·were area. of southeastward-dipping shales and 
·p.oticed in the sandstone. Above the sandstone sand!;)tones described above. 
on the same side of the creek there are perhaps No fossils were found in this series ·of rocks 
50 .feet of dark, . soft mudstone, containing at the ba'se of the mountains, and if the writer's 
fragments. possibly of ·a:lgae. .There are nu- exami~ation had been confined to this section 
:rp.erous yellow"-stained bands a foot thick ·and alone there would have: been little hesitation in 
also scattered pebbles. . Above the mudstones calling it an undisturbed sequence of the post
there is another o.utcrop of . about 50 feet of Lisburne rocks! When the sequence found in 
heavy bedded sandstone,. succeeded by shales. ·other places is taken into consideration it will 
The outcrops. of sandstone OJl either. side: of be seen that there 1nu~t have been complicated 
the creek ar~ in echelon and . thus indicate a .folding and. faulting at the head of Marsh 
fault along the river bed. ·.The bends ·on1 the . Creek, by which the present relations o£ the 
southwest side are displaced from. 100 t? 200 I beds have been broti.ght about. 
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The Sadlerochit sandstone, about 300 feet there is a wide area o£ unexposed and p1;·obab_ly · 
thick, is typically in such close contact with soft rocks, which are capped qy a dark sand
the Lisburne limestone ·that 1io great thickness stone. . There is room. between the sandstones 
of shales could have escaped nqtice. T.he ac- fot~ the Shublik and IGngak formations. .The 
tual contact was observed on the south side of upper sandstone is considered to be the lowest 
the Shublik :Mountains, where the tvi'o forma- member. of the·Ig,nek formation.· The s.ection 
tions graded togetl~er 'vithin a short distance. seems to be the smne as that on Camp 263 
Fossils of the two formations were collected Creek, a few 1niles. south, on the opposite side 
only 30 feet apart at locality 19. No .congloni- of the Sadlerochit :Mountains. 
erate was anywhere found in the Sadlerochit A· sketch of the area around the head· of 
sandstone. In the :t;lOrmal sequence' the sand- l\1arsh. Creel{ and sections showing its struc
stone and limestone of the Shublik formation ture are given in figure 8. 

LEGEND 

R 
.Jgnek sandstone 

§ 
Doubtful sandstone 

[2] . . . 

Sadlerochit ::.and stone 

.. ·'<.. ' . 
Strike and dip 

-o- . 
Strike of vertical strata 

A ~B~C 
. ...C$§tF~\.~. 

. . 
FIGUIU!l 8.-'-0utcrops of the rocks a'nd structure at the head of Marsh Creek . 

should occur about 300 ·feet above the Sadlero
chit sandstone, yet in th'e exposure of shales 
above this doubtful s~tndstone no outcrop$ of 
harder rocks were noted, and they could hardly 
have escaped notice had they existed. COI1se
quently it is believed that the upper part of 
the Ignek formation has been. brought ·into 
conformable dip with the L~sburne limestone 
by faulti:pg,. and that probably the beds have 
been overturned, so that the youngest lie. next 
to this limestone. · · · 

A· mile or so east' of this puzzling locality 
the normal sequence seems to hold. The Lis
burne limestone is capped by the Sadlerochit 
sandstone as usual, and above this sandstone 

. On the west side of Canning. River, oppo
site Mount Copleston, there are three o~. fom;
o:utcrops of . sandstones that dip southward 

· at high. angles. and are separated fr~:nn one an
other by unexposed areas, which probably rep
resent soft~r rocks. . Th~ sandstones strike east-

. ward, :and. are appar.ently on the south side of 
the plunging "~est end of the Shublik anti
cline. . '!'hey are apparently. several· thousand 
·feet higher in the section than the Paleozoic 
rocks on the. east ·side of' the river. Fossils 
. were collected from the ~econd outcrop. from 
~the squth at a., point wher~ about· a hundred 
fee.t· .. of neds .. ar~ exposed ... 1;he.rock.is ~hard, 
fine,' l?lue-gray sandstone, some.wha.t shattered 
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but apparently heavy bedded. There are a 
few thin horizons with numerous white and 
gray quartz . ·pebbles.· The fossils were col
lected from a conspicUOUS rusty b_ed ·On the 
south side ~ear the water's edge. Slabs were 
broken off which were formed 'almost ·entirely 
of the matted fossils of several species. These 
sandstones (locality 100) were_ considered in 
the field to be correlated with those of the 
Ignek formation found near the head of Marsh 
Creek (localities 117 and 1~8), and the paleon
tologic evidence bears out this inference. 

AGE. 

The Ignek formation is considered, chiefly 
from stratigraphic reasons, to be younger than 
the IGngak shale. ' The relations of the beds 
are apparently undisturbed at camp 263, _and 
there the IGngak formation, of Lower J urns
sic age, closely succeeds the Triassic. At . Red 
Hill the Ignek formation succeeds the Trias
sic, but, as has· been shown, . a considerable 

. thickness of rocks probably has been cut out 
by £aulting. . 

If it were not for the sandstone which un
derlies the Ignek shales at Red Hill, the writer 
would consider that the two· shale formations 
grade together,. and. that the sandstone ( ~) 
which caps the· IGngak section at camp 263 
is the same as that which caps the Ignek sec
tion at Red Hill. Although this suggested re-

. lation may prove to be the- actual- one upon 
detailed examination, the best evidence at 
h~md indicates that . the Ignek formation be
gins ~ith the ·_lo";est sandstone a:t- Red Hill, 
and that this sandstone and the sandstone ( ~) 
at the top of the section at camp 263 are prob
ably the same. 

The several sandstone and shale members 
described at the head of Marsh Creek and 
the sandstones from the west side of the Can
iting, together with the· f~una at locations 100, 
117, and 118, were not .found in determinable 
relations to the typical Ignek shale of Red Hill 
(locality. 3), but as they could hardly h~t ve 
been present below these shales without being 
discovered they are considered to be younger. 
In the field they were considered to· overlie 
immediately the red beds ·at. the top of the 
Ignek shale, but there was not conclusive 
evidence of this relation. The red beds are 
capped by sandstone,_ but whether this sand-

stone is the lowermost member of the group· 
of sandstones is uncertain. 

The Ignek formation ·is typically the black: 
shale ·formation which. contains· coal, at Red 
Hill and has· the fauna found at locality 3 ... 
The ·sandstones and black shales, which prob- · 
ably overlie the typical Ignek shale, were.· 
grouped with the Ignek formation, for no
definite stratigraphic· or faunal break could 
be foupdj. 

T. W. Stanton has identified the following· 
inv-ertebrates of the Ignek formation, and F. 
H. ·.Knowlton has r;eported upon· the fossil. 
wood. 

LOcality 3. Canning River, bluff on south side of" 
"Red Hill," Ignek Valley, about half a mile east of 
red beds. · A very friable black shale. Several hun
dred feet exposed. Contains a few rounded concre--
tions less than 3 feet in diameter. 
Terebrattila? sp. 
Spiriferina? sp: 
Pecten sp., 
Lima? sp . 
Modiola· sp. ; fragment. 
Inoceramus?? sp;_; small imprint. 
Nucula sp. 
Leda sp. 
Yoldia sp." 
Astarte sp. 
Pholadomya? sp. ; ~young shell. 
Pleuromya? sp. 
Goniomya? sp.; fragment. 

·Undetermined pelecypods of two or more genera. 
Burtinella sp. · 

This ·rather poorly preserved collection is puzzling· 
because of its lack of relationship to any other Alas
kan fauna known to me, and because of the absence·· 
·of characteristic types. It is probably Mesozoic and 
mey~~rn~~ . 

Locality 100. Canning River. Bluff on the west: 
side of the river opposite Shublik Island. The second 
outcrop of sandstone north. Fossils very abundant_. 
in a rusty oand a few inches thick and not found 
elsewhere. Exposure of about 100 feet. of fine blu'e-
gray sandstone. 
Astarte sp. 
C~'prina? sp. 
Homomya sp. 
Dentalium ?.? 
Pleurotomaria? sp. 
Natica sp. 
Belemnites? sp. represented by imperfectly preserved' 

specime!ls which appear to be the phragmacones of· 
large belemnoids. 

This puzzling collection of fair1y wen preserved· 
Mollusca is' presumably of Jurassic age, but it seems. 
to have no species in common with any of the known1 
Jurassic or other Mesozoic faunas of Alaska. 
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J ... ocnllty 117. Exposure 50 yards above camp 266 on 
·en~st' side of Marsh. Creel;:. · 

Astnrto sp.; same ns .at locality 100. 
Pleuromyn sp. 

Locnlity 118A. Bluff on northenst side of Marsh 
Creek n mile above' camp 266 at first good exposure 
of suudstone. ll'ossils from a rusty bund. · 

.Astarte sp. same as at localities 100 and 117. 

J ... ocnlities 117 and 118A ·are probably Jurassic, and 
their horizon is nearly the same ns that at locality 100. 

F. I-I. I<:nowlton gives the following report 
on the fossil wood : 

Locality 3. Cunning River, bluff ·on south side of 
Hed Hill, lgnek Vnlley, nbout half a mile east of 
reel beds. 

Fragments of fossil wood. 

I have examined thin sections of this material nnd 
·1incl it to be conife1·ous wood with unusually small 
wood cells or trncheicls. In the radial section the pits 

·On the trncheids are found to be nearly circular in out
line and clispose<l in a single vertical row. The pores 

·Or slits in the pits ·could not be made out with cer
tainty, nor could markings or pits of any kind be 
noted ori the lnteml walls of the medullary rays. 

In the tangential section the medullary rays are 
.seen to be arranged in a single series, usually compris
ing 2 to 4 cells, though in places there is only one and 
.rnrely there may be 6 or 7. · 

I do not find nny characters which would mark this 
wood ns unmistnkably of Paleozoic age, and to the best 
·Of my knowledge and belief it is Mesozoic. It is prob
nbly to be best regarded ns u species of Araucari
-oxylon. 

CORRELATION. 

As Stanton find~ the fauna of the Ignek for
·nlnti.on to be different from any other in Alaska 
no correlation can be made from the marine 
portion of the foi·mation. Schrader 1 and Col
lier 2 both describe a " J ura:-Cretaceous " for
.mation which contains coal.· This is the Jura:=
:sic 1Corwin formation of· the·. Cape Lisburne 
. region. 

PALEOZOIC AND MESOZOIC IGNEOUS ROCKS. 

GREENSTONES. 

DIABASE :AND B:A.SALT. 

Oha'l•acter ~nd occ"ttrrence.-At the first creek 
that flows out of the west end of Shublik 
·Mountains into Ignek Valley there are out
crops of igneo~s rock,' which cap the lime-

1 Op. cit., pp. 72-74. ll Op. cit., pp. 27-30. 

stone on both sides of the creek. A second 
outcrop occurs several hundred feet below, 
near the. level of the stream. The upper out
crops show a ·mass of chocolate-colored rock, 
about 800 .feet thick,' which lies apparently con
formably to the bedding of the Lisburne lime
stone. The portion of this rock on the west 

. side of the creek is only a few hundred yards 
long, bun on .the east side the rock extends for 
a mile along the northern face of the moun
tains. A lei1s-shaped area of light-colored 
talus within this arm\ of chocolate-colored rock 
was considered to be limestone. 

From the aspect of the· neighborhood· the 
upper igneous mass. must be several hundred 
feet below the top of the Lisburne limestone. 

· 'Specimens of the lower igneous rock were 
. obtained, but none .of the upper rock. The 
lower rock~ which was cut by the creek, when 
viewed from a distance resembled the upper 
rock in its chocolate color. Its relations with 
the overlying limestone were concealed by . 
talus, and the bottom was not exposed above 
the creek. As an overturned fold or fault oc·
curs at 'the front of the mountains, the lower 
bed is considered to be a continuation of the 
upper one. Clqse inspection showed that much 
of the rock was a finely crystalline dark green-.. 
stone. This . rock . has been determined under 
the microscope to be a diabase. 

No bedding planes were observed. The rock 
was massive and jointed' in three directions. A 
hand specimen shows a groilndm~ss of diabase, 
which incloses much fine breccia of a cho-colate
colored chertlike rock that 1nay be a glass. 
The largest piece of this· glass ( ~) is 2 inches 
across and is traversed by a set of parallel 
joints, a quarter of an inch ~part, which do 
not pass into the groundmass. The same hand 
specimen shows many oval' amygdules, the . 
largest a quarter of an inch in diameter, filled 
with chlorite. Another . specimen contains 
chocolate-colored glass ( ~) that is brecciated 
and filled with epidote through which later 
quartz veinlets run in different directions. 

Althot1gh the upper mass 'of this greenstone 
was thought to be intrusive from the appar
ently included. limestone, the evidence from the 
lower mass is" that it at least was extrusive. . . 

A rock that res~mbles in every way the one 
just' described is. exposed near the east end of 
Sadlerochit Mountains, in Itkilyariak Valley. 
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It forms. a chocolate-colored· mass about 300 · 
feet thick which apparently lies conformably 
within the ·Lisburne limestone ·that is exposed 
in a northward-facing fault scarp: Among 
the stream gravels there are. specimens of 
greenstone, apparently identical with the rock 
of the western. exposur;es. · .1 

. No other exposures of similar 
1 

greenstones 
were noted, nor ·was any float·. seen· in the 
streams.·· · 

A determination of· twq of· the specimens of 
the greepstone exposed at the ·west end of 
Shublik Mountains was made by J. B. Mertie, 
of the United States Geological-Survey, whose 
report is here given. L 31 ·B ·is a> speci.men of 
.the groundmass; and L 31 A is a ·specimen that 
shows. the amygdaloidal :phase. ,. ' ;·. 

. . : 

Greenstones frorn the ~vest end of ShulJ'l!k Mountains:. 

lr-31-B. Diabase. Texture: . Ophitic'. fabric. Con
stituents: Augj.te, labradori_te (largeJy · sericitizeq), 
iron oxides, and'chlorite (secondary) spherulites.· 

L-31-A. Amygdaloidal hasalt. Texture: Interstitial 
fabric. Constituents·:· Labradorite, augite, iron· oxides, 
and much basaltic glass. 

The. amygdules are :Qlled in the ~enters with a 
grass-gr~en chlorite that is. more or. less pleochroic. 
The Ol;l ter borders of the cavities are composed also 
of chloritic . material, greenish-yellow in color, but 
without pleochroism; , In a few of the cavities rounded 
grains of garnet appear, surrounded' by chlorite; 
spheruli tic plagioclase (oligoclase?) also occurs in 
one cll.yity.of the chlorite. ';{'he basalti~. glass i~ locally 
intensified around the amygdules, which indicates defi
nitely the primary origin ·of the amygclules in the fo~m 
of· vesicles. · · · · · · · 

A.ge.-This extrusive greenstorie occurs ~ear 
the· middl~ of. th~ Lisburne limestone, which 
is of Mississippi~tn age.· 

·Maddren ·has'· brought bdck speCimens of 
greenstone. from, th~ one hundred and forty
first meridian which greatly resemble . the 
greenstones 'described aqove 'and are associated 
in unknown relations with .limestone. Smith 1 

describes greenstones from t~e N_oatak·J{oqul~ 
region arid discusses their exi!'te:r;l.C~ in. neigh~ 
boring areas. H~s con,9l~sio~ is that th~y are 
of Paleozoic. age ·arid' probal:{iy . older th3:n the 
Carboniferous. Under 'the ·h~ad ·of ·,.,Early 
effusives and intrus{ves,''' 2 he 'mentions gabbros, 
and amygdaloids,. tuffs, .ap.d-'v.olc~nic agglom:. 
erates of andesitic or dioiid·c. composition and 

. ~ . . .... ; .. .' ; { ~ . :. . . ; .. : ; 

~Smith, ·:p, S., ·op .. cit .. , ,pp. 101-109 .. : 
2 Idem, pp. 109-112. 

texture. The age of these rocks is considered to 
be Mesozoic, probably in the ·middle rather 
than in the early part o~ that era~ and certainly 
older than·the Upper Cretaceous. 

··BASALT. 

0 haracter and o-ccurrence.-Another green-· 
stone of quite different appearance was f<;mnd 
in the rock canyon on Hulahula River at the 
edge of the mountains. There is at that place 

. an exposure about 2 miles in length of a very 
hard fine-grained green rock. This 'portion of 
the river was hurriedly traversed; and th~ only 
obser-vations entered in the notebook are .. that· 
the rock is massive and jointed, and in places 
shows slight indications of bedding and fold~ . 
ing. Near the south $ide it becomes somewhat 
fissile and is' fractured, ·in some places showing 
a· s~aty cleavage. . Some purplish phases. 'ver~ 

· noted. The bottom is not exposed, and .the top 
is not visible from the canyon floor. At least 
300 feet . was the estimate of the thickness .. 
In' the mountain on the west side of the canyon 
the Lisburne limestone lies much above the 
l~~el of. .;the. g~eenstone, so that .the probable 
position of the greenstone is well down in or 
below the limestone. Mr. Mertie has examined 
this greenstone under the microscope. and 
makes· the following report : . 

Greenstone from the canyon of H1tlahu,la River. 

LH 1. Basalt. Texture: Interstitial fabri~, very 
fine grained. Constituents: Augite, very small crys
t:ils of.feldspar (plagioclase), altered,: a little quartz., 
seconda~y chlor.ite, etc.· · ·' · : · 

· . .A.ge·.__.:_Th~~gh, this greenston~ is so. different 
in appearance from that of theShublik l\1oun
tains, the microscopic exa.mination shows them 
to ·be similar. .As the greenstone occurs in a. 
somewhat simihu pm:ition with reference to 
the L~sburne limestone, it may. ~e part. of . the· 
same flow that was extruded in Mississippian 
time a little farther to the west. 

GRANITE. 

Character: and occurrence.-The granite oc
cur~ 'iri a roughly circular ar~a about 15 miles 
in, dia~eter, between Hulahula and Jago ri':ers~ 
Okpil~l~ Ri.ver heads a short distance behind 
th~ granite and flows through its central p~rtr 

· T];le granite ·and the hardened schist south of 
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it form the Romanzof Mountains, which i·ise No st,ringers ,of granite were seen within th<t 
about 3,000 feet above the rest of the Arctic limestone nor any .limestone within the granite. 
Mountains and !·each a total elevation of 9,000 The limestone .here is only about a third as 
feet above the sea. thick as elsewhere. · 

Numerous specimens of the granite were col- Structu1·e.-The granite is affected by ·a per-
lectecl, but as they were too heavy for summer . sistent set of joints througliout the exposure 
transpo~-tation they were cached, with the in- on Okpilak River. The dominant plane ranges 

. tention of sledding them out during the win- . as a r~le bebveen N. 70°-. vV. and N. 60° W. 
ter. The writer was .not able to go after them (true) in strike, though one measurement gave 
personally, so he asked a native to bring them N. 35° W. The dip of this joint planQ. ranges 
out .. The cache was ·found, but the· sper- between 50° NE. a:nd 75° SW. The· second · 
mophiles had eaten all the bags and labels, plane strikes between N. 52° E: and ·N. 30° ·E. 
leaving only a pile of broken rock, which th~ and dips between 70° and 90°. NvV. The third· 
man did not think worth the trouble o.f trans, . joint plane, near the forks, strikes parallel to 
portation. the· second, but the dip is 5° to 50° E., in many 

The gra1~ite, as the rock is assun1ed. to be, places curving. These. joints are spaced 1 to 
is coarse grained and light gray..in color. Lo- 15 feet,apa~t and divide the rock into paral
caJly it has a bluish tinge, but no red or pink lelopipeds ''ihose sides range in length within 
phases were seen. .Near the contacts with the these limits.··· vVh.erever the slope of the moun
other formations the feldspars are as much as tain side is parallel with the plane of the third 
1! 'ii1ches ·across, giving a porphyritic aspect joint, as is common. on the steep west side of 
to the rock. A few quartz yeins occur a~ong the valley, the. blocks slide off as fast as they 
jo.int planes. In one place there was a vein. are loosened, exposing large smooth surfaces 
30 feet wide filled with soft white and yellow of granite.. These joints .give. rise to "saw 
material (gouge~) s<:> impregnated ,vith pyrite teeth" on the ridges ... 
as to b~ perceptibly heavy in hand specim~ns. il.ge.-!t has been shown above that the Lis
Elsewhere pyrite was S(m,ttered in small crvs- burne limestone was not greatly altered, even, 
tals throughout the rock. " near. the contact; at least not. more than might 

On the south the granite is in contaCt with a be accounted for by. the deformation· which 
gneiss( n; which is believ~d to be a hardened took place during the period of mountain 
phase of the Neruokpuk schist. The bedding· building. No positive evidenc.e of intrusion, 
and s~histosity of the gneiss are parallel to the such as intermingling of granite and limestone 
contact, which is ne~.rly vertical at. the forks, ·at the contact, wa~ found. There was also no 
a.nd change in direction with the.contact where evidence of depositional unconformity, such as 
it makes a sharp bend a mile ox· so up the east· .would be expected between a limestone aE.d 
fork. The feldspar· crystals ·seen1 flattened a naked mass of coa.rse-grained ·granite. The 
near this contact, but the granite seems 9ther-· black shale which underlies the limestones else-. 
wise unaltered. No stringers of granite were where in the Arctic Mountains is thus lacking. 

·noticed in the gneiss, nor blocks of gneiss in More than half-the thickness of the limestone 
the gntnite. also seems to be lacking near the granite. On 

The northern conta~t ·against the· Lisburne balancing' the evidence it seem probable that . 
limestone is apparently conformable with the the granite was intruded after the limestone 
bedding of this overlying formation. A creek . was laid do~n. This conclusion makes the 
runs along the contact on the east side of the lower limit for .the age of the granite post-
Okpilak, and the actual contact was not found.· Mississippian. · · · · · · · -·· ·· 
Outcrops of . .limestone and granite occur with- The rocks· ·above ··the. limestone were so 

f 
crumpled a-nd metamorphosed that their struc-

in 30 ee~ of each other on .opposite sides of ture could not be made .out. Triassic talus '\Vas 
the creek. , The granite is fissil. e and yello.w. f d · th·' 1· t d 'th' 4 5· oun 1n IS comp 1ca e area WI 1n or 
there, and tho~gh the limestone. is . on .the- miles of the granite, but no definite upper· limit. 
whole more· crystalline ·than. elsewhere and to the age of the granite was found, except that 
has lost all its fossils except crinoid disks it it ~as intruded prior to the cycle of erosion 
does not seem greatly altered near the contact. which 'produced t~e present drainage system. 
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• Smith 1 in discussing the' granites· of the 
Noatak-Kobuk region, regards them . as 
younger than the greenstones. He says that 
they 

. were formed probably in the Mesozoic and certainly 
between the known I)evonian or· Carboniferous and . 
the known Upper Cretaceous sediments. * * * The 
most widespread period of. volcnnism in Alaska ap
pears to have been in ·the Jurassic and it seems more 
than likely that these granites were intrudecl.during 
that general period. · · 

Maddren reports orally the existence of gray 
granites of ~nknown age near 'the 141st me
ridian. 

' 

CENOZOIC DEPOSITS. 

SANDSTONE ON CANNING RIVER (TERTIARYl). 

In a river cut bank on th~ east side o£ the 
Canning, 4· or 5 miles ·north of Sadlerochit 
Mountains, there is an exposure of coarse gray 
sandstone, which dips gently ·away from the 
mountains. There seem to. be remains of 
plants· in this rock, but no recognizable fossils 
were found. This. sandstone is different from 
anything in the region and is considered to be . 
younger than Jurassic and older .. .than Plio-

. cene. It somewhat resembles Schrader's lower 
Colville 2 and so is more likely 'to be Tertiary 

· than Mesozoic. 

SANDSTONE AT PEARD BAY (TERTIARYl). 

CHARACTER AND OCCURRENCE. 

In sailing along the high bank that runs 
from Barro~ southwestward for about 40mile~ 
two outcrops of rock \Yere seen, and the south
~rn one ~vas examined. . This 'locality is at the 
extreme jjnd of the high .bank, :where an out
.lier is cut off by a small valley. The rock is a 
gray-green sandstone, fairly hard in fresh ex-· 
posures, but when weathered it qan be crushed 

. between the fingers. The "9edding ·is massive, 
but the rock disintegrates into .thin flakes. Lo

, Gaily there is cross-bedding. Ther~ are irregu-. 
larly spaced joints, but these do not seem to 

. :f~H into any distinct joint systems. No fos
sils were found, but there are fairly abundant 
cylindrical hohis th'at ·appear to indicate the 
~~istence of animal life. The largest holes are · 

1 Op. cit., pp. 112-114: 2 Op. cit., pp. 82-83~ 

6 inches long and half an· inch in diameter. 
Some of ·them are· . curved longitudinally; 
others have helical· ( ~) markings on the walls. 

This exposure commences on the northeast 
side of the SlJlall ·valley, and beyond ·a .con-.· 
cealed interval of a hundred yards or so it can · 
be followed to the southwest end of the outly
ing bank. The total length of the exposure is 
about a mile. The rock rises gently above the 
beach. sands, and .after reaching, a maximum 
elevation of 10 feet falls as gradually until it 
is again lost beneath the beach. 

The bedding is horizontal and. undisturbed. 
The upper surface is· horizontal and parallel 
with the bedding, within the limits of measure
ment at any one place, though of course the 
upper surface follows a gentle curve from end 
to end. Few contacts were found free from 
the mud which was slumping down from above, 
and no irregularities of the surface were seen 
at these places. The writer was unable to de
termine whether this outcrop was a gentle anti
cline whose upper surface was undisturbed by 
erosion or a gentle undulation in a base-leveled 
plain. · · 

AGE. 

As no fossils were found in this sandstone 
at Peard Bay, ·its, age can only be estimated. 
The upper contact of the sandstone is every
where against the horizontal unconsolidated 
mud shales, which are thouglft to be Pleisto
cene. There is an evident unconformity in 
texture. As the surface of the coastal plain 
shows no increase in height over the sandstone, . · 
the Pleist~cene deposits may be considered to · 
preserve the same horizontality here. as else
where along the 40 miles of exposures in the 
high bank. The sandstone rises at least 10 
feet into these shales, so that it must be un
conformable in structure also. Thus an in
terval is jndicated between the . deposition of 
the sandstone and the Pleistocene shales. 

The nearest known rock exposures· are at 
the coal beds of Wainwright Inlet, about 40 
·miles to the southwest. Schrader, who exam
ined an outcrop near 'Vain wright, ·found it . 
to ·be of "dense earthy-colored or dark-gray, 
soft impure limestone ·Or calcareous shale, and 
hard gray sandstone of.medium grain, all in
terbedded with dull-bluish softer shale." 3 The· 

3 Scbr~der, F. C.; op. cit., p. 73; 
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age is oonsiderea to be late Jurassic or early 
Cretaceous from plant remains. · 

This sandstone in no way resembles the rocks 
of vV ainwright Inlet nor any of the Mesozoic 
r'ocks found by the writer along the front of 
the Arctic Range. A Tertiary age is regarded 
ns most probable. The absence of scattered 
pebbles is considered to be significant in sepa
rating it from the Pliocene .shale of Camden 
Bay. If the presence of these pebbles is cor
rectly i1iterpreted as· indicating an Arctic cli
mate, it is not probable that the sandstone of 
~eard Bay, if it were of Pliocene age, would 
be entirely free from them. 

SHALE NEAR COLLINSON POINT (PLIOCENE). 

CHARAC'l'Elt AND OCCUimENCE. 

These sl~ales have been found only near the 
northern edge of the Anaktuvuk Plateau in the 
type localty at Carter Creek, and at l(atak
turuk River. Qarter Creek, .near. ~p.e point 
where it enters the Arctic Ocean, about 2 
miles east of Collinson Point, flows through 
an east and west valley. On the north side 
of this valley, within the space of a mile, there· 
are severn.! exposures of the formation, which 
there consists of neutral-tinted soft shales. 
There are a few thin bands of harder sandy 
shale and also a few layers in which occur 
rounded concretions a few feet in diameter. 
As a rule the outcrops have broken down into 
mud, but in a few places. the bedding could be 
made out. Black chert pebbles were occasion
ally seen in p·lace, and they are abundantly dis
tt·ib~ted over the face of the outcrop, in some 
places being concentrated into rows along the 
strike. Small boulders are also scattered over 
the face of the outcrop, some of them striated. 
These boulders probably beJong to the over
lying grn,vels rather than to the Pliocene 
shnJes. 

In addition to the stones there were also 
large crystals scattered upon the surface of the 
outcrops. These crystals were of two forms
single four-sided crystals tttpering from the 
~icldle toward each end, and clusters of such 
pointed crystals. The single crystals were usu
ally 4 to 6 inches long, but those in clusters· 
were much smaller. They have been deter
mi1,1ed by vValdemar T. Schaller, of the United 

16344°-18-9 

States Geological Survey, to be calcite pseudo
morphs after celestite. 

Fossil wood was also found upon the surface1 

mostly in fragments, but. one specimen was 
ex<;:ellently preserved. Fossil shells were col
lected from the surface where the shattered 
concretions were ~bundant. A few were broken 
out of the harder rock of the concretions. 

The thiclmess of £he rock in this exposure 
is less than 200 ,feet, but as outcrops of a 
similar appearanc~ were visible a mile or so 
farther south t.he ·formation may be !'ather 
thick-a thousand feet or more. 

About 10 miles from the coast, upon the 
west bank of l(atakturuk .River, there is a coii.
tinuous exposure of ~?hales in a cut bank. 
These shales are soft, so that a badland topog
raphy is developed in the face of the bank. In 
color they range from blue-gray to greenish. 
There are a few. thin bands of harder m~terial 
and aiso disldike·; concretions, the largest of 
which are 6 fee't in greatest diameter. Black 
chert pebbles are ·numerous, but there are no 
crystals. A few fragments of petrified wood 
were found, some of it partly carbonized, but 
no fossil shells were seen. 

On the opposite side of the river from the 
locality just mentioned, about 2 miles nearer 
the coast, at the first creek which enters the 
river upstream from the coast, there is an out
crop of sh~les containing a 6-foot .bed of mod
erately hard, coarse, gray sandstone. This 
sandstone is cross-bedded and contains ·scat
tered chert pebbles and one or two conglomer
atic bands of fine gravel. The:t;e are also many 
disklike coal pebbles, the largest of which are 
2 inches in diameter. These pebbles in one 
place are so abundant that tiwy form a con· 
glomeratic band a couple of inches wide. The 
coal is a black lignite, which G. C. Martin, of 
the United States Geological Survey, states is 
similar to the Tertiary coal of Cook Inlet. 

This sandstone bed is about 6 feet thick and 
is underlain by about. 100 feet of exposed 
shales, which nre similar in character, to those 
just described. No fossils were found. 

STRUCTURE. 

The structure of the shale is monoclinal in 
the three localities in which it has been found. 
The strikes are all about northeast and the 

, dips are toward the ocean. At Carter Creek 
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the dip was estimated at 15° to 20°; on the east 
side of Katakturuk River, at 25° to 30°, and 
on the west side at 40°. The strikes at the 
three localities fall nearly into one line upon 
the map, so all the shales are grouped into one 
formation.· 

AGE. 

W. H. ·.Dall, of the United States Geological 
Survey, has made the following determinations 
of the fossils ~ollected at Carter Creek. The 
first two collections were made in 1912; the rest 
.in 1914. Locality 200 A is the same as No. 7068 
(Carter Creek, A). LocaUty 200· B is probably 

.the same as No. 707.0 (Carter Creek, C). Dall 
states that the age is Pliocene,, resembling that 
of the Nome bea<;he$. "The number of un
doubtedly new forms p~ecludes, tP.-e .fauna be
ing regarded as Pleistocene: Moreover, the 
Pleistocene fauna is more Arctic in character." 
The Pliocene fossils " indicate a temperature 
similar to t~atof the present Aleutian Islands." 

Pliocene-fossils tmm the shales at ,Carter Creek. 

Location ~2'0iY A. 
Astarte arctic'fr ,Gray (fragments). , 
Venericardia alaskana Dall (fragment). 
Macoma calcarea Gmelin (cast). 
T·achyrh;rnchus sp.? (cast). 
Den tali um sp. (cast) . 
Balanus ·sp. (fragment). 

Location 200 B. 
Macoma calcarea Gmelin. 
Tellina sp. 
Ast::_trte borealis Schun1acher (fragment). 
Astarte arctica Gray? (fragment). 
Astarte rollandi Bern.? (cast). 
Chrysodomus sp.?. (internal cast). 
Cardium gronlandicum Fabricius? (fragment). 
Balanus sp. (fra,gment). 

7068. Carter Creek, A. 
Astarte n. sp.?, (fragment)." 
Saxicava cf. S. arctica Linn~. 
Nucula sp. near mirifica Dall. 
Admete?. cf. A. regina Dall. 
Bela? sp. (fragment). 

'Buccinum sp.? (fragment). · 
Balanus rugosus Wood .. 

7069. Carter Creek, B. Eighty feet below A and 
100 yards to the east. 

Astarte n. sp. 
Admete cf. A. regina Dall. 

7070. Carter Creek, C. One hundred feet below B 
and 200 yards to the east. 

Cyrtodaria n. sp. near C. siliqua Daudin. 
Leda sp. cf. L. frigida Torell. 
Astarte sp. ( fragnient). 
Cadulus n. sp. · 
Turris (Antiplanes) sp.? (fragment). 
Amauropsis cf. A. islandicus Gmelin. 
Cryptonatica sp. cf. C. clausa Broderip and Sowerby. 

COURELATION. 

The upper part of Schrader's Colville se
ries 1 contains fossils which have been identified 
by Dall as Pliocene: The upper part of the 
Colville is practically free f:t;mn indurated rock 
and consists of" beds of fine gray, slate-colored, 
or ash-colored calcareous silts, containing fau
nal remains." The thickness where observed 
was 40 to 50 feet., The only species in common 
with the shales at Collinson Point is Sawicava 
a1·ctica. These two Pliocene formations, less 
than 150 miles apart, are correlated with one 
another, even _though the fauna of Collin?on 
Point is more similar to that of N orne. A list 
of species found in the beaches at Nome. is 
given by Moffit. 2 · 

No other Pliocene formations from northern 
Alaska are known to the writer. O'Neill 3 re
ports fossils from the upland north of the 
mountains on Firth River. These may prove 
to be Pliocene. 

UPLAND 'GRAVELS (PLEISTOCENE). 

CHARACTER AND OCCURRENCE. 

The upland gravels form a superficial de
,posit' upon the Anaktuvuk Plateau, confined, 
as far as the writer's observations go, to an 
area south of. Camden Bay. They have their 

, greatest 'development on I\:atakturuk River, 
whose banks as a rule show good exposures. 
A few miles from 'the coast a level-topped 
bank begins on the east side of the river and 
runs several miles southward; Near the south
ern end it attains a height of approximately 
100 feet. On the west side of the river, near 
the end of the eastern bank, a similar bank 
runs 2 or 3 miles farther south. Both these 
banks are capped with a horizontal bed of 
coarse gravels, which is exposed through a ver
tical distance of 20 feet and has a maximum 
possible ~hickness of 40 feet. The material is 
coarse and increases in size to the south. At 
the end of the eastern bank, where the maxi
mum size was 18 inches, there are many stones 
over a foot in diameter. The material is of. 
local derivation, as far as pould be seen, but no 
limestone was found. 

Under the gravels there are exposures of. 
highly dipping shales which are considered to 

1 Schrader, F. C., op. cit., pp. 81-83. 
2 Moffit, F. H., Geology of the Nome and Grand Central 

quadrangles, Alaska: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 533, pp. 45-47, 
1913. 

3 O'Neill, J. J., op._ cit., p. 113. 
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be of Pliocene age. The exact contact was con
cealed by the slumping gravels, but it must be 
a nearly horizontal plane. 

On the east side of the river, opposite the 
southern end of the west bank, there is a flat
topped, gravel-capped bluff about 120 feet 
high. I-Iere the material is much coarser than 
in the lower portions of the river. There are 
many bo'ulders more than 1-! feet in diameter, 
and one was found that was 2! feet in diame
ter. The cobblestones are well rounded, but 
the boul'ders are only slightly rounded. No 
striae were seen after a careful search. The 
material is mostly sandstone that was probably 
derived from the Sadlerochit formation. There 
is also much limestone, probably Lisburne 
limestone, which was not found in the other 
exposures. The thickness of the deposit is 
nbout 25 feet. 

The top of the hill slopes gently down to the 
edge of the gravels, and then breaks sharply 
down to form the bluff. The ground near the 
edge of the bluff is cov~red with gravel, but 
none was seen upon the higher part of the hill, 
so that a deposit of 20 to 40 feet of soft ma
terial is considered to overlie the gravels. vVith 
a field glass outcrops of gravels could be seen 
in horizontal patches somewhat below the tops 
of the gently rolling hills in the vicinity. The 
evidence is strong that perhaps 40 feet of this 
materia~ overlies the gravels. 

Deposits of boulders at the head of l\{arsh 
. Creek are possibly derived from glacial drift. 
These boulders may have originat.ed in the 
same manner as the gravels, but the evidence 
is in fav.or of a glacial origin. In the s·ame 
valley, about 8 miles below its head, there 
is a conspicuous flat-topped bluff that rises 
about 100 feet above the creek bed. This bluff 
is capped with a bed of gravels about 30 
feet thick, but the underlying material is con
·c~uled by slumping. The deposit consists of 
boulders, the largest of which are 2! feet in 
diameter, in a matrix of sandy clay. It resem
bles glacial drift. The boulders are almost all 
·of sandstone, although a few small ones of 
cherty limestone were found. Those composed 
of sandstone are polished, and one has mark
ings running in two directions which were 
thought to be glacial striae. 

Before the gravels had been investigated in 
other areas this deposit was considered. to be 

glacial. If glacial, it could have been depos
ited only during a stage of glaciation earlier 
than that during which the other moraines of 
the region were laid down. The chief points of 
difference between this deposit and the mo
raines are the lack of glacial topography and 
the small limestone content. After finding 
boulders of equal size at an even greater dis
tance from the mountains on the l(atakturuk, . 
and after finding striae elsewhere among the 
gravels, this deposit on }farsh Creek has been 
correlated with the nonglacial gravels. 

On Marsh Creek,. 4 or· 5 miles from the 
coast, a blanket deposit of gravels several hun
dred feet long upen the ea~t bank was ~studied 
through field glasses. The cobbles were prob
ably less th.an a foot in diameter. 

The crest of the ridge which separates the 
lower portion of Carter Creek from Sadlero
chit River is capped in at least three places 
by a bed of gravels. Only the northernmost 
one was examined ; the others were observed 
with field ghisses. The northernmost deposit 
lies on top of the slope that leads up from the 
beach, about 4 miles east of Collinson Point. 
It is about 2 miles from the beach and lies at 
an elevation of approximately 250 feet. The 
gravels occupy an area about 100 yards long 
by 30 yards wide, and their relief abov~ the 
hilltop is slight. The pebbles are less than 
6 inches in diameter and of local origin as far 
as noted. After a careful search no striae were 
found . 

All these gravels occur in nearly horizontal 
beds upon or near the top of the upland. Two 
other areas are described below in which they 
have a different aspect and possibly a different 
origin. 

Near the ocean Carter Creek turns sharply 
west for a mile or so and then sharply to the 
north again to its mouth. On the north side 
of the east and west part of the creek abundant 
waterworn st~:mes are scattered over the brow 
of the hill. and over the ·Pliocene shales ex
posed in its face. Some of the stones lie upon 
narrow ridges of naked shales where a slight 
·displac.ement would have caused them to roll 
down on either side. The larger boulders, most 
of which are less than a foot in diameter, are 
chiefly of sandstone; only one limestone boul
der was found. Several large flints, one 
of which is 16 to 18 inches in diameter, were 
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found embedded in the disintegrated shales. 
There is no conspicuous impurity in the ma
terial. The stones are well rounded, the flints 
showing the marks of severe pounding in the 
moonlike fractures, such as are seen in agate 
marbles. vVhen these gravels were first ex
amined in 1912 several cobbles, the largest 8 
inches in diameter, were found to be definitely 
striated. Two or three of them were cached 
in a prominent place. In 1914 these cobbles 
·were reexamined and were noted to be "sub
angular, waterworn stones, with striae on one 
side." 

As .neighboring gravel deposits were found· 
at an altitude about 150 'feet above these beds, 
the gravels just described may have been let 
do·wn from a general blanket layer as the co·un
try wa$ lowered by· erosion. , Their much 
greater size in comparison with those found 
at the greater altitude makes this origin some
what doubtful. Also the stones found upon 
the narrow shale ridges would have difficulty 
in keeping their insecure position while the 
top ··of the ridge was lowered about 20 to 30 
feet below the general elevation of the bank. 
On the other hand, no stones were seen in 
place except black chert pebbles, but it is not 
impossible that some of these may have weath
ered out of the shales .. 

On . the northern slope of the Anaktuvuk 
Plateau, 3 or' 4 miles south of Collinson Point, 
on the west. side of Marsh Creek, there are 

·two linear deposits of gravel running east and 
west, at an elevation of 200 to" 250 feet above 
sea. The northern deposit covers the brow of. 
the upland where it slopes down to the coastal 
plain. The gravels extend 50 to 100 feet down 
the slopes with a slight hummocky topography. 
The. deposit strikes roughly east and west, and 
can be traced with glasses for 2 or 3 miles. 
Although the strike is nearly in a straight line, 
the altitude is not constant, for .the gravels 
undulate with the surface of the hill through 
a vertical range of perhaps a hundred feet. 
Where they dip into depressions they are 
thicker than elsewhere. 

The second deposit is about a quarter of a 
mile to the south and about 50 feet higher. 
It comprises a moraine-like ridge of gravel 
which runs in almost a straight line parallel 
to the first for nearly a mile along the crest 
of the hill. It is 15 to 30 feet wide and rises 

3 to 12· feet above the gentle slope of the hill. 
There is scarcely ·any local relief to the top 
of the ridge, but from end to end it may vary 
as much as 50 feet in altitude. The material 
is well rounded ; stones from 4 to 6 inches in 
diameter are common, and a very few reach 
a diameter of a foot. This gravel ridge has 
such a resemblance to an esker that it would 
be called on'e in a region of known glacial de
posits. 

Schrader 1 describes several gravel deposits 
on Anaktuvuk River. About 50 miles from the 
mountains, in several places the bluffs are 
capped by 10 to 40 feet of san_d· and gravel. 
Some of the pebbles approach the size of 
boulderlets, and even boulders. Schrader is 
of the opinion that these gravels are of glacial 
outwash origin. 

ORIGIN. 

Three hypotheses concerning the origin -o.f 
these linear deposits have been entertained: 
(1) That they are remnants of a blanket de
posit; (2) that they are elevated beaches; (3) · 
that they are outcrops of vertically dipping 
conglomerate beds in the Pliocene shales. 

(1) If these ridges are remnants of a gen
eral deposit their linear form can not be ac
counted for. 

(2) The ridges have every aspect of raised 
beaches, except the most important, which ·is 
horizontality. Instead of lying in a horizontal 
plane and following the horizontal contours of 
the surface, they lie in a vertical plane and fol
low the vertical undulations. It does not seem 
probable that an originally horizontal beach 
could have been let down into the present posi
tion of these gravels as the country was 
eroded. 

( 3) If these ridges are considered to be out
crops of vertically dipping conglomerate beds 
in the Pliocene shales, many of the difficulties 
of interpretation disappear.· Their linear form, 
vertical undulations, and increase in thickness 
in gullies are easily understood .. As there are 
difficulties in ascribing their source to Pliocene 
conglomerates, if there are many gravels of a 
later age in the vicinity, the origin of these 
two linear deposits is 1eft for future investi
gation. 

1 Schrader, F. C., A reconnaissance in northern Alaska in 
1901: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper ~0, .PP· 87-88, 1904. 
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The gravels, with the exception of those in 
the ridges last described,· occur in a blanket 
layer over much of the upland in the area 
south of Camden Bay. The size of the stones 
increases toward the mountains and appar
ently the thickness of the deposit also. No
where has any conspicuous variation in these 
gravels been observed. It is fairly certain that 
they were spread out over the surface of the 
ground before the present cycle of erosion. had 
attacked the Anaktuvuk Plateau. "Vhether 
they were laid clown under the ocean or were 
spread out by rivers after the hind had 
emerged has not been determined, · althou~h 
their general aspect is more in keeping with the 
writer's idea o~ subaerial deposition. 

AGE. 

The gravels lie upon upturned and eroded 
Pliocene beds. Time must have elapsed during 
the deformation and planation of these beds 
before the gravel could have been deposited. 
Although sufficient evidence to determine in 
what part of the Pliocene epoch the shales 
were deposited has not been gained from the 
fossils collected, it. seems safe to say that this 
epoch must have been entirely consumed in the 
deposition of a thick series of beds; their defor
mation, and planation. The age of the gravels 
i~ therefore put as post-Pliocene. 

It is shown below that there is strong evi-. 
dence for believing the Flaxman formation to 
be of "Visconsin age. As no foreign material 
was found among the gravels-certainly none 
of the conspicuous components of the Flaxman 
formation-the gravels could not have been 
ln:id down under the ocean during Wisconsin 
6me. If the g~·a vels are a suJ;>aerial deposit, as 
seems most likely, the evidence from the mate
rial is negative. From the great amount of 
erosion in the area covered by them, their. age 
must be much greater than "Visconsin, so they 
are thought to have been deposited in early 
Pleistocene time. 

The few striations noted among the gravels 
point to the action of ice, either glacial or mov
ing river or sea. ice. A cold climate is thus 
postulated. If the gravels we~e the outwash of 
an early glacial stage, a very few boulders 
might be expected to retain their strl.ations 
even after being transported by streams. This 
seems to be the best hypothesis as to their 
origin. 

GLACIAL DEPOSITS (PLEISTOCENE). 

In each of the four large1~ valleys exami.ned 
by the ~riter definite evidence of the former 
existence of large glaciers was found. Schra
der 1 has reported traces of Pleisto.cene glacia
tion in the Arctic .Mountains, .along the 152d 
me;rid.ian, and Maddren 2 along the 1~~st merid
ian, so it seems probable that .the norther~ 
slopes of these mountains were generally 
glaciated in former times. In the region. under 
discussion most of the. higher peaks still con
tain re!p.nants of the ic.e. 

OKPILAK RIVER. 

Of the four river valleys examined the val
ley of the Okpilak is the most strongly marked 
by glaciation. Although the glacier was prob
ably not more than 40 miles long, it was able to 
carve a deep trough in the hard granite of the 
Romanzof Mountains. 

The area about the head of the west fork is 
at present so deeply covered by snow an.d ice . 
that no evidence· was gained as to the depth to 
which the ice formerly filled it. If th~ upper 
limit of· the ice, as determined farther down
stream, is taken as a criterion it seems prob
able that the ice completely filled the area 
around the headwaters or even rose above the 
highest elevations as an ice cap. At the bend 
where the existing glacier turns from north to 
northeast the upper limit of glaciation can be 

. made out by the rough alinement of the tops 
of the truncated spurs. This alinement is very 
irregular, mving to. the action of the cliff gla
ciers, which has continued from the period of 
·maximum glaciation until ·the present day. 
The evidence is .that at the bend of the west. 
fork the ice filled the valley to a height of 
ab_out 2,000 feet above the present floor.. There 
the highest peaks, perhaps ice capped also, rose 
about a thousand feet above the level of the ice. 
At the point where the two forks join, the ice 
was nearly 3,000 feet thick, but from this point 
the thicknesS diminished until at the edge of 
the mountains the ice ·barely overflowed upon 
the surface of the Anaktuvuk Plateau, which 
lies about 1,500 feet above the river bed. If 
the writer is correct in locating the outermost 
moraines at the northe~n edge of the upland 
the ice sheet extended only 10 or 12 miles be-

t Schrader, F. C., op. cit., p. 84. 
:J Oral communication. 
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yond the .mountains, being confined, as far as 
<:ould be determined, within the shallow valley. 
The lower end was less than 1,500 feet above 
sea level. 

The valley of the west fork, which is cut in 
schist, is-not U-shaped. In many places the 
slopes are covered with talus and the bottom 
is filled with drift, talus slumps, a·nd alluvial 
cones, so that its glaciated aspe~t is lost. The 
east fork, though smaller, is more strongly 
m~rked. Below the forks, in the granite, the 
valley shows evidence of strong ice action. All 
the minor irregularities have been smoothed 
out, leaving a deep trough, which extends 

· nearly to the terminal area ou~side of the 
mountains. In looking up and down the val
ley one can scarcely see the narrow breaks 
where the lateral streams enter. The contours 
see~ _to run without inte.rruption. Just below 
the for!rs the trough is about 3,000 feet deep, 
with sl.opes locally as steep as 50°, above which 
gentler slopes lead up to the summits. The 
rock floor is there about half a mile wide. 
Farther north the ·floor widens and the slopes 
of the trough are somewhat more gentle. 

Throughout the glaciated area only two lat-. 
eral valleys were observed to be ~n adjustment 
with the main valley, and these contained large 
glaciers. The lower parts of all the other val
leys have heen cut off by glaciation, but instead 
of ending in the air they have built alluvial 
cones out on the· flat floor, so that the streams 
now have a graded path t.o the river, Several of 
the cones rise to an altitude of 500 feet above 
the river. To compute the actual amount of 
deepening of the main valley the preglacial 
gradients of the truncated valleys must be ex
trapolated to. the middle of -the river floor., and 
the amount ·of postglacial filling on th~s floor 
must' also be considered. · Such evidence as the 
writer 'vas able to gather points to a minimum 
deepening of the Okpilak .Valley of 300 feet, 
which is much less than its heavily glaciated 
aspect had led him to expect. 

Beyond the fresh moraines at the ends of the 
existing glaciers no heavy body of drift was 
found within the mountains. The slopes are 
too steep to afford lodgment, and what was left 
upon the floor has been buried under the allu
vial filling. On the west side of Okpilak ;River, 
near the north front of. the mountains, a bench · 
of drift extends for a mile at an elevation of 

about 150 feet above the bed of the river. A 
little farther north; at th~ edge of the moun
tains, where the till deposit is marked on the 
geologic map (Pl. II, in pocket), the innermost 
of· a series of five· or six recessional. moraines 
swings.out from the west side of the valley and 
rises higher above the valley floor, running 
with a fairly well defined hummocky crest to 
the river, where it has an inside height of 150 
feet. East of the river it fades out into a wide 
area of characteristic terminal morainic topog
raphy of low relief. 

The other recessional moraines repeat the 
. same features in swinging out from the west 
side as ridges and in flattening out on the east. 
They become fainter and mor~ deeply buried 
by th~ gravels toward the outside of the belt. 

Within the area in which the ice completely 
filled the valley and spread ov~r the surface 
of the upland,. at the front of the mountains, 
the outer limit of glaciation is definitely indi
cated· on the west side, where it was exam
ined. This limit is marked by a series of dis
continuous windrows of drift, which in few 
places reach a height of 30 feet and in general 
form only a veneer of granite and schist boul
ders upon the sedimentary· beds. The highest 
drift was found 1,500 feet above the river bed. 
No lateral moraines could be seen upon the op
posite'side of the river with the.aid. of power'
ful field glasses. 

There does not seem to be any definite termi
nal moraine exposed on this river. The drift 
shows in patches here and there above the grav
els, and finally disappears, near the northern 
front of the upland. 
· The drift upon the valley floor is character- -

ized by the smallness of the boulders in com
parison with tho~e of th~ drift upon the eleva
tions. Upon the floor boulders 3 feet in diame
ter are rare, but on the higher levels those 
more than 10 feet in diameter are common. 
Th~ largel:lt boulder observed stood 15 to 20 
feet out of the ground upon an alluvial cone r~t 
the e<Lge of the 1nountains. It could not have 
been deposited in that place by the ice," but 
must have tolled down from above. Nearly 
all the boulders are of granite. 

No terraces of older gravels were noticed 
within the mountains, where the present. allu
vial filling has probably buried the original 
glacial outwash; but among the recessional mo-
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raines there are older g1~avels, which are ex
posed in places to a depth of .60 feet. These 
gravels swing out from the west side of the 
valley and curve toward the river with the 
moraines. 'They are higher than the gra·vel 
flooring, within the moraines, ·and so must have 
been deposited before the ice uncovered the 
inner area. No doubt they were deposited by 
lateral drainage contemporaneously with the 
moraines. 

Locally on the east and west forks, and con
tinuously for 4 or 5 miles below the forks, the 
river has cut. a postglacial canyon 10 to 40 feet 
deep in the rock floor. The two -side streams 
which are in adjustment with the river also 
have cut shallow postglacial canyons. 

HULAHULA. RIVER. 

It is very probable that the Hulahula Gla
cier pushed over the low pass that leads to the 
glacial lakes on Sadlerochit River, joined "the 
glacier of that river, and deflected it toward 
the northwest. The great amount of granite 

. in the drift of the Sadlerochit Glacier can have 
its source only in the Romanzof M'ountains, 
and the most favorable path for the granite 
to ha Ye followed to the Sadlerochit Valley is 
through the pass mentioned. 

Beyond the face of the mountains the glacier 
probably filled the wide valley nearly to the 
top of the level-crested ridges, which rise more 
than a thousand feet on both sides. Scattered 
over the surface of the snow-covered slopes 
were many short ridges that were thought to 
be com posed of drift when viewed from a dis
tance.· Those examined were all of drift, but 
those more distant may have been outcrops of 

The greater part of I-Iulahula River was hur- rock. ·The glacier pushed at least as far south 
ricdly traversed in the winter, and therefore as· the east end of the Sadlerochit Mountains, 
but few details as to the extent of former where heavy deposits of till atre exposed along . 
glaciation are known. the river banks. 

Although a heavy stream of ice must have The length of the glacier from the divide 
flowed fron1 the southern slopes of the Roman- to its terminus was about 75 miles, but if the 
zof ::Mountains and down the northeast fork of writer is correct in believing that the center 
the river, it is probable that the main body of of flow was south of the divide, the total length 
ice came over the divide from the south. The was somewhat greater. The altitude of the 
valley leading- fron1 the divide is large, and it lower end was not determined, but it can not 
is reported to be connected with the Chandalar have· been more than 700 or 800 feet above the 
drainage by a wide ·pass. A coarse-grained· sea. 
greenstone boulder was found a few miies up Most of the 'lateral valleys .are at grade with 
this valley. The country rock here is a schist, the main valley, and there is a considerable 
and the natives do not ln10w of any green- filling of gravels·, so tl1at it is difficult to make 
stones in the vicinity. The most probable an estimate of the amount of glacial erosion. 
source of this boulder is south of the divide. It must be small in comparison with that of 

The evidence of ice action is not marked the Okpilak. The writer was unable to deter
near the forks, and the upper limit of glacia- : mine w he the~ the hard greenstone dam at the 
tion was not determil).ed. The lower slopes, edge of the mountains, through which the river 
however, are sufficiently smoothed to indicate has cut a canyon 200 or 300 feet deep, extends 
the former existence of a considerable body of entirely across the valley, or·whether there is a 
ice at that place. About halfway to the north- preglacial channel which is bloclmd with drift. 
ern edg,e of the Inountains ice action is more I~ there is no such channel, the softer rocks up:. 
strongly in evidence, and the upper limit of stream from the greenstone must have been cut 
g]acin.tion on the 'Yest side is shown by trun- dowi1 t'o their present. level by glacial action. 
cated spurs (Pl. XXIV, B, p. 166), which in- 1 Near the northern edge of the Anaktuvuk 
dicate that the thickn~ss o£ the ice here may· · Plat_eau the river banks for a distance of a few 
have been about 1,500 feet .. On the east side·; miles show heavy deposits of till. Exposures 
however, the ice coming down from the higher of till" 20 to 30 feet thick are common, and the 
Romanzof Mountains seems to have overridden adjacent slopes contain scattered boulders to 
the· tops of ·the slopes which are visible from an elevation of about 100 feet above the river. · 
the r~~er floor. Alth6ugh the deposit of till is heavy, the to-
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pography is not what would b; expected in 
an area of terminal moraines. Instead of the 
usual knob and kettle character of surface, the 
gently rolling upland is in general fairly ma
ture. Near the top of the slopes on the east · 
side of the river a few scattered patches of drift 
are the only evidence of glaciation. One. defi
nite ridge on the opposite slope appeared' to be 
a short remnant .,of a lateral moraine,- ··but it 
may have been a rock outcrop. . 

Till was noticed in both terminal and lateral 
moraines in the area Just within the canyon 
at the entrance to the mountains. These reces
sional. :moraines were not examined in detai.l. 
In this same locality th~re were well-marked 
gravel terraces at levels· of approximately 10, 
20, and 80. feet. These terraces a~e perhaps 
due to succ~ssive. stages in the .erosion of the 
greenstone dam across the river below. ·Be
sides these terraces very few deposits· or' older 
gravels were noted. Patches of gravel were 
seen in the canyon up to elevations of perhaps 
60 feet and just beyond the :face of the moun
tains,. at the mbuth of .the stream coming in 
from' the east side, there are gravel banks· 50 
feet high. 

Both forks of the· river have postglacial 
channels cut in s_chists, 20 to 40 feet in depth 
and about 100 feet in maxim'nm. width. The 
main river flows for ~he mqs~ part over gravels, 
but on the sides of meanders there are local 
rock cuts 10 to 20 feet deep ... rhe canyon, a 
sharp notch cut into. a sqm,e~hat flat floor of 
hard greenston~, was esthnateq· to have a depth 
of more than 200 feet/but all of this may not 
be clue to postglacial ~rosiol).. A~ the gravel 
terraces rise to about 80 f~et above the canyon, 
that height may possibly represento the amount 
of cutting since glacial time. 

SADLEROCHIT . RIVER. 

ably filled with ice and only the .highest peaks 
emerged above it. As the writer's observations 
terminated at ~he head of the upper lake, 
nothing is known of the ice above that point. 
The upper limit of the ice is difficult to deter
mine at Lake Schrader, for the numerous gla
ciers. that came down from Mount Chamber
lin :complicate the situation. · Still, an idea 
of the elevation of the surface of the ice may 
be gained from the truncated spurs.. This 
elevation i~ about 2,000 feet above the surface 
of the lake, and to this must be addeq th~ un-

. known depth of the lake. Beyond the £ace of 
the Franklin Mountains the ice coming out of 
the valleys joined and spread over the ~pland 
basin behind the Sadlerochit Mountains.. .. It 
has been mentioned that part of the ice of the 
Hulahula basin pushed across the low divide 
east of the lakes to join that on the Sadlero
chit. 

The. open divide between this river and 
Ikiakpuk Valley, which leads to the Canning, 
is estimated to be only 400 or 500 feet above 
Sadlei:ochit River. That the ice was at least 
1,200. :feet thick is shown by the presence of 
two. foreign boulders on the top of the isolated 
mountain close to the. southwest end of Lake 
Peters. The altitude of this mountain is about 
700 feet above the divide to the Canning, only 
3 miles to the west. . The direction of flow was 
probably toward the Canning, as the floor of 
the Sadlerochit is there considerably above 
that of the Canning. . 

The divide bet\veen Ikiakpaurak Valley and 
the Sadlerochit is also reported to be open and 
low, so·that ice may have pushed over into the 
head of th1s valley, but if so it probably did 
not reach as far as the Canning. 

TheSadlerochitGlacierreached at least as far 
nor~h as the southern slopes of. the Sadlerochit 
Mountains. In the basin of Camp 263 Creek, 
which flows southward out of these mountains 

During the period of maximum glaciation· . just east of Sunset Pass, there are granite and 
one of the largest,_glaciers of the region oc- schist boulders, the largest of which are 3 feet 
cupied ·the Sadlerochit basin. T~e evidence in diameter, in the creek bed and on the slopes 
is strong that the whole upland behind the up to. an elevation of 60 feet above the stream. 
Sadleroc;hit ·Mountains ~as. filled with ice, .Either a tqngue_ of ice pushed up this creek or 
which was confluent with. that of the Hula- a small lake was formed by a glacial dam and 

_ hula ~nd the Canfiir{g. · . The high gat}leri~g the boulders floa._ted on icebergs to their present 
grO,und has m~ny e~isting. glacie.rs and one or location. No deposits of till . were seen there. 
t~Q ice caps, so that at.:the rti~xi~um stage the. No foreign boulders were seen _on the south 
,fh.ole area around. the h~~,d;~~aters was pro?- slopes of the mountains near Sunset Pass. 
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The lateral glacial drainage may have swept 
all the drift a way as it was deposited. · A small 
amount of drift was found near the river at 
the mouth of Camp 263 Creek. 

}low far the ice pushed downstream around 
the east end of the Sadlerochit Mountains is 
not known. No foreign boulders were seen in 
Itkilyariak Valley, so the ice is not thought 
to have pushed across the divide at Sunset 
Pass, which now lies 700. feet above the rivm~. 

The Sadlerochit glacier was perhaps 50 n1iles 
in length, and its maximunl width was 15 
n1iles. Its area may have been as much as 400 
square miles. The maximum observed thick
ness reached by the ice was over 2,000 .feet, 
and the lower end of the glacier was perhaps 
1,000 feet above. sea level. 

The probable terminal moraine area, which 
is near the east end of Sadlerochit Mountains, 
was not examined. No evidence 'of heavy 
glacial deposits was found on the north side 
of the river behind these mountains. Several 
miles ·south of the river, upon the rolling up
land, nun1erous large boulders are scattered 
over the su1·face of the tundra, but there is 
very little suggestion of glacial topography. 
Boulders 15 feet in diameter were not uncom
mon, those of granite being numerous. Sev
eral ~mooth ridges 30 to 50 feet high lead 
down the slopes of the Lake Fork from each 
side. These ridges have much. the aspect of 
erosion slopes, except that they are parallel 
and pitch downstream. In places boulder 
dumps, most of which are close to the river 

' show that these ridges are lateral recessional 
moraines. Closer to the lakes a few ponds 

. ' ' p1les of boulders, and gravel cones give a more 
definite glacial topography.' The granite 
which was conspicuous nearer the main river' 
d. ' 1sappears as the lakes are approached. 
. In the first part of a journey across the up
land from the east end of Shublik l\1ountains 
to Lake Peters very little evidence of glaciation 
was seen, except some large boulders scattered 
over the smoothly rolling tundra. The first 
area which showed definitely glacial topogra
phy was in the valley of the stream that flows 
from the gnp west of the isolated mountain 
south of Lake Peters·. Here several black 
boulder-strewn ridges of drift pitched down 
the valley, marking the stages of retreat of a 
tongue of jce which pushed through the gap 

above. · This same black area of fresh morajnes 
continues over the ridge on the east side of the 
stream and spreads out northeast of the moun
tain and down ·into the head of the open valley 
beyond. This black rocky mqrainic area is in 
strong contrast to 'the tundra-covered upland 
outside of. it. It ha~ a kettle and knob topog"' 
raphy of low relief. vVh~re it was examined, 
it has a definite outside limit, which is unusual 
in the region. 

The evident outlet of the: lake was_ dry, even 
before the spring floods had ceased; and the 
waters of this fork must escape by subflow 
under a heavy glacial dam into the valley 
whi~h .heads n'orth of .the lake. (See p. 57;.) 
The thickness of the drift must here be several 
hundred feet~ . 

There is a conspicuous development of gravel 
terracf3S on t.he main river for several miles 
apove the mouth. of the Lake Fqrk. The,high
est terrace, estimated to be 80 feet above the 
river, is well developed on both sides of the 
river, . and in places is nearly a mile wide. 
Benc?~s have been cut into this terrace at ap
proximately 40, 20, 10, and 5 feet above the 
river. Of these benches that at 20 feet is per
haps the best developed. There can be little 
doubt. that these terraces were formed by out
wash during the retreat of the glacier. 

In the open pass leading from the. basin of 
Camp 263 Creek, west of Sunset Pass to Itkil-. c ' yanak reek there is a broad even-crested 
ridge about a quarter of a mile' iong, curv~g 
fr01n northeast to east, which leads up and over 
t~1e low divide. The slopes are very gentle and 
rise about 20 feet above the floor on each side. 
The ridge is cmnposed of cobbleston.es, but 
boulders a . :foo~ in diameter occur sparingly. 
The matenal IS mostly local limestone but 
there ~s also a small amount of foreign· 'rock. 
The Tidge has the aspect of an esker but it . ' . 
seems Improbable that the ice pushed over this 
divide into Itkilyariak Creek. No drift or 
foreign boulders were found anywhere in this 
valley. 

The Sadlerochit Glacier must have filled the 
eastern end of Ignek Valley, so that the drain
age was ponded. The outlet may have been 
westward into ICatakturuk ·River or between 
the ice front and the southern slopes of Sadle
rochit · Mountains until it escaped through 
Camp 263 Creek into Itkilyariak Valley. The 
absence of granite boulders in Itkilyari~k Val-
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ley, however, is remarkable if the Sadlerochit 
Glacier had an outlet there. There is so little 
drainage in this valley at present that there 
can not have been much alluvial filling since 
glacial time. The stream is sometimes dry 
even in June. 
· In postglacial time Sadlerochit River has 
been occupied chiefly in cleaning out the deep 
.outwash filling, but it has made many cuts 
against the soft shales on both sides. No defi
nite postglacial gorges were noticed. 

. CANNING RIVER. 

Although a glacier perhaps 100 miles long 
is believed to have occupied the valley of 
Canning River, the evidence is not striking ex
cept near the forks. The writer's <?bservations . 
did not extend above this point, but as low 
passes are reported to exist at the head of both 
forks it is probable that the ice of the Canning 
was confluent with that of the· Chandalar. 
North of the Franklin Mountains the glacier 
was joined by a heavy stream coming down 
Ikiakpuk Valley, probably an overflow from 
the Sadlerochit Glacier. Neither Ikiakpaurak 

. Valley nor Iguek Valley seem to have con
tained ice. At the west end of .Sadlerochit 
Mountains the ice rose nearly to the top of Red 
Hill, about 1,000 feet above the river. From 
this point northward scattered deposits of drift 
were noted as far as the front of the Anaktu
vuk Plateau. The ice was probably confined 
on the west by the high ridge on that side, but 
it spread out so~ewhat over the lower upland 
on the east side. No definite outer margin to 
the glacial deposits on this side could be seen 
from elevated stations in the mountains. 

Near the forks, to judge from the truncated 
spurs; the thickness approached 1,500 feet, but 
in the open basin just below the evidence shows 
that it was not over 1,000 feet. The lower 

·slopes of the isolated hill . which blocks the 
creek coming in from the east were strongly 
marked by ice, and there were foreign boulders 
on the sides. All evidence of ice action ceased 
near the top of the hill, which is ·estimated to 
be about 1,000 feet above the river. The notch 
on the corner o:f the mountain on the east side 
of the river, about 7 miles below the forks, 
which is thought to have been cut by lateral 
glacial drainage, is also. about 1,000 feet above 
the river. 

North of the mountains the high ridge on the 
west side of the valley shows patches of dark 
material that have the aspect of short lateral · 
moraines, but there, as on the Hulahula, it is 
uncertain whether the patches are composed of 
drift or· rock. The same thickness of ice-
1,000. feet-was apparently n1ainta.ined there 
also, and as far- as Red Hill, where the next 
definite evidence was gained. Beyond this 
point there was no eyidenGe to show the· thick
ness reached by the glacier, except that it over
flowed the bluff on the east side as far as the 
northern edge of the upland. The minimum 
thickness necessary for this was only about. 
100 feet. 

At the forks, as shown in Plate XV, A (p. 
58), both valleys a.re · U-shaped, with the floors 
freed from all obstructions. Below the forks 
the spurs on the west side have been truncated 
(Pl. XXIV, A, p. 166), but the valley lopes its 
glacial aspect. There is a roche moutonnee in 
the foreground of Piate XV, A, which shows 
plucking. At the edg,e of the Franklin Moun
tains the western slopes show some .glacial cut
ting, and ·the rock floor is strongly marked. 

The two valleys which enter from the east a 
short distance above and below the forks show 
well-developed troughs. The contours seen1 to 
run· uninterruptedly from end to end when .the 
valleys are viewed from the main river. Iki
akpuk Valley· does not show conspicuous evi
dences of glaciation, yet there is evidence that 
a heavy stream of ice came down from the· 
Sadlerochit Glacier. The writer's investiga
tions were confined to the lower few miles of 
Ikiakpuk Valley. There he found moraines 

· which marked the end of a tongue of ice that 
filled this valley after the ·ice of the Canning 
had retreated from the area. ·The general as-

,pect of Ikiakpaurak and Ignek valleys is· the 
same as that of Ikiakpuk Valley, but the ab
sence of drift makes it probable that these 
valleys contained no ice. 

No evidence· was obtained as to the probable 
amount of glacial erosion on the Canning. 
Within the Franklin Mountains near the forks 
all irregularities have been removed from the 
hottom of the valley. A few miles below, at 

. the bend to the north, there is the roche :mou
tonnee mentioned above, which lies well out 
toward the middle of the valley floor. A 
couple of glacially sculptured hillocks of rock 
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show above the gravel filling on the west side 
of the river near that place (Pl. XX, 0, p. 
158). North of the Franklin Mountains the 
erosion must have. been very slight. Not only 
do the valley walls fail to show severe glacial 
erosion but there are islands composed of soft 
shale and sandstone in the river bed. 

At the junction of the upland with the coastal 
plain, about 20 miles from the ocean, in the 
bluff on the. east side of the river, about 40 feet 
of till is exposed, and boulders are scattered 
sparingly over the surface of the adjacent up-· 
land. On the north edge of the upland, a mile 
east of the river, there is a conical n1ound 
which rises 20 to 30 feet above the general level 
of the country, on which there are numerous 
boulders, the largest of which are 3 feet in 
diameter. At the foot of the mound there is 
a depression occupied by a pond. I-Iere we 
have an isolated knob and kettle. From this 
mound a few similar patches of drift can be 
seen s~attered over the tundra upland and also 
several small po:rids. The general character of 
the upland is there, as elsewhere, gently roll
ing, without any suggestion of a glacial topog
raphy except at the isolated piles of boulders. 

Several cuts in the east bank above this lo
cality show exposures of till from 10 to 20 feet 
thick, and there were no exposures of rock, so 
that there is probably an area at the northern 
edge of the upland underlain by till. The out
side limit of the till deposit is indefinite, ex
cept at the nort;h, where it ends at the com
nlencement of the coastal plain, and on the 
)vest, where it ends at the river. 

Behveen this a1~ea of till and the west end of 
Sadlerochit Mountains there were scattered 
boulders on the top of the bluff on the east 
side ofthe river. About halfway to the moun
tains on the west side and close to the river 
there is an apparently deep pond, which may 
occupy a kettle .. 

On top of Red I-Iill there are scattered boul
ders and a few dumps 10 to 20 feet high, but no 
continuous moraines. vVhile the snow was still 
on the ground these patches seemed to have .a 
fairly definite trend, r:unning from a point near 
the bottom of the .hill on the southeast side, up 
the side, and swinging to the north over the top 
of the hill. As no glacial ma.terial . was found 
east of this line it is tentatively regarded as the 
limit of maximuni glaciation. No drift was 

observed in Ignek Valley and only a few 
patches at the western foot of Shublik J\1oun
tains. At the southwest ~Orner of these nlOUn
tains, at the entrance to Ikiakpa urak Valley, 
two well-defined ridges curve around from the 
east about 300 feet above the river. The upper 
ridge forms a bench against the mountain slopes 
and is separated from the lower one by a de-· 
pression 50 feet deep. At the place where 
Shublik Springs has cut a trench through these 
moraines there are many boulders exposed. It 
is not known whether these moraines mark a 
recessional stage of glaciation or whether at tht: 
maximum the· ice stood out from the mountain 
slopes at this corner. 

The next extensive. deposits are on. the flat 
at the. west end of the Third Range of moun
tains. J;Iere is an evident recessional moraine 
of a tongue of ice which caine down Ikiakpuk 
Valley. A crescentic ridge swings out from a 
continuation of the end of the Third Range and 
curves southwest and south to the north bank 
of Ikiakpuk Creek. On the south side it runs 
southeast toward the foot of the Franklin 
Mountains. This ridge is over half a mile long 
and locally rises nearly 100 feet above the 
alluvial flat to the west and about 30 feet 
above the area which it incloses. A gap has 
been cut through the ridge, apparently by 
glacial drainage at the time of the deposition. 
The material is mostly of small size, boulders 
2 feet in diameter being rare. At the river 
bluffs there are exposures of till which extend 
to the river bed, so that the thickness must be 
more than 100 feet. 

On the north side of Ikiakpaurak Valley, 
opposite this moraine, no evidence of ghtcia
tion was ·found. Within the Franklin J\1oun
tains there were only a few scattered deposits 
of till, the chief one lying on the east side of 
the ri-ver and 2 or 3 miles above the rock canyon 
at the edge of the. mountains. 

The Canning Valley within the Franklin 
Mountains is floored for the first 6 to 8 miles 
with gravels, which rise to an ele-vation of 40 
feet above the river bed. On the west side, 
near the edge of the mountains, there is a flat 
nearly a mile wide, but on the east side there is 
only a narrow bench along the base of the 
mountains. Several gravel mounds rise above 
this flat. Th~ largest mound, which is 30 feet 
high~ was composed of stones, the lal.·gest of 
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which are 6 inches in diameter. North of the 
mountains the flat on the west side of the river 
continues for several miles at ·the base of the 
upland slopes. 

A heavy deposit of gravel runs out from the 
valley which enters Ignek Valley on the south 
side ·near the west end of Shublik Mountains. 
The uppermost level is about 30 feet, and there 
are three lower terraces. The material is very 
coarse. Boulders 2 feet or less ·in diameter, 
mostly of limestone, were seen. These gravels 
have to a great extent been cleaned out of the 
Jower end of Ignek ·Valley, but on the south 
side, along the base of the mountains, the 30-
foot level is maintained in a bench haH a mile 
wide, nearly to the Canning. A cor~esponding 
gravel bank rises out of the flat on the_ north 
side of the stream and ends half a· mile below, 
abreast of the flat just mentioned. On the 
same side of the creek, a mile above, there is a
hummocky deposit of material, which from a· 
distance appeared to be gravel. It is 100· yards 
long and about 20 feet ·high and may be a 
slumped remnant of the old gravel terrace. 

North of Sadlerochit Mountains, terraces 
were observed on both sides of the river, but 
they were· not investigated. The most notice
able one, perhaps 15 feet high, fills the flat be
tween the river and the hills on the west side 
near the northern edge of the upland and after 
extending a few miles beyond the upland fades 

· out into the coastal plain. 
The notch at the corner of the mountains a 

few miles below the forks was probably cut by 
lateral glacial drainage. The elevation is about 
at the upper limit of ice shown elsewhere in the 
neighborhood. The cut is steep and narrow, 
about 300 yards long and more than 200 feet 
deep (Pl. XV, B, p. 58). The bottom ·is full 
of talus, so that the real depth could not be 
ascertained. This gorge seems to be rather a 
cut in the mounta.in side than the result of a 
displacement of a block, for the bedding is 
parallel to that of the mountain. There is a 
second notch at the same locality, perhaps 25 
feet deep, at an elevation of 500 feet above the 
river. 

No other evidence of lateral glacial drainage 
was noted between this notch and the terraces 
leading out. from the \Vest end of the Shublil{ 
Mountains into Ignek Valley. These heavy 
gravels were probably deposited by a glacial" 

stream which cut through the low pass in the 
west end of these mountains. This route was 
not examined, but the divide can hardly be 
more than 400 or 500 feet above Ikiakpaurak 
Valley. 

In the gap between Red Hill and Sadlero
chit J\1ountains the divide is only 70 or 80 feet 
abqve Ignek Creek and there are here two or 
three rock canyons which are not at present 
occupied by streams. If the limit of the ice 
is correctly placed at the top of Red Hill, 
lateral glacial drainage as well as the ponded 
waters of Ignek Creek would find an easy out
let over this divide into Tamayariak Creek. 
Near the poiiit where this creek empties into. 
the Canning the writer crossed a wide expanse 
of coarse gravels with stream lines. These 
probably represent glacial · outwash through 
the gap behind Red Hill. 

The west fork of the Canning is reported to 
have several rock canyons 50 feet or n1ore deep, 
through which it is impossible to go O:r;l foot. 
The streams on the east side. near the forks 
have cut rock canyonf:? 20 to 30 feet deep. The · 
rock gorge at the edge of Franklin Mountains 
is perhaps 60 feet deep and a couple of hun
dred yards wide; it is cut in limestone and 
quartzite. 

MARSH CREEK. 

The north side of Sadlerochit Mountains 
in the neighborhood of Marsh Creek does not 
have ·a glaciated aspect, though there. is a de
posit at the foot of these mountains which 
seems to be of glacial origin. The _top of th~ 
isolated hill about 2 miles west of the point 
where the creek flows out of the mountains 
is apparently covered with till. The boulders, 
some of which are 2 feet in diameter,· are 
chiefly of limestone and the others are of sand
stone ; both varieties are of local origin. The 
elevation of this deposit is 300 or 400 feet above · 
the creek bed. 

A mile or so to the northeast the top of the 
ridge that lies on the west side of the creek is 
covered by a boulder deposit, which runs for 
half ·a mile along the bank like a lateral nlo
raine. This deposit is about 100 feet wide 
and rises 20 to 30 feet above the general level 
of the top of the ridge.· The mat.erial is chiefly 
limestone and sandstone. The largest lime
stone boulders are 2 feet in diameter, but the 
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sandstone boulders ·are mostly small. One is light in color, not the blue-gray that is com
boulder had markings which might have been mon in the younger boulder clay .of the Mis
either .glacial striae or slickensides. The ex- sissippi Valley. · 
posures in the bluff showed Ignek shales im- Striae are not common on surface boulders. 
mediately bene~tth this supposed drift. If str1ae had been cut on the limestones they 

On the opposite side of the creek the surface would soon have been lost by weathering. 
of the upland was sprinkled with small sub- The limestone gravels of the fresh river bars 
angular boulders of sandstone. No striae were are smooth to the touch, but by the time the 
found. The absence of limestone is probably bars have been covered with vegetation the 
due to calcining by the heat of the burning limestone has become roughened or pitted. 
coal beds of the Ignek formation. This fea- The glacial boulders of the mount~ins are in 
ture was also noticed locally on top of the bluff strong contrast to those of the Flaxman forma
just described. tion with respect to striations. The limestones 

As noted under the heading" Upland grav- of the Flaxman formation are beautifully 
els" (p. 130), the Anaktuvuk Plateau north of marked, and even the crystalline bo~lders have 
the east end of the Sadlerochit ~Io~ntains is minor flutings. . 
generally covered by a bed of outwash. The The bedrock of the mountains is.also in gen
Inaterial ranges in size from cobblestones near eral free from striae. Even on the roche mou
the coast to boulders 2 feet in diameter near tonnee shown in Plate XV,. A (p. 58), there 
the mountains. Some faint striae were found are norte. The granite shows a few markings, 
on these gravels. Although the. driftlike de- but nothing approaching fluting was observed. 
posits ·at the head of Marsh Creek, described No deposits of definitely older drift were 
above, may belong to the upland gravels, their found, but some of the material of the upland 
much fresher appearance and their topography gravels. may be of glacial origin. If s9, an 
points to a glacial origin. earlier ice sheet is postulated. 

-
EXTENT AND CHARACTER OF PLEISTOCENE GLACIATION. 

No evidence was seen of any former ice cap 
which covered more than individual peaks, 
. except in the Romanzof Mountains. Here the 
.area about the headwaters of. the Okpilak and 
.smaller areas around the heads of the lateral 
sti:eams may have been completely buried un
der ice. Neither is there any evidence of a 
piedmont glacier outside of the Arctic Moun
tains, as suggested by Schrader 1 for the Col
ville region, where the glaciers deployed from 
the mountains with a thiclmess sufficient to 
·COver the Anaktuvuk to a depth of 800 to 
·1,000 feet. 2 

With the exception of the granite boulders 
.derived from the Romanzof Mountains, the 
drift is characterized by the smallness of its 
mater:i"al. Few boulders of other materials ex
ceed 2 feet in diameter and many of the fresher 
moraines show none larger than 1 foot. The 
till as seen in the few good exposures has the 
.same gener:tl appearance as that in the western 
mountains of the United States. The matrix 

1 Schrader, F. C., op. cit., p. 91. 
ll Idem, p. 86. 

The gradual elisa ppearance of the scattered 
patches of till in the terminal area of Okpilak 
River has been mentioned. .Those patches 
probably represent the higher portions of a 
body of drift which is buried by later outwash . 
On Hulahula River there was a heavy body 
of drift with a nonglacial topography. Patches 
of drift were scattered over the surface here 
and there. The terminal area of the Sad
lerochit Glacier was not investigated, but in 
the upland basin there are also isolated patches 
of drift and boulders are scattered over the 
smooth tundra-covered slopes of a heavy de- . 
posit of till. The Canning, at the northern 
edge of the upland, shows similar featu!·es. 

These deposits of terminal· drift have every 
appearance of equal age and probably repre
sent the deposits of the same period of glacia
tion. 

Marked recessional moraines were noted· on 
each of the four larger rivers. They were all 
chai·acterized by fresh glacial topography, in 
great contrast with the drift areas outside of 
them. The approximate ratio of maximum 
length of the glaciers, as shown by the outer
most deposits, to that at the recessional mo
raines, is as follows: Okpilak, 4: 3; Hulahula, 
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3 : 2 ; Sadlerochit, 5 : 3. The recessional mo
raine on the Canning was not forn1ed by· the 
n1ain ice sheet but by a lateral feeder ~n 
Ikiakpuk Valley. These fresh moraines are 
correlated together as mar king the same· stage 
of glaciation. 

As far as the e:vidence goes, the ice may ,have 
. either retreated gradually to the place where 
the recessional moraines are found and halted 
there long enough to deposit a considerable 
amount of drift, or it may have retreated to a 
point within these morain~s and then may have 
advanced again. The topography of the iso
lated patches of surface drift in the terminal 
areas is not greatly different from that in the 
recessional areas, so that both of the drift areas 
were probably deposited during a single ice ad
vance and retreat. 

The exposures of drift in the river banks 
do not differ markedly from those of Wis
consin drift in the mountains of the western 
United States, but they should not be corre
lated on ·account of their unweathered aspect 
alone. The· till of the northern region is at 
present frozen, and unless the climate has been 
n1uch warmer in the past, it has been frozen 
ever since its deposition. 

The postglacial erosion in the Arctic Moun
tains, as shown by rock gorges, is about the 
same as in the Rocky Moun,tains farther south. 
The weathering of the mountain slopes is also 
about the sa.me. In the granit~ trough of the 
Okpilak slopes of 50° still exist, a"nd in other 
areas the slopes are covered with talus. 

The only feature in which the Arctic glacial 
topography differs from that of . Wisconsin 
age in the United States is the surface aspect 
of the outermost till deposits. Instead of the 
boulder-covered· knob and kettle topography,. 
there is a · gently undulating tundra plain, 
which here and there shows a boulder, a knob, 
or a kettle. The writer has tried four hy
potheses to account for this peculiarity: (1) 
The irregularities may have been filled in with 
peat, leaving only the. highest knobs exposed. 
(2) The irregularities may have been similarly 
filled with outwash. (3) The .till may be of 
pre-vVisconsin age. ( 4) The t.ill may have 
been deposited under water. 

No doubt vegetation has done some filling, 
but there are so many unburied boulders on 

the surface that such ·filling can not amount to 
much. Ou•wash may very well have buried 
the moraines on the floor of the Okpilak, but 
-such a postglacial covering could not have been 
spread over the upland, in which there are 
valleys more than 100 feet deep. If such fill
ing had occurred the resulting topography . 
would be unmistakable. The isolated knobs, 
ponds, and surface boulders can ·hardly have 
lasted since pre-'Visconsin times, but the gen
eral aspect of the surface of the deposits is in 
keeping with such an age. 

If the till was laid down under water, the 
present aspect of the desposits might be ac
counted for. The writer has never seen defi
nitely wat~r-laid glacial deposits elsewhere, nor 
has he found descriptions of them in the litera
ture, so he can not discuss the probability that 
the till in this region was deposited under 
water. Such a great depression of the land as 
would bring the ocean nearly to the mountains 
needs strong corroborative evidence before be
ing advanced as probable. The only evidence · 
that the writer can present is that the sea level 
was not greatl~ different iri Wisconsin time 
from that of to-day. If the ocean had reached 
the ends of the. glaciers, icebergs would have . 
transported· material along the coast and for
eign material would have been deposited on the 
area• overlain by water. No foreign material 
was observed anywhere, and such rocks as 
granite could hardly have escaped notice. Also 
the peculiar distribution of the Flaxman for
mation, which is considered to be of Wisconsin 
age, points to a nearly constant sea level since 
Wisconsin time.· 

The outside ·areas of till most probably were 
deposited during Wisconsin time, but under 
conditions that :gave them a topography dif
ferent from that which. is usually found in the 
United States for. moraines of this age. 

FLAXMAN FORMATION (PLEISTOCENE), 

The Flaxman formation is defined as a de-· 
posit of foreign glacial till, possibly contain
ing .glacial ice, scattered along the Arctic coast 
line of America. Individual boulders of this 
formation are spoken of as Flaxman boulders. 
The formation is named from Flaxman Island,. 
where it is well exposed. 
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A. WEST SHORE OF FLAXMAN ISLAND, SHOWING GLACIAL BOULDERS ON THE BEACH. 

.. 

G. STRIATED LIMESTONE. FLAXMAN FORMATION. 
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CH.AR1~CTER. 

The till is composed of clay, boulders, grav
els, and sands, in proportions similar to those 
of the ground moraines in the United States. 
The clay is dark blue-gray in color 'vhere it is 
found free from mixtures of 1nuck and sand. 

The boulders are the most noticeable content 
of th~ till. They are very striking when con
centrated along the beach under a 1·etreating 
bank, where they may be so abundant as to 
cover the ground or even to form piles of rock. 
~1any of thmn have the characteristic outlines 
o:f glacial boulders, but others 1\re angular and 
shattered by the frost. The largest ones are 

~-::.-,....._ _______ , 

Descriptions of some of the conspicuous crys
talline rocks, by J. B. Mertie, jr., of the United 
States Geological Survey, are appended. Al
though the beach was carefully examined for 
fossiliferous limestone, only one specimen was 
found. The report on the fossils from this 
rocl\ has not been received. 

Microscopic character of boulders aru:l pebbles of 
igneotts rocks in the Flaxntatt tonnation. 

No. (8-11) A L 1. Coarse-grained quartz diabase. 
Texture: Ophitic fabri~. Constituents: Augite, alter
ing to uralite (fibrous) ; uralite, in places spherulitic; 
some femic mineral, possibly biotite, completely altered 
to talc ( ?) ; plagioclase, centers labradorite, rims more 
acidic; alteration product! seri~ite; quartz here and 

. -_.-.;.:---. --
·-.--- .. -~ ._·_._ .. :· ·-~:-:?~~~~::::. ~~~.:.. ·-·---·-----=--

FIGURE 9.-Boulder on the surface of Flaxman Island. 

at least 10 fe~t in diameter, but most of them 
are less than 2 feet. A 4-foot boulder is an 
exception (Pl. XVI, A and B /fig. 9). 

The variety of rocks is also striking.' The 
most conspicuous, in both color and abundance, 
are the quartzites, which are pink, red, and 
purple and commonly banded, cross-bedded, or 
conglomeratic. Dark greenstones are also very 
n bundant, but not so noticeable as the pink a.nd 
reel granites. The limestones are mostly light-
colored. · 

Boulders of all kinds and sizes, with the pos
sible exception of the granites,. are striated, 
and many of them are planed off. The lime':' 
stones, as usual, show this feature in a more 
pronounced fashion than the other rocks. 
E.very indication of strong glacial action is 
g.i ven by these boulders. (See Pl. XVI, B 
and 0,.) 

there intergrown graphically with feldspar; a little 
apatite. 

A fine example of uralitization of pyroxene. 
No. (8-11) A L 2. Diabase. Texture: Ophitic fab

ric. Constituents: Augite, altering to chlorite; plagio
clase, much sericitizecl, probably labradorite; iron 
oxides; a little apatite. 

Prehnite ( ?) , secondary. 
. No. (8-11) A L 3. Hornblende granite. Texture:· 
Hypicliomorphic granular. Constituents: Oligoclase, 
altered in large part; microcline (fresh) ; ·quartz; 
some quartz and potash feldspar graphically inter
grown; hornblende; a little biotite; beautiful rutile 
needles penetrate the biotite :md divide it into tri
angles; apatite and titanite; chlorite (secondary). 

Evidently a soda-rich granite, for the acid plagioclase e 

probably exceeds the microcline in amount. To be re
garded ns an intermediate 6rpe between the Rapakiwl 
granite and the normal granitic type. 

No. (8-11) A L 4. Granite (biotite). Texture: 
Hypidiomorphic granular. Constituents: Oligoclase, 
very largely altered, but commonly surrounded by a 
very narrow rim of unaltered or secondary feldspar ; 
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microcline, quite fresh; quartz; biotite (somewhat 
chloritized) ; muscovite; apatite. 

A peculiar type of granite. The acid plagioclase, as 
in specimen No. 3, is more plentiful than the micro
cline. Probably rich in soda. Related to Rapakiwi 
type of granite. 

No. (8-11.) A L 5. Biotite granite. Texture: Hypi
diomorphic granular. Constituents: Oligoclase, largely 
altered; microcline, less abundant than oligoclase; 
quartz; biotite, somewhat chloritize~; a little musco
vite; apatite. 

No. (8-11) A L 6. Basalt. Texture: ·Intersertal 
fabric; considerable glass ; clocrystalline. Constitu
ents: Augite; plagioclase laths, too much altered for 
exact determination; black glass. · 

No: (8-11) A L 7. Diabase. Texture: Ophitic 
fabric. Constituents: Augite; plagioclase, altered to 
chloritic p~oducts and sericite; a little glass .. 

The Flaxman formation presents a striking 
contrast to the glacial deposits of the Arctic 
Mountains to the south. None of the Flaxma!l 
rocks are known to exist in the interior, either 
in moraines or in place. The till of the inland 
region is composed chiefly of s~ndstones, li~e
stones, and metamorphiQ rocks, none of w~ICh 
have been identified in the :,Tlaxman formatiOn. 
Striae are rare inland but abundant on the 
Flaxman boulders along·the coast. 

The view was long held that the whole of 
Flaxman Island was underlain by a sheet of 
ice which as it had till upon it and was granu
lat~d, mu~t be. glacier ice. Later insight into, 
the character of ground ice in general and into 
that of the island in particular has caused the 
writer not only to abandon the idea of a con..: 
tinuous sheet of ice but to doubt whether any 

. of the ice is glacial. As wedge-shaped masses 
of ice grow in place in the ground, the J?i'e~
ence of till above such ice shows that the till 1s 
older than and not contemporaneous with or 
younger than the ice. Also the wedge-shaped 
masses of ice are granulated, so as to resemble 
glacier or snow ice. · 

Although most of the ice seen in the good ex
posures on the north side of the island in the 
summer of 1914 was in the form of wedges, 
there were complicated expo~ures that did not 
seem· to have this structure. Also there were 
two places where the ice showed structu1~es 

0 

which can not be explained by the growth of 
wedges. One of these resembled a shear zone. 

The structure revealed in the excavation of 
the ice cellar on the island presents some fea
tures which may favor a glacial.origin for the 

ice in that spot. The site of the ice house was 
· in the middle of one of the elevated polygon 
blocks described under the heading " Ground 
ice wedges" (p. 205). The excavation was 
about 4 feet in diameter at the top but broadens 
out to 8 feet or more at the bottom. The 
depth was about 9 feet. At the bottom niches 
were cut 4 feet deep into three of the sides, 
giving a maximum length of a,bout 16 feet 
and a width of 12 feet. vVith the exception of " 
a foot or two. of Clay at the top and a few 
inclusions of earth the excavation revealed 
solid ice. The ·sailors who dug the cellar in 
1907 ·while the writer was absent, reported 

' that they met "iith sand. at the bottom. 
A specimen of the ice frmn the walls of the 

cellar was allowed to lie in the shade. It so"on -
showed polygonal grains about half an inch in 
diaiQeter. Numerous minute air bubbles were 
somewhat evenly· distributed throughout the 
specimen. The ice walls of the cellai showed 
markings of two kinds-whitish vertical lines 
from concentration of air bubbles, and wavy 
inclined lines formed bv dustlike inclusions in 
the ice. That these lin~s were the intersections 
of planes with the surface of the walls could 
be seen at the corners of the cellar. 

Near the bottom of the cellar there were sev
eral small inclusions of very fine sand. 

The greatest width of the ice wedges in the 
region is about 10 feet near the top·, and not 
over 6 or 7 feet at a depth of 9 feet. The jce 
house exposes at least 12 feet of ice in its nar
rowest dimension. The wedges of ice f?Ur
round polygb:'J.al blocks of gro~nd which are 
free 'from ice, but the cellar. _is constructed in 
the middle of such· a ·polygonal block and 

.should show no ice of wedge-shaped structure. 
Either the w~dges have here grown into con
tact to form a solid sheet of ice, such as is 
found in the New· Siberian Islands, or the ice 
is of an entirely different origin. 

The granulation is not in itself indicative of 
an origin either in ice or }n snow, for the wedge
shaped masses of ice may also be granular. 
The small size of the granules is in keeping 
with ·what has been said of glacier ice in cold 
climates. The wavy planes of dustlike inclu
sions are strongly suggestive of an origin in 
snow and their presence in the wedge-shaped 
mass~s can not be accounted for; the vertical 
arrangement of air bubbles, however, is a char-

• 
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acteristic of wedge-shaped ice. The inclus.ions 
of sand point strongly toward glacial origin, 
as such pockets would hardly ~ccur in other 
ice, according to present know ledge. '!'he ma
terial in this sand, as determined by J. B. 
Mertie, jr., is quartz and chlQritized feldspar 
in about equal.amounts. Such sand may very 
well have originated out of the material of the 
Flaxman formation and so is not in opposition 
to a glacial origin. I-Iad it ·been ·composed of 
n1aterial from the country rocks, ·a ·glacial 
source would be imposs1ble .. 

The question whether any of the ground ice 
in areas containing the Flaxman till is of 
glacial origin must be left open, but ori the 
whole the ·evidence fa vo~s the view that there 
1na.y be some glacial ice. 

OCCURRENCE. 

The Flaxman formation as a whole,. its con
tent of possible glacial ice excepted, forms 
a thin surface layer. In the type locality, at 
Flaxman Islai1d, it. is broken up by wedges 
of ground ice and intermingle~ with muck and 
peat, so that its original distribution is uncer
tain. The boulder clay is not abundant and 
is scarcely 3 feet thick in the maximul!l ex
posure. The boulders ~1re mostly superficial. 
One was seen emlJedded in the ground at a 
depth of 2 feet and two embedded in the ice 
itself. Sands and scattered pebbles of Flax
man 01·igin have been, seen to depths of 12 feet 
below the surface of the ~undra. 
· At I-Ieald Point Flaxman till underlies about 
12 feet of silt. The exposure sho·wed on~y 2 
or 3 feet of blue clay containing boulders. 
Nearly all the other locaJities revealed nothing 
but boulders scattered over the surface of the 
tundra oi· else concentrated·:in numbers along 
the beach. Isolated boulders may be observed 
almost anywhere along the beaches and occa
BionnJly upon t'he tundra. 

The coast east of Barter Island was traversed 
·only in winter. A few gveenstone boulders 
were observed protruding through the snow 
which covered the beach near Demarcation 
Point.. A. G. Maddren, of the United States 
Geological Survey, who visited this locality as 
geologist with the International Boundary 
Commission in the summer of 1912, reports 
that there are boulders not only upon the beach 
but upon the tundra as well. They were con-
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fined to a belt, about 200 yards in width along 
the coast and were not at any place more than 
25 feet above sea level. ~1r. Maddren is of 
the opinion that they may have been shoved 
up on the tundra by the sea ice. After look
ing over the hand specimens collected by the 
'vriter in the type locality at Flaxm~n Island 
Mr. Maddren is of the opin~on that similar 
specimens could be found at Demarcation 
Point. . 

Fr01n :)Martin Point westward the whole 
coast line, except in the delta islands and a 
few shaJlow: bays, was traversed on foot as far 
as Oliktok, at the eastern' side of the Colville 
delta. From Oliktok to a point about 40 
miles beyond Point Barrow probably more 
than half of the coast line has been closely 
examined, either on foot or from· a. small boat 
along the beach. · 

A sing,Je greenstone boulder about 2! feet in 
diameter lies on the spit which. joins Manning 
Point' 'vith the mainland. Another green
stone boulder, 2 · feet in diameter, is nearly 
buried in the flat on the south side of Barter 
Island. There is also a boulder lying about 
a foot below the surface of the water near the 

·southwest corner of this flat. Flaxman boul
ders occur in some numbers along the fqot of 
the high bank t'hat runs for a mile. or so to 
the west of Collinson . Point. No boulders 
were seen on the tundra and none in the bank. 

Franklin mentions. an island lying behveen 
Collinson Point and l{onganevik which he 

. named" Boulder Island." Collinson also men
tions it, and it is still upon the maps, though 
it has now been cut away. A shoal, however, 
still marks its former location. There can be 
no doubt that the boulders were of the Flax
man formation. 

From IConganevik to Br:ownlow Point, ·a dis
tance of about 20 miles, the tundra contains . 
scattered boulders in a belt about a mile wide. 
They are also numerous along the beach, and 
a few large ones lie in the water some distance 
from the land. The area occupi~d by the boul
ders is generally of greater. elevation than the 
land behind it, especially between the two 
mouths o£ Canning River. In crossing the 
tundrn about 5 miles from the shore and paral
lel with this belt no .boulders were seen.· Flax
man Island, about 3! mil~s long and nearly a 
mile wide, falls in line with this belt. 
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. A. few scattered boulders were seen upon the 
mainland beach between Flaxman Island and 
Bullen Pqint but none. upon the tundra. A 
few 'boulders lie on the beach just beyond Bul
len Point and one on top of a 6-foot bank. 
On a point of the mainland southeast of Tig
variak. Island there are abundant boulders 
along the beach and a few on the surface of 
the tundra. On Tigvariak Island the Flax
man formation is typically developed; boul~ 
. ders as large as 6 feet in diameter occur on the 
tundra, and there are many along the beach. 
The beach wash Is reddish. There· are a few 
boulders ·along the foot· of the bank east of 
l{adleroshilik Riv.er but none upon the tundra. 

Foggy Island seems to be mostly covered 
with the Flaxman formation. · The writer haa 
visited only the northern end, where numerous 
boulders . were observed upon the tundra as 
well as upon the .beach. Reports both by 
Stefansson and by natives show that the same 
is true of the southern end of the island. . 

At Heald Point, as already mentioned, a bed 
of till underlies about 10 feet of silt. A small 
sand island about a mile northwest of Heald 
Point contains a block of tundra which is 
about 40 yards in diameter and from 4 to 5 · 
feet hj.gh. There are numerous large boulders 
upon the tundra, upon the beach, and in the 
water. About. 3 miles southwest of Heald 
Point, in what appeared in winter to be the 
bottom of a drained pond, many boulders were 
seen sticking up through the snow. 
· At Point Storkersen, on the west side of 
. Prudhoe. Bay, there are many boulders along 
the beach for about half a mile, but none were 
seen upon the tundra. The source of these 
boulders may have been in an underlying till 
bed, as at Heald Point, but as the banks were 
slumped at the time of examination this could 
not be verified. In the estuary of Fawn. Creek 
greenstones and granites were seen both in the 
water and upon the tundra 5 or 6 feet above it, 
but there was ·not enough foreign material to 
give the characteristic reddish tinge to· the 
beach sands. The exposed mat~rial in the 
banks showed the usual sandy loam with black. 

- and ~uff chert pebbles. From this estuary 
al<;mg the beach to the southwest toward the 
mouth of Kuparuk River bould.ers were fairly 
abundant, and in one place numerous, but none 
were seen on the tundra. . · 

The mainland between l{uparuk River ·and. 
Oliktok revealed no boulders in the portion 
which was examined." At Cottle and .Bodfish 
islands of the Jones Islands there were a few 
boulders on the beach and in the water. The. 
surface material of these islands is locaL 
Leavitt Island has no boulders on the north 
side, but nativesreport a few on the opposite. 
bea.ch. At Oliktok there are a few small· 
bo:rrlders on the beach, and some Flaxman rna-· 
t.erial in the beach wash . 

Boulders must b~ rare between Oliktok and 
Point Barrow, else the writer would have seen 
some of them during his several trips along 
this coast. There is an unpublished account of 
one in Schrader's notebooks of his trip down 
Colville River in 1901. It was a striated and 
grooved boulder of mountain quartzite over a .. 
foot in diameter in the estuary of a small creek 
west of camp August 18, in 'the head of Har-· 
rjson Bay, west of Colville River. Although 
Schrader describes it as" mountain quartzite,"· 
there can be no doubt that such a glacial 
boulder belongs to the Flaxman formation .. 
The prospector Arey has reported a large: 
crystalline boulder embedded in the tundra at 
Cape _Simpson, near the asphaltum mound. 
T_his report is co~firmed by Stefansson. (See. 
·p. 149.) Another, a greenstone of large size, is. 
said by Arey to lie in the water near the east 
side of Dease Inlet, about 4 1niles south of 
Point Tangent. Dease and Simpson saw the 
same boulder in 1837. · (See p. 75.) N ative8. 
have reported that there are a few small boul- · 
ders on the tundra near Barrow; Thi~ report . 
is also confirmed by Stefansson. There is a. 
noticeable amount of Flaxman material in the. 
beach wash at Barrow. 

The Flaxman ~ormation is a qeposit of 
glacial till of foreign origin. It is confined to· 
the coast line and rarely extends a mile inland. 
It is not continuous al01:1:g the coast but occurs. 
in patches.. Typical deposits occur near the 
mouths of Canning, Shaviovik, and Saga
vanirktok rivers, but the coast between these, 
localities is nearly free fronl the formation. 

ORI'GIN. · 

" As an.evide'nt glacial deposit was found near 
the mouth of Can;ning River, the writer at first 
thought the source of the material· was in the· 
mountains that are visible to the south. Later 
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investigation, however, showed that there is. level; consequently the land' has been elevated 
neither any source for the material in. these at least that amount, if the material was 
mountains nor is there any evidence that the dropped frmn f:loatl.vg bergs. The probable 
inland ghtciers came within 20 miles of the amount is J!lllCh greater, for the smallest. berg .. 
coast. The absence. of foreign material in the capable. of floating the largest boulders would . 

_ glacial deposits of the mountains ·prohibits draw many. feet of water. A berg, bearing .. 
such a hypothesis, even if a possible source of sufficient material to make a notable deposit· of 
the boulders could be found. The same o~- drift would probably draw 200. or 300 feet. 
jection holds agn:inst transportation of the If the material was concentrated upon the top 
fore.ign material to the coast by an ice sheet of a groui1ded berg, so that some of the ice was 
of an earlier glacial epoch. ·preserv~d, as may possibly have occurred, the 

As a possible origin for the formation is not process is difficult to conceive. It is improb-~ 
found on the land, it is necessary to look for ttble that any ice could exist for a great length 
one in tl1e sea. The only worknble.hypothesis of time under the ocean, even if covered by a. 
is that the foreign material was brought into its considet:able layer of earth. Consequently the 
present loctttion either ·by an ice sheet that ex- top of the berg must have remained above sea 
tended over the Arctic Ocean or by floating ice-· level while the berg was melting away. This 
bergs. It seems scarcely possible that an ice relation necessitates a rapid lowering of the 
sheet could have extended along the coast of ocean. The difficulties encountered in this view 
Alaska without leaving co~1spicuous marks of make it very unlikely that there is any glacial 
its presence. Tlie material was probably trans- ice in the ~la~man formation, although the 
ported by icebergs. . field evidence fa \rors its existence. 

A glacier that entered the Arctic Ocean from ~:fost probably the moving bergs scattered 
a region which contains the rocks found in material over the bottom and the grounded 
the Fln .. '\:man formation may have carried the bergs made local deposits of some thickness as 
material to the sea. Bergs are supposed to th~y melted or broke up under the action of 
have broken off the end of the glacier and to the waves. 
have floated along the north shore of Alaska, A single berg as large as Flaxman Island is 
dropping boulders and till upon the botton1 of not extraordinary in comparison with those of 
the ocean and perhaps grounding permanently the Antarctic Ocean, but it is not necessary. to 
here and there. The grounded berg gradually postulate a single berg of such size; several 
wasted aw~ty until a deposit of drift was left might lodge in one neighborhood and their de
to mark its place. Possibly some of the orig.- . posits become fairly continuous. A single 
innl ice has remained· until the present day as smaller berg might spread deposits over a con
ground ice. siderable distance as it gradually melted· and 

Flaxman, Tigvariak, and Fog.gy islands are was forced along the shore by winds and cur
suggestive of such grounded icebergs, two of rents. 
them being even higher than the mainland be- The chief weai\:ness of this hypothesis is that 
hind them. The boulder-covered area between it does not take account of the evert surface of 
the two mouths of Canning River strongly the tundra and the presence of boulders only 
suggests an island whiC'h lay across the former half buried in its surface. Flaxman Island, 
month of the river. The angular bend. of the a.lthough it is in general a level plain, has a 
east mouth against· the higher Flaxman area surfa.ce relief of 10 to 20 feet. At the eastern 
is significant. The long, narrow· point of land end peat beds at least 8 feet in thickness show 
at J(onganevik is separated from the main·· that the modern even surface is not ·the original 
land by a belt of tundra much lower than the one. Thus the objection offered by the slight 
land on either side, much as if an island had relief of the formation is not vital. 
been connected with the mainland. Boulder So many boulders exist upon the surface of 
Islnnd of Franklin is another illustration o:f the formation that they can hardly have been 
the same feature. deposited upon the sea bottom. They would 

The Flaxman formation is found at a maxi- probablyhave been buried before the land was 
Ihum elevation of 25 feet above the present sea elevated, unless the elevation took place sud-
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denly. If they wer:e transported upon the top 
of a grounded iceberg, which melted witll?ut 
total submergence of the drift upon its surface, 
tlleir present position is accounted.for. 
· Although some of the boulders scattered 
aJong the beaches may have been transported 
by l;iea ice, the probability that they were so 
transported is not strong. Most of the beach 
boulders were probably left behind by retreat
ing tundra banks. In the fall of 1907 a single 
.gale cut away a smaJl tundra block in the spit 
on the north side of Flaxman Island, leaving 
.several boulders .on the beach. · Had the former 
presence of si1pilar boulders been unknown o:h~ 
might think that they had been transported 
by ice. · 

The question whether the boulde.rs found 
upon the. tundra were shoved up from the sea 
.bottom by the ic~ has been raised in discussion 
with Maddren. It is improbable that the sea 
ice at present ever mounts more than a couple 
of hundred feet upon the land ·even 'vhere a 
gentle slope allows an easy path. (See p. 173.) 
In pushing upon the land with a force sufficient 
to move large qoulders the ice would also shove 
up other material and leave. a hummocky 
topography of greater relief than the size of 
any of the boulders· observed in the region. 
~y subsequent smoothing of these irregulari
ties by filling in with peat or other material 
would. probably cover most of the boulders con'" 
tained in the material. 

Eyen if all the boulder's ·had been shoved up 
from the sea bottom they must have been trans
ported from some other region and dropped 
along the coast. Under this view the boulders· 
must have been transported to the ocean by 
glaciers and then picked up and carried along 
th_e coast by s'ea' ice, but this does not simplify 
matters. 

SOURCE OF THE MATERIAL. 

It is widely accepted that ice froni the 1\::ee
watin Glacier moved northward into the Arctic· 
Ocean and ·even reached the islands of ·the 
Arctic ·Archipelago. Camsell 1 finds evidence 
that the west side of Mackenzie River near 
Fort McPherson was covered by an ice sheet 
that moved northward 'toward the ocean. On 
the top of Mount Goodenough (latit.ude, 67° 

1 Camsell, Charles, Report on the Peel River and tribu
taries, Yukon and Mackenzie : Canada Geol. Survey Ann. 
Rept. for 1904, vo~. 16, pp. 39-40 cc, 1.906. · 

55', longitude 135° 45'), at an elevation of 
3,000 feet _above sea level and only 60 miles 
from it, he found boulders. _l\llcConnell 2 states 
that " the ice · from the Archean gathering 
grounds to the east poured westward through 
the gaps and passes in the eastern ' flanking 
ranges of the. Rocky Mountains until it reached -
the barrier formed by the main axial range, 
and unable to pass this was deflected to the 
northwest in a stream approximating 1,500 

·feet in.depth down the valley of the Mackenzie 
and thence out to sea." In the same report 
Archean granite is frequently mentioned in de
scribing the drift of the Mackenzie Valley . 
. The ice ~heet of the iast glaciation of the 

northwestern part of Ca.p.ada thus affords a 
source for the foreign ghicial material found 
on the neighboring Alaskan shore. From the 
great Archean gathering·. grounds a large as
sortment of boulders might be picked up. · 
'Vhether the s~urces of the rocks found in 'the 
Flaxman formation exist in the l(eewatin area 
must be left for future investigation. 

I 

AGE .. 

As the Flaxman formation is confined to a 
narrow belt of rapidly re.treating shore line, 
its existence above sea level 1nust have been 
short. · If it was formerly belovir sea level, the 
period of submergence must also have been 
short, else the boulders would have been buried 
by ·marine deposits. All the evidence from the 
field thus points to' the youth of this formation. 

The most probable source is in the area cov
ered by the continental ice cap that radiated 
from the l(eewatin region. Frmn the youth 
of the Flaxman formation it n1ust be ascribed 
to the last advance of the continental ice-the 
Wisconsin. Even with an age as great as this 
it is hard to account for the present aspect of 
the formation. 

If a Wisconsin age is accepted, it follows 
that portions at least of the coastal plain were 
submerged during this time. This submerg
ence did not reach inland to the area occupied 
by the local moraines while they were being 
formed, for there is no foreign material near 
them. If the aspect of the inland drift should 
indicate deposition under the ocean during the 

21\icConnell, R. G., Report on aa exploration in the Yukon 
and Mackenzie basins, N. W. T.: Canada Geol. Survey Ann. 
Rept. for 1888-89, new ser., vol. 4, p. 27 o, 1890. 
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last period of glaciation_, it· would follow that 
there was an emergence of the land between 
this time and the time of deposition of the 
J;laxman formation. That is, the local gla
ciQrs would have reached their maximum an<;l 
have started to retreat before the l(eewatin 
Glacier began to discharge icebergs into the 
Arctic Ocean. 

T~ITERA TURE. 

Under the heading" History of exploration" 
. (pp. 69-~7), the narratives of ,Franklin, Col
linson, and .Dease and Simpson have been ab
stracted. · Franklin and Collinson mention 
Boulder Island in Camden ~ay, and Dease and 
Simpson the boulder in Dease Inlet. 

Brooks 1 gives a report by the prospector, 
l\1arsh, on the north shore of Alaska~ in which 
he says: 

Tlll is found along the bays of the coast line. The 
most pi.·omlnent points consist of large boulders, rough 
mnsses of rock, chiefly granites, diorites, and heavy 
sands, all foreign to the vicinity. 

On the basis of a day's examin~tion of the 
type locality in the fall of 1906 the writer pub
lished a report in which the glacial origin of 
the formation was brought out but. in which 
many statements were made which further ob
servation shows to be erroneous. 2 The ice was 
thought to underlie the. whole island and to be 
entirely of glacial origin. ·Later studies 
sho·wed that the ice, occurs chiefly in isolated 
patches, and is mostly in wedge-shaped masses. 
The source of the glacier was ascribed to t.hc 
mountains of the mainland, but this is seeil to 
be impossible. 

Stefansson,3 in reviewing the writer's article, 
doubts the glacial origin of the ice. His state
ment that he saw the base of the ice. exposed 
and that the ice was now here over 4 feet thick 
must be the result of misinterpretation of the 
exposures. Almost any good· exposure shows 
more than 4 feet and many more than 10 feet. 
The same author refers in a later publication 
to the boulders along the coast. 4 

1 Brooks, A. H., The geography .and geology of Alaska: 
U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 45, p, 261, 1906. 

~ Leffingwell, E. de K., Flaxman Island, a glacial remnan.t : 
.Tour. Geology, vol. 16, pp. 56-63, 1908. 

3 Stcfl\nsson, Vilhjl\lmur, Underground ice sheets of the 
Arctic tundra: Am. Geog: Soc. Bull.,.vol. 40, pp, 176-177, 
1008. 

4 Stefl\nsson, Vllhjl.\lmur, Notes from the Arctic: .A'm, 
Gcog. Soc. Bull., vol. 42, pp. 460-461, 1910. 

Excepting iri river deltas proper, there is not a 
5-mne· ·stretch without boulders between * * • 

· Gwydyr Bay * * * and Herschel Island. =:= =~ "' 

There are boulders at Cape Simpson and at various 
points between the cape and the Colville. Natives say 
there are boulders here and there inland from Point 
Burrow. These boulders range in size from a man's 
head to the dimensions of a large wagonload of hay 
and are of varied structure. * * · * Boulders seem 
especiaily frequent along U1e high-cut banks, lending 
one to suppose that they are about equally distributed 
along the various pnrts of the shore line. 

SANDS AND MUDS NEAR POINT BARROW 
(PLEISTOCENE). 

CH.t.\RACTER AND OCCURRENCE. 

In the long bank that runs 40 to 50 miles 
southwest of the village ~f Barrow there is 
an exposure of the formations that underlie 
the coastai plain. Although this bank is not 
in th~ region to which the writer's studies, were 
chiefly confined, he had two opportup.ities for 
examination while. ice blocked the entrance to 
the Arctic coast. The bank begins at the vil
lage and runs with hardly a break to the lower 
end ·of Peard Bay. The 1op is even through
out, and the maximum height is nearly 50 feet. 

The lower part of the exposure is composed 
of blue-black mud shales and the upper part 
of greenish-yellow sands .. The contact 'be
tween the two members was concealed by 
slumping, but distant yiews showed that it ran 
in a horizontal· line about the middle of the 
bank from end to end. In a few fresh ex
pos~lres the shales appeared to be homogeneous, 
and lines of black chert and pebbles of coal 
showed that the bedding of the sand was 
horizontal. 

AGE. 

No fossils were found in the shales, but lo
cally - the· sands contained numerous shells, 
mostly of a single species. ;Collections made 
from two localities were submitted to W. H. 
Dall, ·who says that those from the first local
ity (15 miles from Barrow) are Pleistocene 
but that those from the second' locality ( 40 
miles from Barrow) might be Pliocene, like 
the Pliocene fossils of Colville River. 

Fossils. front sands near Point Barrow. 

Penrcl Bay. From talus below bluff on coast 15 
miles southwest of Barrow. 
M.ucoma calcarea Gmelin (fragment). 
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Astarte arctica. Gray (1 valve). 
Vener icardia alaskana Dall (valves). 

In place, same locality. 
Venericardia alaskana Dull (valves). 
BaLanus sp. (worn fragment). 

7067. Peard Bay, 40 miles southwest of Barrow. 
Astarte cf. A. bennetti Dall. 
Astarte n. sp. 
Astarte borealis Schumacher. 
V enericardia alaskan a Dall. 

The upper surf~ce is not even, but the ir
regularities have been so filled in with peat, 
n1uck and turf that the ground is quite level. 
The l~wer contact is unconformable against the 
sandstones of Peard Bay. 

CORREI.ATION. 

Schrader/ under. the name Gubik sand (in 
the writer's opinion properly spelled l{upik), 
describes a formation believed to be 'Pleisto
cene, which is a superficial deposit of brownish 
sand or loam, ·10 to 15 feet thick,. that over
lies Tertiary rocks qn the Colville and also 
occurs along the coast to the west. He says: 

It is ordinarily free from gravel, but in several 
instances subangular cherty pebbles ranging from mer8 
:sand grains to fragments as large as one-fourth o! an 
inch in diameter were fo~nd. * * * The deposit 
as a rule is structureless or without stratification 
planes. * * * It is here named the· Gubik sand, 
after the Eskimo name of Colville River. 

GRAVEL MOUND~ (PLEISTOCENE AND RECENT), 

CHARACTER AND OCCURRENCE. 

vVhere the coa~tal plain is wide isolated 
mounds scattered over the level surface of the 
tundra are common. East of Shaviovik River 
they are scarce·, but to the west they are 
abundant. From a single triangulation sta
tion near Shaviovik River point.ings were 
made upon . about 30 mounds within an arc 
of 140°' and many more were noted outside 
this arc. South of the Jones Islands they 
were sufficiently numerous to give the sky line 
an undulatory appearance. A half dozen large 
mounds near the coast serve as landmarks for 
the mariner. 

Most of these mounds· are in the form of 
. gentle domes less than 40 feet high. Only 
one of them, the largest, was ·.measured by 

aneroid;. the height of the rest was estimated, 
and this the writer lias found difficult to do 
accurately in such a featureless region. Any 
prominence stands out so .conspicuously that 

- there is a tendency toward overestimation. 
There are ID:any mounds 25 feet high, and 
a few 50 or 60 feet. The only n1ound that 
greatly exce.eds this latter altitude has a meas
ured height of 230 feet above the. plain. Al
though most of them ha ,~e· rounded tops and 
slopes of less· than 15°, a very few are steep
sided and have an angular· break at a some
what level top. 

Only a few of the n1ost. readily accessible 
mounds were examined, and most of these 
in winter in connection· with triangulation. 
1Vherever the character of the material could 
·be ascertained it was found to be either coarse 
.·gravel or else the usual coastal material of 
mud, sand, and small pebbles. On a few 
mounds there was a capping of silt. 

The writer's examination of the area east of 
Barter Island was confined to a single trip in 
winter, most of which was made in thick 
weather and in moonlight, and no mounds were 
seen. Maddren reports a few mounds, less than 
15 feet high, upon the banks of Clarence .River 
at the boundary line. l-Ie states 1 that smne of 
them, which were exposed .by river cutting, 
contained ice underlying the gravels and ap
peared to be the result of uplift by hydraulic 
pressure. This process is discussed below un
der the heading "Ground ice." Natives re
port a flat-topped ridge back of Griffin Boint, 
which may be a gravel1nound. 

Between Barter Island and Okpilak River, 
near the coast, there are three or four n1ounds, 
probably less than 25 feet high. These are re
ported by natives and by the prospector Arey 
to be composed of earth. None were se.en be
tween this area and l{onganevik, on the west 
side of Camden, Bay. A few miles south of the 
I\..onganevik there· is a single low n1ound al

. most surrounded by lakes. 
Th~re are possibly three or four mounds be

tween Canning and Shaviovik rivers; west of 
the Shaviovik they are abundant. The first 
conspicuous mound is that on which the tri
angulation station called Shav is located. This 
mound is a gentle dome that is estimated to be 

1 Schrade~, F. c., and Peters, w. J., A reconnaissance in 80 feet in height. It is oval in ground plan. 
northern Alaska in 1901 : U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 20, 
p. 93, 1904. . 1 Oral communication. 
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The greatest diameter; about 200 yards, trends 
east-northeast, the direction of the prevailing 
w~nds. Three rolling depressions cut across 
the top in the same direction and have· ~ relief 
of about 3 feet. The top of the mound, which 
to a great extent is free from snow, had numer
ous waterworn stones scattered over it .... A hole 
was made perhaps a foot deep, and the material 
thus exposed consisted of gravel and a very 
little fine. 1naterial in the inteustices. The 
gravels were coarse, the largest stones 1~eaching 
4 inches in diameter. The material is believed 
to be of local derivation; certainly no conspicu
ously foreign element was seen. Black chert 
pebbles are abundant in it. 

N. 

E.. 

s. 

w.~E. 
Profile 

FwuHg 10.-Plnu nud profile of Kudieroshllik mound. 

About 12 miles up ICadleroshilik Creek, and 
close to the east side of the stream, is the larg
est mound recorded. It was measured by ane-· · 
roid to rise 230_feet above the plain and 380 feet 
above sea level. In ground plan _this mound 
is roughl.y circular. The slopes a-::·e 15° to 20° 
on the nort.h but eVen steeper on the southeast 
side. The top is eli vided by a flat-bottomed 
col about 20 feet deep that trends about east 
and. west. On the north side of the col tl1ere is 
a. flat-topped ridge about a hundred feet long. 
On the south side there is a shorter ridge which 
has two conelike peaks that rise perhaps 30 feet 
above the col, so th~'Lt they are v.isible above 
the northern ridge when the mound is·viewed 
from the coast (fig. 10). The symmetry of 
the mound is broken by the rounded depres
sion which forms the col and leads down to. 

the piain on botl}. sides. A rough map of the 
mound was sketched from the top, and in camp 
the next day this sketch was filled in while the 
details were fresh in mind (fig. 10). 

At the time of the writer's visit the sides 
were mostly covered with snow, but there were 
a few bare spots \vhich revealed gravels 2 or 3 · 
inches in diameter; The cones \Vere bare on top 
and had many waterworn stones, the largest 
14 inches in _greatest dimensions. Many were 

''larger than 6 inches. No foreign material 
was noticed. - Five holes, 1 to 1! feet deep, 
were dug in erecting a signal. The material 
was coarse gravel, .and the holes could be dug 
by loosening it with the blunt end of an ax. 
There was scarcely any fine material present .. 

The general aspect of this mound is that of 
an upheaved crust of ground which had split 
across the middle. 

From Shaviovik River westward to Oliktok 
mounds are visible from nearly all parts of the· 
·coast, and there \vas scarcely any triangulation 
station upon such mounds from which a score 
of others might not be coun.ted. ' 

· Two of the stations were upon mounds which 
were peculiarly assoqiated with lines of drain
age. The ICuparuk mound, e~st of Gwydyr 
Bay, is at the head of an estuary· about a mile 
long. The .ba1iks are about 15 feet high near 
the mound, but shortly above it they vanish,' 
and the stream flows almost upon the surface of 
the tundra. ·The Thetis mound, near Oliktok, 
lies ·upon a level platform between two open 
and nearly dry valleys. ·These valleys head a 
short distance behind. the mound but have been 
e~cavated nearly to sea level abreast of it., 
and their banks are over 10 feet high. They 
empty into an estua~y, which ~as the appear
ance of a drowned valley. 

Only two other large mounds were visited. 
Of these the first, Return mound, ~s about 8 
~niles from the coast and close to the east bank 
of ICuparuk River. It is about 50 feet high 
and has steep sides and a somewhat flat top. 
The material on top ·was gravel, as usual; the 
largest pebbles .were about 3 inches in diame
ter. The Beechey mound, south of the Jones 
Islands, may be 60 feet high. The gravels con
tain material no~ identified in the mountains 
to the mist. One of the conspicuous new ele'
ments was a conglonieratic quartzite, which 
may very well have come from the vicinity of 
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· l)::uparuk River. Schrader described such for
mations upon the Colville. 

A great many mounds are visible south of 
Beechey mound.· Native boys say that they 
occur inland along 1\:uparuk River for four· 
days' travel with packs, which may be esti-

. · mated at 60 miles. 
. Between the Colville and Point Barrow only 

two mounds were seen from the coast. These 
mounds are gentle domes, perhap~ 30 feet high, 
at· Qape Simps9n. They were not examined, 
and· reports are conflicting as to whether 
they are a.sphaltum or gravel mounds. Be- · 
tween Barrow and Cape Lisburne the coast was 
ob~erved fro~ ships and no mounds were seen. 

Richardson, in the appendix to Franklin's 
narrative,t . was the first to describe such 
mounds: · 

The. whole coast line from Cape Bathurst. to. the 
mouth of the Macken~ie, and tlie islands skirting it, 
* * · * ·present a great similarity in outline and 
structure. They consist of extensive sandy fiats; from 
which there arise abruptly hills ot' an 'o~tuse conical 
form from 100 to 200 feet above the gen'eral level. 
* * * There is a coating of black ve·getable earth, 
from 6 inches to a ·foot in thickness, covering th~se 
sandy hummocks, and some of the escarped sides ap
peared. black, which was probably caused by ·soil 
washed from the summit. 

It is possible that the whole of · these eminences 
may at some distant period have been formed by the 
drifting of movable sands. 

The monotony of the waste is somewhat relie'ved by 
occasional low mounds. . * * * 'These are com
posed, in part at least, of gravel and sand. Some of 
them rise as much as 40 feet above the flats. · In shape 
they are low :and rounded .. * * · * Perhaps the 
most plausible hypothesis is that they are remnants of 
beds belonging to the Tertiary. Colville series, which, 
chancing to be capped with some hard stratum, were 
not worn by the river to the level of the flats . 

Smith 5 describes mounds· on the Mission 
Lowland of, Noatak River as follows: 

Here and there rounded hills one-half mile in diame
ter at the base rise 100 to 300 feet above the general 
surfa~e of this plain. They are symmetrical in shape, 
and, although irregularly distributed over the plain, 
suggest, when viewed from a distance, giant hay
stacks. None of these was examined at close. range, 
but they are apparently gravel mounds similar to 
those near the mouth of the Colville. 

Mendenhall 6 reports abundant sand and 
gravel prominences rising 30 to 40 feet above 
the general level of the Fish River lowland. 
"They. are interpreted as remnants of a 
slightly higher level generally destroyed -by the 
meandering of the stream . ., 

There are rt number of hil1s in the delta of 
the Mackenzie. noted on Harrison's .map 7 as 
conspicuous landmarks. He describes them as 
follows: 

All about this coast line, between the delta of the 
Mackenzie and Cape Brown, there are great numbers 
of such .hills, and from their appearance I should 
certainly have taken them to be of volcanic origin, 

. but it appears from Sir John Richardson, Wl10' exOf one of these mounds Richardson· 2 says: 
amined one of them in the summer time, that their 

This hill rose from the boggy ground in a conical 
form to the height of p.bout 100 feet. * * · * On 
ascending the hill I found it hollow, like the crat~r of 
a volcano, in which, about 15 feet below its brim, 
stood an apparently deep lake of v~ry clear and sweet 
\Vater. The interior beach of this curious pond was · 
formed of fine clean gravel, and the hill itself ap-. 
parently consisted of sand and gravel with a coating 
of earth. From its summit I saw many similar 
heights to t_he .eastward and southward. · 

They .. ·are considered by Richardson · to be 
remnants of sand forniations~ The conical ef-. 
feet- ~sfrom·sea wash ~thigh tide.3 

Schra<Jer.4 has. described .. similar mounds on 
the :flats east of Colville _River, above the delta, 
as follows: 

t Franldin, John, Narrative of a second expedition to the 
shores of the Polar Sea, p. 301, Philadelphia, 1828. 

2 Richardson, John, Arctic searching expeditions, vol. 1, 
pp. 249-250, 1851. 

s Idem, p. 247. . 
4 Schrader, F. C., A reconnaissance in northern Alaska in 

1901 : U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 20, p. 94, 1904. 

formation· fs of gravel and mucl. They rise in some 
instances to a height of 200 feet, and * .. * * the 
abrupt angle they form with the plain is particularly 
interesting. 

OIJ.e was examined by Harrison in winter. 
He found a pond upon the top and was in
formed by natives that these mounds were sure 
places wherein to find fresh water during the· 
summer. 

Dr. R. M. Anderson, in the scientific ap
pendix to Stefansson's narrative,8 also men
tions.the mounds of the same region as follows: 

A conspicuous feature of the country east of the 
Mackenzie, * * * are large rounded ·hills of mud 

5Sinith, P. S'., The Noatak-Kobuk region; Alaska: U. S. 
G.eol. Survey Bull. 536, p. 28, 1913. · 

a Mendenhall, W. C., A reconnaissance of the Norton Bay 
region, Alaska: U. 'S. Geol. Survey Special Pub., p. 207, 
1901. 

7 Harrisen, A. H., In search of a Polar continent, pp. 
196-197, London, 1908. 

8 Stefiinssori, Vilhjl'ilmur, My life among the Eskimo, pp. 
438-439, New York, 1913. 
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A. MOUND ON MAIN CREEK, RUBY DISTRICT, ALASKA. 

B . MUD VOLCANO NEAR CAPE PARRY. 

Photograph hy Stefa nsson. Courtesy of 1-Iarper"sMagazine. 
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or clay rising 50 to 125 feet in height from the flat 
plnin sm:rouncling. These hills * * * are some
times henllsphericnl, with either smooth or furrowed 
sides, and sometimes in the shape of. a truncated 
cone with a crater in the center like an ext~nct vol
cano. One of the most typical "mud volcanoes" of 
this type is situnted on the flnt plain at the base of 
the Purry Peninsula between Langdon Bay and Durn
ley Bay-a landmark for many miles. In summer 
this crater lias ~ pool of water in its bottom.1 

There is a distant photograph of this ~ound 
in the same book. it closer vie~ of the mpund, 
·published in one. of Stefansson's magazine 
articles,2 is reproduced in- Plate XVII, B.· 
Of this mound Stefansson 3 l~as given the fol
lowing details : 

I never measure(] the height of it, but as I remember 
it it can not be much over a hundred feet. It rises 
from a typical level tundra land, although some rolling 
hills are only half a mile away to the south. * * * 
The foi·mation is sirnilar, apparently, to that shown in 
the cut banks on the north coast of Alaska, some of 
the upper strata being composed of peat. 

In conversation with the writer Stef~\ns
so.ri stated that old natives h~ve noted changes 
in the appearance of the mounds, even an in
crease in size during a lifetime. 
' During the season of 1915 George L. !-!ar
rington, of the United. St~tes Geological 
Survey, investigated several mounds in the 
Ruby min:ing district of the lower Yukon. He 
has furnished the writer the following de
scription and accompanying photograph (Pl. 
XVII,. A): 

In the Uuby district there are numerous isolated 
mounds on the gentle slopes of the wide valleys, gen
erally near the stream. Many of these mounds are 
characterized by a good growth of deciduous trees, 
which serves to give them greater prominence by . the 
contrnst of the arboreal color and at the same time 
emphasizes the difference between the soil of the 
mounds and the adjoining slopes, as the birch ::mel 
aspen particularly favor the :warmer, well-drained 
soils. One of the largest mounds is in the valley of 
J ... ittle Dome Creek. ·others are on upper Poorman. 
and Glacier creeks, and it seems probable that a 
mound on the west side of Tamarack Creek is of sfmi
lnr chnmcter. The mound that shows the best de
velopment is in the valley of Main Creek about 5! 
miles southwest of Dendmnn Hill. It is about .75 to 
100 yards long and rises about 25 feet above the gen
ernl slope. It is oval in outline and there is a ,spoon
shaped depression 10 feet deep in the top. This de
pression has an outlet to the northeast up the slope, 
from which a small strenm of water wns flowing in . -

1 Stcfdnsson, Vilhjlimur, M:y life among the Esldmo, opp. 
p. 140, New York, lfH3. 

!l Stefll.nsson, Vllhjli.Jmur, Harper's Mag., April, 1913. 
o Personal communication. 

.July, though there ·had been no rains for two days. 
The mound is composed of fine sand or silt 'and both· 
its outer and inner slopes are steep, so that it rises· 
abruptly from the poorly drained, moss-covered slope 

• on which it lies. This slope has a grade of about 
one-half per cent. From the dumps of several old · 
prospect holes near by it seemed reasonable to as
sume a depth to bedrock of at least 50 feet, and 
.fine material, similar to that composing the mound, 
appears to comprise· half this thickness, whereas the 
lower half is made up of gravels. 

The origin of these mounds is not clear and in 
this area proof was not at hand to determine it. 
Some of the mounds seeme(l possibly to be r€mmnnts 
of an older valley ·filling, but if so, evidence of its 
former presence other than these rnther widely iso
lated. mounds should have been found. 

ORIGIN. 

These mounds are scattered haphazard over 
lev~l pl~ins in areas where the ground is per
manently frozen. They may be composed 
either of .grave~ or mud. Most of them· are 
rounded domes, but a few have depressions 
in the top 'Yhich may contain water. In alti
tud·e they may reach to 250 feyt. The material 
is considered to be locaL ·As a rule the 1arge 
mounds have coarser material than tl1e small 
ones. 

In seeking for a theory of their formatl.on, 
the following working hypotheses were ~nter-
tained: · 

1. Destructional-that they are e~osion rein
nants left as monadnocks upon a peneplain. 

2. Constn1etional- (a) 'that they are glacial 
deposits; (b) that they were formed by hy- . 
draulic pressure.. · 

The .first hypothesis, that of Richardson, 
Schrader, and Mendenhall, presents many dif
ficulties when applied to the Arctic Coastal 
Plain. If the planation had been by river ac
tion, working in a region of fairly homoge
neous material, the remnants would never take 
the present aspect of symmetrical mounds ir
regularly distributed. At 'least some sugges
tion of the former drainage system would be 
shown. If the mounds were centers of resist
v,nt material, such ~s igneous intrusions~ the 
-problem would be. simpler, but no consolidated 
material has been seen anywher~ in the area· 
over which the mounds are distributed. While 
the coastal plain ·.was being cut down at least 
250 feet and reduced to a plain, the upland, 
which is composed of scarcely more resistant 
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material, would surely show a more advanced 
.state of erosion than we ·now find. 

These objections apply even more strongly 
to planation by submergence beneath the· sea,, 
:for the coast~l mounds would have ·been· re
duced long before the country behind them 
was reached by the waves. 

The second hyp~thesis, that they are glacial 
deposits or kames, would account for the main 
facts, but there is no evidence of any such ex
tensive glaciation. .None of the glaciers left 
recognizable deposits within 20 miles of the 
ocean, even where the mountains come nearest 
the coast. There are mounds on the. Colville 
which are nearly 150 :miles f:rom mountains 
·that contained only. local glaciers. A glacial · 
origin is not within t:he limits .of possibility. 

The third hypothesis, that the mounds are 
the result of hydraulic pressure, ·was suggested 
by the ice domes that are found upon 'the 
rivers in winter. These domes are described 
under the heading "Aufeis" (p. 158). In 
the fall of the year the shallow places freeze 
solid to the. bottom, thus restricting the flow. 
Hydraulic pressure is then exerted against 'the 
ice, so that it is bulged up into domes or 
ridges. 

The formation of the gravel mounds would 
pre>ceed under this hypothesis as follows: The 
eoastal plain slopes seaward .. If it is composed 
of pervious material in general, any water en
tering .the ground in the higher portions of the 
phtin will eit:P.er come to the surface iii springs 
nearer the coast .or be carried underground to 
the ocean. ·,At the beginning of the Arctic 
climate, if the coastal plain was already in ex
istence, or upon the emergence of the plain 
from the sea, if this took place under such a 
climate, the ground became frozen progres
sively_ downward. This freezing formed an 
'impervious l!;tyer .over a tilted water-bearing 
stratum~ giving rise to conditions favorable to 
·artesian wells. As soon as the downward 
freezing interfered with the flow of the ground 
water, hydraulic pressure was· set up. · This 
pressure may have acted so slowly as to bulge 
up and fracture the frozen. crust. locally with-

. out any great outflow of water, or it may have 
occurred suddenly with a great outflow of 
water which carried up material from the un
derlying beds. The coar~er material may have 

been deposited at the outlet of the spring, thus 
building up a mound. As the ground froze. 
more deeply;· the ground circulation was re
stricted or even shut off from the mounds, so· 
that in the Alaskan region, at least, ·no springs 
are at present associated with the mounds. 
The frozen layer also became too strong to be. 
affected by any hydraulic pressure which might 
exist in the area, so that no new mounds could 
be formed. · · 

it ~was ,not expected that the early stages of 
mounds formed in this way would be found, 
for they probably came into . existence when 
the cold climate began. That mounds recently 
formed, and even in process of formation, oc
cur in the area east of the Mackenzie has been 
shown in the literature. The photograph by 
Stefansson (Pl. XVIi, B, p. 152) shows a 
mound· which can be interpreted as havi1ig 
very recently been shoved up by pressure from 
beneath it. Such a jagged slry line can be but 

, a temporary feature of unconsolidated· .mate
rial. Unless new. growth restores the mound, 
it will not be many years before the outline be
comes rounded. Probably the crater will exist 
for a few centuries, but even that should dis
appear before the mound is flattened out by -

• . ' . I c. 

. erosiOn. 
, The mounds near the l\1ackenzie are reported 
by Richardson and Harrison to contain craters, 
so that they are fairly recent also. 

Tf1e earliest stage upon the north Alaskan 
coast is seen in the Kadleroshilik mound, which · 
has the appearance of a bulging and fracturing 
of frozen ground. Instead of symmetrical 
fracturing, as in the mounds east of' the Mac
kenzie, this mound was fractured across the 
middle, so that no crater was formed. The 
two conelike peaks upon the south side are con
sidered to be' remnants ·of a rugged summit. 

Some field evidence points toward a. large 
outflow of ·water· from some of the mounds. 
The Kuparuk mound is closely associated with 
a stream cut of notable size for the Coastal 
Plain. There is very little water at present in 
this creek, which ~ows on the surface of the 
tundra a short distance· beyond the mound~ 
The same is true o£ ·the Thetis mound. Whether 
this association is by chance or is the result of 
outflow from the mound rii.ust be left an open 
question. 
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If lakes ai·e found t'o be also associated .. 
peculiarly with the mounds, as is a possibility, 
they might be accounted for in this manner. 
The outflow from the mounds in winter would 
form a deposit of aufeis in the neighborhood. 
If at the same time material was being carried 
·out by the springs this would be spread out 
over the ice and incorporated with it. During 
the activity of the spring a heavy deposit of ice 
might be built up. · Upon the extinction of the 

·spring the !ce ·w~uld waste away until sufficient 
material was concentrated upon its surface to 
preserve it. Irregularities in the amount of. 
material would cause irregularities in the 
amount of melting and depressions containing 

. ponds would be formed. 
Thus the hypothesis of formation by hy· 

draulic pressure from below is in best accord
,ance with the character and occurrence of these 
mounds. 

COASTAL SANDS '(PLEISTOCENE AND RECENT). 

CHARACTER AND OCCURRENCE. 

In addition to the coastal formations .de~ 

scribed above, a great variety of other deposits 
are exposed in the cut banks, such as sand, silt,· 
.clay, muck, peat, and mud. ·These are sepa
:rated by their elevated position from the eyi
dently recent ·beach deposits. There are few 
banks higher than 15 feet along the northern 
coast; 30 feet is the_ maximum. As.these banks 

. are mostly slumped, they. seldom afford good 
exposures, yet there is probably sand under~ 
lying the superficial muck along most of the 
coast. Between l(uparuk River and Oliktok, 
both on the mai~land and the Jones Islands, 
there were rriany · exposures showing 6 to 8 feet 
of blue-gray and yellow sandy loam. The bed
ding where visible was horizontal.· Small 
rounded chert pebbles. are. scatter.ed througho:ut 
the sand, black chert being conspicuous. Spat
tered exposures of similar sands were noted all 

. .along the. coast to the east as far as Barter 
Island. II ere a dirty yellowish sand,. contain
ing pebbles, was exposed in the 30-foot cut 
bank on the north side of the island. 

AGE. 

risen after the close of the' Pleistocene, so the 
age of most of the sands is probably Pleisto
cene. Post-Pleistocene w~rping may have lo- · 
cally brought up Recent deposi~s, so that the 
age of the sands is placed at Pleistocene and 
Recent. ' 

PEAT, :M'UCK, ·AND COASTAL SILTS (PLEISTOCENE AND_ 
. . - RECENT), . 

Peat is not extensively developed in this re
gion. A few small lenses or beds were ob
served in the banks of the rivers.. On the coast 
isolated exposures of peat attain a ma.ximum 
thickness of 10 feet. 

The. te~m ".muck " is loosely ·used by miners 
to cover any dark muddy deposit, even silts or 
clays. Typical muck contains vegetable re- · 
mains and varies from a ·mass of peaty detfi
tus to a black mud. The surface of the tundra 
is to a great extent underlain by m.uck, but no · 
great thickness of it has peen. observed along 
the northern coast.· In many places it is con
fined to a layer not over a foot in thickness, 
but it may be . as much as 8 feet. B~ooks J 

states that n~uck may be "a s11baerial accumu
lation, due in part to the. decay of vegetable 
matter, in part to the deposition of silts during 
the rainy season." Moffit,2 from extended 
studies at N orne, is of. the opinion that ·muck 
may accum1I1a'te under water. The writer is 
jnclined to think that most of the muck along 
the northern coast has been. so formed. Re
cently drained ponds commonly show muck de
posited over the bottom, some of which, how
ever, may have been derived by erosion ofthe 
banks. Shallow ponds commonly contain 
growing. vegetation. As this decays the ponds 
become filled and a muck deposit is fanned. 

Silt is exposed in the. deltas of ·most of the 
rivers to a maximum thickness_ of about 30 
feet. It occurs both in horizontal beds and in 
dunes. The dunes, which are .evidently of re
cent 'formation, are separately discussed. (See 
p. 163.) The silts are composed of nearly 
homogeneous fine sand, as a rule o£ a gray 
color.'- No pebbles were ever seen in place or 
scattered ov.er the surface of silt deposits. 
There was no resemblance to loess in any_ of 
the exposures examined. 

1 Brooks; A. H., The Kougarok region, Alaska : U .. S .. Geol. 
No fossils were found in the coastal forma- survey Bull. 314, p. 168, 1907. . 

. . Tl d d r 2 Moffit, F. H., Geology' of the Nome and Grand Central 
tions east of. Barrow· 1ese san S un er Ie quadrangles, Alaska : u. s. Geol. . Survey Bull. 533, pp. 49-
-the Coa~tal Plain, which is_ considered to h~ve · 51, 1913. 
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In the islands of the Okpilak-H~lahula delta tained. From the valley floor only the ends o:t 
silts which are apparently water-laid are ex- the larger glaciers can be seen, except in the. 
posed to a thickness of 8 feet. Sadlerochit more open portion of the west fork of Okpilak 
River empties through a low flat, where ex- River. Besides the main glacier of the west 
posures are only a few feet thick. , The east fork, which may be 10 miles long, at least, four 
mouth of the Canning breaks through high others were observed which were more than 3 
banks of the Flaxman formation and flows di- miles long. It is probable that there are a 
rectly into the ocean. The silts here are prob- dozen of this length, and several scores of 
ably wind blown. Off . the western mouth of small cliff glaciers., 
the Canning there are several silt islands some As the glacier at the head of the west fork 
distance from the 9hore. The bedding is hori- is the only large one in the region and is be
zontal and the islands seem to be remnants of lieved to be unique in the Arctic Mountains, 
a former -delta plain whose surface was 5 to 10 'it was examined in some detail {Pl. XVIII, 
feet .above ·the p·resent sea levei. Shaviovik A. and B). The lower part only was accessible 
River h;1s one or two silt islands at the mouth, in June, for the ·part above the bend was so 
but they were ·not. examined. The banks on covered with snow that it was impassable with- · 
either side .of the river were grass-grown so out snowshoes. · 
that the material could not be ascertained. · .The total length is perhaps 10 miles and the 

·The most conspicuous development of silt is average width a mile, so that, excluding the 
in the delta of Sagavanirktok River. With ice-capped summits, the area of this glacier is 
the exception of Foggy Island, all of the nu-:- about 10 square miles. The thickness of the ice · 
J.11.erous islands seem to be composed of silt. was not determined. It probably exceeds 200 
Howe Island, which is estimated to be 30 fe~t feet near the lower-end.· An idea of the thick-. 
high at the eastern end, has·good exposures in ness may be obtained from Plate XIX, A .. 
the cut banks, ~hich. show horizontally, bedded . _The end of the·. glacier was so covered with 
silts. At Heald Point, at the west side of the drift that no det~rmination of the profile of 
delta, about 10 feet of silts overlie the Flaxman 'the ice was possible. The ·sides as a rule grade 
formation. into the lateral moraines or rest against the 

The l{uparuk delta has· a few silt islands, mountain sides, but in the few clear places the 
but whether they are of aqueous or eolian· ori-. _sides of the ice were observed to be steeply 
gin is uncertain .. On the west side of the Col- ·convex. · For the first mile above the drift~ 
ville delta there are several silt islands 5 to 15 covered end the surface i~ very even and of 
feet high.·. The materjal resembles that of the clean ·unbroken ice. Above this part is a sharp 
coast to the east. · rise with numerous open crevasses for a few 

Most of the horizontally bedded silts were hundred yards, beyond which the apparently 
probably~ deposited t~nder water. If they were unbroken surface of the· glacier continues in 
built up _by. wind-blown material the usual a gentle incline to the limit of vision. 
cross-bedding should be conspicuous and strata The end and the adjacent sides of the ice. 
of turf should. be: seen within the silts. The . grade into t<?rmina;l and lateral morainic areas 
10 feet of silt_ above the Flaxman formation which have apparently been abandoned. Close 
at Heald Point shows that here the uplift oc- inspection shows that many· of the hummocks 
curred some time after the _maximum of Wis- are of thinly veneered ice. Stream cuts also 
consin glaeiation. reveal much ice in these areas, so that most of 

GLACIAL DEPOSITS (RECENT), 

OKPILAK RIVER. 

The higher peaks of the Romanzof Moun~ 
tains ·are so covered with ice and snow a,s to 
be conspicuous . from all 'directions, but on · 
account of the rugged character of the country. 
the number of glaciers could not be ascer-

the drift is still epiglacial. . There· is a single·· 
linear moraine on the surf~ce of- the . clear ice,, 
which may be observed in Plate,_XVIII, B. 
A few dust wells and narrow discolored bands 
are the only other interruptions to- the clear 
blue ice in the lower portion of this glaCier. 

There are many small streams on the surface
of the lower part.

1 

The largest ones, perhaps 2 
feet . across and twice as deep, flow along the: 
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A . UPPER END OF OKPILAK GLACIER. 

B. CENTRAL PART OF OKPILAK GLACIER. 
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A. WEST l<'ORK OF OKPILAK RIVER. 

Lower end of the glacier in the distance. 

B. LOWER END OF OKPILAK GLACIER. 
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:n1edian line toward the end. The others flow 
down the lateral slopes. ~Iany of these streams 

. .Jisappen.r into crevasses. 
There ·was drainage along both borders of 

the ice, but it was more marked on the left 
·side. Above the mouth of the last feeder 
-on this side there is a pond which is. dammed 
by the inflo,ving ice stream, and below it 
there are a few ponds betw·eeii the rock walls 
.and ice or behi.nd.moraines. The lateral stream 
flows over a boulder-filled bed, in many places 

. ·cutting. deeply into the inargin of the glacier. 

which is black with debris. The lower end of 
another· glacier is shown in Plate XX, A. It 
ends in a perpendicular face 30 t9 40 feet high 
and· is also composed of clean ice, except for a. 
vertical distance of a .few feet at the bottom. 
It seems to hav~ recently overriden its own ter-

. minal dump., There are a couple of larger gla
ciers in the neighborhood which are shown on 
the rna p (Pl. I, ih pocket). They' have re
treated entirely· within their valleys, leaving 
areas of abandoned moraines . 

HULAHULA RIVER, 

During the time of the writer's visit the 
mountains of the Hulahula were covered with 
snow, so that any small glaciers that may have 
existed near the headwaters we~e not seen. As 
the northeast fork heads back against the Ro
manzof Mountains, it probably r~ceives ice 
from their southern slopes. The streams which 
flow into the river from the east also head in 

At one· place where the lateral drift is ex
·Ceptionally heavy, the ~tream disappears down 
.an ice 'tunnel and comes to light again beyond 
this drift dam. Near the end of the glacier 
there are 'several abandoned channels which 
1nark the former course of the stream. They 
are chiefly cut through drift, but in several 
places through rock. The largest of these rock 
canyons 'vas about 15 feet deep and 5 feet wide .. 
Such cuts seen1 r~marka.ble for a small stream 

· these mountains and so may contain· glaciers. 
during the time the ice was stationary at one The streams whiyh head near Mount Chamber-
particular level. · · · 

lin on the west side probably also have g. laciers. 
No observations were made as to the rate of 

motion of the ice, but there was strong evi
dence that the ice was moving. The linear sur
fn.ce 1noraine mentioned' above consists . of a 
belt of till 50 to 100 feet wide and 3 to 20 feet 
high. The marginal portions of the moraine 
are covered with clean boulders lying in stable 

. positions, but along the· crest there is a co'n
tinuous line of mud. and mud-co~ered stones 
ly:ing in unstable positions. Some of the flat 
slabs of schist 'vere standing on edge or even . 
canted over, so that they resembled the ice 
blocks in a newly formed pressure ridge in 
the Arctic Ocean. It see1ns that the middle. of 
the glacier is shearing past the marginal.ice. 

The lower end of the glacier grades into· an 
area containing drift-covered ice (Pl. XIX, 
B). There is no drift separated .from the end 
of the glacier, so thn.t the ice as a whole can 
not have· recently retreated to any noticeable 
degree, but neither is there any evidence that 
the ice has recently advanqed. As much of 
the drift-covered 1narginal ice is at a. higher 
level thnn the general surface o~ the. glacier, 
this surface has recently become lo"rer; 
· Plate XX, B, shows a small hanging glacier 

· in the neighborhood of the one just described. 
The ice is very clear, except the basal 6 feet, 

SADLEROCHIT RIVER. 

No glaciers were observed to reach: the floors 
of the main branches .. of the Sadlerochit, but 
the head .of the Lake Fork is possibly filled 
with ice. A side glacier w·as observed .to reach 
nearly to the floor, at the limit of vision frmn 
the upper lake. There a:re many. other smaH 
glaciers· and even ice caps wl1ere lodgment is 
found. J\1ount Chamoerlin is almost entirely 
ice ·covered, but the lower.·limit of the ice was 
not ascertained in more than one place. The 
thiclmess of the ice cap can be made out on the 
northeast side, where a perpendicuhtr cliff of 

·ice rises perhaps 50 feet above the rock fac_e. 
Small glaciers radiate from this ice cap into 
the valleys which head against the mountain. 
Probably none of them is much over a mile in 
length. 

C.ANN!NG RIVER. 

One or two distant cliff glaciers were ob
served among the mountains on the east side of 
the ea:st fork of Canning River. As the area 
around the headwaters is report,ed to be more 
open and even . rolling, there can hardly be 
much. ice in that locality. Mount Salisbury, 
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which reaches an altitude of about 7,000 feet 
on the west side of the r.iver, has an· ice cap 
and may discharge . small glaciers into the 
·Canning drainage. 

OTHER AREAS. 

· Several glaciers can be seen fron1 the coast 
to flow from the· northeast corner. of the Ro
manzof Mountains into the J ago drainage. 
The prospector Arey·, 'vho partly explored the 
J ago, reports that there. are many other glaciers 
farther upstream· on the west side. Aichillik 
River is reported by·the natives to have many 
small cliff glaciers, hut none are reported from 
the Turner. Maddren 1 observed. none near 
the. international boundary. Very little is 
known. of the region between the Canning and 
the Colville. Arey, who traversed the Saga
vanirktok in winter, reports that he saw no 
living glaciers. Schrader 2 does not mention 
any along the 152d meridian. Smith 3 reports 
a few glaciers at the headwaters: of the N oata1\: 
and l{oyukuk. None of the~ is -~ore than a 
couple of· miles long. No other glaciers are· 
knmvn by the writer to exi~t on the southern: 
slopes of the Arctic Mountains. · 

AUFEIS (RECENT), 

The heavy deposits of ice that are formed 
over the flood plains of Arctic rivers have been 
described in many of the recent reports upon 
Alaska. ~1iddendorff, however, first described 

. and explained this phenomenon in the middle 
· of the last century, after several years of ob
servation in northern Siberia:t The writer 
can add very little either to his. description or 
his explanation. 

1 Deposits of this. kind of ice are called 
" glaciers " by miners and even by. some geol
ogists; " Flood ice " has. a;lso been used, but 
does ~ot con,:rey the proper impression. Mid- · 
dendorff introduced the term aufeis, -and the 
writer has adopted it for this report. 

The process of formation of ·aufeis is as fol
lows: During the 'vinter the flow of the rivers 

1 Oral communication. ' _ . 
2 Schrader, F. C., .A reconnaissance in northern Alaska tn 

1901 : U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 20, 1904. 
a Smith, P. S., The Noatak-Kobuk region, Alaska: U. S. 

Geol. Survey Bull. 536, p. 32, 1913. · 
' Middendorf!', A. T. von, Slbirlsche Reise, Band 4, Theil. 1, 

pp. 439-457, 1859. . . 

is locally- impeded by the formation of anchor 
and frazil- ice,5 or the shoal places ·n1ay freeze 
solidly to the l;>ottom. The water coming from . 
the upper stretches of the river,_being thus-im
peded, will ris~ and flood the adjacent land. 
When the river is ·entirely frozen over, as is tl1e 
rule in th~ Arctic, the hydraulic pressure is 
sufficient to bulge up and fracture the ice at 
weak places. ·The escaping water is soon 
coated with ice, and the flow is gradually re
stricted by freezing, until sufficient hydraulic 
pressure is s.et up to enable the water to burst 
through again. This. flooding and freezing 
gqes on all winter, or at least until the winter 
flow of water is so reduced that it c·an pass 
through the gravels benea~h the ice. · Thus a 
deposit of ice may be. built up, much after the 
manner of an alluvial deposit. 

If the winter flow is sufficient the aufeis may 
reach a considerable thickness, so that it may 
override the. ordinary banks of the· river and 
spread· out. over the whole flood plai.p.. The 
grea~est deposit seen by the writer was about a 
mile wide and 3 or 4 miles long. The thiclmess. 
in the last part of June was about 12 feet. 

Iri autumn the river is covered with thick' ice 
before the flow is retarded sufficiently to set up 
·hydraulic pressure. Acting under this pressure 
. the water· forces up the domes and ridges of 
ice, which are· a conspicuous feature of aufeis 
deposits. These elevations are as a rule less 

·than' 10 feet high; about 15 feet is the maxi
mum. As·.a rule their shape is oblong, though 
ridges over, a hundred feet long ha,ve been 
noted. There is invariably a fracture along the, 
crest of the mounds, whence water occasionally 
flows. The writer has never seen these mounds. 
in the process of formation, but early in No
vember the Canning was dotted with them. 
The natives say that they have seen them ris
ing early in the autumn, accompanied by an 
outflow of water. The prospector Arey con-
firms this re"port. 

After this first process of formation of the 
mounds the water escapes more quietly. As. 
soon as ~he newly flooded area is frozen over· 
hydraulic pressure .is again set up, b1;1t it has 
only a few· inches of ice .to fracture. Conse
quently there is but slight disturbance· of the 
surfa~e. . 

5 Barnes, II. '1'.,. The formation of ice, London and New
York, 1!)06. 
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'Vith the advent of warm weather the flood
incr waters no lon~er freezing, cover the whole 

b ' ~ . 
deposit of aufeis. Soon the drainage· is con-
centra ted into. troughs, which have }?een melted 
along the lines of greatest flow. As these 
troughs are cut downward those most favor
ably situated grow at the· expense of the neigh
boring streams, until by the time the actual 
ri ,·er bed is reached the water is concentrated· 
into one or two ·streams flowing at the bottom · 
of ice canyons. Abandoned channels upon the 
aufeis of the Canning are shown in Plate 
xx,o. . . 

The ice is grad:ually undermined by. the 
river, so that large blocks break off with loud 
reports and fall into the water. Navigation at 
this time would be very dangerous, for ther'e is 
d~\J1ger fron1 falling ice a.nd of being swept 
under· the ice by the c~rrent. All of the ice 
within reu.ch of the river is cut out before the 
summer is over, bt1t that upon the high bars 
may remain until September or may possibly 
last over a second winter. By the 1st of July 
the nufeis of the Canning was removed from 
the stretch north of the mountains;· a week 
earlier that' near the forks was almost intact. 
The mounds often remain some weeks after the 
thinner deposits ha,;e melted away. 

Okpilak River contained very little aufeis. 
There was ·a steep .valley train of ice that had 
bee:n built out a couple of hundred yards from 
the lower end of- the 'V ~st Fork Glacier. A 
similar deposit floored the bottom of a valley 
that st.retches eastward from :Mount :Michelson. 
At the· time of the writer's visit the I-Iulahula 
had two areas of aufeis ou_tside of the moun
tains, and 'vithin the mountains as far ~s the 
forks most of its floor was covered with ice. 
Sadlerochit River had one area of aufeis north 
of the mountains, bu:t above this there were 
only a. few patches confined to the side streams .. 
On the Canning aufeis occurs nearly ever}i
where from the forks to the coast, the greatest 
development being near the forks and below 
Shublik Springs. 

SEA ICE (RECENT). 

In addition to the ordinary ice of the Arctic 
Ocean, which has been so often. described in 
reports of expl01'ations in the polar regions, 
there is a form which is to a great extent pecul
iar to Beaufort Sea.· This form is called " old 

ice," from the lack of .a better term. After a 
few notes upon the ice in general, the_ "old 
ice " will be discussed at some length.· 

PRESSURE RIDGES. 

vVhen the moving floes meet obstructions· 
they are completely .shattered (Pl. XXI, B) 
or their edges are crushed up into ridges 
composed of brecciated ice (Pl. XXI; A). 
The ridges may be piled upon the beach or 
may be formed anywhere over the sut~face 
of the qcean. Many reports mention ridges 
50 to 100 feet high, but in the six. years 
which th~ writer has spent on the shores of 
Arctic Alaska nothing approaching this maxi
mmn has been seen. The same is true of the ice 
seen, during a .previous expedition to Franz 
Josef Land. On sled trips and on shipboard 
the writer has spent nearly a year in· the ice 
pack, and the shore. ice has been observed dur
ing numerous journeys along the beach. The 
'height ·of the large~t ridges was estimated as 
carefully as possible. No ridges were seen 
which averaged more than 20 feet in height, · 

·and very few pinnacles which reached more 
than 30 feet. 
·Whaling captains have reported ice ridges 

60 to 70 feet high frmn the same region in 
which the writer J:las traveled. Stefansson 1 

also reports an ice ridge 60 feet ,high. 

CONGLOl\IERATIC ICE. 

1Vhen one floe grinds along another the ir
regular edges of the floes are soon reduced, so 
that· the motion takes place along a nearly 
straight line. The blocks of ice are gradually 
ground into small fragplents, so that a mix;. 
tur~ of boulde"rs . of ice in a groundmass of 
white -slush is formed alo!lg the line separating 
th~ moving and stationary ice. vVhen the · 
. floes separate, the ice conglomera.te· is oft.en left 
with a vertical wall to mark the former plane 
of motion. This kind of ice has been observed 
only near the shore, where the relativ~ motion 
of the floes is much greater than it is a.t a dis
tance from the land. 

LA:MIN ATED ICE. 

Several small flat floes were observed to be 
composed of ice showing parallel horizontal 

1 Stcfl'insson, Vilhj!Umur, Notes from the Arctic : Am. 
Geog. Soc. Bull., vol. 42, pp. 460-461, 1910. 
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lines. This kind of ic~ is formed by the tele- . 
scoping of thin sheets of ice. As the resist
ance to the motion .. of a layer of ice becomes 
great the thin ice fractures and a riew layer is 
shoved up, so that a notable thickness of lami
nated ice ·may thus be built up. Cracks across 
pressure ridges sometimes show the lower 
slopes of the ridges to ·be laminated. Indi
vidual laminations often extend into the brec
ciated area. 

N ansen 1 describes and illustrates such Ice. 

When it was broken across, the blue showe~ a 
marl\:ed. stratified formatio"n, recalling the stratifica· 
tion of glaciers. * * * In several pla~es' the strata 
were bent and broken. * . * * In spite of the bend
ing of the strata the surface. of the ice and snow 
remained smooth. It was evidently the, result of 
horizontal pressure. in the ice at the time of packing. 
It was especially noticeable at one place near a huge 
mound formed during the last pressure. 

It is not dear whether he means that th,e 
structure was the result of horizontal pressure 
upon homogeneous ice or whether it resulted 
from telescoping thin. sheets, brit the former 
seems more probable. 

OLD IC.E. 

Scattered among the flat floes and the masses 
of angular blo.cks of ice,· which are evidently of 
recent origin, there . are other floes of a very 
different appearance (Pl. XXII, A). These 
'~ old ;ice " floes have an undulat'ing surface and 
the color is blue, in contrast to the greenish 
color of the new ice. The old ice contains 
no perceptible salt above the water line. These 
Hoes aTe very thick ~s a r~le and may be miles 
in extent. The highest ridge that came under 
the writer's observation rises .about 25 feet 
above a pl~t:form which is 6 feet above sea 
level. If' the sides Were perpendicl}lar, t~e 
total thickness of this floe would be about 100 
feet. 

The term ~' paleocrystic ice " has been used 
in describing these undulating blue floes. As 
.first applied to. the ice east of Greenland, it 
refers. to flat floes that· have attained a great 
thickness through several years of freezing. 
As the term paleocrystic ice· is inapplicable 
and no new name suggests itself, the ice under 
discussion Is called by the local name " old 
ice." 

1 Nansen, Fridtjof, Farthest north, vol. · 1, pp .. 401-402, 
New Yorlr, 1897. 

The floes of old ice vary in abundance from 
year to year and are always a subordinate 
element cnear the coast. After the open sea
sons of 1910 and 1911 only one small piece of 
blue ice was seen near the shore, but after the 
icy season · of 1913 blue ice was abundant. 
The writer's rec<?rd covers only observations 
made along the coast between Icy Cap·e and 
Herschel Island and those· made during a sled 
trip a hundred miles northward from the 
mouth of the Colville. Old ice was seen along 
the .. north shore and for about 40 miles south
west of Barrow. On the sled trip the old ice 
was much more abundant at the farthest point 
reached than it was near land, but it never ex
ceeded 1 per cent o.f. the total amount of ice. 
I The writer has made no attempt to go 
through the literature of Arctic exploration 
in quest of observations ur>on the ice. A few 
narratives have been examined in which he 
remembered that old ice had been described. 
Parry, on the first of his famous Arctic voy
ages, was blocked by very· heavy ice between 
lVlel ville and Banks islands, Qn · the eastern 
side of Beaufort Sea. There is no doubt that 
old ice was a large component of this barrier. 
He says: 2 

An immense floe was covered with large hummocks, 
giving its upper surface. the appearance of hill and 
dale. The thicl(ness of the floe at its nearest edge was 
6 or 7. feet ab.ove the sea, * * ~' but the hum
.inocks were many of them at least 15· to 25 feet above 
the sea. * * * It was the opinion of Lieut. Beechey 
* * * that it very :r.i:mch resembled the ice met 
with at Spitzbergen, * * * but it was very much 
heavier than any ~hey had seen there. · · 

Elsewhere he says: 3 

The fee to the west and southwest was as solid and 
compact to all appearance as so much land, to which, 
indeed, the surface of~ many of the fields, from the 
kfnd of -hill and dale I have before endeavored to de
scribe, bore no imperfect resemblance. 

The ice about 200 miles east of the above 
locality had· a. very di:ffere~t aspect. 

The ice along which we continued to sail this day 
was composed of floes remarkable for their great ex
tent arid continuity. * * * Their ·height above 
sea was not generally more than 12 inches and their 
sudace as smooth and even as a bow·Jing green, 
fo~ming in both these respects a striking contrast to 
the ice to which we had lately been accustomed more · 
westerly! . 

2 Parry, W. E., Journal of a voyage for the discovery of 
the Northwest Passage in 1819-20, p. 205, Philadelphia, 
182~. 

3 Idem, p. 211. 
4 Idem, p, 225. 
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J\1cClure's voyage took him along the north 
shore of Alaska and Canada and the west and . 
north sides of Banks Island. Somewhere near 
the international boundary line .they met ice 
<>f stupendous thickness :mel in extensive floes, some 
·7 or 8 miles in length ; * * * the surface of it was 
not flat, such as we see it in Batnn's Str.uit nncl the 
.fidjncent seas\ but rugged with the accumulated snow, 
frost, und thaws of centuries.1 

From the north. end of Prince of VV ales 
St.rait, east of Banks Island, the ice was seen 
to be very heavy. 

Great hills and dales of blue crystalline sea- icc 
Tolled on before them in the direction of· Melville 
Islanc1.2 

At the northwest corner of Banks Island 
the pack was of the same fearful description as that 
they hnd encountered in the otnng of the Mackenzie 
.Itiver during the previous autumn. The surface of 
the floes resembled rolling hills, some of them 100 feet 
from bnse to summi~, :iml the edge of this '~'onderful 
<>connie ice rose in places from the water as high as 
the Jnvest·iga.tor's lower yards.8 

• 

During Nnnsen's drift and sledge journey 
Qver the Arctic Ocean he recorded a few occur
rences of old ice. It could_ hardly have been 
abundant, else he would have mentioned it 
more frequently. The sledding on these floes 
is so much easier· than over the usual brecci
:ated fields, that detouJ:s are made to . reach 
them. Some of th~ ice seen by N ansen was 

1.musu:.tlly massive with high hummocks, so that it 
looked like ·undulating country covered with snow. 
'':rltis wn.s undoubtedly very old ice which. had drifted 
in the Polar ~en for a long time on its way from 
the Siberian Sea to the east coast of Greenland. 
* * * High hummocks and mounds are thus formed 
[by pressure] which summer after summer are par
tially melted by the rays of the sun and again in the 
winter covered with great drifts of snow.• 

Stockton records a "very large, long hum
nwch:y floe, at least 10 miles in length, seve.ral 
1nilcs in breadth,· and ~ground in 80 feet of 
-water," 5 off Cross Island, about 70 miles west of 
Camden Bay. The writer, during a voyage ·to 
Franz Josef Land which included about 4oo 
n1iles of navigation in the vicinity of ice, could 

1 'McClure, Robert, Discovery of the Northwest Pnssage, 
-edited by Sherard Osborn,· 2d ed., p. 84·, London, 185i. 

:J Idem, p. 139. · 
3 Idem, p. 207. 
4 Nnnsen, Frldtjof, Farthest north, vol. 2, p. 140, New 

York, 1807. . ·· 
n· Stocl,tou, C. H., Arctic cruise of the U. S. S. 'Thetis: 

Nat. Geog. Mag., vol. 2, p. 185, 1890. 

16344°--18----11 

not have seen any such remarkable floes with
out remembering them. Neither could Mik
kelsen, who \Yas on the same expedition, recall 
seeing any. He was quite positive also that he 
saw none during a prev~ous expedition to. the 
east coast of Greenland. ·The writer recalls 
reading of a single floe on the west side of 
Greenland, which was so remarkable .as to call · 
for e~tended description. It was undoubtedly 
composed of old ice. . 

The references given above are sufficient to 
show that old ice is abundant in Beaufort Sea. 
and rare or absent else.where. The motion of 
the ice from the north shore of Alaska west
ward aJld thep. northwestward across the pole 
toward Greenland is well established by the 
drifts of the [{ arluk, the Jeannette, and the 
Fram . . The old ice floes are caught in this drift 
and should be expected along ~he course of 
these ships. It is surprising that N ansen did 
not see more of them. 
· · The old ice differs from ordinary ice in be
ing many times as thick as the flat floes and 
in having smooth surface undulations· of solid 
blue ice instead of the piles of angular: green 
blocks which compose the recently brecciated 
floes. It is very different in aspect from any 
icebergs ever recorded. A glacial origin is very · 
impl'obable. · 

Both J\1cClure and N ansen agree in calling 
it very old sea ice, and that is the conclusion to 
which all the wha~ers have come. Nansen's ex
planGttion that the old floes are the result of 
long thawing of the surface of heavy brec
ciated areas accounts for' all the known facts. 
There is an abundant supply of heavy masses 
of broken ice, and when sufficient time has 
cia psed, the jagged -surface of these floes be
comes rounded by thawing. Snowdrifts help 
in filling i~ the irregularities, ·but they must 
play a subordinate part. The salt chains out 
of ·sea ice when the temperature reaches 0° C., 
so that blue fresh-water ice is left. 

The writer has not been able to trace all the 
stages behveen fresh pressure ridges and old 
blue floes. The ice floes observed ·by him were . 
'~ithout exception ev!dently very young or 
very old.- Grounded ridges, known to have 
been exposed to one summer's thawing, become 
somewhat smooth in outline, but the ice is still 
white. A few subangular protuberances have 
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been observed in the old blue floes. Several 
times the outlines of angular blocks could be 
made out,, where the structure of the old ice 
was revealed in recent fractures or in the. bot
tom of surface pools. The contrast between 
r~cently brecciated ice and old ice is seen in 
Plate XXII, B. 

There is not much information fro~· which 
to estimate the. time necessary· for the forma
tion of old ice. F~om the effect" of a single 
summer the writer would place the time at a . 
few years; certainly not centuries, as McClure 
believed. If the new ridges. among which 
the . drift of th,e Fram began. had become 
changed during the three years that the drift 
lasted to anything approaching the old blue 
ice, the fact could not have escaped notice· and 
description. We must therefore conclude that 
three years is far from a sufficient time for the 
formation of old ice. The maximum limit is 
of course dependent upon the duration of the 
Arctic climate, ·which is probably to be reck
oned in thousands of years. From the slight 
amount of evidence obtainable the writer con
siders. that 20 years is the least time in which 
old ice can be formed. - · 

. The old ice, $0 · far as known, is confined to 
Beaufort Sea or to floes that haye probably 
drifted out of this sea. The· drift toward the 
west is so constant that no ·ice formed in this 
sea could be more than a very few years old. 
The old ice must come from somewhere in the 
east where the ice is exposed. to great pressures 
and yet prevented from being quickly ~wept 
a way by the general drift. There must be a· 
small outlet from this region, through which 
the old floes can escape into Beaufort Sea. 
There is no .source possible in the Amundsen 

· Sea, between Canada and Banks Island, nor 
in Mel ville Sound to the north, where, as 
stated above, Parry found the ice to be pre
dominantly in flat floes. 

The greatest amount of old ice on record is 
southwest of Prince Patrick Island, where it 
remained near shore even against heavy winds. 
This lack of movement suggests a .land. barrier 

· to the west, where Harris has placed a neck 
of · his hypothetical ArCtic land (p. 59). 
Thus. the most probable gathering ground for 
the old ice is to the north and west. of Prince 
Patrick Island, in an area sufficiently large for 

the development of great ice pressure, · and 
~which is nearly cut off from Beaufort Sea. 
The existence of a land barrier is more likely 
than that the ice is kept out of the genetal drift 
by a local eddy of the current. The chief out
let fro~ this ga~hering ground is thought to be 
southward along the shores of Banks Island. 
This outlet must be 'small iri comparison to the 
area in which the old ice is formed. · 

Harris 1 mentions the existence of the old ice ' 
of Beaufort Sea in his discussion of ·the sup
posed land. Mikkelsen 2 also mentions i~ in 
several places. They both hold that ·the -old ice 
has its origin in Beaufort Sea. 

In the writ~r's opinion the distribution o:f 
the old ice strongly supports the evidence 
drawn from the· tides of the existence of land 
in this region. 

\ . 

DEPOSITS OF ERODED MATERIAL (RECENT). 

. Talus.-From expressions li~\:e "shattered by 
the intense action of the Arctic frost," used in 
descriptions of Arctic rocks, one would expect 
to find talus very extensively developed in the 
Arctic Mountains, but there seemed to be no 
difference between the slopes of these moun
tains and those of ~he _higher mountains of 
lower latitudes. The chief work of frost is at 
the change from above to below the freezing 
point, and as the mountains of temper'ate 
regions are more frequently exposed to this 
change the shattering should be less in the Arc
t.ic. For a great part of the year the te_mpera
ture is permanently .below free~ing, and the 
sun is either low or absent, so that the rocks 
are not warmed by absorption. In summer the 
daily range is· not grea.t, for the sun is above 
the. horizon continuously. 

On Okpilak River the-talus, in addition to 
lying at the usual angle, commonly takes bench
lik~ forms, whose general .aspect is that of 
slumping rather than that of a ste.ady flow as 
described by Capps.3 The fronts of the benches 
as a rule are steep, and the tops are uneven and 
commonly slope down~ard toward- the moun
tain· side. Undoubtedly there is ice among the 

1 Harris, R. A., Arctic ti.des : U. S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey, p. 91, 1911; Indications of land in the vicinity of 
the North Pole: Nat. Geog. Mag., vol. 15, p. 257, 1904. 

2 l\:likkels~Ii, Ejnar, ·conquering the Arctic ice, pp. 13-15, 
226, 438, London and Philadelphia, 1909. · 

3 Capps, S. R., Rock glaciers in Aiaska·: Jour. Geology, 
vol. 18, pp. 359-375, 1910. 
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talus blocks, but the deposits do not seem to be 
of sufficient magnitude to flow as a body. The 
low ground temperature, even in the summer, 
may interfere with such a flow. 

Alluvial fans.-Large alluvial fans have 
been built out fron1 the hanging valleys of 
Okpilak River. The largest reach an eleva
tion of about 600 feet above the river flat' and 
extend 'vith slopes as high as 11° out to the 
middle of the valley, in many places deflecting 
the river. 

Levees.-The drainage lin_es upon the allu~ 
vial fans are generally in the form of levees. 
Some of these troughs are built to a height of 
10 feet above the general level of the fan. The. 
material in the banks of the levees is remark
able in size. Boulders 6 feet in dia1neter are 
common, and one was noted to 1Je at. least 15 . 
feet. . 

R'iver gravels.-All the larger. dvers flow 
among fresh gravel bars and have a· flood plain 
of older gra. vels. The material is coarse, even 
near slack water at the coast. Okpilak River, 
near the edge of the mountains, has a gravel
filling nearly ,a mile wide and probably 200 
feet.deep. 

Coastal silts.-All the larger rivers have de
posits of silt in the slack water near· the coast. 
l\1ucl flats are being built out also.· Most of 
these flats are less than a mile. wide; those on 
Sagavanirktok River, ·however, may be twice 
this width. It is impossible to see land from 
a small boat off the Coiville delta in places 
"·here the water is only a foot deep. 

Silt dunes line the 'vestern banks of the delta 
channels. They ~re locally very num~ro~1s, . 
but hardly any of them rise more than 15 feet 
above the ground upon which they are built. 

Coastal sands and gravels.-vVherever waves 
have access to the ·shore, the usual beach de
posits of sand and gravel are formed. l\1any 
sp!ts are built out from the _land, and some· of 
then1 are prolonged into barrier reefs many 
miles in length. The material of these sands," 
when derived from the Flaxman formation, is 
entirely foreign to the country and has misled 
prospectors as to the probable country forma
tions. Magnetite, "tuby sand," and granite 
are among the constituents, and these are con
sidered to indicate a region favorable for pros
pecting. 

GENERAL STRUCTURE OF THE REGION. 

ARCTIC l\IOUNTAIN SYSTEM. 

· The structure of that part of the · Arctic 
Mountains which is considered in this report 
has been produced chiefly _by folding_ and 
thrust faulting of Paleozoic rocks along nearly 
east and west lines. Some Mesozoic rocks are 
also involved in this folding. l\1any of the 
folds are sharply overturned toward the north 
and faulted along the axis. The upward move
ment of all east and west faults came from the 
south. -

Schrader's section 1 along the 152d ·meridian 
shows the same general structure near the 
northern boundary of the Arctic Mountains. 
l\1addren's section along the. 141st meridian, 
which is not published, shows the same east 
and west folding and faulting, but the defor
mation has been more intens~ than in the areas 
fartJ:ler west. 

FRANKLIN MOUNTAINS. 

Canning River.-At the forks of the Can
ning the Lisburne limestone overlies the N erli
okpuk schist in a relationship which is prob
ably due to thrust faulting from the south. 
The limestone and schist both dip monocli
nally toward the south, but at different angles, 
that of the schist being about 30° and that of 
the limestone· hatf as much. The limestone, 
which lies north of the schist in fault contact, 
has a synclinal structure fm~ the· first few 
miles, and then the.re is a gap containing 
crumpled rocks whose structure could not be 
made out. ·This complicated area has been 
left blank on the geologic map. and section (Pl. 
II). The limestone immediately north of it, 
though in gene!'al of monoclinal structure, 
has minor plicatio~s and even· infolding. 
Underlying this area of limestone, and prob
ably in conformable relations to the limestone, 
are the black shales of l\1ississippian or De
vonian age, which are closely crumpled and 
even slaty. ~hese shales are brought up by 
faulting against t~e limestone, which here 
forms the northern scarp of the· mountains. 
The frontal belt of limestone has ·a sharp fold, 
as shown in Plate XXIII. At the place where 
. . ' ..... 

1 Schrader, F. C., op, cit., pl. 3. 
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the photograph was taken there does not seem 
to have been faulting along the crest of the 
upward fold, but the aspect of the front of the 
mountains is. that of: a fault scarp. . 

Sadlerochit River.-At the ghwial lakes of 
the .~adlerochit the steeply southward-dipping 
schists end against the. narrow belt of perpen
dicularly dipping limestone_ in relations. that 
are probably due to faults. , .North of the lime
stone. the younger beds are so much. disturbed 
that their structure was not made out. 

Hulahula River.-On the Hulahula thrust 
faulting i$ thought to have brought the upper 
schist bert into contact with the tipper lime
stone belt, and to have·thrown -this limestone, 
with its 11nderlying Mississippian or Devonian 

. shales, up agains~ the lower. schist belt. The 
rest of the river was hurriedly traversed in 
bad weather, so that little of the structure of 
the rocks along it was noted. On the east side 
of the river, abreast of the granite, the struc
ture is probably very complicated. 

Olcpilalc River.-Above the forks of the Ok
pllak there are vertical or steeply southward
{lipping beds of a rock that was considered to 
be a 1nore highly altered phase of the N eruok
puk schist. The granite, which runs from the. 
forks nearly to the riorth edge of the moun
tains, is .conspicuously .jointed in two or three 
planes. veins of softer material are common 
along the chief joints. At its :q.orthern edge 
the granite is overlain. by closely folded and 
shattered limestone, wh~ch in general ·dips 
northward. · Tile younger beds north of the 
lime~tone a~e so crumple.d and shattered that 
their structure could not be 1nade out. The 
northern .. front of the mountains at this locality 
does not app.ear to be determined by a fault. 

OUTLYING MOUNTAINS. 

· Third Range.-'-The narrow belt of moun
tains know.n as the .. Third Ra~ge is separated 
:from the Franklin Mountains by . Ikiakpuk 
Valley. It is ·formed by a sharp-crest.ed fold, 
which is steeply overturned" to'Yird the north. 
The apex. of·the fold had been eroded away 
near the west end of the range, and. rio signs of 
displacemen~ . could be made .out ~ithin ·the 

. homogeneous limestone. The western end of 
this fold seems to 'plunge downward toward the 
Canning, but the eastern· termination ·is indefi
.nite. If the isolated ridge at the Hulahula, · 

which falls into line with the Third Range, 
is· a part of the same fold, then cross folding 

. must have occurred, for the west side of tl1at 
ridge eli ps toward the west. · 

Ikiakpuk Valley has been formed by the 
removal of the soft J\1esozoic rocks from the 
syncline between the Franklin l\1ountains and 
the Third Range. 

Shublik 111 ountains.-Only ·the western end 
of the Shublik J\1ountains was examined. There 
the limestone beds rise from the south ·and 
extend nearly horizontally to the northern 
:front, where they abruptly give way to verti
cal beds. There the apex ·of the fold is so 
sharp that :fractu1·ing must have taken· place 
and probably faulting also. These mountains 

· are terminated at the Canning by plunging on 
.the north and by cross-faulting on the south. 
The eastern end, as observed from a distance, 
_seemed to plunge. 

Ikiakpati.rak Valley is also structural, but in-· 
stead of an apparent open syJ?,cline, as ~n Iki
akpuk Valley, there is an evident synclinorium 
of two or three folds. 

Sadlerochit 11! mtntains.-The structure at the 
harrow west. end of the Sadlerochit J\1ount:ains 
is similar to that of the hvo other ranges; a 
monocline O!l the south changes into nearly 
horizontal beds o,i-er the top and enc~s verti
cally on the north. That there was faulting 
along the apex of the overturned fold is shown 
by a zone of breccia between the horizontal and 
vertical beds. 

In the sectio:J?. exposed near the eastern end 
of· these mountains at Itkilyariak Valley the 
structure is much the same. · A fault within 
the limestone belt. is perhaps the continuation 
of the one at the western front. Th.e eastern 
front does not end in a fault scarp but in 
northward-dipping beds. 

The west end of the fold plunges down un
der the Mesozoic .rocks of Red Hill and th~ 
east end, as observed from a di~tance, seems to 
plunge also. 

ANAKTUVUK PLATEAU. 

· In the few exposures along the rivers, the 
Mesozoic and Tertiary rocks that form the 
Anaktuvuk Plateau are seen to be deformed, 
but not to such an extent as the Paleozoic rocks 
of the mountains. Highly dipping beds on 
the west side of the Canning opposite Shublik 
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1\fountains probably mark the prolongation of 
· this plunging anticline. North _of Sadlerochit 
1\fountains there are gentle folds and near. the 
coast there are northward-dipping beds. At 
the head of 1\farsh Creek there is an area of 
complicated structure produced by faulting·in 
two or three directions, so that the Mesozoic 
and Paleozoic formations have. been brought 
into relations which are not understood. On 
Okpilak River the formations are very ~losely 
crumpled. 

COASTAL PLAIN. 

The beds that form the surface of the coastal 
plain are nearly horizont~l ·and are apparently 
disturbed only by the work of frost. The 
writer was unable to determine whether or not 
the beds that forn1 Barter Island are de
formed, but it is probable that they dip away 
on all sides from this dome. · · 

HISTORICAL GEOLOGY. 

The earliest event recorded in the Canning 
River region is the deposition of the material 
out of which the quartzite schist was formed. 
Following this deposition there was a period 
of deformation in which the sediments were 
changed into schists. Evidence as to the early 
succeeding periods is lacking in this region, but 
in other areas there was uplift, accompanied 
by mountain building and, followed by ero-

• 1 . swn. 
No fossiliferous deposits of pre-Carbonifer

ous age were found in the region under discus
sion, but as Devonian deposits have been re
ported elsewhere in the. Arctic l\1ountains,2 

we are justified ih attempting to outline the 
history of" these mountains since the Devonian 
period. At the close of the Devonian the lal).d 
emerged above the sea sufficiently to allow the 
growth of the plants in the earliest -Mississip
pian. ..About the time of .deposition of the 
Mountain limestone of Europe, the land sank 
sl.1fficiently to allow the deposition of a great 
thickness of limestone over much of the area 
now . oceupied by the Arctic ·Mountains. 
Locrt'lly the conditions were favorable for the 
formation of the sandstone. During th~ mid-

1 Smith, P. S., The Nontai<-Kobuk region, Alaska: U. S. 
Geol. Survey Bull. 536, p. '122, 1913. 

ll Idem, pp. 68-69. 

die of tl}is period there were extrusions of 
greenstones. 

Abou-t the close of the Mississippian epoch 
there was an abrupt change from the forma.
tion of limestone to that of sandstone in ·the 
Canning River region, but elsewhere either 
limestones or shales were deposited. The close 
resemblance of' the Alaskan Carboniferous 
fauna to the European points to an uninter
rupted path for migration between the. two 
regions. 

. The history of Arctic Alaska during late 
Pennsylvanian, Permian, and _Lower andl\1id
dle Triassic times is unknown. Either there 
was little deposition during this interval or 
else the deposits have been- eroded away, fdr. 
there are only 300 feet of beds in the Canning: 
River region and 600 feet near ·cape Lisburne: 
that represent the deposits of that time. vV'hat
ever may have been the history, it is certain. 

, that at the close· of the Paleozoic era no ·de
formation took place. 

The Upper Triassic w·as an epoch of deposi
tion of dark sandstone, shale, and limestone 
o\~er much of Arctic Alaska. During the close 
of this epoch no deformation took place in 
the Canning River region, and th~ deposition 
-w~s either continuous or was interrupted for 
only a- brief time before the deposits of the 
Lower Jurassic were formed. During the. 
Jurassic period the land was elevated suffi
ciently for the formation of _coal beds. The 
sandstones with basal conglomerate mark sev-

. eral oscillations at about sea level. 
Smith 3 states that in the l(obuk-Noatak i·e

gion there was a period of mountain building 
after the close of the Triassic, after which ero
sion removed _material to form new deposits. 
In the C.anning River region the bedding of all 
the formations from Mississippian to Jurassic 
is approximately parallel, so that no great 
·amount of deformation could have taken place 
there. . 

The definite pre-Tertiary h.istory of the re
gion ends with the Jurassic, but depositio_n 
took place elsewhere in Lower Cretaceous time 
and was followed by deformation, ·uplift, and 
erosion. Deposition again commenced in the 
Upper Cretaceous and probably extended irito 
the Eocene. 3 . 

a Smith. P. S., op. cit., p. 123. 
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Some time after this late Mesozoi~ and per
haps Eocene deposition the rocks .in the area 
now occupied by the Arctic Mountains were 

·deformed into nearly their present structure. 
This deformation was formerly believed . to 
have occurred .at the same time as that of the 

. Rocky Mountains in. the'· United , States ~nd 
Canada, and the Arctic Mountains were 
thought to be a continuation of the _Rocky 
Mountains. Smith concludes that there was 
no stratigraphic break between the Mesozoic 
and the. Tertiary. 

In the Canning River region tlle only evi
dence 'is· that the deformation took p-lace· be
tween Jurassic and Pleistocene time. After 
this deformation and uplift erosion began. If 
the· Endicott Plateau was formed by base _level
ing the .Arctic Mountain area must have ~een 
above the sea during much of the Tertiary. 

During this period of erosion ·th'ere was depo- · 
sition over the area north of the mountains .. 
The full history of this sedimentation is not 

· known, put in th~ Colville region there are in
dications of a temporary emergence of the land 
during the Pliocene, whereas during the same 
period in the Canning region shales were de
posited. This deposition was followed by 
deformation and uplift of the Pliocene beds, 
and. probably of the whole mountain area. 

This deformation . and uplift was followed 
by a p·er~od of erosion, during which the soft 
l\fesozoie and Tertiary beds were leveled off 
and ·the mountains reduc~q_ nearly tp their 
present topography. This period of erosion is 
believed to have la·sted during· much of Pleisto
cene time. At. the same· time sediments were 
being laid down under the area now occupied 
by the coastal plain. Then ~arne an uplift of 
the Anaiduvuk Plateau, with the acc<?mpany
ing erosion of the present valleys by rivers 
which flo.wed out from the already establishe¢1. 
mountain qrainage system. There may have 
been a pause in this uplift," during which the 
margin of the ocean was at the northern front 
of the upland, for the topographic break there 
may be the result ·of wave ~rosion. Later ·the 
upli.ft was ·.continued until the coastal plain 
was brought nearly into its p·resent position, 
which probab~y ·occurred shortly before ·the 
Wisconsin stage of glaciation. · 

While the Wisconsin ice sheet lay over Can
ada and the northern.UI).ited States, the Arctic 

Momitains were also glaciated. --All the major 
valleys were filled· with ice from 1,000 to 3,000 
feet thick, and ice tongues pushed to a dis
tance of several miles beyond the north front 
of the mo.untains. The l(eewatin ice sheet ad
vanced from Canada into the Arctic Ocean ; 
icebergs broke off and drifted along the Alas
kan shore,--dropping foreign boulders and till, 
and perhaps grounding· permanently on the 
mud flats near the mouths of rivers. Since 
that time a slight uplift has raised many of the · 
boulaers above the sea, and there have been 
minor uplifts. and subsidences all along the 
coast line. 

GEOMORPHOLOGY. 

ARCTIC MOUNTAINS. 

The Arctic Mountains received their present 
structure from deformation which took place 
near the close of the Mesozoic era but whether 
in late l\1~sozoic or early Tertiary is not. yet 
certain. After this deformation the· moun
tains were subjected to erosion until the softer 
Mesozoic beds had, so far as known, been Te
moved from their summits, and· considerable 
erosion had taken place in the harder rocks of 
the Paleozoic. According to the generally ac
cepted belief, most . of Alaska was in post- . 
Cretaceous times reduced· to base.: level.1 The 
Arctic Mountains in particular are thought by 
Schrader 2 to have ·been planed off, and he has 
introduced the term Endicott Plateau· foi· the 
peneplain. 

In the .Canning River region, with the ex
ception of the Romanzof Mountains, there is 
the same general accordance of summits which 
Schrader observed farther west. As the writer 
knew of the views of Brooks and Schrader 
upon_ the subj'ect, and was not aw~re of the 
change of attitude of many geologists toward 
postulating peneplains ovm~ every area of . ac
cordant summits upon this· evidence alone, he 
considered it a settled matter while in the field 
that the Arctic l\1ountains had _been carved out 
of an elevated plateau of erosion. In conse
qu.ence of this opinion a careful watch was not 
kept for evidence which might have. a bearing 
upon the question .. 
· As the burden of proof now seems to lie 
upon one who· postulates an uplifted peneplain 

1 Brooks, A. H., The geography and ·geology of Alaska : 
U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 45, pp .. 286-290, 1!:>06. 

2 Schrader, F. C., op. eft., pp. 42-43. 
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in a rugged mountainous area, the writer will 
prese11t a few observations, and leave the ques
tion open as to the ancient plateau feature of 
the Arctic Mountains. 

The topograpl~ic map· (Pl. I; in pocket) is 
not sufficiently accurate in its elevations to 
show the apparent accordance of summits, but 
Schrader's illustrations 1 bring this out very 
clearly. A plain which included the summits 
in the region under study would lie about 6,000 
feet above sea level. 

Locally somewhat flat-topped areas rise to. 
the same le,rel as the peaks and ridges (Pl. 
XXIV, A and B). Plate XII (p. 5t), a view 
taken at the northern front of the Romanzof 
l\1ountains, shows a flat-topped area sloping 
toward the east. This area is underlain·by de
formed Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks and is 

. very suggestive of peneplanation. 
One ''rho sees penepl~nation in every flat

topped area in ·the mountains will probably 
be able to make out a second and lower stage 
of erosion in the shoulders of some of the 
peaks. This feature is well illustrated· ~t ·the 
west end of the .Shublik Mountains. Here 
there is a well-defined bench 600 to 800 feet 
below Mount Copleston. Plate XXV, _A, 
shows n, flat-topped ridge in which the gently 
southward dipping beds end against the nearly 
horizontal top of the ridge. These· shoulders 
occur so generally that they are strong evidence 
of a halt in the uplift of the Jnou1itains. 

In discussing the development of a possible 
peneplain over the Arctic Mountains the drain
age systeh1 must .also be considered. 'Vithin 
the Franklin JV!ountains the rivers flow across 
the folds and faults with very little deviation 
from their north ward course. Although· the 
three outlying ranges ~1ave to a great extent 
been a voided, the Sadlerochit cuts across the 
east end of the Third Range, and there is good 
evidence that it formerly ran through the east 
end of the Sadlerochit Mountains. There is a 
gap throbgh the west end of the Shublik 
:Mountains through which the Canning is 
thought to have formerly flowed, and a corre
sponding gap behind Red I-Iill, at the west end 
of the Sadlerochit :Mountains. 

Such a drainage system should haye origi
nated on a northward-tilted flat surface. 
There are three possible hypotheses to be con-

1 Schr~der! F. C., op. cit., pl. 7. 

sidered. According to the first hypot~esis, at 
the end of Mesozoic or early Tertiary sedimen
tation, the land was uplifted and tilted toward 
the north. The drainage was then established 
in rather closely spaced, northward-flow:i.ng. 
rivers. ·Then came. the folding and faulting, 
which produced the present structur~ of the 
mountains. This·· deformation came on so 
slowly that the drainage was not diverted but 
kept its course .across the growing faults and 
folds. U ncler this hypothesis the present ac- . 
.cordance of summits must be acQounted for by 
other processes than planation by the sea or the 
rivers. 

The second hypothesis is that the. mountains 
were deformed and elevated and re_duced 
nearly· to sea level again. The peneplain was 
then elevated and tilted to the north and the 
ancient rivers were rejuvenated. Under this 
hypothesis the rivers should show some signs 
of the previous cycle of erosion, such as com-· 
plete adjustment to rock structure. It is shown 
just above that the present· drainage is not com
pletely. adjusted, and that it was much less so 
earlier in the present cycle. When the sup
posed river ·J?l~nation had proceeded to a de
gree sufficient to bring the summits w~thin 

. their present accordance, such closely spaced 
parallel rivers would hardly persist. Some 
mean:clering over the ancient plain is to be 
expected. _ 

The third hypothesis is that after the moun
tains had been deformed and uplifted they 
were reduced to a peneplain over which the sea 
e.ncroached. Sediments were laid down, and 
when the marine plain was uplifted the rivers 
flowed in straight lines toward the north. The 
new rivers intrenched themselves 'in the hod
zontal homogeneous rocks, ~nd when they had 
cut clown to the old deformed rocks they kept 
their, courses across. the structural lines. U n- · 
cler this hypothesis all the facts known t<? the 
writer are accounted for. 

The .Romanzof ~fountains, which· are com
posed of granite, show a similar accordance of 
sununits, and a plain -may be recognized at 
an elevation. of about 3,000 feet above the 
Endicott Plateau, as Schrader terms it. (See 
Pl. XII, p. 51.) The Romanzot' Plateau may 
have been the result of marine, fluvial, or sub
aerial planation, for all that the writer could 
tell .. If of marine or fluvial origin it must· be 

• 
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older than the Endicott Plateau, provided that 
is of the same origin. If both plateau's are .the 
rp,sult of s11baerial planation the different levels 
may be .the result of 'the difference of hardness 
in the rocks. 

ANAKTUVUK PLATEAU. 

The writer can not say 'vhether the Arctic 
Mountains had eve.r been base-leveled, chiefly 
because he did not find sufficient areas of the 
supposed penephiin. With regard to the Anak
tuvuk Plateau there .does not seem to be any 
uncertainty, for throughout most of the up-· 
land the ancient surface still- persists over 
beveled-off folds and tilted beds. The even
crested ridges that lead out from the moun
tains on most of the rivers show this plateau 
feature (Pl. XIII, .A. and B, p. 52). 

The Anaktuvuk Plateau nearly everywhere 
in the Canning River region ends against the 
fault or sharp fold which forms the- northern 
scarp of the Arctic Mountains. This relation 
was also observed near the Colville by Schra
der.1 With only such simple relations to con
sider there- is no reason for separatipg the 
Endicott ~nd An~ktuvuk pl~teaus, .as Brooks 2 

has brought out.. They ml.ght represent· one 
period of erosion, and their present relations· 
might have resulted by differential uplift along 
the northern scarp of the mountains. In the 
upland basin behind the east end of Sadlerochit 
Mountains, however, the relations are such that 
the two levels can not be the result of differen
tial uplift of a single plain. The Anaktuvuk 
Plateau occurs on both sides of these moun
tains and . around the outliers ·of the other 
minor ranges~. .. 

Brooks 3 suggests that the level _of the Anak
tuvuk Plateau may pass below the undisturbed 
Pliocene beds found by Schrader on the Col:. 
ville, and that the "plateau is thus pre-' Pliocene 
in age. In the Canning River region, ~here 
Pliocene beds are tilted and. beveled off, the 
evidence indicates that it is post-Pliocene. 
Near the coast at the upper end of Camden 
Bay, where the beveled Pliocene beds were 
found, the Anaktuvuk Plateau has lost a good 
deal of its plateau feature,. but no break could 
be seen between this area and the more evident 
plateau behind it. U~less there w~re two levels 

1 Schrader, F. C., op. cit., p. ·45. 
2 Brooks·, A. H., op. cit., pp. 288, 290. 
3 Idem, p. 275 . 
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of planation which fell so closely into line that 
no· break was observed, the whole upland was. · 
planed off in post-Pliocene time. 

Whether the planation of the upland was 
marine or fluvial or whether the sea encroached 
upon the plain after fluvial phipation is not at 
present known. A deposit Qf wash material 
overlies the beveled ·Pliocene beds.and has been. 
described i.1nder the heading" Upland gravels,. 
(p. 130), but whether it is marine o~ fluvial the· 
writer is unable to say.. O'N eill 4 gives the fol-· 
lowing description of the upland which fronts. 
the Arctic Mountains near the international 
boundary: 

The section on the Firth River showea a· pene-· 
plained surface over which is spread a mantle of· 
stratified muds, sands, and gravels. Fossils. were· 
obtained from the folded rocks below .and from the· 
overlying loose material, so that a limiting range will. 
be obtained for the age of erosion. 

On the next page these.· overlying stratified. 
deposits ·in the section along the Firth are
considered to be" apparently a river deposit, or· 
formed under flood-piain conditions." 

At ·the close of the period of erosion, during 
which the soft. Mesozoic and Tertiary rocks. 
were reduced to a peneplain, there was an up
lift a~comp·anied by northward tilting, which. 
brought the Anaktuvuk Plateau nearly into its. 
present position. In many places the outer· 
margin of the upland suggests that faulting· 
took place during the uplift.· The plateau. 
e.nds in a north and south scarp at Sadlerochit. 
River. On the Canning the· upland is higher 
on the west side than on the east. Thus there· 
seems to· be a tilted block lying between the two· 
rivers. 

As the va]leys in the upland near the base of' 
the mountains seem in general to be more ma
ture than they are near the coast, the tilting· 
probably took pl3:ce gradually. By the time. 
the last glaciers, probably of Wisconsin age,. 
pushed out of the ··mountains, the upland had 
been brought practically into its pre~eil.t state 
of erosion, for the ice flowed in preglaci~l · 

· valleys. 
COASTAL PLAIN. 

While the Anaktuvuk Plat~au was being· 
base-leveled in early· Pleistocene time, sedi
ments were being laid. down over the.· area. 

-'O'Neill, J. J., Canadian Arctic expedition: Canada GeoL 
Surv;ey Summary Rept. for 1914, pp. 113-114, 1915. 
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now occupied by the coastal plain, and in late 
Pleistocene or early Recent time this plain 
was ·elevated nearly into its present position. 
Very little deformation· took piace during the 
elevation. There are local domes at Barter 
Island and I-Ierschel· Island which i'ise 60 and 
500 'feet above the coastal plain, but although 
these domes reveal Pleistocene formations, it 
is not known whether· the.ir deformation took 
place at the end of the Pliocene or in· the 
Pleistocene. 

At present the rhi·ers have graded ~ourses 
almost at the surface of the coast:al plain,' so 
that the amount of. erosion is nearly balanced 
by the deposition. The Okpilak seems to have 
locally built up the plain by outwash cluriilg 
the htst stage of glaciation. 

The evidence as to the time of emergence of 
t'he coastal plain is slight. The few fossils 
from the sands at Point Barrow are said by 
Dan to be Pleistocene and Pliocene. The ab
sence of Flaxman boulders frort1 the coastal 
plain, except along the seaward edge, points 
strongly to a pre-"\Visconsin age for the whole 
plain. Peat deposits 8 to 10 feet thick point, 
according to Capps/ to an age at the coast 
greater than 2,000 years. The evidence from 
ice wedges indicates that the. age of the sea
'vard edge of the coastal plain is not more 
than 1,000 or 2,000 years, but this evidence is 
founded upon very 'veak grounds. The evi
dence from the great amount of material trans
ported al9ng the coast by waves and currents 
i~ that the coastal plain has been at about its 
present position for a very long time. The 
harrier islands that extend nearly 50 1niles west 
of Flaxman Island are composed Qf material 
washed out of the Flaxman fo1~mation. This 
work must: have required a long period, for 
the only known source is at Flaxman Island 
and east of that place. 

COAST LINE. 

DEVELOPl\IENT. 

The coast line took a ppr.oximately its present 
position at the end of the uplifting of the 
coastal plain. The waves have modified it, 
however, by cutting against the shores in some 
places and by building it up in others. The 

1 Cnpps, S. R., Age of the Inst grent glncintton of Alnska: 
Washington Acad. Scl. Jour., vol. 5, pp. 108-115, '1915. · 

result is that now the coast is marked by low 
banks, sa:q.cl spits, and ba.rrier beaches and 
islands. To these the rivets have added their 
deltas. 

There.are evidences of minor undulations in 
the coast line since it took nearly its present 
position. At Barter Island there are faint 
beaches and wave-cut scarps above the reach of 
modern waves. vVhere the west bank of the 
island fades out upon the southern flat an old . 
s~nd and gravel beach runs along the foot of 
the bank and then runs south over the flat, 
nearly parallel to ·the present beach line and 
about 4 feet above it. Between this old beach 
and the shore there is a flat about a hundred 
yards wide and slightly lower than the crest of 
the beach. The· driftwood along t.his beach is 
very rotten, logs 2 feet in diameter being in
corporated into the soil. To judge from· the 
state of .this wood in comparison with the wood 
of old ·Eskimo houses, ti1e time of deposition 
must have been several hundred y·ears ago. No 
rise of tide sufficient to flood this beach was 
experienced during the nine summers of the 
writer's observations. 

I-Ialf a mile northwest of the same bank there 
is a bench 50 to 100 feet wide, cut into the west
ern side of the island at an elevation of about 
6 feet above the 4-foot flat which fringes the 
coast at this place. · At the place where the 
high bank on the east side of the is.land swings 
in upon the southern flat it fades out into a 
grassy slope, upon which an elevated bench can 
be traced for about a mile by scatte~ed scarps 
which ha.ve not yet been obliterated. 

The evidence is that Barter Island formerly 
stood about 9 feet lo~er than at present. At 
the point wl1e.re the coastal plain abuts against 
the front of the upland, 4 miles east of Collin
son Point, there -are a few dark patches, which 
were considered to mark an old wave scarp. 
The eleva.tion was estimated at 15 feet. 

The deltas of many of the rivers have silt 
islands whose level surface is well above the 
present reach of flood tide. The maximum ele
vation is about 25 feet, at Howe Island, at the 
edge of the Sagavanirktok Delta. 

In addition to the foregoing evidences of 
slight uplift of the coast, there is an accmn·
panying evidence of depression, so that a siight 
vertical .undulation of the shore line is indicated. 
A ~ew miles westofOliktok the mouth of a small 
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creek is drowned for several hundred yards. 
The western arm could not be waded; but the 
creek which emptied. into it could be stepped 
across. Fawn Creek, east of G~vydyr Bay, has 
an estuary nearly a mile long, up which a boat 
may be taken. Perhaps the best illustration 
of a drowned valley ·is in the meandering estu-. 
ary which runs 2 or 3 miles inland behind 
I\:onganevik, on the west side of Camden B~y. 

RECENT CHANGES. · 

leading toward the south side which have been 
beheaded at the bank which fronts the ocean. 
From the ~spect' of the lines the inference was 
drawn that a greater area has been cut away 
than exists a~ present. 

In 1837 Dease and Simpson stated that there 
was a passage inside of the tundra island 

· '~hich they named Cape .I-Ialkett. At present 
this passage is closed by a spit which runs out 
from the mainland. The reefs west of Cape 
Halkett are now replaced by sand bars. 
· Qape Simpson, according to the narrative of 

The maps of the early explorers are on such Dease and Simpson and as shown on their 
a small scale that it is necessary to-depend to map (fig. 5, p.· 74), was a sharp point project
a great extent upon the narratives in discussing ing a rn.ile or so into Smith Bay. This point 
changes of the coast line in historic time. has been cut a 'vay; so that it is now hnpossible 

Franklin mentions an Eskimo encampment to locate t~1e phice where the name was applied. 
on a sand island near Sadlerochit River in Th~ maps of the coast line at Point Drew and· 
1826: To-day there are only some islets nearly Cape Simpson, as drawn by both Dease and 
awash at this place, upo.n which it w~uld be Simpson in 1837 and hy ~1aguire (figs. 5, p. 74, 
unsafe to camp. ·Boulder Island and its and 6, p. 81) _in 1853, are so similar that there 
neighbor in Camden Bay. have been entirely can: not be any doubt of their general accuracy. 
cut away. Collinson saw these islands in 1854, When these maps are compared with the 
and old natives 'have reported that they had writer's map (Pl. III) the amount of erosion 

·seen them many years ago. On the, writer's at these places becomes apparent. 
map (Pl. V, in pocket) shoals are marked near The dimensions of the deer pond near Point 
the former locality of Boulder Island. The. Drew, as well as the shape of this point as it 
string of sand islands which ran west from appears on Deas~ and Simpson's map (fig. 5, 
Boulder Island are rep.resented now by only p. 7 4) ,_ show that a considerable amount of the 
one or two bars. land has been cut off by the waves since 1837. 

It is evident from the difficulty which Frank- The lake is stated to have been 4 miles inland; 
lin experienced .in going inside of Flaxman aJ present it is not more than 2 miles. 
Island that the channel,-vas formerly different. With the exception of the changes· men
Duri'ng the years 1906 to 1914there was not less tioned the coast line seems to be about the same 
than 9 feet of water close to the east end of the as it was nearly a century ago. ~1ost of the 
island, and at the southeast spit there were 3 names· given by Franl{lin and by Dease and 

. fathoms within 50 feet <;>f the beach. Flaxman Simpson can be confidently loca~ed upon the 
Island is described as 4 miles long, 2 miles writer's map. 
wide, and about 50 feet high. The l~ngth was There is very good evidence that some parts 
not greatly different from that of to-day, but- of the coast line have been stationary for cen
the breadth seems formerly to have been much. · turies. On the sand spit running east from 
greater. It is ;now .not over. a mile wide, and the north end of Barter Island the:r:e are 
nowhere is it ov.er 25 feet high. The shape on E~kimo ruins which must be very old. The 
Franklin:S map is different also, -as there is a same is true of Arey Island .. The woodwork 
conv~x shore line on the northern side, whereas of the houses is decayed even under the ground, 
the modern shore line is straight. It see1ns · so that there is simply a mound of gravel to 
safe to say that at least half a mile has been mark the location of a former gravel-covered 
cJ.It away from the northern side since.1826. driftwood hut. There are huts with the frame-

ln addition to the. evidence' from Franklin's · work still standing at Collinson Point, yet 
narrative of the greater· size of Flaxman none of the living natives knew who formerly 
Island in former times, there is evidence on inhabited them. Collinson mentions passing 
the island itself. There are drainage .lines several· huts on a shingle point in 1854, prob-
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. rthly those on Collinson Point. The age of the 
older huts near Barter Island must be many 
times that of those at Collinson Point. 

In addition to the evidence from the ancient 
houses, there .is the evidence from the vegeta
tion on the sand spits and islands. It seems 
certain that moss and grass· require many 
years to secure a foothold upon gravel and· 
snnd, yet many of the larger islands are cov
ered by such vegetation. Although the beacon 
on Cross Island was erected before Stockton's 
visit in 1889, the gravel is still bare around its 
base. 

RATE OF EUOSION. 

That the coast is locally being cut back is 
evident from the numerous fresh banks~ The 
rate of retreat of the shore probably varies 
with the nearness of the sea ice to the shore. 
The blocks that break off aft.er being undercut 
may remain at the foot of the bank to protect 
it for several seasons. Consequently observa
tions must be caiTied over a period of several 
years to ascertain the rate of retreat. at. ~ny 
place. . 

During a single gale lasting two or three 
days a tundra islet in the sand spit on the 
no~th side of Flaxman Island was cut entirely 
away. The dimensions of this islet were ap
proximately 50 feet long, 30 ·feet wide, and" 5 
feet high. Tlw prospector Arey dug a·n ice 
cellar in 1901 at Brownlow Point, east of Flax
man Island. It is reported to have been a 
hundred yards frmn the beach. In the summer 
of 190'7 the sea had cut the shore back so that 
this ice house was exposed in the bank. Allow
ing for a generous overestimation of the ~is
tanc~ a rate of more than 30 feet a year i's indi
cated for the retreat of the. coast at this place. 

If Flaxman Island has been cut back h~lf 
a mile s:ince 1827, an annual retreat of 30 feet 
is :indicated. At Point Drew the tate may be 
ovet' a hundred feet and at Cape Simpson 
abont the same. The_se localities, however, are 
exceptional. 

During the open season of 1911, all the ex
posed parts of the coast ";ere affected by the 
waves. During the next summer all the banks 
were lined with the blocks which had broken 
off. In 1914 some of these blocks were still in. 
existence. An average retreat of 10 feet for 
all the cliffs on the. north shore is estimated 

for the summer of 1911, but as scarcely any 
retreat occur;red between 1911 and 1914, the 
average retreat must have been less than 4 feet. 

The writer· regrets that he did not place a 
line of stakes near the north side of the island 
when he first arrived, so that the amount of 
erosion might have been measured between 
1906 a11d 1914. In 1914 the boulder shown in 
figure 9. (p. 143) was found by pacing to be 55 
yards from the top o£ the bank. It is o£ light
colored granite, about 5 fee't long, and lies on 
the tundra about a mile from the northeast 
corner ·of the island. At the sa.me time there 
were t:wo abandoned native huts near the base 
of the spit north of the .writer's house, which 
were 5 and 42 yards, re$pecti vely, from the 
northern 'bank. The northernmost one was 
formerly inhabited by a nati\re named vVixrak 
and the other by one named ICaurnaurak. 

· The writer's large-s9ale rna p ·of Flaxman 
Island (Pl. V, in pocket) is thought to be suf
ficiently accurate to show changes of hundreds 
of feet, so that a resurvey at a distant date will 
give a fair value of the rate of retre~t of the 
shore. The other portions of the map vary in 
accuracy, but near triangulation points on the 
coast any changes of 50 feet ought to be re
vealed. Unfortunately many of the stations· 
are so near to cliffs that they will be washed 
away before any use will be inade of them. A 
~ufficient number; however, .may be recovered 
after a long period, for the purpose of compar
ing the writer's shore line with a new survey. 

DRAINAGE. 

. Olcpilalc River.-The Okpilak seems-to have 
had an orderly development, flowing out of 

· the'granite area and running to the coast with 
. no apparent interruptions. Its .floor at the 
edge of the mountains is so much higher than 
that of the I-Iulahula that eventual capture of 
the Okpilak by the I-Iulahula. is probabl~. AI- -
ready the head of a side stream from the I-Iu
lahula has reached to the edge of the main 
_Okpilak Valley and has even visibly captured 
some of its drainage. This is shown in Pl. 
XII (p. 51), where small drainage lines run. 
diagon~Uy downward toward the left of the 
Yiew, where the Okpilak lies. Thjs area slopes 
to the left, and formerly the drainage all ran 
into the Okpilak. Recently the~ head of the 
valley in the foreground has cut' across this 
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Okpilak drainage and has captured it for PRESENT ACTIVITIES. 

the Hulahula. Smne of the activities by ''rhich the featare~ 
Iiulahula Rive1·.-From the forli:s north-· of the re.gion are being modified are here- 0~-t-

ward the Hulahula seems to have had an or- lined, .especially the work of sea ice. · 
derly development; south of the forks there 
is some indication of piracy. The northeast 
fork (not within the area mapped) heads on 
the south side of the Romanzof Mountains and 
flows southwest. At the forks it turns 
abruptly west into the northward-flowing main 
river. The valley of the south fork,· which 
falls in line with that of the northeast fork, 
appears much too large :for the short stream 
··which. it carries. There is reported to b~ a 
wide, low pass at the head ,of the south fork, 
and then an abrupt ·descent into the Chanda-· 
lar drainage .. Thus it seems probable that the 
northeast :fork flowed. southward int'o the 
Chandahtr but was captured by the Hulahul~, 
which had the advantage of a ID;Uch shorter 
distance to the ocean. 

The hard greenstone which blocks the Hu-. 
lahula at the edge of the mountains may delay 

· the downcutt'ing so much that a side stream 
· from the Sadlerochit will eat back through the 
soft Mesozoic _shales which probably underlie 
the gap south of this greenstone area. A still 
~ore favorable place for capture is at the east 
end of the Sadlerochit Mountains, where Sad-

. lerochit River is fast' redl1cing the narrow neck 
· of soft upland which still separates the two 

rivers. . 
Sadlerochit River.-There is good evidence 

that the Sadlerochit formerly· flowed through 
the large truncated valley now occupied by 
Itkilyariak Creek. This valley, as can be seen 
on th~ topographic map, is beyond all ques
tion much too large t'o have been carved by 
the creek, ·which often is dry as early as June. 
The pres~nt elevation o:f Sunset Pass is about 
700 feet above Sadlerochit River. 
. 0 anning River.- Possibly the Canning 
flowed across the western ends of the Shublik 
and Sadlerochit mountains, for there is a gap 

· in each ~ange which can be accounted for in 
no other· way. The lateral stre.ams on the east 

. side of the Canning show adjustment to rock 
structure. Ignek, Cache, and Eagle creeks all 
flow in structural valleys where · downfolds 
lowered the soft Mesozoic rocks. 

WORK OF WATER. 

Although the action of running water nearly 
ceases during eight or nine months of the year, 
a given. amOUJ?.t of annual precipitation, in 
running off during the brief summer, probably 
has a greater erosive effect than it would have 
if the flmv were sp~eacl out over the whole 

• L 

year. 
· The frozen state of the ground probably re- · 

duces alluvial bank cutting to a considerable 
degree. Slow cutting may go on as the ice in 
the freshly exposed soil melts, but in times of 
flood, when the greatest amount of erosion of 
banks takes place in temperate regions, the 
frozen ground can not be rapidly cut away. 
Thus Arctic rivers may be expected to change 
their n1eanders more slmv ly than those of 
warmer regions. 
·· Russell 1 has pointed out that the frozen 
state of the ground delays .surfa~e erosion, also 
that cold water has small dissolving power, 
and that vegetation decays slowly and so may 
retard drainage and favor deposition. 

The ocean also is quiescent during most of 
the year, but during the open season it does 
not, by increased work, nlake up for the lost 
·time, as the rivers probably do. On the con
trary, the floating cakes of ice cut down the. 
waves, so that their effect upon the Arctic coast 
is very small in comparison with those of other 
regions. · The nearness of the ice pack to shore 
is of course the controlling factor in the work 
of the waves. On the average the pack is with
in sight of the land the- Vi7 hole summer, and 
sometimes it is so close that no noticeable waves 
can be formed. Occasionally the pack recedes 
a great distance, so that waves of. considerable 

·size may be formed during onshore gales. In 
1911 and 1912, from reports by captains of 
whaling ships, the ice was more than 100· miles 
from land. Certainly a tr.emendous sea rolled 
in at times :from the ocean, overwashing islanQ.s 
and spits which had not been disturbed for· a 

1 Russell, . I. C., Surface geology of Alaska: Geol. So<'. 
America Bull., vol. 1, pp. 128-129, 1889. 
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·very long period. In one such season ~ore 
\York is probably done on the coast than 1n 50 
ordina.ry years. · 

WORK OF INLAND ICE. 

The snowfall is so small that its work as 
snow is almost negligible. · The native sheep 
hunters report that avalanches sometimes oc
-cur . but they can not be frequent, else the 
writer would have observed them. Tlie living 
glaciers probably do at least as much "\vork as 
those of wal'lner regions of an equal amount of 
precipitation. The motion may be slower, but 
the :ice is thicker. 

The deposits of aufeis (described .on p. 158) 
upon the flood plains of the rivers have little 
·elfect upon the developme1~t of the topogr~phy, 
,except that the channel is likely ~o be sh1fte.d 
more frequently. The water flow1ng over tlus 
flood-plain deposit of ice n1ay concentrate and 
cut a channel through the ice which may not 
at all coincide with the river bed. beneath. 
This superimposed drainage may intrench 
itself into th{} frozen groun.;I. before the old 
-channel is free frmn ice. 

WORK OF SEA ICE. 

The ice pack is often drh:en violently against 
the land, and thus is a factor in the develop
lnent of the shore line. There is also a shore
wnrd ·pressure frmn· the expansion of land
locked bodies of ice, and this is sometimes true 
·on the open shores; when heavy .grounded 
ridges prevent expansion seaward. . 

During a period of 'varm, calm weather one 
.July the ice on the north side of Flaxman 
Isl'and was shoved up on the beach. Plate 
XXV, B (p .. 167), shows an early stage of the 
movement of the ice which locally overrode 
the beach 15 to 20 feet. About 3 miles from 
land the sea ice Was so firmly anchored to the 
·bottom by heavy ridges that during tl1e heavy 
])r~ssures of the ·w'inter the shore ice was not 
disturbed. Although there may have been 
some motion of the ice toward the be.a~h as it 
expanded during the gradual advent of spri~g, 
no evidence of this was found. The whole vis
jb]e motion occurred in a few hot days after 
the sea ice had reached the approximately 
stable temperature of summer. It seems to the 
writer that the expansion of this ice can not be 

due to a rise of temperature, for the amount, of 
expansion-about one one-t~1ousandtl~---:seems 
far too .great. The explanatiOn tnay he 111 the 
regelation of the snow water as it soaked do~v.n 
into the cold sea ice. 

There are rather exaggerated accounts of the 
pressure of the moving sea ice against the 
shore. When the shore is forn1ed by a steep 
bank the ice will bring solidly up ag,ainst the 
bank and will .then buckle and fracture at some 
w~ak place. This buckling and fracturing. is 
very . apt to occur near the beach. · ~he 1ce 
moves steadily shoreward and thus piles up 
sometimes to a height of 30 to 40 feet. I£ the 
bank is low, the ice blocks n1ay form. an in
cline over .which an unbroken sheet of 1ce may 
inount to ove:r;ride the bank. but this is very 
exceptional. . . . 

vVhere the shore rises gently from the sea 
le.vel, as on sand spits and islands, the tongues 
of ice may mount in an unbroken sheet many 
feet upon the land. Then, as the resistance to 
such movement becomes great, the ice may 
buckle and fracture near the shore line, and a 
new tongue. be shoved up' over the ·first one 
until a o-reat pile of ice is built up on the beach. 

b . 

The oTeatest distance of movement of 1ce over 
the b~ach with which the writer is 'acquainted 
is at the village of Barr<?w. Here the ice is 
reported to have once reached a building which 

. is estimated to be nearly 200 feet from the 
water's edge. The ice pressure against the west 
side of Point Barrow is by far the greatest on 
the Arctic shore of Alaska, and it is probably 
·as great as anywhere in the world: . 

East of Point Barrow the motion of the 1ce 
is chiefly along the 'rand, so that notable pres
sure is exerted only upon salients in the coast 
line. Evidence of former pressure upon the 
beach was· infrequently seen, and in no place 
did such evidence extend more than 100 feet 
from the ocean. . 

Collier 1 ·reports ._that the school-teacher at 
St. Lawrence Island, in Bering Sea, was in fear 
of the destruction of the buildings, which stood 
half a mile from the sea. This fear was 
groundless, however, for there are many native. 
huts much closer to the beach than the school
house and if anyone is acquainted ·with the ' . .· behavior. of the ice pack an Eskimo 1s. . 

1 Collier, A. J., Geology and coni resources of the Cape 
Lisburne region, Alaska: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 278, p. 34, 
1906. 
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The distances which the ice is stated to have 
reached . in shoving up on th~ shore do not 
represent a uniform ad vance of the ice over the 
whole beach line. vVhere the maximum ad
vanGe is 200 feet the average distance may not 
be 20 feet. Even· on the west side of Point Bar-_ 
row the ice does not shove up on the beach 
every ye~r, and east of this point such pressures 
are still less common. 

In moving shoreward the ice- c~rries material 
~rom the sea bottom up on the beach. When t?-e 
ice melts this· material is left behind, so that 
the effect of the ice pressure is to build up the 
shore at the· expense· of the .sea bottom. As the 
ice advances only short distances,. except on 
gently. sloping beaches, most of the material 
transported is within-.easy reach of the waves 

· of the next summer. The piles of gravel, or 
turf and gravel, formed in this way, have been 
observed to reach a height of perhaps 15 feet, 
but a brief examination shows that the bulk 
of the material is ice. As the protective mantle 
is of pervious material the ice w1ll melt out 
before many years, leaving an area of hum
mocky topography; in which the relief is not 
more than 5 or 6 feet. -

If the· ice remains near the coast all summer, 
as frequently -happens, the waves may not be 
able to remove the evidence of the previous 
winter's pressure. During such summers many 
piles of gravel may be· observed along the 
beach. On the other hand, during open sea., 
sons t-he waves quickly obliterate most of the 
gravel piles that have accumulated_ since the 
last open season. 

In a very few places the pressure may have 
carried the material beyond the reach of the 
waves; and there the piles of gravel and turf 
will remain indefinitely unless the shore is cut 
back so that the waves can reach them. There 
was only one place along the .north shore of 
Alaska where the writer observed a deposit of 
material that had been carried not~bly beyond 
the reach of the waves. This locality was on 
the east side of Camden Bay, perhaps 4 miles 
east of ColHnson Point, at which· place for 
several hundred yards there was an area of dis
turbed gravel, turf, and driftwood which 
reached in places more than 100 feet from the 
water's edge. Here an'd there along the sand 
islands and spits isolated heaps of gravel are 
the only evidence of former pressures. In 

Plate XXV, B (p. 167), is shown a pile of gra vei 
which is representative of the ordinary pres
sures that occur on the north shore of ~ln:ska .. 

Any. estimate as to the amount of material. 
moved landward by the ice can only be vague. 
Probably more work is done by the waves dur
ing half an hour of an autumn gale than is. 
done by the ice during a whole winter .. Dnr
ing a single open season probably more ma-· 
terial is moved by the waves and currents than. 
is mo-\red by the ice du:r·ing 50 years. 

·vVhere heavy cakes of ice ground in deep· 
water they force up I'idges of material, which,. 
as they are not within reach of the waves, may 
remain a long time. Currents a1so probably· 
deposit more material in the eddies caused by 
the grounded cakes of ice, thus building up the: 
bottom. . This grounding of heavy ice may 
play an important part in the formation of 

·shoals. 
·Pressure ridges sometimes dam up the out-· 

lets of small creeks, thus producing a local 
ffooding. The .occurrence of fresh driftwood 
some distance a hove· sea level in small coastal 
gullies and lagoons_ may be explained in this 
manner. 

In moving over the bench tlu~ ic~ may pro-· 
duce striations upon the beach gravels.. After· 
a careful search in several places the writer· 
found two or three beach stones with faint 
scratches upon them·.. They can not _be mis-· 
taken for gla~iated stones, although some of· 
the scratches are parallel. The stones evi
dently have been rounded first and then 
slightly abraded~ 

During the spring the ice along the beach,. · 
unless protected by heavy· snowdrifts, melts 
some time before the ice off the shore is broken 
up, so that there is ordinarily a narrow lane of 
water between the ice and the shore, even while 
it is possible to travel over the sea ice. Conse
quently, when the ice finally breaks away from 
the shoFe, it does not leave a general ice foot as 
in higher latitudes. Only on the north sid~ of 
high banks, where the snow is late in melting, 
is anything seen that approaches an ice foot. 

As the ice in contact. with the beach melts. 
a way as a rule before the pack moves there is 
very little chance that beach material· may be 
picked up· and transported by the sea ice~ 

.,Vhere heavy snow<J.rifts protect the ice, condi
tions are somewhat more favorable for trans-
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porta tion~ In such places the ice usually 
breaks off at the tide crack between the float
ing ·and the land-fast ice. The land-fast ice 
mn:y Inter break from the beach and possibly 
carry some beach material with it. · 

Vegetation, silt7 sand, and gravel may be 
blown out upon the ice. Boulders and mud 
may slump down on the ice under high banks. 
(See Pl. XXVI, B, p. 202.) Gravel, sand, turf, 
and driftwood may be carried out on the ice by 
spring floods· of rivers or by the· small coastal 
lagoons after breaking through their barriei· 
beaches. All such material, ·except boulders, 
is often observed upon the sea ice. Collinson 1 

reports three stones the size of a man's head 
upon the ice 10 miles from. land, near Point 
Tangent (30 miles east of Point Barrow). 

Material included in the botton1 of the ice 
when it breaks from the land is proba~ly not 
carried far before it is melted out, but that on 
the surface of the ice has every chance of be
ing transported to a distance. As the ice melts 
the material will be scattered oyer the bottom_ 
of the ocean. The resulting formation may be 
characterized by a groundmass of fine water
laid material with stones scattered through it. 
As the deposition of ice-borne material is peri
odic, the pebbles may be more abun~ant in 
particular ho~·izons of. the formation. They 
1nay even locally form a thin bed. 

The retreat of. the pack from the shore dur
ing diagonally onshore winds deserves .notice. 
There is some force which keeps the ice to
gether as a body; even though the effect of the 
wind is to scatter ~t. The eddy currents set 
up along the edge of a drifting pack probably 
act so as to pull the loose pieces toward the 
main body of ice. The writer when stationed 
upon grounded ice, separated· frmu the moving 
pack by a narrow lane of water, has observed 
loose cakes traveling at least a mile ·an hour 
in an opposite direction to the main drift, 
against a strong wind. These . cakes would 
sweep into bays in the edge of the moving 
pack and become lodged and then follow the 
general drift with the wind. 

A great amount of water must be dragged 
along by the uneven lbwer side of the ice pack, 
and the disturbed ocean level must be restored 
by a countercurrent. There seems to be a com-

1 Co111nson, Rlchnrd, Proceedings of the .Enterprise: Roy. 
Gcog. Soc .. Tour., vol. 25, p. 107, 1855. 

ponent of this current toward the sides of the 
pack, by which the loose cakes within its scope 

·are gf,ttherecl into the main body. The cakes 
beyond the reach of the eddies are drifted · 
a way by the wind, sq that as a rule the edge 
of the main ice pack is ql.1ite definite. ' 

WORK . OF WIND. 

Although high winds are frequent, they 
cause no marked amount of erosion. In a few 
places, especially in cols in the mountains, the 
wind ~1as eut the turf partly away. The finer 

·material is locally swept from the beach d~
posits, leaving a concentration of coarse stones 
on the .surface. In the winter hard snowdrifts 
.are cut to pieces by the wind. 
· Nor does there seem to be any notable amount 
of material, excepting snow, transported by 
the wind. The fine snow at low temperatures 
is picked up by winds blowing 15 miles an 
hour and swept along within a few inches of 
the ground. As the wind increases in velocity 
the drifting snow rises higher, until at 25 miles 
an hour the snow is drifting higher than a 
man's head .. Heavy gales carry the snow several 
hundred feet into the air. Many times· the air 
was so _full of drifting siww that at a distance 
of a hundred feet only the .topmasts of a 
schooner could be seen. During one or two 
gales, when the wind was estimated to be more 
than 60 miles in velocity, it was at times im
possible to see a 6-foot post only 20 feet from 
the window of the house, and dark objects on 
the ground within 6 feet of the window were 
frequently obscured: 

Such forrns of vegetation as occur upon the 
tundra are broken off and carried by the wind 
to great distances, but the total amount of such 
material n1ust be very small. 

The mud flats of rivers afford a supply of 
.silt, which, is picked up by the wind. It qoes 
not seem to be carried far, for most of the silt 
dunes are conf3.ned to the immediate banks of 
rivers. The writer has observed discolored 
snowdrifts about 5 miles in the lee of a silt
dune. area, but .the total amount of silt trans
ported more than a few hundred yards is very 
small.· There are unburied boulders which 
must have been upon the surface of the tundra 
a ·very long time. 

No sand drifts more than a foot or so high 
were observed. The· tundra in· the immediate 
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lee of a wide sand beach may have sand scat
tered over it for a hundred feet but not enough 
to cover the grass. Either the sand is ·too 

· coarse -to ·drift readily or the supply is too 
scanty for the formation of large sand' dunes. 
As the climate js very da;mp, there may be 
very little dry sand during any particular high 
wind. The writer has observed scattered 
grains of sand upon t}_le sea ice as muci1 as 3 
miles from. any possible sourc.e. Stones· half 
an inch in greatest diameter have been ob
served on the s~a ice a mile from their prob
able source. They _were scattered in a wide 
belt in the lee of a sand spit. · 

WORK OF FROST. 

. There is a tendency to postulate a· greater 
. shattering action of frost upon the rocks of 
/the Arctic than upon those of warmer regions~ 
but the writer was unable to note any differ
ence in this respect between the general aspect 
of the Arctic J\1ountains and the higher. moun
tains of the United States. Smooth glaciated 
slopes of granite occur on Okpilak River, and 
the amount of talus in general is oot striking. 
As the chief work of frost upon the rocks is 
accomplished through alternate freezing and 
_thawing, it would seem that high latitudes are 
not favorable for !his. During seven months 
of the year the temper_ature at sea level is per
manently below freezing. At high altitudes 
the period is probably somewhat longer. Dur
ing most of this time the sun is low or absent, 
so that the rocks are seldom warmed to the 
thawing point .. In summer when the tempera
ture on the mountain tops may be near freezing 
there are not the usual great alternations of 
temperature from day to night. 

The ground ice _of the north shore of Alaska 
occurs chiefly as a network of vertical wedge$ 
which inclose polygonal blocks of the .tundra 
formation. (Seep. 205.) The ice wedges arc 
accompanied by two kinds of surface topog
raphy~shallow depressions, which surround 
elevated polygonal blocks, or two parallel 
ridges, which surround 4epressed blocks. 

In addition to the disturbance of the surface 
produced by the formation of wedges of 
grOl.ind ice,. the material in the ground for 
several yards in depth is deformed by the 
lateral pressure exerted by the growing wedges. 
The most striking development is seen in the 

upturning of muck beds and the squeezing up 
of lower "layers of sand along. the s~des of the 
wedges. Accompanying this displacement of 
material there mus~ be a general slight eleva~ 
tion of the surface of the ground to make place 
for the intruding ice. A possibly extreme ex
ample of this work is seen in' the New Siberian 
Islands, where there· are indications that 
ground ice wedges have grown into contact 
at their upper portions. After this contact 
was formed the ice i{ept increasing by upward 
growth until the surfttee of the ground had 
be~n elevated several yards. 

On the coastal plain and elsewhere in the 
Arctic there are isolated m<;mnds which have 
probably been raised by hyd.raulic pressure of 
ground water upon a layer of frozen ground . 

Hogbom 1 has recently brought out an article 
upon the wo~k of frost in which he gives a 
bibliography of 150 publications. He has de
voted much space to the description and ex
planation of the surface markings of unconsoli
dated deposits, and he illustrates some polyg
onally divided areas of the tundra of Spitz
bergen. 2 Similar areas in the same region are 
described by Holmsen as· being underlain· by 
ground ice, and as is shown under the discus
sion of ground ice (p .. 205) there is every 
reason to regard these polygonal markings as 
due to ice wedges. · 

CRITERIA OF ARCTIC CLIMATES. 

Some of the natural ·forces which are at 
work on the north shore of Alaska produce ef
fects which may remain for a long period. 
I:f the climate should becon1e milder, evidence 
might still be found of the .former Arctic cli
mate. Below are pr~sented some of. the lines 
of evidence that appear to be of importance. 

Glacial drift is py no means in,dicative of 
~n Arctic climate, nor is· the reverse true, that 
the absence of drift denotes the absence of 
such a climate. The amount of precipitation 
is so largely the controlling factor that the 
degree of cold can not be estimat~d unless the 
other factor is known. 

Striations upon stones may be produced not 
only by glacial action but by 1noving river and 

1 Hogbom, Bertil, Ueber die geologis<;he Bedeutung des 
Frostes: Geol. Inst. Upsala Bull., vol. 12, pp. 257-390, 1914. 

2 Idem, fig. 28 ; also Einige lllustrationen zu den geolo
gischen Wirkungen des Frostes auf Spitzbergen : Geol. Inst. 
Upsala Bull., vol. 9, fig. 8, p. 56, 1910. 
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smt ice, and it has been suggested that stones 
entangled in the roots of drifting trees may 
produce or receive striations. The polishing 
t~nd striation of stones embodied in the banks 
of Alaskan rivers is thus described by Rus
sell :1 "1\iany of the stones * · * * are so 
similar to glacial pebbles that if removed from 
their normal positions to a glaciated region, 
even the most acute observe.r would attribute 
their markings to glacial action." The striation 
of beach stones by the motion of sea ice as de
scribed above ( p. 17 4) is a. very rare feature. 
The striations produced by floating trees must 
be almost negligible iri amount. The striations 
of river pebbles may of course be formed in 
temperate climates, but those .found upon ocean 
beaches indicate a cli:rpate which approaches 
that found in the Arctic to-day. 

Scattered boulders or pebbles in a deposit 
of fine material may have originated in several 
ways. The most obvious method is by drop
ping from floating ice. Stones enmeshed in 
the roots of recently fallen trees rriay also be 
transported and dropped upon the bottom of 
bodies of water. Barrell 2 points out that peb
bles may be transported a great distance by 
the wind. The presence of scattc,:lred stones in 
finer formations is mentioned by Davis as an 
evidence of cold climate. 3 Boulders may be 
dropped from icebergs in such temperate re
gions as the North Atlantic, however, and are 
not necessarily evidence of cold climate. 

If the climate of n6rthern Alaska should 
become so mild that. the ground no longer re
mained frozen, there would be evidences of the 
former cold climate in areas where wedges of 
ground ice had been developed. At first the 
coastal plain would be covered with a network 
of deep gullies, such as are seen to-day where 
the ice has been cut out near high banks. Slump
ing of the thawed ground would smooth the 
contours, and vegetation would, perhaps, fill 
up .the depressions. The most striking condi
tion would prob~bly be the penetration of sur~ 
face formations down into the hollow left by 

1 Russell, I. C., Surface geology of Alaska: Geol. Soc. 
America Bull., vol. 1, pp. 117-120, 1889. 

~Barrell, Joseph, Relations between climate and terrestrial 
deposits: .Tour. Geology, vol. 1.6, p. 283, 1.008. 

11 Dn.vis, W. l\:1., Antarctic geology and polar climates: Am. 
Phllos. Soc. Proc., vol. 40, pp. 200-202, 1910. 
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the melting ice. Smith 4 describes some fea
tures of the N orne ground deposits which may 
in part have originated in this manner: 

A serie~ of ramifying streaks of a black peaty ma
terial cut in irregular. directions across the layers of 
sand and gravel. * * * When first examined it 
was believed that they represented cracks which had 
been subsequently filled by material from the sur
face. * * * In .the light of more careful study, 
however, such an interpretation seems inadeqhate, 
for many of the seams taper off toward the top as 
well as toward the bottom, so that a connection with 
the surface is not indicated. 

The presence of gravel mounds outside o.f 
gla.ciated areas, if the theory proposed for their 
origin is found to be correct, is definite evi
dence of a climate sufficiently severe to bring 
about a frozen state of the ground. So far as 
the writer knows, nothing similar to these 
mounds ha~ ever been reported outside of areas 
affected by such· a climate. The formation of 
kames at the immediate front of an ice sheet 
is well understood. If the region in front of 
the iqe were subjected to an Arctic climate, 
gravel mounds might be found at a distance 
beyond the line of maximum extep.sion of the 
ice and be mistaken for kames. It is thus seen 
that piles of gravel do not necessarily mark 
the exact front of the ice. 

J\1odern deposits of aufeis upon the flood 
plains of northern rivers do not seem to leave 
any permanent marks upon the topography. 
Under favorable circumstances, however, such 
as aiong the front of a continental glacier, a 
'vide belt of aufeis and outwash might be built 
up. Upon the melting out of the ~9e with the 
advent of a warmer climate the surface o1 the 
resulting outwash plain would probably form 
gentle undulations instead ·of a dead level. 
Accumulations of coarse material might take 
place at the bottom of canyons melted into 
the aufeis, and these deposits would resemble 
eskers leading out from the former ice front. 

vVhere the sea ice has shoved material fat· 
up on the land the resulting hummocky topog
raphy might remain. through a change of .cli
mate. Even if it were generally buried by 
growth of the surface, exposures would reveal 
a disturbed area of beach formations. 

'Smith, P. S., Recent developments in souther~ Seward 
Peninsula : U. S. Geol. Smvey Bull. 379, p. 272, 1909. 
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MINERAL RESOURCES. 

POSSIBILITIES OF DEVELOPMENT. 

As will be evident from the narrative of the 
expedition, the-re was no time for · detailed 
search for mineral deposits. The writer had, 
however, the advantage of association with the 
prospector Arey, who had lived in the country 
many years and had himself prospected the 
region here described. The general conditions 
of isolation, climate, and transportation are 
such that even if parts of the Canning River 
region are mineral bearing the chances for 
their development are not favorable, and it is 
not likely that they will attract the prospeCtor. 

A few fine fl.akes of gold constitute the only 
definite evidence of any oc9urrence of valuable 
minerals within the region here described. A 
seepage of petroleum and some outcrops of 
coal have been found in the w.estern part of the 
Arctic slope regio~ These discoveries will be 
referred to below. It is possible that the for
mations in which these minerai fuels occur un
derlie part of the Canning River regioll, but 
of this there is no direct ·evidence. 

PLACER GOLD. 

Hardly a trace of gold was found in the 
gravels of any of the streams except-in those 
of Okpilak River. Here the prospector Arey 

· reports the discovery of some fine particles of 
gold. Another prospector is also said to have 
found alluvial gold on· this stream. The Okpi
lak has its source in a region of metamorphic 
rocks and intrusive granite, a geologic condi
tion~ gen~ally considered favorable for aurif
erous mineralization. It is prob.able, there
fore, that the alluvial gold above described was 
derived from these metamorphic rocks. These 
rocks occur in a belt that trends eastward (p. 
103) in the southern part of the Canning River 
region and seem to be the only rocks in_ the 
region that are likely to contain gold deposits. 
An auriferous quartz vein ~s reported to have· 
been found in the Canning River valley but 
was not sufficiently attractive as a mining ven
ture to warrant its being staked. 

Even if gold. placers were found in this re
gion, the adverse climatic conditions, the re
moteness of the field, and the absel_lce of fuel 
except on the coast would hardly justify devel
op.ment unless the deposits were extraordi-

narily rich. The evidence at hand does not 
indicate any intense mineralization, and there
fore it is unlikely that rich placers have been 
formed. 

COAL. 

Although no coal' in place was found within 
the region studied, there is every probability 
that it occurs on· the rivers west of the Can
ning. The red beds in the Ignek formation 
have been described as marking the location of 
former coal beds. The natives report coal on 
Shaviovik and Sagavanirktok rivers, and 
Schrader found it on the Colville. The writer 
has seen brown lignite in an ancient Eskimo 
house at Barter Island.· 

PETROLEUM. 

At Cape Simpson, on the west side of Smith 
Bay, there are two conspicuous mounds. The· 
writer has been informed by natives that the 
northern mound contain·ed a petroleum resi
clue, but, according to information furnished 
by Stefansson, this residue is contained in a 
pool a few hundred. yards from the mound. 
A sample was secured from a keg of the mate
rial collected by natives in the employ of Mr. 
C. D. Brower, of Barrow. It resembles axle 
grease .. An analysis by David T. Day is given 
below. The deposit is near the seashore, and 
the natives say that a considerable amount 
could easily be dug out with spades. 

Composition of petroleum, t·es~due from Cape S·i1npson, 
Alaska. 

Water and soluble matter---------------------- 22 
Alcoholic extract (resins and some oil)__________ 8 
Naphtha extract: 

Light oil--------~------------------------- 12 
Heavy oiL________________________________ 16 

Benzol extract (asphaltic material)------------- 11 
Clay and vegetable fiber________________________ 29 

. 0 

98 

Natives report another petroleum mound be
tween Humphry Point and Aichillik River, 
near the ·coast. According to current reports, 
an oil seepage has been discovered in northern 
Alaska near Wainwright Inlet, about 100 miles 
southwest of Point Barrow.1 If this report is 

t Brooks, A. H., The Alaska mining industry in 1915 : 
U. S. G~ol. Survey Bull. 642, p. 35, 1916. 
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confirmed, it indicates that there may be an 
oil field between vVainwright Inlet and Smith 
Bay. These oil-bearing rocks may also occur 
in other parts of the Arctic slope region. 
Even if an oil pool were found in this northern 
region, there i;> serious doubt of its availability 
under present conditions, though it might be 
regarded as a part of the ultimate oil reserves 
tha,t would some time be developed. 

AMBER. 

Though the writer has never personally 
found any amber, he has seen the natives pick 
up a few pieces a quarter of an inch in diame
ter from the protected beaches between Han·i
son and Smith bays. In the collection of Es
kimo gear belonging to Mr. C. D. Brower, of 
Barrow, there were several carved pieces of 
amber perhaps an inch in diameter. The 
writer is not absolutely certain that the sub
stance was amber, for no specimens were. pro
cured, but the transp~rent yellow sub~tance 
could hardly be mistaken. 

GROUND ICE. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The ground in Arctic and sub-Arctic regions, 
n~ is· ·well known, is permanently. frozen to 
great depths and thaws to a depth of only a 
few feet in summer. Many observers have re
ported the presence of more or less clear ice 
within the frozen ground and have advanced. 
theories as to its formation. During the nine 
summers spent by the writer on the north 
Alaskan coast, exposures of ground ice were 
examined at evet:y opportunity. In construct
ing the n1ap the entire coast was traversed on 
foot, with the exception of the river deltas and 
a few shallow bnys. The coast was examined . 
both on sled and boat trips outside the mapped 
urea, so that few stretches between Martin 
Point and Poi.nt Barrow were not visited. 

During the first seven summers, · although 
many exposures were examined and described 
in notebooks, no insight was gained. into the 
formn.tion of most of the coastal ground ice. 
During the winter of 1912-13 the American 
literature was examined, but no theories were 
found which would fit the conditions. During 
the writer's last trip to the Arctic exception
ally good exposures gave details which had 

previously escaped notice, and he was able to 
construct a theory of the formation of ground 
ice which not only applies to the north coast of 
Alaska but seems also to apply to other regions. 

The chief difficulty in the study of the 
tundra formation arises from the poor ex
posures. As the ground is composed of mate
rial consolidated only by frost, a short expo
sure to the slimmer air causes slumping and 
consequent masking of the details. Only 
where wave or river action has undermined· 
the face of a bank, so that large blocks break 
off, are good exposures formed. "Then slump
ing has taken place erroneous conclusions may 
be drawn as to the distribution of the ice, 
fot' scattered outcrops may be interpreted as 
exposed parts of a single bed. 

The upper surface of the ground ice is usu- · 
ally only a foot or two under the surface of 
the tundra. Consequently, in an area in 
which 'discontinuous bodies of ice are sepa
rated by mnsses of mucli: and other material 
there will be the least amount of ~aterial for 
slumping exactly where the ice occurs. The ice 
melts back under the overhanging turf, for~
ing a cave, and a.t either s.ide the muck slumps 
and masks the whole :face of the bank. Thus, 
wherever the actual surface of the bank is ex
posed, ice is apt to be seen, and observe~s are 
lead to believe that a continuous body of ice 
under lies the whole area. 

In· addition to the erroneous impression as 
to lateral extent, the concl\].sions as to thick
ness are also often faulty. A winter's snow
drift against the foot of a bank may be cov
ered by slumping and be later exposed, ap
parently showing a thickness of ice only lim
ited by the height of the bank. The same may 
be true of river or sea ice. An illustration is 
given of an apparently continuous bed of 
heavy ice which the wr:iter examined carefully 
for a quarter of a mile, before learning its· 
true natur.e (figs. 11 and 12, p. 180). 

The·· waves had undercut this bank the sum
mer before, making a long low cave, perhaps 
10 feet deep. During the following winter. 
this cave had been flooded at high tide and 
partly filled with ice. Early in the summer 
the face of the bank had been masked by 
slumping, leaving only a few glimpses .of true 
ground ice under· the turf. Shortly before the 
time of observation the lower part of the bank 
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had peen washed ... clear of debris, exposing the 
continuous laye~ ~f nevv sea ice. This layer ap
peared to be ground ice; when considered m, 

----. ---~-----------==-:-- -.:==:==-.....==:=-=..water --==---==-= 
FIGURE 11.-Exposure of a bank showing an apparently con-
. tinuous thick bed of ice. 

··~.;-==-
A Mu.ck? 

__ tf~~~~~e_:J~~L " . 
===~==========""'=~-~! ~~-~~:-.__2./~~~:::. .. 
::.:--~~-=~~ ---=------ ::---·" -

FIGURE 12.-Structure of the bank shown in figure 11. 

connection with the scattered exposures of un
doubted ground ice above it. Luckily· the cave 
was exposed to view at one point, so that the 
mistake i~ interpretation could be corrected. 

DEFINITION OF GROUND ICE. 

The term. " ground- ice" is used to denote 
bodies of more or less clear ice in permanently 
frozen ground. Deposits which are evidently 
only temporary features are excluded un,der. 
this definition, and the term is not applied to 
deposits which seem to be on top of · the 
ground. Stagnant earth-covered glaciers ap
pear to fall about in the dividing line of this 
definition. If their glacial origin is evident, 
they would be excluded. The lower end 
of the Malaspina Glacier might be called 
ground ice if nothing were known of its con
nection with the living glacier. ·Any glacial 
ice mnbodied in the flat Arctic tundra, as there 
may be at Flaxman Island, must be included 
in any definition. Ice in caves arid under 
talus in regions of unfrozen ground is ex
cluded . 
. Synonymous with gro_und ice are the'terms 

· subsoil ice, underground ice, subterranean ice, 
fossil ice, stone ice, boden~is, ureis, and j ord
bundsis. The word glacier is used by miners 
to denote both ground ice and frozen ground, 
and at least one scientist has adopted this loose 
termin<;>logy. 

The terms ice beds, ice sheets, and ice cliffs, 
as a rule, refer to ground ice. Anchor ic~ on 
the beds of northern rivers is often called 
ground ice, but in the more exact descriptions 
the te.rm anchor ice is used. 

Frozen ground is called eisboden and t'aele. 
The terin ground frost relates to this phe
nomenon. In speaking of the depth of frost 
the depth of permanently frozen ground IS 

meant. 

DISTRIBUTION OF PERMANENTLY FROZEN 
GROUND. 

As the existence of.ground ice is theoretically 
possible wherever the ground is permanently 
frozen the horizontal and vertical distribution 
of frozen ground will be discussed in the fol
lowing pages. 

'HORIZONTAL DISTRIBUTION OF FROZEN GROUND. 

If nothing prevented the free access of air 
to the surface of the ground their mean an
nual temperatures slfould be equal. The an
nual variations of temperature are ordinar'ily 
perceptible to a· depth· of about 50 feet. In 
order that the ground may be permanently 
frozen the mean regional temperature must be 
sufficiently below freezing to offset the gradient 
qf increasing ground temperatures to a point 
below the limit of annual change of tempera
ture. This gradient is subject. to such comp~ica
tions .from the alternately frozen and unfrozen 
state of the ground that it can only be assumed 
to be within the ordinary limitf3 of less than a 
hundred feet per degree Celsius, so that the 
mean annual temperature of· the air need be 
less than 1° C. below freezing in order to bring 
about permanently .frozen ground. The line 

· limiting the -distribution will thus follow 
closely the isothermic line for 0° C. 

Several influence~; however, disturb this the
oretical distribution, all tending to raise the 
·temperature of the ground above that of the 
air. In summer the absorption of the sun's 
rays by the ground is in excess of the radiation, 
for the isotherm of 0° C. runs through high 
latitudes, where the days are much longer than 
the nights. Where the. ground is shaded, of 
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course, both absorption and radiation are hin
dered. 

The presence of water has a great influence 
upon the distribution of ground frost. Ob
viously the ground can not freeze downward 
under n, body of water of a depth greater than 
the annual thickness of ice. The ground may 
freeze under small bodies of 'vater by lateral 
conduction from the cold grou~d which sur
rounds the water, but this can not take place 
in large lakes. Near the southern limit of 
frozen ground a very small lake may keep the. 
ground underneath it unfrozen, and it is 
doubtful whether a lake half a mile in diam
eter would have frozen ground under its cen
ter, even where the frost limit is in general at 
a depth of 1,000 feet. 

Flowing watei·, either on the surface or in 
the ground, also plays an important part in 
the distribution of ground temperatures, as it 
tends to raise the temperature of the ground 
·in cold regions. In porous soils the water 
wa1:rned at the surface may carry down the 
higher surface temperatures m~ch faster than 
they can penetrate by simple conduction. The 
effect of the penetration of surface waters into 
the ground is shown by· Callendar and Mc
Leod.1 After a heavy rain, the tempera~ure 
at 10 inches in the ground was raised 4° F. in. 
two days. 

It is well known that, in placer mining in 
regions where the ground as a rule· is deeply 
frozen, there are unfrozen areas among the. 
grn, vels.. Moffit 2 mentions this fact in describ-
ing the N orne region. · 

In general the gravel * * ~· is frozen from top 
to botton•, but in plnces there is no frost. These un
frozen nreas are distributed irregularly, and their 
presence has never been satisfactorily explninecl. 
"' "' "' Thnwecl ground is in som·e places overlain 
by frozen ground, und in one or two places is known 
to be underlnin by it also. The presence of thaw~ 
grnvel nppenrs to be clue in part, at least, to the cir
culntion of water through the ground. * * . * 

In winter snow forms an insulating iayer 
which retards the penetration of the cold ':ave. 

1 Co.llcndar, H. L., and McLeod, C. H., Soil temperatures : 
Roy. Soc. Canada Proc. nod ~l~rnns., 2d ser., vol. 2, sec. 3, 
p. 111, 1896. 

21\:l'offit, 1!'. H., Geology of the Nome and Grand Central 
quadrangles, Alaska : U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 533, pp. 
1HI-ll7, 1913. 

The importance of this ~nsulation is empha
sized by Callen dar and McLeod 3 as follows : . 

'Vith respect to the buried thermometers the most 
remarkable feature of the curves is . the extreme 
steadiness of the temperature throughout' the winter. 
This is clue to the protective effect of the snow cover
ing, and is followed by an extremely rapid rise as 
soon us the snow disappears and the ground is thawed. 
* * * That the annual mean temperature of the 
soil.is nearly 5° F. above the mean temperature of the 
air is probably due to the protective effect of the snow 
during the winter months. 

These disturbing influences are sufficient to 
prevent the formation of permanently frozen, 
ground under standing bodies of water, and to 
a less extent where the ground circulation is 
strong. Such localities are exceptions in the 
general distribution, which is chiefly influenced 
by the combined effect of the sqmmer's absorp
tion of :rltdiant heat and the winter's insulation 
by snow. There is a lack of information as to 
mean annual temperatures at the southern 
limit of ground frost. Holmsen,4 after search
ing the literature for data upon the subject, 
concludes that where the mean annual tem:.. 
perature is below -4° to -6° C., the ground is 
as a rule frozen and may contain ground ice. 
This estimate seems to the ·writer to be· as ac:. 
curate for ordinary soils as can be made at 
present. 

VERTICAl-' DISTRIBUTION OF FROZEN GROUND. 

ANNUALLY THAWED LAYER. 

Above the permanently frozen ground there 
is everywhere a layer- which is alternately 
frozen and thawed each year. The thickness 
of this layer, though primarily dependent upon 
the warmth of the summer, is yet so greatly 
influenced by the nature of the soil that it is 
quite variable. Porous gravels ·and sand will 
thaw many times as deep as muck or clay. 
Moss-carpeted forest-covered areas may thaw 
only a, few inches while neighboring bare 
gravel bars are thawing many feet. In most 
of the areas in which ground ice is recorded 
the limit of seasonal thawing is less than 6 or 
7 feet, less than 3 feet being the rule. 

3 Callendar, II. L., and McLeod, C. H., op. cit., pp. 109-110. 
'Holmsen, Gunnar, Spitzbergens jordbundsis: Nors.ke Geog. 

Selskaps Aarbok, vol. 24, pp. 112-132, 1912-13. 
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CONDITIONS. kFFECTING THE DEPTH OF FROST. 

- In the theoretic discussio~ of the penetration 
of frost into the ground only the effects of tem
. perat~re, time; thermal .diffusivity, and the 
water content of the soil are taken into account. 
The depth increases in a complicated ratio, 
directly with time and diffusivity an~ inversely 
with the temperature and· water content .. By 
means of these constants it is possible to cal
culate- the depth _to which the ground will 
freeze if not disturbed by- other . influences. 
The constants are difficult to ascertain, the sur
face temperature being the only one which can 
be easily determined with any accuracy. It is 
necessary to assume different values of the 
other constants and calculate the depths ac
cordingly. This is discussed under the head
ing, "-Age of frozen ground" (p. 187). 

It has been shown that the grou:8d ·is not 
u.r{iformly frozen, even where low temperatures 
prevail. The differences in the diffusivity of 
the ground will have some effect in bringing 
about this variation of depth, but the chief 
factor is probably the circulation of ground 
water, which may greatly interfere with and 

0 

Comparison of ground temperature~ (0 Reaumttr) in the 
vicinity of the Scherg~n shaft. 

Locality. Date. 

Borloch shaft ....... Apr. 5 
Schergin shaft ......... do ... . 
Schilov. .. .. .. .. .. .. June 18 
Schergin shaft ...... June 21 
Mangan. . . . . . . ... . . . May 23 
Schergin shaft ......... do ... . 
Leontjov........ . . . . June 19 
Schergin shaft. . . . . . June 18 

Depth of Depth of Depth of 
7 feet. 15 feet. 50 feet . 

oR. 
-15.7 
-15.1 
- 2.6 
- 6.8 
- 6.1 
- 9.0 
- 3. 7 
- 6.8 

-4.0 
-8.8 
-5.9 
-9.6 
-4.9 
-8.8 

-3.1 
-6.6 
-3.3 
-6.6 

The Borloch shaft was a few paces from the 
· Schergin shaft and the other localities were 
probably within 5 miles, so that the air tem
peratures could not have been greatly differ
ent. The higher ground temperatures at these 
places may be best explained as being the re~ 
suit of the warming of the ground by surface 
waters. No other reason seems at all ade
quate, although heavier banks of snow anq 
also increased sunshine against slopes may 
have had their effect. 

RECORDED DEPTHS, 

even prevent the· freezing of the ground. The The greatest measured depth of frozen 
presence of salts in the ground water will raise ground with which_ the writer is acquainted 'is 
the limit to which the freezing takes place 384" feet in the Schergin shaft at y akutsk, 
This is not. an important feature bu~ may be Siberia. The temperature at the bottom was 
expected near the seashore. It is to be noted -3o C., which, froin the gradient of tempera~· 
that unfrozen brine seeped into the bottom of ture, indicates a total depth of frost of about 
the shaft at Barrow,t where the temperature 650 feet, as is described below. 

was -12° F. - In Alaska a shaft has been sunk 320 feet on 
The most favorable condition for the pene- Smallwood Creek in the Fairbanks mining dis

tration of frost to the limits set by the. tempera- trict s -which did not penetrate below the 
ture, time, diffusivity, and water content of troz-~n ground.4 In the same district there are 
the soil is found in impervious soil well away several shafts reaching about- 200 feet, some of 
·from any bodies of water. A.flat region where which ~re stated ·to be entirely in frozen 
the ground circulation is stagnant is favorable ground. 5 -

even when the soil is not impervious. · In the N orne district Moffit 6 reports a shaft 
As illustrating the irregularity of ground 230 feet in gravels. N 0 statement is given ·as 

temperatures and consequently the depth of to the· depth of frost, but in Mr. Collier's field 
frost, the observations recorded by Midde~- notebook of 1903 we find that unfrozen ground 
dorff 

2 
in the neighborhood of the Scher gin was reached at 90 feet in this shaft. 

shaft are of importance. The table below 
shows the ground temperatures at different 
localities and those of the Schergin shaft at 
the nearest date. 

1 Ray, P. H., International polar expedition to Point _Bar
row, Alaska, pp. 338-339, U. S. War Dept., 1885. · 

a Middendorff, A. T. von, Sibirische Reise, Band 1, Theil 1, 
pp. 112-116, 1848. 

s Brooks, A. H., The mining industry in 1907 : U. S. Geol. 
Survey Bull. 345, p. 42, 1908. 

"Brooks, A. H., oral communication. 
s Prindle, L. M., A geologic reconnaissance. of the Fair

banks quadrangle, Alaska : U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 525, 
pp. 102, 121-122, 1913. 

a Moffit, F. H., Geology of the Nome and Grand Central 
quadrangles, Alaska : U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 533, p. 39, 
1913. 
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In the l(oyukuk region a shaft has been sunk 
335 feet into the ground, and a pipe was driven 
30 feet deeper, .making a total depth of 365 
feet.1 The writer has been infor1ned by Mr. 
J\1:acldren that the limit of :frost was not 
reached. Several other shafts from 135 to 180 
feet d~ep were sunk in the same region, all in 
frozen ground. . 

Ty1;rell 2 reports that the ground in the 
Klondike region is fro'zen to a depth of about 
200 feet. 

In Spitzbergen a tunnel of a coal mine on Ad
vent Bay. is reported to run 500 to 1,000 meters 
into the mountain side. The end of · it may 
lie 100 to 200 meters below the surfac·e of the 

. ground.8 The temperature at .the inner end of 
the shaft was -4.5 ° C. It is unfortunate that 
more accurate data are n~t available, .for this 
seems to be one of the deepest records of the 
penetration of ground fr~st. 

In Arctic Alaska, outside of the mining dis
trict, the writer finds only one 'record of exca
vation-that made by Ray at Point Barrow in 
1881-82. This was only a shallow liole 37 feet 
deep. The frozen layer may have been perie
tl·ated, for brine flowed into the bottom of the 
·shaft; but as the water did not rise many feet 
it is more likely that a pocket of brine had 
been tapped. The temperature at the bottom 
of the shaft (12° F.) shows that the frost 
must penetrate many feet deeper. 

DEPTliS 'DEDUCED FROM GROUND TEMPERATURES, 

The depth of frost is of both . scientific 
and practical impQrtance. In placer mining 
regions frozen ground is so much cheaper to 
work, chiefly on account of the absence of 

· water in the shafts, that this consolidation of 
the gravels is almost a necessity. Thawed 
areas are a voided as much as possible, and if 
such ground is met w~th in excavation it is 
sometimes necessary to' rorm bulkheads against 
it by artificial refrigeration. In placer regions 
the porous gravels are so influenced by ground 
circulation that the depth of frost is very irre
gulm:. . Practical tests in the field are more 
decisive than scientific deductions from the 
phenomenon in general. 

1 Maddrcn, A. G., The Koyukuk-Chandalar region, Alaska : 
U. S. GcQI. Survey Bull. 532, p. 92, 1913. 

11 Tyrrell, J. B., A peculiar artesian well ln the Klondike~ 
Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 75, p. 188, 1903. 

8 Holwscn, Gunnar, op. clt., pp. 32-33. 

The large operators bore prospect holes~ 
which of course settle the question as to the 
state of the grom.id. Where this can not be 
done, observ·ations of ground temperatures as 
the shaft is sunk will throw some light upon 
the probable distance to which the ground is 
frozen. The ordinary method of excavation, 
however, is by thawing the ground, which 
would invalidate any observa~ions of tempera
ture unless the work were stopped long enough 
to sink thermometers deeply into the bottom of · 
the shaft each time the thawed material is 
removed. 

As regards scientific utility, temperature ob
servations in frozen ground are of importance 
for deducing the time during which the region 
has been .subjected to a cold climate. For this 
calculation it is necessary to know the depth 
of frost, the m.ean annual temperature of the 
ground at any depth, the diffusi vity of the 
soil, and its water content. In the localities 
mentioned. above the depth of frost has not 
been definitely determined, with the possible 
exception of the IGondike. By extrapolation 
of the curves of ground temperature a proba
ble depth can be obtained for any given shaft, 
and by using the gradients found in this way, 
the depth in other regions may be roughly esti-
mated. · 

As the annual disturbances are noticeable to 
a depth Qf about .50 feet, any observations 
above that depth must be carried on over a 
whole year, so that the mean temperature may 
be determined. Below this depth single care
ful observations at 50-foot intervals are suffi-
cient to establish the gradient. · · 

There· are no records of such observations· of 
ground tern per~ture from the deep shafts in 
the mining regions of Alaska, and none could 
be expected under the method of excavation. 
At Barrow, where the shaft reached only 37 

. feet, the observations were confined to single 
readings as the work progressed, and conSe
quently they are valt~eless. The observations 
at the bottom, which were constant for several 
months, give a va1tie which, with ·an assumed 

. gradient, will give the depth of frost. The 
observations ta:ken at other stations of the in
ternational polar expeditions are confined to 
the upper 4 or 5 feet of the ground, and conse
quently· they throw little light upon th(il 
gradient. 
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Middendorf£ 1 gives observations from many 
stations in Siberia, but they were mostly 
taken during short periods and within the zone 
o£ annual change. In the deep Schergin shaft, 
however, they were carried on over a whole 
year at various .levels clear to the botto:rp.. 
These are the only observations in deeply 
frozen ground which are known to the writer 
to be o£ sufficient accuracy for deducing the 
constants needed in calculating both the thick-

. ness o£ the frozen layer and also the duration 
of the cold climate. 

SCHERGIN SHAFT.2 

Gl~OUND TEMPERATURES. 

In 1828 Schergin sank a shaft about 100 
feet into the frozen ground at Yakutsk, lati
tude 62°, in Siberia, in the hope o£ finding a 
water supply for the village. Having given 
up· the work at that depth he was .persuaded 
by Baron Wrangell to renew the excavation 
with the object of determining the depth o£ 
frost. At a depth o£ over 380 feet the attempt 

. was abandoned. Recommendations were made 
that the Academy o£ Sciences o£ St. Peters
burg should finance the completion o£ the 
shaft. They decided that careful ground teni
per~ture observations should first be under
taken in order to establish the gradient and 
consequently the depth at which· the shaft 
would probably reach un£ro2!en ground. 

During the years 1844 to 1846 Middendorf£ 
carried out a series of observations c in this 
shaft, which, as far as the writer is aware, are 
unique in affording data as to the tempera
ture o£ ground frozen to a great depth. Holes 
were bored 7 feet horizontally into the walls 
o£ the shaft at depths o£ 7, 15, 20, 50, 100, 150; 
200, 250, 300, 350, and 382 feet. In each o£ 
these holes two thermometers were placed, ~ 
and 7 feet, respectively, from the surface o£ 
the wall. All these thermometers were read 
one to five times each month, from November, 
1844, to November, 1845, and for three or four 
months in 1846. 

The readings, in degrees Reaumur, are given 
in Middendorff's report.3 The outer thermom-

1 Middendorff, A. T. von, op. cit., pp. 85-175. 
2 Idem, pp. 92-175. 
3 Idem, p. 110. 

. eters, at a distance o£ 1 foot from the shaft 
wall, are of course greatly influenced by the 
temperature of the air .in the shaft. Those at 7 
feet must feel this influence also. The maxi
mum difference of temperature shown by the 
outer and inner thermometers is about 5.5° C., 
near the top of the shaft; at the bottom it is 
·only a small fraction of a degree. The mean 
differences for the year run from -1.8° ·C. at 
50 feet to +0.04° C. at the bottom. The sign 
o£ the upper 200 feet is minus, and from that 
depth to the bottom is plus.4 That is, the ther
mometers nearest the shaft are colder in the 
upper hal£ o£ the shaft and warmer in the 
lower half. 

The cause of the colder temperatures shown 
by the outer thermometers near the top o£ the 
shaft is ascribed by Middendorf£ 5 to the trans
mission of outside temperatures through the 

·column of air in the shaft. If the covering of 
the shaft formed a perfect insulation convection 
currents would tend to equalize the tempera
ture of the air from top to bottom, so that the 
upper portion would be warmer than the walls 
and the bottom colder. If the outer air tem
peratures could penetrate the shaft either by. 
conduction through·the covering or by air cur
rents the effect would be much greater in win
ter, when the colder outside air would sink into 
the shaft. The warm air of summer would 
remain at ~he top of the shaft. The observa
tions show that th,is cooling effect is felt .as .far 
as 200 feet. That the temperature of the walls 
in the lower ·half of the shaft is warmer than 
that o£ the ground surrounding the shaft, as 
shown by the observations, is contrary to what 
would be expected if convection had free scope. 
One would be inclined to think that the general . 
air circulation was shut off at about 200 feet, so 
that the lower portion of the shaft had a cir
culation of its own; b,~t as the observer was 
lowered in a bucket the shaft must have been 
open throughout. 

The effect of this .difference in temperature 
is to cool the ground around the upper half of 
the shaft. Middendorf£ finds a difference of 
0.5° R. between his own observations at 50 feet 
aild those taken 15 years· earlier at the same 
depth. 

4 Idem, pp. 149-154. 5 Idem, p. 155. 
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"Vith observations at only t:wo distances from Mean temperatures of the Schergin shaft.a 

the walls of the shaft, it is impossible to draw 
a curve which will represent the variation of 
temperature with the distance from which, by 

' extrapolation, the true ground temperature 
. could be calculated at each depth. The curve 
will be asymptotic, so that the temperatures 7 
feet from the walls will not .differ greatly from 
the true ground temperatures, even in, the up:. 
per portion. The main effect wUl be to in
crease slightly the gradient when the mean 
temperatures are considered and to disturb 
the amplitudes and phases of the yearly varia
tions. For the purposes of discussion the tem
peratures u t 7 feet from the 'valls will be taken 
as the true ground temperatures, as more ac
curate determinations are lacking.· 

Section exposed in the Schergin shaft.a 

Thick- Depth. 
ness. 

Black mold, becoming .more and more Feet. Feet. 

Fi~~n~:~ci::::: ·::::::::::::::::::::::: 14 14 
j8 32 

Olay ................................ . 
Sand ................................ . 

3 35 
34 6!:1 

Sandy clay with vegetable remains .... . 
Limestone ........................... . 

3 72 .... 1. 73 
Fine sand ........................... . 7 80 
:Limestone ........................... . 1 81 
Gray sandstone, with pyrite and ]ignite 

(Braunkohle) ...................... . 23 104 
A layer of u..c:;h. 
Clay and sand, some thin layers of lime-

stone and sandstone ............... . 280 384 

aM:Iddendorff, A. '1\ von, op. cit., p. 96. . 

:Monthly tentperal1tres (0 Reattmttr) in the upper portion of 
. the Schergin shajt.a 

:Month. Detthof Depth of Depth of Depth of 
7 eet. 15 feet. 20 feet. 50 feet. 

0 0 0 0 

.January ........ -12.9 - 7.0 - 6. 8 -6.6 
February ....... -16.1 - 9. 1 - 7. 7· -6.6 
~farch ......... -16.8 -10.5 - 9. 1 -6.7 
April. .......... -14.5 -11.1 - 9.8 -6.6 
May ........... -11. 0? -10. 3? -10. 0? -6. 6? 
June ........... - 7. 5 - 9. 5 - 9. 8 -6.6 
July ............ - 5. 7 - 8. 6 - 8. 8 -6.7 
August .......... - 4. 6 - 7. 6 - 8. 1 -6.7 
September ..... - 4. 1 - 6. 8 - 7.6 -6.6 
October ......... - 3.2 - 6.0 - 6. 9 -G. 6 
November ...... - 3. 4 - 5. 6 - 6..4 -6.5 
December ...... - 7. 3 - 5.4 - 6. 2 -6.4 

aM:iddcndorfT, A. T. von, op. cit., pp. lll, 134. 

,0 

Depth. Temperature. 

Celsius 
Feet . Meters. Reaumur. (centi-

grade). 

0 0 

7 . 2.1 -8.94 -11.2 
15 4. 6 -8.13 -10.2 
20 6. 1 -8.12 -10.2 
50 15. 2 -6.61 - 8. 3 

100 30. 5. -5.22 - 6. 5 
150 45. 7 -4.64 - 5. 8 
200 61.0 -3.88 - 4.8 
250 76. 2 -3.34- - 4. 2 
300 91. 4 -3.11 - 3. 9 
350 106. 7 -2.73 - 3.4 
382 116.4 -2.40 - 3.0 

I 
(680 207.3 0.0 0.0) 

aMiddendorfi, A. T. von, op. cit., p. li4. 

The mean temperatures ·at the different 
depths have bee:p. plotted and a curve drawn 
through them (fig. 14, p. ·189). · The curve 
shows that the temperatures change rapidly at 
first and then much nlore slowly. The first 50 
feet and the last"200 have nearly constant gra
dients of 4.4 and 30.8 meters, respectively, per 
degree Celsius. Between these two straight 
portio:Qs of the curve the gradient changes 
from depth to depth in an orderly manner. 
As the ground is frozen, the circulation of 
ground water can not be the cause of the dif
ference in gradient in the two portions. The 
diffusivity of the ground can hardly vary 
greatly enough to Ct\USe the observed effect .. Any 
variations of the diffusivity due to the presence 
of different J\:inds of rocks ought to produce an
gular .variations in the curve. The possible 
cooling of the upper portion of the shaft by 
penetration of the outer air can hardly amount 
to more than the half degree observed by Mid
dendorff, but the curve indicates a lowering o:f 
about 5° C. for the temperature of the sur-

. face ground. The most favorable hypothesis 
seems to be that the mean temperature of the 
air has been lowered about 5° C. in compara- . 

. tively recent times. 

DEPTH OF FROST. 

If the curve from 7 to 50 feet is prolonged, 
it will reach 0° C. at about 170 fe~t; the curve 
from 200 to 382 will reach it at about 680 feet. 
If the excavation had stopped at 50 feet, there 
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would have been every reason for expecting to 
reach the frost limit at less than 200 feet. Th~ 
gradient is so constant for tb,e lower 180 feet 
of the shaft that we should be justified in 
placing the limit of frost at about 680 feet. 
Middendorff's calculations 1 place it at 612 feet, 
with 670 feet as a maximum. Dr. Peter 2 as
sumes that the gradient becomes progressively 
lower and calculates that 1,000 feet is th~ depth 
of frost. 

The effect of the . weight of the overlying 
ground will be to depress the free~ing point of 
water. Consequently the depths given ab~ve 
must be corrected for this effect.. If the spe
cific gravity of the frozen ground is taken as 

. f . I t 3 9 6 f{g 2, the pressure at 650 eet IS equa o . 7]2' 

According to Tainmann 3 it requires about 

138 ~~ to depress the freezing point 1° C. From. 

this we find that water freezes at -0.29° C. 
at a depth of 650 feet, which, with a- gradient 
of 100 feet per degree, will make a difference 
of about 30 feet in the depth calculated for 
0.0° C. A final result of about 650 feet of 
frozen ground is thus indicated by the obser
vations in the Scher gin shaft. The · average 
gradient for this depth is about 18 meters per 
degree Celsius. 

Recently it has been found that:: Sc~ergin 
observed the temperature of the bottom of the 
shaft as the digging progressed. His observa
tions differ so greatly from Middendorff's that 
one is disposed. to question their accuracy, yet 
they are supported by a single_ observation 
n1ade by Adolph Erman, who visited ~ akutsk 
while the shaft was being excavated. Midden
dor:ff also supports th~m in a remark relative 
to a cooling effect noticed in the 15 years that 
had elapsed between the digging of the shaft. 
and the time· of his observations. Below are 
the ground temperatures observed by Scher
gin, according to Von Baer 4 and Erman. 5 

t Middendorff, A. T. von, op. cit., p. 157. 
2 Idem, p. 175. 
s Hess, H., Die Gletscher, p. 24, Braunschweig, 1904. 
"Von Baer, K. E., On the ground ice or frozen soil of 

Siberia:· Roy. Geog. Soc. London Jour., vol. 8, pp. 21Q-213, 
1838. . . 
· 5 Erman, Adolph, On the temperature of the earth in 
Siberia: Franklin Inst. Jour., new ser., vol. 23, pp. 110-123, 
1839; Travels in Siberia, vol. 2, pp. 366-369, 1848. 

Temperatures in the Schergin shaft, according to Schergin. 

Depth. Temperatures. 

Celsius 
Feet. Meters. Reaumur. (centi-

grade). 

0 0 

(?) (?) -6.0 -7.5 
77 25 -5.5 -6.9 

119 36 -4.0 -5.0 
217 66 -2.0 -2.5 
305 93 -1.5 -1.9 . 
350 106 -0.5 -0.6 
382 116 -0.5 -0.6 

Erman personally observed that when the 
shaft was 50· feet deep the temperatqre of the 
bottom was .-6° R. ( -7.5° C.). As soon as a 
lump of frozen earth was brought to the sur
face the thermometer was plunged into it. The 
temperature of the different lumps 'yas found 
to vary but slightly from that given above. 
Erman states also that the mean air· tem
perature at Y akutsk in i827 was -5.9° R. 
( -7.4° C.). · . 

According to Schergin 6 the temperature" at 
some feet below the surface" was -7.5 C., and 
at 77 feet it ·was -6.9° C. This is in agree
ment with ~Erman's observation of -7.5° C. 
at 50 feet. In 1845 Middendorff found -8.2° 
C. at 50 feet, and he states that 15 years earlier 
the temperature was 0.6° C. higher, which gives 
-7.6° at the time when the earlier obser:vations 
were made. 

Thus for a depth of 50 feet the th!ee observ
ers are· in accord. Below this point, as shown 
in figure 14 (p. 189), Schergin's tmnperatures 

· are much higher than those of Middendorf£. 
As might be expected from the manner in 
which they were observed, Schergin's tempera
tures do not fall into an even curve, but the 
greatest departure is not more than half a de
gree. Below the depth to which the annual 
variations of the ·temperature of the air are 
felt, about 50 feet, the true temperatures of the 
ground ought to be revealed by single observa
tions in the bottom of the shaft as the exca va-:
tions proceeded, as was the method used by 
Scher gin. 

• Von Baer, K. E., op. cit. 

o. 
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If Schergin's observations of ground tem
perature are approximately correct, Midden
·dorff's observations represent the temperature 
.after the ground around the shaft had been 
·exposed for 15 years to the much colder air 
temperatures. The depth of frost would thus 
be about 400 feet, instead of nearly 700 feet, as 
deduced frmn 1\1iddendorff's observations. 
The gradient would be 53 feet or 17 meters 
·per clegl'ee Celsius. 

On the other hand, ~iddendorff must have 
been acquainted with Schergin's observations, 
and if he had considered then1 reliable he 
would undoubtedly have drawn attention to 
the cooling of the lower .part of the sha.ft. 

Erman states that the mean annual tempera
ture of the air at" Y akutsk was -7.4 ° C. 1n 
1827, and 1\1iddendorff gives -12.2° C. for 
1845. A lowering of the temperature of about 
this amount was deduced from the shape of 
1\1iclclendorff's cuFve, but as the cooling of 
the shaft may have disturbed the original dis
tribution of ground t~mperature, all the deduc
tions from. it are thrown into doubt. 

l'OINT l3ARROW SHAFT. 

The observations taken by Ray 1 at Barrow, 
Alaska, were made in a crude manner, yet 
they show that a constant temperature was 
Teached at about 37 feet. No readings were 
made at different depths over an .extended pe
l'iod, so that no curves can be drawn . to show 
the penetration of the cold. vVork was com
lnencecl on the shaft in December, 1881, and 
continued until February, 1884. The temper
atures were. ascertained by burying a ther
mometer at the bott9m of the shaft every night 
nncl reading it in the morning. In the upper 
part of the shaft the air temperatures ob
viously had great effect upon those indicated 
by the thermometer. This is shown by t)le 
great rise in temperature at nearly the same 
depth between April and November, 1882, 
when the change was from 8.5° to 17.5° F. 
After the· shaft was completed, the tempera
ture of the air at the bottom was read once 
each clay and found to be constant at 12° F. 

At a depth of 50 feet in the Schergin shaft 
the temperature of the thermometer which 

1 Rfly, P. H., International polar expedition to Point Bar-
. row, ~\Iaska, pp. 338-339, U. S. War Qept., 1885. · 

· was sunk 1 foot into the wall averaged about 
2 ° R. low~r than the orie sunk 7 feet, whose 
readings. were taken .. to represent. the true 
ground temperatures. On the other hand, at 
the bottom of the 380-foot shaft. the two ther
mometei·s indicated about the same .degree. 
Inasmuch as the bottom temperature on the 
Barrow shaft was constant over a long period, 
it is improbable that varying temperature of 
the outside air had any effect at that depth, so 
that the recorded ~emperature of 12° F. 
( -11.1° C.) may b_e taken to represent the 
mean ground temperature at 37 feet. 

Nothing is known of the temperature gra
dient at the Barrow shaft. Two assumptions 
have been made: (1) That the gradient is ~on
stant and equal to that in the lower part of 
the -Schergin shaft, which gives a depth of 
frozen ground of 1,140 feet, 9mitting the cor
rections for the ·freezing point of water, and 
(2) that the gradient ·decreases downward 
with an average of 18 ·meters per degree Cel-
sius, which gives 600 feet. 

AGE OF FROZEN GROUND. 

Three hypotheses have been suggested as to 
the origin of the deep freezing of the ground 
in the Arctic regions. Russell 2 came to the 
conclus~on that deposition and freezing went 
on at the same time, so that the present thick
p.ess of the frozen layer is the result of succes
sive additions of frozen material. Brooks 3 has 
suggested that the frozen ground of the Yukon 
Valley is the result of a colder Pleistocene cli
mate, and that at present the ground is thaw
ing. The third and usual hypothesis is that 
t~e ground has been frozen to the present 
depth under temperatures which now prevail. 

At the request of Russell,4 Prof. R. S. Wood
ward calculated the depth to which the cold 
surface temperatures would reach after differ
ent lengths of time. In doing this he was 
forced to assume various constants for the 
equation which represents the change of tem
perature. His conclusion is that the freezing 
of even the deepest stratum of ice reported in 

·the Arctic regions might have resulted directly· 

2 Russell, I. C., Surface geology of Alaska : Geol. Soc. 
America Bull., vol. 1, pp. 129-130, 1889. 

8 Brooks, A. H., comm~nication. See also Antimony de
posits of Alaska: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 649, p. 27, 1916 . 

"Russell, I. C., op. cit., pp. 130-132·. · 
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from a mean annual temperature no lower than 
that which now prevails in northern Alaska.. 

In Wood ward's discussion two of the as
sumptions have such a. controlling effect upon 
the deduced length of the cold period that the 
writer has thought it advisable to repeat .the 
calculations with data. which ina.y be nearer 
the truth. 

vVoodwa.rd assumes the value of the dif~ 

fusivity of the earth's crust which was used 
by !(elvin in calculating the age of the earth. 
This diffusivity was derived from observations 
en trap rock, sand, a.!ld sandstone. In the re-

the calculations with U.f?SUmed initial gradients. 
By this method it is found that the initial 
·gradient is the controlling factor, so that the 
duration of the Arctic climate is indeterminate. 

It is necessary also to assume that the sur
face of the ground has been at a. constant tein
perature since the beginning of the cold cli
mate. The change to modern conditions prob
ably took place gradually, rather than sud
denly. This fact will not affect the total 
depth to which the cold is felt, but it will de
crease the depth to which the ground is frozen 
in a given time. 

1:50 L· --__l---..i.:---~:-------:::-:----::l:-:----::::----;;;:---~ 
.0 so· too tso :lOO zso 300 350 400 

M~TERS 

FIGURm 13.-Curves showing the relation of 1-H and depth for different times. 

gion under discussion the diffusivity of frozen 
ground would probably be different from that 
found by l(el vin for sand and rocks. In eX\ 
amining the records of ground temperatures 
i~1 . the Schergin shaft it was found that they 
were presented in such a manner that the dif
fusivity of the frozen ground might be calcu
lated. These calculations are given below 
(pp. 191-194). 

Woodward's second assumption is that at 
the time when the cold climate was initiated 
the ground had a uniform temperature for 
a depth of a couple of thousand feet. This 
assumption is certainly not correct at present, 
nor has it been since the history of the earth 
began. In one of the latest calculations of the 
a·ge of the earth an initial gradient of down-

. wardly increasing temper.atures is assumed.1 

As the ground temperatures could not have 
been uniform, it seemed advisable to make 

1 Becker, G. F., Age of a cooling globe in which the initial 
temperature increases directly as the distance from the sur
face~ Science, new ser., vol. 27, pp. 227-:-233, 1908. 

According to Wood ward's notation, the fall 
of temperatures at points within the ground is 
expressed as follows: 

I 

X 

(. 212a.[T 
u.-u=u, 1-..;; 

0 

e-"'dz) 

vVhere-
u0=the excess of thH original temperature of 

the surface of the ground over the new con
stant temperature. 

u=the temperature of the earth at a depth ar 
at any time t after the initial epoch. 

a 2 =the diffusivity of the ground=59.6 in 
meter-year units' (derived below from the· 
Scher gin shaft). 

It is convenient to write u0 -ry,·=E., so that E 
is the excess of temperature of any point in 
the ground over the constant temperature of 
the surface. Then if the integral be repre
sented by H 
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The ·values o.f the integral have been tabu
luted under the form . 

2_J:-t2dt 
.,j'IC 

0 

so that it is a simple matter to make the re
quired calculations with the aid of a slide rule.1 

The following table gives the values of 1-.:...fi. 
These values are shown graphically in figure 
13. 

0 0 
++ 

+ --+ ~- ...... 

~ ·r --1~""'?_ ... 
+x 

0 . 

r · . .:Jo 

The depth to which any· change of surface 
temperatui'e will penetrate depends only upon. 
the diffusivity and the·time. To get the actual 
distribution of temperature the value of 1-li 
must be multiplied by u0 , which is the initial 
excess. Any change of the temperature of the 
surface of the earth, with .the assumed diffu
si vity, will be felt at 50 meters in four years 
and at 250 meters in 100 years. The distance 
varies as the square root of the time. The ef-

. 
... k--- ~ ----,_.,., ~-

.,..~ 

---~)<'""' --,. ... 
~-

50 100 (ISO 
ME.TE.R5 

'2.00 "2.50 300 

' FxounE 14.-Curves showing variation of temperature with depth in the Schergin shaft. 
Solid line is drawn through observed temperatures. Broken line is prolongation of 
lower part of curve. O= ne'corded temperatures in the shaft, according to Midden
dorff; + =recorded temperatures in the shaft, according to Schergin; X = 4-year 
curve with original gradient of 31.2 meters per degree Celsius ; ® = 1,000-year curve 
with original gradient of 58.8 meters per degree Celsius. 

"Values of 1-Hjor different times and depths. feet of a variation of the difl'usivity is the 
same as of a variation of the time, so that if a 
new diffusivity of one-half the above value is 
used, the distribution of temperature will be 
the same as found above for half the time. 

Time from initial epoch. 

100 
years. 

500 
years. 

1,000 
years. 

10,000 
years. 

1----1----1----1----------

0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
GO 
75 

100 
125 
150 
175 
200 
250 
300 
400 
500 

1.00 
. 65 
. 37 
.18 
. 08 
. 02 

1. 00 

. 65 

. 49 

. 36 

. 25 

.17 

.11 

. 07 

l. 00 1.00 1.00 

. 81 . 88 

. 64 . 77 • 93 

. 48 . 66 

. 35 . 56 .. 85 

. 24 . 47 

.16 . 38 . 78 

. 06 . 25 .71 

. 02 .12 . 65 

1 Bm·gess, James, Roy. Soc. Edinburgh Trans., vol. 39, 
pp, 257-321, 1896-1899. 

For the depth that is on record in frozen 
gr~und (115 meters) the distribution £or 500 
years and less is in a curved line and for 1,000 · 
years and more in practically a straight line. 

The plotted tel]lperatures of the Schergin 
shaft (fig. 14) follow a ·curve for about 60 
meters and then proceed in a straight line. In 
comparing the Schergin curve with the curves 
of 1-H, we may draw the inference tl;lat the 
straight portion of the Schergin curve was 
produced during a long period, whe~ the tem
perature of the surface of the ground stood 
about -6.7° C., and that the ctirved portion 
was produced by a recent lowering of the sur.:. 
face temperature to -11.6° C., a fall of 4.9° C. 
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To .consider first the distribution of tern: 
perature in the upper 60 meters of the Scher
gin !)haft. Here there is a definite original 
gradient of 1° =31.2 meters-that of the lower 
part of the shaft. U 0 =4.9°. 

Becker 1 has shown that in addition to the 
integral which is represented above by H 
there is another term O.LY, where 0 is a con
stant temperature gradient. In Woodward's 
calculations C=O, and the temperature of the 
ground was u~iform. The complete equation 
of the dist.ribution of temperature is then 

E=u0 (1-H)+OX. 
When the gradient· of ,the lower portion of 
the Schergin curve is taken and u0 =4.9°, the 
4-year curve closely approximates the distri
bution of temperature in th.e upper part of 
the Scher gin shaft. The values given in the 
table ·below have been plotted by the sign X 
in figure 14. · If a curve were drawn for 3i 
years, the values would more nearly coincide. 

Distribution of temperature after jour years. · 
[Initial gradient of 1 °=31.2 meters.] 

Depths Original Resulting 
u0(1-B). tempera-· (meters). gradient. . ture. 

oc. °Ct oc. 
0 4.9 -6.7 -11.6 

10 3.1 -6.4 - 9.5 
20 1.8 -6.1 - 7.9 
30 0.9 -5.7 - 6. 6 
40 0.4 -5.4 - 5.8 
50 0.1 -5.1 - 5.2 

The changes which furnished the data for 
this calculation for the effect of four years of 
lower temperature upon the upper portion of 
the Schergin shaft took place entirely in frozen 
ground, which was assl}med to have a constant 
diffusivity. In attempting to ascertain from 

. the lower part of the curve the time required 
to freeze the ground to its probable depth of 
210. meters, an . entirely new factor must be 
considered-the heat liberated by the freezing 
of the moisture in the ground. The effect of 
the moisture will be taken up separately and 
the temperature distribution' will first be con
sidered under the supposition that the ground 
is free from moisture. 

The prolongation of the straight portion of 
the Schergin curve reaches the surface at 
-6:7°. To find the time since the ground be-

1 Op. cit. 

( 

gan to freeze, the original surface temperature: 
is taken as 0°, so that U 0 =6.7°. If the curves. 
of U 0 (1-I:l) are plotted along with the 
Schergiri curve, those of 500 years and older 
fall below the straight portion of the Schergin 
curve. Consequently all the curves of . 500 
years and older may be reduced to that· of the 

· Schergin curve by assuming an appropriate 
initial temperature gradient. The tempera
tures for 500 years follow a slightly curved line, 
so that they· can not be brought into coinci
dence, but those of 1,000 years and older follow 
a straight line and may be made to coincide 
with .the straight portion of the Schergin 
curve. The 1,000-year curve coincides as far as 
150 meters but begins to depart at 200 meters. 
The greater the period the deeper will the 
coincidence follow. As nothing is known of 
the ground temperatures below 115 meters, it 
follows that the present distribution of ground 
temperatures in the Schergin shaft may have 
come about during a thousand years or more 
of a climate which kept the surface of the 
ground at -6.7° C., and which iri the last four 
years had reduced the surface temperatures .to 
-11.6° C. Of course, this calculation neglects 
the freezing of the moisture in the ground. 

The table below represents the 1,000-year 
· curve, with an as~umed initial gradient of 

1 °=58.8. meters. The resulting temperatures 
are plotted in figure 14. A table is also· given 
for a period of 10,000 years, with an initial 
gradient of 1 °=36.6 meters. These tempera
tures are not plotted, but it can be seen that 
they are approximately on the same straight 
line. It is obvious· that there is no upper lin1it. 
to the age of the frozen ground found in this 
manner. If the original gradient· is assumed 
to be parallel to that of the lower part of the 
Schergin curve, the age will be infinitely great . 

Distrib'ution of tempera,ture a,fter 1,000 years. 

[Initial gradient of 1 o C.=58.8 meters.] 

Depths 'uo(1-H). Initial Resulting 
(meiers). .gradient. tempera-

ture. 

oc: oc. oc. 
0 -6.7 ·0.0 -6.7 

50 -5.9 + .8 -5.1 
100 -5.2 +1.7 -3.5 
150 -4.4 +2.5 -1.9 
200 -3.8 +3.4 -.4 
250 -3.1 +4.2 +1.1 
300 -2.5 +5.0 +2.5 
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Distribution ojtemperat'l.tre after 10,000 years. 

[lultlnl gmdicnt of l° C.=3G.G meters.f 

Depth ?to(l-El). Initial Resulting 

(motors). gradient. tempera-
ture. 

oc. oc. oc. 
0 -6.7 0.0 -6.7 

100 -6.2 +2.6 -3.6 
200 -5. 7" +5.3 -0.4 
300 -5.2 +7.9 +2. 7 

If the.ground contains moisture, the f.reezing 
of "the water will liberate its latent heat. This 
will add notably to the amount of heat that 
must flow toward the surface as the tempera
ture of the ground is" lowered. In the freezing 
of clear water about 160 times as much heat 
is released as there is in lowering an equi va
lent thickness of ice 1° in ten1perature. It 
is difficult to ascertain the proportion of latent 
heat to that liberated in lowering the tempera
ture of the frozen ground 1°. The diffusivitv 
is known but not the heat capacity. If th~ 
capacity is about . the. same as that of ice 

• there will be 16 times as much heat liberated 
in the freezing of ground which has 10 per 
cent ·of moisture. 

It is beyond thG writer's mathematical abil
ity to introduce ·this factor into the equation 
which represents the flow of heat. The effect· 
of this additional heat from the :freezing of 
the moisture will be greatly to delay the down
ward freezing. The ti1ne required for freez
ing t'o a given depth may be several times that 
for dry soil. The curve which repres~nts the 
resulting distribution of temperature will be 
compound, with .an approach toward horizon
tnlity where the temperature is oo, for at this 
point the liberation of latent heat; defays the 
downward progression of the cold wave. 
From this consideration the depth of frost 
in the Schergin shaft is expected to be some
what greater than that indicated by prolong
ing the curve in a straight line. 

In oraer to determine more accurately the 
age of the frozen ground the ground tempera
ture must be ascertained to greater depths than 
the cold wave has penetrated. The data will 
indicate the original gradient, and the period 

• 

of c,old may be found in the manner in which 
it has. been found for the upper 60 n1eters of 
the Schergin curve. The effect of the moisture 
in the ground may be treated mathematically 
or be found experimentally after the method of 
Callendar and l\1cLeod.1 Their curves of soil 
temperatures are al!llost stationary during the 
wi~ter months and the resulting diffusivities 
are very small, probably because of the pro
tective action of the snow and the dryness o£ 
the soil, but perhaps in part because of the 
retardation of the cold wave by the freezing of 
the moisture. 

New values of the diffusivity of various 
kinds of frozen· ground are also desirable~ 
These may be secured after the method of Cal
lendar and McLeod much more easily than by. 
Middendorff's method in the Schergin shaft. 

The ground temperatur~s of· the Schergin 
shaft may have resulted from a surface tem
perature of -6.7° C. that was maintained at 
least a thousand years. The freezing of the 
moisture in the ground would at least double 
this period. No maximum length of the cold 
period can be fixed with the data at hand. 

It has been mentioned that the observations 
made by Schergin during the excavation of the 
shaft differed greatly from those found by. 
Middendorf£ 15 years later. The ground had 
probably been cooled by the penetration of the 
colder outside temperatures to the bottom of 
the shaft, and any deductions from the dis
tribution of temperature in the shaft are con
sequently thrown into . doubt. There was a 

. recent lowering of the mean annual tempera
ture, ·however, as has beeJ;l. deduced· from the 
·shape of the curve; 

DIFFUSIVITY OF FROZEN GROUND. 

Thomson 2 states the law of diffusivity as 
follows: · · 

If the temperature of nny point of an infinite plane,· 
in ·a solid extending indefinit~ly in all directions, be 
subjected to a simple harmonic vibration the tempera
ture throughout the solid on each side of this plane 
will follow everywhere according to the simple har-

1 Callendar, H. L., and McLeod, C. H .• Soil temperatures: 
Roy. Soc. Canada Proc. nnd Trans~, vol. 1, sec. 3, pp. 63-83, 
1895 ; vol. 2, sec. 3, pp. 109-117, 1896. 

2 Thomson, William, On the reduction of underground tem
peratures: Roy. Soc. Edinburgh Trans., vol. 22, p. 410, 1860 • 
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monic law, with epochs retarded equally and with am
plitudes diminished in a constant proportion for equal 
augmentations of distance. The retardation of epoch 
expressed in circular measure (arc divided by radius) 
is equal to the diminution of the Naperian logarithin 
of the amplitude, and the amount of each per 

unit distance is equal.' to ~' if c denotes the capadty 

for heat of a unit bulk of the substance and k is its 
conductivity. 

" As the observed temperatures at ·any depth 
do not vary exactly according to the simple 
harmonic law, they are analyzed and expressed 
by a. series of simple harmonic functions ac
cording to the principle laid down by Fourier. 
The form to which the temperature at each 
depth is reduced is thus given by Everett: 1 

v=Ao +P1 sin(2~~+E1)+P2 sin ( 471"~+ E2 ) 

. . ( t ) + ________________ + P n Sill 2nT+ En 

where v=the temperature at any time; 

The equation for expressing the tempera
ture at. any depth converges so rapidly that 
only the three first terms are necessary 3-those 
with the constants P 1 , E 1 , and P 2 , E 2 • · 

The ground-temperati.1re observations in the 
Schergin shaft were analyzed by Dr. Peters 
and expressed according to the form given 
above.4 Consequently the amplitude and 
phases can be taken directly from these equa
tions, with the saving of a gr,eat deal of' calcu
lation. The first three terins only are given 
for the depths of 7, 15, and 20 feet. 
For 7 feet, v=-8°.935-6°.645 sin (n 30°+ 

359° 15')-1°.801 sin (n 60°+305° 48') 
15 feet, v=-8°.131-2°.643 sin (n 30°+ 

314° 01') -0.591 sin (n 60°+259° 36') 
20 feet, v=-8°.118-1 °.861 sin (n 30°+ 

293° 50') -0°.289 sin· (n 60°+214° 58') 
The month is the unit of time used in cal

culating the .temperatures, and n is the num
ber of the month, beginning with J a.nuary. 

t . t 
1:= the fraction of the fundamental Here n 30° = 271"1'' where T= a whole year and 

·) period; 
P =the amplitude; 
· E=the phase; 
n =number of the term. 

It is shown by Everett 2 that 

where 

A· En= /n 1rC. _A·logePn 
X -v Tk- X 

x =difference in depth between 
two thermometers. 

any 

A· En= retardation · in phase between 
any " two thermometers ex
.pressed in radians. 

A·logeP n =diminution of N aperianlogarithm 
· of the amplitude shown by any 

two thermometers. 

n 
t=n months, or 12 years. The temperatures 

are expressed in Reaumur and Celsius ( centi
grade) degrees and the depths in English feet. 
,From the above equations the following con
stants are derived: 

Depth 

Constants of temperatures and depth. 

Reaumur. Celsius 
(centigrade). Arc. Radians. 

(feet). 1---,---1---.,---1-----,---l----,----l 

P_1 
---------- ---"--

0 0 0 0 

7 -6.64 -1.80 -8.30 -2.25 359 305 6. 25 5. 32 
15-2.64- .59-3.30- .74 314 260 5.48 4.54 
20 -'1. 86- . 29 -2.32- . 36 294 211:: 5. 13 3. 75 

In order to ascert~in the retardation in k =conductivity ·, and c = ther-
mal capacity. · phase and diminution in amplitude, the con-

~ = di:ffusivity of the soil~ that is, 
c 

1 Everett, J. D., On a method of reducing observations of 
underground temperatures : Roy. Soc. Edinburgh Trans., vol. 
22, p. 430, 1860. 

2 Idem, pp. 438-439. 

stants of different depths are compared. 

3 Idem, p. 431. 
4 l\iiddendorff, A. T. von, Sibirische Reise, Band 1, Theil 

1, p. 169, 1848. 

• 
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Comparison of constants of different depths. 

Annual term. 

Thick-
Depth (feet). ness Ratio of tlloge P 1 

7rC ~- ll E 1 {fA . amplitudes. Tk . (feet). k 
s -------

7 ancl15 ............. 8 
-8.30 
-3. 30=2. 51 0. 916 0. 114 0. 77 0. 096 

15 and 20 ........... 5 
-3.30 
-2. 32=1. 42 . 351 . 070 . 35 . 070 

7 and 20 ............ 13 
-8.30 
-2. 32=3. 58 . 1. 275 . 098 1. 12 . 086 

I 

Semiannual term. 

Thick- Ratio of ~ {fA ~ I* Depth (feet). ness amplitudes. lllogeP2 ll E 2 ) Tk k k (feet). 

7 and 15 ........... 8 
-2."25 
-0. 74=3. 04 1. 112 0. 138 0.091 0.78 0.098 0.070 

15 and 20 .......... 5 
-0.74 
-0. 36=2. 06 . 724 .145 . 104 . 79 .158 .113 

7 and 2o ....... · ... ·. 13 
-2.25 
-0. 36=6. 75 1. 910 .147 . 105 1. 57 . 121 . 086 

Comparison of the values of "\j1rc. 
, Tk 

Annual term. Semiannual 
term. 

· Depth (feet). 

Amlli-
tu e. 

7 and 15 ................ 0. 114 
15 and 20 ............... . 070 
7 and 20 ................ -. 098 

Mean.············! .094 

If all the conditions were satisfied which 
• were postulated in the beghming of the discus-

sion, all the values of .J ;~ should be equal. 

In the example just worked out the values of ! 
c 

may vary at different depths according to the 
nature of the soil. Also, the temperat~res, 
which were taken over a single year, contain 
irregularities that would be eliminated during 
n long series of observations. For the annual 

wave alone, the value of .Ji4 is. greater for the 

upper 8 feet than it is for the lower 5 feet, but 
the semiannual wave shows the reverse. The 

16344°--18----13 

Mean. 

Phase. Amlli-
tu e. Phase. 

------
0.096 0.091 0.070 0.093 
. 070 .104 .113 . 089 
. 086 .105 . 086 . 094 

. 084 . 100 . 090 . 092 

means give nearly the same value at both 
depths. 

Everett, 1 in discussing a series of observa
tions taken over a long period of years, states 
that the values found from the annual terms 
are the more reliable. The values of the semi:
annual term vary considerably from year to 
year. In the section cut by the Schergin shaft 
(see p. 185) for the first 14 feet the soil is of 
"beach mold, becoming more and more sandy," 
and this is underlain by fine sand. The con
ductivity, lc, of the uppe_r portion should be 
less than that of the ·sandy portion below. 
Thus the material from 7 to 15 feet is chiefly 

1 Everett, J. D., op. cit., p. 437. 
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of this upper stratum, but from 15 to 20 feet 
it is all of fine sand. As the annual values of 

-J;4 are greater for the upper portion, they 

bear out the fact that the conductivity is less. 
As the semiannual term gives values of small 

weight in comparison with those of the annual 
term, and as they point to conductivities the 
reverse of what is believed to be correct, it 
seems best to confine our attention to the annual 
term alone. 

Values deducedjrom the annual wave. 

k 
-· k 

~ 
c 

Depths. 
-

Material. year c k and c. g. s. 
foot: 

--
7 and 15 ...... 0.105 285.0 0.0084 Muck, frozen. 
15 and 20 ..... . 070 641.0 . 0189 Fine sand, frozen . 
7 and 20 ...... . 092 371.0 . 0109 Muck and sand, 

frozen. 

Values of ~ for various materials. are given 
c 

in the table below for comparison with those 
of frozen ground in the preceding table. 

Values of~ ~'or vario'us materials. • c J' 

Material. 
k 

Authority. -c 

Dry sand ............. 0.0036 B. A. C. Committee. 
Wet sand ............ . 0144 B. A. C. Committee. 
Sandy soil (average . 0043 Callen dar and Me-

moisture). Leod. 
'\Vater ... , ... : ........ . 0013 R. Weber. 
Ice.· .... - .. - .. -.----- . 0104 Straneo . 
Craigleith sandstone .. . 0231 Kelvin. 
Sandy clay (moist- . 0057 Angstrom. 

ure ?). 
sand Angstrom. Argillaceous . 0045 

(moisture ?). . . 

As the value of !£. for wet sand is fou.r times 
c 

that for dry sand and the value for ice is 
eight times that for water, the value for frozen 
. wet sand should be greater than that of un
frozen wet sand. There does not seem to be any 
value for muck or vegetable mold,. but it would 
probably be very low when dry, though when 
wet and frozen it might approach. the value 

found between the depths of 7 and 15 feet in 
the Schergin shaft. 

The lower portion of the Schergin shaft is 
con~posed mostly of sand and clay, with a 
little sandstone, and a trace of limestone. The 
greater part of the ground must have been 
saturated with water when the freezing took 
place. The diffusivity of clay is not available, 
nor the proportions of sand and clay in the 
section. The best that can be done with the 
data at hand is tQ assume that the value 

~ =0.019 represents the diffusivity of the 
c 
whole section. This amount in meter-year 
units will be 59.6. 

SOURCES OF ICE. 

SNOW ICE. 

Snow ice or neve has been generally con
sidered to be the source of ground ice ever 
since the question bega;n to be discussed, and 
great changes of climate have been postulated 
in. order to account for the large masses of 
this ice found in the field. Under present con
ditions the annual snowfall n1elts each year 
upon level places, and even were it all pre
served by a protective mantle the resulting 
amount of ice would .be only a few inches . 
Under different Climatic conditions it might 
accumulate into a bed of great thickness, but 
the balance between snowfall and n1elti~g 
would have to be very exact in order not to 
bring about such a heavy deposit that glaciers 
would be formed. 

The most favorable location for snow de
posits is, of course, in areas of irregular topog
raphy where drifts may fonn. Even after the 
shrinkage, as the snow . changes . into neve, 
a considerable deposit of ice may result. If 
these drifts are preserved, they will show 
finely granular ice with a large content of air 
in irregularly scattered bubbles. If the ice is 
the result of more than one season's accumu
lation, it will be bedded in planes which do 
not approach verticality, although they may· 
lie at fairly steep angles. The deposits them
selves will be in sheets or lenticular. They 
may contain scattered inclusions of material 
·which fell upon the snow while it was being 
deposited or layers of foreign material_ along 
the bedding planes~ · 
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vVhen gullies or fissui·es are filled with snow, 
the resulting ice will na:turally talre a corre-
sponding shape. . 

Ground ice derived from snow is not be
lieved to occur in large 1nasses und~r _present 
clirnntic conditjons. 

GLACilm ICE. 

Glacier ice is in general excluded from 
ground· ice, as it .does not often seem to form· 
part of the ground. The term might well be 
applied, however, to the ice found under very 
old iilorairies or outwash deposits .. In. areas 
where the ground is permanently frozen most 
moraines probably contain ice. If they do not, 
it may be an indication of a warmer climate at 
the time when the moraines were deposited. 

As shown in the discussion of the Flaxman 
for1nation on pages 142-149, some of the 
ground ice on the north shore of Alaska. may 
be of glacial origin. This ice· should certainly 
be called ground ice. If. the lower end of ·the 
l\{alaspina Glacier were cut off from the ac
tive part, the ice under the forest could prop
erly be called ground ice. 

The only criteria known to the writer by 
which it is possible to separate glacier ice from 
snow ice is that the glacier ice .shows. undu
latory extinction under crossed nicols and also 
has 1nuch larger granules. The character of 
its bedding would probably also separate it, 
for the beds of glaciers are commonly distorted 
until they are entirely unlike those of simple 
snow deposits. The inclusion of foreign ma
terial, such as boulders, would· be decisive. 

FRESH-WATER ICE. 

Ice formed Vn, starnding water.-The many 
ponds and lakes in the tundra afford a wide
spread source of ice, but there is difficulty in 
postulating a method of pre$ervatiQn. No 
process now in operation seems to b~ cap.abl.e 
of protecting such ice from annual melting. 
Ground ice ~f this origin should occur. in 
lenses or horizontal beds, w.hose uppe·r ~urface, 
unless disturbed by melting, should be hori
zontal The lower contact may undulate with 
the bottom of the pond and may contain sticks 
and leaves. The material underlying the ice 
should be the E?a~~ as that found at the bottom 

of ponds .. In the area studied by the writer 
this material _is usually a slimy g,:ay mud con
taining. vegetable remains .. The ice itself 
shol,lld ~e free from inclusions or bedding and 
should show a vertical prismatic structure with 
large air bubbles flattened horizontally or elon
gated vertically .. The ·thickness of this ice· is 
limited only by the depth ~£ ground frost in 
the region. 
. Ice may . also form in bodies of water in 
cracks and crevasses, where its structure may 
be complicated by ·freezing ·from the sides as· 
well a'S from the surface. 

Frozen ponds are the supposed source of 
much of the. ground ice described in the· litera
ture. Russell and Maddren are the .American 
geologists who lay most stress upon this method 
of formation. 

Ice iormed in flowing water.-The ice 
formed each winter upon the surface of stream:s 
is almost certain to be melted or cut out every 
summer, so that it is to be considered as only. a 
possible and not the principal'source of ground 
ice. The heavy deposits of. aufeis, or flood 
ice, howev.er, · affor.d an excellent source, and 
the chance of 'preservation is great. These. 
deposits are described ·in_ detail elsewhere (p. 
158) ·' Ice of. this origin is confined to river 
flood plains and consists of. horizontal beds- of 
considerable extent and ·possibly of great thick
ness. Actual deposits 15 feet in thiclmess have 
been observed by the writer. Middendorff re
ports· th~m 18 feet thick in Siberia. The up
per surface of an extensive deposit dips down
stream with a slope approaching that of the 
river bed. The lower surface is nearly paral
lel with the upper surface, although irregulari
ties may be expected according to the topogra-. 
phy of the ancient flood plain. 

The material immediately overlying ,the ice 
is, as a rule, material that a rapidly flowing 
stream mig,ht carry· in spring, such as gravel 
or sand. This gravel or sand may be capped 
by turf, muck, or peat. The material under 

·the ice may vary from river gravels to any for
mation which existed upon the ancient flood 
plain.. Driftwood, shrubs, or even standing 
trees may be found. 

The ice itself is horizontally bedded with 
bands of white and blue ice .. There may be 
scattered inclusions of air or water-borne ma
terial, or even beds of. sand and gravel. As a 
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·whole the ice is vertically prismatic, although 
-the whiter portions, which probably represent 
·water-soaked snow~- may be ~finely granular. 
~Some irregularities of the _bedding may occur 
·where the hydraulic pressure of the water has 
·.bulged and fractured the growing deposit. 

This source of ground ice was first postu
Iated by Middendorff, and has been accepted 
·by Toll for sorne of the Siberian deposits and 
by Moffit for ice in the N orne region. Maddren 
also recognizes it as a possible· source of some 
of the Alaskan ice. 

In addition to the horizontal sheets 'of ice 
just described, mounds of ice are formed 
.around springs which flow in winter. Tyrrell 
;mentions them in the Klondike region, and 
the writer has observed several in the Arc
tic coastal region. Water may also seep down 
<>ver the frozen face of a cliff and form a solid 
sheet of ice or mass of icicles. Stockton 
describes a narrow portico . formed by icicl~s 
extending from the overhanging sod to the 
:river ~ce below.· Beechey has ascribed the 
ice in Eschscholtz Bay to this origin. It is 
probable that this ice is only a temporary. de
posit and is rarely incorporated into the 
ground under present conditions. 

Ice formed in ground water.-Ascending 
·water has been postulated by Tyrrell as the 
source of both vertical and horizontal sheets 
.or veins of ice in the Klondike region. The 
·writer does not consider this origin probable 
·for the horizontal sheets, but ascribes them to 
:aufeis. Water under considerable hydraulic 
pressure, however, ·might bulge up the muck 
cOver the water-bearing strata. much as it does 
the ice in the river. In this way a dome
shaped mass of ice might form under the sur
·face of the ground. What structure this ice 
·would take is not clear, for the freezing would 

· 'be complicated by the low temperature of the 
·walls of the cavity. If the bulging took place 
:Suddenly, a vertical prismatic structure might 
result in the inclosed body of water, since the 
-freezing would proceed most rapidly down
·ward from the colder upper beds of earth. 
'The· two low tnounds underlain by prismatic 
ice, described on page 214, may possibly have so originated. · 

Descending water is believed by the writer 
to be the source of the ice that occurs in wedge
:Shaped masses. The water may have frozen 

either as standing water in fissures or have 
been formed into ice by freezing against the 
walls of the fissures. Each !ndividual vein .of 
added ice probably has a complicated struc
ture, and the repeated fracturing of the wedges 
increa~es the complications. Ice of this origin 
lies in a network of vertical wedges. that cut 
the tundra into polygonal blocks. Cross sec
tions show wedges of ice separated by masses 
of earth. The ice itself is typically whitish 
and contain~ numerous air bubbles oriented in 
vertical rows. The structure is complicated 
·and may be either finely granular or short 
prismatic. Thin vertical"' sheets of earth. may 
be included, and perhaps horizontal sheets may 
penetrate the sides of the-wedges. 
· A theory has been · advanced by Lieut. 

Belcher and. elaborated by Holmsen that water 
which has descended through a spongy mass 
of peat, or even of clay, has there frozen into a 
mass of clear ground ice. This view has been 
considered at some length in the discussion of · 
Holmsen's paper (p. 228). The writer regards 
it ·as a possible but very improbable source of 
ground ice. 

The freezing of the stagnant moisture in 
the ground is a source/ of ground ice which 
from its nature must play a minor part. In 
ordinary wet ground the ice probably forms 
microscopic crystals scattered through the 
frozen mass. In such exceptionally wet places 
as peat bogs or the muddy bottoms of ponds 
the size of the crystals may be larger, so that 
they may be visible to the unaided eye. The 
mixed peat and ice described by Hesselmann 1 

(see pp. 226-227) and the granulated ice and 
clay described by Holmsen and also by the 
writer are thought to come under this heading. 

SALT-WATER ICE. 

V ndisturbed sea ice.-Only where shoals,_ 
islands, or bays afford protection from the 
ever-moving floes of the Arctic Ocean can 
thick horizontal sheets of sea ice be ·formed. 
In undisturbed areas the ice may reach a thick
ness of 6 to 8 feet in a single winter. Most of 
it melts out before the summer is over, and 
the rest is soon swept away by currents. Con
sequently, such ice must be covered with a pro
tective mantle to preserve it as ground ice. 

1 Holmscn, Gunnar, Spitzbergens jordbundsts : Norske Geog. 
Selskaps Aarbok, vol. 24, pp. 1-132, 1912-13. 
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When the first year's ice is buried the freezing 
may proceed downward year after year, and 
if free circulation of the ocean water under 
the ice is hindered by shoals or in other ·ways 
the ice may attain a thickness only limited by 
the depth of grourid frost in the region. 

Exposures of ground ice derived from salt 
water may conta,in no salty ice near the sur
face but salt can probably be detected. well ' .. within the body of the ice. The structure 1s 
neither prismatic nor granular, but the i<;:e 
consists of bundles of plates whose planes are 
nearly vertical.- A. general vertical aspect of 
the air bubbles should also be found. 

Schrader has l)OStulated this source £or the 
ground ice of the Arctic coast, but the wr~t~r 
has seen no ice which seemed to have ongi
nated in this manner. There are no descrip
tions in the literature which lead him to sus
pect such an origin for ground ice. Under 
present climatic conditions such ice is pre
served only in small amounts under slumping 
banks, and it can not be an ir;nportant source 
of ground ice. 

Brecciated sea ice.-The piling up of ice 
blocks against the land is described elsewhere 
(p. 173). This ice may carry the material em
bedded with it by which it will be preserved. 
It is mrident that this method of formation can 
<YO on only at the shore line, so that only in b . 

those places where the shore line is stationary 
or being built out can deposits of ground ice 
from this source be expected. Stefansson's de
scription of the ice ceHars at Barrow and 
1\Tninwright acoords very well with what 
might be expected, for these cellars show bea?h 
formations incorporated with angular masses 
of ice. That the settlement at Barrow is built 
upon a recent beach deposit is shown by the 
finding of Eskimo snow goggles 27 feet below 
the surface of the ground.1 The situation at 
'V" ainwright is not known to the writer. Lo
patin was the first to suggest this origin for 
ground ice, but no one else exc~pt Stefansson 
seems to have mentioned it. 

Most of the shore of Arctic Alaska is· being 
cut back by the ocean, so that ice of this origin 
can not be abundant. Stefansson has ascribed 
to this source some of the ice exposed in tundra 
bnnks, so that according to. this view the ice 

1 Ray, T"tcut. P. FI., International polar expedition to Point 
Barrow, Alnslm, p. 3B!>, U. s. War Dept., 1885: 

m~st have been :formed when. the present"" 
coastal plain was being elevated and th·e shore; 
line advancing seaward. 

(l • 

l\1INOR FORMS O:F ICE. 

Frazil ice.-Whe11 a body of water is agi
tated by winds or currents the ordinary proc
ess of ice formation "is impossible. Instead of 
a surface temperature at freezing and higher 
temperatures below the surface, the w~ter n1ay 
be cooled to the freezing point as :far down as 
the disturbance reaches. In standing water 
this depth is ·usually only a few :feet.;· in flow
ing water it may reach to the bottom. Owing 
to the agitation, sheet ice can not form. Cen-· 
ters of crystallization are caught by the mov-
ing water and embodied in it, and, if the wa~er· 
is at the freezing temperature, they may ex1st. 
there for an indefinite period. In addition to~ 
the spicules of ice formed at the surface, others: 

-may possibly :form under the surface of water 
which is cooled by radiation. 

This process may go on until the water is. 
filled with a mass o£ ice spicuJes, so that it 
resembles a mixture of snow and water. · The 
whole process is described by Barnes,2 who 
gives a summary of the litera,ture upon the 
subject. It is a minor phenomenon on lakes'. 
and ponds, where it is confined to the surface,, 
but .in the rivers of northern countries it be
comes of great. importance in the formation. 
of ice deposits. The frazil which forms in·. 
the stretches kept open by swift currents is: 
carried under the sheet ice, where it lodges in. 
!!!'eat quantities. Barnes 3 records that near 
Montreal the sheet ice was underlain by nearly 
SO feet of frazil, so that the channel was almost. 
blocked. · 

Although a great thickness of ice may be' 
for~ed in this manner, it is not in a favorable 
place for preservation, and so is not an impor
tant source for ground ice. 

Anchor ice.-This kind of ice, sometimes 
called ground' ice and also confused with 
frazil ice, is shown by Barnes to be formecl 
upon the bottom .of rivers during clear, colcl 
nights. He ascribes it to· the GOo ling of the 
bottom by radiation, the main reason being 
that -it forms only when and \vhere radiation 

2 Barnes, H. T., Ice formation, New York and London,. 
1!>06. 

,3 Idcm, p. 217. 
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is ·strong. His own observations upon river 
temperatures ·show that the wat£r at the· bot
tom of a swift river may be only s;lightly 
above freezing auring cold weather,t so that a 
very small amount of radiation will cool the 
bottom sufficiently to bring about the freezing 
observed.-

Ice of this kind. may form in depths of 30 
to 40 feet in sufficient amount to cause a con
siderable obstruction to the channel. When 
the sun shines strongly, the bottom is warmed 
and the ~nchor ice breaks off and conies to 
the surface, bringing up stones and even ship 
anchors. Barnes 2 quotes Scott as finding a 
mass of ice crystals upon a rope suspended in 
sea water. The ice was formed to depths of 
30 to 36 feet. Dawson is quoted 3 as observing 
anchor ice in the ocean at depths of 60 to 70 
feet. · 

There are few observations upon the thick
ness of anchor ice, only 2 or 3 feet being. re- . 
corded. Undoubtedly frazil ice lodges against 
the growing anchor ice and adds to its volume. 
In structure anchor ice· is complicated, being 
a spongy mass of intergrown crystals. Barnes 
says:4 

The growth of anchor ice is exceedingly ·beautiful, 
. taking place in arborescent forms and resembling 

bushy weeds. So hard and thick does it become that 
it is often very difficult to thrust a sounding rod 
thrO)lgh it. It i~ very granular in structure. 

Anchor ice can not be an important source 
for ground ice. It does not attain a great 
thickness and seldom lasts many days without 
being set free by warm rays from the sun. It 
also. occurs only when the conditions are least 
favorable for burial and preservation, for as a 
rule rivers are not heavily loaded with ma
terial in winter, and if they were it is not prob
n ble that any anchor ice w~::mld form, as the 
muddy water would cut off radiation of heat 
from the bottom. · 
. llfixtures of ice.-Though th; greater pa~t of 

the larger deposits of ground ice is probably 
composed of ice of one kind it is possible to 
ha-ve ice composed of several kinds intimately 
mixeq. The following are some of the more 

1 Barnes, Fl. T., Ice formation, p. 167, New York nn<.l 
r~ondon, 1906. 

2 Idem, pp. 223-224. 
s Idem_, p. 225. 
4 Idem, p. 113. 

important mixtures to be expected:· (1) Snow 
ice upon fresh or salt water ice, or in a breccia 
composed of fresh or salt water ice; (2) fresh
water ice from pools upon salt-water ice, neve, 
or glacier ice; ( 3) veins of neve or fresh-water 
ice crossing other kinds of ice, formed by the 
filling of fractures; ( 4) snow and water ice, 
from the flooding of snow by fresh or salt 
water. 

STRUCTURE OF ICE. 

GENERAL FEATURES. 

The crystallization of ice has been discussed 
by several investigators, who were chiefly in
terested in the motion of glaciers. . McConnell, 
M iigge, Tarr and Rich, Drygalski, and En1den 
have made important contributions to the sub
ject, and most of the_ writers upon ground ice 
refer to them as authorities. American investi
gators seem to a great extent to have neglected 
the examination of the ground ice with regard 
to its structure, or at least they have not prop
erly emphasized the bearing of its structure 
upon the origin of the ice. On the other hand, 
nearly all the foreign writers devote some space 
to the matter, especially Toll and Tolmatschow. 

In fresh exposures of ice the: character of the 
crystallization does not usually show clearly, 
nor does it seem to show when the melting takes 
place too rapidly. The most favorable condi
tion for study is when direct sunlight falls 
upon the ice while the temperature of the air is 
somewhat below freezing. A network of lines 
gradually forms over the surface, indicating 
the boundaries· of the crystals. Later on air 
bubbles form between the crystals, so that the 
outlines can be seen. Lat.er still the ice disin
tegrates into a mass of crystals peculiar to the 
kind of ice under examination. The structure 
may also often be brought out by allowing a 
piece of ice to melt slowly in the shade. It is 
said that a hot iron passed over the surface of 
a piece of ice will bring out the network of 
lines between the crystals. Fractures perpen
dicular to the surface of pond ice often show 
zigzag planes, which are suggestive of the sides 

· of long vertical prisms. 
Any detailed examination of the· structure 

should include optical methods, such as in
spection under the polariscope, yet field in
spection is capable of throwing much light 
upon the question of its origin. 
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SNOW ICE. 

Ice which has resulted from the solidifica- . 
tjo.n of snow into neve, firn, or glacier ice is 
made up of a mass of granules, each one of 
which is an optically distinct crystal. The 
axes of the crystals may lie at all angles .. In 
recent snowdrift ice, which may be called neve, 
the .granules Illay run frmn the limit of visi
hility to the size of shot. In glaciers the size 
may range from that of hazelnuts to that of 
walnuts.1 In the Canadian Rocky Mountains 
they have been measured as large as 7.6 centi
Jneters in diameter.2 

Ice derived from snow differs from that 
of glaciers in that the glacier ice shows un
dulatory extinction under crossed nicols.3 

It is also generally recognized that snow ice 
has a high air content, the amount diminish
ing as the ice changes from white neve to blue 
glacier ice. Agassiz 4.shows that 1 kilogram of 
neve contains about 60 cubic centimeters of air ; 
white glacier ice, 15 cubic centimeters; and blue 
glacier ice;1 cubic centimeter. 

It is shown elsewhere (p. 207). that the 
wedge-form ice also is granular and has a high 
air content, though it is not of snow origin. 
Consequently careful investigation is neces
sary to distinguish between these t\vo forms. 

FRESH-WATER ICE. 

Ice ·formed in bodies of fresh water gener
n1ly hn.s a structure which is vertically pris~ 
matic, each prism being ~n optically distinct 
crystal. The axes of the crystals are all paral
lel to each other and perpendicular to the 
freezing surface. McConnel says: 5 

Some of the ice in the St. Moritz Lake is built of 
vertical columns from a centimeter ~ownward in di
nmetet· :md in length equal to· the thickness of the 
cleilr ice; that Is, a foot or more. 

Tolmatschow says: 6 

Ice which forms upon the surface of water exhibits 
n pnrnllel growth of long-stalked crystals. In thaw-. 

1 Dryga1sld, Erich, Gron1and Expedition, vol. 1, p. 483, 
Gesell. Et·dlnmde Berlin, 1892. " 

~ 'l'arr, H .. S., and IUch, J. L., The properties of ice, 
experimental studies : Zeitschr. Gletscherkunde, Band 6, Heft 
4, p. 247, 1912. 

3 Idem, p. 247. 
4 Agassiz, Louis, Nouvelles ~tudes et exp~riences sur les 

glaciers actuels, p. 158, Paris, 184 7. 
G l\icConncl, J. C., and Kldd, D. A., On the plasticity of 

glacier and other ice : Roy. Soc. Proc., vol. 44, p. 334, 1888. 
o 'l'olmatschow, I. P. von, Bodeneis vom Fluss Beresovka: 

Russ. k. mineral. Gesell. Verh., 2d ser., vol. 40, p. 418, 1902. 

ing, this ice decomposes into a series of irregular 
prisms, which may be several inches long. * * * 
At first the freezing may be complicated, but later it 
becomes simpler nnd regular and gives an ice which 
as a whole is characterized by its prismatic struc
ture, whereby it is easily separated from snow ice. 

Drygalski 7 and Tarr and Rich 8 also de
scribed actual examples of prismatic ice, in 
which they are entirely in accord with the ob
servations just quoted. 

Fresh-water ice shortly before its disintegra
tion in the spring is composed of vertical 
prisms which give way when st~pped upon. 
There are many references to this phenomenon 
in the literature of northern countries. 

Not only is the ice from standing fresh 
water prismatic but the ice of flowing water is 
also. 0Fdinary river ice does not differ nota
bly from st~nding water ice. The heavy de
posits of aufeis, described els8where (p. 158), 
show the same general structure as pond ice. 

The writer has seen little reference in the 
literature to the freezing of water against in
clined or vertical surfaces. Hess 9 states that 
in a vessel whose sides are good conduCtors of 
heat, ice forms chiefly with the axes of the crys
tals perpendicular to the· cold surface. In 
icicles, though the central core may be an op
tically single crystal, the outer portions, if they 
are added to after a pause in the freezing, 
show a radial arrangement of crystals whose 
axes are perpendicular to the surface. 

The well-know~ lines of air bubbles leading 
from all sides toward the middle of a block of 
artificial ice are indicative of the prismatic 
structure mentioned by :ij:ess. The writer has 
examined specimens of ice from a mass that 
had formed from water flowing over a steep 
,slope. They were composed of short irregular 
prisms with the greatest dimensions perpen
dicular to the surface. They were about 1 
inch long and from one-fourth to one-half inch · 
in diameter. · 

The generally accepted opinion is that the 
air content of fresh-water ice is small. The 
circumstances under which ice is formed, how
ever, may play a great part in the quantity of 
air included in it. If the material on the bot
tom of the pond gives off much gas during the 
freezing, then the air content may be high. 

7 Dryga1ski, Erich, op. cit., pp. 405~19, 485-487. 
8 Tarr, R. S., and Rich, J. L., op. cit., p. 226. 
9 Hess, H., Die Gletscher, pp. 11, 12, Braunschweig, 1904. 
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The air from such a source usually appears 
in the form of rather large bubbles. Some 
bubbles are flattened out horizontally, showing 
that they were included in the ice while press
ing against its lower surface. Other bubbles 
are elongated vertically, as though they had 
been caught between the points of downward
growing prisms. A concentration into hori
zontal rows indicates pauses in the freezing. 

SALT•WATER ICE. 

The only description of the structure of salt
water ice with which the writer is acquainted 
is that given by Drygalski/ from which the 
following extracts are taken : 

The fundamental difference between the ice of lakes 
(fresh water) and of the fjords (salt water) consists 
in that in the latter the plates throughout t:t:te whole 
thickness of the ice are formed with the flnt direction 
perpendicular to the water surface while in the 
former case only at the commencement of the forma
tion, and consequently only in the upper layers of the 
ice, are they inclined at right or oblique angles to the 
water surface, and from there on they lie parallel 
to it. * * * Bundles of plates are formed. * * * 
·within each bundle the edges of the plates are par
allel, and also the depressions between the edges. 
* * * · The direction of striation is constant in 
each bundle, but changes from one bundle to another. 
One can bring out the lamellar structure of the ice 
in any section which is not parallel to the plates 
and consequently perpendicular to the water surface. 
The bundles may have the size of walnuts, but are 
usually smaller. * * * . The outlines of the bun
dles are irregular. * * * In m_elting out not only 
is there a separation of the bundles but also of the 
individual plates. This is characteristic of fjord ice 
and separates it from all other ice. 

It is generally stated in the textbooks upon 
physics that when sea ice freezes the individual 
crystals are of pure . ice. According to the 
writer's observations, the salts are squeezed 
out of the ice as strong brine or else remain 
included in pockets throughout the body of the 
ice. As soon as the temperature rises to the 
point where the included salts may form brine 
again the salts drain out of elevated portions 
of the ice, leaving the ice more and ~ore pure 
as the temperature. rises. It is entirely fresh 
to the taste when the air is at or- above the 
freezing point. At the same time the ice be
comes honeycombed or even disintegrated, so 
that a light blow may cause a large cake to fall 
to piece$. 

1 Drygalski, Erich, op. cit., pp. 419-429, 487-489. 

As the writer was ignorant of Drygalski's 
observations, he did riot examine the sea ice 
with sufficient detail to enable him to discuss. 
his remarks. A recently drained block of sea
ice upon the beach one summer showed a.bove. 
the former water line a honeycombed white. 
and. ·apparently granular structure, though the. 
general arrangement was vertical. It broke up 
into short pieces whose vertical dimensions 
were the greater. Below the water line the ice. 
was made up o:f thin, short, transparent prisms,. 
which, although nearly vertical, diverged and. 
converged, leaving air spaces or whiter ice be
tween them. Once or twice striations upon. 
the prisms were seen. 

The short prisms noted above are probably 
the bundles of plates mentioned by Drygalski,. 
and thus the writer's observations, though not. 
detailed, are in accord with his. The impor-· 
tant fact is that .. sea ice differs from fresh-· 
water ice in being made up of irregular pieces 
instead of long prisms, and that it can be. 
separ.ated from snow by having a g~neral ver
tical arrangement of striated bundles of Ice: 
plates. 

MINOR FORMS OF ICE. 

Frost crystals.-The walls of cavities in.. 
frozen ground are usually covered with frost. 
crystals. Such ice can not play an important. 
part ·in itself, but it may disturb the crystal
lization of water that later freezes within tho. 
cavity. The resulting structure would obvi.., .. 
cusly be neither granular nor vertically pris--
matic. · 

F razu and anchor ice.-In both fresh and·. 
salt water frazil and anchor ice are character
ized by a complicated structure, varying from 
symmetrically arranged plates, simila-r to the. 
frost crystals ·which grow in moist air, to a. 
spongy. mass of spicules of ice. New ieee 
formed in the interstices of these spicules un-
til there is a mass of solid ice would have a 
granular structure based upon the original. 
crystals. Careful study would probably de
velop criteria by which such granular Ice .. 
might be separated from other kinds. 

. PERMANENCE OF THE STRUCTURE OF ICE. 

It is well kno'':n that the crystallization of· 
ice will take place against great pressures, and 
although the writer is unaware of any experi-· 
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ments that throw light upon the structure of 
ice so formed, there seems no reason for doubt
ing that the structure is the same as under ordi
nary conditions. The. structure of the ice at 
the bottom of a. heavy bed of winter ice is the 
same ~ts at the top, although the pressure may 
be tt few pounds greater. It seems safe, then, 
to say that a crystal, once formed, will preserve 
its character against any pressure which does 
not deform the ice. The experiments of. Tarr 
and Rich 1 show that the elastic _yielding point 
lies near the breaking point of ice, . and also 
that prismatic ice can be changed to granular 
ice when the pressure is sufficiently great to 
fracture it. 2 · 

Bunge, among others, has suggested that the 
stresses set up by the annual contraction and 
expansion of the ice, especially if new ice is 
added in the frost-formed crevasses, may intro
duce pressures sufficient to alter the character 
of the crystallization. This may be the ·case, 
but it is not necessarily so. The same pressures 
are set up every winter in the ice of landlocked 
bodies of water, yet the prismatic structure is 
not destroyed. Also, ground ice is described 
below· which is actually prismatic. 

PRESERVATION OF ICE. 

In discussing the possible sources of ice it 
has been shown that some ice, such as that in ice 
wedges and crystophenes,8 is covered with a 
protective niantle at its very origin, and that 
other ice, such as brecciated ice, contains the 
material w·hich may preserve a portion of it. 
As a rule, however, under present climatic con
ditions the ice must be covered with a protec- ' 
tive mantle before it can be preserved from 
year to year. Whether the climate of former 
times ·was such that ice could have existed 
without prGtection is a matter of speculation. 
Even now the excess oi melting over freezing 
is so slight that only a very little protection is 
necessary to preserve a portion of a winter's 
:formation of ice so that it may last over the 
ensuing summer. The thickness of both the 
ice and the covering may then increase :from 

1 ~~~an~, R. S., and Rich, J. L., op. clt., p. 243. 
~Idem, p. 247. 
8 ~l:yrrell, .T. B., Crystophencs or burled sheets of ice in the 

tnndm. of North Amel"lcu: iotir. Geology, vol. 12, pp. 232-
230, 1004. 
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year to year until stable conditions are reached. · 
Below are given the most ·important methods 
of preservation observed by the writer and 
others. 

MATERIAL TRANSPORTED BY GRAVITY. 

Slumping.-The slumping of · frozen cut 
banks is one of the most obvious methods by 
which ice may be bouried and preserved (Pl. 
XXVI, B). The ice so covered may be of 
almost any origin. .A.s banks are usually cut 
back by the· forces which formed. them, such 
deposits of ground ice are not only small but 
also temporary. 

Creeping or seepage of material from steep 
slopes might bury larger ice deposits than 
could be buried by simple slumping, and the 
chance is greater that they will not be cut 
away by water action. Brooks suggests that 
some of the ice of Seward Peninsula has been 
preserved in this way. 

Talus.-Ice in the interstices of talus or 
even under it falls near the dividing line set 
by the definition the writer has adopted for 
ground ice. Such ice among talus blocks is a 
common feature, even in mild climates. Capps 
has stated ·that in the vV rangell Mountains of 
Alaska, in latitude 62 °, the ice may exist in 
such quantities that the talus flows after the 
manner of glaciers. 

<1 

1\:[ATERIAL TRANSPOR'I'ED BY WATER. 

Sp-ring floods of rivers.-This method is ob
vious and has been suggested .by many ob
servers, beginning with J\1iddendorff about 
1846. Moffit gives a good description of the 
process. Though the material borne by spring 
fioods may bury any <ice which lies upon the 
flood plain, it is especially important in con
nection with deposits of aufeis. This kind of 
ice may reach a considerable thickness over the 
whole valley bottom, even overriding benches 
on both sides ·of the present flood plain. If 
this ice is buried by gravels during the first 
rush of water it has an excellent chance· to 
remain for years as ground ice, (Pl. XXVI,.A). 

As this origin and method of preservation 
is so evident, all horizontal sheets of ice upon 
the flood plains of rivers should be assigned 
to this source, .unless careful examination ex-
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dudes it. Tyrre.ll's crystophenes seem to fit 
this description, and the writer prefers to as
sign them to a source which is known to be 
sufficient rather than t'o one about which there 
seems to ·be grave reasons for doubt. 

It has heen suggested by Stefansson that. 
the sa~e process 'might bury the sea ic~ near 
the mouths of rivers. A.s stated in discussing 
his observations ( p. 238), this is a possible but 
improbable method. 

Coastal ou.tw·ash in spring.-Ponds and la
goons behind barrier beaches which were 
erected by the waves of the previous summer 

_ are filled by melting snow in the spring, so 
that they either overflow and cut channels 
through the barriers or, as seems rriore prob
able, they burst through them, spreading the 
material to a thickness of several inches over 
an area of the sea ice. The chances of pres
ervation of the ice, however, are very small, 
:for the barriers are formed only where wave 
action is strong. 
. Much peaty detritus collects in the bottom 
of shallow bays and may be carried· out upon 
the ice in spring. The ice may also shove into 
such material during the expansion in the 
warm weather of spring. This material is a 
very good nonconductor of heat, so thatJ a thin 
layer will protect the ice from me~ting. The 
location also is such that waves are able to 
exert little force in cutting the~material away. 
The writer. has seen much ice preserved in this 
way in the early summer, but it is probable 
that little of it can last through the year. 

Sea was/I-.-In open seasons the Arctic Ocean 
does not freeze over until some time after ice 
has formed. in protected areas. Lat~ autumnal 
storms often overwash the barrier peaches and 
spread sand . and gra '/e! over the ice within 
them. A.s this ice is protected from wave cut~ 
ting it is in a favorable position for preserva
tion. Beach formations afford such poor pro
tection against melting, however, that under 
present conditions this method of preservation 
is insufficient to bring about deposits .of ground 
ice. If the climate were colder, the ice in the 
ocean would probably be heavier, and so the 
.w.a ves would be insufficient to afford as much 
1naterial as at present. 

l\iATEHIAL TRANSPORTED BY WIND. 

The transportation of sand, silt, or vege
table material has been frequently mentioned 
as a n1eans of 'preservation of ground ice, and 
there seems to be no doubt of its efficiehcy in 
the neighborhood of easily transportable de
posits where sand or silt dunes are being 
formed. 

Sand.-On the north shore of Alaska sand 
dunes were nowhere observed, but much sand 
is carried by the wind, as is shown by its dis
tribution over the ice and snow near the beach. 
Only occasionally. does the sand become thick 
enough to hide the ice, except within a few 
yards of the beach, but scattered grains may 
be seen some miles from any local source. It 
is not probable that a:ny ice is preserved by 

FIGURE 15.-Ground ice in wind-blown silts, •.ranana River. 
After a photograph by H. M. Eakin. 

wind-blown sand at the present day in this 
region, because sand affords such poor protec
tion and ice so covered is likely to be exposed 
to cutting by waves· or river currents. 

Silt.-The chance of preservation of ice by 
·silt is much greater, for not only is the amount 
of material greater but the ice may be pro
tected from water action. Even with silt the 
ice so preser.vecl must be strictly local, for most 
of the material is dropped within~ few hun
dred yards of its source. Boulders lie upon 
the tundra within that distance on the leeward 
side of the silt dunes of Canning River. The 
hollows among the dunes are a favorable place 
for ponds and snowdrifts and have a maximum 
amount of material available for the preserva
tion of ice, but the writer has never seen ground 
ice in exposures in these areas of dunes. 

0 

0 
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A . GRAVEL-COVERED REMNANTS OF AUFEIS NEAR NOME, ALASKA. 

B . PRESERVATION OF SEA ICE UNDER A SLUMPING BANK ON FLAXMAN ISLAND. 
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I-I. M. Eakin, of the United Stat.es Geo
logical Survey, has photographed an exposure 
containing ground ice near the mouth of 
Tanana River. (See fig. 15.) He says that 
this exposure is about 20 feet high and consists 
1nainly of wind-blown silt. The bed of ice is 
about 30 feet long and 3 to 4 feet thick The 
two buried trees shown in the exposure are in 
place, and one of them runs through the ice 
bed. I-Ie considers that this mass of ice is 
clearly a snowdrift covered and preserved by 
wind-blown silt, and the writer entirely agrees 
with him. 

Vegetation.-The amount of wind-borne 
vegetation is very small, so that only excep
tionally is it sufficient for a protective cover
ing. The writer has p.ever seen any ice on the 
coast which may have been covered in this 
manner. Snowdrifts at the foot of steep 
banks in the interior were often observed to 
have an inch or so of debris, sufficient to pr~
serve a large snowdrift through the summer. 

Wind-borne material is thus seen to play a 
minor part in the preservation of ice at the 
present day. Under different co~ditions it 
1nay have been more efficient, especially if the 
coastal plain at one time had no protective 
1nantle of vegeta~ion. 

1\fA'J.'ERIAL INCLUDED IN· THE ICE. 

Melting at the surface of. a deposit of ice 
which contains included material will· cause 
a concentration of this material over the ice. 
Glacial ice is buried in this way, but the 
process does not seem to be generally effec
tive, for most of the ground ice is fairly free 
from inclusions of earth, .except where ice has 
been shoved up on the shore. As the land
ward-pressing floes mount upon the beach they 
scoop up much· material from the ground, so 
that a mass of blocks of ice· mixed with sand 
or turf is formed.. The upper parts of the re
sulting pressure ridge may be quite free from 
beach material, but the lower part is sure to 
contain it in large amount. 

In summer the ice within reach of the waves 
will be rapidly cut away. The ice which is 
above sea .level will melt a way until a suffi
cient amount o~ material has been concen
~!·ated ovqr it to preserve it. The outlines of 
the deposit will gradually be smoothed out, 

and it may be covered by vegetation, so that 
in time it becomes part of the ground. As the 
included material is apt to be mostly sand, 
which forms a poor protective mantle, the 
,ridges usually waste a way before the summer 
is over. Only two such deposits have been 
observed by the writer to last from year to 
year, and these had much muck in addition to 
sand as a covering. 

VEGETATION. 

PEAT. 

One of the. simplest and most widespread 
theories as to the origin of ground ice is that of 
the encroachment of a floating mass of sphag
num moss from the sides of ponds, until at last 
it covers the entire body of water. The pond 
once covered, the summer's melting can not take 
place, an~ the lake may freeze downward to 
the limit of ground frost. This explanation 
was first proposed by Turner, of the American· 
observers, and has been adopted by Russell, 
Maddren, and Mendenhall. Toll 1 gives the 
credit of this theory to Baer and Schrenk, wlio 
anticipated the A~ericans. 

"Whatever effect this process 1nay have in 
other localities it is not operative on the 
north shore of Alaska at the present day, nor 
does it seem to have been so in the past. The 
ice in general is covereq by material which 
could not float. "Where sphagnum ( ~) peat 
was found over the ice, the ice was of such a 
character that it could not have resulted from 
the freezing of ponds. 

As the writer did not find any ev.idence as 
to the burial of ponds in this manner . in the 
past, he kept careful watch for the process at 
the present day, and nowhere did he find 
any suggestion of it. The moss, which if not 
sphagnum is closely alHed to it,· does not grow 
in the water, but in damp places slightly above 
the water level, around the margins of ponds, 
or in flat areas where the drainage is 'sluggish. 

The shores of smaller ponds, where not 
eroded by wave action, are as a rule nearly 
vertical, and the turf grows to the edge of the 
water, but nowhere does it overhang to any 
extent. The writer has frequently thrust 
down a'n iron-shod staff, and he always found 

1 Toll, Eduard von, Die fossilen Eislager : Acad. Sci. St.
Petersbourg 1\:lem., 7th ser., vol. 42, No. 13, pp. 28-29, 1895. 
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a solid wall. Many recently drained ponds 
have been seen, and on none of them was there 
any suggestion of a floating fringe of vegeta-

· tion. In some places the turf had bent down, 
but it was composed of material which could 
n<;>t. have floated. Plate XXVII, A, shows· the 
abrupt turf-covered edge of a pond 2 feet 
deep and perhaps a couple of hundred feet 
across. 

The shallow ponds were usually fringed or 
covered with vegetation, which was evidently 
growing up from the bottom (Pl. XXVII, B). 
This vegetation decays and a~umulates until 
other forms may find a foothold, so that 
finally the pond is completely filled. The only 
ground ice possible in such places is that 
which forms in the interstices of the decaying 
vegetation. 

That sphagnum moss is of minpr importance 
in the formation of peat in temperate climates 
and also does not grow there in or upon water 
is brought out by .Davis,1 who, in describing 
the peat bogs of Michigan, says: 

Every locality visited was carefully examined to see 
if· sphagnum showed any tendency to grow in water 
beyond advancing higher seed ~lants, as it has been 
reported to do, and in no single instance was it found 
beyond the sedges or shrubs which formed the mar
ginal zone upon open ponds. 

He also ·describes the burial of deep ponds 
by encroachment of floating vegetation thus: 2 

The basin presents * * * a marsh of greater or 
less width, the lakeward extension of which is afloat, 
and which is of the nature of a mat or raft built up 
by the interwoven rhizomes or horizontal stems of 
sedges or rushes. . * * * Extensive bogs and marshes 
are formed by these- plants by building out from the 
shores of lakes, the felted and interwoven mats of 
their submerged stems and roots making a buoyant 
structure capable of supporting considerabie weight. 

He says elsewhere 3 that the order of appear
ance of sphagnum is apparently invariable
only after the floating mat has been grounded 
near th~ margins of the pond and usually after 
the appearance. of such other vegetation. as 
ferns. 

The burial of ponds by a floating mass of 
sedges (not sphagnum) is typical of cool tem
perate climates, but no such thing occurs along 
the Arctic shore of Alaska. It is possible that 

1 Davis, C. A., Peat, essays on its origin, uses, and distri
bution in Michigan : l\ficbigan Geol. Survey Rept. for 1906, 
p. 275, 1907. . 

2 Idem, p. 135·. 
s Idem, pp. 158-15:). 

near the southern limit of ground frost the 
process may take place, so that ground 1ce 
formed in that way may occur there. 

ALGAE. 

In July, after most of the shallow coastal 
ponds had entirely melted, ice was found at 
the bottoms of some of them, under a blanket 
a few inches thick, composed of an alga which 
resembled the Spirogira of stagnant pools in 
warmer climates. This ice was frozen to the 
bottom. When the sea weed had been removed 
the ice was clear and white. The alga may 
have been floating on the surface in the fall, so 
that clear ice formed under it. In the spring 
this blanket not only protected the ice and the 
ground under it from the direct rays of the 
sun but it greatly interfered with convection 
currents, which are the chief m~an.s by which 
surface heat is transmitted downward in water 
\yhose temperature is below 4° C. 
: Under present climatic conditions the ice· so 
protected does not seem to last through the 
summer, but a very slight decrease in temper
ature would bring this about, and then small 
but constant additions to the material might 
build up the mantle until it was thick enough 
to protect the ice from the milder tempera
tures that now prevail. 

LI:M:IT Ol"' THAWING. 

In most places the upper surface of the 
ground ice lies immediately below: the lin1it of 
annual thawing. The position of this limit 
has an important bearing upon the origin 
of the ice. vVbere the material has concen
trated out of the ice by melting, it ·must obvi
ously attain only to this thickne·ss. Under 
Lieut. Belcher's theory, also, the ice forms at 
the limit of melting. under the frost-.crack 
theory the surface of the growing portion of 
a wedge should be at this limit, though the 
older portions of a wedge should lie below it, 
unless, as the writer has attempted to show, 
the process of growth tends to keep the mantle 
at a constant thickness. Consequently the 
preservation of ground ice whose upper sur
face lies just below the limit of thawing is 
more probably controlled by the position .of 
·this limit rather than by the transportation of 
material to cover the ice or the growth of vege-· 
tation upon its surface. 
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A. GROUND ICE WEDGES ON NOATAK RIVER. 

B. GROUND ICE WEDGES ON FLAXMAN ISLAND. 

(See fig. 17, p. 207.) 
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A. FROST CRACK ON THE SURFACE OF A RECENTLY 
DRAINED AREA ON FLAXMAN ISLA D. 

B. FROST CRACK LYING BETWEEN PARALLEL RIDGES WHICH INCLOSE DEPRESSED 
POLYGONAL BLOCKS ON FLAXMAN ISLAND. 
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE NORTH SHORE OF 
ALASKA. 

GHOUND ICE W:l~DGJ~S. 

THEORY OF FORMATION. 

The theory of the origin of ground ice here 
presented was formed in July, 1914, after nine 
:summers spent upon the north shore of Alaska. 
An article was written in December of the 
:same year and afterward published.1 This 
article has been expanded and embodied ·in 
the present discussion. 

On reexamining the litei·ature,. with which 
the writer already had a fair acquaintance, it 
was found that in 1883 ~unge had propounded 
.a similar theory. Bunge, however, did not 
give detailed descriptions of exposures, nor 

ice .was form~d in place in the ground. A 
vertical wedge of ice. within a peat bed first 
drew his attention to the fact; for such a dike 
of ice could not have stood up in the air for 
the hundreds of years that were necessary 
for the formation of the p~at. . · 

Several dozen photographs of the ice were 
made, but most of thmn were later damaged by 
water, so that the writer has to depend chiefly0 

11pon sketches which were often hastily made. 
Fortunately, P. S. Smith, of the United States 
Geological Survey, some years ago had secured 
photographs of ground ice on N oat.ak River. 
One of these photographs illustrates wedO'e
£orm ice of the kirid that is the subject of this 
chapter. (See Pl. XXVIII, A.) 

FROST CRACXS. 

describe the stages of growth of the ice wedges . 
·with Sl}fficient; clearness to make his exposition During· the Arctic winter frequently. loud 
plain to those who followed him. In fact, reports are heard, coming apparently from the 
by citing others as supporting him lie greatly 1 g:o~nd. Oft.en the sound is accompanied by a 
weakened his own case, for the men whom he distinct shock, which is in fact an earthquake 
·cited held theories that differed greatly from of . sufficient intensity to rattle dishes. The 
his own. writer has SJ?ent six winters in the region under 

Hooper, in 1881, also suggested a probability discussion, !i vi~g m~st of the time upon the 
·Of the growth of ice in cracks in the ground, tundra, whiCh IS. chiefly underlain by muck. 
t,nder successive changes from freezing tQ ~any camps have been made upon other forma
thawing. t~ons: such as sands and silts, and his impres-

The writ:er here endeavors to present his swn Is that the sound of the cracking ground 
theory with such detail that it may be grasped was heard everywhere. This impression has 
and to support it with diagrams and photo- . been confirmed ~y a prospector who has lived 
graphs showing the stages of the formation of nearly 30 yea.rs In the country. 
ground ice according to this view. I~ was at first th~ught that the reports were 

l-Ie went into the field in the summer of caused by the cracking of hard snowdrifts, but 
1906 wit:h the idea that the coastal ground ice the cracks in these drifts were seen to run into 
occurred in hori?.:ontal sheets and did not learn the ground below. · 'V11en the snow -melts h1 
its real distribution until 1914. During the !he summ.er fresh open cracks can be seen cut
first eight summers, ·although the ground. ice Ing across all the ~undra formations, ~~en 
was examined at every opportunity, little in- ~cross mud and ~rowing moss beds, and div~d-

. sight was gained into the method of it:s for- Ing the surface Int~ polygonal blocks, whiCh 
mation. · · resemble mud-crack blocks but are of a much 

The ustial theory advanced in the literature l~rger siz~.. These blocks have an estimated 
is that bodies of snow or ice were buried by average diameter of about 16 yards and have a 
pea.t or wash . material and thus preserved. tendency toward the hexagonal_ form, although 
The writer sought to interpret the Alaskan rectangles and pentagons are commonly devel-

t l d 
. . ~~.... · oped. 

coas a groun. ICe In tuiS way, but could nei- . . 
ther postu] ate a satisfactory source for the OccasiOnally. a crack lS s~en to run. across a 
ice nor find any workable hypothesis to ac- ~~t ~~i~e, With no assoCia.te~ feat~res (~ee. 
count for its preservation. Not until the sum- . ..~. ..~. 'A), b~t usually It IS accompanied 
mer of 1914 did he discover that most of the by other m?d~ficatH:ms of the surface. Either 

the cracks he In a gentle depression which sur-
1 .Tour. Geology, vol. 23, pp. 635-654, l!H5. rounds elevated polygonal blocks or they run 
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between two parallel ridges which surround 
depressed plocks. . These featur'es do not vary 
from block to block, but each is locally devel
oped over a considerable area. Few of the ele
vated blocks have a relief of more than 1 foot, 
but that of the depressed blocks may be twice 
as much. 

The parallel ridges form shallow reservoirs, 
overy similar to those of the block system of 
irrigation, especially when they take a rectan
gular form, as many of them' do. They may 
contain ponds and are invariably swa.mpy, so 
that when crossing such an area dry footing 

· can only be had on the ridges~ (See Pis. 
XXIX, Bj XXX, A.) On Flaxman Island 
the tendency of the depresse~l blocks is. toward 
a rectangular arrangement, and the frost 
cracks extend in· a straight line· for a distance 
sufficient to include several polygons. One 
dou}Jie ridge was paced for a hundred yards 
in nearly a straight line. On either side simi
lar ridges ran parallel to it about 75 feet ,away. 
These ridges were perpendicul~rly int~rsected 
by fo~r others equally spaced, thus forming 
blocks about 25 yards square. 

In an area of elevated blocks. ·near by there 
were .many places where these cracks radiated 
symmetrically from a point, so that fairly reg
ular he:x;:agons were formed. 

FORMA~ION. OF ICE WEDGES, 

The open frost cracks are in a favorable po
sition for being filled with wat.er from the melt
ing ·snow, as most of them lie in depressions 
upon a flat surface. Those that by chance should 
get no water may· become filled with ice crys
tals deposited by the damp air by internal 
''breathing." The crack is thus filled with solid 
ice from the freezing of the water, or contains 
much ice in the form of frost crystals, so that 
a narrow vein. of true ground ice is formed in 
the portion wh.ich lies below, the depth reached 
by the: annual t~~awing. When the frozen 
ground expands under the summer's hea~, the 
readjustment to the strain may taJm plac~ in 
four ways: (1) The pressure may melt the ice, 
so that the crack is clos~d again;. ( 2) the 

· ground may be sufficie~tly elastic to . absorb 
the' strain, SQ that no deformation occurs; (3) 
the gro~nd may be deformed and bulged up, 
either as ·a whole or loc~tlly along the edge <?f 

the. ice wedge; ( 4) the ice itself may be de
formed. 

If the summer's strain has been relieved by 
readjustment of the material within the po
lygonal block, the next winter will again bring 
about the conditions ~hich caused the first 
cracking of the ground. The first crack con
tains ice. and probably is a plane of weakness· 
for tensile strains, especially if the crack has 
been only partly filled.· If it is a plane of 
weakness, new cracks will annually open at the 
same place and a constantly growing body of 
ice will be formed· th.ere. . That this condition 
is common in tundra formations is shown by 
the constant association of ice wedges with 
definite centers of frost cracks. 

Thus the growth of the wedge goes on from 
year , to year, possibly failing during mil~l ' 
winters, when all the cracks maynot be forced 
open in order to relieve the strain. Th~ 
writer's observations show that the !ce may in
crease until it underlies u,bout one-fifth of 
the area of the block, but there ·is no theo
retical reason for stopping at this stage. . The 
wedges might grow until the amount' of ice 
would exceed the amount of earth, so that in
stead of intrusions of ice into the earth ·an ex
posure would apparently show intrusions of 
earth into a heavy body of ground ice. Al
though nothing approaching this possible stage 
of de.velopment has been seen by the writer, 
the descriptions of localities in ·Siberia by 
May dell and Toll, which show intrusions of 
earth scattered· through a heavy body of ice, 
Jead the writer to believe that there we pos
sibly have ice wedges in an advanced stage of 
growth. 

APPEARANCE .oF THE WEDGES. 

Cracks have been seen accompanied by no 
other· surface manifestations (Pl. XXIX, A) 
and with no visible ice below them. rhe small
est wedge that has come under observation was 
about a foot wide. No doubt there are smaller 
wedge~, especially in . areas such· as recently 
drained ·lake bottoms, where the process is just 
beginning. The thin veins have nearly parallel 
sides and· flat tops, as shown in figure 16. As 
tlie ice increases in size it approaches more and 
more to the wedge shape, as the growth is 
greatest near the top, where the crack opens 
widest. There is a tend.ency in the large 
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A . 1rROST CRACKS, PARALLEL RIDGES, AND BLOCK PONDS ON FLAXMAN ISLAND. 

B. EROSION OF A POLYGON FIELD NEAR THE !41ST MERIDIAN. 
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wedges to spread out under the surface· of 
the ground. This tenqenoy is exaggerated 
in oblique sections. (See fig. 17 and Pl. 
XXVIII, B.) 

FIGURE 16.-Narrow ice wedge tn a deposit of mixed clay and 
lee grunules. There is an open crack within the wedge. 

The bottom of an ice wedge has ·never been 
observed by the writer. Most of the bluffs on 
the north shore of Ah1.ska are less than 10 feet 
high, and their bottoms are concealed by slump
ing. The maxi1~1um- vertical. dimension ob
served is about 10 feet, but the wedge had a 
thickness sufficient to have carried it two or 
three times that distance before pinching out. 
The ultimate depth must depend upon the 

Fwunm 17.-'rwo joining ice wedges; the one on the right 
is cut obliquely. The dotted lines represent lines of air 
bubbles within the. ice. a, Muck and clay, much dis-
turbed; b, sand. (See Pl. XXVIII, B.) · 

depth of annual change in the ground tempera
ture in the region. In the Schergin shaft 
(p. 184) the annual change is not notice-
able at 50 feet. It is not probable that 
the cracks extend to the extreille limit, 
but once having been started by the great 

central projection above the general surface 
(fig. 16). Some more complicated exposures 
are shown in figures 19 and 20. The over-
Jying material, as a rule, is muck capped by 
a few inches of turf. Occasionally it is peat 
capped. by growing sphagnum ( ~) moss. 

FIGURE 18.-Nnrrow ice wedge in muck beds. An open frost 
crack runs through the turf and into the ice. ' 

STRUCTURE OF THE ICE. 

A fresh transverse section of. an ICe wedge 
shows a face of whitish ice with numerous 
parallel vertical markings. These markings 
are usually formed by. whiter ice, which con-

FIGUUE 19.-Complicated exposure of ice in sliml. 

tains a large amount of air bubbles. In many 
specimens it is visibly granular, yet it shows 
a general vertical structure. As a rule the 
granules are less than half an inch in diameter, 
the average being about a quarter of an inch. 
Some 'specimens of ice when· allowed to lie in 

. the shade ·on a cool day broke up into short, 
irregular pieces, the ·greatest dimensions of 

· tension at the surface they may be ex
pected to approach that depth. In dis
cussing the question it seems safe to as
sume 30 feet as a workii1g basis. 

In muck formations the upper surfa.ce 
of the ice is usually less than 2 feet under 

FIGURE 20.-Complicated exposure of ground ice. a, Clay ; b, 
sand ; c, peaty detritus, no structure visible; iL, peaty detritus 
with upturned beds. · · · 

the ground, about the limit to which the sum
mer's thawing -penetrates. This surface is 
usunJly horizontal or undulates with the sur- . 
face o{ the ground. One or two exposures ~ 
~howed a dome-shaped surface and another a 

which. were vertical. These pieces were an 
inch long' and half an inch in diameter. 

From the method of fornNtion the crystal
lization shoti.ld be irregular. Where water 
.freezes in an open crack, sho'rt prisms might 
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develop· with the axes perpendicular to the 
freezing surface, which in these places is verti
cal. The axes of the ice crystals in the walls 
would have a disturbing effect, as would also 
.any frost crystals within the crack. Every 
new crack runs across the crystals indiscrimi
nately, and the new intrusion of ice adds to 
the complication. A careful study of the struc
ture of wedge ice would probably develop 

. criteria by which it may be separated from · 
neve ice. 

The writer's notes upon the air bubbles bring 
out nothing as to their shape and size. The 
chief characteristics are their abundance and 
orientation into vertical rows. In content of. 
air wedge ice ·may closely resemble ne,·e ice, the 

FIGURE 21.-lce wedge in sand. A tunnel h·as been cut in 
the ice by drainage of surface water through the frost 
crack. The sand on either side is apparently bulged up. 

difference lying in the distribution· of the air 
bubbles. In rece:vt neve ice examined by ·the 
writer the bubbles were scattered haphazard 
throughout the ice. Any concentration is 
more apt to occur along horizontal lines 
than along vertical ones: 

and a deep gully is formed in the bank. These 
gullies work back and a~round the polygonal 
blocks and make walking rather difficult in the 
neighborhood. of an old bank (Pl. XXX, B). 

Some earth is likely to get down into the 
ope·n frost crack while it is being filled with 
water, especially when the overlying material 
is mud or clay. Under growing peat the 
chance is not so great. The exposures of ice are 
usually so dirty from· the mud which ~as 
dropped off from above that vertical earth 
veins might not be noticeable. 

The possibility also exists that the pressure 
exerted by. the growing wedge should fracture 
it so that earth inclusions might make their 
\vay into the sides of a wedge·. · Such an occur
rence has never been seen by the writer, al
though it is reported from Siberia (fig. 30, 
p. 2_17). 

STRUCTURE OF INCLOSED BLOCK OF EARTH. 

The typical formation associated with ice 
wedges in the region under discussion is muck, 
a black mud containing much vege~able nlat
ter more or less decomposed. It varies from 
a peaty detritus that shows signs of having 
been water-laid to sand or mud mixed with 
varying amounts of decaying vegetation. Un
disturbed sections of this muck usually show 
horizontal bedding. Occasionally sand or a 

d 

At the sides of the wedge the mark
ings of the ice are inclined from the verti-
cal and approach parallelism with the 
sides. As the growth seems to occur near 
the center of the wedge the older lines, 
though originally vertical, are spread 
apart at the top. Oblique sections of 

FIGURE 22.-Complicated exposure of ground ice. a,. Disturbed 
muck and clay; b, clay; c, peat; d, a frost crack throug-h th.e 
turf and ice. 

· wedges give exaggerated angles of in
clination or even curves (fig. 17). 

In several places cracks were seen running 
down a few feet into the ice as prolongations 
.of an open frost crack in the tundra above. 
Once or twice isolated open cracks were seen 
within the body of the ice, so that a thin sheath 
kriife could be shoved in for several inches (fig. 
16). Near the edge of a bank these open cracks 
may become drainage lines for surface water, 
so that a trinnel is developed within the ice (fig. 
_21). As the tunnel widens the roof caves in, 

slimy clay was seen under the muck at points 
where ·a good exposure revealed the lower 
strata (fig. 22). As the ice wedge grows in 
thickness and presses against the edges of the 
cleaved muck and sand beds they may become 
upturned and in time bent to the vertical or 
even beyond, causing the ridges which run 
along either side. of the frost crack in the area 
of " depressed blocks." In areas of " elevated 
blocks " the process is not so easily understood. 
It may be that the block as a whole has bee~ 
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bulged up sufficiently to bring its surface above 
the general level, or else a central depression 
has been filled in and capped by turf. 

The upturned beds of muck on either side 
of a wedge are a striking feature, and almost 
invariably occur in good exposures (figs. 23 
and 24). 1Vherever the muck is underlain by 
snnd, the sand is apparently forced up along 
the edge of the wedge, so that it lies between 
the ice and the upt~1rned. beds of muck. Some 

Fmunm 23.-lce wedge in n mucl• bed, showing upturned 
strata. 

of the illustrations show the sand apparently 
forced higher than the ice, or nearly through 
the layer of turf (fig. 21). The bedding of 
peat, on the other ·hand, does not seem to be 
disturbed by the growth of wedges. 

In figure 25 is shown a .hypothetical section 
of ice wedges and a depressed polygon block. 

FIOURJD 24.-LIHge icc wedge which spreads out under the 
surface of the ground. ~l:he vertical lines indicate rows of 
whiter ice full of air bubbles. The material on both sides 
is sand. ~ro the right are upturned muck beds. 

The writer was unable to ascertain the fac
tors which control the character of block de
velopment. The " elevated blocks " are char
acteristic of drained areas and seem to be 
nearly constant features near banks. The " de
pressed blocks" are associated in the writer's 
mind with fiat, n1arshy country. This,· how
ever, may be the effect rather than the cause of 
the difference. in character of the blocks. The 
network of depressions will drain the ·elevated 
blocks, but the ridges form dams which inter
fere with surface drainage. 

16344°--18----14 

As the growing vein of ice becomes more 
wedge-shaped the pressure from its walls ex
erts a vertical component against the sides of 
the wedg~: This tends to force the wedge up
ward. If an upward movement should occur, 
the ice would carry its protective covering 
with it and be able to exist level \vith or even 
so mew hat above the general surface of the 
block. Since a bulging of the block by the 
growing 'vedge seems neces::;ary, some upward 

FIGURE 25.-Hypothetical section of ice wedges and de• 
pressed polygonal block. 

motion of the wedge may take place without 
bringing the top of the wedge up to the gen
eral level. In. the depressed blocks (Pls. 
XXIX, B, p. 205, and ·XXX, A, p. 206) the 
surface of the ground between the parallel 
ridges (probably underlain by ice) is higher . 
than that of the blocks on either side. 

THICKNESS OF PROTECTIVE MANTLE. 

The usual covering of the ice is muck capped 
by tu.rf, or peat capped by growing sphagnum 
( ~) moss. As the thickness of this mantle in
creases by surface growth, the limit of the 
summer's thawing should rise, thus allowing 
a constant upward extension of the surface 
of the ice wedge at the locus of growth. Ap
parent upward growth of the surface was 
seen at only two or three places. In one place 
(see fig. 16, p. 207) there is an upward prcijec- · 
tion of ice above the general surface of the 
wedge, indicating a sudden change of the 

· limit of tha 'ving. In the other places the sur
face was dome-shaped, indicating a gradual 
change. As most exposures show the surface 
of the wedges to be nearly parallel with the 
surface of the ground, it seems that a balance 
·must be maintained between the thickness of. 
th~ covering and the incr~ase in area to be 
covered, as the wedge becomes wider. 

The rate of growth of turf must be very 
slow in this region, for there are many half-
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buried boulders on the surface of the tundra, 
·which have been there since glacial time, or at 
least since the coastal plain emerged from the 
sea. Many bare spots exist w her~ . the turf 
has not been able to obtain a footing. 

Wherever the protective covering is of muck, 
creeping of ·the soil will tend to close up the 
open frost crack. This will thin the covering, 
and if the rate of surface growth of turf is not 
sufficient to counteract the resulting decrease 
in thickness the upper surface of the ice will 
be lowered by melting. The increased slopes 
will cause more ··material.tq creep down.;over 
the ice, thus keeping .. ~the protective ~antle. up 

Horizontal scale 

CHARACTER OF EXPOSURES OF ICE WEDGES. 

When a bank is undercut by wave or river 
action lq,rge masses of tundra commonly break 
off. As the frost cracks are planes of weak
ness, the break is likely to be along the ice 
wedges (Pl. XXXI, A and B), especially in 
high banks, where whole blocks . break out, 
leaving many reentrant angles in the ·resulting 
bank, along which a nearly. continuous exp0-
sure of ice may be seen. There appears to be 
a heavy horizontal sheet of ice of great thick
ness, whereas, in fact, littl.e of it extends back 
more than a few feet from the face of the ex
posure. 

PROFILE 
FIGURE 26.-Map· of frost cracks on the tundra, with a sketch of the exposures of ground ice in the bank at one edge of 

the mapped area. Heavy lines represent tros't cracks open in July. The dotted lines show evident loci of frost cracks. 
Stipple marks show areas probably underlain by ground ice. In the section below the map white areas represent ground 
ice; dotted_areas, san!l; lined areas, upturned muck beds. The rest of the exposure has slumped. · 

· to the required thickness. A shallow depres
sion. will thus be formed, the slopes being 
sufficiently $teep to cause the proper amount 
of creeping. . 

If the covering is sphagnum ( ~) moss the 
conditions m-ay be somewhat similar. The moss. 
and subjacent peat may also close the crack by 
creeping. At the same 'time the bed will become 
thinner, but· growth of the mos~ will soon 
cause it to become t~icker. I£ the ·moss grows 
too rapidly' the depression will he filled, and 
the conditions of moisture fa -\rorable to growth 
·will cease. Thus it is possible. for the growing 
ice wedge · to maintain a peat covering of 
constant thickness. 

On. a 250-mile boat trip from Flaxman Is
land to Point Barrow in the summer o£.1914 
exposures of muck banks invariably revealed 
ice. Many miles were examined closely on 
foot or from the poat, and very little ice was 
'observed which was not .definitely in the form 
of vertical wedges, associated with frost cracks 
on the surface of the tundra. · 

DETAILS OF A FROST-CRACK AREA. 

In figure 26 is shown a plane-tab~e map of 
an area of frost cracks and below it a sketch of 
the exposures <;>f g,round ice in the· bank. The 
p~lygonal blocks were. of the elevated type. 
The relie·£ was very faint, being somewhat ob-· 
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A . TUNDRA BLOCK BROKEN OFF FROM FLAXMAN ISLAND. 

Ice wedge at left. 

B. TUNDRA BLOCK BROKEN FROM THE NORTH SIDE OF' FLAXMAN ISLAND. 
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soured by sand which had drifted up from a 
sand spit on the left. The exposure was some
what slumped but gave sufficient details to be 
illustrated. The heavy lines on the map show 
open frost cracks; the dotted lines, the evident 
locations of cracks. )Vhere there was no sur
face indicati~n, no lines were drawn. The 
shaded areas are supposedly underlain by ice 
wedges. 

The average diameter of 11 blocks shown on 
the map is about 36 feet. The largest block 
is about 36 by 49 feet and the smallest 16 by 
26 feet. The largest wedges of ice are about 
8 feet wide at the top, and this width has been 
used in estimating the areas· probably under
lain by ice, except where surface indications 
pointed to new centers of development. About 
20 per cent of the tundra is probably under-
lain by ice. · 

ASSOCIATED FORMATIONS. 

·Wedges of ground ice, with their accom~ 
panying surface features, are typically asso
ciated with muck formations. None were 
seen elsewhere. River silts, elevated deposits 
of sand and gravel, and soft shales have been 
carefully examined. The only ice found in 
such places was evidently of another form and 
of a different origin. Straight lines l~ading 
across the gentle surface undulations of sand 
spits have freCJuently been observed, and they 
can be explained only as frost cracks. No 
polygonal forms have been seen ~n such places. 
The writer is unable to say whether ice wedges 
develop in such sands, for the exposures made 
by fresh wave cutting are seldom more than 
2 or 3 feet deep, which is less than the depth 
reached by the summer's thitwing of sand. 

RATE OF GROWTH OF ICE WEDGES. 

Fresh ice-filled cracks 8 to 10 millimeters 
wide have been observed in the ground iinrrie
diately nbove the ice wedges. This may be 
put as the maximum width of the crack. Open 
cracks about 5 millimeters wide have been 
found in the. ice itself near the upper surface. 
The width, of course, diminishes downward. 
If 5 millimeters is assumed as the width at 
the top it would require only 600 years to 
build up a wedge 3 meters wide, which is about 
the mnximum w·:idth seen·· in the region. If 
the cracks do not all open every winter this 

period must be multiplied by some factor .. 
The writer frequently observed open cracks: 
during the early years of his residence in Arc-· 
tic Alaska, but as he did not realize their bear-· 
ing he did not keep any record of their abun
dance. 

About 1,000 years seems to be the age of 
the largest wedges. Unless som~ unlmown 
cause prevents a greater growth, the tempera
ture could not have been sufficiently low to 
bring the.rp. into existence at an earlier date or 
else ·the coastal plain has not been elevated 
ab~ve sea level for a longer period. 
. It would be well worth while to endeavor to, 
measure the .actual .rate of growth of ice: 
wedges over a series of years. In this way 
considerable insight as .to the age of existing: 
wedges might be gained. By measuring 
wedges of different' sizes some law might be
found by which the rate of growth could be
extrapolated beyond the limit of size found. 
in the locality. If the frost-crack theory is 
found to apply in areas where the wedges are: 
moi·e greatly developed than in Alaska a fairly 
definite time limit could be set for the exist
ence of the Alaskan coastal plain above sea 
level. In areas of greater: development· a 
minimum might be set to the duration of the 
cold climate which was the cause of their. 
development. 

A series of posts in pair's might be set wem 
into the ground on both sides of the ice wedge. 
Careful measurements made over a period of: 
years would show any growth of the wedge .. 
Any irregularities from possible disturbances: 
of the posts would be eliminated by having a.. 
sufficient number of pairs of posts. 

UPWARD BULGE OF SURFACE OF GROVND. 

If we assume that the elevated blocks are 
bulged up by the growing ice, the amount of: 
general elevation of the surface of the tQndra;. 
min readily be calculated. If 20 per cent is:· 
taken for the surface compression of the block,. 
as has been done for the north shore of Alaska1' 
the average compression will be 10 per cent .. 
An average block 11 meters in diameter will 
be compressed horizontally l.1 meters to an 
assumed. der>th of 8 to 10 meters. This will 

. c·a use an increase in a vertical direction of: 
about 1 meter. 
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In the depressed blo~ks the adjustment is 
concentrated into the surrounding ridges, and 
the conditions are different. The depressions 
are being continually filled with growing vege
tation, as well as by wind-blown material. In 
this way a much greater general elevation of 
the surface of the tundra is possible. 

ULTIMATE STAGES OF GROWTH OF ICE WEDGE. 

It seems to the writer that the wedges should 
bulge up the inclosed polygonal block more 
and more as· they encroach upon it, so that a 
stage would be reached where· a central mound 
of earth would rise above the surface o£ the 
block, which is generally underlain by ice. 
The earth block should now be. pyramidal, with 
the apex pointing upward, and the wedges o£ 
ice should be in contact along the greater part 
of their upper edges. A perpendicular section 
through the middle o£ the inclusion of earth 
would show a section of a pyramid, but one 
which was taken eccentrically. through the in-. 

_ elusion would invariably show earth overlain 
by ice. In this way the inclusions o£ earth 
overlain by ice which appear in the photo
graphs in Von Toll's work (Pis. XXXII, 
XXXIII, XXXIV) might find an explana
tion, but the fact that some o£ the inclusions 
are apparently cylindrical is hard to reconcile 
with the writer's understanding of the theory. 

As. the wedges grow into contact along their 
upper edges, the deformatory pressure of the 
summer's expansion o£ the ground is supported 
more and more by the ice itself, until at last 
the included earth is· in such subordinate 
amount that new conditions are set up. That 
the annual fissuring o£ the ground must go on 
even after it is chiefly underlain by ice is shown 
by the numerous contraction fissures in all 
ice covering bodies of water, though it is not 
certain that the original polygonal network of 
fissures would be maintained. If these fissures 
are filled with new ice the old ice must either 
be bulged up or caused to flow horizontally, 
unless the compression ca,n be absorbed by the 
elasticity of the ice. It is possible that the 
pressure might melt enough 6£ the ice to re
lieve the strain, but because of th~ low temper
ature o£ the ground and the plasticity of ice 
under strains, it is more likely th~t ·it will be 
deformed. 

Consequently, i£ bodily flowage is not pos
sible, the surface o£ the ice must gradually 
bulge upward, of course carrying its protect
ing ·mantle with it. The great thickness o£ 
the New Siberian ice may be thus explained, 
if it is to come under the frost-crack theory. 

The conditions seen by the writer in Alaska 
are widely different from those flescribed in 
Siberia. He does not maintain that tl;le 
ground ice o£ both localities can be explained 
by the same theory, but as no other theory ex
plains all the facts in the . Siberian field the , 
frost-crack theory may be entertained as a 
working hypothesis. Detailed study is neces
sary to show the intermediate stages. I£ they 
are found, the theory can be expanded so as 
to fit them. 

If the ice of New Siberia is to be accounted 
for u:p.der this theory, the surface must have 
grown upward many feet. If 30 feet is as
sumed as the depth to which the fissures are 
opened by the annual changes in temperature, 
then the ice under discusston, which is at least 
60 feet thick, must have increased 30 feet in 
thickness by upward growth. · 

l\IISCELLANEOUS FORMS OF GROUND ICE. 

In many places along the coast there are ex
posures of a mixture of nearly equal .amounts 
of clay and ice granules. The ice granules are 
clear and .fro:q1 one-half to three-quarters of 
an inch in diameter. There are also horizon
tal patches of clear ice an inch thick and 4 or 
5 inches long. The clay granules are about th~ 
same size as the ice granules. They are 
roughly concentrated into horizontal rows, and 
this arrangement, with the intervening ribbons 
of clear ice, gives a stratified appearance to 
the formation. The clear ice in many places 
has fine vertical lines of air bubbles,. which 
suggests a prismatic structure. Figure 16 (p. 
207) illustrates an exposure of this ice. The 

, clay granules. shown in the illustration have 
rootlets in them,. but elsewhere they are of a 
slimy clay similar to that found on the bottoms 
of shallow ponds. . 

The origin of this ice is not clear. Concen
tration out o£ saturated earth, as described by 
Hesselmann/ seems the best hypothesis. It is 

1 Holmsen, Gunna~, Spitzbergens jordbundsis: Norske Geog. 
Selskaps Aarbok, vol. 24, p. 42, i912-13. 
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possible that the granules might increase in ture in the freezing ground; the same objec
size in the manner suggested by Chamberlin 1 tions are raised against Lieut. Belcher's hypoth-· 
for glacinl ice. esis as elaborated by Holmsen. (See p. 229.) 

Another minor form of ground ice is found Nor does it seem possible that small fractures 
in ribbons or thin sheets of clear ice alternating in the frozen ground, caused by gradual con
with layers of earth. Only one actual exposure tractions as the increasing cold penetrated. 
was observed by the writer, bt1t as the details of downward, could have become filled with wa
such an exposure would be quickly masked by ter. The ground circulation ·would have been 
melting it is possible that this form is fairly previously shut off by the freezing. 
cornmon. In figure 22 (p. 208) parallel curved It may be that in the readjustment of the 
lines are drawn to indicate such ribbons of ice, polygonal blocks, owing to the. pressure of the 
which in the place sketched were 3 to 6 milli- grmving ice wedges, ~onchoidal fractures are 
meters thick. In July, 1914, when the sketch formed in the frozen ground. These spaces 
was made, no ice was seen, but only the marks may be filled with surface 'vater, but it is dif
left on the surface where the ice had melted ficult to explain the solidity and clearness of 
out. vVhen examined during the previous the ice in comparison .with the ice in the 
October, a short time after a block had broken ~edges, which is ... whitish. 
off and revealed the exposure, the ice . was The only notable exposure of ground ice 
seen to be clear and near the outside to con- upon the coast that did not show ice in the 
tain fine lines of air bubbles running perpen- form of_ wedges was examined in July, 1912, 
dicu]arly to the plane of the ribbon. This before the writer had worked out this theory~ 
odentation still occurred where the ribbons The exposure is 3 or 4 miles east of Collinson 
were bent upward. These alternating bands Poin.t, at a place where the ocean is cutting a 
of ice and earth occurred both in the slimy 40-foot bank into the gentle sea,vard slope of 
clay and in the muck which lay above. The the Anaktuvuk Plateau. In many respects 

. phenomenon at first suggested conchoidal this exposure resembles some of the exposures 
cleavage of the tundra under the winter's con- described by Quackenhi.1sh at Eschscholtz 
traction and subsequent filling of the' cracks Bay. 
with surface water, but later insight into the This exposure was in a crescentic slump 
working of frost wedges forced the abandon- scarp which showed about 100 feet of ice that 
ment of this hypothesis. In the clearness of had a maximum vertical thickness of 7 feet~ 
the· ribbons as well as in the apparent pris- The upper surface of the ice was parallel with 
matic structure, it is very different ·from the the surface of the ground and lay about 1S 
finely granular and air-filled ice of'the wedges. inches below it. The hillside here sloped about 
There was no way to determine whether the 15°. Immediately over the ice was an appar
ice ·and earth bands had been horizontal at ently undisturbed layer of yellow and black 
first and had been disturbed afterward or had clays· in thin alternating beds. Over this· was 
been formed in their present attitude. about a foot of turf mii1gled with clay, which 

This same kind of ice has been noted by was slumping. down over: the lower clay and ice .. 
Quackenbush at Eschscholtz Bay, by Holmsen ·~he ice immediately below the soil had a per-· 
in Spitzbergen, and by seve·1·al of the Siberian· pendicula'r face, but 3 or 4 feet lower the slope 
observer's. The presence of thin bands of ice, decreased until one could stand l!lpon the sur
wh:ich increased in amount toward the bottom face of the exposure. On this floor mud and 
of the Schergin shaft, is mentioned by Midden- blocks of turf had lodged, so that the lower 
dor:ff. part of the ice was concealed. 
· The writer is at a loss to explain this banded· vVhere the ice was clean on the outside it was 

:form of ice, where it has evidently been formed unusually ch~ar and blue. The greater part 
after the ground formations had been depos- was nearly :free from air bubbles. In many 
ited. There are objections to the hypothesis places a network of lines over its surface showed 
that the ice has concentrated out of the mois- that its structure was granular. The average 

. 1 Chnmberlln, T. C., ~nd S.nllsbury, R. D., .Geology, 2d ed., 
vol. 1, pp. 309-310, 1905. · . 

size of the granules was 10 to 20 millimeters, a, 

larger Size than that of those 1n other ex-
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posures, where later investigations have shown 
the ice to. be in the form of wedges. A block 
of this clea~ ice that was left in the shade for a 
few hours disintegr·ate-d into small fragrilents. 
Where the. nearly horizontal foot of the ex
posure could be seen it was crisscrossed with 
many closely spaced straight lines, which were 
perhaps the locations of as many fractures. In 
-one. place there was a roughly V-shaped mass 
<>f discolored ic~, which contained many verti
cally elongated air bubbles. Close inspection 
show'ed this discolored ice to be in part com
posed of thin altei·nating bands of clear and 
yellowl.sh ice, which curved parallel to the line 
-of demarcation between it and the body of the 
.exposure, much. as if it had been frozen while 
flowing do"Yn the side of a depression in the 
-clear ice. Several irregular masses of clay were 
inclosed in the main body of the ice, as is shown 
in figure 27. 

A 

could it be told from the needle-shaped crys
tals of river ice over which the observer had 
been recently walking,. This ice· seems clearly 
to be aufeis that has been buried by gravels. 

J\1uch ice was observed in the 4 to 6 foot 
banks of the flat between the two distribu.
taries of the same river. The ice lay far back 
under the overhanging turf, so that its struc
ture could not· be made out from the canoe in 
which the observer was traveling. 

On the east bank of the east mouth of J(a
takturuk River, about a mile from the coast, 

. were. two exposures of ground ice, each about 
50 :feet long. They lay under gentle dome
like elevations which rose 3 or 4 feet above the 
general delta level. One of these exposures, 
when carefully examined, showed about 3 feet 
of' ice under 1 to 1! feet of turf. vVhere the 
exposure was quite fresh the ice was solid, 
blue, and very clear. Where weathered, it 

was white and showed. :l 

vertical prismatic struc
ture. Individual crystals 
could be traced for 12 to 
18 inches, and by running 

- the point of a knife along 
the surfac(} of the expo
sure a mass of needles 
8 inches long and three-

FwuaE 27.-Exposure and section of ground ice near Collinson Point. A, Front _ quarters of an :lnch in eli-
view; B, profile.. ameter could be stripped 

As no glaciers came do,,~n to the coast in this <:?ff. 'rhe~e domes can hardly be remnants of 
neighborhood, and as no boulders of the Flax- a former generally higher level of the delta 
man formation are found within- several miles, flat. No gravels or sand were seen above the 
this ice is probably not glacial. A recent slump ice but only turf. · The burial of flood ice 
could hardly have buried a snowdrift under a by wash material is. excluded, for the river 
former steep bank, for the size of the granules here is transporting n1aterial as large as small 
points to a great age for the ice. Still the in- cobblestones. The n1ost probable hypothesis 
closed masses of clay, the granulation, and the is that t~ese dmned exposures of ice were 
locality make a buried snowdrift the probable . formed where hydraulic pressure had bulged 
source of this ice. up the frozen· turf. "Tater then solidified in 

Very little ·ground ice was seen inland, prob- the cavity. Acc~rding to Tyrrell, horizon
aqly because no search was made in favorable tal sheets of ice of great extent are thus 
localities.· In winter the snow obscured most 
of .the river banks, and in summer the packing 
routes usually lay along the tops of -the banks. 
On Canning River, near the e:qd· of the Shub
lik Mountains, a fresh cut against a 12-foot 
flat showed· 4 to 5 feet of clear ice overlain by. 
6 inches of gravel aJ?-<;1 as much muck and moss. 
Small willows were gro\ving at the top. The 
ice was definitely prismatic and 1n no way 

formed. 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE ON GROUND ICE. 

The wide distribution of ground ice in polar 
and subpolar regions makes it desirable that 
the extensive but. widely scattered literature 

. on its occurrence be made conveniently acces
sible to geologists. It is for this reason that 
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the following annotated resume is presented. 
In its preparation extensive use has been made 
of the publication of Mr. Gunnar Holmsen, to 
which reference has been made. 

"IBEIUA. 

ADAMS. 

M. F. Adams 1 is credited with hav:ing given 
the first intelligent description of ground ice, 
which he saw in the Lena delta in 1806 while 
jnvestigating a mammoth skeleton that had 
been reported by the natives. At this place 
there was an escarpment 3 versts long and 30 
to 40 fathoms high. The substance was a pure, 
clear ice of a piquant taste. It was covered to 
n. thickness of a third of a met'er with moss 
and friable earth. Great masses of earth be
came detached from the hill. This earth 
formed wedges (coins) which sank down be
t 'Ween the masses of ice (glagons). The mam
moth remains were found in the earth wedges 
between the ice masses. 

FIGURIN. 

Figurin 2 in 1823 describes ice layers and 
veins which cut across the exposures in differ
ent directions. The ice had a turbid aspect 
and was mixed wit'h loam. Figurin is cred
ited by. Middendor:ff with having first men
tioned the audible cracking of the ground in 
winter. 

MIDDENDORFF. 

J\1iddendorff, whose observations in Siberia 
during the years 1844-1846 have been pub
lished at some length, gives only a few descrip-

. t.ions of ground ice. The writer has not at
tempted to go through the whole work but has 
confined himself to verifying the references 
given in later literature. 

In the Schergin shaft at Y akutsk, at a depth 
of 104 feet, lay 280 feet of clay and sa.nd, which 
were crossed with thin layers of ice whose 
thickness ranged from 1.5 millimeters to that 
of a sheet of paper. These thin layers were 
almost invariably intrusive ·between the fine 

1 Tllcslus, W. G., Acad. Sci. St.-Petersbourg M~m., vol. 5, 
pp. 40{'..--455, 1815. 

11 'l~oll, Bduat·cl von, Acad. Sci. St.-P~tersbourg M~m., 7th· 
· ser., vol. 42, No. 18, p. 20, 1895. 

''vavy layers of the rock itself, and only a few 
of them filled fine.fissures which cut each layer 
of earth perpendicularly. The ice layers in
creased in amount toward the bottom of the 
shaft and formed planes of weakness. so that 
the ground was easy to excavate. 

Above this deposit there were a couple of 
thin .. beds of limestone,' as well as a heavy bed 
of sandstone, which contl:tined ir<?n pyrite and 
lignite (Braunkohle). In the ice-bearing de
posit itself were layers of limestone. and sand
stone of different thicknesses, as well as pyrite 
and bituminous wood. 8 

The cracking open of the ground under the 
action of the frost is reported by Figurin, and 
Middendorf£ quotes. him as relating that in 
. northern Siberia the earth often _breaks open 
with a terrific report on account of the frost, 
to such a degree that in the middle of the 
winter lakes found outlets through the fissures. 
vV rangell is also cited as describing a similar 
occurrence. Middendorf£ visited the locality 
described by ~Trangell and came to the conclu-. 
sion that the appearance and disappearance of 
lakes were frequent and that they were 
brought about by other causes. Furrows were 
frequently seen upon the tundra in the sum
mer, and many of them could be followed for 
th~ distance of a verst. The furrows were 4 
to 6. inches wide, and shallow. These furrows, 
which ·occur on lo~er as well as on higher 
parts of the tundra, cut each other in different 
direction:s, forming irregular figures, which 
are mostly small. Th~ largest block measured 
114 paces in circumference. 

Finally I add yet another to the just-described phe
nomena, \Yhose origin remains entirely a mystery 
to me. One of the moss islands in the lower course . 
of the upper •.raimyr. River . * * * was covered 
with ponds. These formed here regular elongated 
quadrilaterals, 25 paces wide ·and 40 paces long, with 
a depth of only 2 feet. They were separated from 
one another by low, broad ridges 3 paces wide, 
through whose middle ran a furrow from a span to 
a foot wide, of the kind we have described nbove.4 

Middendorff's chief contribution to the 
theory of ground 'ice is his description of the 
aufeis of the Siberian rivers. This ice, which 
is more fully described. under the heading · 

3 Micldendorff, A. T. von, Sibirische Reise, Band 1, Theil 1, 
pp. 97-98, 1848. . 

' Idem, Band 4, Theil 1,. pp, 504-506, 1859. 
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"Cenozoic deposits" (p. 158), is formed in the 
following way: ~n the· winter the rivers tend to 
freeze solid at their shoals, so that the flow is 
impeded. The water bursts out of the ice 
from the hydraulic pressure and ·floods over 
the surface, where it freezes. · The process 
may go on all winter, so that a heavy deposit 
of ice may be built up over the whole flood 
plain of the. river. Such a deposit is men
tioned as extending several miles along a river. 

MAYDELL. 

Maydell in 1871 made valuable observations 
upon the ground ice in Siberia. His notebooks 

·were turned over to Toll, who published ex
tracts from them. 2 

No. 4.-A cellar was dug in a bank at Cho
mos-U rach. The earth was unfrozen for a 
depth of 14 inches, then came 5 inches of 
frozen grpund, and then about 15 feet of solid, 
white ice, like a vein. The ice was pure white 

FIGURE 28.-Exposure of ground lee at Schandran, after Maydell. Inclusions of earth 
are marked by wavy horizontal lines. 

but not transparent be
cause it was full of 
countless air bubbles 
which were arranged 
in vertical rows. The 
rows were so close to
gether and the bubbles 
so· small that they had 
the appearance of 
cracks running through 
the ice. · 

FIGURE 29.-Exposure of ground lee at Schandran, after Maydell. Pyramids of earth 
which have weathered out of the ice appear at the left. 

J\T o. 5.-At Schan
dran a considerable 
amount of ice came 
into view. The great
est visible thickness o:f 
the ice was 26 feet. It 
was ~verlain by sod· and 
clay to a thiclmess o£ 
32 inches. The. upper 
surface of the "ice was 
parallel to the surface 

The width was in places half a n1ile, ariel the 
ice extended over the banks and into the forest 
on either side. Some thin beds of sand ·or 
gravel were. incorporated in the ice, adding to 
the stratified appearance seen in the alter
nating bands of white and blue ice, which 
marked successive deposits of snow in the 
growing bed of aufeis. _That this kind of ice 
is common in Siberia is attested by many ob
servers. 

If such a "deposit o£ aufeis wereeovered by 
a protective mantle of sediment during the 
spring floods it would remain as ground ice 
until cut away by the meandering of the ~iver.1 

of · the ground. In the ice wall there were 
inclusions of earth, ~ostly in the form of 
Yertical cylinders, the largest 10 ·feet in 
diameter. · Some of .. the cylinders shown in 
the illustrations (figs. 28 and 29) are wider 
at the top and others. at the bottom. Some · 
of them were seen to be surrounded by ice, 
and others were found to be so by dig
ging a pit behind them. It seemed as it 
there were shafts in the ice masses into which 
the earth had entered as into a. pot. Some o£ 
these inclusions ran the whole vertical length 
of the profile, but others ended a few feet be
low the surface o£ the ice. The earth· o£ the 

1 l\:Iiddendorff, A. T. von, op. cit., . Band 4, Theil 1, pp. 2 Toll, Eduard von, Acad. Sci. St.-Pctersllourg Mem., 7th 
430-453, 1859. ser., vol. 42, No. 13, pp. 18 et ·seq., 1895. 
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inclusion is stratified in regular horizontal 
lnyers as in a connected series of beds. · 

The ice is somewhat yellow and~is filled with 
air bubbles as well as very fine cracks, many 
of which carry clay layers us thick as a ~heet 
of paper. The ice wall melts back into pots 

FIOURE 30.-Exposurc or ground icc at Scbandran,. after 
1\Iny<lcll. Inclusions of earth extend into the side of an 
Ice wedge. 

of semicircular form, out of whose bottom rise 
pyramids formed from the -\rertica.l inclusions 
of 'earth (fig. 29) . 

In figure 30 is shown a wedge of ice which 
has ho..rizontal inclusions of earth. 

LOPATIN. 

Lopatin 1 saw in 1867-68, _in latitude 68°, 
on the shoi·e ·of the ocean north of Siberia, an 
ice formation 7 feet thick, consisting of a mix
ture of ice fragments, water-soaked snow, and 
sand, which melted only after five rnonths. 
In n locality where the temperature was 1ower 
such ice beds should last an entire year or even 
centuries, nnd ground ice might be thus formed. 

Lopatin also describes ice veins which have 
been formed by the freezing of water in fis
sures. The size of these ice masses may range 
from the diameter of the finest capillary to 7 
feet. The length may be 23 feet. 

NORDENSKJOLD. 

Nordenskjold,2 about 1878, while on the 
TT ega, noticed that the fresh water which 
floated on the surface of the ocean near river 
months would freeze if carried clown into the 

t Toll, Eduard von, op. cit., p. 31. 
2 Idem, p. 69. 

cold salt water below. He advanced the the
ory' that the river-borne mud and sand, by sink"" 
ing, might thus carry clown ·fresh 'vater, which 
would freeze and form ground ice under the 
ocean. This ice would be later covered by mud 
during the spripg floods and protected. 

TOLL. 

To Baron von Toll we are indebted not only 
for sonie of the most important observations 
up9n the Siberian .ground ice but also fot: a 
summary of the earlier literature. His field 
of investigation covered much of the Siberian 
mainland and extended to the islands of the 
Arctic Ocean, where ground ice attains its 
greatest recorded development. 

At Bor-Urach R.iver, in Siberia, Toll dug 
seven holes in the tundra, and in all of them 
found ice about a meter below the surface. In 
the last hole he measured the following sec
tion: 

Section in hole dug in t'ztndra at Bor-Urach River, 
·siberia. 

Meters. 
1. Thawed ground __________________________ 0. 3-o. 4 

2. Alternating layers of ice (3 centimeters 
thick) and clay (5 centimeters thick)__ 1. 

3. Clean-bedded ice (0.2 me_ter thick), partly 
with sloping layers, and an inclusion (0.5 
meter thick) of alternating clay and ice 
beds------~--------------------------- .7 

4. Clean, horizontally bedded ice___________ 8. 3 
5. An inclusion of stones. 
6. Hori?:ontally bedded ice _____________ ...:____ 3. 5 

A meter under No. · 6 there was a cone of 
cobblestones inclosed in ice. After digging 2.5 
meters into this cone the work was stopped, at 
a total depth of about 15 meters~ The shaft 
reached 8.5 meters below ·the level of the sur
face of the stream and 5 meters below that of 
the river bottom. 

As ice was found about 1 meter below the 
surface in all seven holes, the whole area ·is 
considered to be underlain by ice, as a " stone
ice" hill. The ice-cemented cobblestones at 
the bottom are in the bed of ·the river. Tho 
area was flooded by the aufeis described by 
Midd~ndorff. The inclusions of gravel and 

. 0. 
clay are expla1ned as successive outwash upon 
the growing bed of aufeis. 

As a. support to the theory that the ice in 
this locality is composed of aufeis, Toll refers 
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to t}::te profile of the opposite bank of the ri yer, 
where he saw about ·half a meter of ice under 
a meter of ground. This ice was homogeneous 
and whitish and wa;s crossed with perpendicu
larly arranged air bubbles, which gave it a 
striped appearance. The air. bubbles were 
held to point to a snow origin, which is to be 
expected in beds of aufeis.1 

The ice of the New Siberian Islands was ex
amined in 1886 by Toll in May and by Bunge 
in June. Toll thus describes the Great Liakof 
Islands. 2 (See Pis. XXXII, XXXIII, and 
XXXIV.) . 

In the steep coast, consisting of Quaternary beds, 
I could distinguish here and there a connected lower 
horizon of stone ice, and also an uninterrupted upper 

· horizon of layers of clay, sand, and peat. * * * 
Near Cape Tolstoi, a _lower gray-green ice horizon 
can be followed for a distance of several versts along 
the coast. The ice bed reaches into the overlying clay 
beds in broad, low pillars, silililar to blocks; or, on the 
contrary, part of the upper horizon penetrates into the 
lower ice horizon, as loam masses 10 feet wide and 
15 to 70 feet high, according to the height of the ice 
wall. In the loam beds are alternating thin bands of 
ice and loam. The mammoth remains were found by 
the guide, embedded in a loam-filled depression, sur
rounded on both sides by ice. The similarity to the 
description of Adams is striking. 

The color of the ice wall is a· gray green, but ip 
hand specimens the ice is enth;ely. transparent and 
co tor less. _It contains closely scattered air bubbles 
1 to 2 millimeters in diameter. No bedding was here 
apparent. . * * * The bank showed yet another 
instructive phenomenon. The covering of the ice was · 
here crossed by some fissures a few centimeters wide 
which reached clown into the " stone ice." The fis
sures were filled with a mixture of clay and ice 
* * * which was easy to distinguish from the pri
mary ice by its color and structure.. The impossi
bility of these 'small fissures filled with impure ice as 
the origin of the entire mass of " stone ice " is 
apparent. 

Toll says that there is no doubt that the ice 
is the older formation and that the dark stripes 
of earth are younger intrusions. Four stages 
of formation are postulated. (1) A broad ice 
layer (formed from. snow) covered the 
whole island with the exception of the moun
tains. This ic<j layer was torn ap~rt and fis
sured, or crossed by small cracks. ( 2) These 
fissures and canals were filled with thin ice, clay, 
and sand layers, or they were closed again 

. after being partly fine~. (3) Sedinient. was 

1 Toll, Eduard von, op. cit., pp. 40-48. 
2 Idem, pp. 51 et seq. 

laid down over the ice. · ( 4) This sediment was 
covered by the present vegetation. 3 

Toll f<;mnd in the frozen sandy clay. beds, 
urider the peaty' surface layers, specimens of 
Alnus fruticosa, consisting of the whole trunk 
and roots to a length of 15 to 20 feet. The 
bark was intact. He says : 

This find makes it- evident that here on the Great 
Liak()f Island, at 74 o latitude, a vegetation fiourished 
temporarily, which to-day reaches its northern limit 
4 o to the south on·the mainland, and that the remains 
could in no manner have been floated from a distance 
but grew here in the very place." 

Toll thus describes the structure of the ice of 
ICotelni Island: 

The ice was almost structureless in new exposures, 
* * * * but when the sun shone upon the wall 
the hairlike lines became noticeable. A few hours 
later the single grains could be differentiated. The 
ice showed that it was constituted of fragments that 
were prismatic and irregularly joined together but 
:firmly attached. * * * Some granules were pris
matic; others were fiattenea on the sides and pointed 
at the end, or more or less. compressed cubic gra~ules. 
* * * The largest granules measured 10 by 5 mil
limeters. 

After giving the observations of Emden 
upon the prismatic structure of water ice, Toll 
says :5 

If we should postulate frozen lakes for the fossil ice 
of the islands, then we must, as just mentioned,. find 
ice prisms of considerable length and not the granules 
~escribed by me. Ice prisms, however,.were certainly 
seen in the fossil aufeis formation * * * at Bor
Urach. II: * * 

Perhaps the question might be raised whether pond 
ice might not in the course of time, by the pressure of 
frost, become uncrystallized in such a manner as to 
tak~ on the observed structure of fossil ice. · 

Toll then quotes Emden, Heim, and Dry
galski- as to the size of granules, which are 
shown to vary according to the temperature 
and position. The granules of firn ice are. 
smaller than those of true glacier ice, and thQ 
granules of glaciers in cold climates are smaller 
than those in warmer regions. He says : 

At all events the intense cold of Arctic Siberia must 
have restrained the growth of the granules. ·we see· 
then that the structure of the New Siberian Quater
nary ice beds speaks· for their origin from snow beds 
and strongly against the acceptance of a water foriQa
tion. The whole region was covered with an ice layer. 
This ice cover! cut up by brooks of melted ice, * * • 

a Idem, p. 59. 
' Idem, p. 60. 
& Idem, pp. 62 et seQ. 
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·remained so long, in consequence of a temperature 
·coustnntly below 0° C., that it was covered with ter
restrinl and lacustrine formutions through the action 
·Of wind ancl water, nnd then; during a climate which 
·constantly grew colder, it was able to last until to-day 

· us n witness of a time which is olcler than the period 
·Of the grent Siberlnn mnmmals. 

In conclusion, Toll makes the following 
.stn.tements: 
· 1. There nre different types of ice in the frozen 
.ground of Siberht. ( (£) Modern formations-ice in 
fissm·es, veins, and thin lnyers, as water and snow ice. 
(b) Quaternary and perhaps recent ice, as remains of 
nufels fornultions in river valley13. (c) Quaternary 
ice of the type of the New Siberian Islands, a remnant 
·Of em·Iier glacintion. 

2. The mammoth remains are not in the ice, but in 
the frozen clay and sand lnyers, though often over
lying fossil ice masses/ 

During the years 1900-1902 Toll again vis
ited the New Siberian Islands, 'vhere he lost 
his life. In the narrative published by Baron-. 
·ess von Toll the writer has not been able to 
find much of importance bearing on this mat
ter. Toll seems to be more strongly than ever 
·of the opiiiion·that the ground ice is a remnant 
of the glacial epoch. l-Ie mentions finding a 
ground moraine under the ground ice.2 He 
finds that the ice cliffs have in places retreated. 
several hundred fathoms during the nine years 
since his former visit.3 Baidscharachs, cone
like earth hills whicl} fringe the bas.e of a melt
ing ice cliff (Pl. XXXIV), are the remains of 
frozen loam and sand masses in the ground ice.4 

Their sharp-pointed appearance is due to two 
factors-their loesslike composition and their 
frozen state. 

During post-Tertiary time North_ Siberia 
was covered with ice as Greenland is to-day. 
The modern ground iGe is a remnant of the old 
glacier. As the post-Tertiary remains are 
never found in the ice itself, but in the earth by 
which the ice is covered, this fauna must have 
first entered the country after the climate had 
become so mild that the limit of grmvth of 
various forms of vegetation was several degrees 
further north than now.5 

1 Toll, Eduard von, op. clt., p. 86. 
~ ':roll, Baroness von, Die russische Polarfahrt der Sarja, 

p. 411, 1900. . ' 
3 Idem, p .. 481. 
' Idem, pp. 534-535. 
11 Idem, p. 602. 

BUNGE. 

In his journey to Cape Bykof, in the Lena 
Delta, in 1883, Bunge made a few observations 
upon ground ice. He later presented ~ theory 
of its formation in frost cracks. He says :0 

When one steps upon the tundra almost anywhere 
in the delta, it appears divided into countless irregu
lar polygons of differing size, whose edges are highe~ 
than the middle. Between the edges of two such 
polygons, a small furrow is found, which is used as 
a pathway by lemming. * * * These furrows cor
respond to a :fissure which reaches deep into the earth 
and is :filled with 'ice·. The :fissure will become wider 
through flowing and freezing water. During high 
water and generally during the whole summer . the 
banks break down in great blocks, corresponding to 
the above-described polygons. * * * Besides these 
broad, easily noticed :fissures on the surface the whole 
ground is crossed by small :fissures which are :filled 
with clear ice. In our excavations * * * we con
tinually met such ice veins, and the loud reports in. 
the ground, especially in the increasing cold of the 
fall, testifies that the forming of :fissures goes on con
tinually. 

.In examining another exposure he says that 
at the first glance it seemed as if the blocks 
consisted entirely of ice, indeed as if the upper 
earth layers of the island rested upon a foun
dation of ice. It was not hard to convince. 
himself that the ice here . also originated 
through fissure formation. 7 In another local
ity the greater part of the bank was covered 
(bedeckt) with ice; only here and there the 
earth showed, and it was stratified. The first 
impression was that the ice was a part of the 
ground and· that the ice masses were embedded 
iri the earth. The conclusion was soon reached, 
however, that the· ice was only a secondary 
deposit from ·the gathering of water in the 
fissures where it freezes. When a big mass of 
earth breaks off, which is assisted by the for-· 

· mation of the ice in the fissure, the ice comes 
to light. The grounds for this conclusion are. 
stated as follows :8 

Nowhere where the earth and ice are in contact can 
one see an overlapping of the earth upon the ice; 
always the opposite. On the borders of an ice sur
face one succeeds with less labor in reaching to the 
earth; in th~ middle we di? not succeed, although we 

u Bunge, Alexander von, Acad. Sci. St.-Petersbourg Bull., 
vol. 29, pp. 444-445, 1884. 

7 Idem, p. 454. 
s Idem, p. 460. 
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worked hard and dug a hole more than 2 feet deep. 
* * * Further, if the ice masses were bedded, we 
should think them to have come about from accu
mulated snow m~sses. These must show a horizontal 
bedding, *. *· * but nowhere is a horizontal bed
ding visible. 

With respect to the ground ice of Great 
Liakof Island, which· he visited in J.une, 1886, 
Bunge says that the ice walls reach a height 
of 72 feet, much larger than he had observed 
on the .mainland. The ice is turbid al}d con
tains many air bubbles and earthy intrusions. 
H~ sees no reason to depart from his theory of 
frost-crack fillings previously advanced in his 
description of the Cape Bykof region in 1883. 
Besides the gr.eat ice -beds, thin horizontal· 
layers of ice are found between the horizontal 
earth strata.1 

• 

··Bunge's first statement of his theory in a 
-letter from the field to . the Academy of 
Scienyes at Petrograd has been given above. 
As there stated it is lacking in detail as well 
as in clearness, yet anyone who was actually 
engaged in the study of the question in the 
field should have compreli(mded him. He 
brings out the fact that the ice grows in fis
sures which cut the ground into polygonal 
block~. 

Twenty years later 4e gives a much better 
statement of the theory, which 1s quoted 
below: 2 · · 

VVhen in the autumn the cold increases one hears 
in the ·northern tundra of Siberia frequent loud 
cracks and reports within the earth, lik~ shots under 
the surface of the earth ; the deeper the cold now 
penetrates the earth the. more ·distant and deeper 
appear these reports and c·an to mind a distant can
nonade. There is no doubt that these detonations · 
are .brought about by the formations of °Crevices and 
fissures, which in tl1eir turn arise through the con
traction of the ground as a result of the cold. 

These fissures, always advancing farther, reach to 
considerable depths. Such fissures and crevices we 
meet everywhere in earthworks, where they are 
always filled with clear ice. After this the melting of 
the snow about the middle of June takes place very 
rapidly, so that P<?nds of snow water are formed in the 
tundra. The temperature of the water in these pools 
reaches a scarcely believable height. For example, 
I found * * * on the 16th of June (old style) 
m~der an air temperatu~e of +10° 0., in a super
fici~l pool, +16° C., even 17.5~ 0., although the poo1 

1 Bunge, Alc~xander von, Acad. Sci. St.-Petersbourg Bull., 
vol. 29, p. 252, 1884. · 

2 Bunge, Alexander von, Russ. k. mineral. Gesell. Verb., 2d 
ser., Band 40, pp. 205-209, 1902. · 

was constantly being fed with iaflowing snow water. 
'£his high temperature is naturally to be ascribed 
exclusively to the action of the sun, although the 
thickness of the thawed earth on the bottom of the 
vool did not a:r;nount to more than a centimeter. The 
water warmed in this way now flows in very con
siderab~e amount -into the fissures in the ground, of 
which we may immediately convince ourselves. 
* * * The water, owing to its comparatively high 
temperatu~e, reaches the greatest depth of the fis
sures and freezes rather quickly there in the strongly 
cooled ground. In the moment of freezing it natu
rally expands very strongly and an enormous pres
sure comes about, which presses apart the walls of 
the fissure. Through this pressure the originally 
horizontally deposited loam and humus layer becomes 
influenced to such a degree that folds are· formed. 
* * * VVith the gradual cooling the ice naturally 
contl:acts again,. and in consequence of. this a new 
crack is formed between the ice and the walls of the 
fissure, into which water ,again flows, and this process 
c_an continue for a long time. It follows from what 
has just· been said that the walls of the fissure are 
most strongly pressed apart at the bottom arid· conse
quently the fissure will take a broadened form in the 
lower part. * ~ . * 

In this manner heavy bodies of ice can accumulate, 
especially when the pressure of the ice meets no espe
cial resistance from the side of the ·mass, as is the 
case when the fissure runs parallel to the free wan of 
a profile. VVhen the profile reaches the ice layer 
(through thawing) a picture of a continual horizontal 
layer is shown, although its thickness (in a horizontal 
direction) sho{.lcl be only very slight. In consequence 
of the slight heat ·conductivity of the ice, it thaws 
much slower. than the loam beds on either side, and 
therefore the ice prevails in the profile by a. great 

·amount. 
After what has just been said, the unusual aspect 

of the tundra is at once clear to the observer; it 
appears divided throughout into polygons whose mid
dles lie deeper than the edges. The distinct elevation 
of the edges is explained through the thickness of the 
ice which is contained in the fissures, by which the 
polygons are inclosed. Naturally, such ice is not 
always of the same composition with regard to its 
structure, and contains inclusions in different degree .. 
Besides, the ice formed under the influence of enor
mous pressure, which exists in the bottoms of the 
fissures; is impaired ( ?) in its structure completely, 
and under no cir-cumstances permits its origin to: be 
postulated. 

The circumstance now appears clear that the ice, 
crossed throughout by small cracks and .. bubbles, which 
latter are arranged in vertical rows, shows that it was 
formed out of water which in freezing contained a 
large quantity of air. *' * * I might add that two
entirely impartial and independent observers-the 
Englishman Beechey, in Bering Strait, and Lopatin, 
in the Yenisei tundra:"have come to ·an entirely identi.
cal agreement with my view. 
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HERZ AND TO:{.MATSCHOW, 

vVhile excavating a mammoth skeleton on 
the River Beresovka much ground ice 'vas seen 
in the neighborhood by 1-Ierz, the zoologist in 
charge of the work: His observations, orig
innJly in Russian but partly translated and 
published in English, have been discussed at 
some length by Tolmatschow. According to 
Herz/ the mammoth was found on the slump 
thu t lay against a cliff rising 55 meters above 

·the river bed. The upper strata of earth in the 
cliff, covered with a layer of moss, is 30 to 52 
centi1neters thick. Beneath this layer is ·a 
loamy mass averaging 2 meters thick, with 
lamellar plates of ice 15 to 18 centimeters thick 
stretching through the mass. Under this allu
vialln,yer there is a vertical wall of ice, which 
stands free for a distance of 5 meters above the 
nuunmoth. The photographs of this bank 
show an apparently solid cliff ~f ice, but the 
angle from wl-1ich it was taken is not calculated 
to bring out the details, except in the immedi
ate foreground. 

I-Ierz does not give a detailed description of 
the exposure., There must have been earth 
inclusions, as the following quotation shows: 2 

According to my opinion, the entire cliff-region rests 
on n glacier, which was disintegrating and in which 
there were deep crevices. · The water that flowed 
clown • • * from the neighboring hills, mixed 
with earth, stones, anti pieces of wood, gradually 
filled these crevices. The whole was later covered 
with n layer of soil. 

That the ice could have resulted from burial 
of aufeis is considered by I-Ierz as improbable 
when the altitude of 50 meters is considered in 
connection with the size of the river. He adds: 

Do we not· see here before us primitive or, as Baron 
'l'oll puts it, "stone ice," which resulted ·from the pre
vious gincinl period? 

Samples of the ice around the mammoth 
w·erc taken to Petrograd, where they were ex
amined by Tolmatschow. 8 The ice was found 
to be granular and full of air bubbles. The 
n verage size of the grains was 5 to 8 milli
meters and the air content from 50 to 180 cu
bic centimeters. 

t Herz, 0. F., Smithsonian Inst. Ann. Rept. ~or 1903, p. 
GlB, l !)04. 

~ Idem, p. OlG. 
3 ~L'olmatschow, I. P. von, Russ. k. mineral. Gesell. Verb., 

2d ser., vol. 40, pp. 417-420, 1902. · 

The first conclusion we may arrive at from these 
observations is that the ice just described can not 
lutve been formed directly from water. Ice coming 
from the surface of water-for instance, from a 
pond-shows a parallel increase of long-stalked crys
tals whose optical axes are perpendicular to the 
freezing surface. * * * ·when melting, such ice 
divides into a series of irregular prisms, some deci
meters long. * * * The large quantity of air of 
the ice [from the . Beresovka] * * * differenti
ates it from ordinary freezing of water and confirms 
its snowy nature. 

Tolmatschow evidently did not understand 
the significance of Bunge's theory any more 
than Toll did, for he states that in the case r 

of the Beresovka the supposition of Bunge is 
unteriable.4 The preservation of aufeis is also 
excluded, from the lack of proper crystalliza
tion and horizontal bedding. Tolmatschow's 
opinion is that the ice from the Beresovka is 
from snowdrifts of perhaps recent formation 
and not necessarily of glacial time. The 
snowdrifts are locally protected by loam and 
r.ot entirely melted during the summer. He 
says :5 

These beds increase; come into contact, melt to
gether, and in a long series of years form a thick 
cover of snow. • * * For this explanation we 
I>eed not make any s_upposition about oscillation of 
climate, * • * and we may very well suppose 
that the process is also going on in Siberia now. 

DISCUSSION OF THE SIBERIAN LITERATURE. 

In this paper the important contributions to 
the literature that are dated as late as 1903 
have ·been abstracted. The only work that 
was consulted of later. date was Baroness von 
Toll's narrative, but the indexes of the bulle
tins of the Imperial Academy of Scien~s of 
St. Petersburg of later dates were searched 
without finding any promising material. 

The evidence as to the widespread occur
rence of wedges of ground ice is very strong. 

1. The audible formation of frost cracks ~s 
n1entioned by Figurin, vVrangell, Middendorff, 
and Bunge. a 

2. Open frost cracks that cut the surface of 
the· ground into polygons are mentioned by 
MiddeJ?-dorff, Toll, and Bunge. 

3. Parallel ridges that are separated by 
frost cracks and surround clepress~cl polygonal 

~ Id':m, p. 435. 6 Idem, p. 440. 
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blocks are described by Middendor:ff and 
Bunge. 

4. Wedges of ice have been described by 
. Adams, Figurin, and Lopatin. 

5. ·Numerous air bubbles that are oriented 
into vertical rows are mentioned by Maydell, 
Toll, and Bunge. 

6. Inclusions of earth, which are possibly 
the distorted remnants of ice-inclosed· polyg
onal blocks of earth, are mentioned by May
dell, Toll, and Bunge· and suggested by Herz. 

Adams.-Adams's description of the inclu
sions of earth is so vague that the relations o:f 
the ice and earth are uncertain. Toll gives a 
figure which shows the inclusions as wedges, 
apex downward, in a solid body of· ice. As 
there is no such illustration in Adams's notes, 
it was probably drawn by Toll and not by 
Adams himself. Consequently· it is not ·cer
tain which way the wedges really di_d point, 
although the wording favors Toll's under
standing. If these wedges are remnants of 
original polygonal blocks of. earth which were 
gra~ually compressed by growing wedges of 
ice, the writer's conception of the process_ is 
that they would- be smallest at the top, for the 

·growth of the wedge of ice is greatest there. 
Middendorff.-The thin -layers of ice found 

in increasing quantity clear to the bottom of 
the Schergin shaft have ·an important bearing 
upon the tpeory of the formation of such de
posits. As limestone and sandstone. occur 
above the beds of sand and clay in which the 
ice is found, the ice must be a secondary forma
tion. It could not have frozen during the. 
deposition of the m~tetial. The ground frost 
~lso .must have pentrated from the surface and 
can not be the result of the gradual buria-l of 
successively ofrozen surface deposits, as has 

· been suggested for some of the Alaskan ground 
ice. 

The writer entirely agrees with Midden
dor:ff that .frost-formed .fis$ures in the ground 
are incapable of absorbing sufficient water to 
dr·ain lakes and ponds, although oit is possibl~ 
that they might open drainage lines to neigh
boring depressions. The writer has seen ap
proximately straig~t cracks . a couple of hun
dre~ yards. in length, but ·nothing approach
ing a verst in length, although theoretically 
su.ch. lengths are possible. 

The regular rectangular ponds, separated. 
by wide ridges through whose middle ran_frost
cracks,. described by l\1iddendor:ff, have also· 
been observed by the writer. (See Pis .. 
XXIX, B, p; 205, and- XXX, A, p, 206.) 

jJf aydell.-In exposure No. 4 one corner of 
the pit was free from ice, and in the rest of the. 
pit the ice was pure white and full of vertical 
rows of air bubbles. This is strong evidence· 
for wedge-shaped masses o£ ice and excludes.a. 
solid bed. The ·origin of the vein of earth. 
running into the ice is not easily explained,. 
but a wedge n1ight conceivably be fractured. 
by the great pressure exerted in its growth. 

Exposure No. 5 presents difficulties of inter-· 
pretation, for it contained vertical cylinders of · 
earth included 1n a solid body of ice, and 
smaller pot-shaped inclusions were sunk into· 
the surface. These. inclusions are horizontally· 
stratified, as if they were parts of a connected. 
series of beds.· The illustrations show a wavy 
stratification that is not easily accounted for,. 
either by original deposition or by the filling 
of a pothole in the ice. The pyramids of earth. 
which lie at the foot of the thawing bank 
show that the inclusions of earth are numer-· 
ous and disconnected. Instead of cylinders. 
cone-shaped masses .of earth should more likely 
occur. However, according. to· the theory,, 
there should be disconnected inclusions of
earth _where the original polygonal block ·ex-
isted, and such in9lusions are shown in this· 
exposure. The wavy stratification may be ·the. 
result of compression. 

Figure 29 (p. 2i6) shows such cone-shaped 
intrusions of earth as the writer is led to ex
pect. 

In all these descriptions it must· be kept in 
mind that an absolutely clean exposure is rare. 
and that generalizations must be made. From 
Maydell's notes it seems as if parts of the ex
posure were concealed, yet the figures given 
by Toll show details everywhere. 

lVew Siberian lslands.-The amount of ice 
exposed in the New Siberian Islands is much 
greater than anywhere else, and any .theory 
as f.o the formation of ground ice will be 
severely tested to account for the great ver
tical and· horizontal exposures. There can be. 
no doubt as to the vertical dimensions, for the 
illustrations of the ice cliff of Great Liakof 

0 
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Island show that it is many times higher than 
the human figures at its base (Pis. XXXII, 
XXXIII, XXXIV, pp. 218-220): 

:Here also cylindrical inclusions of earth 
reach across the whole exposure, but instead of 
potlike inclusions at the surface we .have basal 
inclusions cut oft' above by ice. The pyram
idal masses of earth at the base of the cliff 
in the illustration (Pl. ·xxXIV, p. 220) show 
that the inclusions of earth are isolated and 
somewhat symmetrically distributed. The 
·color of the ice, which is transparent gray
green in fresh exposures,· with closely spaced 
an· bubbles, does not correspond to the whitish 
ice seen by the writer. The ice was not hori
zontally stratified. Toll casually mentions 
furrows mi the surface of the tundra, but he 
does not clearly say that they cut the tundra 
into polygonal blocks.1 Bunge does not men
tion the surface features. 

Conditions in the New Siberian Islands, 
where a small amount of earth is included in 

. banks of ice, are radically different from those 
observed by the writer in Alaska, where ·a 
small amount of ice is included in banks of 
~ai'th. Great modifications in the frost-crack 
theory, as developed for the Alaskan localities, 
must therefore be made in order to fit the con
ditions at the New Siberian Islands. If the· 
long cylinders of earth are extremely cQm
pressed polygonal blocks, the surface of the ice 
must have grown upward to keep pace with 
the verticaJiy expanding blocks of earth. An
other difficulty lies in the great height of the 
ice cliffs in the New Siberinn Islands, in some 
places 70 feet. 

Still, the symmetrically distributed inclu
sions of ea1th are a strong suggestion that the 
ground ice there is the result of the g,rowth of 
ice in ·symmetrically arranged .frost. cracks. 
The question should be studied in detail on the 
ground. The north shore of Alaska shows 
only the incipient stages, but there must be 
places in Siberia where the ice wedges are 
htrger than those in Alaska and yet smaller 
thnn those which presumably exist in the New 
Siberian Islands. The locality described by 
l\1aydell at New Schandran seems favorable, 
for here are lnrger inclusions of earth, some of 
them pyramidal. 

) \. 

Tolls' theory; outlined on page 218, of a 
snow field buried to form the ground ice of this 
locality is entirely possible but not probable. 
The inclusions of earth are supposed to be the 
result o£ earth-filled cracks and fissures, yet the 
pyramidal earth mounds at the base of retreat
ing banks show that the inclusions of earth a.re. 
round· or polygonal. There is great difficulty in 
seeing how deep fissures could become filled 
before the naked ice walls were widened at the 
top by melting. The amount of material in the 
inclusions is significant in comparison with the · 
thin veneer upon the surface of the ice. The 
lack of horizontal bedding, or even of horizon
tal beds of earth in the ice, is strongly unfavor
able to the derivation of the ice from snow in a 
region where there was sufficient transportable 
material to eventually cover the ice. 

The granular structure of the ice, as already 
shown (p. 218), may as well indicate the wedge
shaped masses of ground· ice as ice derived from 
snow, if indeed the short prismatic granules do. 
not favor the former and exclude the latter . 

The writer leaves the origin of this ice an 
open question, but holds the opinion that the 
most favorable line of inquiry will be along 
the lines suggested under the theory of ice 
wedges. · 

Herz and Tolmatsahow.-The samples of ice 
from the Beresov ka that were collected by 
Herz and described by Tolmatschow, although 
granulated, are not decisive of anything. As 
Maddren 2 has pointed out, the samples were 
collected on a slump and can in no way have 
any bearing upo~ the question of the true 
ground ice in the bank above. Even if col
lected in place in the ground ice, granulation 
does not indicate that the ice has be~n formed 
from snow, as has been already shown. 

Bwnge's theory.-In outline this theory ois 
almost exactly the same as that which the 
writer has independently· propounded for the 
ground ice of Alaska. Bunge emphasizes the 
rapid inflow and sudden freezing of the surface 
wa~er with resultant pressure. The writer be
lieves that the. water slowly drains into the 
cracks and that it gradually freezes agai.nst the 
cold sides until the cracks are filled up. As no 
pressure can be exerted unless the water is con
fined iri freezing, the wi'iter does not think that 

1 Toll, lDdunrd von, BeltrUge zur Kenntnlss des russlschen 2 :Maddren, A. G., Smlthson~an 1\:lisc. co'n., vol. 49, p. 54, 
Relches, Band 3, F'ol. 3, p. 313, 1887. 19.05. 
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this pressure comes greatly into play. Even if 
the crack ,should be suddenly filled with water 
the freezing would probably proceed from the 
bottom upward, for the inrushing water would 
be cooled off in descending and the narro.wing 
crack would contain less water to freeze in the 
lower portion. Thus Bunge's idea. that the 
greatest growth would be at the lower part of 
the fissure is opposite to the writer's, that the 
growth is the greatest at the top. 

Toll does not 'seem to have given Bunge's 
theory any thought, except to dismiss it. Tol
matschow excludes it, because a longitudinal 
crack could not account for a curved exposure 
of ground ice. 

NOV A ZEl\:lBLA. 

BAER. 

Baer makes the following statement: 1 

In the clayey alluvial land of Nova Zembla * * * 
I saw fissures 1 to 2 inches wide stretching in all 
directions of the compass and forming polygons with 
each other. * * * One always finds ice in the 
depths of the fissures, at least until August. 

SPITZBERGEN; 

HOLMSEN. 

Bunge's statement that; a fiss~re near a bank 
was a favorable locality for· the growth of an 
i~e wedge was unfortunat~, and his citation. of 
Beechey as supporting him. w~s still more un
fortunate, for Beechey says that the ice in 
Eschscholtz Bay was simply a veneer against 
the face of, the cliff, perhaps formed in a 
crevice in the falling bank or else was the re
-sult of the freezing of water that flowed over 
the face of the clitf. . In the summer of 1.912 Gunnar Holmsen 

Bunge shows that the parailel ridges of de- studied the ground ice of Spitzbergen and pub
pressed polygonal blocks are fo~med by the lished 'his observations at some length. He 
pressure of the growing ice wedge, but this is gi\res valuable tables of air and ground tern
almost the only support he gives to his theory, peratures in his discussion of the distribution 
except to remark that in his excavations he of ground ice. The report is published in Nor
frequently met with small (verticaH) veins wegian, but an English translation was avail
of ice in the o-round. In the areas studied by ~ able to the writer. Below are given some of 
Bunge the i~e wedgss were 'probably in an Holmsen's more imp.ortant descriptions of ~x
advanced stage of development, so that; he · posures, as. well as hrs theory of the formatiOn 
did not see the actual · wedges that are so of ground rce : 
striking a phenomenon in Alaska. The terrace surface shows divers frost phenomena 

Even though there is a vagueness in his and often "polygon marks." * * * The upper
statement and though he does not illustrate most part of the terrace is cut by cracks 2 to 3 meters 

deep, which are narrow enough so that the ice lies 
the theory with diagrams arid photographs in the shade. * * * Seen from the mountain 
of actual exposures, it is incomprehensible that above, at a great distnnce, the system of cracks re
none of the later investigators understood sembles the genuine "polygon field," with polygons 
Bunge's meaning. Before the writer developed from 12 to 20 meters In diameter, nnd is without doubt 
the same theory he had gone over most of the the same kind of formation as I imagine the cracks 

to have come about through strong frost. * * * 
Alaskan literature, in which were extracts Under a thick cover of slightly stratified clayey gravel 
from Bunge and others of the Siberian work- ice is encountered. * * * 
ers. He accepted their understanding-that In the frozen terrnces it has been my fortune 
Bunge's theory applied only to longitudinal * * * to see ice in nll the places where I have 
fissures, especially near falling banks. It was looked for it in reasonably new cuts. * * * 

· Emposure No. 2.-The ice was exposed in a profile 
only after his own theory had been published of 10.42 meters. * * * Lowest do1vn a· small ice 
in the Journal of Geology that the wr.iter wall was chopped _out,· whereby one could ~ee that 
found that Bunge had previously propounded the ice was bedded and contained a clay bed about 5 
practically the same theory. centimeters thick. The beds slanted out from the 

Holmsen so frequently mentions the polyg- valley side, apparently parallel to the terrace surface. 
Outside of the clay bed the ice was so clean that it 

onal markings of the . tundra that if he were could be melted for drinking water. Over the ice 
aware of Bunge's theory he would at once have lay a clay bed without stones 62 centimeters .,thick. 
aritici pated the ground ice he found under 
the mar kings. 

1 Baer, K. E. ·von, Expedition ft. Novaia Zemlia et en Lap
ponte: Acad. Sci. St.-Petersbourg Bull., vol. 10, p. 274, 1866. 
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"' "' "' The next day the hewn-out lee wall showed 
that the ice was granular from the stze of a pea 
to thnt of a hazelnut. 

l!Jwpos·un3 No. 3.-The cave was 70 centi~eters high 
nnd 3 to 4 meters deep. The roof and walls of the 
cnve consist o:f. clear ice. ~ • • The upper layers 
of the ice m·e richest in clay layers. 

l!JW1J081tre No . .q.-In the upper ditch we met thin 
layers of. ice alternating with ln~rers of earth 80 
centimeters under the terrnce. "' * * 

l!JW1J081We No. 5.-The stream clisappeared entirely 
within the terrace to come out again 10 to 12 meters 
fnrthet· down. The ice hangs as a roof over the 
stream, both whet·e it disappeared and where it came 
out again. * "' * It was here less clean than I 
hnve seen it in other plnces, as it contained intrusions 
of n fine black slate. gravel. 

JJJ:ctJ081tre No. 61.-In a terrace whose height above 
the vnlley bottom is 4 meters, the little streams run 
in n:uTow troughs of a depth of a couple j)f meters. 
"' "' "' I believe these fissures to have come about by 
frost (compare the formation of "polygon fields") or 
by n sliding down of the whole terrace. * "' "' 
When one steps down into the fissures one can see 
the ice everywhere, it being always quite clean and 
does not show any bedding. It has a beautiful green
ish tint and is covered by . 60 centimeters of ea~·th. 

1JJW1J081tre No. ?'.-The surface of the terrace is a 
pronounced hillock field, which is formed on the basis 
of a t1·ue "polygon field." It is also believable that 
the underlying ice "' * * plays· a part in the 
formntion of the "polygon field." * * * In the 
upper ditch we found no ice, while the lower one, at 
68 centimeters vertical depth, showed many bands 
of ice nlternating with slate gravel. A little farther 
in we met with a hollow, in under the terrace, at the 
same elevation as the stream bed. The cave went in 
nbout 1.5 meters. * * * In this locality by the 
11se o·r. dynamite a ditch was blasted, which showed 
ice beds 4 meters under the terrace surface. The 
f1·ozen ground above the ice * "' * was 3.4 
mete1·s thick. * "' * The upper layers of ice alter
nntecl with clay and sand layers. In one cut the vari
ous ice layers had a total thickness of 1.2 meters. 
".rhe lower ice lnyers measured 22 centimeters. The 
ice layers here, too, extend pnrallel to the surface, 
which here slopes 2° to 3° downward toward the 
river. * * * From the flat bottom of the ditch a 
bore hole wns sunk to a depth of 1.4 meters. The 
layers of frozen earth and clay alternated· with the 
ice, but as usual increased with thickness with the 
depth. The thickest layer of ice under the ditch was 
35 centimeters thick. 

EW1JOswre No. 9.-At 30 centimeters under the ter
race surface we encountered the uppermost ice layers. · 
Bands of ice to a thickness of 30 centimeters alter
'nnted with earth layers up to 15 centimeters in thick
ness to the bottom of the excavation (1.7 meters). 

l!JW1J081tre No. 10.-In the bank, out against the 
stream, we dug a ditch. • * * The material was 
finely assorted gravel. "' • * It showed stream 

16344°--18----15 

bedding out from the valley side at an angle up 
through the valley, with a fall of nearly 30°. The 
frozen ground was reached ·50 centimeters right in 
from the surface of the slope and th~ fallen layers of 
the earth were about the same depth. The strata 
are cut by more fiat-lying ice bands 3 to 5 centimeters 
in thickness. After the ditch had been dug 2 meters 
horizontally into the terrace we met a considerable 
cavity, the roof of which was 4.6 meters below the 
surf~ce. of the terrace. , The rear wall of the en ve 
was reached with a long pole at a distance of 2 meters 
from the ditch, and its bottom was a couple of 
decimeters above the creek bed. * * * The later 
blast'ings in the same ditch showed na thicker ice, 
while smaller lumps of ice and bands of ice a centi
meter thick alternated with the sloping layers of 
gravel. Still it appeared as if the amount of ice 
increased with the depth. 

Between 6 and 10 · is an air-line distance of 3,500 
meters. Besides the localities named, the ice in the 
ground has been found by borings in intermediate 
places. * * * The investigations ·at first were 
carried on to prove the presence of the ice, and the 
bore holes, therefore, were placed in .places where, 
from the topography, one might expect to encounter 
the ice at a slight depth. * * * One may conclude 
nevertheless that there is ice in the ground every
where between 1 and 10, even though the overlying 
frozen g.round in places is so thick that the results of 
the borjngs in such places became less certain. 

Ewpostttre No. 1.1.-The .cut where the ice is exposed 
is 70 meters long, curved, and with the usual semi
circular slides. * * * Over the ice is a thin cover 
of earth with moss peat on top. In no place is the 
thickness of the earth cover more than 30 centi
meters. Inside of the cut, therefore, one can expioi·e 
with a crowbar and_ scrape away the earth, which 
here is not frozen. The surface of the ice is smooth 
and flat as a skating. rink and the ice contains no 
earth jnclusiQns. Tl:J.e profile is 1.5 to 2.5 meters in 
size. 

Ewpostttre No. 12.-A stream has cut out a gully 
about 3 meten deep ·in the sloping plain nt right 
angles to the river and valley. In the bottom of the 
gully was ice. * * * Its color here also was 
greenish, and it was clear, without earth inclusions. 
* * * The surface of the terrace constituted an 
extended hillocky field~ * * * which strengthens 
my opinion that the ground ice has an influence on 
the forming of ground structure. 

Ewposure V.-The material in the terrace was as
sorted and it is without doubt a marine terrace. At 
the top * * * is seen 60 meters of horizontally 
bedded gravel. Below there was "taele" without 
stream bedding, which alternated with the horizontal 
strata of ground ice. 

The " polygon field " on the drier terraces is covered 
by a plant life, principally small bushes, and there ap
pears in the damp places, on the foundation of the 
"polygon field," a "hillock field," with mosses, half 
grass, grass, and bog cotton. * * * On the ex-: 
tensive stretches in the middle ·of the· valley appear 
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swamp fields with innumerable pools of water between 
the hillocks. * * * Between the.se pools stretch 
hillocks or "is~ands" of peat moss, which under 
travel over the valley prove to be harder and one does 
not sink in so deep. 

Exposu1·e [X] .-The ice showed itself everywhere 
in these ditches to be of small thickness compared to 
the earth strata, which consisted of fine river gravel. 
Nowhere was anything but ice bands a centimeter 
thick. 

Exposure [YT.-The material in the frozen ground 
consisted of riv~r gravel. * * * The ice appeared 
in horizontal flakes, 1 centimeter thick, which thinned 
out to sheets of the thickness of paper and disap
peared. The combined thickness of the ice beds in 
this cut did not exceed 12 centimeters. 

Exposure [Z] .-At a depth of 10 centimeters we 
here met with clay-mixed ice of a different kind than 
the usual. The ice is porous and the clay lies spread 
around in it in spots of a square centimeter size with
out order. ' * * * . 'l'he ice springs up in irregular 
* * * shell-formed layers, but shows also a struc
ture which possibly is crystallographically vertical to 
this direction. This white "taele," with its few inclu
sions of clay, reached a depth of 1 meter. * * * 
At a depth of 1.6 meters the gray ~· taele " was relieved 
by an ice band of clean ice a couple of centimeters 
thick. Still farther clown thicker ice bands were 
found. The ground ice is in the forming in this place. 

A condition which must be given weight is that 
ground ice has· nowhere been seen in the great cuts 
which the rivers of the transverse valleys have formed 
in the loose strata. * * * 

I have at no place been able to determine the thick
ness of the ground ice. * * * The greatest profile 
I 'have examined (No. 2) showed a thickness of 15 
meters, of which 10.42 meters was accessible and 4,5 
meters were shown by boring at the foot of the ter
race. * * * The greatest thickness of clear ice 
which I have observed is something overo 2 meters.1 

On pages 35-36 Holmsen presents Hogbom's 
theory that the. Spitzbergen ice is formed from 
stagnan·t water between over lying peat beds 
and the frozen earth strata, as follows: 

Hogbom's supposition that the ice at present seems 
to be under formation is fully supported by the profile 
I had dug. * * * That the ice should have been 
formed from the peat strata, however, seems· chal
lenged by my investigations. In the majority of the 
occurrences described there are no peat layers. Even 
in those places where peat layers appear over the ice 
these can hardly be put in connection with its forma
tion, except when they rest immediately on it. 

With regard to dead glacier:s as a possible 
origin £or the ice, he says :2 

The overlying material also shows quite consta:Q.t 
thickness in the fiat valley bottom, which with diffi-

1 Holmsen, Gunnar, Spitzbergens jordbundsis: Norske Geog. 
Selskaps Aarbok, vol. 24, pp. 12-28, 1912-13. 

2 Idem, pp. 37-38. 

culty can be coupled with the idea of the cover of a 
naked glacier mass. Also, it should be likely that 
stones which hav~ been frozen in the glacier should 
have come to sight in the ice at one or the other of 
the many cuts I have seen. B~t this is never the 
case. Finally, the lack of restratified moraine mate
rial over the ice is conclusive that it can not have 
come about this way. 

If, then, the closer investigntion of the ground ice 
shows that it does not owe its origin to the glaciers, 
there are still certain characteristics in its structure 
which necessitate that one can not offhand regard it 
formed as water ice. 'Vhen it is cut loose from the 
great ice beds it appears quite solid, but during its 
melting grains appear of the same size and form that 
can be observed in the spring in ice which is formed 
from snow-that is, as hail the size of a pea. On the 
other hand, I have never. seen the ice falling apart 
in oriented pillars as the tablet ice usually does. 
Thinner ice beds lying between frozen earth layers 
are, however, now and then porous, with a structure 
of tablet ice and often with air bubbles in vertical 
strips. * * * 

The outer shell of the ICe in the natural profiles 
is saturated with dirt:y: clay water, so that the sur
face of the ice is gray in color. The gray tone is a 
few inches thick, and inside of this the clean ice is 
light bluish or greenish. In one place it was also a 
strong green. It should also be remembered that if 
there is only a small addition to the thickness of the 
ice the main axes of the ice crystals become short, 
and they ~an then with difficulty be distinguished from 
granules of snow ice except by optical investigation. 
·when the ice contains air bubbles these are always 
oriented vertically to the cooling surface, and this I 
have taken as an indication that. the ice has been 
formed by the freezing of water. 

The presence of marine shells above the ice in some 
localities appears to me as conclusive evidence that 
the ice is formed inside of the earth strata, as it can 
not be imagined that the ice, at least in its thhiner 
layers, has been able to exist during the Mytil'ltS time 
of Spitzbergen, even though this warmer period, 
according to the opinions of Hogbom, has been accom
panied "~ith greater precipitation. and deeper snow 
cover in winter. 

Holmsen quotes a description, by K. Hallen, 
of ~orne peat bogs in Norway, in which some 
knolls remained frozen throughout the sum
mer.3 A vertical· cut through it showed up
ward-arching concentrated layers o£ bog earth, 
in which were found intruded pieces o£ clean 
ice. He gives Hesselmann's description o£ how 
the upper bog strata one cold night in Septem
ber was frozen together to a compact mass o£ 
ice needles and peat. 

. This frozen body of peat rested, however, on a bed 
·of porous, fluted, peat-mixed ice 6 to 7 centimeters 

3 Idem, p. 41. 
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thick. * * "' In its consistence the ice resembled 
prismatic ice, which in the spring during the thawing 

"iS found on the seas [ponds], but was still more loose 
. nnd porous. * * • ·when the peat freezes at a 

temperature not too low, the upper drier and porous 
layer freezes first, which Inter hinders evaporation. 

· I-Iolmsen presents his theory as to the forma
tion of ground ice as follows : 1 

In n slmllnr manner the deposits of ground ice in 
Spitzbergen must be ·considered to have come into 
existence. and like these again the extensive occur
rences o:e the snme formation in Arctic Asia and 
America. It has been demonstrated in Spitzbergen, 
and it nlso appears from the large literature about 
the other better known occurrences .of ground ice, 
that the overlying earth strnta consist of clay and 
di1f:erent kinds of peat, just such ldnds of earth as 
nbsorb much water. As my own investigations have 
shown, there is no doubt that the overlying earth 
strnta have nn influence on the formation of the ice. 
Undet· moss pent the ice is clean and free from earth 
inclusions, nnd nlso the ice here lies nearest the sur
face. 'l'he last may be owing to heat insulation. 
Under clay the ice often alternates with frozen layers 
of earth, and under the coarser river deposits the · 
nlternntlons between the clear ice and earth layers 
nre most frequent. The drier the overlying layers 
of enrth, the. cleeper the ice lies under the surface. It 
should also be noted that in coarser gravels, out
washed moraine material, etc., ground ice, except in 
the form of covered glaciers, has never been observed. 
It seems, therefore, as if the con~itions for the new 
forming of the ice in such ground is not present. 
li'urther. the gt·otmd ice occurs only in flat stretches 
where the clrninnge of the ground water. is slow. 

In· the flat-bottomed valleys of Spitzbergen the 
thnwecl earth keeps very wet during the short sum
mer, from. the time the snow meltiilg begins until the 
first night ft·ost makes its appearance. Even on 
sloping plnins the frequent movement of detritus indi
cates that the earth is saturated. The first phase of 
the development ·of ground ice is shown in its ap
penrnnce in the moss knolls of the valley bottom. 
* "' "' The next step must be considered by occur
rence No. l.l. Here also the ice lies immediately un
der the thnwecl earth strata, and thereforP- is in all 
probability In its upper part subject to melting a part 
of the year. Under this thawing there is a possi
bility that the porous ice goes over to its compact 
form, In which it later appears. 

Some of the occurrences investigated are, as will 
be seen, so deep lying that even in warm summers 
they nre below the limits of ground frost [below the 
limits reached by the summer's thawing]. In such 
places the lower beds will. hardly grow any more. 
But just in these occurrences (Nos. 3, 4, 7, 9, etc.) 
ure found the uppermost alternating layers of ice and 
clay, before one gets down to the main body of the 
Ice. Each layer shows that the conditions for ice 
forming have been present. In warm summers the 

1 Op. cit., pp. 43-44. 

upper ice layers wJll .Probably disappear, but the 
deeper lying ice· grows ; in colder periods there will 
again be formed a higher lying ice layer, separated 
from the layer below by more or less frozen earth . 
If the surface is even ancl the earth very homogeneous 
the ice layers show great regularity. On the contrary, 
if the nature of the material varies this at once has· 
an effect on the ice. The moss peat seems to have an 
especial effect, for the ice under the thick layers 
of it is not seen to contain earth inclusions. The 
thickness of the ice layers always inc_reases with the 
depth until one gets to the compact clean ice, whose 
thickness is so great that it has been impossible for 
me to determine it. 

With regard to the earth inclusions in the 
ground ice of Siberia and· Eschscholtz Bay, 
Holmsen presents the following hypothesis :2 

Salt (alkali?) deposits are found in many places 
upon the frozen earth, both in Spitzbetgen and Green
land, .as well as a salt-water well in Siberlfl.. It seerris 
probable from this that the vertical .channels in the 
grouncl ice may have been melted through the assist~ 
ance of salt solutions. The salt solutions may be 
made stronger by the extraction of salt from the 
ground, and we can also believe that considerable 
nmounts of salt are given off in the decomposition of 
the large bodies of the mammoth * * "' whose re
mains are sometimes found in these holes. The salt 
solution thins out by the melting of the ice, J:tut its 
concentration is again augmented by the freezing, and 
it may happen that the melting stops when the solu
tion gets a freezing point corresponding to that of the 
surrounding ice. The ground ice then shoots up 
around the inclusion and is also formed anew over it, 
closing it at the top. If one imagines the inclusions 
to have formed iu this way, they consequently do not 
always need to be younger than the surrounding ice. 
That the originally horizontal layers of the inclusions 
may appear folded is clue to smaller movements in 
the ice bed, movements which in size resemble those 
which produce the _frost cracks. 

After reviewing the literature, Holmsen 
gives the common characteristics of the occur
rence of ground ice, closing his report with the 
following statements :8 

1. Ground ice occurs in places \vhose mean tempera
ture for the year is 4 o to 6° below ·0° C. 

2. It is distributed on the plains, whereas it is lacl,{
ing on slopes. 

3. The earth layers which lie over the ice are such 
as have a capacity. to absorb much water. 

These common traits for ground ice from widely 
separated localities argue for a common cause for 
its origin. The similarity between the occurrences 
makes it improbable that the " stone ice" of the New 
Siberian Islands should be due to a covered inland 
ice; that the ice masses along Kobuk River should 

2 Idem, pp.· 71-74. 
s Idem, p. 131. 
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have been formed in a different way, as lakes frozen 
to the bottom ; and that th~ ground ice of Spitzbergen 
.at the present time is new formed from ground water 
in its own way. The geographic distribution of the 
ground ice indicates a uniformity of origin, and the 
detailed analysis of the conditions in the different 
occurrences leads to the same uniformity. Whatever· 
opinion one may have about its formation, the ground 
ice of the Arctic region, with the conditions mentioned, 
is a common phenomenon which deserves the attention 
of the geologists as a considerable factor in the 
morphology of these regions. 

DISCUSSION OF HOLMSEN'S REPORT. 

The first thing the writer wishes to bring 
out is the general resemblance between the 
surface features of Spitzbergen and Arctic 
Alaska. The second is that Holmsen does not 

. give a single detailed description of an ex
posure in which the boundaries of the ice 
beds are visible. Ice was found here and there, 
in crevices, gullies, cut banks, and by digging, 
boring, and blasting. From this he concludes 

. that the surface of the ground is everywhere 
underlain by horizontal sheets of ice of greater 
or les$ thickness. As the writer has brought 
out in the introduction to the discussion of 
ground ice, very erroneous conclusions may be 
drawn as to both the vertical -and horizontal 
distribution of ground ice, unless the actual 
boundaries of each exposed ice bed can be seen. 

As an illustration of Holmsen's deductions 
as to the thich..--ness of the assumed universal 
ice sheet, exposure No. 2 (:p. 224) is cited. The 
illustration shows the upper portion of an ice 
deposit immediately under the surface of the 
terrace (underneath the man)~ Below this 
level slumping has concealed th~ exposure. 
At th,e base of the hank an excavation re-vealed 
some more ice. Holmsen says~ 

The greatest profile I have examined (No. 2) 
showed a thickness. of 15 meters, of which 10.42 me
ters (the height o:(the bank) was accessible, and 4.5 
meters were shown by boring at the foot of the 
terrace. 

He mentions " polygon field~ " cut by gullies 
into blocks 12. to 20 meters in,diameter. (See 
p. 224.) The photographs would serve equally . 
as well for the Alaskan tundra. He also men
tions " hillock fields." (See p. 225.) His de
scription of these hillock fields corresponds to 
the writer's description of depressed polygonal 
blocks. (See Pls. XXIX, B, p. 205, and" 
XXX, A, p. 206.) 

Clear ice with no inclusions of earth was 
found in the. gullies and crevices in the polyg.on 
areas. As the writer has already shown ( p ... 
208), gullies are apt to be formed only in the 
ice wedges, so that they may be expected to re
veal ground ice everywhere. He believes that 
we have here wedges of ground ice inclosing 
polygonal blocks of the original tundra forma
tion. No fresh exposures showing any details 
are described, so it is impossible to affirm that 
wedges do occur, but there is nothing which in 
the least excludes their occurrence. l\1ost of 
the bodies of clear ice free from inclusions of 
earth mig,ht as well be composed of ice wedges. 

With reference to the bedded strata of ice and 
earth, some of the exposures at least do not 
bear out the inference drawn from them. In 
exposure No.2 the photograph shows a slumped 
bank. Any ice found un_der such a slump may 
be from recent local snmvdrifts or flood ice, 
and such ice must be disregarded in discussing 
the question as to the origin of the true ground 
ice, a small exposure of which may be seen at 
the top of the same bank. As the ice in ques
tion was granulated, it may yery well have been 
an old SJ?.Owdrift, or series of snowdrifts, sepa
rated by cla.y which had oozed out from the 
bank in th_e summer. The photograph sho·ws 
no details. In exposure No.7 two ditches were 
dug, whose position is not made clear. The 
lowest one. revealed bands of ice and gravel. 
This excavation is apparently at the base of 
another slumped bank., The cave which they 
found under the bank, at the same elevation as 
the stream bed, probably marks the fonner un
dercutting of the bank by the river; Snow
drifts·( or flood ice) may have filled the mouth 
of this cave and later may have been concealed 
by slumping. 

E'xposure No. 9 also revealed· bands of ICe 
and earth "under the terrace surface," but as 
the details are lacking this exposure can not be 
discussed. 

With the possible exception of exposure-No. 
9, these exposures seem to reveal nothing which 
?ears upon the formation of the true ground 
ICe. 

The thin bands_ of ice descr!bed ~n page 226, 
at exposure Y, are apparently similar to. those 
described by tJ:le writer and others. The mixed 
clay and ice described on page 226, at expo~ 
sure Z, is also- similar to that seen in Alaska 
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(fig. 12, p. 180) nnd is probably of a similar 
origin. 

I-Iolmsen says that the ice is finely granu
lated and that he has never seen prismatic ice 
except in the thin beds, yet he believes that 
the ice originated frmn the freezing of water. 
(See p. 226.) The apparent granulation he 
explains thus: 

Ir. there is only n smnll addition to the thickness of 
the ice the main axes of the ice crystnls become short, 
nnd they cun then with difliculty b~ distinguished 
f•·om grlitnulm· snow ice except by optical investi
gntion. 

The writer sees no reason why slow addi
tions to the ice by upward freezing should pro
ceed in a, different way from more rapid addi
tions by downward freezing, which produces 
the prismatic structure. As· to the vertically 
oriented air bubbles, Holmsen · does not say 
whether they occur in vertical rows or whether 
each bubble is elongated vertically. If the 
former, the evidence is in favor of ice wedges. 
The writer neglected to note the shape of the 
individun,l bubbles in the wedges, so he is un-
nble to discuss this point. ~ 

l-Ie quite agrees with ~-Iolmsen that the pres
ence in places of marine shells above the ice 
is conclusive that the ice has formed inside of 
the earth since the area came above se.a level. 
It is very improbable that any deposit of ice 
could exist under the sea while the shells were 
being deposited. 

On page 227 he states that the protectiv~ 
mnntle is of clay and different kinds of peat, 
" just such kinds of earth as absorb much 
water," yet a few lines lower he says that 
"under the coarser river deposits the alterna
tions between the clean ice and earth layers are 
most frequent." A few lines below he says 
again: 

It should nlso be noted that in coarser gravels, out
wnshed moraine mnterial, ~ • * there has never 
been observed ground ice except in . the form of cov
ered glaciers. 

The first step in the formation of ground ice, 
nccording to his theory, is in the mixed peat 
nnd ice. This mixture has a "fluted" struc
ture resem.bling prismatic iqe. The next step 
is illustrated by exposure No. 11, which is a 
solid body of ice with no inclusions of earth. 
By this one great stride he gets over the chief 

difficulty_ in the whole theory-that is, how 
somewhat prismatic earth-mixed ice can 
cl~ange to nonprismatic earth-free ice. His 
explanation is that '·'in its upper part the ice 
is subject to melting a part of the year. Under 
this [melting] tl{ere is a possibility that the 
porous ice goes over to its compa:ct ·form in 
which it later appears." 

If water ice was invariably clear, without 
any inclusions, we might expect that water 
would percolate through porous earth until it 
came into contact with the frozen portion of 
the ground and then freeze into a sheet of 
clear ice, lifting the overlying earth as the 
ice grew in tl?-iclmess. But wat~r.ice does have 
inclusions of all sizes. 

If downward freezing does not displace .the 
peat lumps in the ice of the Norway bog 
against a slight possible buoyancy the supposed 
upward -growing ice sheet will certainly not be 
able to ~lift the several feet of soil which over-
lie it. , 

This upward growth of the surfnce of an 
ice bed is only possible in places ,-\rhere the 
u.pper surface of the ice. bed is reached by the 
summer's thawing. A certain portion of the 
ice must melt each summer and·the water must 
be dispersed, unless we postulate the floating 
of clay and sand. No additions can be made 
to the ice until . the thawing stops in the 
autumn. Then the deep-seated low ground 
temperatures ·will lower the temperature of 
the surface of the ground ic~ bed so that the 
moisture in the overlying saturated earth may 
freeze against it. Any growth of ·clear ice 
upon the top of the ice bed must occur in the 
short interval between the times when the 
thawing stops and the overlying earth is frozen 
solid. The temperature adjustments must be 
very delicate to' allow the growth continually 
to exceed the melting, so that a heavy bed of 
clear ice is built up. A warmer summer will 
thin the bed and a colder one will raise the 
level at which the new ice is formed, leaving 
a layer of earth between it and the heavier bed 
below, thus forming the bedded ice which is 
discussed below. vVhen the protective mantle 
is growing in thickness, as in peat, the condi
tions for such a bed of clear ice are unfa vor
able, yet it is under just such a covering that 
clear ice is chiefly found. 
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With respect to the ice beds which alternate 
·with clay ~he process is still more difficult to 
understand. Also the described exposures do 

·not fit the theory proposed. Holmsen states 
that "the thici\:ness of the ice layers always 
l.ncreases with the depth until one gets to the 
compact clear ice, which thickness is so great 
that it has been impossible for me to determine 
it." Under exposure No. 10 (see p. 225) he 
found bands 3 to 5 centimeters thick in a ditch 
apparently at the bottom of a bank "Later 
blastings in the same ditch showed no thicker 
ice, while smaller lumps of ice and bands of 
ice a· centimeter thick alternated with the slop
ing layer of gravel." 

As regards the theory alone, the great thick
ness of the alternating beds presents many 
difficulties.· As the same cycle of summer tem
peratures has affected the whole area, the de
posits should 'show parallel features every
where; but -they do not, for under peat Holm
sen finds solid ice. At exposure No. 9, at 30 
centimeters under the surface of the terrace, 
are bands of ice 30 centimeters thick, alter
nating with layers of earth 15 centimeters thick 
as far down as 1.7 meters:· At exposure No .. 4 
thin alternating layers of ice and earth were 
met 80 centimeters under the surface. At ex
posure X nothing but ice bands a centimeter 
thick were seen~a s1nall thickness in com
parison with the earth strata. At exposure Y 
was a series of horizontal flakes a centimeter 
thick whose combined thickness did not ex
ceed 12 centimeters. 

In an area to which no surface material is 
being added a series of beds increasing in 
thickness downward would demand a climate 
whose summers, after maintaining a constant 
teiQperature long enough to build up a heavy 
bed of ice, suddenly cooled enough to raise 
the limit of tha-\ving ( 15 centimeters in one 
place) and then remained constant again for 
a long time. Each bed of earth represents a 
sudden change and each bed of ice a period of 
no change. These periods must shorten in an 
accelerating manner to bring about b.eds whose 
thickness constantly decreases. Even if the 
beds do not increase in thickness downward, 
the alternations of sudden change and long 
pause in a cooling climate are not borne out 
by modern meteorologic investigations. The 
material between the beds of ice comprises a 

considerable thickness in some of the expo
sures. The summers certainly must have been 
much warmer in order to thaw all the earth 
from the surface of the ground down to the 
postulated heavy lower bed of ice. 

If additions are made to the surface of the 
area, either of outwash -material or by growth 
of turf and peat, then beds of ice and earth 
of varying thickness might occur in a constant
climate. Even though peat may not be in
creasing in thickness at pres~nt, it certainly 
did so while. forming in the past. Unless its 
growth always stopped exactly when the 
summer's thawing could just penetrate it, 
bands of ice should be also seen under a mantle 
of peat. 

The condition ·where the thickness of the 
covering is increasing and the climate not con
stant is too complicated for discussion. It is 
easily seen, however, that the balance between 
the two mt~st be delicate in order to allow beds 
of c.onsiderable thickness to be formed. While 
the surface layer is constant the climate can 
not change; while the surface layer increases 
in thiGkness the summers must grow just warm 
enough to penetrate to the increased depth, or 
else a new bed of ice \vill be started. 

Holmsen's theory of the formations of pot
holes in the ground ice by salt solution seems 
hardly 'tenable. The first difficulty is to find a 
source for the salt and to get it concentrated 
locally. The ·salt contained in the few ·_feet of 
tundra material which overlies the ground ice 
must be very small. Ev-en in marine forma
tions much of the salt must have been carried 
away by surface drainage. Any salt in the 
ground would hinder the formation of ground 
ice, but after the ice had formed the same salt 
could hardly redissolve the ice. · 

As the salt originally in the ground is insuffi
cient, it must have cofne in from the outside. 
The bodies of large ap.imals are suggested, but 
the amount of salt furnished by them must 
play an unimportant part, else in each pothole 
we should find the remains of the animals 
which furnished the salt that formed the h~le. 
Salt springs might have burst out after the 
ground ice was formed and the brine might 
have concentrated into pools over a wide area. 
The springs must then have stopped flowing. 
Such a development of salt springs in the past 
over all the areas where earth inclusions in the 
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ground ice have been recorded is not within 
the limits of probability. 

A local mass of brine on the surface of the 
ground, if it does not flow off, will sink down
wa,rd and will undoubtedly thaw the frozen 
earth and eat into the ice until its dilution 
gives it a freezing point equal to the tempera
ture of the ground. We then have a pothole 
full of weak.brine, the bottom of which is cov
ered with the few feet of protective mantle 
which originally capped the area. As the 
.brine would attack the sides of the hole as well 
as the bottom, the pothole should be cone
shaped. The stronger brine, concentrated oU:t 
of the solution when it freezes at the top dur
ing the extreme surface cold of the next 
winter, should be able to eat farther into the 
ground ice, whose temperature will be higher 
than that at which the concentrated solution 
will now fi.eeze. A limit must be reached 
somewhat below the depth to which the brine 
freezes each winter, for the concentration of 
the lower portion of course ceases as soon as 
the upper portion stops freezing. 

It seems to the writer that no possible 
amount of salt on the surface of the tundra 
could melt down more than a few feet into the 
ground ice. The narrow cylindrical potholes 
in the New Siberian ice, which reach to a depth 
of 70 feet, could never have been formed in this 
manner. 

If such a pothole should be formed the diffi
culty remains to account for its filling with. 
earth. The material transported by both wind 
and water is negligible over most of the areas 
underlain by ground ice. Slumping from the 
sides is excluded if the hole is to retain its 
vertical \Valls. Any sudden inflow of water
borne material can not be postulated for an 
a1;ea which is covered chiefly with muck; and 
where the inclusions of earth do not contain 
such water-borne material the exposed walls· 
could hardly remain vertical during the time 
necessary for filling by any slow process. 

I-Iolmsen's explanation of the earth inclu
sions which are overlain by ice is impossible. 
The po~hole having .conveniently emptied itself 
of the b~·ine which originally thawed it out, 
and havmg become pa.rtly filled· with earth,· 
"the ground ice shoots up around the inclusion 
and is also formed anew 2ver it·, closing it in at 
the top." The walls· would flatten out, so that 

a saucer-shaped depression would be formed 
before the slow growth of ice could bring the 
surface of the inclusio.n up to the general level 
of the ground. 

To sum up Holmsen's paper-the writer dis
agrees with him as to the interpretation that 
his exposures show a universal horizontal bed 
of ice or series of beds of ice of great thickness. 
His theory of the formation of ground ice, 
although within the limits of possibility, is not 
brought out in a way to settle the difficult 
points embodied in it. The exposures as de
scribed do not bear out his theory, but the de
scriptions may be faulty. 

~SCHSCHOLTZ BAY, ALASKA. 

Maddren 1 
· quot~s the important parts of the 

literature upon this region up to 1890. 

KOTZEBUE. 

The explorer, l{ofzebue, in 1816, reports that 
he saw masses of the pure3t ice, of a height of 
a hundred feet. under a cover of moss and 
grass.2 

BEECHEY. 

At the same locality, in 1826, Beechey found 
only a few insignificant patches of ice. The 
largest of these was particularly examined . by 
Mr. Collie, one of Beechey's officers. On cut
ting through the ice in a horizontal direction 
he found that it formed only a casing to the 
cliff, which was composed of mud .and gravel 
in a frozen state. The facing is believed to 
be from snow banks or from the freezing of 
water which seeps down from the surface of 
the tundra. With reference to a neighboring 
exposure, he says: ('The ice here, instead of 
merely forming a shield to the· cliff, was em- · 
bedded in the indentations along its edge, fill
.ing them nearly even with the point." 8 

COLLIE. 

Mr. Collie's theory as to the formation of 
the ice cliffs, announced in 1831, is as follows: 

They may have been formed from waters collected 
in deep fissures and cavities that intersected the falling 
cliff near its margin. * * "' The fall of a mass of 

1 Maddrcn, A. G., Smithsonian Explorations in Alaska in 
1904 : Smithsonian Misc. Coli., vol. 49, pp. 1-117, 1905. 

ll Idem, p. 68. · 
s Idem, pp. 70-72. 
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mud from the outer side of one of these walls would 
expose this ice, forming a case over the inner side of 
tl1e fissure in which it was accumulated.1 

BELCHER. 

Lieut. Belcher, in 1831. proposed another 
theory: 

He conceives that between 'the superficial layers of 
spongy peat and the mass of frozen mud which forms 
the substance of the cliff the water ·oozing downward 
through the peat during the thaw of each successive 
summer is stoppe-d at the point where. it comes into 
contact with the perpetually frozen enrth belo\v, and 
then accumulates into. a thick horizontal sheet of 
pure transparent ice.2 

KELLETT. 

In 1849 Capt.l\::ellett visited:the locality and 
came to the conclusion that the ice was more 
than a ven~er upon the face of the cliff and 
that l{otzebue was right in thinking "that it 
formed part of a solid iceberg." -Dr. Richard
son, after discussing the observations made by 
Kellett and his officers, comes to the conclusion 
that " further observations are still needed to 
form the foundation of a plausible theory." 3 

DALL.· 

W. H. Dah examined Elephant Point In 
1880. He says: 

pn the highest part of the ridge, perhaps 250 feet 
above high-water mark, at a depth ·of a foot, we came 
to a solidly frozen stratum consisting chiefly of bog 
moss and vegetable mold but containing good-sized 
lumps of clear ice. There seemed no reason to doubt 
that an extension of the digging would have brought 
us to solid, clear ice, such as. was visible at the face 
of the bluff below. 

He concludes that the whole ridge "was 
. chiefly composed of solid ice overlain with clay 
· and vegetable mold." In giving the details of 

the ice face, he says : 
In other places the ice was .penetrated with deep 

holes into which the clay and vegetable matter had 
been deposited in layers, and which (the ice melting 
away from around them) appeared as clay and muck 
cylinders on the ice face. Large rounded holes or 
excavations. of irregular form had evidently existed 
on the top of the ice before the clay., etc., had been 
deposited. * * * The layers were waved, as if the 
deposit had been affected .bY current action while 
going on! 

ll\faddren, A. G., op. cit.; p. 77. 
2 Idem, p. 78. 
3 Idem, pp. 92-tl9. 
" Idem, p. 105. 

HOOPER. 

Capt. Hooper visited the place in 1880 and 
found stream-melted holes 30 feet. deep show
ing solid walls of clear ice. He dug several 
holes in the top of the cl}:ff and always found 
ice a few feet down. 5 

. Capt. Hooper again examined the locality in 
i881 and reiterates the fact that the qi1antity 
of ice is too· great. to be accounted for by 
Beechey's and Collie's- theories. Among the 
details he mentions that " a number of wedge
shaped pieces of ice found in the banks around 
Eschscholtz Bay were probably formed by a 
small·crack in the ground filling with snow and 
ice, and co-ntinuing to enlarge under successive 
changes from freezing to thawing." 6 

. . 

NELSON. 

Nelson, a naturalist 'with Hooper, describes 
a beaver's nest which was. revealed in the bank: 
"Only a few yards away on either .side of the 
be'aver nest, and apparently back of it, on about 
the same level, was ice apparently surrounding 
the mass of frozen earth upon which the nest 
rested." 7 

CANTWELL. 

1\faddren also mentions the ice cliffs seen by 
Lieut. Ca:z:ttwell on the 1\::obuk-:8 

A series of ice cliffs * * * was observed, com
posed of a solid mass of ice extendil1g three-quarters 
of a mile along the left bank, covered by a thin layer 
of dark-colored earth, and rising to a height of 150 
feet. 

QUACKENBUSH. 

Quackenbush has recently examined the· 
Eschscholtz Bay region. He gives detailed de~ 
scriptions an~ diagrams of the actual exposures 
as he saw them in 1907-8: 

There are 14 masses of pure ice * * * exposed 
in. these two hills. * * * The largest is about 100 
feet in· length and the smallest -15 feet; in vertical 
thickness they vary from 1 to 8 feet ; that is, this. 
amount is exposed. * * . * One is a wedge-shaped 
mass, which may be called'.a "dike," 7 feet high, 2 feet 
wide at the bottom, and 5 feet across the top. * * * 
[One of the largest ice layers had a length of] about. 
75 feet. Beneath the mud slide solid ice was traced 
forward to ·the horizontal distance of 30 feet, and tak
ing the angle ·Of th~ mud slope into consideration it 

s Idem, p. 103. 
6 Idem; pp. 108-109. 
7 Idem, p. 112 .. 
8 Idem, p. 113. 
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appears that the entire thickness of pure ice is at least 
18 feet, or. which the upper 8 feet is exposed. * * * 
[Another exposure] is 10. feet 'in thickness, and its 
horizontal bnse rests on silt at an altitude of 50 feet. 
* * * ~l'he ice is distributed in apparently isolated 
mnsses nt various elevations from the beach to the top 
of the blufl:, but some of these 'glaciers are very nearly 
on the snme leve~ nnd may hnve been connected in the 
portion of the bluff: nr1w wnshed away, and they may 
Hlso be still connected within the remaining deposit. 
The ice is not confined to the face of the bluff, where 
It might have formed in crncks, but in the ca~es of the 
ice wnll, * "' * it evidently extends bacl{ into the 
frozen silt.1 

A year later, in 1908, at the same place, he 
:found changes in the exposures. 

Other changes noted were the 
complete disnppearnnce, by melt
ing, of the vertical exposures of the 
two glaciers at the sides of the 
be~o~ ver dnm, which left clean walls 
of frozen silt in their places ; ·these 
lee masses could therefore not have 
been more than 2 or 3 feet. thick 
'(horizon tully) in 1907. * * * 

through the middle of the skeleton and intersected 
a rib. This ice is therefore comparatively new, and 
since its granular structure was well shown, this 
structure is not necessarily proof of snow origin for 
other granular masses of ice. The ice dike in the 
stratified glacier on Goose Bny was ·plainl_y formed 
since the deposition of the beds through which it 
cuts. * '~ * It is not impossible that other masses 
mny have been interstratifiecl on a flood plain. On 
the· other hand, in the single case in which the 
contact of ice with underlying silt could be clearly 
seen, the glacier was as clean at the bottom as 
everywhere else, and not even a leaf or twig was to 
be found. embedded in it nor in the silt; if the ice 
had been formed by the freezing of ponds or streams 
one might expect to find gravel or sticks, etc., on the. 
bed. * * * 

TOP OF BLUFF 

.BROKEN SLIDE OVERGROWN WITH WILLOWS 

BEACH TOP 

One small clear glacier embedded 
in silt showed a d'istinct line of· 
stt'll tificn tion running horizontally 
ncross the middle. Pieces of ice cut 
out from the cliff g1nciers at a space 
of n foot or more from the exposed 
surfuces were full of round, ovu1, or 
mnch-elongnted nir bubbles or cavi
ties. * • "' :H'ragments of ice 
tnl~en from the glaciers, ice dil\:es, 
and ice crncks, melted, when ex-
110sec1 to the sun, so as to show 

FIGURlll 31.-Exposure of ground ice in Goose Bay. After Quackenbush. 

11 polyhedrnl, granular structure at the surface, 
and these gmnules could usually be easily rubbed off 
with the finger; they * "' "' averaged about 
three-sixteenths or one-quarter of an inch in di
nmeter, though in different parts of a single mass 

· of ice they might plainly show or be apparently not 
formed. 

Owing to the poor exposures in 1907-8, it was im
possible to nt'l'lve nt any final conclusions concerning 
the ot·igln of the ice masses, but a few remarks may 
be of interest. Some of the small glaciers may have 
been recently produced from snow or water in cres
centic crtlcks at the heads of cirque-shaped slides, 
but other glnciers are too thick horizontally to have 
been formed in this manner. '!'· * "' Two ice-filled 
crncks exposed in excavating the mammoth sl{eleton 
were evidently formed by the infiltration of water 
nfter the ground hnd become frozen, for otherwise 
they would not have contnined laminne of dirt parallel 
with the walls; moreover, the v~rtical crack passed 

1 Qunckenbush, L. S., Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. Bull., vol. 26, 
pp. 08-:J 00, 1909. 

[In Goose Bay] ·three glaciers are visible, one of 
which * * * has a remarkable structure [figs. 31 
and 32]. Its entire length is 65 feet, and the vertical 
face has a height of 6 feet at one end while it tapers 
out at the other. The high end consists of half-inch 
layers of pure ice alternating with muck containing 
considerable plant remains. The layers are ·.grouped 
into five thick strata, and a vertical cUke of pure ice 
running through the middle of the stratified portion 
of the. glacier, separates the upward(v bent ends of 
~hese strata, which match on opposite sides of the 
dike. The latter is about 2' feet wide in the middle, 
being slightly narrower below and broader above. 
Next the end of the·stratified portion there is another 
wedge-shaped muss of pure ice 4 feet wide at the bot
tom· and 5 feet across the top. Adjacent to this dike 
there is a section, averaging 4 feet in width, formed 
of nearly vertical layers one-half inch thick of pure 
ice and muck alternately. The remainder of the 
glacier consists of pure ice. * * * · Solid ice ex
tends downward below the first described dike and 
for,~ard under the mud slide, addirig at least 6 feet 
to its totul vertical thickness. The silt seems here to 
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have been deposited unconformably upon the top of 
this curious glacier, though slides may have modified 
the upper contact,l 

On Buckland Riv~r "several broad, wedge
shaped. glaciers are exposed in the upper 
bluff." 2 

DISCUSSION OF THE LITERATURE ON ESCHSCHOLTZ 
BAY. 

Some. of the ice of this locality is without 
any doubt in wedge-shaped masses, and most 
of the exposures may be explained by the 

TOP OF BLUFF' 

SLOPE. OVERGROWN WITH GRASS 
AND WILLOWS 

:. ~-r~trjt:e':!:=:: == 
!II IC ICE DIKE 

~ - :t-------j--_J ________ _ 

--J--------------------
~ 

LEVEL OF' BEACH TOP 

by solid clear ice. The muck and clay cylin
ders which,he saw in the ice face point strongly 
to polygonal blocks surrounded by ice wedges. 
I-Iooper on his second visit mentions that he 
saw a number of wedge-shaped pieces of ice in 
the banks.. . 

Quackenbush 3 mentions several wedge
shaped exposures of ice, one of then1 showing 
upturned muck beds. The ice which disap
peared from ~ither side of the beaver dam may 
have been a longitudinal section of a wedge. 
Air bubbles and granulated ice occur in all 

BROKE.N SLIDE OVERGROWM 
WITH WILLOWS 

of the exposures, includ
ing the dikes, and he con
eludes th'at some of the 
ice must have formed 
after the ground had be
conle frozen solid. 

No descriptions of the 
surface of the tundra are 
given by any of the ob
servers. As ice in ·the 
form of wedges is shown 
to exist there in several 
places, and possibly in 
many, the writer predicts 
.-that a "polygonal field" 

FIGURE 32.--Section through the tee dike shown in figure 31. 
will be :found upon the· 
surface. 

theory here presented. Under this theory of 
formation, most of the contradictory rep9rts 
of the early explorers may be reconciled. 
Kotzebue's record of a hill of solid ice may ~e 
dismissed as an e:xaggeration, yet great masses _ 
of ice are often exposed when the polygonal 
blocks break off along their edges. Beechey's 
investigations, which showed that the ice was 
simply' a veneer against the cliff, are a strong 
support of the presence of wedges exposed 
longitudinally. Again, Kellett found so much 
ice in some localities that he went back to the 
original idea of a solid iceberg. Hooper saw 

. ice walls extending back along a stream-cut 
gully. As already shown, these gullies are 
apt to form along the wedges, and they there-
fore nearly always reveal ice. · .. 

Dall froni insufficient evidence came to_ the 
opinion that the whole area ·wa~9 underlain_ 

1 Quackenb.ush, L. S., op. cit~,' pp. · :i.oOLtos:· 
2 Idem, p. 120. · 

! v.-.:' 

. As to the enormous exposures· of ice de
scribed by Lieut.. Cantwell upon the 1\::obuk, 
there is either some fault in the wording of 
the description or else exaggeration, for no 
one since his time has seen ice cliffs approach
ing in . size those that he described -as 150 
feet high. 

NORTH AMERICA IN GENERA·L. 

PARRY. 

In 1821 the Arctic explorer Parry described 
the sea ice as attached to the bottom near shore 
in places in the Parry Archipel~go. This ice 
is often covered by several feet ·of water .. 
Parry suggests that if it were buried by out
'vash from the ·land it would be preserved as 
ground- ice.4 

s Idem, p. 103. 
4 Parry, W. E., Journal of a voyage for the discovery of a 

northwest passage in 1819--20, p. 201, Philadelphia, 1821. 
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DALL. 

Dall, who examined the Eschscholtz Bay 
region in 1880, ascribes ground ice in general 
to the freezing of shallow lakes of muddy 
water upon the wide coastal plain, formed by 
an elevation of the land which occurred prob
ably at the end of the Miocene. This ice was 
covered by clays brought down by spring 
freshets, and a carpet of Arctic vegetation 
gradually spread over these clays, so that the 
ice has been preserved to the present day.1 

TURNER. 

In 1886 Turner 2 gave a theory which is, 
seemingly so simple and competent that it has 
been accepted by many observers. In thrust
ing a stick under the edge of the sod resting 
on the water of the pond he could 
feel with but little interference from grass roots, far 
under, yet the water was too deep * * * to touch 
the bottom of the pond. I now saw that the margins 
of the· pond were being gradually encroached upon 
by the matting of the grasses, which in the course of 
time would entirely cover the surface, and in their 
turn be succeeded by a growth of sphagnum, which 
by lts retention of cold would prevent the ice formed 
in the wnter below from being thawec1 out. * * * 
'l~hese lftkes of ice have been the source of the ice 
blui'fs presented on various parts of the coast. 

This theory is discussed on page 203. Toll 
states that Baer and Schrenk, in discussing 
the Siberian ground ice, had advanced the 
same theory some years previously. 

RUSSELL. 

In 1890 Russell 3 restated the same theory 
that Turner had previously advanced. 

As the moss covers the lakelets more and more com
pletely during a series of years, the ice formed by 
the freezing of the water in 'winter is more and n1ore 
thoroughly protected, and is finally completely 
shielded from the heat of summer. A body of clear 
ice Is thus formed in the tundra, similar to the strata 

1 Dall, W. H., Correlation papers, Neocene: U. S. Geol. 
Survey Bull. 84, p. 267, 18!)2. 

11 Turner, L. l\1:., Contl'ibutlons to the natural history of 
Alaska, p. 15, Signal Service, U. S. Army, 1886. 

n Uussell, I. C., Notes on the surface geology of Alaska_: 
Geol. Soc. America Bull., vol. 1, pp. 99-162, 1890. 

of ice exposed at certain localities along the coast of 
Bering Sea and in the banks of the Yukon.' 

From the repeated formation and burial of 
suc_h ponds by moss, Russell postulates a se~ies 
of lenticular masses of ice embedded in peat, 
. as a characteristic feature of exposures of 
gi.·ound ice. 

Russell ascribes the encroaching mat of 
vegetation to the growth of moss, and in this 
he has been followed by later observers, but 
the writer has shown that moss probably does 
not play an important part in any climate. 
(See p. 203.) Also, on the Arctic coast at 
least, no floating mat,s of vegetation have ever 
been observed. 

SCHRADER. 

Schrader, who traversed ·the Arctic coast 
from the Colville to Cape Lisburne in 1901, 
a part of which area. the writer has also ex
amin'ed, did not see much ice. He says: " Eve~ 
along the coast it is not estensively exposed. 
Here long stretches of. the low tundra country 
are apparently underlain by rock or earthy 
deposit." 5 The most extensive exposures are 
at Cape H.alkett and Cape Simpsc:m, where the 
ice " seems to be practically continuous for a 
distance of several miles. Cape Halkett, one 
of the most prominent promontories along this 
part of the coast, * * * ter1ninates in an 
ice cliff rising 30 feet above tide level and is 
overlain by a foot or two of n1uck. * * * 
The ice cliffs appear merely to represent com
pletely solidified bays, lagoons, lakelets, or 
perhaps other coastal bodies of ponded water, 
now raised into lo'! anticlines and cut back by 
wave action." 6 

The writer in August, 1914, when the ex
posures were good, examined this locality while 
following the bank in a· small boat. Much 
'vedge-shaped ice was seen, b,ut nothing ap
proaching such a long exposure as Schi·ader's 
illustration shows. (See Pl. XXXV, A, p. 238.) 
Still, as it was in an area that contained wedge
shaped ice, and as long exposures are possible 

4 Idem, p. 128. 
5 Schrader~ F. C.,· A reconnaissance in northern Alaska In 

1901: U. S. Geol. Surv_ey Prof. Paper 20, p. 92, 1904. 
o Idem, p. 96. · · · 
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in such places, the ice which Schrader saw may 
really have been that kind. Both the writer 
and Stef~1nsson (seep. 238) have several times 
traversed this locality without seeing any heavy 
deposit of ice. 

MENDENHALL. 

In speaking of the ground ice of the delta 
of Kobuk River Mendenhall 1 agrees with Rus
sell and others that the tundra lakes have been 
buried by advancing moss over their surface 
and thus preserved as ground ice. 

TYRRELL. 

Tyrrell 2 h,as described the ground ice of the 
Klondike and has advanced a ne\v theory as to 
its origin. The ice which he saw occurred as 
a rule 

in more or less horizontal sheets of clear ice, from 6' 
inches to 3 or more feet in thickness, lying between 
layers o~ muck or fine alluvium, usually where the 
muck is divided horizontally by a thin bed of silt. 
Most of them * * * are from 2 to 4 feet below 
the surface, though some are deet>er. * * * Many 
vary from 100 to 1,000 feet iri length and from !50 to 
200 feet in width. * * * They are of very even 
and regular thickness throughout [though they are 
not strictly horizontal, but approximate closely the 

·surface upon which they lie, so that the] apparently 
level sheet of clear ice was 5 or 6 feet higher at its 
upper end than at its lower, * * * showing that 
these ice sheets dO' not partake of the character and 
attitude of frozen ponds or lal\:es. 

In the majorits of cases the ground ice sheets are 
in the vicinity of springs that can be plainly seen 
issuing from the bases of. the neighboring hills, but 
in other cases no such springs are apparent. In 
these latter cases, however •. wherever the gravel has 
been removed and the underlying rock has been. ex
posed springs have been found. 

The mode of formation of these underground sheets 
of ice is therefore as follows: vVater issuing from the 
rock beneath a layer of alluvial material rises through 
the alluvium, and.in summer spreads out on the sur
face, tending to keep it constantly wet over a con
siderable area. In winter, if the flow of wate:.; is 
large and the surface consists of incoherent gravel, 
the \Vater will still rise to the surface and there form 
a mound of ice.· If, on the contrary, the flow from 
the spring is not large and the ground is covered with 
a coherent mass of vegetable material, such as is 
formed by a sphagnum bog, the spring water, already 

1 Mendenhall, W. C., Reconnaissance from Fort Hamilton 
to Kotzebue Sound, Alaska : U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 
10, p. 45, 1902. . 

2 Tyrrell, J. B., Crystophenes or buried sheets of ice in the 
tundra of northern America: Jour. Geology, vol. 12, pp. 232-
236, 1904. 

at a temperature of 32° F.! rises until it comes within. 
the influence of the low temperature of the atmos
phere and freez~s. This process goes on, the ice con
tinuing downward as the cold of winter increases, 
until, a few feet below the surface but still within 
the influence of the low external temperatures, a 
plane of weakness is reached in the strata of frozen 
vegetation or alluvial deposit, such .planes of weak
ness being generally determined by the presence of 
thin bands of silt or fine sand. 

As any outlet is now permane.ptly' blocked, the 
water is f()rced along this plane of weakness and 
there freezes,· and thus the horizontal extension of· 
the sheet is begun. 'Vhile thus increasing i~ extent, 
the ice also increases in thickness· by additions from 
beneath until it has attained a sufficient thickness SO· 

that its bottom plane is beyond the reach of the low 
atmospheric temperature above, after which it con
tinues to increase in extent but not in thickness. 

vVith the advent of the warm weather of summer· 
the growth * * * ceases, but the cold s·pring 
water which continues to rise up beneath it has little 
power 'to melt it, and its covering of moss or muck, 
being an excellent nonconductor of heat, protects it 
from the sun and wind and prevents it from thawing 
and disappearing. Thus at the advent of another win
ter it is. ready for a still greater growth. * * * 

. Veins or dikes of ice rising from the bedrock into 
the overlying ground * * * evidently represent 
the former course of a spring which had changed its 
point of discharge. More or less vertical masses of 
ice are also sometimes met with in the gravels them
selves, indicating the positions of former water chnn
ne1s from the bedrock toward the surface. 

Tyrrell's hypothesis of. the formation of both 
horizontal and vertical sheets of ice does not 
seem to bear analysis. water under sufficient 
pressure to lift locally the upper few feet of 
frozen muck which restricts its flow would 
distort the frozen htyer and probably weaken 
it, if not fracture it, so that the water could 
escape and relieve the pressure. It is necessary 
for the frozen layer (only a few feet thick) to. 
be so strong that it is not bulged up, even with 
a hydraulic pressure sufficient to force water 
at least 500 feet horizontally through frozen 
ground. The pressure must fracture the 
ground to that distance horizqntally and yet 
not distort or break the few feet of frozen 
ground over it. The writer has no idea of the 
amount of pressure that would be required for 
this, but it must be many times that to which 
.the ground above yielded at the initiation .of 
the supposed horizontal sheet of ice. 

The writer's opinion is that a blocked spring 
under high_ pressure would bulge up the frozen 
ground and fracture it. Ice. might form under 
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the dome in the cavity thus produced. If the 
escaping water carried much material it would 
be deposited upon and aromid the mound, 
building it up to a greater size. Some such 
or.ig.in is postulated for the gravel-covered 
1nounds that are. described on pages 150-155. 

It is diflicult to see why the vertical dikes of 
ice in gravel should represent the position of 
former ascending watercourses or springs. 
Any fractures in the ground may as well have 
been filled by surface waters as by ascending 
waters;- in fact, in most flat areas of frozen 
ground they could hardly escape this filling 
when the snow melts in spring. 

The presence of these vertical CJ.ikes of ice in 
the l(londike is important in considering the 
distribution of wedge-shaped masses of ice, 
for there is every probability that they come 
under this category. 

PURINGTON. 

Purington 1 mentions large ice sheets· similar 
to those described by Tyrrell. They are from 
25 to 150 feet in diameter and are found not 
only in creek beds but on the slopes and show 
no regularity of distribution. In the Seward 
Peninsula ditches " the difficulties with ground 
ice were very great. At one place 800 feet of 
.such an ice sheet was found. * * * At an
·other point1,100 feet o£ flume * * * were 
·built over an ice sheet." 2 

MADDREN. 

~1addren 8 in·his account of a trip in search 
<>f mammoth remains describes the ground ice 
of the Old Crow basin and neighborhood. In 
'his discussion of the Siberian mammoth finds 
he has much to say about the ground ice there 
also. ·In an appendix he lists all the litera'" 
ture on Eschscholtz Bay to the .date of his pub
lication. 

Beds of Ice were observed as far ns we were able to 
nsceucl the Old Crow River. They appeared on top 
o.f the banks, always at elevations o~ 100 or more feet 
nbove the stream, for a distance of more than 100 
miles nloJ)g the stream. • * * The ice varies 
greatly in color, stl'Ucture, and thickness. Some is o.f 
n brownish lme, having much the same color as peat 
water nnd containing quantities of comminuted vege-

1 Purington, C. W., GraYcl and placer, mining in f\.laslm: 
U. S. Gcol. SurYcy Bull. 263, p. 110, 1005. 

:1 Idem, p. 125. 
:Jl\fnddt·cn, A. G., Smithsonian cxploratlo!ls in Alaska in 

1004: Smitl~sonian 1\:Ilsc. Coli., vol. 49, pp. 1-117, 1905. 

table matter, in some parts distributed evenly through 
the mass and at other places concentrated in thin 
layers like sheets of. paper between thick masses of 
clear ice. Some is whitish and granular, especially 
at its surface, and often ~ontains cavities of gas 
bubbles. At other places masses of green and blue 
ice were observed.4 

The ice beds have a covering of peat that 
ranges from 2 to 15 feet in thickness. In most 
places this protective covering to the ice i:3 
composed entirely of vegetable remains.· 

Maddren's observations upon these <;leposits 
lead him to the· opinion that the ground ice 
has been formed from water in lakes upon the 
top of lacustrian silts which had been depos
ited in large Pleistocene lake basins, in a cli
mate probably warmer than that at present. 
At the close of the Pleistocene, these silts were 
elevated and thrown into gentle folds. Shal
low lakes formed in these folds as well as in 
other local depressions. Moss and peat grad" 
ually encroached upon the surface of the lakes 
and finally buried them. The colder climate 
brought on by elevation gradually froze these 
lakes and the freezing extended into the silts 
to the depth at which they are found frozen at 
the present day.5 

~Iaddren's presentation of Lieut. Belc!1er's 
theory of formation is an improvement upon 
the original. l-Ie says: 

The water sinks through the moss blanket from the 
surface and also seeps underneath it from higher 
levels. This tends to lift the living moss with its 
thawed underlying layers of vegetable humus or peat, 
floating it in a state of semibuoyancy above the frozen 
substratum of anuvium or peat so the ice may ac
cumulate season after season, as long as there is a 
growing and buoyant equilibrium maintained between 
the annua1ly thawed peaty superstrata and the con
stantly frozen substrata.6 

Lieut. Belcher did not bring out the possi
bility of a buoyant action of the water; his 
theory was that as soon as the water came into 
contact with the frozen substratum it stopped, 
and the rest is left to the imagination of the 
reader. 

STEFANSSON. 

At tirries between 1906 and 1912 Stefansson 7 

traveled up and down the northern coast of 
Alaska where the writer has been working. 

~ Idem, p. 15. 
5 Idem, pp. 36-38. 
o Idem, pp. 44--45. 
7 Steflinsson, Vilhjlilmur, Ground ice in northern Alaska : 

Am. Geog. Soc. Bull., Vol. 42, pp. 337-345, 1910. 
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lie has given detailed descriptions of several 
exposures of ground ice and has advanced some 
theories as to their origin. He arrives at three 
conclusions as to its character: ( 1) That there 
are ·no large continuous sheets; (2) the ice 
probably nowhere attains a great thickness, the .. 
maxim urn being, less than 8 feet ; ( 3) the earth 
on top of the ice is seldom, if ever, thick, the 
average being not over 2i feet. His own· ob
servations are confined to the coast between 
Smith and Harrison bays (which includes 
Cape Halkett), but he also presents the obser
vations made by the Gm:ernment school-teacher 
at Wainwright upon the ice exposed in sink
ing an ice house into the. tundra. Other ice 
houses are mentioned at Barrow, as well as the 
one made at the writer's headquarters at Flax
man Island. 

He presents four methods by which he has 
se€m ground ice in formation, and as testi"" 
mony in regard· to the actl1al process is of 
great value they are quoted below. 

Formation of 'underground ice a,long the seashore 
thro1tgh wind pr~ss1tre.-Alonga gravel beach running 
from Cape Smyth toward Point Barrow there were in 
tlie summer of 1908 a number of mounds, the largest 
rising 12 or 15 feet above their base level, and with a 
circumference of say 50 feet. Some were a considerable · 
distance apart, others touched each other and formed a 
sort of double or treble mound. Scratching_ into these 
heaps with a stick showed that the main body o~ them 
was ice, with a covering of gravel. 'l'ongues of ice 
had been thrust into the land. When the tide fell and 
the water retreated the main body of the ice broke 
away, leaving pieces; \Veighing tens of tons,· in some 
cases, embedded in the ground. It is probable, ·because 
of the thinness and J?Orosity. of the gravel, and the con
sequent penetration - through it of every summer 
shower, that even the largest of these ice blocks will 
disappear in a few years and the beach resume ap
proximately its former appearance. Some apparently 
persisted in former times, however, for the icehouse 
dug in the spring. of 1908 · * * * was exca.vated 
through gravel mixed with boulders of ice evidently 
formed in muddy water, such as is formed in autumn 
along the beach, where a southwest gale heaps muddy 
slush ice in the shore water. * · * * 

Preservation of sea ice under mud deposited by 
'rivers.-* =~ * 'I have seen the mud layer deposited 
by the water, as it loses its current at the river's mouth, 
thick enough to preserve ice several inches thick into au
tumn of the following year; with favorable conditions 
it seems that a: thin ice layer of one year might be 
added to by a thin layer of the next, and thus ice delta.s 
be formed much as mud deltas are in rivers. * * * 
· Ice and snow preserved by drifti'(ltg sa~d._:_On the 
Jones Islands (miscalled Thetis Islands on some 
charts) * * * I found in the· sum!ller of 1907 ice 

and snow under a few inches of damp sand. This was 
late in July, but it seemed to me evident that the snow 
and ice had been there more than one season. * * * 
it seems that sand drifts there to some extent at all 
seasons, so that a snow bank might get a considerable 
coating before spring and a much thicker one before 
the summer sun had thawed e~en the unprotected 
drifts near it. * * * 

Ice pt·esei·ved by the shifting of channel ot a nwan
clet··ing rivet·.-In the banks of the Colville there may 
be found ice outcroppings at least 25 to 40 miles from 
q1e river mouth. * * * As ice benches along cut 
banks are frequently maintained late into the summer, 
even in locati'ons not particularly favorable, and as 
sand bars are often piled up with astonishing rapidity 
in the Arctic rivers, it seems not unlikely that ~me of 
these benches should now and then be covered with 
sand or mud sufficiently deep to preserve it indefi-
nitely. -

Mention is made also of the temporary pres
ervation of ice and snow by landslides under 
steep banks. 

With regard to method No. 1, undoubtedly 
the friction of the wind upon the surface of the 
ice is one of the chief caus·es of its motion, but 
currents often move the ice against. the wind, 
so that the term "wind pressure" seems objec
tionable. The first idea -gained by the writer 
from the heading was ·that. ice or snow had 
been blown into the ground. This process is 
discussed more fully by the ·writer on page 173. 
The idea is- not original with Stefansson. 
Lopatin suggested it in 1867. 

vVith regard to method No. 2, the writer's 
observations are negative. Sufficient material 
may be deposited upon the ice at the mouth 
of rivers to preserve it from surface melting, 
but the ice so covered is in a very unfavorable 
location for preservation. The rivers, as a 
rule, break out in May and quickly melt away 
the ice near their mouths, so that there may 
here be open water for several .miles two 
months before .the ice in general leaves the 
coast. Not only is such ice at the mouths of 
rivers exposed to wave action for almost double 
the time but the warm river water has a much 
greater melting effect than that of the ocean. 
The chance of preservation is greatest for icc 
which has formed at high tide upon the mud 
bars, but here it can not at.tain a· thickness of 
more than a foot or so. 

The other two methods are discussed on 
pages 201-202. 

Stefansson gives illustrations of the banks 
near Cape Hal~ett which .show ice in appar-. 
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A . GROUND ICE NEAR CAPE I-IALKETT. 

B. ICE UNDERLYING VEGETATION, SPRUCE CREEK, SEWARD PENINSULA. 

C. ICE UNDER CREEK GRAVELS, LOST CREEK, SEWARD PENINSULA. 
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· ently irregular detached masses. The draw
ings show no slumping at all, so that they pre
sumably show the actual boundaries of the ice 
beds. The writer has examined this same 
stretch of coast during a season of good ex
posures, and has not seen a single exposure 
where the ice presented such an aspect. As has 
been stated above, the ice here was all in wedge
shaped masses. Mn,ny slumped exposures. 
showed ice s'ticking through the earth in an 
irregular manner, and the writer is inclined to 
believe that Stefansson's sketches were of such 
exposures. 

In another publication Stefansson 1 describes 
the same portion of the coast as follo~vs: 

In many places the face of the cliff showed a series 
of whn t appear to be boulders of ice embedded in the 
wall of the cut bank, somewhat as stones are in earth 
in other places. * * * When the cut bank is as 
much ns 16 feet high the base is always exposed, for 
the ice does not. seem to go deep down. 

The origin is ascribed to br~cciat~d sea ice 
or buried river ice. 

The writer has never observed the base of 
the ground-ice wedges, even when there were 
good exposures. Plate XXXV, .A., shows about 
30 feet of ice at Cape I-Ialkett. 

GILMORE. 

Gilmore 2 gives an interesting account o£ 
the actual formation of ice against banks in 
a manner such that it might be mistaken for 
true ground ice. A slight expansion of this 
process may account for some of the exposures 
described in the literature. 

In ascending to the top of the escarpment * * * 
it was found that a mass of frozen muck, estimated 
to be 20 feet long and 15 to 20 feet in thickness. 
with a vertical fnce of 20 to 30 feet, hacl moved out
ward :1t its center for fully 50 ·feet but had not yet 
become detached at its ends. The crevasse formed 
b~· the· displacement was filled ,;vith water to such a 
depth thnt the bottom could not be found with a long 
pole. Bnck of the crevasse, in· the surface of the 
bluff, were numerous parallel cracks varying from 6 
to 18 inches in width and many feet in length. These 
bud water standing in them nearly to the top of 
the ground. The conditions observed here appeared 
to the w.riter to explnin the presence of the ice ori 
~he faces below. With the advent of winter, as
slstecl by the already frozen ground, the water in 

1 Stcfdnsson, Vilhjdlmur, 1\fy life among the Eskimo, pp. 
383-384, 1913. 

ll Gilmore, C. W., Smithsonian exploration in Alaska in 
1907 : Smithsonian Misc. Coli., vol. 51, pp. 1-38, 1908. 

the crevasses becorpes frozen ::;olid. A subsequent 
outward movement of the blocks would leave the ice 
clinging to the face of either the cliff or the block, 
or both, and under the inti uence of the rays of the 
summer sun would rapidly smooth the broken and · 
ragged edges. On the faces of blod~s 1 and 2 [see 
fig. 33] such layers of ice were observed, and where 
protected by the wet mantle of ovt>rhanging turf and 
mo.ss were thawing away very slowly. In places the 
ice was so thin the writer, with a few strokes of his 
pick, was able to penetrate it and into the frozen 
muck wnll behind.8 

Collie advanced the same theory in 1831 for 
the ice of Eschscholtz Bay. 

FIGURI!l 33.-Cross section of '' Palisades " escarpment, show
ing formation of superficial ice. 1, 2, 3, Blocks of frozen 
silt.,; 4-5, water level of the Yukon ; 4-6, 150-170 feet ; 
7, crevasse filled with wate~;; 8, ice on faces; 9, overhang
ing tu·:f; 10, lacustrian silts. 

BROOKS. 

Brooks 4 ,describes the ground ice of the 
l{ougarok region as follows : 

Along the northward-facing slopes of the valley it 
forms in many places almost continuous layers for 
several miles. It ranges in consistency from a frozen 
mud to almost pure ice. * * * The ice beds, as 
a rule1 slope with the. valley wall and in some places 
extend up the hillside to a height of a hundrecl feet 
above the streams. This ice can probably best be 
explained by the accumulation and subsequent solidi
fication of winter snow which has become buried by 
the talus and alluvium. 

SMITH. 

Smith 5 gives two illustrations of ground ice· 
which are reproduced in this report (Pl. 
XXXV, B, 0). Both these views ,show the 
vertical prismatic ·crystals so characteristic of 
fresh-water ice. 

3 Idem, pp. 20-22. 
' Brooks, A. H., The gold placers of parts of Seward Penin

sula, Alaska : U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 328, pp. 299-300, 
1908. 

5 Smith, P. S., Geology and mineral resources of the Solo
mon and Casadepaga quadrangles, Alaska : U. S. Geol; Survey 
Bull. 433, pl. 12, 1913. 
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The same geologist descri~es the ground ice 
of Noatak River as follows : 

In the upper part of the outwash deposits at many 
places ar~ beds of ice, more or less mixed with mud 
or silt, but in many places almost pure. A typical 
ice bed 20 feet or more thick is shown. * * * 
[See Pl. XXXV, B.] Twigs and branches of \villow 
and spruce are in places interbedded in peaty layers 
with the ice, indicating alternations of deposition and 
l~nd surface.1 

MOFFIT. 

Moffit 2 de?cribes ground ice from the N orne 
region as follows : 

Beds of clear ice occur very commonly with the 
gravel deposits of the streams and the Nome tundr~L. 
Thin beds are associated more closely with the silt 
deposits than the lower gravels, although most of the 
gravels are frozen. Most of the ice beds are either in 
the silts or between the silt and underlying gravel. 
Veins of ice in some places cut across the silt beds, 
and in general ice forms a considerable proportion of 
the silt deposits. 

Ice beds when associated with stream gravels are 
found along the lower slopes between the hills and 
stream channels. They are always overlain by a pro
tective covering of some kind, either silt or moss. 
* * · * In some localities they are absent altogether 
and in 'others they reach a thickness of several. 
feet. * * * 

The distribution of. the ~e beds in the coa::;tal plain 
about Nome. is irregular and dependen~ on conditions 
that we do not_ understand. They . do not differ in 
appearance or position from those of the stream val
leys, and probably were formed much in the same way. 
. Concerning the formation of ice .beds of this region 

and of Alaska in general there is a great difference 
of opinion, and it is evident that the last word on the 
subject has not been said. * * * The burial. of 
ice under a thin covering of gravel by spring floods is 
of coronion occurrence on streams of the Nome region. 
On such of these streams as have wide flood plains 
and low gradients broad sheets of ice and snow accu
mulate, some of which, even if unprotected, last into 
summer. Many such ice sheets, however, or portions 
of them are covered during the floods of early spring 
by a few inches of sand or fine gravel, and when thus 
protected, especially if so situated that the stream does 
not reach them, they may last throughout the sum
mer. * * * There can be no question that veins of 
ice such as ·a~e seen cutting the silts in many places 
were formed aftet~ the silts were laid down. 

PRINDLE.· 

Beds or lenticular . masses of ice 40 feet. 
in maximum thickness are · mentioned by 

1 Smith, P. S., The Noatak-Kobuk region, Alaska: U. S. 
GeoJ. Survey Bull. 536, p. 91, 1913. 

2 Moffit, F. H., Geology of the Nome and Grand Centrfll 
quadrangles, Alaska: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 533, pp. 
'53-54, 1213. 

Prindle 3 as occurring in the Fairbanks dis
trict. In some places they are interbedded 
with mucic A section illustrating this inter
bedding is given below: 

Record of shaft on Dome Oreek. 
. Feet. 

~1uck~--~------------------------- 6 
Ice_______________________________ 9 
Muck_____________________________ 12 

Ice--------------------------~---- 11 
Mucic ________ _:____________________ 44 
Gravel____________________________ 35 

As no details of the structure or horizontal 
extent of the ice beds are· given, no conclusion 
can be drawn as to the processes of formations. 
.The interbedding is best explained as being 
successive deposits of aufeis in a region where 
deposition :was building up the general level. 
If the muck includes no river-borne material 
immediately over the ICe, this explanation can 
hardly be correct. 

DISTRIBUTION OF GROUND ICE. 

As already stated, wherever the ground is 
permanently frozen ground ice may exist. Its 
actual distribution seems limited somewhat 
both by the topography and the character of 
the deposits. Holmsen 4 states<that it is lack
ing upon slopes. Although this statement 
is generally true, several exceptions have been 
mentioned. The writer has noted ground ice 
upon the seaward slopes of the upland south 
of Camden Bay. The country at Eschscholtz 
Bay and also at some of the Siberian localities 
is described as undulating. Fresh exposures 
are ordinarily required to reveal the presence. 
of the ice, and as such exposures are rare ex
cept near water, the ground ice may be some
what more generally developed on slopes than 
present observation. se~ms to indicate. 

Of cou·rse ground ice is not to be expected 
in hard rock but in what would be unconsoli
dated deposits if they were not ceme!ltecl by 
frost. Of the unconsolidated deposits some are 
more favorable for the formation of ground 
ice than others. Coarse sand and gravel de
posits seem to have much leSs ice than clay ang 
silt. The most favorable material is 1nuck. 

a Prindle, L. M., A geologic reconnaissance of the Fair
banks quadrangle, Alaska: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 525, 
p. 93, 1913." 

4 Holmsen, Gunnar, op. cit., p. 131. 
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Typically the ice does not occur in great I we have a method of estimating the age of the 
continuous sheets but in isolated masses. Even ice with a fair degree of accuracy. The width 
the great deposits of the New Siberian Islands of the wedge and the rate of growth are all 
have many inclusions of earth. I-~orizontal that is necessary for this calculation. The 
sheets over 1,000 feet in length have been met width is readily ascertained, and a rough esti
with in constructing ditches, but most of the m.a.t~on from field. evidence may be ,made of the 
ice masses are less than 100 feet in diameter. rate of growth. In the area studied by the 
The WI:iter shows that in the Arctic tundra writer an age of 500 to 1,000 years is indicated. 
of Alaska the ice is distributed in a netwodr It is possible to ascertain the rate of growth 
of vertical wedges, and from the evidence in ~uch n1ore accurately by actual measurements 
the literature he is of the opinion that this dis- over a series of years, as is suggested under 
tribution is typical o~ many widely separated the discussion of this form of ice (p. 211). 
areas. 'V"ith 3: value thus found, a much more re-

Although a few occurrences of ice are re- liable estimate of ·the age of the wedges n1ight 
ported n,t places \vhere the upper surface of be made. 
the ice lies at a considerable depth, as a rule The presence of frozen mammoth remains, 
it lies at or dose to the limit of annual thaw- including even the flesh, in regions of ground 
ing. rrhe lower limit is of COUrSe variable. ice has attracted lllUCh more attention to the 

To sum up the distribution of. ground ice, · ic~ than it otherwise \vould have received. 
we find that it may occur in any region where The earlier opi1:1ion was that the 1nammoth 
the ground is deeply frozen,· especially in were found in the ice. This opii}ion gave rise 
muck deposits in level areas. to many fantastic · theories. The later ob

AGE OF GROUND ICE. 
servers seem agreed that no mammoth remains 
are ever found in the ice itself, but in the 
earth above the ice or included in it. Accord-

The age of the ice may be equal to or less ing to the theory of .the preservation of snow
tha,n thn.t of the cold climate under which it drifts by burial, the mammoth must have ex
was formed. In the discussion of the age of isted .long after the cold climate had settled 
the frozen ground we found a thousand years down over the Arctic regions, but if the ice 
ns a lower limit. The ice may be this old, at has grown in place in the ground they may 
least. have died out as the cold became intense. 

The relative ages of the ice and frozen 
ground will of course be different, according 
to the n1ethods of formation of the ice. A 
body of ice that is buried and ·preserved may 
be nearly contemporaneous with the ground 
formation. 'Vhere the ice is formed in place, 
it will of cottrse be younger. 

Such methods of formation by burial as ~re 
possible under modern conditions can not 
point to a very great age, nor can the doubt
ful method of formation in place advanced by 
Tyrrell. Belcher's theory, at:l elaborated by 
I-Iolmsen, .is also very doubtful, and nothing is 
known of the rate of supposed upward growth-
of the ice. . . 

The theory of burial of great Pleistocene 
snow ·fields, as advanced by Toll and others, 
necessitates such changes in climate that the 
postulated great age should be questioned. 

If the theory of the origin of the wedge 
shape:d mnsses of ice is true, as outlined above, 

16344°--18----16 

SUMMARY. 

Erroneous ·conclusions· have been drawn as 
to the distribution of ground' ice, chiefly from 
ooservations of poor exposui·es. Scattered 
outcrops of·ice are grouped into a single heavy 
bed of clear ice when, as a matter of fact, the 
ice in the ground may be only slightly in excess 
of that actually visible: Careful examination 
has re.vea'red the_ existence of the following 
kinds of ground ice : ( 1) Grains of clear ice, 
the largest an inch in diameter, 1nixed with 
earth; (2) thin undulating sheets or ribbons 
cf ice . alternating with thin beds of earth; 
( 3) heavy horizontal beds of clear ice; ( 4) 
heavy beds of ice alt~rn.atip.g with beds o'( 
earth; ( 5) heavy deposits of ice with isolated 
earth inclusions; (6) a network of· vertical 
wedges of ice surrounding polygonal. bodies of 
earth: 
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The first two kinds are of minor importance, 
a.nd' no satisfactory explanation of, their origin 
has been given. The third kind is met with 
chief1y up~n flood plains of rivers, and is best 
explained as resulting from the burial cif aufeis 
by spring floods· .. The fourth kind is not C:Ol11-

mon. It mny represent a building up of the 
surface pf the ground by successive deposits 

. of ice like the third kind. No satisfaCtory ex
planation has been given for the fifth kind of 
ice, the New Siberian type. The writer thinks 
that the wedge theory may furnish the . best. 
explanation. The sixth l~ind of ice is of wide
spread occurrence upon the coast of ·Arctic 
Alaska; it probably· exists also ii1 Spitzbergen 
a.r1d Siberia. ·· 

Only two theories as to ·the formation of 
·ground ice are recognized as. being of im
portance-(1) burial of _aufeis. by material· 
moved by spring floods; (2) ~ormation of ver
tical wedges !)f ice by growth in place.· 

Other theories which are recognized as pos,. 
sible but not probable are the following: 
( 1) Burial of heavy· widespread deposits of 
snow by transported material; (2) burial of 
ponds by floating vegetation;· (3) growth of 
beds of ice in place from concentration of 
moisture in the ·ground. 

If heavy beds of ground ice were formed by 
t:.he burial of snow, the age indica ted is very 
great. A sufficient amount of snow would be 
furnished only in glacial time. All the other 
methods are capable 'of originating ground ice 
under modern conditions and so do not indi
cate a great age for the ice. The only process 
capable of, yieldi'ng quantitati,~e rest1lts is that 
giving rise to the \vedge-shaped masses of ice~ 
From this an age of 500 to 1,000 years is esti. 
mated for the ice of the north coast of Alaska. 
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